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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

Since this is the first musicological study of an Art Nouveau
repertory as such, it is necessary to proceed sysÈematically by first
establishing a comprehensive definition of Art Nouveau that elucidates the
set of aesthetic and stylistic principles applying to all its visual,
literary and musical manifestations. Thus, rather than atÈempting direct
comparisons between music and painting or literature, aII forms of Art
Nouveau can be examined against fundamental criteria.

From a consideration of the origins, nature and extent of Àrt,
Nouveau, a comprehensive, eJ-even-point definition of its essential
princj-pJ-es is formed, embracing all- its visual, literary and musical
aspects. In appended chapters the eleven principles are out.lined for
visual- and l-iterary art.

In the main body of the dissertation a hundred and forty-two
keyboard works from France, Spain, Austria, Czechosl-ovakia, Poland,
Russia, England and America are exanr-ined in the light of the eleven
pri-nciples. These are works whose composers had contact with centres of
Art Nouveau and were infl-uenced by its art, l-iterature or aesthetic. The
works are avant-garde compositions of the period, whose specific titles or
epigraphs indicate Art Nouveau provenance.

The study shows that it is possibl-e to identify Art Nouveau
characters that run through the repertory, and also to connect some of it
with the types of piano for which the composers wrote. It shows thaÈ
differentiation between impressionism, symbolism and Art Nouveau in music
is possible, and that specific compositional- techniques can be related to
the eleven principles.

The methodology of the study reveals archetlpal motifs running
across the repertory, and its senr-iology reveals fundamentally new insights
into rnany works, including Skryabinrs late compositions, suggesting that
the sonatas 6-10, although not alJ- specifically titled, can be seen as
comprising a compositional whole, and the terms "Black" and "lfhite" Mass
explained.

The study thus suggests some fundamental revaluations of ideas about
some music of the time, and points towards further exanr-inations of its
varlous repertories.
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TERMINOLOGY

¡# Dbb, EX refer to noÈes in music

refer to major, rLinor keys in certain diagrams

refer Èo motifs
refer to musical figures
refer to textural strands

- all are explained in text

Ml

II
F
J

01, Q2, 03 refer to octatonic piÈch-sets on !r C#, D

their inversions at the nr-inor third
WIL, wT2 refer to whole-tone pitch-seÈs on !r C# and

their inversions at the tone

Super and subscript digits are used to refer to chordal-
analysis thus, with oblique lines referring to
ascending (/) or descending (\) motion:

vrTb\Yun/#vrra,

PiÈch-sets are designated in semitonal intervals,
always aecending from the root, as
l- = semitoner 2 = toner 3 = minor third, and so oni
thus the octatonic set = I2I2 L2Lz
or a pentatonic seL = 23232

Key intervals: 3 = nuinor third
4 = major third
5 = fourth
6 = tritone
7 = fifth

A bookmark in the form of a key to the Eleven Principles and
special þitch-sets referred to in the text is lodged in a

ket inside the front cover

nda

4
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PREFACE

Introduction: Art Nouveau as strand rather than time-category

The term "Art Nouveau" is, for the purposes of this study, here taken

as including Jugendstil, Sezessionstil, Stil Moderne and similar tserms and

movementsl, and afthough there is a wide variety of styles and approaches

in all- these movements and artist-creators, the term is assumed to cover

them insofar as they have cornmon ground2. ltlhere the other terms are

employed it is to be understood that reference is being made to their

regional movements and school-s as distinct from the world scene. lthile

Jugend.sÈi13 has often been the preferred term in German-speaking countries

and parts of eastern Europe, the consensus elsewhere is for Art Nouveau,

the term used in more countries then and now. But since as a tertn it does

not encapsulaÈe what all these movements stood for, the common element of

"the strand of the mannered fantastic in the arts" is sometimes substituted

in this study.

Strands of fantastic and stylized mannerism are always present in the

arts, but have periodic flowerings, at which times a significant body of

art j-s created that has its own peculiarities, while echoing some from the

past. One such flowering is Art Nouveau, occurring around 1900 in many

world centres, and echoing in its mannerism the Rococo style of the

eighteenth century, the Mannerist style of the sixteenth and the Flarnboyant

in architecture of the fifÈeenth. Its subject is the mysÈerious or

fantastic, which it embraces in opposition to the scientific and

positivistic strands of its time.

The terms "strand" lFaden, brínl and "influence" are to be preferred

to "(time-)caÈegory", the last connoting outdated notions of a single

Zeitgeist governing each cultural epoch4, and placing undue strain upon

boundary-daÈes, even when "category' is given the revised sense of

"recurrent phenomenon" as in CarI Dahlhaust historiscl¡e Kategories.

"Category" has the further disadvantage of narrowing its focus towards the
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avant-garde, ignoring those who opt to continue to develop a style long

after iÈ has ceased to be high fashion. Rather than seeing Art Nouveau as

a ¡ainor t.ime-category covering the 1-895-1905 decade, it may be seen as a

most important influence on much culÈure over a wider time-span, opposing

Realism, Historicism, conventional late-Romanticism6 and Impressionism,

being itself challenged by the emergence of Expressionism and Dadaism, and

to some extent supplanted by Surrealism. Using "strand" rather than

"category" makes it possible to talk of opposing or interacting movementsT.

Using "infl-uence" (the emergence of a strand into a position of some

donrinance) removes the necessity to delineate the period with bindj-ng and

exclusive definition.

It also avoids the difficulty caused by the fact that the time-

periods when the visual, literar14 and musical avant-garde (and the fashi-on

industry) wholeheartedly embrace Art Nouveau do not exactly coincide, to

say nothing of individual creative artists' taking up and leaving the Art

Nouveau rr-ilieu at different times. It further means that scholars like

Reinhold Brinkmann8 and Frits Noske9, who argue against accepting Art

Nouveau as a category, can nonetheless contj.nue to speak of its influences

on some music of the time, which is whaL they wish to do. That the issue

is still to some extent an open one can be seen in two recent publications

- fi-rstly the catalogue of the l-987 Munich exhibition of ,fugendstil-

Secession art entitled .TugendstíJ-Musik?, and secondly Reinhard Gerl-ach's
I

,1

Musik und JugertbtiL - der Wiener ScåuLe l-900-7908; the first is questioning

and the second affirmativelo.

Narrow dating, therefore, like Fritz Schmalenbach's Kunstgewerbe

years of 1894-L9O2Lr, or the conventional dating of the high period as the

decade 1895-1905, merely represent the focus of the movement. More liberal

time-definitions date the strand in the visual arts from Mackmurdo's title-

page to the book Vlren's City of Churches j-n 188312, to such archj-tecture as

that of Vladimir Tatlints Monument to the Third International in L9L9-20t3.
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In music and literature it can be said to have appeared much earlier,

and to have lasÈed even longer. Some argue for its appearance in

Baudelaire's I'-Leurs du maL in 1857 and l,rlagner's fristan und fsoLdela of

1857-65, and even parts of the Ring-cyclels, and for its last breaths in

aspects of Richard straussr l-ate works in the nineteen-thirties16. But

extreme examples can perhaps be regarded as precursors or echoes. More

moderate definitions for literature begin with Joris-KarI Huysmanrs .A

rebours of l-884 (as much Art Nouveau as Decadent, as is argued in

Appendices C and D), Stephane Mallarmé's Poesies of 1887, Oscar ülilders ?he

Happy Prince and Other ^gtories of 1888, and Gabrj-el-e DrAnnunzíors åndrea

SpereTli of 1889. They finish wit,h Marcel Proust's final revisions of A 7a

recherche du temps perdu before his death ín L922, and Thomas Mannrs De¡

Zauberberg ín 1924

For music such definitions begin with late Liszt (after 1880) and

Wagner's Pa¡sifal of 1871-L882r1 to Delius' ffassa¡ of 1920. In the

keyboard repertory, however, Florent Schnitt's L920-2L Mirages, Kaikhosru

Sorabji's The Perfumed Ga::den of L923 and some of Louis Vierne's Pièces de

fantasie published Ln L927 (although probably mostly wrj-tten a little

before this date) are cl-ose to the last works in the tradition.

The works chosen for this study are selected because, amongst other

prerequisites, their titles indicate the sort of fantasy or mannerism

peculiar to Art Nouveau. The period to be considered gives sufficient

scope to make sure that no important work is needlessly excluded, and no

aspect of .A'rt Nouveauts development ignored. It wiLl therefore cover the

years circa 1880 to circa 1925, which embraces everything from late Liszt

to early Sorabji.

The need for a comprehensive definition covering all the arts

Although Art Nouveau is seen in every facet of the visual arts simply

because it is So easy to recognize as style, it is more difficult to

identify in literature and music, even though not only J-ts philosophy but
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its practice was that a single spirit should pervade al-l the arts and life.

There is Èhus a need for a definition that covers all expressions of Art

Nouveau and differenÈiates iÈ from other cultural strands during its period

of influence.

The identifying features of Èhis strand of artj-stic philosophy and

practice will be seen to run through visual, literary and musical arts of

this time, at first as a small, reactionary tendency to the mainstream but

eventuall-y one having a full flowering at the century's turn as a movement

to rival and even temporarily eclipse mainstream laÈe-Romanticism, at least

in the avant-garde of fashion. This strand j-s the fantastic, with its

great themes being those based on states of dream-transformation, and

expressed in highly stylized and mannered technique that is primarily

affectj.ve - del-iberately disorientating and mesmeric, inducing dream.

The spirit and techniques of Art Nouveau as they are common to the

visual, literary and musical arts can be summed up j-n eleven principles, to

be outlined in Chapter 3 from the viewpoints of each of the three main

artistic categories. They have been derived from a consideration of the

phenomena of Art Nouveau in the three arts: the sections dealing with

visual and Iiterary Art Nouveau appear as appendices A-D, whj-le that on

music comprises the main body of this study, with the keyboard repertory as

a conveniently sized body of !.Iorks from which to draw some concl-usions. It

should be noted, however, that al-though the sections on visual and literary

Art Nouveau are for reasons of space placed in the Appendix, the eleven

principles-model against which the keyboard repertory is considered has

first been derived from them before being applied to music. This has been

done because to this date there has been less systematic sÈudy of musical

Art Nouveau as a whole than of its vj-sual and literary counterparts. The

eJ-even principles-model thus derived, however, does not rest on any other

study, although it has been formulated by a comparison of as many

definitions and lists of characteristics as could be found in the standard
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works and critical l-iterature Iisted in the bibliography. It has also

undergone modifications and refinements as musj-cal evidence has caused some

revaluation of generalizations originally based prj-marily on art and

literature.

Musical- Art Nouveau has thus not been defined on a priori grounds but

on empirical ones, by a process that has consisted of continual

modification, in the light of detailed study of works, of the hlpothesis as

to what may be said to constitute a work of musj-cal Art Nouveau. There are

two obvious prerequisites, and a third contingent one:

1. There must be reasonable evidence that the composer came into contact

with .A,rt Nouveau creators or their artefacts

2. The works must be non-conventional in style so that the keyboard

repertory can be differentiated from such things as character-pieces

of unsurprising harmony and intention.

3. To keep this study to a reasonable length the only works to be included

in the main chapters are those wj-th a title or epigraph providing a

definite Art Nouveau cue as to the composerts intention. Other works

that have different evidence of Art Nouveau provenance can be the

subject of futher sÈudies; the issue is briefly discussed in Chapter

2L, headed The Third-Order Repertory.

Mannerism

The whole phenomenon of Art Nouveau can be regarded as one of the

periodic flowerings of mannerism, as has been pointed out above, which is

reflected in those names given it at the time that use "styIe" as part of

the expression, like ./ugrendstil-, StyJe Horta, StyLe moderne and even Style

Liberty. (It is also acknowledged in the pejorative terms applied by

contemporaries - Yachting Style, Palíng Sty7e, Bandwurm,âti¿18.) Art I
lVouveau as a term emphasizes its revoLutionary aspect, while ,Jugendstil, and

Style moderne are the only terms that cover both its revolutionary

("Jugend" implying the avant-garde) and its manneristic aspects ("Stil",
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t'style" ) .

Like the Flamboyant, MannerisÈ and Rococo flowerings of mannerism,

Art Nouveau emphasizes virt,uosity of style, exaggerations of figure,

complex interweavings of motif, and a generally esotericisÈ approach.

Maria Rika Maniates in 1971 suggested Èhese characteristics:

domination of formuLas and intellectuaL constructivism
exaggerated imitatÍon of past styles amd manners
artificial inÈricacy
expressionistic ecstasy and demonic surrealism
refinement and preciosityl9

be seen that Lhe comphrehensive definition of Art Nouveau offered

1

2

3

4
q

It will

Iater in this study comprises all t,hese points, and Maria Maniates,

together with Don Harran in his 1969 article on mannerism in the madrigal'

instance Art Nouveau as such mannerism20. Maria Maniates' study discusses

the contrasting concepts of mannerism ("artifj-cial, esoteric, free of

norms, irrational, bizarre, arbitrary") and classicism ("objectj-vityt

naturalness, normatity, clarity, order")21 as al-ternating through modern

history, following such paradigms as those of C. Focillon and G.R.Hocke,

and contradicting Ernst Curtius's opinion that it is a constant rather than

cyclical phenomenon22. Another way to look at the flowerings of mannerism

is to qonsider the basic periods of architecture and art since Roman times

(Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance, Baroque and Romantic) as tending to fall

into phases of ear1y, high and l-ate development, with the early purity of

form and simplicity of statement developing into a high phase of

elaboratj-on on the original idea, and a late phase of mannerism developing

style beyond form and content. This model, in which Art Nouveau can be

seen as late romanticism, which it partly is, parallels that of Thomas

Kuhn's paradigm for the sciences23.

Thus it is possible to look at Art Nouveau as mannerism in at least

three ways:

l-. as a flowering occurring through cyclic or sporadic
historical proces es
2. as something that is always present,
3. as a laÈe-phase phenomenon.
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But whatever the cause or nature of its appearance in hisÈory around 1900,

it is cl-ear that mannerism is an essential focus of Art Nouveaui thus the

designating of it at the beginning of this chapter as "the mannered

fantasti-c".

To consider Art Nouveau thus is to see it as a general phenomenon

across the arts rather than something primarily to do with the visual artsi

its practitioners saw iÈ as holistic, as is documented in Appendix B.

lfhil-e the term "Art Nouveau" will be used throughout this study, j-n

accordance with convention, it will be seen to be inconvenient at times

when making frequent reference to its contemporary movements like

lmpressionism, Symbolism, Decadence, Aestheticism and Expressionism. There

is a case for referring to Art Nouveau by the use of a sinr-ilar abstract

noun, which would also have the advantage of avoiding the slight confusion

entailed by the use of the French term for a phenomenon that was much

wider. "Neomannerism" has been suggested24, and although it was originally

used as a pejorative term, there is no other extant, and it may be kept in

rn-ind when Art Nouveau is considered as covering all the arts, and when it

is compared with contemporaneous movements.

ft may be argued, however, that Art Nouveau is more than sÈyle, that

its other focus on the fantastic in all its forms, particularly in

literature, deserves equal emphasis. Yet this is contained within

mannerism, for its conceits of style are naturally accompanied by conceits

of theme and image. To look at this the other way about: it is natural for

fantastic subjects to be expressed in the fantastj-c stylizations of

mannerism. rn this vj-ew virtuosity of style is not seen as something

followed for its own sake, but as following the principle of Decorum in

suiting its theme. Thus mannerism is as cl-assical as any system of

aesthetics' but follows a Dionysian rather than Apollonian principle, as Ít

were.

This important point, t,hat Art Nouveau is based on a classical,
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systematic aesthetic, is the starÈing-point for the most substantial single

musicological study of .fugendstil - that of Reinhard cerlach2s. He sees

.fugendstil as Pan opposed Eo Togos - the lyric-mystic as against the logic-

rational principle, or "chaos" as against symmetry. "Chaos" j-s noÈ simply

disorder, however, but an opposite order or logic - that of the emotions

and poeLry, that surprise and upset mere rationality with their oûrn

mystical or fdeal asymmetries26. These are the Order of the inner being,

beyond mere rationality, which conventionally sees them as Disorder' chaos,

decadence. Professor Gerlach analyzes some early works of Schoenberg,

Vlebern and Berg in detail- and shows that their asymmeÈries are inherently

ordered, but differently from works of conventionall-y balanced aesthetíc21.

This is also the fj-nding of this study.

As mentioned above, the repertory of this study has been selected on

the basis of its themes as indicated by titles and epi-graphs, and since it

has also been selected with avant-garde rather than conventional music as a

pre-requísite, the repertory is in this era of more mannered composition.

It is at once obvious that there is a wider repertory of such composition

that does not bear specifically fantastic titles, and many of these wiII

irnmediately suggest themselves. This study is therefore only a beginning'

and may help to provide some guidelines for the delineation and examination

of this wider repertory.

End-notes
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2 Kf.r-," Kropfingerrs doubts about this equating of regional styles should
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Kropfinger,K.: The Shape of Líne, Miscellanea Musicologica 13 (l-984)'
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3 th. more recent tendency has been to reserve the term for regional
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the use of "Art Nouveau" as an umbrell-a term thus, fox instance,
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easily supplied by "Paris/Nancy,/Brussels Art Nouveau" It then
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CHÀPTER 2

SCHOI"ARLY APPRECIATTON OF ART NOT'\/EAU

Vlhile the importance of the phenomenon of Art Nouveau-Jugendstil at,

the turn of the nineÈeenth century was recognized by its contemporaries,

the fact that it faded so quickly meant thaÈ its importance in the longer

term of the history of the arts and crafts began to be doubted. ltlhether

it may be eventually judged to be the last of the Romantic era or the

first of the Modern, it can be seen as the first modern fad (although it

was, of course, much more serious than mere fads of fashion that succeeded

it), sweeping the world with its novelty and in turn being swept away by

its successors, notably Art Deco (Art Décoratif) in the years after the

Great War.

Its nadir was perhaps the nineteen-twenties, when a popular one-

volume hisLory of art like Sir Wiffi.* Orpen's Ti¡e OutJ-ine of Artr failed

even to mention it. Since the nineteen-thirties there has been a gradual

revaluation of visual Art Nouveau, helped greatly by the work of Nikolaus

pevsner2 and subsequent r^rriters, as well as exhibitions such as those of

Zürich in L952 and Munich in 1987.

The important colfection of studies by Helmut Selig in l-959

(Jugendstil-. Der Weg ins 20, ,Jahrhundert)3 began a more widespread

scholarly interest, seen in general works like those of Stephan Tschudi

Madsen4, Maurice Rheims5, Robert Schmutzler6, Hans Hofstätter? and several

othersB that have followed the monographs and specialist studies of

scholars. ,fost Hermand9 has set out the history of scholarly studies of

at least the German scholarly scene in his Jugendstil of 1965' which shows

that amongst serious students the subject had never dj-ed, even though it

was sometimes obscured by the reLative proximity of writers in the

twent,ies and thirties to the phenomenon. Richard Hamann, DoIf

Sternberger, Nikolaus Pevsner, ErLluz Schmalenbach, Kurt Bauch, Robert

Schmutzler1o, and others had continued to review Jugendstil from 19L4 to

the nineteen-sixties.
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This grew into a general interest with Èhe publishing of so many

popular works and reproductions that by the nineteen-eighties bookshops

began Èo have a regular Art Nouveau section, and the eighties saw an

actual fashion revival of Art Nouveau (by now the usual umbrella term for

all the contemporaneous terms like .Iugendstil, Sezession, Stile Moderne,

New Style, Liberty and so on).

The virÈua1 popular ignorance of visual art Nouveau until- about the

nineteen-sixties perhaps corresponds with the New Grove t s failure in the

Iate nj-neteen-seventieslr Èo recognize it as a subject of musical

scholarship despite the liraited but lively debate then beginning to grow

in the journals of musical schol-arship. this debate was given focus and

recognition by the sixteen papers of the .Andrew McCredie symposium in

Adel-aj-de, L9'79r2, (publi.shed 1984) and the ,Jurg Stenzl collection of papers

as a Festschrift for V'fi-Lfi Schuh that was published in l-98013, (containing

German versions of three of the McCredie symposium articles, plus eight

new ones). The symposium and collection have themselves inspired further

research, from which the articles and publications relevant to this study

can be found in the Bibliography. Since the focus of this study is the

keyboard repertory, there is a wider body of musical research that is not

listed, but which has made it possibl-e for repertory studies to be

commencedl4.

The proliferation of studies and books on individual artists and

media since L970, as welL as serious entries in all- general encyclopaedias

and art histories show that the period is very much an established factor

in the visual arts and crafts and is beginning to be recognized in the

literary arts. There are questions over its dating, however, that will be

discussed below, although there is universal agreement that it was centred

around 1900.

Literary Art Nouveau

Viktor KloÈzls and lrlaLter Lennigl6 in the late nineteen-fifties,
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together with .Iost Hermann in the nineteen-sixtieslT helped draw together

the serious study of literary manffestations of ,fugendstil. This field of

study has produced a fairly general consensus that there is indeed

Iit,erary Jugendstil (and hence by implication lÍterary Art Nouveau in

general) and that many of its features can be defined and illust,rat,ed' as

in such studies as that of ,Jost Hermandl8, DominikJostlg and Edelgard

Hajek on the general picture2o and some detailed work on individual

authors, as in that of Karl Eugene ülebb on the early Ri1ke21. ,fost

Hermand's ,JugendstiJ-: ein Eorschungs-beticht 7978-7964 to some extent

shows the whole research picture from some of the earliest post-Art

Nouveau critique onwards, and devotes nearly hal-f iÈs space to literary

Jugendstil, begj-nnj-ng with articles in 1933 and l-935. In 1972 Hermand was

able to d.evote a whole book to literary Jugendstil - his Der Schei¡ des

schönen Lebens22 that discussed both writers and themes with strong claims

to ,fugendstil character. So it is that besides the young RÍIke there are

periods in the outputs of Stefan George, Hugo von HofmannsÈhal, Arno HoIz,

A]fred Mombert, George Trakl, Ernst Stadler, Richard Dehmel, Max

Dauthenday, EIse Lasker-SchüIer, Gustav Sack and Eduard Stüchen that have

received close examination as literary ,fugendstil to this date23; doubtless

more will follow, particularly for French and English poets and writers.

Dominik .fost suggests that at least tb¡enty others, not all Germanr are

worthy of consideration24. That aII is not settled and agreed in this

field is attested by Edelgard Hajek's 1971 study that faces the many

problems of establishing literary material as being ,rugendstil2s.

Musical Art Nouveau

The existence of many links between artists, poets and musicians in

ball-ets, p1ays, operas, cabarets, magazines, belles-lettres and so on in

the Art Nouveau period naturally suggested an Art Nouveau influence on

music as well, although the first specialisÈ discussion of this only began

to appear at the end of the nj-net,een-sixties, with Reinhold Brinkmann's
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Schoenberg und George in 1969, followed by other specialist studies lj-ke

Gösta Neuwirth's on !'Iagner's Parsifa726, and general- ones like that of

Helmut Rosen2?, which helped to generate the real intereÉt that has since

followed. But Professor Neuwirth's study of Parsifaf. raises the question

of the time-boundaries of Art Nouveau, since Wagner composed the music-

drama between l-877 and L882. Adnr-ittedly, much of the impact of this work

and ?rjstan und IsoJ-de (1857-59, first produced at Bayreuth 1865) followed

their productions in centres like Munich and Paris close to 1-900, but this

then prompts other questions like the j-nfluence on Art Nouveau of Ialagner

and other musicians, and its infl-uence on them.

Definitions of Art Nouveau

Debate about the temporal and stylistic boundaries, and in fact the

whole definition of Art.Nouveau, has been under scholarly discussion from

the outset, partly because after the Great Vilar there was a general

rejection of the whole phenomenon in favour of Art Deco and other

fashions; perhaps there is nothing (except itself) so ¡n-isunderstood by an

epoch as its immediately preceding one. The question of definition wiJ-I

be considered fi-rst.

In 1935 Fritz Schmal-enbach (whose consistently minimal views on Art

Nouveau will be taken as representing one extreme) relegated j-t to the

decorative arts and crafts2S whil-e affirming its imporEance29, perhaps in

answer to ütralter Benjamin, who in 1933 saw it merely as "a great and

unconscious attempt at retrogression"3o. Precisely the opposite view was

espoused by Kurt Bauch in 1955 who saw it as the beginning of the whole

modern movement, "d.er Anbruch der Moderne"3l. Perhaps it may be seen as

both, as a v¡atershed between Romanticism and Modernism, with elements of

both, just as the Renaissance was partly mediaeval and partly new32. This

vj-ew will be examined later, but meanwhile it is easy to see Art Nouveau's

decorative obsessions springing from RomanÈicism's later floridity of

curving line, just as its deliberate stylizations of figure and line
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anticipate the explorations of different representations of reality in

Expressionism, Cubism, Art Deco, and other twentieth-century movements.

Many writers on visual Art Nouveau have pointed out its similarities

in respect of mannerist curvil-ineariÈy to the Rococo: both are late-cycle

phenomena (in the sense that Èhe Rococo can be seen as Late Baroque and

Art Nouveau as Late Romanticism) and thus show the tendency to floridity

and focus on ornament characterisÈic of other late-cycle stages (Iike the

ElamboyanÈ in Gothic architecture, for instance - yet another source of

inspiration to Art Nouveau). Such concentration on stylization is

excessive, or mannerist, and there can be no doubt that many artists drew

direct inspiration from the Rococo.

Definitions of visual Art Nouveau are considered later in more

detail, but Edelgard Hajek has provided a tentative one for music that is

useful: "the effective tendency of all realms of international art towards

stytization around the turn of the century, in so far as this tendency

shows boÈh formal and ideologicaÌ, that is, stylistic agreement"33.

Hajek's definition onr-its Art Nouveau's fundamental focus on the fantast,ic'

but centres around the concept of sÈylization (or mannerism, the same

thing but a sÈronger term: mannerism is the pursuing of stylization to an

extreme). This is held to be co¡nmon to literary and visual Art Nouveau

and so must be by extension true for any musical counterpart; ít also

affirms the geographical universality of the phenomenon. It therefore

makes it difficult to talk of different emphases or varieties of Art

Nouveau, as Viennese Sezessionstil, Munich 'Jugendstil, Glasgow Modern

MovemenÈ and so on if one may have characteristics noÈ fulJ-y shared by

others. For instance, the floral curving motifs of Munich and the

straighter lines of the Glasgow Movement are both considered Art Nouveau.

Meyer Shapiro talks of "the unhomogeReous, unstable aspect, the obscure

tendencies towards new forms" in the various manifestations of Art

Nouveau34. The problems of the scope of definition are welL dj-scussed by
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Klaus Kropfinger and Reinhold Brinkmann in the first parts of their

contributions to the Adel-aide Symposium of l-97935. Carl Dahl-haus'

contribution to the Stenzl coll-ection addresses the philosophical

implicaÈions of definition, exanr-ining the concept of StiTwille (stylistic

intention) and the theory of Sti-lkunst as opposed to Realism at the turn

of the century, and the important notion of doppelten-Mimesis - that

reality of feel-ing J-s idenÈical in life and music (which obviously

provides philosophical common ground. for all the arts in the perì-od)36.

Following the Iead of art historians, attention has al-so been paid to the

writings of the artists, poets and musicj-ans of the period, parti-cularly

to those who like Henry van de Velde could articulate at a deep leve1 the

aspirations of themselves and others. Others, like Debussy, were far more

crlptic and poetic in their thinking, but from them all some consensus

developed that is exarn-ined later in Èhis study.

An additional- note is provided by RecepÈion Theory in comparative

literary criticism, particularly that formulated by Hans Robert Jauss37, in

which any view we may form of Art Nouveau is inevitably coloured by us and

our ¡n-ifieu: we merely form our viewpoint on Art Nouveau rather any really

objective one. In this light it may be that our reconsideration and

revaluation of Art Nouveau tells us as much about the later twentieth

century as it does about the turn of the nineteenth. This is one aspect

of the Art Nouveau debate that as yet has received little attentj-on, but

now that the twentieth century has seen the fuII and barren flowering of

the technological revolution r^te are perhaps more sympathetic to the

statement made by Art Nouveau against mass production, proletarianism and

functionalist principles3S. fn studying Art Nouveau, thereforer we are

also studying ourselves.

The temporal boundaries of Art Nouveau have been a source of

disagreement, with a minimal definition like that of Schmalenbach covering

only the years les+woþ1|, as against Ku¡t Bauch's40 that would include
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Edvard Munch, Käthe Kollwitz and Ferdinand Hodler, generally considered to
\
\ have become Expressionionists after about 1904. Even this may be
\

restrictive, for if late Richard lilagner is to be considered on the one

hand and even late Richard Strauss on the other, the period will need to

be widened to consider its beginnings in the 1880s to some final-

development after the Great V\lar. It is clear that there was a very short

period of the phenomenon during which it was the principal concern of the

artistic avant-garde, possibJ-y as short as the I8g4-:-gO2 span that

Schmal-enbach claims, and that mosÈ younger artists, writers and musicians,

1ike, sây, Edvard Munch, ülilliam Butl-er Yeats and Arnol-d Schoenberg moved

on to new fields soon afterwards. But others seem to have continued to

work in this style, at least in literature and music, just as mass fashion

did until L9L4, so that some elas.ticity of dating is necessary, depending

on whether one is tal-king of the possible antecedents, the exponents of

the high period around 1900, or those who stayed to see it developed to

ultimate conclusions like Richard Strausst Der Rosenkaval.ier (1909-10) or

Thomas Mann's Der Zauberberq (1924\. Possibly now outdated considerations

of Zeitgejst influenced schol-ars of Schmalenbach's generaÈion to feel that

by 1902 Art Nouveau had "finished" and Expressionj-sm "begun" - that there

could not be two such distinctively different movements coexisting. This

may be true for the avant-garde, but not all artists are innovators, some

preferring to develop more fully what the awant-garde in its haste has

tasted briefly and then discarded. To explore, not exploit' is the

occupation of avant-gardes, but it must not be thought that once Èhey have

discovered then discarded something there j-s no more to be said with it.

Others can see further into its possibilitj-es and remain to develop it

more fuIly.'

In the light, of this it seems more logical to consider any poinÈ in

cultural history as being a mélange of parÈially or completely conflicting

tendencies operating simultaneously, so that Realism, Historicism, the
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U"girrrrirrgs of Expressionism, the tail-end of Impressionism and the stj-ll-

developing Post-Impressionj-st grouP of styles are all to some extent

contemporaneous with Art Nouveau4l. This is an important point, for it is

not at all- clear that all those contri-buting to t,he whole debate over

accepting Art Nouveau as a recognized musical category or character are

merely arguing over it as one of many contemporary influences and

movements, or r^rhether they feel- that there should be a period inserted in

the el-ementary history books as there is for the Baroque or Classical or

Romantic eras. V\lhatever the earlier debate, ever since Carl- Dahl-haus t

vanquishing of both Hegelian Zejtgeist and Marxist historical Èheory for
tÌ

musicl@ there can be no question of considering Art Nouveau as a period

that followed Romanticism and preceded Expressionism or anything else,

just as it is misleading to consider Romanticism as the only musical

strand in the period from Beethoven to Brahms.

There seems to have been from the first a fairly general agreeemenÈ

that despite regional differences enough contmon spirit and technique

existed amongst Art Nouveau artj-sts to make it reasonable to treat the

separate colonies of activity at Glasgow, London, Paris, Nancy, Brussels,

Darmstadt, Munich, Vienna, Barcelona, Amsterdam, Helsinkir Budapestt

Belgrade, Moscow and so on as one, for the purposes of discussion, while

recognizj-ng that there vlere some important differences.

Another restrictive position, however, besides that of considering

only a narror^r time-range, refuses to consider even painting to have been

part of Art Nouveau proper. Schmalenbach disagreed on this with Richard

Hamann from the beginning, and had hardly changed his views even in L96643.

Schmalenbach's narrow field of study has in the end not even the virtue of

making discussion simpler, for it seems to raise more questions of

exclusion than it answers by its limited j-nclusion. Scholars since

Schmafenbach have in fact tended to treat painting as the prime medium of

Art Nouveau and argued from its imagery, style and meaning towards
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literary and musical linkage. But the importance of the plastic and

monurnental arts j-s not overlooked, as scholars frequently adduce

comparisons involving all Èhe media from architecture lo faience in their

consideration of Art Nouveaui the general defence for thj-s is the

principle of Gesamtkunstwerke (or perhaps GesamtTebenkunst), held by the

most advanced and successful practioners of Art Nouveau, and enunciated by

their theoreticians at the time (as is examined in the chapter dealing

with the essence of visual Art Nouveau - Appendix B).

Before considering a comprehensive definition for Art Nouveau on

which this study can be based, it is necessary to look at recent

musicological studies that focus on lj-nking musical and visual Art

Nouveaui these are the ¡nost recent and intensive in the whole field of the

subject, and may be seen as defining the questions Èhat this sÈudy

attempts to address.

Current musicolo oical approaches

There are six main methods of arguing for or against the linking of

music to Art Nouveau that are discernible in recent scholarship, which may

be combined in various ways. Part of the confusion in the whole debaÈe

arises from the failure of one writer Èo realize that another i-s

justifiably proceeding according a different route, adducíng a different

sort of evidential matter to illustrate and justify his or her position.

AII methods have value in adding to the general enlightenment on the

subject; all are necessary, but some may be thought insufficienÈ by

themselves to convince.

A common problem aII face is that in the end they must rely to some

extent at l-east on argumentum per exemplum, a method not in itself

conclusive, but relying on t,he weight of probabilities. The same can be

said of each method: none is by itself conclusive, but to some extent

relies on the supporting evidence from the others, so that a general

probability of greater or lesser extent is amassed. Another problem is
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sel-ectivity in choosing examples, so that a skewed

but perhaps Èhe normal process of schol-arly review byviewpoint is formed,

one's peers is enough to

The six approaches

1. Essential featu¡es

ensure thaÈ this is soon corrected.

to linking music with Art Nouveau are

The method of Horst !{eber, Frits Noske and to some extent K1aus

Kropfinger in Èhe McCredie symposium is to try to identify the essence of

Art Nouveau and see whether any music can be said to possess these

essential- qualities. !ùeber's paper posits the twin factors of figure and

ground as the fundamentals of both painting and music, arguing that what

in non-Art Nouveau work is ground becomes figure in Art Nouveau iÈselft

and is thus allegory{|. Frits Noske finds three essential features: the

asymmetrically undul-ating line cul-¡n-inaÈing in a whipshape, Èhe reduction

of space to mere surface at the expense of perspective, and ornament as

d.eter¡nining factor4s. Klaus Kropfinger singles out the shape of line as

the single vital- feature in deternr-ining structure, alÈhough he seems to

imply that there are other factors governing non-structural features46.

ThaÈ there i-s some difference over the essential- features of Art

Nouveau does not inval-idate the method, for in each paper the writer is

onJ-y considering the features relevant to a single composer. Each is

specific about the need for a systematic approach, which his paper

endeavours to provide.

As a method it has cl-ear strengths, although it relies firstly on a

consensus being developed as to what body of essential features can be

said to comprise Art Nouveau, which will only be established with more

scholarly debate, and secondly on Èhe success of making sufficiently

clearly the links between visual, Iiterary and aural evidence.

The method is an obvious one for the establishing of links between

visual and literary Art Nouveau where, because of literaturers relat,ively

specific articulation of subject matter, parallels are more easily found.

l

l

t'
I

I
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In this wriÈers like Rj-chard Samuels are following the method of Mads ert|l ,

Sternberger4s, Hermand, Schmutzler, Hofstätter and others in attempting to

snm up the essence of visuaL Art Nouveau. Professor Samuels, for

instance, quotes primary evidence to build up a background for the

essential features of Art Nouveau, for which he actually uses Geoffrey

Vlarren's formulation49.

2. lhe evidence of imagery and dewice

This is the most common approach, for the obvious reason that Art

Nouveau imagery is so distinctive, and settings of Art Nouveau texts or

scenes in song or insÈrumental- tone-paJ-nting are such an inviting point of

departure. Edward T.ockspeiser50, Klaus Stahmersl and Hans Hollanders2

treat imagery in a general way, whil-e others fike Arthur vilenks3, I,tlilliam

!ù.Austin54, Jean-Michel Nectouxs5, Gösta Neuwirth56, Hermann DanusersT and

Gerald Abrahamss discuss specific images.

The argument from imagery seems very Persuasive, for the music of

the period readily conveys suggestions of water, flowing, gliding, waving,

suspension of time (which, like depth, is li¡ruited in Art Nouveau), and so

orlr especiatly with the enlarged palette of effects being explored by

composers (modes, whole-tones' chromatics, augmented and dinÉnished

intervals and chords, non-functional harmonies, unresolved cadences and

crescendos, atonalities, new rhythmical effects, and exploration of new

ornamental figures). The persuasiveness is at first emotional-, as is seen

in the rather poetic responses of Hans Holl-ander to musical effects he

sees as being like Art.Nouveau images: his calling whol-etonal effects

sexless (in the sense of the androgenous Art Nouveau youth rather than the

Àrt Nouveau femme fatal.e) , for j-nstance, Proves rather ambiguous and

unhelpful; it is proper for the musicologist to seek something more than

such subjective evidence and unsystematic approach. Careful accumulation

of the evidence of imagery, however, can produce a much more convincing

argument by sheer weight of evidence, particularly where there j-s a
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literary text or a clear visual cue Lhat can be seen to have prompted the

music. There can also be cases where Ockhamts Razor would indicate that a

link between visual/literary and aural imagery is the simplest

explanation, or cases where there is no other likely explanation.

The most interesting of the arguments from imagery are those that

deal- with the suspension of time-space dimensions, where there is motion

but no progress, as Carl- Dahl-hauss9 and others have argued. This is a key

feature of the essence of Art Nouveau by any reckoning; it Èherefore

becomes a part of the method of argument used in 1. above.

There are many hazards invol-ved in giving weight to imagery-

evidence. For instance, other artistic strands contemporary with Art

Nouveau may use similar images, so that imagery of water, say, may be

Realist/Naturalist tone-painting or Symbolist icon as readily as it may be

Art Nouveau fluidity, intangibility or the seenlingly innocuous element

from which emerge sirens. Identifying imagery, therefore' is hardly

enough, because some evidence of the composerts intentions in using it may

be needed as well, so thaÈ scholars accordingly examine composersr livest

writings and backgrounds thoroughly.

3. lfhe approach from fi¡st principles

Reinhold Brinkmann constructs a theoretical model of what an

imaginary ideal Art Nouveau composition would comprise60, and then searches

possible candidates to see if it can be shown that they fulfil his

criteria for Art Nouveau authentication, as it were. It should be noted

that Professor Brinkmannts title for his discussion indicates that he is

addressing the question of whether there can be saíd to be a category in

musical history call-ed "Art Nouveau", which is a much more difficult task

than showing that a particular piece or composer has Art Nouveau

characters. He therefore remains sceptical- at the end of his paper'

although his earlier Scåoenberg und George (1969) perhaps gives more

grounds for optinr-ism. As in some other writers it is not entirely clear
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what he means by "category", which concept he remains sceptiial about, but

he seems to establish that some elements of composition may be said to

have Art Nouveau characters.

Carf Dahlhaus naturally adopts the method of arguing from first

principles in Musik und ,JugendstiJ., which is his Ieaning in other cognate

discussions like ReaLism in JVjneteenth Century Music, the sixth chapter of

his JVineÉeenth century Music, and the tenth chapÈer of his Esthetics of

Music67. I¡lithout being as systematic as Brinkmann he proceeds largely from

the theory of doppeJ-ten-Mimesjs to identify ornament62 and the paradox of

motion without progress tn Zeitenthobenheit (suspension of time) 63, and

argues for evidence of them in various harmonic and other compositional

devíces.

4. Contenç>oraneity and connexion.

lrlhen a composer like Debussy surrounds himself with Art Nouveau (as

weII as Impressionist and Post-Impressionist art-works), sets music to Art

Nouveau poetry, and is weII acquainted with most of the leaders in visual

and literary Art Nouveau in Èhe Paris of the tj-me, there is strong

circumstantial evidence of his music's containing Art Nouveau characters

as welf. Supporting evidence of intention, like letters and theoretical

or critical writing (again present in Debussyrs case, although often

ambiguous), can help make the case. It still remains, however, for actual

close study of the music itself to demonstrate a reasonable linkage

between the visual or literary sources of its possible inspiration. In a

strong case like that of Debussy, at least between about L888 and l-91-3,

the cirsumstantial evidence of contemporaneity can put his status as

composer strongly influenced by Art Nouveau (besides other things, notably

Symbolism) almost beyond argument.

This is a method that is to be found in t,he studies bf Kurt von

Fischer6a, Elise Kuhl Kirk65, Zoltan Roman66, Theo Hirsbrunner6?, Francois

Lesure68, Andrew McCredie69, Graham StrahleT0 and Edward Lockspeiser (his
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Debussy studies)71. The chfef composers considered are Debussy, Chausson,

Charles Koechlin and Vilebern, but there are several other composers for

whom there is strong circumstantial- evidence of affinity wiÈh Art Nouveau,

notably, of course, Richard Strauss and Gustav Mahl-er. It is only Proper

that at this stage of research such composers should receive most

attention: techniques of analysis of Art Nouveau characters that these

studies may elucidate can serve as paradigms for more difficult cases.

It is of course quite possible that a composer can be surrounded by

and appreciate Art Nouveau visual art and Literature and yet not compose

under these influences, as when Schoenberg, Bartok and !{ebern moved

onwards from their earlier work, or when Saint-Saens for the most part

continued in tradj-tionaf Romantic manneri conversely, Richard Strauss may

be thought to have continued composing in an Art Nouveau manner long after

its period of hJ-gh influence had been succeeded by other movements. ülhat

is looked for is innere .lVäàe (inner nearness, essential sympathy) , which,

like so many of the factors in such study, is an intangible but important

one.

5. Studies of harmony and structure

By itself Èhis night be thought a difficul-t procedure for discussing

possible links between the Art Nouveau media, but Ray Longyear72, Klaus

KropfingerT3 and Lewis WickesT4 amass sound analyÈical- detail about the

music they consider, while Marie-Clair Beltrano-Patier brief1y7s refers (to

harmonic features of Fauréts méLodies. Structure is as demanding a

subject as harmony, so that Roy Howatrs study of Symbolist aspects of

structure in DebussyT6 opens for discussion the issue of the distinction

between Symbolism and Art Nouveau, which is considered throughout this

study. !{il-Iiam Austin's study of Satie connects elements of Art Nouveau

timelessness to his structural method.

lrlhat these wríters do is to concentrate on the actual processes of

formj-ng patterns and structures of compositional procedure that show
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likeness across artistic media. They do not concentrate on the sort of

instrumenta.l- music that as a rule has neither Èext nor title to indicate

connexion, but their method shows the way for such music. As a necessary

connexionprecondition they do advance some circumstantial evidence of

during their analyses, of course: without some sort of hint from

contemporaneity or connexion it is difficult to see such analysis

remaining unambiguous .

6. Evidence of manne¡ism

This is a character firmly associated with Art Nouveau, whose use in

the McCredie symposium is illustrated by Lewis I¡lickes77 and Ludwig

FinscherTs. As a meÈhod it has the advantage that it is noÈ dependent on

the evidence of imagery as are some of the other meÈhods, although it

does, of course, need some evj-dence from contemporaneity or connexion.

These latter are, however, not so important as in other methods because in

general Art Nouveau is easily recognizable for its relative extremity of

effect. Mannerism implies emphasis upon, even insistence upon,

characteristically stylized effects and devices that are either non-

functional, considering the way music conventionally is constructed and

flows, or are actually insistent, to the point where their effect may

become obsessive. It thus involves repetition, which may go beyond the

conventional- bounds of taste and balance to produce an atmosphere just as

precious or hlpnotic as that of a Kl-imt canvas or BeardsÌey drawing; in

effect this produces a new aesthetic of balance, one heavily slanted

towards effect.

Mannerism or stylization was of course not confined in the period to

Art Nouveau, for even Realism had its stylizations, but in general its

stylizations were not employed in a sufficj-ently extreme fashion to

qualify as mannerism. The se¡n-i-rhetorical formul-ae of imitatio used by

realistic tone-painting of, sây, the Storm pieces so beloved of French

organ virtuosi of the period, are in one sense just as much stylizations
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as the gestures of Art Nouveau, but reaList music nowhere uses the

rhetorical gesture for its own sake, taking it to the extreme of

constructing a whole work on gesture, and attempÈing to explore its deeper

musical possibilities, as does Lj-szt's Csárdás obstiné or Ravelrs -Ëe gibet

(from Gaspard de J-a nuit). Realismts effects are there for a secondary

purposei in Art Nouveau they are the purpose.

Carl Dahlhaus makes the point that j-f such use of "ayf:-=ation is

essentially an opposite to realism, then one should look in form, genre

and style for clues to Art Nouveau characterTg, an approach which is

briefly considered in Chapluer 21, of this study.

The whole question of mannerism as Art Nouveau character is not

simple: while there are some relativel-y restrained but clearly Art Nouveau

musical compositions (Iike, for instance, Alexander Zemlinsky's Fa¡tasjen

über Gedichte von Richard DehmeL) Èhat might not at fj-rst seem amenable to

mannerj-st analysis, they are in a minority. Further examination of

musical Art Nouveau may well address the question as to whether mannerism

of some form or extent may be a necessary factor in all of its

compositions, even if is not the only one. If it can al-so be shown that

in the period mannerism is or tends to be solely Art Nouveau, the firmest

base for establishing musical Art Nouveau as a tlpe will have been

established.

General

IÈ is not to be thought, of course, that the studies adduced above

as exemplars of each method confine themselves to that method: all- examine

imagery, all attempt some form of philosophical justification of their

approach and philosophical understanding of their composers' approaches,

and all argue for some evidence of contemporaneity or connexion, for

instance, but each tends to give weight to one method more than to others.

The six methods may be thought to proceed on the assumption that Art

Nouveau music derives from visual and/or literary Art Nouveau, but in most
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studies there is reference made not only to the principle of

GesamtkunsÈ¡uerk but to the fact thaÈ many contemporary Art Nouveau

spokesmen claimed that music was the central, originating medium from

which the others took their inspiration, at least in a formal sense

(!{alter Paterrs "Al-l art aspires to the condition of music", for

instanceSo). I¡trhether music causes visual and literary Art Nouveau or the

other way about - and doubtless there are cases of each - some sort of

linkage needs to be shown.

Depending on the musical works under consideration in any study it

is obviously more helpful to consider as many of the six approaches as

possible than to expect one to suffice, for it is in the end only sheer

weight of contributing evidence that can make a case for Art Nouveau

music.

This study attempts to explore the problem of definition and

delineation of musical Art Nouveau in a systematic way drawn from all six

methods. The approach adopted is to form a model based on the Essential

Principles approach, subsuming alL the six methods outlined above.
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CHAPTER 3

THE ELEVEN ESSENTIÀT PRINCTPLES OF ART NOIIVEAU

An Empirical Model for Definj-ng Art Nouveau

AIl the approaches summarized in the first chapter - those of

musicological scholarship - proceed from different definitions of Art

Nouveau. The same can be said of Èhe various definitions used in the more

scholarly works on visual and l-iterary Art Nouveau, discussed in

Appendices A and C respectively. Therefore, before furÈher studies can

advance the subject significantly, the task of establishing a satisfactory

definition that can cover aÌl the arts must be attempted. This is the

topic of Èhis chapter, and the method adopted is based on two sources -

firstly on the art-works themselves, particularly those generally felt to

be at the core of Art Nouveau, and secondly on the various definitions so

far formulated by the more scholárly writers on Art Nouveau.

There is consensus as to what the key works of visual Art Nouveau

are - those thaL may be seen to be common to, or obviously similar to, the

large collections in the general studies of Richard Schmutzlec' Hans

Hofstätter, lara-Vinca Masini, Maurice Rheims and to some extent in lesser

works like those of Otto Lorenz, Geoffrey T¡larren and those works

concentrating on particular crafts of Art Nouveau, of which Siegfried

Wichmann's study of ornament is a tlpical examplel. This body of

reproductions and photographs tends towards a consensus as to what

constitutes Art Nouveau, a reference point against which definitions must

be tested, with the reservation that because of the uncertainty of status

of any individual work it may take more than one contrary instance to

invalidate a hlpothesis, and that scholarly review over time is the

ultimate proving ground.

There is a slowly growing consensus about literary and musical

canons, seen in the subjects of the studies edit,ed by Jost Hermand and

Dominik ,fost for liÈerature, and of Andrew McCredie and Jurg Stenzl for

music. Of the book-length studies, those of KarI Eugene l¡Iebb on Rilke,
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and Reinhard Ge.rl-ach on the early music of Schoenberg, lilebern and Berg

have done much to further the subject.

Since, however, it is in the visual arts that there is most

agreement as to a core of works that can be said to be representive of Art

Nouveau, it is on this base that a definition has been formed, and then

applied to literature and music.

Approaches to defininq visual- Art Nouveau

The most usual- approach of writers has been to give a historical

narrative of Art Nouveau in Èhe main European centres, which thus explains

the general origins of the movement and helps establish a canon of its

works, but does litt1e to define the essential poinÈs they have in common.

It is possible, however, to find amongst this narrative approach

those points that these.writers seem to regard as essentialr and these

will be considered below.

There is occasionally some confusion between easence (for instance,

repetitive rhythms in line and pattern) and attribute (curved line - it is

not the curves that are essential-, but Èhe "rhythr¡-ic tensiont'2 in line,

for such repetitive rhythm is seen in the straight lines of the Glasgow

School and even in straight lines of lettering or bordering). The

important poinÈ for this study is that linkage between the arts can

properly only be made at the level of essential principles, not at that of

attributes that may be contingent to a particular art, school or artist.

De visual- Art Nouveau

The various terms Art Nouveau, Jugendstil, Sezessionstil and so on

were first applied Èo the visuaL arÈs' and most of the theory that

developed subsequently, at least to about L965t has been intended to apply

only to these. The extension of the term into the fields of literature

and music has been guided by various definitions that have drawn upon the

philosophical and aesthetic principles adduced for visual art. These

principles have been gradually forrning as the critical literature has
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developed the subjecÈ, so that it is now possible for the problems of

definition and lJ-nkage between the arts to be treated systematically. The

fact that its artists tended to feel that Art Nouveau was essentially

holistic - embracing aI1 the arts - is the main justification for seeking

to establ-ish a comphrehensive definition that may be used for delineating

part of the musical repertory as being Art Nouveau.

Essence and attribute in definitions

The two are often confused when defining an art that' Iike Art

Nouveau, rests so much on style. The difference between essence and

attribute is often a nice one not easy of definition. In the case of .A'rt

Nouveau, atÈributes, that is, contingent variables like sinuous line,

peacocks, swans, sirens, entwined flora and so on, may be catalogued as if

these were essential ends in themselves for the artists as much as, for

instance, the principle of stylization. But such attributes may not be

coÍtmon to different artists, and are in principle not comparable between

the arts: a Horta staircase j-s not a Strauss progressj-on3.

Concentration on attributes at the outset is confusing: it j-s as

pointless and wrong as Lo say thaÈ preoccupation with Classical subjects'

exaggerated costume and line-drawing is the essence of Beardsley, or that

modes, wholetones and pentatonics are the essence of Debussy in nid-

period: Beardsley is still Beardsley and Debussy still Debussy even !{hen

their works do not employ these attributes. Their essence lies behind

contingent imagery or pitch-sets, in philosophical and aesthetic

principles that can be'adduced from their work and their writings.

The search for a definition of visual Art Nouveau

This may be said to begin with Richard Hamann's 1914 Die deutscåe

Malerei in 1-9 ,Tahrhundert, from which the chapter titled 'JugendstiJ- und

dekorativer Archaismus i¡ der deutscher Mal-e¡ei was reprinted in Jost

Hermand's 1965 symposiuma. The title of Richard Hamann's chapter suggests

that archaism is a defining essential, which sits oddly with Èhe French
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movement's title Art Noaweau, but is certainly accords with the prj-nciples

idenÈified in this study as interweaving, fLat dimensionality' and

ambiguity (s!¡mbolistic intention), all of which are of at least mediaeval

provenance. (Hermand's main emphases are firstly on Linienprinzip, or

line as the principle on which compositional- construction of the picture

proceeds, secondJ-y on arabesque, or curve that, has dynanr-ic and emotional

energy, and thirdly on the lack of depths. )

Ernst Michalski's Dje entwickJ-ungsgeschischtl-iche Bedeutung der

Jugendsti-l.s of 1925 foJ-l-ows the Hamann approach of setÈing out the

historical development and letting the evidence speak for itsel-f6. His

main emphasj-s is on the S-line that, Iike Hamann, he sees as the

foundation of design. He afso raises the important issue of the holistic

nature of Art Nouveau, and is 1aÈer quoted approvingly by Robert

Schmutzler on this point.

Dolf Sternberger's L934 article sees ornament as the central j.ssue,

taken from its usual function of added decoration to be the main principle

of structure. The importance of sensuousness is dealt with in his L942

study, and in 1952 he stresses the fantasy-element in his Zauberbannl.

Nikolaus Pevsner, like Sternberger and Hamann, states in De¡

,Tugendstil. of 19368 that the long sinuous line is the Lejtmotiv of

.fugendstil, and instances Mackmurdots title-page to lt/ren's City of

Cåurcl¡es as Èhe early paradigm. Other important features are firstly

concern with decoration rather than meaning (presumably its meaning as

normally interpreted in the context of that which it is decorating); and

secondly organj-c (structurally essential) decoration.

Peter Mayer in 1937 stresses the tensions between articulation and

ornament, modernity and symbolismg. The first point is interesting, for

he seems to mean by GJ.iederungr [articulation] whaÈ in this study is

included under the principle of interweaving: rather than having the

elements of a picture incorporated into the twin functions of principal
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that figure, all elements are equal and

structure of the picture is seen as mulÈiple and

than monolithic

decorative, so that

contrapuntal rather

Other writers show what they consider the essential feaÈures of ArÈ

Nouveau by their titles: to Hilton Kramer it is The Erotic Sty7e7o, and

Patrick lrlaldberg supports this wiLh his Eros, l"Iodern 5tyJ.e11. These

writers, however, are conscious that they are drawing attention to only

one of its aspects, but the one they consider needs emphasizing in the

discussion of the nineteen-sixties when there is a resurgence of scholarly

interest in Art Nouveau.

Robert Schmutzler's L962 workl2 presents a wide co.l-lection of

reproductions, mainly from painting and illustrations. There is a

detailed and comprehensive historical account, from which some incisive

comments on essential points can be gleaned. Among these are the

statements "an ornamental surface-movement where the ornament remains

dominant...by i-ts very nature, this ornament is always flowing" (p.9);

"they are signs closely connected with form, meaning and symbol" (9); "the

Manneristic priniciple of the figura serpenÈina" (10);

"Metamorphosis...plays an essential role in the worl-d of forms, patÈerns

and ideas of Art Nouveau" (10); "the human figure as an asymmetrical,

plastic ornamentr' (10¡; "a narcissistic styIe...a line is in love with

itself" (1,2) - which refers to stylization and the repetitive rhythm of

line (as well as to the influence of the Narcissus myth on Art Nouveau

symbology); "exhibitionist" style - thus the symbol of the peacock (L4) t

"esoteric...the dream lífe...die fnsel....l'art pour l'art (15); asymmetry

of focus, simplification of line, reductj-on of dimensions (30); disguise

of form (26I), dissatisfaction with the merely human (262) ¡ the Dionysian

principle - Pan, nymphs and satyrs' orgiastic natures (272) . He also

stresses (11) the holistic dream of a universal art that Ernst Michalski

notes in 1925. Schmutzler is himself mostly cl-ear abouÈ Èhe difference
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between essence and attribute, or principle and il-lustrations of it, but

does not specj-fically distinguish them, or set out a summary of

attrj-butes. ALl- those mentioned above fit the eleven principles model

introduced beIow, but without covering it comprehensively.

Maurice Rheims I The Age of .å¡t lVouveau (Engl-ish translation L965)13

is presented from the viewpoint of all the arts, but with architecture

comprising the first and largest chapÈer, reflecting his own predilection.

He has a representative selection of illustrations with a paragraph of

commentary on each that helps define his approach. His introduction is

devoted to the broad historical origins of the movement, and while he

specifically denies that it is an aspect of the .beL-le époque, he is less

clear about what it is. He does say, however, that on the one hand it

represents the Last workings-out of bourgeois mannerism - presumably that

seen in the tendency to over-decoration (although he finds the excessive

use of symbolism to be part of bourgeois mannerism, which would have

displeased the Sl¡mbolists) ' and on the other it is a revolutionary

exploration of technique and spirit that shows the way to later

revolutions in twentieth-century art. It is anti-historicist, and either

sensuous or frankly sensual, and develops the art of ornament to

perfection" He sees its architecture as functional and in tune with its

ê9e, although this seems a little inconsj-stent with his denial of it as

expressing 7a belTe époque.

Stephan Tschudi Madsen's important L956 work, revised ín L96774,

first stresses undul-ating line as the principal ornamental characteristic'

and notes that with all its restless energy the line is balanced (15). He

goes on to discuss five different aspects of its form as it appears in

different centres: first is the abstract and structural, almost sculptural

and dynamic nature of its composition; second j-ts floral and plant

inspiration; third its linear, two-dimensional conception; fourth its

geometrical aspecti and fifÈh its animal-inspired forms. He notes its
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transformational nature, its use of ornament as the essence of structure,

its two dimensional- nature, its desire to be "new", and the "cult of

li-ne".

Hans HofsÈätter's 1968 Art Nouveaul5 has an extensive range of

ill-ustrations and commentary that approaches the subject artist by artist

in each country. This approach thus differs again from Èhose of Rheims

and SchmuLzler, so that between them they have, respectively, focuses on

the various arts, on centres of activity, and on artists. As with

Schmutzler, it j-s possible to glean his vj-ews on the nature of Art Nouveau

although they are not set out sysÈematically. He sees it firstly as being

oriented partly to the traditional afunctional principle and partly to the

modern-pointing functionalist one (p.7) but does not el-aborate this. Art

Nouveau is holistic (7 rL4\ , opposed to mechanization and indusÈrialization

(71, symbolistic (8-9), about the transformation of nature through

stylization and li¡nited dimensionality (9r11), and uses outlining to make

everythj-ng part of a design (11). there are two other aspects that are

not clear - positive and negative forms (L2), and his concept of painters

using meditative experience in composition of the elements as design (L2, .

He also seems firmly committed to the idea of Art Nouveau as an epoch,

without dating it beyond saying that it lasted about twenty years.

Lara-Vinca Masini's .årt iVouveau of L97676 is copiously illustrated

and is based around a survey of differenÈ nationsrarts and artists, but

with an effort to make a balance between representation of the various

arts and crafts, incl"uding architecture. Again there is no cl-ear defining

of its principles, but she does try to approach this problem from the

viewpoint of all the arts. Nature is the basis of their forms and images

1p.38)r reduced to the "rhythmic energy" and "symbolic quality of line"

(38); there is limited dimensionality (40) and a uniting across Èhe arts

(42). Thereafter she concentrates on particular images and att,ributes -

symbols, the dance, and Èhe "rhythmic, convoluted line pulsating wiÈh
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movement is the ulÈimàte motj-f of the Art Nouveau styl-e" (4'7). Her

sumrning up is that Art Nouveau is "essentially a two-dimensional

ornamental style which explores the possibilities of line and the forms

which they describe" (48).

Siegfried V'lj-chmann I s,lugendstil.-.Art lVouveau of L9'17 emphasj-zes

ornament, asymmetry of line-form, and, in painting, a tension between

symboJ-ism and abstractionl7.

otto Lorenz' bookl8 mainly confines itsetf to illustrations of

posters, but its text deals more generally, and since it is not extensive

deals with the subject as a whol-e. His text is therefore halfway between

those of Rheims, Schmutzler, Hofstätter and Masini on the one hand, and

those of the encycJ-opaedists on the other. The latter, constrained in

compass, must attempt single-sentence definitions, but Lorenz is a litt1e

more fulI: "stress on the ornamental-, the heavy stylization by rhythm-ic

overemphasis on form and the domj-nance of line" (5), and then recourse to

attributes, like the other au.thors mentioned in this paragraph: frequent

references Èo Gothic art, the creeping plant motif, elongated feminine

forms - but amongst these are "dancers and walkers. . . frozen in nr-id-step"

and "it is not the activity which is most imporÈant, but the appearance of

the person doing it" (5), which refer to timelessness and ambiguity.

Collating and considering all these points

There is thus some difference as to what comprises the essential

principles of Art Nouveau. although there is a wide consensus over curved

Iine. But curved line is attribute, not essence, and cannot. cover

imporÈant cases like that which Stephan Tschudi Madsen calls the

"rectilinear'r style of Ber1in, Austrj-a and Scot1and, seen in Peter

Behrens' tiÈIe-page for Feste des Lebens und der Kunst of 190019 or Charles

Rennie Macintosh's chair of 1899-190L20. The curved and straight lines

have in common, however, a rhythrn-ic tension that is certainly found

through all Art Nouveau. It is therefore vital to focus on the aesÈhetic
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and stylistic principles that attributes/features such as curved and

straight lines have in common.

The richness and diversity of ArÈ Nouveau makes this approach the

only satisfactory way of encompassing it aII. It is al-so clear that its

diversity forbids a simple or singly-based definition, perhaps not even

one based on line, for Edvard, Munch's Madonna - Loving Woman - Conceptíon

of 1895-1902 de-emphasizes it, as does Charles Shannon's FemaLe Nude from

Jugend No.48 (L8g7)27, to mention only two examples. Behind each of these

is the rhythmic tension normally associated with line in Art Nouveau, but

here expressed in shaPe.

Seeking for the principles behind particular examples of imagery and

feature makes it possible to compare different forms of Art Nouveau, from

pictures, architecture, jewellery, furniture and sculpture to literature'

theatre and music. But white many artists thought of music as the

paradigmatic form because it seemed the most "pure" form, freed of

specific emotional or intelfectual content, as it were' it is in the

visual arts that definition of the phenomenon has been first sought by the

writers mentioned above, with literary and musicaL examples being

justified by comparisons with the visual arts. This has therefore been

the point from which this study commences, although it bears in mind that

behind aII manifestations of Art Nouveau it is necessary to see the strand

of the stylized fantastic that runs through every age and informs aII the

arts, but has particular fl-owerings like this one around 1"900. Thus while

the visual arts can so6rê..as the st-artirrg-point in the definition processt

there is a similar aesthetic and stylistic intention, (or horizon, j-n

hermeneutic terms), that like others at the time crosses the arts and

infuses all those artists r^rhose works can be said to be of Art Nouveau

inspiration. It is this meta-aestheÈic that unifies the eleven principles

arrived at in this studY.
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The process of forming the el-even essentiaJ- principles

39

From a consideration of the poinÈs made by the etrj.ters mentioned

above, and from the evidence of the main body of works that can be

considered to be widely accepted as constituting its corpus - those

illustrated and discussed by these writers - eleven points have been

delineaÈed as covering everything essential to the body of Art Nouveau

works as a who1e, even if some are featured more than others in any one

work. The aim has been Èo be as comprehensive as possible, with eleven

points actually being a collation and summarizing of many more suggested

by the early stages of the process.

Detailed discussion and justification of each point with reference to the

main body of visual and lj-terary Art Nouveau is necessarily somewhat

Iengthy, and has accordingly been placed in Appendices B and D, and a

surunary made below.

The final stages in the process of refining the definition have been

Èo compare the eleven headings with literature and music. The problem of

equivalences across the arts has to be solved: for instance, neither

pictorial art nor lyric poetry has a time dimension, and music has no

depth ín the visual sense. But just as perspective technique can give

non-Art Nouveau pictures the illusion of depth' so certain other

techniques used in music and poetry can make comparisons across the

mediums possess reasonabl-e validity. That is. Èhere are not always simple

or exacÈ equirüalences, but ones where a complex of techniques combine to

produce the effect of equival-ence-:"Thus'i't,i€-"th'at'.a combining of devices

like-.pedalp'ó5-nt oi ostiiraÈo with non-functional harmonic progression can

produce the illusion of lack of depth, just as the combination of

perspectival techniques like vanishing-point, relative lengthening and

shortening of figures, and shading of colours gives the ilLusion of three

dimensions on a canvas.
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FolÌowing is the briefest suÍunary possible of the eleven essential

principles of Art Nouveau. The justifications for these principles in the

" visual and liÈerarl¡ arÈe are given aÈ seme lengËh in Èhe Appendix, while

that for music occupies the chapters that are the main body of this study.

tne "teven """entl Art Nouveau

These have been arranged as follows:

l- Originality & universality I style and intention

I
I

I

I

I
I

I

I

2
3
4

5

6
7

I
9

Sensuality
Mystery
Ambiguity
Extrenr-ity

Stylization
Emphasis on detail
Repetition
Interweaving

Absence of depth
Timelessness

character

method

l_0

11
dímensionality

The principles compared across art, literature & music

1. Oriqinalitv and universalitv of stvle

As will be documented in Appendices B and D, both these essentially

interconnected features are conscious aims of Art Nouveau creators, who

thereby seek to show the way of the future as they then see it, and also

to di-fferentiate themselves from the mainstream of conventional art as

seen in the academies and conservatories.

True art is that which covers and expresses the whole of life'

thought and feeling; ít is a r^ray of life. It is necessary for there to be

a new style if it is to be expressible in all mediums, and since this new

style is based upon nature and the symbolistic approach the various images

and techniques of Èhe different media will be able Èo inhere in common

principles.

Art Nouveau is not aI1 new, of course. From the vantage point of

hindsight it is possible to see that Art Nouveau looks back as well as

forward, using techniques and themes from ClassicaL, mediaeval, Rococo and

I
I
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Romantic models as wel-I as new ones, but the movement certainly sees

j-tself as innovatory, and is so regarded by its contemporaries. Some of

the more important new Èechniques in each of the arts can now be

mentioned.

In the visual arts (which term is in this study used to include

everyÈhing that is not literary (including theatrical) or musical

(including aJ-l forms of music drama from opera to cabaret), figures are

outlined, motifs inÈerwoven into patterns, both are stylized, perspective

is flattened, motion j-s frozen into gesture, and everything made symbolic.

Natural forms are stylized, exaggerated, patterned, and figure is

frequently lost in pattern, so that picture becomes design.

In literature, plot becomes a series of dream-sequences, dramas

begj-n to be emancipated from noÈions of the "well-made play" (plays where

all elements are in simple aesthetic and dramatic balance with each

other), there is surfej-t of descripÈion and sensation, fantasy-settings,

and circularity of action rather than the progression of a linear plot.

There is also an exploration of strange sensations, much use of mannered

device like alliteration, exploration of synaesthesic description, and use

of characters more as symbols than as fu1ly rounded psychological

entities.

The new sound realms made possible by the use of new techniques of

composition ideally suit the music of the fantastic. Thus there are

unusual pitch-sets, harmonies and methods of development; there are

unresolving discords, indefinite cadences, irregular and conflicting

rhythms and unusual structural principles. The overriding characteristic

is the emancipation from adherence to conventional diatonÍc harmonies and

modulatory procedures .

Much of this novelty of technique in the three arts will be

uncoVered in the descriptions of the other ten principles below.

--À
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2. Sensuality

AJ-l Art Nouveau is in essence sensual because of its being based on

natural forms and reflecting nature's rhythms. It emphasizes effect over

form, seeking always an expression that works directly and indirect,ly on

the feeJ-ings. Much of its art is frankly sexual, and all j-s so at least

by implication.

Visual art uses curves that wind and interweave sensuously, so that

fe¡ruinine models and attributes are favourite subjects. Curves are

languJ-d, expJ-icitly or implicitly erotic, and often based on the whiplash

shape that hel-d so many associations at the time, whether of vine

tendrils, the splash of water, the flying of hair, or sadistic-sexual

implication. Even the morbid is viewed erotically, taking the Romantic

love-and-death theme to a tlpical-.ly exaggerated exÈent.

In literature sensuality can be treated directly, whether in an

Arcadian/Insel setting to a decadent one, but in the majority of plots and

poems it is merely a constant undercurrenÈ of implication and innuendo.

The very sound of words and declamatory phrase is designed for effect: the

whole work is a matter of feeling, of states of excitement or ennui rather

than action. Sensation is paramount.

So too with music: repetition is carried to the point where its

effect on the listener is mesmeric, or merely so patterned that there is a

subliminal effect. Rhythmic pulse is very J-*pott"rrt here: there can be

different layers of pulse so that the less obvious underlying ones can be

felt rather than noticed. Chromatically curving motifs and highly

chromatic harmonies affect the senses directly, producing effects

analogous to slight dizziness.

3. Mystery

All Art Nouveau is about the mystery of nature and its

rather than the seen and farúliar in life and art. Thus its

unseen forces

subjects and

shapes are from natural forms and its rhythms reflect naturers. The
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traditional view of natuie has always been that of animism, that behind

perceived natural forms and processes are unseen but felt pol^ters. Thus

humans are dwarfed by trees and even fLowers, and surrounded by gods.

Thus also the drawing room or boudoir is an unnatural setting, so thaÈ

society and sophistication are mocked. In a settj-ng of nature the true,

sensuaf natures of man and woman are seen: they are children of nature,

not society.

Literature illustrates Èhis dichotomy between sophistication and

naturalness, and introduces gods and the awareness of the Other Realm as a

commonplace into settings and situations. I¡lhenever man presumes wisdom,

authority or vj-rtue he is made to look petty and ridiculous. The rhythms

of nature are those of life, but they are fundamentally mysterious. ltlhen

characters use their free will they make fatal decisionsi when they act

naturally the results are surprising but beautifuf

In music, strangeness of sound, a hlpnotic pulse and tonal

disorientation combine with sensual- effects to produce an effect of

mystery. Parallel progressions, particularly of chromatically moving

chords, sÈrange pitch-sets wj-th tritones, wholetones, exotic scales,

augmented triads and the like can all be used to make a work heavily

slanted towards atmospheric effect rather than the dramatic contrasÈs on

which the paradigms of conventional musical development rest.

4. Al¡þiquit!

Art has always featured allegory, with subtle layers of symbolic

meanj-ng beneath the obvious primary meaning denoted by the composition of

its objects and figures. Allegory can be a greater or lesser component of

a hrork - it is the rajsonà'êtr" of mediaeval art, but hardly appears in

Impressionism beyond references to the pastoral or the simple interior

stiII-Iife. Vrlith Pre-Raphaelite art come a few pictures so obscure, so

focused on symbolism that their titLes and primary meanings are at least

as crlptic as their symbo1ism22. Art Nouveau pictures are more symbotical
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than representational, emphasizing a basic ambiguity in both subject and

symbol, with woman as innocent really bej-ng woman as creature of nature's

powers to entrap men with strange guiIe, and man, who as dandy in a

society of polished sophistication, is in fact vapid and ridiculous in the

face of the mysteries of the unseen. There is also ambiguity of imagery -

hair that falls and intertwines like vines, for instance.

In literary Art Nouveau the most celebrated ambiguity is found in

the comedy of manners, constructed as it is around paradox and epigram.

This is also the age of the mythological dream-play, often in verse.

poetry is by its very naÈure ambiguous, of course, but Symbolist and Art

Nouveau poetry take this to an extreme.

In the novel there is a basic ambiguity of Purpose that principally

results from the de-emphasis of p1ot. PIot as such is noÈ abolished, of

course, but while it appears to be the preoccupation of the novel as in

conventional literature, it is constantly being delayed, confused, and

Iost in the texture and detail of episodes (the real centres of interest),

so that the basic purpose of the novel seems ambJ-guous.

A basic ambiguity in Art Nouveau music results from exactly the same

shifting of focus, but it is in the detail that the greatest ambiguities

are found, particularly in texture: multitonality, non-diatonic pitch-

sets, separation of the functions of the hands, complexity of texture,

motif being lost in figuration or arabesque, as accompanimental figuration

overshadows or replaces melody. Titles and epigraphs are deliberately

ambiguous. Discords resolve into discords, moves towards cadence are

diverted, pieces have indefinÍte endings.

5. Extremitv of effecÈ

The tendency, and in many cases the overt aim, of artists in aII

three fields is to use devices well beyond the point where they fit j-nto a

balanced whole. The intention is to produce a work that from an aesthetic

viewpoint is asymmetrically proportioned. ltlhere a particular device can
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be used simply for its effect Èhere may be an exaggeraÈion of emphasis

upon it, giving rise to a new aesthetic of proportion. This is, of

course, the essence of mannerism, both historically and ontologically.

The visual arts use lines or motifs derived from natural forms and

repeat or exaggerate them fantastically. Their subjects can be extreme,

or the overall composition excessively textured on the one hand or utterly

bare fike a poster on Èhe other.

LiÈerature can have hyperbol-es, characters and actions so fantastic

and exaggerated that they become caricatures and conceits. There may be

whole episodes devoted to the listing of my lady's jewels' lapdogs,

beauties or despairing lovers, or a.l-I the vices that an ageing and bored

roué has indulged. Affectations like these are taken to the point of

surfeit for deliberate effect.

In music accompanimental effects may overshadow melody, discordance

may be dwelt upon, or repetitíon taken to the extremes of ostinato, and

such works as RaveJ-ts Bolero, or works based on repetitive bell-peals,

created.

6. Stylization

This is the principle of simpJtying the elements of an artistic

creation into a uniÈ that can then be formed into patterns. Visua1 art

takes natural forms like hair, leaves, vines, hraves, birds and animals and

draws them very simply so that the essence of their shape or movement is

captured, and the patterns like borders, waving leaves, grass or trees

that are formed from them reflect their identities. People are refined

into caricatures thaÈ are half human and half the sweep of the pen; rivers

and hills deliberately become curves on a flat page. These exaggerated'

distorted or simplified figures become mannerisms of brush or pen that

proliferate into patterns.

In literature the mannerisms of alliteration, assonance, consonance,

onomatopoeia, repetitions, resonances, oxymoron and the like are used to
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give verse and prose an effect of patterning. Style is cultivated as an

end in itself.

In music motif becomes arabesqued figuration and forms patterns with

accompanimental figures. Figures are formed inÈo repetitive or interwoven

sequences, sequences patt,erned into phrases and phrases into sections

until the whole piece looks and sounds like a series of patternings.

Figure and motif can become flourish of all kinds and form into fantastic

texture.

'7 . Emphasis on detail

In a picture with normal perspective there are two points that draw

the eye - the vanishing-point, towards which all the perspectival lines

devolve, and the lines in the composition of figures or Landscape that

guide the eye towards the centre.of composition (normally not the same

point, but tending to be at a harmoniousty proportionate point like the

Golden Section) . lrlhen depth is removed from a 'picture' as discussed below

in Princint.r t there is no vanishing point to attract the eye' or more

accurately, to give a point of reference that justifies the geometry of

drawing distant objects small-er. In Art Nouveau pictures the absence of

this vanj-shing-point means that proporÈionate composition of the various

elements of figure and object, although present, is seen without

perspectival context and thus fails to focus the eye in the same manner on

its centre of balance. I¡trithout this reference poinÈ the eye therefore

circles the picture as if untethered or losti the brain registers its

proportions but cannot make the same sense of them. In this way aII the

elements in an Art Nouveau picture are equal, however proportioned, so

that there is no resting-place for the eye, which circles the picture as

the various Lines wind about each other. There can thus be an endless

focusing on the detail of such a picture, without any definite end-point

to the perceptual Process.

In literature the equivalent of the vanishing point is the focus on
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the dramaÈic outcomes of plot; with Èhis dimension lessened or absent

there is a focusing on the detail- and patterning of episodes and.

character's actions - but from the poinÈ of view of what they do rather

than why they do j-t, since they are without real-istic psychological depth.

The focusing on detail fascinates the reader because the actions of these

flat (and thus symbolic) characters, being almost, automatic, retrace deep

experiences that echo structures and archetlpes of dream.

There is arso a focus on such things as the mannered phrase, Èhe

gesture, the profusj-on of detail that buirds to surfej-t, and the

j-mplications of metaphor and symbol, but these fall under Stylization.

rn Art Nouveau music the process is exactly similar to that of

Literature: there is a focusing on the j-mmediate raÈher than on the whole

work as a linear sequence. Thus the nuicrostructure rises to prominence,

and sim-irarities and repetitj-ons between sections take on more

significance. "Microstructure" here refers to any dimension below the

lever of the work as a whore - to a workts main sections, to phrases,

whether four-bar or otherwise, to sequences withj-n the phrase, and even to

groups of notes withj-n a motj-f or figure. At these leve1s things like

texture, affective mannerisms, cycling, echoing and patterning are seen to

be the main focuses of the work.

8 tition

In all three arts, focusing on detail- reveals, besides the things

mentioned above, repetition. In particular, it focuses on what Lara-Vinca

Masini terms 'rrhythmi-c tension"23 in line, where a line in a picture wiII

have an undulation, curve or shape, regular or asl¡nünetrical, that gives it

rhythmic force, especially in conjunction with other lines. This rhythm

is then reflected in the larger repetitions of the work, like those of

similar figures - maidens, peacocks, patterns.

The larger repetitions are seen in such things as locks of hair,

trees, vines, folds of dress, swans, black sirhouettes, flowers - alt of
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which tend to appear in repetitions, or if alone, with repetitive lines

that form patterns. Thus the picÈure is a series of echoes and cross-

references, a maze that leads the eye to make many similar journeys across

its surface. This is something like the opticaJ- effect of a pattern of

waving or kinked lines thaÈ the brain sees as moving, as if the eye

actually vibrates to its rhythms. ALl this repetition is Èhus highly

affective, havíng a mesmeric effect on the viewer that enhances the

sensual-ity and mystery notj-ced above.

In literature, repetition is just as much a basic procedural

principle. In prose, whethe¡ of novel or play, there is much affective

repetj-tj.on of line and phrase of the sort normally only seen in verse, and

in verse itself the effect can be highly exaggerated, as in Arno Holz or

Gerard Manley Hopkins. There is .deliberate use of rhythnic vocable-grouPs

(for instance, consonance) and word-groups to set up rhetorical effects

that appeal directly to the senses. As weII as these rhythms there is

repetition on larger scales. Episodes tend noÈ only to be equal in

status, but to feature echoes of others, so that any sense of overall

plot-dj-rection is thereby weakened.

In music there is firstly a tendency to repeat a new phrase-segment

immediately to let its significance be fe]t, and secondly' to use

affective repetition of fragments of motif and figuration. This often

develops to the poinÈ of ostinato, which is a major feature of the

repertory. Motif itself tends to be repeated unchanged rather than

developed, the pitch or accompanimental texture changing instead. Vlhole

sequences can be repeated, often in alternation with others. Repetition

at all these levels tends to replace development, and instead to produce a

mesmeric effect on the lisÈener that helps make the music's sensuality and

mystery aII the more effective.

9. Interweaving

Not only is line rhythmical- and patterned but this patterning is
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based on the prj-nciple of interweaving, just as plant forms tangle and

twine about each other ín naÈure - artists see this as a life-principle

and use j-t as a stylistic model, thereby showing the mystery and order of

nature where all things are interdependent. It is the principle used for

all borders, locks of hair, folds of dresses, and the composition of a1l

the figures and oÈher el-ements that comprise a picture. Instead of being

seen as elements of realistic representation, line and figure are seen as

elements of design. Interweaving is thus as much the generating principle

of the whol-e picture as repetitive rhythm, and the interweaving is itself

rhythndcal .

In the conventional- novel the various strands of plot have always

been seen as gradually enmeshing over time, but in the Art Nouveau plot

there is a series of repetitive patterns (Principle 8) . These patterns

are formed by interweaving rather than enmeshing, the difference being

that plot-strands enmesh gradually and usually only once' while

interweaving involves a pattern of repeated and interdependent

interactions. This can be on the levels of language-motifs, of themes,

and even of whole episodes. ln poetry there is some use of forms that

repeat lines in an ordered pattern, and also much repetition of phrase.

There is another important aspect to interweaving: characters

withouÈ psychological depth in unreal settings interweave rather than

react, forming plots thaÈ are repetitions of simple archetlpal sequences

rather than structures with the normal emphasis on linear development.

These elements of character and setting cannot develop a plot with

dramaÈic inevitability or surPrise but can form the patterning of

symbolically predestined outcomes of poetic jusLice and order.

In music, as wilL be shown in Principle 10, the equivalent of lack

of depth is seen in motifs that are not developed and harmonies that are

not resolved according to normal practice. There is therefore an emphasis

on motifs as figures (and figures as the equivalents of motifs) ' and on
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harmonies as tone-coLours rather than stepping-stones along a modulatory

path. Motifs, figures and tone-colours are units that interweave to

produce music that j-s patterned, rather than units whose function is as

parts of a lj-near whole.

10. Absence of depth

Art Nouveau abandons perspective because like mediaeva.l- art it

regards symbolism as alJ--important, and wishes to dj-stance itself entirely

from realism. The figures and backgrounds of its pictures appear together

on a flat plane without depth.

Literaturets analogous method is its avoj-dance of realism, seen

firstly in its fantastic settings where, as in a dream world, the strange

and symbol-ic j-s normal-. It is also seen in its characters, who are

without real psychological depth,. being del-iberately drawn as stereotlpes

for symbolic, not realistic purposes. There is an avoidance of dramatic

contrast, with sequences following one another in a comparatively level

manner.

Depth is not a dimension in the musical unj-verse, but progression of

harmonic sequence is, and over a pedalpoint, one of the most important

features of the repertory, this becomes frozen. Ostinato, which is really

flourish over a pedalpoint, is an extension of the same device. Al-Iied

with this is non-functional harmony, where the normal process of concord-

discord-concord is abandoned in favour of a tendency to use chords and

movement between them in an existential- way, wJ-th each having iÈs own

rajson d'étre and a relationship wiÈh its fel-lows around it that is based

on equality of identity of sound, noÈ on its function as step in a logical

harmonic sequence.
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11. Timelessness

Time is of course not a dimension of sÈatic visual art, yet art can

attempt to portray movement. ArÈ Nouveau abandons even this, and shov¡s

gesture rather than motion, attitudes rather than actions. This is in

facÈ partly achieved t,hrough a mixture of devices that includes the flat

surface, but the important point here j-s its synbolic inÈention: a dancer

represents

the l-overs t

the rituals of nature, a kiss represents the timelessness of

universe, and a dandyts bow to another is the falseness of

sophistication.

Time is an important dimension of the Literary narrativer so that

when it is suspended the characters appear to be in a dream state. There

is a general de-emphasis of p1ot, wj-th a playing and replaying of dream-

sequences and remembered ones. Actions tend to take place in characterst

inner time raÈher than real- time, and are revealing of states of feeling

rather than being primarily directed to the linear progression of pIot"

Poetry (except in narrative verse) is like pictorial art in its not

extending over time, so that the effect of timelessness is achieved

through oÈher means, particularly those based on the tenseless phrases of

infinitival, participial or verbl-ess constructions.

Music cannot be sounded except over time, but it has a dimension

that is as crucial to it as time is to narrative - that of linear

development towards resolution of harmony, through the normal diatonic

processes of excursions and modulations that l-ead towards cadence. ltlhen

this is checked or abandoned there is a feeling that there is moÈion

without progression. As in literature, interest tends to focus on the

immediate rather than on the overall linear process. A simple way to put

it is that time is forgotten in the concerns of the moment,. Henri

Bergsonts time espace is this timelessness of the absorbed consciousness,

as distj-nct from time durée of ordinary activity or narrative24. Edmund

Husserl sees this time espace as stretching infinitely while a melody is
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still sounding, but making only a single moment2s. Roman Ingarden

di-fferentiates Èhe "intentional" time of notated music from Èhe "real"

time of sounded music, and while the first is not ÈeÈhered in any

particular part of time, the second can be experientially Èimeless when

the music does not progress through norma.l- modulatory paths but seems to

cycle endlessly through unresolved sequences26. Husserlrs time-retention

is not accompanied by time-protention - the expectation of progress. Carl

Dahl-haus sees Zeitkunst as the Èwo times of retention (that part of the

immediate past that we a.re still- avtare of while listening to the immediate

present) and the sounds of the immediate presenÈ itse1f27. These can be

experienced in either of the Bergsonian tj-mes, but in Art Nouveau they are

felt in time espace, and the sounds of the immediate present are mingled

with echoes of retained time.

The absence of conventional harmonic process throws the focus off

the Linear macrostructure on to the immediate focus. This is a lessening

of the dramatic element and an increasing of the sensuous, so that the

attention is absorbed with the present rather than on the larger focus of

how the work as a $rhole is developing. Such a non-Iinear, experiential

focus is, in varying degree, an essential method of Art Nouveau music,

felt even in apparently normally progressing modulation (where this is

used) in its failure to reach normal dramatic goals as the music goes on

evenly, or if it does attain to cl-imax, in the faj-lure of that climax to

achieve conventional dramatic resolution.

Conclusion

only from the basis of a comprehensive model Like this can a

systematic study of a whole repertory be attempted. The eleven

principles, of course' are philosophical rather than thematj-c or

technical, so that it is necesary to'consider these latter aspects in the

course of the following chapters. It will also be necessary to divide a

relatively large repertory like that for the keyboard into categories for
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convenient consideration, and this will now be addressed.
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CHAPTER 4

THE PIAI{O ÄROUND 19OO:

ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THE ART NOI'VEATI REPERTORY

Introductory sunmary:

There were two t,ypes of piano, whethe¡ grand or upright, around

l-900, and the characteristics of each tlpe can be shown to have influenced

the sort of music written for them. The first tlpe is the modern piano,

virtually the same as that of todayrs German instrument (L992) in tone and

design, and devel-oped in the later years of the nineÈeenth cenÈury. The

second tlpe is one with an older, less responsive action and/or inferior

stringing and design. This older t1pe, essentially descended from the

original wood-framed instrument, tended to have an inbuilt characteristic

tone well suited to si-mple melodic music, so well that such music

frequently sounds dull on the mociern instrument. Its real but linited

beautÍes make even banal music sound appealing, which helps expl-ain the

popularity of much lesser-quality character-piece composition. However,

it is unsuited to musj-c of complex textures, which needs the more neutral

sound of the modern instrument, and needs its sensitive action that can

more easily permit different l-evels of volume and touch for the various

strands of such textures.

These textures, particularly in rapid píanissímo, scarcely possible

on the older instrument, could hardly have been conceived wit,hout the

modern one, which most of the composers in thj-s study owned. The two

significant known exceptions are Erik Satie and Léos Janácek, whose

keyboard textures are simple and melodic, especially when viewed against

the complexities of Debussy, Ravel, Szymanowski or Sorabji. There are

also some very simple pieces amongst late Lj-szt, who was known to play

símpler instruments as well as modern, and Federico Mompou made a cult of

extreme sinplicity that seems more suj-ted to the older tlpe of instrument.

But for the great majority of the avant-garde repertory of this
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study it seems clear that there is a close connexion between

technoJ-ogy and composition.

Construction

55

instrumental-

The modern grand piano around 19001 had a one-piece casL-iron frame

with cross-stringing and double escapement action. It was made in Germany

then by Bechstein, the leading marque until- at l-east the Great Vüar2, by

Steinway. Grotrian-Steinweg, Rönisch and many others, in Russia by Becker

and Rönisch, in Austr-ia by Pflug and Lauberger & Gl-oss. In England

Broadwood (after 1S97)3 and in France Érard (from 1901)4 made it beside

their older hybrid designs, but by this time both had ceased to be the

important makers they had been fifty years earfier

The hybrid designs were partJ-y modern and partly o1d - either a one-

piece iron frame with singÌe-escapement action (Bl-üthner of Lei-pzigs,

Bösendorfer of Vienna6. Broadwood of LondonT) or a composite frame with

double-escapement action (Érard). (The composite-framed instrument was

essentially a wood frame strengthened with j-ron bars and plates bol-ted

together, with straight stringing and, except for Érard, with singJ-e-

escapement action ("English" action, Bl'üthner/KriegeJ-stein action, or

Vj-ennese kapseJ.-action - the last unchanged since Mozart's day).

The double-escapement action8 has proved Lo be superior, and was i-n

1900 recognized as such by most musicians, but there hlas a carriage-trade

demand for the older type, seen particularly in England and Vienna, and

al-so in the fact that Blüthner retained their old action unti-I 19309.

The upright piano fell- into the same two types - modern and hybrid,

with the same makers producing hybrid uprights as produced hybrid grands.

The modern tlpe as made in Germany by many makers large and smalJ- was

then. in the hands of such makers as Bechstein, Knake, Lipp, Blüthner,

Feurich, Grotrj-an-Steinweg and Rönisch at l-east equal in tone to small-

grands and has not been surpassed since (nor often equal-J-ed) . The

underdamper, tape-check action was by its nature stil-l- inferior to that of
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a doubfe-escapement grand, but immeasurably better than the older stícker

actions stil-f being used up to the eighteen-nineties in England' and

better than various overdamper actions, including those of Blüthner.

The Brj-tish and French mainly continued to regard the upright as a

cheaper instrument, which j-t certainly soundedlo, while Blüthner, as with

their grands, used a one-pì-ece frame with excel.l-ent sound pot.ential but

continued to make al-ongside their underdamper instruments an inferior

overdamper action; it is signifj-cant that as a company they found much

support i-n the conservative market of Englandll '

Tonal typçe

Tone depended on three main factors - firstly whether the piano had

a one-piece j-ron frame, secondly the counLry of ori-gin, and thirdly

whether it had a doubfe-escapement action (grands).

1. Only if it has a one-piece iron frame can the piano, whether grand

or upright, be strung to the maxj-mum potentj-al offered by the very best

steel strings. l¡Iith such a frame the only limi-ting factors on the

diameters and tensions of the steel- strings are the stiffness and strength

of the steel- ltself, whj-ch since well- before 1900 has been at the l-imits

of technologyr2.

The string that is of the largest diameter without undue stiffness,

and pulled to the greatest safe Lension before it begins to stretch,

produces a tone that, compared to a string of l-esser calibre,

1. has a more balanced development of parti-a1sl3

2. has more vofume (= energy to drive a thicker
soundboard) and vibrates longer

3. has a more compÌex vibration at all- l-evel-s of
volume without sacrificing fundamental or
balance of partialsra

This has several- important coroffaries. From the first point j-t fol-Iows

that the tone is more rounded and pleasant, especial-ly at the cri-tical

fortíssimo levels
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From the second, it follows that there is an increased range of

volumes, as well as extra ability to fil-l- concert rooms or compete with

orchestras. From the third it fofl-ows that there is more development of

upper partiaÌs to make tonal. variation increase wíth wo1r¡me variation, but

with a greater percentage of the fundamental- at all volumes, giving

greater carrying povrer (as with the Stradivarius). The fast corollary

ffows from al-l three points - a J-arger and heavj-er hammer can be used

without sacrificing tone at the extremes of volume.

2. The country of origi-n affected tonels. trrlhen Bechstein and other

cerman firms quickly adopted American modernj-zationsl6 in the eightenen-

sixties they nonethel-ess remained faithful- to the tonal- j-deals of their

country, while extending them in the new \^/ays now possible. The Bechstej-n

kept to Lhe rounder, rj-cher German ideal while the Amerj,can Steiway was

more brj-lliant, as it stil1 is, and as the Asian pianos that favour the

American style are today. To thì-s day there is an appreciable tonal

difference between the American and German Steinwayl7.

French pianos around 1900 mostly favoured a thinner (that is. with

l-ess fundamental-) tone seeming to have touches of French pipe-organ

Hautbois or soft Trompette about itl8 that is partly a function of

shortness of prolongation, for lt is most easily recognized in the sma1l

cottage uprights of the later nineteenth and early twentieth cenLuries.

These l-j-ttl-e pianos can be very beautiful- in simple musj-c that can sound

uninteresting on modern grands, because of this characLeristic tone. The

Érard grand, sharing this sound, was the dominant French instrument of the

conservatoire and concert platform at least to 1900, and like the cottage

piano, but to a fesser extent, it has a characteristic tone that cannot be

suppÌied by the modern instrument. IL was Ravel-'s favoured piano19. The

second maker. Pleyel, had a l-ess rich but stil-l- French tone2o.

The English tone was not as organ-reedy as the French, but l-ike it

had a wefl-developed harmonic characteristic at al-I vol-ume level-s that
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gave a more rounded/ rich tone2l. The second maker, Colfard & col-Iard., had

a.l-ess rich and softer tone that T¡ras more beautiful because less loud.

Lj-ke the Broadwood. its tone was much the same at all- volume-l-evels.

In Austria a different tonal- ideal- again \^ras retained - that owing

much to the ol-der wooden-framed grand made until 1860. Like the French

and English, its tone was we-If deveJ-oped even at softer l-evel-s, and had

something of the viol-in about its treble, and a buzzínq, thin bass that

made the Viennese instruments of 1780-1830 ,so suitabfe for playing with

string chamber qroupszz.

The French, Engli-sh and Austrians, therefore, tended to keep to a

tone that was partly produced by the harder hammers their designs needed

to keep up with modern-pì-ano volume-fevels, and partJ-y by traditional

methods of case and soundboard construction. This tone is not neuLral

when soft, having a characteristic asymmetrical devel-opment of harmonics,

and merely deepens when l-oud; j-t can become even more asymmetrical and

inharmonious when very loud, and is frequently coarse. This contrasted

with the neutral- soft tone of the modern instrument that kept a more

s)rrunetrical- devel-opment of harmonics as it became l-ouder. Despi-te the

disadvantages of the older types, music written with them in mj-nd needs to

be heard on them as wel-l- as on the modern type if al-l- its dimensions are

to be appreciated fuJ-J-y.

3. The single-escapement actions of the composite-framed j-nstruments,

except for the Érard, severely l-imited their flexibility, but this was not

noticed as lonq as musj-c of the Beethoven-Mendel-ssohn-Brahms sort was

pÌayed on them, which compared to Debussy or Sorabji's music tends to have

fewer dimensions of sound operating slmultaneously. It is si-gnificant

that except for the Érard, J-i-ttle of the music of the Art Nouveau

reperLory was written for them. In England at l-east the great drawj-ng-

.rooms favoured Bechsteins23, which were probably the instruments of Bax and

Bridge, as of Debussy24.
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Action25

The double-escapement action has two advantages - fi-rstly, the key

need only be raised about a third of its travel before the action is ready

to repeat the stroke, which not only means faster and easier repetition,

but quickness of repetition l^Iithout necessarily increasing the volume, so

that soft and rapid repetitions are possibÌe.

Secondly. it has more feverage. The extra leverage makes it

possible to defiver a more powerfuJ- bl-ow and thus gives a wider ayì.ami"

range, but much more lmportantJ-y, it gives better controJ-, just as an

Austrafian Aborigine's spear-thrower gives both extra impetus and control-

to a spear. Thus j-t is possibl-e to control and differentiate different

.l-evels of volume for the varj-ous sLrands of texture in contrapuntal or

compl-ex movement of parts; it is easier to "bring out" inner parts, and to

have more variation between blending and separating strands26.

Voicíng of hammers2T

A paradoxical- corollary of a greater l-everage and a heavier hammer

is a greaLer capacity for. and variety of, softer effects. The hammers in

single-repetition actions around 1900 needed to be kept as hard as

possible to compeLe with the vol-ume of the modern pianos, but this

inevj-tabfy li-mited softer playing. The usual- resul-t was that the older

type of piano was l-ess loud, parLicularly in the higher regions, and less

soft, and even when soft had a harder tone.

The hammer-fefts on the modern piano can be voiced so that the outer

mil-limetre or two is softened to make the string at quiet vol-ume-Ievels

develop fewer harmonics, I^Iith a velvety, al-most sj-ne-wave tone being

possible at pianissimo levels as the soft felt dampens upper partials.

The fel-t is al-.1-owed to become harder towards the centre of the hammer-

head, whj-ch then increasingly comes into play as the string is struck

harder, so that this deeper fel-t control-s the forte Level-s, and encourages

upper partials. But the initial impact even at loud l-evel-s is with the
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softer outer layers, so that the string is struck more gradually and

begi-ns its vibratj-on more evenly, making fortissimo tone less harsh whj-l-e

still of full volume.

Damping

Dampers became larger and more efficient as the modern piano

developed, and were a factor changi-ng the whole nature of the piano in a

manner that is noL usually recognLzed¡ the whofe subject of damping

efficlency and prolongation,/arrest of vj-bration as against use of the

sustaining pedaÌ in the piano of the nj-neteenth century needs stifl- to be

studied2s. Dampers afso needed to extend farther upwards in the

to G two octaves from middle C, but were stiff omitted from the

features

compas s

highest

notes so that sympathetic vibrations could help treble resonance.

Next to the doub.Ie-escapemenL action, the highly effj-cient dampers

of the modern grand are the most signficant modifiers of playing

fl-exibil-ity and tone. Even in the most rapj-d repetition the damper stil-l-s

the string somewhat between repetitì-ons, so that the string begins and

ends its vibration at each stroke in much the same way, and with something

l-ike its normal- tone. ff the sustaining pedal fifts the damper during

this repetition, the string is being struck while it is stil-I sounding,

causing irregularities of vibration thaL can quickly resuÌt in pronounced

i-nharmonicities29 that are dramatic in effect. The same differences in

tone can be seen at alf fevefs of repetJ-tion with dampers raised, from

trills to ordinary playing.

The use of the sustaining pedal, therefore, can have a major effect

on tone as r^Iel-l- as on texture; even a chord played after the pedal has

been depressed sounds

pedal is depressed.

Other constructional

different from one that is played and held while the

In 1900 Steinway used two important features that others did not'

but they mainly concerned extra volume and prolongation in the treble,
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particularly in concert-hat1 playing. First was the duplex scaling, in

which the overlength of string between soundboard bridge and hitchpin was

passed over a secondary bridge, so that 1t was tuned at a mul-tipJ-e of the

fundamental and vibrated in sympathy with it30. This increased the vo.l-ume

in the cri-ticaf higher regions where for technicaf reasons it is hardest

to maintain a volume commensurate with the bass and with the demands of

Lhe concert hall-. But it al-so subtly cofoured the tone at Ìower vol-umes.

Bfüthner used a fourth string tuned to a mul-tipJ-e of the fundamentaf r

and actuated by sympathetic vlbration3l, and al-though it is still- used on

some of its recent pianos with modern actj-on. it is not nearly as

effective. (There are, however, some who feel that it gives a silvery

tone in soft playing something like the una corda effect, but this is

l-imited because the fourth string is not of the same length as the

others. )

The second feature was a resonaLing horn attached to the underside

of the instrument and connected to the iron frame near where the treble

strings pass under j-t. This added extra power to the highest few treble

notes, and is an example of usì-ng t.he sound-carryi-ng and sound-influencing

properties of the iron frame (that its early opponents decried32) for the

betterment of tone and power.

The centre pedal33 was used only by Steinway in Europe, among the

pronrinent makers, although it was also used by the mj-nor maker Boissel-ot

j-n Parj-s. This selective sustaining pedal has obvj-ous uses in complex

textures, but the composers who most used these textures - the French

composers influenced by Debussy - mostly did not have it, reJ-ying instead

on hal-f-pedal-J-ing ef fects.

Bösendorfer introduced around 19003a their Imperial Concert Grand 290

(centimetres) whose compass extended down to the C below Lhe normal A. and

at some stage began production of a 235cm smal-l-er concert grand that

extended to F below Lhe normal- A (both models still in productj-on). Some
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for the Imperial, fike KodaÌy's Op.3 pieces (1909-10);

and Ravel's Une barque ^su-r f 'Océan specifies the Gt

cannot be simply achÍeved by det.uning bottom A, because this

be-l- (bar 45, which

note is used

cases where bottom A is

4

as A in other p1aces35) . Scarbo has at l-east three

used instead of the J-ogical Gf bel-ow it (394, 40L,

likely that RaveÌ knew this instrument and admired

Soft effecLs on the modern pì-ano

408).

this

It is thus

quality in it36.

This range of effects is of the highesÈ importance for the

compositions of late r,iszt37, Debussy, sorabji3s, Griffes39, Skryabin, and

Szymanowski. Al-1 these composers make extensive use of soft effects in a

way that is guite new to keyboard music, and it cannot be coincidental

that they are al-l- in contact with the modern pi-ano. (Perhaps the first

such piece is T,iszt's 1883 -Les jeux d'eaux â La viLLa d'Este, whose new

techniques of del-j-cate fil-igree mgst have been written for his Bechstein)

As a contrast, Janácek is pictured as owning a Viennese piano with kapseJ.

action40, and his composition does not feature the del-icate effects of the

composers mentioned above. Ravel also features soft effects, but his

Érard's double-escapement action made these possibJ-e; it is not known

whether hj-s instrument was of modern construction (Érard made both types

at least to the Great War) , but it woul-d seem to have been diffj-cul-t to

have played Gaspard de La nuit, with its very complex pp and ppp Lextures,

on the older instrument.

These softer effects are achieved and varied through the use of the

three pedals.

1. The most important is the left pedal that shifts the action to play

two j-nstead of al-l three strings (from the tenor upwards), or one instead

of two (in the octave or so bel-ow that). and, in the l-owesL singÌe-string

bass notes, with the side of the hammer-face. Less weJ-l- realized by

pianì-sts is the secondary effect, Lhat the two strj-nçJs are struck by new

portions of the hammer-head that have not been slightÌy hardened by forte



playing.

the sympathetic

rei-nforces the first few upper partial-s rather than the fundamental, and

the second factor produces the vel-vety aspect of tone from the softer

f el-t.

trVhen the pedal is depressed less than to its ful-f extent, the range

of tones possi-ble is widened as the feft-hand string is slightÌy struck

wj-th t.he edge of the hammer-head, and different areas of fel-t, between

those normally used. for tre corda and una corda are brought into pfay.

2. The use of the right or sustainj-ng pedal in very soft playì-ng allows

sympatheLic vibration of a.l-l- the strings. besides sustaining the sounds of

strings struck. It may be thaL even at these leve1s faint dj-fferential

and summational- Lones are produced that have threshol-d effects on tone and

texture.

lt]hen undamped strings stiJ-l sounding are struck again their new

vibration begíns differently, with slight irregu-Iarities producing

inharmonicities that can have the effect of faint brass percussion-

instrument sounds, or those of bel-ls being re-sounded (where the effect

has the same cause)

HaÌf-pedalling effects, where, as with the l_eft pedal, the pedal is

slightly or partialJ-y depressed, graduate the tonal- modificatj-ons that the

pedal can make. In particular, the "feathering" technique (the barest

depression of the pedal so that the dampers are partly touching the

strings. as 1i-ghtly as a feather), actual-ly produces a faint buzzj-ng that

can add another tonaL nuance. ft al-so delays the damping of the strings

struck for a second or so, so that there is an overlapping of consecutive

notes, and each note wil-l- end with a stifl-ed buzz. (The ear is very much

influenced by the minute transient effects that begin and end vibration of

string or pipe) 41.

3. The centre (seJ-ector) pedal (meaningJ-essly termed "sostenuto") that

THE PIANO AROUND
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vibration of the unstruck
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ilvery aspect of tone, caused by

feft-hand string. which
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sel-ects the dampers afready raised and hofds them off those strings only,

narror^rs and concentrates af l- these sustaining effects. It is especial-]y

usefuf with the veryÌow bass notes, for these wifl more easily vj-brate

sympatheLica.IJ-y than higher ones, but chords or notes up to the mid-treble

can be selected and thereby selectively colour whatever else is being

played.

The -important use of this pedal tends to be in soft effects, for in

l-ouder ones s\¡mpathetic vibration tends to become obtrusive just as it

does w.ith the right pedal .

HaIf-pedalling techniques are just as effective with this pedal as

with the other two.

The skil-ful- mi-xinq of the uses of all three pedals obviousJ-y

multiplies the effects possible, so that pedalling can become an art of

the greatest subtlety.

Playing styles

Since some recorded and piano-roJ-l- materiaÌ of composers and

performers of the day is avaifabl-e for comparison with present-day

playing, it is cfear that apart from exceptions like Rakhmani-nov, Artur

Schnabel- and Ferruccio Busoni, pianists, whether of professionaf or modest

ability, tended to be more free with rubato, to be more inclined to l-et

the feft hand l-ead when attackj-ng a two-handed chord, to be more obviously

expressive, to prefer more subtle and therefore milder voi-cing of their

pj-anos (or to play generaÌly less l-oudly except in forceful passages), and

to take freedoms with directions, tempi and even the notes themsel-ves, In

other words, their playing was more mannered. Since mannerj-sm is a

feature of the Art Nouveau repertory the mannerisms of composition and

playing styJ-e are most probably connected.

One factor that seems not to be considered when playing mannerisms

around 1900 are discussed is the influence of the change from ol-der to

modern instruments. On the older instrument with its more
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characteristically individual tone, simple pieces fike mé-lodies sound more

effective than on the more neutrally-toned modern one. Janácek and Satie

both wrote for this sort of instrumeni- 2, and use plain styles with

uncluttered textures. Naive and fol-k effects fike those of the

nationafist variety (Grieg's Lyric Pieces, early Kodaly and Bartók)

acqulre a poignancy not possibÌe on the modern instrument. The simpJ-er of

l,iszt's late compositions can gain much from the characteristic tone of

the ofder instrument, and if photographs are to be trusted he did not

confine hj-mse1f to the modern grand planos he owned43.

The appeaÌing, if J-j-mited, tone of the older ínstruments was above

all suiLed to carrying a meJ-ody, even though its sustaining poh¡er was not

as good as that of modern piano. Recital programmes v¡ere fuII of what is

no\Ár regarded as second-rate music that featured easily-grasped tunes with

various fl-oridities of accompanimentaf convention, musj-c that sounds

hiqhly effective on older instruments but .l-oses some of its poignancy on

the modern piano. Its artifice is, on the modern p-iano, revealed for what

it really is. To adapt this music to the modern lnstrument means that

there must be some exaggerati-on of style of the types mentioned above.

There are other factors, of course, the chief of which is the theatrical-

sort of keyboard demeanour associated with the Lj-sztian rather than the

Clara Schumanian performer, and afso a general-ly more sentimentaf approach

that aimed for emotional effect rather than transnuitting the composer's

intentions authentically.

Concfusions

1. The soft effects possi-bJ-e on the modern instrument are not possible

on the oJ-der, so that those of LiszE44, Debussy, Ravel-, Dukas, Schmitt,

Berners, Sorabji, Griffes, Bax, Bridge, Irel-and and Szymanowski of the

composers discussed in this study, coufd hardly have been conceived except

on the modern instrument. It is known that .lanácek and Satie did not have

the modern lnstrument for domestic use, and their music shows relatively
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Iittl-e of the exLreme softness sustained over long passages, and/or rapid

soft fifigree, of the others.

2. There is a much wider range of both tone and volume on the modern

instrument that makes the use of sharp contrasts in Szymanowski.

Stravinsky and Skryabin in particular more intelligibi-e4s.

3. Sustained fortissimo playing as in Rakhmaninov, Stravinsky and

Skryabin is not taxing on the ear because on the modern instruments for

which they wrote these sounds are stil-l harr¡onious, with a relativeJ-y

symmetricaf deveJ-opment of harmonics.

4. Sustained l-evel-s of fesser vofumes, particularly the very guietest

ones, conìmon in the relatively undramatic A'rt Nouveau repertory (apart

from the exceptions of point 2 above) are not du1I because there is good

tonal variety possible through subtle use of pedal-s.

5. This is also helped by the ease with which the strands of texture

can be differentiated by sensiti-ve pJ-ayrng.

6. Virtuosity, particularly in rapid pianissimo passages .Iike those of

Ravel's Gaspard de -la nuit, the Skryabin sonatas and Sorabli's -Le jardin

parfumé, is only really possible or effectj-ve on the modern instrument.

7. The monochrome but characteristj-c effects of the ofder piano are,

amongst other things, especially suited to music that is very sj-mple or

naive like that of the simpler l-ate LÍszt works, Janácek and Satie. This

sort of music can easi.l-y lose much interest on the modern piano unless

there is marked use of rubato and agogic accenting.

8. There may be connexion between the mannerisms of composition noticed

in the repertory of this study and those of many virtuosi of the day, and

both may be influenced by the nature of the piano for which they are

written4 6.

Summary

Overafl-, it is possibJ-e to see a rel-atj-onship between the

development of the piano and the development of the Art Nouveau piano
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repertory, which b¡as an avant-garde one J-argely associated with the newly-

developed modern plano. In particular, the extreme pianj.ssimo effects,

and sustained, re.l-atively non-dramatic musi-c of much of the repertory,

were only possible on the modern instrument. trrlhere composers like Janácek

and Satie did not have at feast domesti-c access to such instruments their

textures and piano-writing are much simpler.
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is definitely an Érard'
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Liszt Museum: l{ilkinsonrA.: Liszt, (London, Macmil-l-an 1975) , 96;
Hirt,F-J. : Stringed Keyboard Instruments 1440-7880' (Boston' Boston
Book and Art Shop, L968, transl-, of Olten, Switzerland, Urs Graf Verlag
l-955) , 84. The piano (1-886) is wrongly dated by Hirt. There is a

photograph of another 1886 Bechstein concert grand instal-1ed for Liszt
in Sydenham, London, for his l-ast visiL there in that year (Good'E.M.:
op. cit., 2I0) .

Kiakhosru Sorabji was intenseJ-y interested in piano technology' wrote
about it, and possessed a special-J-y modified Steinway grand. See

Sorabji,K.S.z Mi Contra Fa, (London, Porcuplne Press 1947), 224-28.
Anderson,D.K.: The Works of Charles T.Griffes. Ä Desctiptive Catalogue,

(Ann Arbor, Michì_gan, u.M.I. Research Press 1983), 3, records that his
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piece frame. Griffes kner^¡ modern German instruments from his student
years in that countrY.
Stedron,B.: Léos Janácek, (Prague, Artia 1955), i-Ilustration 6. The
piano pictured, now in the Janácek museum in Brno, can be recognized as
having a kapseT action because of the b¡ires connecting the front of the
pedals to the action. The name-plate is not dj-scernj-bl-e from the
photograph, but may be Petrof.
FIetcherrH.. Blackham.E.D. & Stratton'R.: op. cit., 535-41.
Satie's domestic instrument was a smal-l French upright' in very poor
condition at his death. His other mai-n experience of pianos was those
of the cabarets and night-clubs that he pJ-ayed for a living - again
al-most certainly French uprights.

There are quj-te a few photographs of the ofder Liszt at such
instruments; see Hirt,F.J.: op. ciL.f 85, where the upright is a German
Selinke und Sponnagel-r of Leipzig; Gábry,G.: op. ciL.' 389-402-

The Liszt inclusion needs qualification: his more bravura works demand
the modern grand, but the very simpfe ones like En réve may be thought
actually to sound better on an upright of the day with a pronounced
characterj-stic tone. He appears to have continued to pJ-ay sj-mpfer
insLruments as welJ- as his modern ones - see previous note.
It is the doubl-e-escapement action that is primarily responsj-ble for
this. See Note 25.

See note 17, and al-so such recordings as ?he Gol-den Age of Piano
Vírtuosi (Decca DA 41, 42, 43, using Ampico rolJ-s) .
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CHAPTER 5

DIFFERENT ORDERS OF KEYBOARD ART NOIJ\TEAU I

ft is arguable that some works can more obviously be considered part

of the Art Nouveau keyboard repertory than others, and that there wil-l be

different ways in which they can qualify, as it were, for Èhj-s descript.ion.

lrlorks may be directly inspired by Art Nouveau, may treat its leading motifs

or themes, or merely be part of its general nilieu. The approach taken in

this study is to proceed from the primary evidence of worksr titles or

epigraphs, seen against the overal-I context of Art Nouveaurs mannered and

fantastic milieu.

There are also two important pre-requisites that are necessary

conditions for a workrs being consj-dered of Art Nouveau character.

Firstly, there must have been at least some circumstantial evidence that

the composer was exposed to Art Nouveau influence, and here the evidence

may be strong, as in the case of Debussy, or general, as with most others,

who worked in centres !'rhere Art Nouveau l¡as strong, and coul-d hardly have

escaped knowledge and at least some influence of it. (Since the repertory

of this study is that with specific literary, theatrical or artistic

reference, it is cl-ear that its composers were Èhe sort of people l¡ho were

aware of and inspired by the wider fields of art. )

Secondly, the works themselves must show some originality of

compositional procedure to jusÈify thej-r being linked to Art Nouveau as a

movemenÈ that consciously desired to be "r¡.ew" in style, and to

differenÈiate them from such orthodox and unadventurous works as, for

instance, the many characteristic pieces written at the time for the

amaÈeur pianistl. (Such a work may be titled Fantastic Dance or Naiads,

for instance, but show in iÈs music nothing extreme or mannered, nothing

that is not composed entirely withj-n the conventions of normal diatonic

practice. )
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Evidence of composers' exposure to Art Nouveau

Visua.l- Art Nouveau flourished particularly in European capitals and

regional centres, and in most of these was closely connected wiÈh certain

magazines and periodicals, as can be seen in the comprehensive listing in

Lara-Vinca Masini's study2; it is partly from these publications that

direct linking of visual and l-iterary Art Nouveau is possible. Most

general works or articles on Art Nouveau take a historico-geographical

approach to their expositions3, and thus comment on the local peculiarities

of style and subject-matter that tended to devel-op there, (as, for

instance, Hans Hofstätter's differentiation between the styles of St

Petersburg and Moscow4), besides emphasizing the sinr-ilaritj-es and cross-

fertilization that were more important. Above all they emphasize the

conscious effort these artisÈs and writers made to find out about the

Iatest developments in Art Nouveau elsewhere, particularly in the

inspirational cent-res of London, Munich, Berlín and Paris, which they

visited if they could.

Each of the composers considered in this study worked in a recognized

centre of Art Nouveau activity during the years of its influence: Claude

Debussy, PauI Dukas, Maurice Ravel, Erik Satie, Abel Decaux, Louis Vierne

and Charles Koechlin in Paris, Florent Schnitt in Nancy and Paris, Federico

Mompou in Barcelona and Paris, Vitézslav Novák and ,Josef Suk in Prague'

Alexander Zemlinsky in Vienna, Prague and Berlin, Karol Szymanowski in

Warsaw, Sergei Rakhmaninov in St Petersburg and Moscow, Àlexander Skryabin

in Moscow, St Petersburg, Brussels and elsewhere while he travelled as

recitalist,, Igor Stravinsky in St Petersburg and Paris, Lord Berners in

London and Paris, Arnold Bax, John Ireland, Kaikhosru Sorabji and Erank

Bridge in London, Charles Griffes in Ber1in and New York, Leos Janácek at

Brno and Prague, and in the last years of his life Franz Liszt moved

through Paris, London, Vienna, Munich and other European centres. Each was

an important figure (or part of an important circle of creative artists)
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who saw himself as an innovator and thus r¡¡as a!ì¡are of deveLopments in the

arts generally.

However, since Art Nouveau is not yet generally established as a

significanÈ phenomenon in musical history, scholarly attention is not yet

routinely directed towards the eval-uation of it as being amongst the

formative influences upon many composers of Èhe period. Even in the case

of Debussy, who has been directly connected to Art Nouveau, amongst other

movements, by some of his biographerss because he possessed some Art

Nouveau (as wel-I as Impressionist6) art-works, and was familiar with Samuel

Bing's L'Art Nouveau galleryT, most biographers fail even to mention the

term .4rÉ JVouveau j-n text or index; Edward Lockspej-ser alone devotes a full

chapter to the subject, and points out that "not for nothing was the first

concert devoted entirefy to Debussy's works given, on 1 March l-894, in the

gallery of La Libre Esthétique in Brussels, then the main centre of the Art

Nouveau movementttS.

Connexions betlreen Art Nouveau and Svmbol-ism

In this study frequent reference must of necessity be made to works

of the Symbolist movement, whether visual or literary, alongside discussion

of Art Nouveau. The two movements are very cJ-ose1y interconnected, boÈh

being in essence about the fantastic and having a co¡nmon ideology, seen ín

crucial subjects l-ike fnsef, dream, the transformation and ambiguity of

appearances, perceptions and time, the exotic, the grotesque' death and

evil, and also seen in conmon symbols like Eros, Pan, Pierrot, the Eour

Element,s, water, woman, dream and timelessness. The two movements are

nonetheless differentiable, if only because there are vlorks of slzmbolist

artists Iike Gustave Moreau, odilon Redon, Puvis de Chavannes, George

Frederick üIatts and others in the period that show little or no Art Nouveau

stylization (partly because these artists formed their styles before this

period) .

the difference bet,ween the two movement in musj-c may be surunarized
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thus: music that is about the fantastic may well be symbolist, particularly

if it shows evidence of proportionate or numerotogical division' but music

that is also highly mannered and affective is Art Nouveau. This difference

witl be amplified and deepened through discussion of the repertory in the

succeeding chapters.

Differe ntiatinq Art Nouveau from other musical strands

fn this study the Èerm Art Nouveau is taken to refer to works in

which Art Nouveau is the primary, but not always Èhe only, influence or

character to be observed. For instance, realist as well as dream

references may be inferred in Janácekts Po zarostlem chodnicku 19, and

Debussy owned Impressionist as well as Art Nouveau objects or paintingsr so

that both these sources of inspiration (amongst others) can be useful in

the understanding of some of ti" works. This can be so even though the

borderlines between Art Nouveau and other influences are not always easily

defined, nor clearly differentÍated by the composer.

The observer's viewpoint is also crucial: it may be thought on that

on one level Debussy's Des pas sur 7a neige (PréLudes I/6) is a simple

impressionj-st-narratj-ve rendering of a sad tale, or that on another level

it approaches expressionism in its evocation of inner agony through

d.iscords and broken rhythms. On a third level its insistent repetition of

its rhythm night be seen as the affective mannerism of Art Nouveau. If any

one such approach claims to be definiÈive, however, its author can be

accused of understating certain other perspectives that may be seen from

different viewpoint,s. Given the complexity of cultural strands around 1900

any such single-perspective approaches are in generat likely to be too

simple an account of artistic phenomena. This sÈudy therefore concenfrates

on those $rorks v{here specific reference indicates that Art Nouveau is the

most import,ant, but not necessarily the only, strand of artistic

inspi-ration. ûlorks where oÈher strands seem of more importance are not

considered.
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It is possible to differentiate Art Nouveau from symbolism and

impressionism in music. Art Nouveau is concerned with such things as

ambiguities, patterns, resonances, distortions, transformations and the

lack of full- dimensionality. Symbolism is concerned with proportion of

structure or harmonic techniques, numerological techniques, and hidden

codes; it tends to use more diametrical-ly and dramatically opposed motif-

pairs and sections. Impressionism is mainly concerned with natural imagery

for its own sake rather than as symbol, and tends to make it a distj-nctive

feature rather than incorporating it into the texture of motif and figure.

Impressionismts subjects and moods, insofar as they derive from the

painters' movement of the Iater nineteenth century, tend to be lirdted to

the picturesque, the pastoral and simple beauty.

It is unfortunate that by extension almost any music that uses

imagery as tone-painting, no matter for what purpose, has become included

under the general term "impressíonism". Thus even fantastic, grotesque,

dream, mythical or exotic imagery - the very stuff of Art Nouveau and

symbolism - is often considered impressio¡ism, which distorts

impressionism's emphasis on simple beauty, and draws attention from the

symbol-bearing nature of fantastic imagery in Art Nouveau and symbolism.

Classifications of musical Art Nouveau

The works chosen for consideration in this study have been divided

into:

1. Fi¡st-o¡der

Those works whose titl-es, epigraphs or reference are clearly of Art
Nouveau provenance

2. Second-order

Those hrorks with titles whose provenance is arguably Art Nouveau but
usually thought impressionist

3. llt¡ird-order

(a) works with generic titles like Arabesgue or Barcarolle that are
suggestive of Art Nouveau,
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(b) works with neutra.l- t,itles (sonata, study, prel-ude and so on) that
are written by the same composers and may be considered on purely
musical grounds to have affinities with thej-r Art Nouveau works

Thus there are varying degrees of probability as to Art Nouveau

attribution. A paradigm of musical- Art Nouveau in the general repertory is

Richard Strauss' SaTomé, based on Oscar V'lildets play, wriÈten for Sarah

Bernhardt - actress and Ãl-phonse Muchats favourite model - and published in

1894 with Aubrey Beardsley's drawingslo. As will- be seen, there are works

in the keyboard reperÈory with si¡n-iJ-arly impeccable cl-aims to Art Nouveau

status.

End-notes

2
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CHAPTER 6

FIRST-ORDER MUSICAÍ. ART NOIIVEAU

This is music that has the strongest claim to being Art Nouveau

because its titles or epigraphs clearly indicate this provenance. It will

for convenience be divided into tlnro groups:

13 Í¡torks whose titles or epigraphs denote A¡t, lìfouveau art-workg, its

central syrnbol of Pan, or its stylistic featu¡es. There are al-so titles

or epigraphs based on velse that is A¡t Nouveau/SymUotigt or silrila¡ velse

outside the period but stil-I of the strand of the mannered fantasÈic, and

treaÈed as Art Nouveau (for instance, the free verse of Aloysius

Bertrand). These will be examined from this chapter (6) to Chapter 10.

18 I¡lorks whose titl-es or epigraphs denote Art Nouveau ayribols or themee

(for instance, seductress, Ondine, ambiguities). These wiII be discussed

from chapters LL-18, .trä pt.""ded by a surûnary of Art Nouveau symbols and

themes that forms a part of the comprehensive del-ineation of Àrt Nouveau

that is a purpose of this study.

TEE 1A GROUP

!Íorks based on Art Nouveau ictures

There is one case in the keyboard repertory where the composer makes

direct attribution to a recognised work of visual Art Nouveau - Debussy's

Les fées sont d'esguises danseuses, based on the Arthur Rackhaml

illustration to J.M.Barrie's 1904 Peter Pan that Debussy is known to have

seen2 in Peter Pan dans Ie jardins de Kensington published in Paris, L9073,

and mentioned by him in a letter to Robert Godet of 3rd ,January, I9I24.

Thus the work of three important Art Nouveau figures is joined in this

piece -.fames Barrie's PeËer Pan, Arthur Rackhamts illustration of one of

its moments, and Debussyrs evocation of this

Before this work can be discussed the question of the provenance of

Debussyrs titles needs to be considered. The titles Èo his Prél,udes were

placed at the end of the music, doubtless to avoid the simple programmatic

interpretations given to character-pieces (whích these are not) and to
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comes first. It is sometimes stated that he

titl-es to his works only after their

composition"S, which seems a remarkabfe inference to draw from the

composer of PréLude å L'après-midi d'un faune and.gjx épigraphes antiques,

which were specifically written to texts by Maltarmé and Pierre Loulrs (the

Iatter work recomposed in 1-914 from occasional music for a reading of

Louysr poems in 1901). Even if true, it is only those seeking after

prograÍune, Iike the amateur critics of the day so much detested by

Debussy, who have thej-r methods thereby invalidated.

The more subtle approach of those who have realized this is to

search for imagery instead of narraÈive, usually as evidence of

impressionism, as can be seen in the interpretations of Robert Schmitzt

1.éon Vallas, Nicholas seroff, Robert Nicho1s, Raymond Park and others6'

But whether tiÈl-es are afterthoughts or end-placed epigraphs is irrelevant

to the approach of this study, for what these titles or epj-graphs do

reveal as a whole is the mixing of many literary, artistic and exotic

influences on Debussyrs creativity, and most importantly the bent of his

imagination towards the fantastic, which is fundamental- to Art Nouveau.

It can hardly be denied, of course, that elements of tone-painting

and even of programme enter into the creation of some pieces, as is

evidenced in Des pas sur Ia neige (Prél.udes I/6), which is perhaps part

snowscape and part h/interreise, and even if narrative programme is denied

in this piece there is undeniable imagery of halting steps and growing

tragedy in the rubrics alone. Nonethel-ess, its use of strange harmonies,

pedalpoints and ostinato show that mixed with its tone-painting there are

some traces of Art Nouveau method and imagination. Various pieces in t'he

Debussy Prél,udes may therefore be seen as covering the spectrum from tone-

painting (impressionist or otherwise) to Art Nouveau' but as will be seen

Ín Èhe second-order repertory, there has been some ¡rLisconception about the

status of certain pieces. There can be l-ittle doubt that the subject of
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-Les fées is fantastic, howevert ott as $rill- be shown, that its composition

is mannered.

I¡Ihj-Ie in general- the l-ater Romantic musical view of fairies as seen

in character-pieces receives its most cel-ebrated expression in

Mendelssohn's incidental music Eo A Midsunmer Night's Dream (where it

accords with the literary view of them at the Èime as eÈhereal, almost

characterless beings) Art Nouveau returned to the tradiÈional European

view of them as being powerful, capricious and always potentially

malevolent. Robert Schrnitz feels that Debussy intends the weaker

nineteenth-century meaningT, but has not stated his grounds for this; any

viewing of Rackham's many illustrations shows that at the very least he

sees a malevolent side to his fabulous creatures. It is true that

Rackhamrs ?l¡e fairies are exquisite dancers illustration appeared in a

story which appears to accord with the weaker view because Peter Pan is a

children's figure who is essentially harmJ-ess, Iike the fairies around him

(although Captain Hook and the crocodile are not), but there is equally

good reason for the opposite view that Debussy (and Rackham) had Èhe

possibility of the Art Nouveau stronger sense in mind, the view of their

milieu: Art Nouveau denotation 1s essentially ambiguous, so that fairies'

apparent innocence belies their darker side. I¡lhen Rackhamts picture is

seen in the context of his other work on supernatural beings there can be

no doubt of this: his gnomes are misshapen and while apparently Iike

cornical grandfathers are somehow malignant; the trees are gnarled into

smiling but. menacing faces and figures; rock, earth and plants are so much

bigger than children and fairies in typícal Art Nouveau manner that they

are frightening - nature's real-m in Rackham drawings thus possesses the

same ambiguities as the gingerbread house in flanseL and GreteT.

.f.M.Barriers gentle fairy tale - a typical chil-dren's work of its time -

is transformed int,o something more sinister in Rackham, and Debussy is as

sensitive to this as to the darker undertones in Maeterlinck's Pel.l,éas et
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Méf.isande. ¡\mbiguity of reference is of course essentj-al to Art Nouveau.

The important feature of the titfe, as distj-nct from the

illustration, is that fairies, being supernatural, dance exquisitely'

because their motion is, Iike their realm, ideal. Their realm is that of

air, in mediaeval terms one of the Four El-ements - imporÈant ArÈ Nouveau

symbols - so that they are not be bound by the grossness of earth, as are

humans.

This last point is immediately in Debussy's music in several ways.

l-. Al-most a1I the music j-s set in the higher regions of the piano,

representing air, with the bass (earth) only being emp.Ioyed in the mj-d-

sections, and even there mostly reserved for pedalpoinÈs.

2. The whole piece is a series of tensions beÈween exotic pitch-setst

exclud,ing familiar diatonic sounds. The resultant strange sonic realm

parallels that of the supernaturaf.

3. The many parallel progressions mean that there is a lack of the normal

developmental progression seen in diatonic harmony, producing an effect of

timelessness as harmonies seem to circle endlessly rather than move in a

linear fashion.

4. This circling is that of dance, with interweaving of hands, motifs and

pitch-sets echoing that of the fairies I movements.

5. ALmost the whole work takes place over pedalpoints, bass or inverted'

so that there is the feeling of movement over a flat plane' just as Art

Nouveau pictures Iack depth. Rackhamrs pJ-cture shows a fairy dancing on a

cobweb - in effect dancing on air - in a realm without normal dimensions.

These points will now be discussed in turn.

L. Music set in treble

The only exceptions to this are the use of single' repeated bass

notes for pedalpoints (except for a short passage of circling movement in

bars 67-72), whose deepness actually seems to accent,uate Èhe general

avoidance of the tenor register. (The horn-calls that are the sole use of
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the tenor regisÈer will be mentioned later. ) There is also an interesting

ascenÈ in 28-31 that travels through an irregular scale (partly echoing

the sharps,/natural-s duality of the opening figure of the piece) from the

second-Iowest BÞ to Èhe D in the trebl-e stave, perhaps symbolically

spanning the distance between earth and air.

2. Exotic pitch-sets

The work is constructed freely around these pitch-sets:

- tritonic 444, or Èhree major thirds [A in the anal-ysis

belowl

- octatonic L2L2 I2l2 tBl

- varieties of the pentatonic 23232 lthird bar of C,

first bar of Dl

- the natural harmonic series chord of bts tD e El

[The pitch-sets are counted in ascending senr-itona]- interval-s. The

numerals in Èhe sets above represent Èhe complete seti Debussy often uses

only part of a set - for instance, omitting Cl from t.he octatonic set of

bar 16, and omitting the ÞÞ from the third bar of C in the analysis.l

These pitch-sets have different significances in this work. The 444

set, or the set of major thirds, is the basis of the openi-ng figures,

where it appears as a resul-tant of the opposed nature of the hands - the

Analysis la
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Ieft on the natural-s and the right on the sharps. It is given as 444

(first chord in the analysis) and immediately contradicted by 435 - Èhe

diatonic major triadic chord (second chord), so that as well as naturals-

sharps opposition there is a 444/435 oppositj-on. (This complexity is

reflected throughout the work in other oppositions that will be noticed

below. ) The 444 set is found Èhroughout the work, appearing on 4 in 32-

36, eÞ in 37-44, and in the reprise of the A fJ-guration at the end of the

piece. Its augmented triad #5a seems throughout the work to be contrasted

with simple 53, as when #5 and 5 are trilled. Since trills are a major

part of the work (dorr-inating it entirely in 6-14, 'l 3-90 and appearing

elsewhere) it seems that Debussy is again emphasizing the essential

difference of the airy (the strange sound of the #s.) and earthly (s¡)

dimensions.

If the larger picture of the A figuration is examined, Èhe notes

through which the upper component of the left-hand naturals-based segment

moves can be seen in the first bar of C; the set is 124L4 [always counting

in ascending orderl. For the fower component - the one taken by the ear

as the "bass" of the sequences - the set is 22323, or the pentatonic set.

Thus the "bass" echoes the right-hand sharps-based component of the A

figuration, but based on C as against È. Here the sonic effect is of two

pentatonic dimensions offset with respect to each other, and with respect

to the naturals-based set that is the whole left-hand part of the

figuration. These airy dimensions do not intersect in the fan-iliar r^¡ay of

earthly (diatonic) ones.

The octatonic set is used loosely in the bar 16 example quoted

above, for its final two notes are of reversed intervals 12 instead of 21,,

but Èhe set is important in the horn-calls (bars 9-L2, to be discussed

later). It is a set that is of great importance in the Art Nouveau

repertory. lÈ is symmetrical, which appeals to Èhose like Skryabin who

wish to see this as echoing divine or cosmic perfection, and it offers
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great flexibil-it,y of harmonic possibilitj-es, since it'encourages

exploration of non-dj-atonic chords and melodic lines. Finally, like the

other exotic pitch-sets, it sounds strange to ears accustomed to

diatonics.

The pentatonic set can be a symmetrical 23232 or, in its inversions,

asymmetrical-, which is the way Debussy employs it here. He uses it

freely, often dropping from the sharps to Èranspositions on the naturals,

as in the figuratj-on of the opening bars already seen above, or in bar 27.

I¡lhereas Ln Pagodes he is mainly concerned wiÈh purity of his pentatonic

pitch-sets, in -Ea fées he is again, j-n places like bar 27, deliberately

transforming into a different dimension of the set to show that airy

dimensional-ity is unlike that of earth.

The chord of the.seventh (b7s:) occurs in the naturaf harmonic series

as the fourth to seventh partials, and this is always in orchestral music

associated with horns and trumpets, thaÈ in the days before valve-

instruments were limiÈed to such notes. In pairs or threes t,hey were

limited in their ¡n-iddl-e ranges to triadic and seventh chords, so that the

association of the natural series and the sounds of nature was thus

established, and is a musical- topos often referred to in the Artr Nouveau

reperÈory. As with Èhe other pitch-sets Debussy is free in his

juxtaposing it with non-harmonic series sets, and with the two possible

versions of the seventh partial, that fal-Is between the diatonic sixth and

flat seventh, so that he renders the chord 6 or b75

The bar 54 analysis shows the 6s. form and Èhe bars 58-64 analysis the b7s,

form. Since the former is also available from the pentatonic pitch-seÈ

Debussy: -Les fées sonË, dteryuises danseuses, 55-58

.ta-6+ .f 'l ??.S4

Analysis 1b:
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(see the last part of the analysis above), Debussy features interplay of

the two sets throughout the work, as in the bar 57 analysis above.

3. ParalleI res s l_ons

Simple examples of this occur in such sequences as those bars 28-29

where minor trj-ads descend chromatically over an ascending scale.

ÀIthough the sequences takes place over an ÃÞ pedalpoint the para1lel

movement tends to vitiate any sense of tonal horizon, producing a slightly

d.izzying effect. Simitar chromatically descending sequences occur under

the inverted trill-pedals of bars 73-90.

The function of these chords is always to move chromatically,

clouding any sense of fixed perspective that might be provided by the bass

pedalpoinÈs to the dancing of the melody. ("Clouding" is used in the

sense of making something ambiguous, as distinct from "veiling", the

partial concealment of, saY, one tonality by another. Both are È1pica1

Art Nouveau pracÈice, and differentiated throughouÈ the repertory. ) In

bars 6?-72 the chromatic downwards movement is bal-anced by the rising

scale that is not simply chromatic, modal or wholetone: the combined

effect is mysterj-ous and aional-, eclipsing the AÞ pedal that Lasts for the

first two of the four bars) .

4. Circl-inq and interweavinq

The figuration that opens and closes the piece sets a pattern of

circling that is seen everywhere throughout. The hands, occupied with the

complex l-evels of figuration il-lustrated in Analysis 1a, descend in

parallel through a fourth, ascend a fourth, descend once more, and echo

this descent at the octave, thus circling around the note C. When the

trills begin over the horn-calls of bars 6-12 they circle around the É

pedal. The pattern of tying figuration to such pedals, real or impLied'

is one of the bases of the whole work, and in a simple sense represents

dance-steps on the stretched cobweb of Rackham's picture. But in a deeper

sense, since it prevents linear development of harmony, all the
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repetitions that necessarily follow suggest movement without progress -

fairies circling in a Èimeless realm, musicts expression of the

traditional fairytale's "once upon a time" setting in no time or place.

This is furÈher seen in the al-most total- l-ack of developmental

progression as this is normally undersLood,. None of the workrs sections

is repeated, the nearest being a return at bars 9l--106 of the motifs of

the first secÈion, which is virtually the fi.rst part of the coda. other

sections (beginning aE bars 24, 52, 6'7, 73) are not repeated or

transformed.

5. Pedal-points

These appear in different forms - as basses in bars !4-29, 42-46,

52-56, 60-61 and 77-99; as inverted pedals in the form of trills in bars

6-l-0 and 73-l-00, in both cases with bass pedalsi and most importantly as

the chordal figures already noted, that shift chromatically Èo cloud tonal

perspective. Vilhere pedals occur, the harmonic movement above them is

frozen and unresolving, producing the feeling of bei-ng in a sonic realm

that does not have normal harmonic dimensions. This is analogous to the

flat surfaces of Art Nouveau pictures, where depth, normally suggested by

perspective, is deliberately omitted so that, as in mediaeval pictures,

the attention is focused not on realistic but on symbolic portrayal.

A complementary feaÈure of the work is the lack of melody, for most

of the interest is in the "accompanimental" filigree, just as in visual

Art Nouveau iÈ is the swi.rl of line and detail that tends to capture the

attention as much as the figure of the composition itseLf. Irlhen in bar 9L

the opening figures reappear as reprise, the effect is not that any time

has passed, because there has been no normaL linear harmonic development;

the effect is simply that of Art Nouveau repetition.

In the first section (bars L-23) there is no melody, just a pair of

contrasting curves, seen at the top of each group of five notes in bars 1-

4i when the curves reappear in bars LI-LZ the actual notes are altered,
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and altered again in the staccato quavers of bars 13-14. 9lhen this

filigree-section reappears at bar 10L to begin its coda, again Èhe actual

notes of the curves are not consonant with each other or anything elset

but their movement is curved. Thus Debussy's music is not progressing but

curving endlessly, so thaÈ when it is looked at from this viewpoint as

well as that of the pedalpoints it is again seen to be non-linear'

It can Èhus be seen that there is no melodic-motif that is anlnchere

developed. or even returned to in the whol-e piece, with uniÈy being

achieved instead by repeti-tion of similar curves rather Èhan by

developmenÈ of motifs based on recognisabl-e notesr scales or seguences.

This is essential Art Nouveau method: the manneristic repetition of

motivic, figural or rhythmic units to form patterns and create mesmeric

effect. In this connexion the traditional belief in magic fairy-rings

(where fairies have danced), with fairies as creatures of the spirit realm

$rhere perfection of form obtains, and thus dancing in the perfect form of

a circle, may be seen reflected in the roundel (Ronde, Reigen) or round

dance which was performed to an endlessly repeating tune or round; Debussy

may weII be using a deliberate paralLel in the circularity of -Les féesg.

Dream

Music that relies on a sublininal perception of rocking-motion

curves shows another vital aspect of Art Nouveau - its emphasis on the

unconscious and dream. To consider Arthur Rackhamts illustration is to be

alive to all the connotations that fairies' dancing suggests - their

dancing in magic rings, their invisibility, their smal-I-sized realm' their

perfection and beauty, their pohlers over humans' and so on. The Rackham

picture denotes fairies dancing on cobwebs, but its connotations are more

important, and a sensitive poet like Debussy accordingly makes his musical

effects by suggestion rather t'han statement9 '

Art Nouveau motivic archetvpes

There are three archetlpal motifs illust'rated in this work thaÈ
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occur Èhroughout the repertory, and , are of such importance that they will

receive some introductory comment here.

Horn-motif

The first concerns the l-eft-hand margue figure of 6-12 (hM) Èhat is

J-ike imagery of fairy horns, and which woul-d be orchestrated here by

French horns, Such horn-imagery is found throughout the repertory, and

tends to be associated with distant effects or echoes, particularly those

suggesting the unseen por^rers of nature. As here, the characteristics of

the horn-motif are broken rhythm and altered triadic harmony, the

acciaccaÈuras and quasi-dotted rhythm providing the broken rhythm, and the

altered triads by alternaÈions of the octatonic chords, as indicated by 01

and 02.

Panpipe motif

These begin with a long note (often trilled) and then break into

flourish, and are usually heard in the Lreble, as if pJ-ayed by panpipe or

fl-ute. The effect is of a sustained Ínvocation that bursts into emotion,

and is not unlike some birdsong. The first of these appears here in 15-L6

(ppM), and the long trill--section of 73-85 is directly followed by a

Example l- 3
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reprise of the opening flourishes, so that t,he whole episode might be seen

as the effect in magna.

ülinding-motif

This is a sensuous undulation around a note, or around an ascending

or descending sca1e. It is essentially the method of arabesque, and

analagous in form and effect to that of visual art. In this work it is

seen as such movements as that of the circling motions described earlier'

and represented by the curving of the right-hand figure in the example

above (wM), which is replicated all through the work. The effect of this

windj-ng movement is pleasantly sensuous, particularly when it is combined

wj-th parallel progressions that also suggest some l-oss of horizon or

dimensional reference.

The symbolism of these motif-t1pes is clear, signifying the unseen

powers of nature that from the fantastic real-m impinge upon the realm of

the seen and real through the senses.

Summary

It is significant Èhat this, the work in Èhe keyboard repertory with

the most clear Art Nouveau credentials, illustrates so weII its important

principles like mystery (the strange sounds of exotic pitch-sets and the

archetlpal motifs), lirniÈed dimensionalJ-ty, timelessness, interweaving and

others summarized in ChapÈer 3. (It also shows origJ-nality, extremity of

effect {for instance, the J-ong triIl-passage}, the generative effect of

the line-elements of trill- and flourish, and the other principles of the

eleven, but here as in subsequent discussions, attention is paid more to

the points of greater rather than lesser significance.) Ãbove aII' the

work illustrates that the focus of the Art Nouveau repertory is on effect

rather than image, the important emphasis always being not on the tone-

painting aspect of imagery (if any) but its sensuous, mysterious effect in

combination with that of ostinato, repetition, ambiguities and other

patternings in the work's figuratj-on.
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CHAPTER 7

WORKS BASED ON PAN AS PERSONIFTCATION OF MYSTERY

Pan - the central Art Nouveau svmbol

The mythology of Art Nouveau is centred around the mystery of nature

in opposition to an age focusing on the works of man in such things as

engineering marvels, the weal-th produced by commerce and the brilliance of

fashionable society in Ja beLl-e epoque. As the supreme anirn-ist god, from

ancient tj-mes personifying passion and, caprice, Pan embodies the essenÈial

mystery of the world that dwarfs mere man and his pretensions. Pan is the

key figure through the whole of Art Nouveau, both as satyr/faunl and

symbol of the supernatural forces of nature2. Pan, the central Classical

symbol of anirnism, was chosen as the title of the Berlin .fugendstil

magazine between l-895 and 1900; it is significant that its only rivals

amongst the weafth of Art ¡¡orrlr.., and associated publications listed by

Lara-Vinca Masini are, with the exception of Ðie fnse-l, Iess central to

Art Nouveau although nonetheless connected, to it - Hypetíon (Munich) , Díe

fnseL (Berlin) , Ver Sacrum (Vienna), Hermes (Florence), Chimera (Warsaw)

and .Le Toison door [The Golden Ffeece] (Moscow) . A1I the other magazine-

titles are political statements (.årt lVouveau, ,lugendstiL, Sinplizzimusl

Igovissjma) or ones with conventional art-magazine names (L'art et 7'idée,

The Studíol. Dje fnsef is a powerful and centraL Art Nouveau concept, but

pan as a personification of so many characteristics - the mystery and

pov¡er of nature, sensuality, perpetual seeker after beauty and sensationt

capricious and wanton, everlrwhere immanent - is the most comprehensive and

rich symbol.

Apart from the many illustrations for the covers of the Berlin

magazine pan his most important and extensive treatment in visual art is

that, by Aubrey Beardsley, in whose illustrations he is a ubiquitous

figure3 making a wry conment on the amorous pretensions of the main

subjects; while perhaps only in Dancing to Pan's Pipes{ is he an ageing

roué rerLiniscent of the faun in Stéphan Mallarmé's Il'après-midi d'un
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faune, he is al-ways an ambiguous figure - old in sophistry, eternally

young in passion, as he appears throughout liÈerary ArÈ Nouveau generally

- for instance in the poems of otto .Iulius Bierbaum, Georg Trakl and Georg

Helrm that Jost Hermand gathers under the Pan theme in his Lyrik des

,Jugendstilss.

To Claude Debussy, Vitezslav Novák, Fl-orent Schrn-itt, PauI Dukas and

to writers like Kenneth Grahame, E.M.Forster and Saki (Hector Hugh

Munro) 6, Pan is essentialJ-y an icon of the mystery and power of the unseen

in nature, that element entirely excluded from the picturesque and

comfortable pastorals of Impressionism. It is, however, a recurring icon

in Art Nouveau picturesT.

For Èhree of the composers whose works are discussed in this

section, Pan and his do¡nain $ras a subject returned to in other pieces.

Debussy developed the Pan-legend in other music, including, besides the

Pré7ude à Ì'après-midi d'un faune, La tLûte de Pan (Cåansons de BiJitís,

1897-98), La faune (Fétes galantes II, 1904) and Syrinx (for solo flute,

L9L2), all of which feature panpipe-motifs8. Vitezslav Novák wrote an

Eklogy (Op.10, L896) for piano and loman a Lesni panna (Toman and the

wood-n1rmph, op.40, 1-906-07) for orchestra, but his most important work in

this genre is his major tone-poem Pan op.43 of 1910, arranged by him for

orchestra in 1913. FLorent Schmitt's Dionysiaques (Op.62, !974) for

orchestra and nilitary band is cognate, for Dionysus was always under the

spell of the satyr Silenus, the son of Pan.

The keyboard works based on the concept of Pan begin with Debussy's

four-hands arrangement of Prél-ude à J'après-midi d'un faune of 19059, but

is do¡¡rinated by the most extensive opus of the entj-re Art Nouveau keyboard

repertory - Vitezslav Novåkrs Pan, a major work in five movements (dealing

with Pants domain - mount,ains, sea, forests, Viloman) of almost an hourrs

duration.

Two other works are Florent Sch¡nitt's Et Pan, au fond des b7és
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Lunaj¡es, s'accouda, (Mirages op.70\1) [also known as ?rjstesse de Pan,

the title given to the 1925 orchestral versionl based on a poem by PauI

Fortl0], and Paul Dukasr La pJainte, au 7oin, du faune,.., which not only

specifically refers to the Pan-faun topos but to Debussy's P¡éfude à

I raprês-midi d'un faunelr. The Dukas and Sch¡rdtt pieces are tombeau works

following the death of craude Debussyl2, and thus symborize Debussy as the

pan of Art Nouveau, inspiring and dominating his whole domain of fellow

composers as Pan leads the spirit world.

Debus sy: Préfude à l'après-midi d'un faune

This work was written in L892-94 and arranged by him for two pianos

in L905. As a key work in the orchestral Art Nouveau repertory it

similarly is of great importance to the piano repertory.

It begins with a motif rippling up and down like a panpipe, perhaps

in the 1895 orchestral original the progenitor of other panpipe-motifs in

the Art Nouveau period, many of which wiII be notj-ced in the keyboard

repertory.

The sequence ends with a little curve or quasj--turn (the first half of bar

3) and finishes with the Piano 2 entry on a chord that contains thirds:

these elements of turn and thirds, here combined in the same sequence with

As¡e¿ lunl
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Èhe panpipe-motif, ta'ke on a separate existence as the horn-motifs of

other works in the repertory, incl-uding the works on the Pan-topos to be

discussed in this section. The two motifs contrast there as their

fragments do here - in melodic shape and in rhythm - but both are

sensuousl-y curved.

It has two melodic features - its chromaticism and it,s somewhat

indefinite tonal perspective, emphasized by its being heard solo for its

orj-ginal statement; both these features infl-uence the nature and effect of

the florid arabesque ÈhaÈ l-ater develops from the motif. ,James Hepokoski

notes that Debussy tends to begin such monophonic openings to pieces with

a prolonged note that seÈs the tonal point around which the mel-odic line

arabesquesl3, but while this defines the pitch around which the melod,y

e¡eaves, the actual- tonality is vague because of the chromatic nature of

the arabesquel4. Íühen the first chords appear in bars 4-9 their "non-

confir¡n-ing or contradictory" naturels adds to the tonal indefinition. ALl

these features, together with its uneven rhythmic nature - sern-iguavers and

ÈrípIets - create ambiguity typical of Art Nouveau from the outset.

The motif's initial chromatic complexity turns to floridity as it is

developed j-n bars 22-24, 27-28 and 31-36, but this arabesque is

interspersed with long-he1d notes or more deliberate motion - again an

ambiguity of procedural method. An interesting example of this is seen in

the sequences that forlow bar 48: the regular motions of both pianos'

parts from 55-60 is offseÈ by the irregularity of the Piano 1 melody and

the syncopations of the Piano 2 accompanimental- chords, with the two

pianos rn-ixing in increasingly complex textures from bar 63. At bar 79

there is a return t,o a regular accompanimental' motion (Piano L), and from

this point the two different sorts of motion oppose each other for the

rest of the piece, with the two pianos often exchanging rores from one

sequence to anot,her, as seen in sequences like those of bars 37-43.

The two pianos are almost always used in contrast,ing textures, but
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in ambiguous fashion interchange them frequentJ-y. 'For instancer Èhe

arabesque of Piano l- in bars 2'1-29 is countered by the parallel chord-

progressions of Piano 2. In bars 24-25 and 27-29 the arabesque

development of the panpipe-motif contrasts with the alternating semiquaver

chords as accompanimental texture in the other. These chords produce a

shimmering effect that again is ambiguous in effect, part'icularly in bars

B3-85, 9O-93, where they occur between harp-like arpeggiated chords and

tremolando chords of a firmer perspective.

At this point the importance of the latter half of the panpipe motif

- the slow curve of bars 3 and 4 - can be noticed. This latter half of

the motif takes on a life of its own as it develops inÈo Lhe melody of

bars l-7 Eo 20, from which point, together with the motif-scrap first heard

in bar 5 (piano l- left hand) it becomes a unit developed in a series of

contrâsting sequences to those developed from the first half of the

panpipe motif (for example, the Piano 2 sequences in contrast Èo the

arabesque of Piano 1 in bars 24-3L). The two halves thus become two

motifs; their being announced together at the work's beginning (and by the

same instrument in the orchestral version) is perhaps significant as

parallelling the mixing of present and past in the faun's musings (see

lines 2-5, quoted below). They can be seen as panpipe-motif and horn-

motif, even though they are undifferentiated in the opening of this piece.

(They are not always weÌl differentiated in music. In pastoral

music the actuat tlrpe of shepherd's pipe or flute being imitated cannot

always be inferred from the orchestral instrument chosen to represent it.

pan traditionally plays the panpipes, but these pipes and the shepherd's

pipe may be represented by either flute or oboe/cor anglais orchestrally.

The horn in pastoral illustrations (paintings, decoraÈions, sculpture) is

differentiated from the pipe in its having a beII, although putti and

angels sound instruments that can look like anything from

cornetts/trumpets/oboes to hunting horns, on the whim of Èhe artist. But
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whiLe the differentiation j-n ill-ustrations is perhaps not veiy significant

symbolically, panpipes and horns are distinct sonj-c symbols in Art

Nouveau, the former denoting Pan and the latter other creaÈures of the

spirit-world, as already seen j-n -La fées sont d'esquises danseusesl6). The

later works discussed in this section on Pan are constructed around pairs

of motifs that seem to be derivable in form from these two initial moÈif-

units of tr'après-midj. )

The indefiniteness of tonafity sensed at the outset, partly

resulting from the chromatic freedom of the pan-pipe motif and partly from

its being heard solo, is furt,hered when it reÈurns over a harmonic

foundation set up by Piano 2 in bars Ll-20. The listener to the opening

bars may well be quite unable to fix the motif over any clear sense of

tonal foundation, particularly when the Piano 2 chords in bars 4-B

contradict with their modulation 1yf#e 1 bv7) any perspective that may have

been forrning. The players, with an E key-signature on the scores in front

of them to suggest tonality, are Little better off, for the harmonized

passage begins in D, not E, at bar 1-L, finishes on 4 in bars 19 and 20,

and only once touches E as rootl7 (in the course of moduLation from V to

#t)t

For the main statement of the main motif this is very ambiguous

harmonization, but it merely carries on the sense of indefiniteness

established at the opening. It is not until the motif is developed into

arabesque in the following sequences that E is established as root, but

the parallel progressions over this in bars like 24 and 27-28 immediately

begin to cloud its certainty. From bar 55 the use of tonic and tritone

(as dominant), as wel-l- as the continuous use of unresolved sevenÈhs as

root chords (for instance bars 75-78), and t,he use of first-inversion

Analysis 1:
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rather than root chords in bars ?9-80 and 83-84, all add to the sense of

shifting and uncertain harmonic perspective throughout the piece' The

analogy with Art Nouveauts dream or fantasy-world, where boundaries are

veiled or ambiguous, is simply made, and the d.ifference between this piece

and conventionaL pastorars is as obvious as that between an Artirur Rackham

fantasy and an Impressionist plein-air scene with bourgeoises chez

campagnes.

ThaÈ such Debussyan harmonic practice is "non-functional" is now a

cliché of analyÈical criticismls, but what is not always noticed is that

the result is in effect a series of shorter or longer pedalpoints,

harmonic progression being suspended as the music rests on a series of

relatively unrelated chords, each of whj-ch is for its duration the plane

upon which melodies or voice-parts move. The alternaÈing chords of bars

4-9 are thus opposing planes that parallel the two planes of the faun's

musings in Mallarmérs poem - the past and the present, both dreamlike'

timeless and insubstantial:

Si c7ait,
Leur incatnat 7égert ç¡u'íI voltige dans 1'air
.åssouPi de sommeiLs touffus'

Aimai-je un têve?Le

¡ so cleart
Their light incarnadine, that it lilts in the air
DrowsY with tufted slumbers.

Didlloveadream?l2o

The slowly transfornr-ing harmonies over the D pedal following (bars tL-1zl

make the sense of pedal indefinite, and Èhe apparent glimpse of

,,functional" resolution to E in bar 13 also becomes indefinite as iÈ

slides a se¡n-itone upwards only two beats later'

!{hile parallels like this between music and poem are present

throughouÈ the work it is not clear that there is any simple linear

relationship, as has been pointed out by Laurence Borman' who argues that

rTeux may be closer to Mallarméts text than the Pré7ude J'après-midi in

this respect2l. The whole question is complicated by the often obscure
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nature of symbol and reference in Mallarmé's poem, and the difficulties

this gives rise to in music set to it have been discussed by Theo

Hirsbrunner, Helga Böhmer, He1mut Schmidt-Garre, .Iohn Crotty and David

Headlam with respect to Mallarmé and thj-s poem inter alia22. Debussyrs

exploitatj-on of tonal and harmonic indefinition that accords with the

deliberate ambiguity of the poem, (together with some motivic symbolism23)

is the true paral-lel - not any linear correspondence that may be thought

to be discerned. Since neither poem nor music proceeds according to

established formal- procedures24 there would seem to be little point in

attempting any but the most tentatj-ve kinds of narrative or linear

parallels between musj-c and text2s. The work is thus a paradigm of the

way Art Nouveau texts are treated in music: narrative is either ambiguous

or virtually absent because of the general setting in time esPace, so that

the various images of text and music are $¡oven into patterns rather than

arranged as markers along the sort of linear narraÈj-ve tlpical of a tone-

poem. Musical imagery thus has a fundamentally differenÈ purpose in Art

Nouveau, one that cannot justifiably be compared to musical impressionismi

in the latter imagery is raised to become a feature, in the former, it is

subordj-nated to become a basis for figure.

Thus it is more difficult to align textual with musical imagery in

Art Nouveau. The difficulties of sirn-ilar1y establishing parallels between

symbol and music have been noted by Peter Gulke, who nevertheless suggests

one in this work between time and, tonality26. This study will suggest,

hovrever, thaÈ time in musical Art Nouveau is more connected with

repetition, and ambiguities of tonality with ambiguities of boundary and

perspective in Art Nouveauts dream world.

A final point about Èhe relationship between the methods of ArÈ

Nouveau and those of Debussy in this piece needs to be made. In the sort

of picture where swirl-s of stylized line appear in such profusion and

force thaÈ they obscure the nominal subject (Mucha, Beardsley' Klimt'
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Behrens, for example), each unit of line becomes Èo some extent an end in

itself, fascinaÈing the eye with its richness. In the same way each

pedalpoint is its own rich world, its sensuousness of sound being its own

justification for existence, not its relationship with surrounding tonal

centres or its position along a fine of harmonic progression, if any.

There is, on another p1ane, a relationship between alf these units: in a

picture this consists of the overall pattern created, and in Debussyrs

music it is the effect of being in a strange harmonic world where normal

harmonic signposts are absent, veiled or pleasantly distorted. The

various pedal-units, then, stand in an existentiaf rather than a direct

relationship to each other and to the whole. The passage beginning with

bar 55 may be taken as a convenient ill-ustration:
¡

Exanple 3
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Bars 55-58 have the bass in Piano 1 alternating between DÞ and its tritone

G, which harmonically speaking is the antithesis of a conventional direct

relat,ionship (like tonic-dominant, for instance), so that its effect is

disorientating. The sustained stream of syncopated Piano 2 chords is

changed by only one accidental2T, but the effect is radical - from 5a to

'5o* as j-f one plane dissolves into another or one scene into another in a

transitional cinematic double exposure. The succeeding bass movements in
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bars 59-62 make fairly normal harmonic sense as a unit (III-VI-V-I, based

on D), but not in rel-ation to the preceding unit, nor that following (bars

63-66) where Èhe bars 55-58 pat,tern reappears and the tonal base varies

between DÞ and G. Thus the four-bar units of this sequence bear only an

exj-stential relationship to one another as disparate planes of harmony

alternate, again parallelling the synchronous raÈher than diachronous

nature of the poem (the rr-ixing of past and present rather than progressing

through time in

Vitezslav Novák:

normal- narrative manner) .

Pan, básen v tónech lPan, a tone poeml

This major work for piano (and the major work in the keyboard

repertory) in five movements, later (1913) set for orchestra by him'

consists of a prologue and four parts of Pants domaín - mountains, sea,

forest and woman. Each movement is constructed from parts of the Pan-

theme statement (Pro7og, bars 1-16), mostly appearing in disguised form'

just as Pan is everywhere secretly in nature, imbuing it with his spirit.

Karel Srom, introducing the 1-963 edition, expresses some idea of the

connotations of the workrs overaLl title, referring to "Pan, enticing the

nymphs with his shepherd's pipe, as the vital force in nature and the

personification of fertility"za, Plountajns and Forest as comprising

myst,ery are al-so understandable choices following Novák's revelatory

experience of naÈure and traditional music in the remoÈeness of Valassko

in 189629. Nature as personified in Pan is seen in the L891 ,Tugend woodcut

by Thomas Sturge Moore - The Pan Peak - showing a mountain in whose form

Pan with his pipes is discerned3o; Novák could well have known this

picture, as also other ,fugendstil representations of him, like the famous

cover of the April-May L895 Pan magazine3l. Sea is a less cornmon setting

for Pan, but as water it is a crucial Art Nouveau icon, its flat surface

mirroring and reversing reality as weLl- as concealing the por^rers in its

depths, and its fLuidity of form showing above all mystery and

changeability of mood. In this work Pan is understood as reigning over
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the worl-d of waves, fish and nereids as much as over woodland, animals,

dryadö and naiads. Such nymphs of sea, tree and river are ferainine, while

Pan is masculine, ruling over them as over the whole of nature, although

not wj-thout uncertainty when pursuing woman. Woman as parÈ of Panrs

domain is thus a typically ambiguous Art Nouveau concept: she is

essentially mysterious, and as personified in the Syrinx legend is

enticing and capricious, with the power to bewitch Pan and yet elude him,

remaining as a tantalizing echo. Pan is traditionally drawn irresistibly

to love, so that even he is under womants thrall- - almost as if the

natural order is reversed and he is part of womanrs domain. The mystery

of woman, the joys of pursuit and Èhe ecstasies of love dominate Èhe final

movement, Woman. Besides imagery of the chase t,here is imagery of the

dance - so often associated witÏ¡, woman in Art Nouveau, as in the dancing

nymph who taunts Pan in Ephraim Mose Lilien's j-Ilustration from 'fugend,

Henri Toulouse-Lautrecrs -La GouToue, .lane Avril, Loie FuLJ.er and Marcel,

Lender posters, and many others32.

The five movements will be examined for evidences of the importance

of two motifs basic to the concept of Pan, for the building of mysEery

through ambiguities, including duality of structure, and for the use of

manneristic devices emphasized in Art Nouveau music, like ornament33,

pedalpoints and ostinato.

Like I'après-midi and the other works in this study with "Pan" or

"faun" in theÍr titles, Novák's Pan features a panpipe-Iike theme. Such

motifs are mostly seen at the outset of each work: Pan (L7-24) , -E'après-

midi (1-5), La pTainte, au 7oin, du faune... (PauI Dukas, L92l) (3-4),

invoquer Pan, from Debussy's Six épigraphes antiques, L9L4, which will be

discussed later) (L-9). These motifs reca1l such others as those of

Debussy's,Syrinx for solo flute (a nr-ixture of modal and chromatic effects)

and the opening episode (the entrance of the litÈIe fauns) in Gabriel
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Pierné's ballet Cydalise et le chêvre-pied, L923) using the fir

noÈes of the wholetone scale. In addition Èhere are usually ho

also associated with distant sounds (an important Art Nouveau Èopos

embodied, in Franz Schrekerts Die Ferne KJang and PauI Dukast La plainte,

au l-oin, du faune) and spirits - "Èhe horns of Elfland faintly blowing"3s,

already noticed in -Les fées sont danseuses esguises and PréLude å L'après-

midi d'un faune (3-4), and to be seen below in Pan (4-10) ' lrisÈesse de

Pan (2-3r 5-6), and in La pJainte, au Join, du faune (5-O).¡0

Although the five movements of Vitezslav Novák's Pan comprise by far

the largest work (nearly sixty minutes in performance) in the Art Nouveau

keyboard repertory (Èhe nearest approach by another work being the three

movements of Ravel's Gaspard de J-a nuit t,hat make abouÈ half this length),

Novákrs suite has several factors giving it unity and form. The plan of

the work can be sununarized thus:

Each of the movements is in three sections - prelude, patterning (where

Èhree motifs ínterweave), and coda, indicated by the three horizontal

groupings. The horn-motif occurs twice, the Mountain-Prel-ude three times'

and the Forest-Coda twice. The echoes that these repetitions make are

spaced throughout Èhe work in the asymmetrical but patterned manner that

is reffected in the rn-icro-structures of the individual movements, but

l_0 1
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Analysis 2:

PRO],OGUE MOUNTAIN SEA FOREST !{OMAN

horn-motif Mountain-P S-Fr ho¡n-motif 9I-F1

panpipe-M,
P-Mz
P-M:

M-Mr
M-Mz
M-M¡

s-Mr
s-Mz
S-M:

F-Mr
E-Mz
F-Ms

vg

w
üI

-M1
-l'42
-M3

Mountain-P
Sea-M,
!ûoman-Mt
Fo¡est-C

Mountain-P S-Fz Forest-C w-Ez

[M = motif; F = figurei p = preludei C = coda. The motifs and figures
for each movement are prefixed by initials to distinguish them from
those of other movements. l

Novák: Pan, macrostructure
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space does noL al-Iow for this to be shown. Such asymmetry is also

noticeable in that the third and fifth movements do noÈ have preludes and

codas that are echoes of sectj-ons of the Prologue's codai their echoes are

percei.vable in the way their motifs are derived from earlier material or

from each other, by inversions, retrogrades and other transformations.

The analysis invites the hlpothesis that the work was originally

planned as a three-part suite - Prologue, Mountain and Forest, which would

give a more sl¡rnmetrical structurei as it is, however, the interpolationt

subsequent or not, of the Sea and lfoman movements, with their self-

contained structures, adds another dimension of form to the wholer giving

it significant as]¡mrnetry. This hlpothesis might be tested by examination

of Novák's manuscripÈs and notes, which might show the addition of the Sea

and liloman segmenÈs at the end of. the Prologue. As a three-movemenÈ suite

the segments outlined in bold tlpe would have formed Èhe inÈerlinking

boundaries of the three movements. The hlpothesis also explains the

disordered sequence of segments at the end of the Prologue, compared to

the actual final order of the movement,s: the Forest-Coda was perhaps

designed as the final coda of the original suite.

If the hypothesis were supported it would aLso vitiate any suggestion of

narrative sequence of a streamt s progress from mountain to sea as in

Smetana's VLtava, a point, that will be returned to below. As it isr the

extension of Pan's domain to incLude Sea and lrloman is a brilliant st,roke'

for it firnty links woman and water as part of the Pan-topos, and

transforms the work musically with its t!,to most lively movements. It is

Ãnalysis 2a:

PROLOGUE

ho¡n-¡notif

MOUNTAIN FOREST

Mountain-P horn-¡notif

panpipe-M
P-Mz
P-M:

M-Mr F-Mr
F-Mz
F-M¡

M-Mz
M-M¡

Forest-C Mountain-P

Novák: Pan, hlpothetical original plan

Forest-C
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as if Novák gained so much skil-l and confidence from what he had already

composed that he was able almost completely to transform his original

conception from the more quietly lyrical and reflective nature of the

three original movements into the quite vast and dynamically varied

conception that the final form embodies '

This whole work is formed from the two main motifs (horn and

panpipe), as will be shown, and they give it unity' But so varied and

profuse are the transformations of motif and figure that within this

simple base there is endless variety. In this way it is exactly similar

to a tlpical Art Nouveau picture that is composed of intricate patternings

of similar line-shapes. It will also be noticed that within each movement

and nid-section Novák breaks from the dual-motif basis of sonata-form that

depends on dramatic contrast. The movements, in triple formr are

constructed Iike the whole work (I+pre-echoes, II+III' MV) , and the nid-

sections like the movemenÈs. This triple form is, in the timeless (time-

espace) Art Nouveau rnilieu, a firm statement against the tjme-durée

Iinearity of sonata-form's exposition-development-recapitulation' To sum

up the workrs structure: it is built asymmetrically from echoes and

transformations on several levels, and all these reflect Pan's ambiguity

and, immanence. He, as represented by the horn-motif and panpipe-motif of

the first seventeen bars of the work, is everluhere in it' but in

different guises.

pan,s great scope and variety of pianistic detail37 are held together

by the moÈifs of horn and panpipe presented at the beginning of Èhe

prolog. So important are these motifs that most of the other motifs and

figurations are at least part,ly derived from them. It is necessary to

consider the full st,atement of these motifs (the Pan-eequence of bars l--

18) at the outset to see how the whole work is developed from its

constituents:
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This sequence consists of two el-ements - firstly the brief ho¡n-motif of

bar 3 and the first beat of bar 4, and ""conafy the panpipe motif of bars

17=18. The ho¡n-motif expresses mystery and. dJ-stance, the panpipe-motif

seductiveness. The ways in which these effects are achieved will be

discussed below, but first a brief coÍmentary on the structure of the

Latgo prelude to the Prologue is needed, so that its ostinato and echo

features can be seen as setting an Art, Nouveau pattern from the outset.

The -targo introduction is set in T,ydian mode (the white-note scale

on F, wiÈhout key-signature), and begins with a two-bar ostinato figure in

the bass over an F pedal. The right hand also takes up this ostinato from

bars 6-14, but syncopated at the distance of one bar, so that the effect

is of an echo rising through the compass; this second figure begins from

and falls to the dominant, so that there is ambiguity of tonal centre in

addition to that given by the modal harnmonies. These harmonies can be

seen in more detail- as follows, except that the initial pattern of right-

hand echoing in bars 6-l-2, obvious from the music, has been omiLted from
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F pedal_
1 2-t2 L3-I4 l-5 t6
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Novák: Pan - ProLogrr Pan-sequence 1-17
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the diagram:

It wj-1l be seen that the Largo falls into four sections - firstly the

preliminary bar 1 in which there is an ambi-guous dirr-inished fifth on the

fl-attened supertonic before Èhe tonic pedal is established, so that there

is mystery from the outset in this most unusual opening: it directly

contradicts the following pedal. Secondly are bars 2-1,2 in which the

syncopated. echo of the horn-motif gradually grows and rises, always corn-ing

to rest at the dominant, so providing further ambiguity of tonal centre,

for in effect it establishes a second pedal at the fifth. Thirdly, bars

13-15 (beat 1) superimpose a third tonal centre at the flattened sub-

dominant, and fourthly the Lydian mode is restored in 15(second beat)-L6

in preparation for the more straightforward, that is, unified, tonal

centres of the .Stesso tempo main movement.

Important elements in the whoLe Pan-sequence quoted above that show

its mystery include the initial diminished fifth interval (bar 1) that

contrasts with the Lydian modality of the whole statement and becomes the

basis for its half-modutation in bar 13; the consecutive intervallic

fifths (bar 2) that form a en chord (bars 4, 9); intervallic fifths

separated by a second (bar 3) that form a chord of the Èenth (bar 9' beat

3); consecutive thirds (passim) and fifths (bars 11-13) . Most important'

perhaps, is the overall shape of the horn-motif (bars 3-4' Ieft hand) from

which Èhe whole Pan-sequence is developed: a fifth and upwards second is

followed by a fifth and downwards second, an asymmetry (that' is, a

slmmetry of balancing but not identi-cal proportions) that results from the

first progression being based on f and the second on VI. If the D is
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taken as being roughly the sixth overtone of the natura.l, series (usually

arbitrarj-Iy represented a se¡n-itone higher, but actually lying between

these two notes) t,hen the horn-motif is seen as being derivable from that

series, and appropriately "natural". Later pan-pipe motifs and

figurations in the work tend to feature the first four or five notes of

the wholetone scaLe that can resuft from a simply sloped or curved cutting

of the tops of a set of pan-pipes which is how they are generally

fashioned - again a "naturaf" series, depending on the steepness of the

slope. Throughout the Pan-sequence the key interval-s of second, third,

diminished fifth, fifth, sixth and ninÈh are established, together with a

nuild foosening of tonafity that is Iater developed from its Lydian

modality into whol-etone, pentatonal and chromatic passages. These

elements are al-l firsÈ developed.in Èhe ProTog and worked out fully in the

other four movements, each of which emphasizes its own nr-ixing of them.

It is important to noÈe that terms l-ike "developedt and "worked out

fully", normally implying expansive and derivational treatment of motif

and harmonic sequence, are in Art Nouveau, as will- be argued in the course

of this study, to be understood rel-atively: Art Nouveau "d,evelopment"

tends towards varieties of repetition only, in the manner of the arabesque

patterning of line in drawings.

ExampJ.e 5: l]

sosrer¡. a tempo cresc, a

3?

Novák: Pan: Ptofog, 33-39

pocolf, quøsi non legato
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In Example 5, over a $ pedal, figures based on the alternation of thirds

move constantly, buÈ over a bass that is either a pedal or j-s simply

shifting to a new pedal rather than engaging in harmonic

progressionDespite much movement of figure in these bars there is no

harmonic progression: 34 is idenÈical to 33 but at the octave, 35 sees the

motion of third-figures (derived from those of the Panpj-pe-motif) r now

articuLaÈed into intervals, continued, while under the A inverted pedal

the bass moves through a tritone in whol-e-tone steps. The thirds-fj-gures

now embellish the new pedal of gÞ with patterns that vary at each bar, but

maintain an unchanging harmonic foundatj-on of di¡ainished sevenths.

Contj-nuing beyond bar 40 the following picture emerges:

The notes indicated on the second line of the diagram are pedalpoints;

Novák makes no effort here Èo modulate, but simply shifts from one pedal

to another, so that the paradoxical effect of a1l pedalpoints in Art

Nouveau is clearly observed - that despite the see¡n-ing reinforcement of

tonal centre with pedals, sense of tonal centre is actually dininished

because it is not reinforced by harmonic progression. Such progression in

conventional dj-atonic harmony is always felt to be going from a tonal

cenÈre to another, or curving around the diatonic steps from the tonic and

falling back to it. Thus in normaÌ harmonic progression there is a sense

of direction that is lost when music, as in Art Nouveaur spends so much of

its time shifting between pedalpoints, each of which bears only a relative

relationship to those preceding and following. Such harmony night be

thought of as I'existential", for the different pedals are relatively

independent clusters of embellishment-figures patterned on a flat plane,

rather than a series whose cLusters are related by the depth-dimension of

a colnrnon harmonic Iogic.

.qnalysis 4:

)

4I-44 45-52 53-56 57-58
FAAb6#

Novák: Pan,. ProTog' 4I-6I

59-60 61
G-F# F
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The arabesque or patterning of figure that forms these clusters can

be seen in the very nature of the panpipe motif itself. Partly deriving

from the horn-motif in its whj-te-notes/Lydian character, the pan-pipe

rnotif (bars 17-18) that ends the Pan-sequence is distinguished by its long

initial sJ-ngle note that is followed by a breaking up into a complex turn

or curving figure; it is seen fully developed in the andante pastoraTe

section (bars 6l-92) of the ProJog, with the contrast between the long

note and the turn being fully exploited:

The long single note beginning the pan-motif is in fact a characteristic

of all the panpipe motifs mentíoned above - -L'après-midi (1-5), La

plaint,e, au 7oin, du faune.,, (3-4), Trjstesse .de Pan (7-8) and Pour

invoquer Pan (1-S¡:e. ,Jaines Hepokoski notices this in respect of Debussy

where he begins a piece or a sequence with a single line of melody' and

adds to the two mentioned above Syrinx, L'isLe joyeuse and tre petit berger

(Coin des enfants/5)39, amongst others. It seems, however, that rather

than just being a Debussyan procedure its implications as a

panpipe,/shepherd's pipe motif are widespread in the perj-od, so that, to

use Helmut Christian VloLff's term4o, thÍs is an Ur-motiv, but of general,

ExampJ-e 6: pastorale
tq

(,L

tl .b ¿\

6q

Novák: Pan, Prolog 5 1

IP l-t
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cresc, mø sempre dolce
u
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not merely Debussyan importance, signifying the sensuality of the

seemingly innocent pastoral motif - that behind the pipe's simple notes is

Pan himself, his creaÈures and his powers. The same can be said of Èhe

horn-motif, whose elements of altered triad and broken rhythm are also to

be found in aI1 the pieces mentioned above, excepÈ, of course, for the

single-Iine ^9yrinx.

The brief pre-echoes of the l-ater movements that are found in the

last two pages of the ProTog show that the contrast of the two elements of

the pan-pipe motif (the single note and the fl-orid figuration) is vital

throughout the work, seen in the interplay of long notes and complex

figuration, mostly comprised within the curves of the horn-motif. At the

end of the ProLog the chief motifs of the subsequent movements are

previewed, and these are seen to echo both panpipe and horn moÈifs:

l4ountains in bars lL5-20, Sea in I21-L3L, Woman in bars L32-137, Forest in

1:39-15041.

(In the pre-echo quotaÈions at the end of the Prologr, the order in

which these quotations appear is significant, since it does not follow

that of the tone-poem itself (which is IPrologue], Mountains, Sea, Forest,

I{oman). This departure from sequence is further evidence, apart from any

hlpothetical consi-derations of original form, that the work is not to be

considered as comprising any sort of linear narrative of scenes in the

manner of tone-poems. Furthermore, although the panpipe-motif is able to

be seen as a water-image throughout the work - as mountain-stream, waves,

forest rain, in the ¡niddle movements (and just possibly naiad-nereid in

Vlomanl, it is not to be thought that water-imagery connects the movements

in an actual sequence like that in Smetanats I/-lÈava, where a tiny mountain

stream eventually becomes a river flowing into the sea. The concept of

sequence is eliminated by Eorest's being placed after Sea, and the idea of

water-imagery as connecting theme is elirninated because there is no

primary connexion between water and woman, although water can be one of
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hroman's venues - as nereid, mermaid or Siren. The overall title Pan and

t,he main substance of the ProTog between the introductory Pan-sequence and

the coda (121-150), which is development of the panpipe motif, shows

clearly that Pan and the two motifs (horn and panpipe) are the connecting

links, and that the work is a thematic and patterned, not a narrative'

who1e. )

Throughou| Pan, melodic motif is transformed inÈo figuratj-on or

partialJ-y concealed in the lush passage-work: this suggests Panrs

immanence. and is also a feature that is to be seen generally in Art

Nouveau music where, as in pictures, motif becomes patterned accompaniment

that itself becomes the main focus of interest. This process is clearly

seen in Eine ProTogz L-L6, 1,7-28, 39-60, 65-77, 1,O7-LL4 (that j-s, most of

the movement) , which estabtishes the procedure for the other movements.

The figuration beginning at bars 80-81 of Sea derives from the panpipe-

motif, the actual moÈif appearing in modified form in bars 81 and 83 but

disguised by the actual similarity of the conÈj-guous and similarly pitched

figuration, and by the reverse figuration of the left hand; the immanence

of pan in waves and spray is signified by the way the motif is disguised

as part of Èhe wave-figuration. In the passage beginning at bar L27 of

the same movement the Pan-motif is disguised in the bar 130 grazioso

fragment because it has been introduced by the simple pastoral rocking

figures of bars 137-39, and seems at first just more of the same until its

echoing in the left hand in bar 131 reveals its real nature. The mystery

of the original in the prologue is in the guise of pastoral frolic

throughout, the passage, so that Pan's mystery is seen behind the

playfulness of nereids, dolphins42 or r^raves that this imagery denotes at

its primary 1evel. In both cases the technique is exacÈly like that of

Iiterary allusion - there is obvious primary reference to images like

waves and dolphins, but hidden secondary reference to the panpipe as

signifying sensuality, and to the mystery and pohler of Pan as god of
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nature. This ambiguity of reference is tlpical throughout the whole work

whenever these motifs are heard.

After the horn and panpipe motifs, the most important feature of the

whole work of five movements is perhaps the prolixity and sensual

affectiveness of the figuratÍon, just as it is in fellow-Czech Àlphonse

Muchars posters: transformations of motif into arabesque' filigree'

arpeggiations and other passage-vilork are interwoven with passages of

motivic, whol-etone and modal pitch-sets, just as surrounding and entwining

a Mucha maiden are wisps of hair, strands of ornament, fronds of leaf and

vine, symbols of zodiac and figures of frieze43.

The paÈterning of motif in the whole work is transformational, being

based on variations in the shape and rhythm of the motif by using devices

like retrograde, inversion and various subtle forms of figuration. The

horn-motif at the beginning of the ProJog is based on an asymmetrical

rhythm of crotchet-¡ainim (bar 3' Example 3.).

Example 7: ìl
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This aslmmetry is developed in l-eft-hand figures from bar 17 into several
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different figurations (I7, 22, 26, 29) r^¡hose aslmunetry of fhythm is seen

against regularity of figure in the other hand, or interspersed in the

left hand in the bars intervening. Another type of patterning shows

stylization of form, this time with figuration j-n slzmmeÈrical rhythms, the

antithesis of t,heir source in the horn-motif (bar 3, Example 4):

Exanple 8: tLt Slesso tcmpo tosa¿nito

\ o lcrnpo,

Novák: Pan, Prolog I27-I25

,_ ¡.--tTrPtsetnPr¿

Here the initial echo of the horn-motif is gradually evoJ-ved into Èhe

slrmmetrical-rhythm accompanimental- figure of bar 124, seen against a

transformed horn-motif, inverted and si¡n-iLarly slanmetrical .

The figures of the other hand in the examples above show obverse and

reverse stylization of motif-l-ine: at the beginning of the Prolog the

horn-motif is announced in thirds in the right hand (bars 6-7, Example 4),

which are stylized into the obverse reversals of the alternate thirds of

the right hand of bar l-7i afternate thirds in different forms dominate the

figuration of the first two pages of the piece.

Example 9: 3l soslen. cresc. a

s\-- -r -1
3

a,l-
Novák: Pan, Prolog 36-37

Their reverse stylization is seen as alternating fourths, first separately
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in the right hand in bar 25 and then combined wiÈh simple thirds.

The five movements, although permeated in these ways by figures

developed from the horn and panpipe motifs, have their own motj-fs that

aLso become the basis for accompanimental arabesque, and can generate sub-

motifs, often in combinations with the two principal motifs. For

instance, More (Sea) begins wiÈh the scal-ar figure of bars 1-13 that is

seen in various modifications until Èhe transformation motif enters to the

accompaniment of the scalar figure in bar 38. This cross-fertilization,

as it lirere, immediately produces the rocking central motif (in bar 42)

which is thereafter developed in Art Nouveau fashion - repetition with

minor modifications against a constantly transfornr-ing accompanimental

figuration. Al-1 this variety and profusion of figuration is held together

by the triple-rhythms that permeate almost the whole five movements;

figuration and rhythm, wiÈh their constanÈ echoing of the ProTog motifs

and those of the individual movements, constitute a highly repetitive

patterning analogous to that of lj-ne in Art Nouveau pictures. It is not

any one of these elements that amy be seen as an analogue to line, but

their repetitive combination.

The listener to the piano-version original, rather than to the Iater

orchesÈral one, becomes very conscious of the unceasing movement of the

accompanimental figuration. Its abundance and vigour may partly be to do

with running water imagery as Karel- Srom suggests44, but principally

derives from the flourish at the end of the Pan-pipe motif (ProTog bar

17), which becomes the enlivening principle of exuberant fJ-guratj-on

running through the entire work. This is the obstiné whose energy and

kaleidoscopic variety gives this long and complex work its spell-binding

effect - for the unceasing rhythms of the figuration are as sensuously

affective as the fantastic curving lines of Mucha, Klimt, Beardsley or

Behrens pictures. This affective aspect of patternj-ng is as important to

music as the hlpnotic repetition of patterned line in pictorial Art
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Nouveau.

Mystery, an el-ement essential- to Art Nouveau, is indicated fro¡n the

outset of Èhe ProTog by extreme quietness and bÌurring of effect' (pP

sempre, misterioso, due pedaJ.e), but especially by the iniÈial atonality

of the tritone in bar 1 over Èhe Lydian modality of the whole Pan-theme

(the white-note scale based on F, bars 1-16) and the loosened tonaliÈy of

bars 13-15. The pp doLce pan-pipe passage from bars 17-28 continues the

Lydian-mode feeling of strangeness that is augmented by the wholetones of

the melodic line in the Andante pastorale section (bars 61-92' seen at its

clearest in bars ü.-64 and similar passages. At the outset of the Animato

section there are parallel-chord effects in bars 99 and 101 that have a

strangeness of sound because of the sense of harmonic disorientation

produced by such contradictions.of normal- harnmonic progression. In the

pre-echoes of later movements in the last two pages of the PtoTog there

are tastes of the main motifs of the other movements, and that in bars

1L5-120 (I{ountains) has its horn-call clashing softly with the pianissimo

inverted pedal, particularly at the first beats of bars 116 and 11.9' and

the second of bar 120. The Ploman-motif in bars I32-I31 ends in an

inconclusive strangeness as its harmony moves in parallel sequence with

the descending bass (bars 134-137), and the slow pre-echo of Forest (bars

l-39-150), with its broken time and suspensions (bars L42-I44) again

produces an effect of mystery.

lvfountains begins with the horn-cal-l foreshadowed in the Prol.og but

emphasizes its tendency to bitonality with more pronounced (but soft' and

therefore mysterious) discords in bars 6 and ?: against a sustained I3u on

9 there is an articulated IVr-a just beJ-ow it. This sets the pattern for

much of the rest of the movement, where even in a diatonic passage like

the maestoso (bars 76-9L) the hands are moving somewhat contrapuntally,

with Novák allowing clashes like those of the first beats of bars 77 (LH C

+ RH D 642) and 85 (D minor: LH Da + RH D753) as the slow chordal movement
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(doubtless representing the massiveness of the mountai-ns) IeÈs these

clashes have full effect. As in the later movements, Pants presence is

always disguised in the horn-motif elements from which each forms its

material, but appears directly in the movemenÈ's moments of quiet mystery

- the horn-call sequences that open and cl-ose Mountains.

More (Sea) uses a tonal palette that. nr-ixes wholetones (bars I-L21 ,

pentatonics (bars I4-t5, 22-24), elements of the natural harmonic series

(28-29, 97) and parall-el harmonies (that is, whole chords or harmonies

moving up or down an interval- virtually or completely unchanged, so that

normal- tonality is loosened) . A bass tritone from the ProTog horn-motif

sets the scene for its atmosphere of mystery and is furthered by the

folJ-owing parallel harmonies that prepare for the free harmonies of the

fj-ve pieces. This moti.f (perhaps in this movement a triton's horn -

tritons being Pants creatures as much as fauns and satyrs) is central to

More, particularly in the long scherzo-section bars 94-174, where it is

often hidden in runs (bars 94-97, 110-11-4, !481, is fragmentary (127 - the

Èritone) or is rhythraically artered (L25, 1,37, 150) . wherever it appears,

however, j-È symbolizes Pan in the waves, among the fishes or in the sea-

spray. The rocking-motif introduced in bar 42 is based on a reversal of

part of the horn-motif and presented in a pentatonic form (becoming a

susÈaj-ned passage of pentatonics in bars 98-103), and the tritonic element

appears in unexpected places like bar 30 (G#) where it transforms the

progression into one with wholetone character. The pentatonic fragment of

horn-motif in bars 94-97 is preceded by wholetone runs in bar 93 and

followed by figures based on the natural harmonic series in bar 98: Novák

is clearly associating these exotic (non-diatonic) sounds with Pan's reed-

pipes - they are the sounds of naÈure whose strangeness shows mysÈery.

One of the most subtle effects ís that of the Largo prelude to t,he

ProTog (Example 4) ' repeated verbatim as the introduction to the fourth

movement, -Ëes (Forest), where thirds move in parallel in the Lydian mode
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of the first twelve bars (the white-note scale on F) which has a second

dimension in its being by notes chosen from the natural harmonic scaIe, as

explained earl-ier. The two passages of parallel thirds are over a firmly

stated F bass pedal, but each time the thirds move through a B the ear is

impelled to believe that the bass should have shifted to G (of which B is

the natural mediant) as a natural cadential preparation for 9. llhen the

movement pauses on the C triad the ear now feels that the bass should

shift to Ç, instead of which F is again restated as the pedal. The

presence of the fixed pedal instead of a naturally moving bass actually

makes tonality the more confused. The overall- effect is tonally

disorientating, fitÈing the indicated pp semPre' misterioso.

A final aspect of mysterious effect shoul-d be mentioned. After the

initial setting of an atmosphere of unreality in bars l--16 of the ProJoq

with drifting chords that cross diatonic boundaries, bars 17-30 (Example

7) comprise the first statement and working-out of the panpipe-motif'

which is then developed later in such passages as that of Example 5. In

these sequences the panpipe-motif is seen as following the Debussy

L'après-midi paradigm, being in form one of the long-note-p1us-flourish

motifs that will be noticed below as ubiquitous throughout Èhe repertory

of this study, and always representing ecstasy.

Example l0
3

3

Novák: Pan' Prolog 33-36

9wi ø bg¿b

White this arabesque is proceeding it is doing so over a bass of limited

movement, that descends chromatically but in hesitant steps (L7- 24) to a

pedal on D (25-28), in steps to a pedal on e (33-35) and then ascends by
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wholetones to a qÞ pedal (36-40) :îhere is little, if any, normal harmonic

progression. The passage as a whofe shows strangeness, therefore, in its

dynamics of harmonic movemenÈ, with a tendency towards the sort of

existential relationship between the harmonies of each bar noticed in the

Debussy works. Each bar considered by itself seems fairly orthodox

diatonics, but its relationship to its neighbours is not conventional.

This is also to be seen in the Largo that precedes it (Exampl-e 4),

especially where from bar 13 the F tonic becomes F supertonic as the

harmony apparenÈly changes to EÞ, The effect of this is to puzzle the

ear: on the one hand it is hearing units of fairly familiar material, but

on the other it is less sure of their connexions, so that there is a

feeling that the music is rnoving through fanr-iliar musical landscape in a

sUrange manner, just as one moves in dreams. Such blending of the

familiar and the sÈrange is ambiguous, and. is analogous with Art Nouveau's

blurring of the boundaries beÈween reality and fantasy. This ambiguity of

connexion runs through the entire Pan suite from the unrelated fifths of

the proLog's third bar to the unrelated alternations of the closing page

of the final- movement.

The fundamental rhythm of Èhe piece is set by the adaptation of the

horn-theme in the main motif appearing in bats 42-49, which is ¡n-inim-

crotchet, ¡n-inim-crotchet (with emphasis on the ¡ruinim) , and thus a regular

triple-beat figure which is rhythnically the reverse of (asymmetrical to)

the horn-motif (crotchet-mirnim, crotchet-rn-inim, with the emphasis on the

crotchets) as it is presented, at the beginning of the ProLog and the

fourth piece (-Les - Forest). Novák's plan seems to be that the original

dynamicas asymmetry of the motif (wrenching the accent away from the first

and fourth beats of six) becomes disguised within the specific imagery of

each piece. In this piece three notes from the horn-motif are reversed

and unreversed to make six notes that form a rocking, sea-Iike figure

whose rhythm is afso reversed into a symmetrical form to help establish
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the rocking effect. There are patches of dynamically asymmetrical rhythm

(bars 243, 248-249, 254-259) that form contrasting patterns to those of

normal- rhythm.of this length.

A movement of this scope (270 bars, mainly of 6/4) has imagery that

ranges over the extent of the sea's moods, beginning wiÈh rÍsing and

falling figures that cover the keyboard (bars 1-37), that subside with

hints of Èhe horn-motif (38-41) and al-so introduce the main motif derived

from it (42-80) . There are many varieties of figure suggesting the

changeable moods of the sea - rushing broken chords (bars 93-97, L10-L23) ,

sÈepwise ascending capricciozo Isic] sequences over chords (88-92), a

rocking pentatonii figure in both hands based on the main theme (98-109' a

scherzando figure with acciaccatura and semiquaver-quaver movements (L25-

6), apoggiatura ornamentation of the main theme (I78-I79, 254-260) and

even simple chordal movemenL (I42, 170-L'13, !82, 184. There are

relatively few passages where there are identical figures in succeedíng

bars, so that above al-I the restless variety and unpredictability of the

sea's moods is suggested. But all this ímagery is surface: underneath is

the symbol - the unifying factor of the constantly repeated rhythrdc

foundation of Èhe main theme and its melodic line that reappears

ever! ¡rhere throughout the varJ-ety of figures, always with its echo of the

horn-motif (particularly in bars like 130 and 140, I4'7 and 162' l-49 and

155 where it momentarily appears in something like its original form) .

This examination of variety of figure shows, perhaps surprisingly' the

dominance of the single main motif, which, through its ubiquitous

reappearance amidst the great variety of figures, takes on something of

that single-minded obsessive character already noticed as an Art Nouveau

characterist,ic in literature and pictures.

forest sinr-ilarly begins and ends wlth mystery - with the full Pan-

Èheme statement (as at the beginning of the Prolog) r a modified version of

it at the end, and a sussurando passage (bars 106-115) in whích thirds are
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one nLinute major and the next rn-inor, creating an eeriness of effect.

Bitonalj-ty is more pronounced in this movement, so much so that it may

well symboLize the dual- naÈure of Art Nouveau woodland - beauty but

implied menace (from the spiri-t-worl-d whose domain it really is, into

which humans venture at their peril - the common thread of fairy-tale).

As soon as the horn-motif passage finishes, an echo of its rising melody

ín C is heard over a bass BÞ pedal (bar L9), to be followed by the same

sequence in which the right-hand chords are based on C# (bar 21), Ieading

to the more severe clashes of nr-inor sevenths and nr-inor seconds at the

beginning of the con sentimento passage (bars 24-25). Passages like bars

70-74, with unmodulaÈed harmonizatj-ons of the principal moÈif that junp

tonalities with successive notes of the motif (ÞÞ - E - 4) , also emphasize

with their strangeness the essential mysÈery of the foresÈ, as the beauty

of the major chords momentarily darken into nr-inor and brighten again

almost as if nothing has happened, as if an Arthur Rackham tree becomes a

gnome-like being with one glance and is a tree again with the next - a

conmon Art Nouveau ambiguity_.

Zena (üIoman) shows its mystery and duality together from the

beginning, for after the agitato, impetuoso bars 1-7 there is a long pause

succeeded by the rn-ildest of themes , Andante soave, based on a

transformation of the horn-motif.

Example LL: r\ndantc soavo '

effz set co

t ril. Tcrnpo I.

Novák: Pan, Zena 9-13

But under the sustained last note of this theme (E.!.) there are bass
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descendíng consecuÈive fifths and stepwise-motion middLe harmonization

moving Èo er¡ chords that descend in parallel with the bass: these a.re a

hint of mystery and power under the seeningly innocuous initial

melody:This short passage sums up Art Nouveau woman - disarmingly innocent

but deeply sensual and powerful. The long sequence in triplets from bar

66, growing into Quasi una Tarantel-l-a (84.) has al-l the suggestions of the

chase - Pan after his teasing, elusive nymphs. The strepitoso whole-tone

downwards run of bars L27-29 ís suddenly quieÈened by a strange passage

inÈroducing a final transformational development of Èhe horn-motif that

prefigures, by iÈs building through ostinato and accumulation, the way the

movement and the whole work is later to rise to its climax:

This theme and J-ts gradual augmentation has more than a passing

resemblance to the .fohann Strauss waltz that provided the final theme of

Ravelrs .La va-l.se of L9I9-20: perhaps Novák is making the same sorts of

allusion to the waltz, woman and ltlienerstraum as is Ravel, for in each

case woman and fantasy is cent¡al. It is significant that there are

sequences in waltz-time as the movement nears its end (260-67, 268-83,

340-361).

Example 12:

' tz9
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Novák: Pan, Zena 130-138
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Duality in the forms of bitonaliÈy and ambiguous major-minor

tonality has already been notj-ced. The essential duality of this whole

work lies in the contrast between the freedom of fj-gurat,ion and the almost

monothematic melodic motifs (aI1 deriving from the horn-motif or the

panpipe-motif, and thus being tightly related), the former perhaps

suggesting the variety of nature and the latter showing that it is all

Pan's domain.

The underlying rhythmic unity throughout most of the whole work,

seen j-n the triplet-rhythms that comprise at least four-fifths of it, has

been noticed above. The exception is the second movement, Hory

(MounÈains), where the initial horn-call sequence, the í¡n-itative sequences

(bars 34-69,76-91) and the final sections (bars L57-2L5) are in duple

tJ-me, although even th.ese sequences have much triplet-figuration

lightening the maj-n duple rhythms. The tension between duple and triple

rhythms is one of the features of this movement, added to by the use of

dotted folk-tike rhythms in bars 25-33 and 18L-184, as well as the dotted

hunting ones of the horn-caIl sequences.

As a whole, however, this long work is remarkable for its mainly

using triple rhythms - so much so that they may well signify nature's

sensuality, seen in the traditional pastoral rhythms (the pastoral.e j-s

traditionally in triple time) and in the sinuousness of line and movement

that are expressed j-n these triplet motifs and figurations (dupte rhythms

in a descripÈive work like this are going to tend to set a more plain,

straightforward mood, as their use in parts of Mountains may help denote

their solidity) . There are many other indicators of sensuousness, notably

the turned figures following the long notes of the panpipe motif (bars 17,

61-63) and the curving of the horn-motif itself (bars 3-4) from both of

which each movement derives its main mot,ifs, both melodic and figurational

(Mountains bars 8-9, 25-26, 139-140i Sea bars 38-39, 42-43, 88, 98, LLO-

LlL, L25-I26, L27; I'orest bars 18-19, 24-27, 30-31, 50-51i líloman bars 1,
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9-13, 56-57, 66, 84-85, 130 t 240]| . Karel Srom particularly singles out

the two Strauss-waltz passages in Woman (bars 130-139 and bars L69-L'78)46

I^rhere there are pauses in the tarantella chase, as "among the most

passionately sensuous in the whole of musical literature" - an extreme

claim, perhaps, but nonetheless indicative of the powerfully evocative

characÈer of Novákrs writing,

Florent Schmitt ¿ Et Pan , au tond des bJ-és ]unajres . s'accouda (Mira des 7)

The piano original (written I9L9-20, published L92I) of this piece

has the epigraph Et Pan, au fond des.bLés Lunai¡es, s'accouda, ("and Pan

leant down in the bed of moonl,it wheat" - after losing the nlnnph Syrinx)

the first line from TrisÈesse de Pan by PauI Fort (L8'72-t960); the

orchestral version (written L923, published 1925 ) has the complete poem

as epigraph, and is titÌed ?ristesse de Pan (which can therefore be used

as a shorter title for the piano piece).. As poet and theatrical figure

PauI Fort was associated with leading symbolist figures Iike PauI

Verlaine, Jean Moréas and other Symbotist poets in Paris from L890 through

the Théatre d'Art; his vers LjÞ¡e draws on their base of imagery and

setting, as in this Poem:

?ristesse de Pan

...8t Pan, au fond des bJ.és Tunaires, s'accouda.

Al-ors, d.'un bois voison, 7e rossignoL chanta vers cette pJ.eine I'une si
be77e qui, sur Les tril.Les montants de sa petite voix, so soutient mieux,
sem.bfe en ¡epos - mieux qu'une fLeur.sur un jet d'eau.

Pan s,étant tu, Je LaissanÈ faire, jnattentif å son roseau et triste,
accoudé sur La terre, il soupesait, d'un doigt trembfant, tout son coLfíet
de Lunes mortes.

Songeait-il aux dieux mortes? fJ. soupire Tongtemps. Songeait-if aux
travaux que nefaisajt sa flúte.'aux fleuves, à La.b¡jse, aux fotêts, à

!raurore, â touËe l'oeuvre des djeux morts? Révait-iL aux Enfers étients
par Jeur chute? Songeait-iJ- é son âme, é sa fl.úte de flamme, Iui, le dieu
vivant?

Et soudain, vers 7a terre, Pan jeta, pour toujouts, 7e cri supréme de
l. tamour!

The repetitions (Songeait-iJ-...?1,

(soutient, semblei flûte, fieuves,

echoes (RévaiÈ-i1... ?), alliterations

forêts; flûte de tlawne),
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transformations (pJ.eine June, Lunes morÉes) and strange images (son

coLl-ier de Lunes mortes) or juxtaposition of disparate ones (Les t¡iLLes

montants...une fJ-eur sur un jet d'eaul are characteristic of the verse

that is chosen by composers j-n Art Nouveau mood, as will be seen

throughout this First (14) Order series of chapters (6-10). Its

manneristic style, for a1f its vers l-ibre, is that of Florent Schrn-ittrs

music.

The focus of SchmiÈt's work is the trjstesse de Pan - his grieving

over the nymph, now lost to him, and over his lost powers as god to seduce

whom he would: there are overtones of Vilagnerrs Götterdäranerung in the

mefancholia of gods who have lost thej-r invincibility ("Songeait-il aux

dieux morts?...son coll-ièr de lunes mortes...a toute ltoeuvre des dieux

morts") . There are two. other layers of reference, however.

Firstly, the piece is one of the Ewo Mirages op.70, which Raymond

Berthier translates as Delusions4T, with the original of the poem in his

¡n-ind; he night have used "illusions", but neither this nor t'mirages" woul-d

carry connotations of Panrs feeding his melancholy wíth the delusion that

the pipers voice is her voice, oxt alternatively, that her voice ie in the

pipes and mocks him with the delusion of his divine invincibility over the

objects of his passion. Pan cannot know if amongst the reeds he has cut

for his pipe one is actually Syrinx - wheÈher the pipes' voice is her

voice or merely that of the wind across the reeds. Vlhatever it is' the

pipes' song is half-mocking and half sad - an ambiguity recalling that of

Pierrot tttrès gai, très triste". (Compare

And never was piping so sad,
And never was piping so çray

from 1åe Host of the Air by William BuÈler Yeats in his early Art Nouveau

style4s: all three are tlpical examples of Art Nouveau ambiguity.)

The pipes' sound has therefore complex and poignant associatj-ons:

the memory of her voice, beautifuL and now hauntingly mocking; the sound

of the wj-nd, naturets own voice that sings of freedom; and the echoes of
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his once-carefree and seductive abandonment to the delights of the love-

chase.

Secondly, Sch¡ruitt dedicates the piece à l-a mémoire de CLaude

Debussy, and on the cover of the Durand edition has écrit pour J.e tom.beau

de CJ-aude Debussyi this explains its having as its title the first line of

Fortrs poem - "Ànd Pan leant down in the bed of moonlit wheat": Debussy,

the Pan of his age, is lying down in death (the conceit of Debussy as Pan

being of course Schmitt's, not Fortts). As a piece in the tom-beau

tradition of French composers of the time49, therefore, it contains echoes

of Debussy's musical idiom, so that the Syrinx-echoes are Debussy-echoes.

There are references to Debussy's tr'après-midi: its horn and panpipe-

motifs and their treatment discussed below, its wavering motif of bar 18

(Debussy bar 25), the dirge-motif in its two forms: 14 (Debussy 17) and

23-24 (Debussy 38, 4L-44).

Schmitt's work is in the mould of the nineteenth-century funeral

march, but with horn-motif (2-3, 5-6) and panpipe-motif (7-10) to indicate

its setting in the world of spirits. The horn-motif at its first

appearance is in consecutive doubled thirds, which at its second become

complex chromatic discords of unearthly effect, based on the near-parallel

movement of second-inversion triads and altered triads set a minor seventh

above major thírds:

Example 13: h /\^ê

Schmitt: Tristesse de Pan 5-6

f saas

The funereal dotted rhythm of the opening do¡n-inates the piece,

although modified into triplet-form in the nr-id-section (bars l-4-58).

Èhe piecers fundamental nature is mysterious ¡ather than just one of

That
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funereal grandeur is reinforced in its main harmonic feaLure -

exploitation of tritone chords and their inversions, particularly in

parallel sequences, beginning with those overlaid upon Èhe descending

chromaÈic thirds of the horn-call of bars 5-6, carried on as accompaniment

to the first panpipe motif immediaÈe1y following, and wj-th especially

mysterious effect when following the paral-lel movement of the main-beat

chords in L0 the second of these becomes transformed at the key-change and

is suspended unresolved as in 1-1, where the right hand's VII6. sits over

the l-eft's V7

There is the feeling that there are three tonal bases - the pedaJ- and the

two hands over it. The disorientation resulting from this ambiguity of

tonal horizon borders on the sensuous, and develops more definitely in

this direction in the mid-section (bars 14-58), both in the simply rising

and falling melodic motif first seen in bars 23-24 and in the intermediary

bars beginning wLth bar 22. The plain dirge-melody (bars 4'7-58) has a

passionate inÈensity added to it by double-octave appoggiaturas recalling

the panpipe ornament. The appoggiaturas in both hands in bars 71-74 echo

this feeling, which is continued in the mel-odic fragments of the last

section. The last four bars see the piecets tritonic harmonies drift away

'p scÀørzaado

Example 1-4:

lêi Mouvement.

It

Schnitt: Tristesse de Pan 7-11

PT
1

q

1
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into a sensuous melancholy, ending with an unresolved dominant flattened

ninth (V9b642) on a low bass V*I.

The underlying rhythm is a dott,ed one, sharply defined at È'he

beginning and end, but in the smoother triplets in the long mid-section

the insistence of rhythm becomes more subtle and sublinr-inal in its effect.

In the passages of bars 17-21 and 43-46 this rhythm is seen in alternating

chords without any melodic figure to obscure j-ts importance, and it is

still dominant as an ostinato in bars 47-58. In the outer sections it is'

despite cadenza bars (1L-l-3, 59), again ostinato in j-ts effect.

There is much use of dual effects like those of Èhe conÈrary-motion

progressions of bars 23-24 and 29-30, the opposed chordal blocks of the

alternating bars (again in contrary motion in bars 18-19, and mosÈ notably

the opposed appoggiaturas of bars '7L-74. A-L1 through the piece, however,

runs the tension between the quasi-ostinato rhythm and the sensuousness of

harmony and melody, seen fuIly developed in the sustained increasing

passion of bars 50-58. While this is on one l-evel death/fate (the dotted

rhythm) as against the sensuousness of life, on a deeper, more symbolic

level it is the way of nature itself that necessarily involves both

passion and death.

The panpipe motif first appearing in bars 7-10 is distinguished from

other composers' panpipe motifs by its excess of floridity and ornament,

seen in the appoggiaturas of the sequences beginning at bars 47 and 71'

where a simple melody is decoraÈed in a complex manner, analogous to the

emphasis on patterned effect in visual Art Nouveau, and following the

emphasis on the principle of excess or asyrnmetry in Art Nouveau. The many

runsT beginning with those in the second bar and culminating in the

cadenzas, and cast in strange pitch-sets t,hat have elements of wholetones

(C-c# although on an A-minor foundation in bars 2-5, for instance) have

echoes of the "natural" sets used by Novák and Debussy for their pan-pipe

imagery. The tritone is of course drawn from the wholetone set' which
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means that the strange, sensuous chords of the outer secÈions and the

opposed ones of the middle section mentioned above can be seen as formed

from the panpipe set, representing the sounding or echo of several of the

pipe-reeds at once; ForÈ's poem actually refers to the effect of the wind

through the reeds as being echoes of Syrinx' voice (before Pan cuts his

pipe from them).

ornament in the form of trills, appoggiaturas, broken chords and

sweeping runs is featured throughout. I¡lhile this might seem inappropriaÈe

in a threnody, it is nevertheless appropriate when the subject is Debussy

characterized as Pan. for the ornament is seen as part of Èhe lightness

and mystery of the fanciful world of spirits, whose funeral dances and

sorrÇr strange to our ears, nonetheless echo Debussy's Syrinx-pipe. The

metaphor is completed wîth Syrinx' song disappearing into the reeds as Pan

Iies down for the last time:
81

Example 15

10 8-

schmittr Tristesse de Pan at-92

-
PauI Dukas: La pJ-ainte, âu Loin, du faune. , ,

This 1921 work is inscribed Pjèce écrite pour Je "Tombeau de Cfaude

Debussyt', and again the conceit of Debussy as Pan is used: a lamenÈ, afar,

of a faun for his beloved Pan. As with Schrnitt, there are references to

Debussy's fl'après-midi to link it to its faun-topos: panpipe and horn-

motifs, the bar 2 teft-hand motif echoing Debussy's l-7-18, the actual

quotations from Debussy's panpipe-motif beginning at bar 15 and ending the

piece. The music is strained, discordant and unresolved, as wi-th grief
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that will

appear to

(the bass

and there
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not be consoled: the maiir strands of motif. figuration and bass

move xemotely from each other. so that tonality is uncertain

fatling semitonally in 15-16, transforming VII6b3b into #VI6#)

are many clashes (A+ÞÞ in 15-16, Èhe right and left-hand chords

of C+DÞ in 18, for instance), P roducing a strange effect.

In this example, bars 16-17 show the panpipe-motif (now beginning to echo

that of tr,après-midí) at first in a precarious A (nuinor) relationship to

the inner strand and, the bass - precarious because both the inner strand

and the bass are moving semitonally (thus resonating from the emotive

sern-iLonal fall of the original panpipe-motif's initial appoggiatura - see

the quotation below) . Then, after the quasi-modul-atory progressions of

bar 17 the bass drops to a c that cl-ashes with the FtlÞÞ finish of the

previous sequence and also with the Db of the new arabesque figure; the

ending of this new sequence on the second and third beats of bar 20 leaves

all this contrapuntal existential-ism (in the sense suggesÈed above for

Debussy's non-functional- progressions) harmonically unresolved. These

apparently disparate strands are, however, throughout the work held

together by quietly insistent, ostinato rhythms: there is a constant sense

lln snlm¿nt un Pcu
Example 16:

au ]l1fouveEeat
¿n

r1

bf-:=-
Dukas: La plainter au loín, du faune.'. L5-20
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of movement, al-though very restrained (Assez J,enÈ), but without proçJress,

as wiII be explained beLow.

The work begins its panpipe-motif in bars 3-4 as an elaborated turn

around three descending seraitones; like the others, it begins (after an

appoggiatura) with a sustained note before breaking into its turn:

A brief horn-motif ends this figure in bars 5-6, and plays an important

part in the mid-section (25-3'7\. The main funereaL element is the

ostinato G that is heard solo from the beginning, and that in various

transformations quietly but insistently dominates nearly everything else.

Consecutive sixths r^reave around this with a similar ostinato effect, their

slow chromaticism producing a chorus-like dirge.

The work is filled with repetitions: the panpipe motifs in the

opening sequences are j-mmediately repeated (in a manner reminiscent of

Debussy's method)i there is ostinato of the repeaÈed G almost like that of

4 irl Ravel's -Le gibet, and later of more elaborate figures derived from

the panpipe-motif and the bass ninths and tenthsi whole sequences are

repeated at different pitches (for example 2-5 and 7-10i 12, 13, 14).

More imporÈantly, there is much repetition of motif but little

development, so that most of t,he work is sinply derived, from the materials

of the first few bars. until at bar 28 an actual quotation from -L'après-

midi d'un faune appears, and it can now be seen that La pTainte's panpipe-

Example 17 PP'l I

3
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Dukas: La plainte, au loin, du faune... 4-6
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motj-f is more than a glancing reference to it. and that L'aptès-midi,

syrinx and other Debussy pieces based on panpipe-motifs have been implied

from the outset.

The fj-nal bars from 37-49 see quasi-development in the form of

doubling of the movement of accompanimental figuration, but triple

pianissimo, so that the effect is of a very quiet ostinato. The result of

so many kinds of repetition and ostj-nato is a work that moves insistently

but does not progress' as if time is suspend'ed'

A parallel effect is produced by the consistent use of pedalpoints:

there j-s virtually no Iinear progression of harmonic movemenÈ (Èhe single

exception being bars 2'7-33, where the -['après-midi motif is introduced) '

v0hile a pedalpoint is in force a whole harmonic dimensÍon is absent - that

of the normal movemenÈ from tonic through mediant, subdo¡ninant, dorninant

or other relation toward.s an eventual cad,ence. It as if we are listening

to an impassioned apostrophe from a threnody, without tense or action' and

it is analogous to the flat canvases of Art Nouveau pictures where

attitude rePlaces action.

The works on the theme of Pan: conclusions

The four works discussed in this section are highly significant

examples of musical Art Nouveau, I'après-midi (1895) being as important to

the piano repertory as its orchestral- version is to its repertory; the

musical work, setting the 1865 Mal-larmé poem that is the paradigrm of the

symbolists' early maturity, thus becomes a paradigm of musical symbolism'

and in its mannerism it becomes a paradigm of musical A¡t Nouveau'

vitezslav Novák's Pan of 19L0 takes this central symbol 0f boÈh symbolism

and Art Nouveau and sets it in the work that is the major achievement of

musical Art Nouveau in the keyboard reperÈory. As its period of influence

is closing, and the ¡nannered fantasy of musical Art Nouveau is beginning

to be transformed into that of Art Deco, Florent schrr-itt and Paul Dukas

return to the same legend to express their feelings over the death of the
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Pan who has led and dominated it,.

End-notes

1 Th. terms can both be used of pan, although the second,, from the Latin
faunus (the Roman equivalent of Pan) more properly denotes pan and, his
subordinate deities, standardj-zed in Classj-cal literaÈure as goat-like;
thus Mallarmé's faune. (Oxford English DJ-ctionary, Second Edition
1991, vt 770)

2 îo, Pan as Art Nouveau topos see primary sources such as the eponymous
journal, Berrin 1895-1900; Aubrey Beardsleyts caricature of rrames
McNeiJ-f Whistler, 1893 (SchmutzLer,R.: op. cit., 1LB), pan and the
wood-Nymphs, satyr carrying a womant Dancing to pan's pipes, Design for
an en tête, The Satyr-coiffeur and the Lady, (Harris,B.S.: op. cit.,
L60,180' !87,1'94rL95) jnte¡ aLia¡ John Duncan's Illustration for "The
Evergreen", Èhe Pan cover of 1895 by Franz von stuck (Hofstätter,H.H.:
op. cit., 73, 727l'¡ E.M.Forster's short stories The Curate's Friend and.
?åe Road from CoJ-onnusì the shorÈ stories of Saki (H.H.Munro); the
sunrise episode in Kenneth Grahame's ?he îlind in the wiJ.lows.

Harris, B.S.: op. cit., 6f,68,91, L60,180, LB2, t1't, L94,195.
Idem, 187.
HermandrJ.: Lyrik des JugendsËiJ.s, 17-18.
GrahamerK.: The Wind in the WiJ-l-ows; E.M.Forster and Saki - short

s tories
See Hofstätter,H.H.: op. cit., 13,80, I2'7, 162,278; LorenzrO.: op.

cit. , l-l-8-19, 138-39 .

Some of the formal aspects of this piece and its motj-fs are discussed j.n
NattiezrJ-J.: Fondaments d'un sémioTogie de l-a musique, (paris, union
Général-e d'Éditions 1975), and in Mah1ert,U.: Die "göttliche Arabeske"
zu Debussys "Syrinx", Archiv für Musikwissenschaft Xf,III (1986), 18L-
200.

see the preface to the facsimire reprint of the particelle of the
definitive draft score (on four to fj-ve staves) from which Debussy
Èranscribed both the orchestral and two-piano versions: Robert Owen
Lehman Foundation, I{ashington 1963. The scoring details are in the New
Grove listing (Orchestral-) vol.5 p. 311.

10 th" poem is given in furl before the rater orchestrar version
(pubrished 1925 by Durand but given the same opus number 7o/L). see
the brief comment by Yves Hucher in -L'oeuvre de El-orent schmitt,
previously cited, page lix. IFor PauI Fort as Art Nouveau-SymbolisL
figure see Francis Brunel and Lj-onel Richard in Cassour,f.; op. cÍt.,
I37, 253, 26L-2 and Thorlby,A.: op. cit., 217.1

11 with an asterj-sked footnote to the finaL bars in the original edition
(Durand r92l), as the pan-flute motif at the beginning of -Ë,après-nidíj-s quoted.

12 s.h*ittt à J-a mémoire de CLaude Debussyì Dukas: pjèce écrite pour Jet'lombeau de CJ-aude Debussy". See also Albert Rousselts L,accueiL des
muses (in memoriam Debussy) of L920 (unfortunately not procurable for
this study).

13 Hepokoski,J.A.: Formul,aic Openings in Ðe.bussy (Nineteenth Century Music
VIII/1 [summer 1-984], 45,

14 s"u Raffman,R.: scalar control, corlege Music slmposiom iv (spring
19?5) , 24-5L.

15 Hepokoski,,r.A. : loc. cit.
16 ttti= sort of pipe/horn is seen in the wel-l-known Art Nouveau painting

The Spirit of the PLaj¡s by the AustraLian Sidney Long. It is tlpical
of shepherd's pipe representations in looking like an oboe with a more
belled end.

17 s.. David Headlam's comments on the significance of the dual tonal

9
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centres c#. and E in Headlam,D.: comnent: on Crotty "syunbolist influence
in Debussy's "PreJ-ude to the Afternoon of a Eaun", In Theoty only VI,/4
(May 7982) , 9-L7.

Eor example, the overview of discussion on this in Storb'I.:
Untersuchungen zur Aufl-ösung der functionaLen Hatmonik in den
RJ-avierwerken von CLaude Debussy, Musikforschung XXfÍ/4 (Oct-Dec L969),
500-01.

MaIIarmé,S.: L'après-midi d'un faune, 2-5.
Translation f rom lrlenk,A. : op. cit. , 307 .

Borman, L.D.: "PreLude to the aftetnoon of a taun" and "rJeux":
Debussy 's summer rites, Nineteenth-Century Music IIf/5 (March 198L) '
225-38.

Böhmer,H.: .A-l.cåemie der Töne. Die Mal-7armé-Vertonungen von Debussy und
Rave7, Musj-ca XXLI_/2 (March-April 1.968), 83-85; Schmidt-Garre,H. :

ÌttaJ.farmé-Debussy. ParaLLefen zwischen Dichtung und Musik, Musik
Unterricht LvIII/5 (May 1967), L57-67; Crotty,J.E.: SyanboTíst
Influences in Debussy's "Prel-ude to the Afternoon of a Faunt', In Theory
OnIy YT/2 (Feb. L982) , 11-30; Headl-am,D.: op. cit., 9-11'

Hirsbrunner,T. t Debussys ,,Prél,ude à L'après-midi d'un faune" und seine
'sinnLíchen HiLfsmittel-', Muzik-Konzept 36 (1984), 3I-42: the remarks
on the roles of instruments in the orchestral version (pp 37-42) can
with some caution be applied to the motifs they sÈate, and Èhus to
these motifs in Èhe piano version, particularly as Èhe two pianos
engage in dialogue.

Borman,L"D.: op. cit.; ALlende-Blino,r.: claude Debussy: schatníer
zweíer Jahrhunderte, Musik-Konzepte I/2 (1981)' 53-56' 64; Harris'S.:
Chord-Eorms Based on the WhoJ-e-Tone Scal-e in Early Twentieth Century
Music, Music Review XLL/I (Feb 1980) , 36-57.

But see RinggoldrJ.R.: The l-inearity of Ðeöussy's musjc and iÈs
correspond.ence with the SyrnboJíst aesthetic: developments betore 1-908,

(Doctoral dissertation, University of Southern California' L9'12.
Gulke,P.: Musik aus de¡n Bannkreis ejner J-iterarischen i\sthetik:
Debussys "Prél-ude à ltaprès-midi d'un faune", Jahrbuch Peters: Aufsätze
zur Musik I, ed. Eberhard Klemm (Leipzig, Peters L979)' 103-46.

That in bar 45 is wrongly printed in the score copied but given
correctly in the corresponding bar 47.

Novák,v. z Pan, op. 43, (Státni Hudebni Vydavatelství, Prague L963), vi.
SimpsonrA., in lrlew Grove, vol .l-3 , 434.
HofstäÈterrH.: op. cit. ' 80.
Idem, L26.
The Lilien and other works can be found in Lorenz,O.: op. cit., 138-39,
65, ':-3, 80, 92, 134-35; the Toulouse-IJautrec works in SuttonrD.: The
CompTete Paintings of Toufouse-Lautrec, (New York, Abrams 1969), plates
xxxii, xxxv' Ii, Iii and pages 122-23.

Novákts use of ornament needs to be seen as much within the context of
Czech as of Vilestern tradition: see Leblrl,rl .: Ornament v Liske hudba na
preTomn stoJ-eti [ornament in Czech music at the turn of Èhe century] '
Hudebni Veda 26 (1989)' 163-68.

A si¡n-ilar motif is found at the beginning of Charles Grif fes' fåe Ylhite
peacock (Roman Sketches/1, 1915-L6), which shows that Pan is understood
as part of the essential background to nature in Art Nouveau.

TennysonrA.: The Princess, lV.
There is a perfect horn-motif repeated four times in the opening bars
of Louis Viernet" 5llt€ Syznphonie (L925) for organ. Although Vierne's
other music contains many Art Nouveau Èitles it is impossible to tell
how far he was conscious of the likeness of this motif to that of
Florent Schmittrs Pan in 1920.

The only study of the work as such appears to be that of PaiarF.:
Novákuv Pan, Hudebni Rozhledy xxiv (1971-) , 78, apart, from the brief
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general comments in Schnierer,M.: K inovaci novákovskeho tematu (The
chief innovations of Novák), Hudebni Rozhledy 42l8 (1989), 393-95.
There is no paper on the work in either the l-971 symposium Ze syrnry>osia
o zivotea diLe VitezsJ-av Nováka IFrom the symposium on Novákrs life and
workl , Hudebni veda viii (]-9'lI) , or the 1972 FesÈschrift: VitezsLav
Novák. Studie a vzpominsky k 700 vyoci narozeni [sudies on the ]-00th
anniversary of his birthl, ed. Padrta,K. & StedronrB., Ceske Budojovice
muzeum, L9121 . See also ,fanácekrK.: Vítezsl-av Novák v promenách casu
[V.N. from the perspective of time], Hudebni Rozhledy xxiJ-J-/L2 (l-970),
555-64.

38 Charles Griffes I The White Peacock (Roman Sketches,/L, 1915-L6), has a
motj-f beginni-ng in thj-rds that seems to fit into the pattern of horn-
motifs of these works.

39 Hepokoski,J.A.: op. cit., 45.
40 vlol-ff,H.C.: MeLodische Urform und, GestaLtvariation bei Debussy,

Deutsches .fahrbuch für Musikwissenschaft (L967), 95-1-05, especially 97-
98.

41 th" significance of their being quoted together is not clear (the
passage echoes Mountains 185ff and Forest 19 et passim - versions of
the horn-theme). there may be some light on this and the questj-on of
the conflicting orders of the movements and their quotations in the
ProJog amongst Novák's papers and manuscrj-pts. It would be interesting
to see how far the final- form of the work matched that of its initial
plans and sketches. The work as a whole deserves more attention than
it has so far receiïed, since it is a major achievement of inspiration
and compositional craftsmanship that is now littl-e known outside
Czechoslovakia, especial-ly in its piano version.

42 p^ interesting assocJ-ation is that the dolphin is a feature of piano-
case design from the eighteen-seventies to abouÈ l-895, being carved on
the Iegs of uprights and (more rarely) on the legs or keyboard-cheeks
of grands. The upright pianos of Richard Lipp & Sohn of Stuttgart and
those of ,Julius Feurich of Leipzig use this as a stock feature in this
period.

43 Fot instance, the cover for La PLume/Zodiac, L896 (BridgesrA.: op.
cit., 81) .

44 Srom,K.: notes to Universal Edition, (Prague 1963),vi.
45 U"ittg KarI Riemann's term (Musikal-ische Dynamik und Agogic, 7884) for

accentual as opposed to quantitative variation from Iiteral
interpretation of musical text.

46 c.t. the Vtild Wood, j.n Kenneth Grahame's TJ:e tlind in the lliJTows, as
Mol-e is losing his way at night, and the trees in Edward Okunts Cåimera
or Ernst Kreidolf's Die schl-afenden Bäume that look like menacing faces
(Hofstätter,H.: op. cit., 2'77, l-99) .

46 Bt,t Srom does not notice the Strauss waltz connexion. See his notes,
vi.

47 Novák,V.: op. cit., vi. (Note that the prevj-ous line identifying these
passages is rruis-translated in the English version: it should read "The
parts of the tarantella from Lhe points where is a change from I2/8 to
common time must be counted...").

47 Fot other evaluations of Novák see Schrn-ierr: Vitezslav Novák: the chief
Novákian innovations, Hudebni rozhledy 42/8 (1989), 373-75i .fanácekrK.:
op. cit." 555-64i there is also a Festschrift: Padrta,K. and Stedron,
B. (eds.): VitezsJ-av Novák. Studies and remembrances for the hundredth
anniversary of his birth, Ceske Budejovi-ce: ,fihoceské muzeumt L972.
An attempt is made to put Novák into the Czech cont,ext by,firánekrJ.:
Czech musjc for piano between L890 and 7945, Hudebni veda 2 (L967),
277-89, who devotes a few pages to Novák and his "Impressionist style".

47 HucherrY.: L'oeuvre de ELorent Schmitt (Durand, paris 1960) , LilX, gives
L923. However, the Durand score of the orchestral- version is dated for
copyright as 1925. The orchestral version is a slight revision or
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recomPosition of the Piano score'
47 Hucher,Y.: op. cit., Lrx'
48 ;;;¿ rrro*r, -" c.tti. Twilight, his own expression, and lasting until

just after 1900.
a9 it i", uriril" not strictly speaking a genre, at least a tlpe thaÈ could

weII be examined as possibLe Thi:d-order repertory, for its tlpically
Art Nouveau evoc4tion of the spirit of the mourned composer' see

ChaPter 21.
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CHAPTER 8

IIIORKS BASED ON ART NOUVEAU/SYMBOLIST VERSE

Mannered verse and music

It is possible to differentiate between Art Nouveau and Slmbolist

verse - there is some SymbolisÈ verse without, Èhe mannerisms of Art

Nouveau verse, just as there is Slmbolj-st painting like that of Odilon

Redon, Puvis de Chavannes and other. Only mannered Slmbolist or Art

Nouveau verse has been consi-dered here1.

There are three works where there is a specific Art

Nouveau/Slrmbolist base - Alexander Zemlinsky's Fantasien über Gedichte von

Richard DehmeT, Alexander Skryabints ^Sonate 5 of 1907, based around a

stanza from his own .Le poème de -L'exstase2, itself a primary work of

slrmbolism, and Debussyts -tes sons et Les parfums tournent dans J,,air du

soir (PréJ-udes 1/4), wtric¡, is d.rawn d,irectly from the first stanza of

Charl-es Baudelairers Ilarmonje du soir (FJeurs du mal,1857), one of the key

works, with Correspondances, of the whole Symbolist movement3. The

position of Richard Dehmel in the Symbolist mil-ieu and his connexions with

Art Nouveau artj-sts is well established; Skryabin from about 1904 became

one of Symbolism's chief - and last - figures; and Baudelaire can be said

to be the movement's foundation4.

ALexander Zemlinskyz Eantasien über Gedichte von Richard Dehmel (1s00)

Three of the five stage-works of Zeml-insky's Viennese years (to

19Ll-) appear to be based on Art Nouveau subjectss (sarema after R. von

Gottschal-l-rs Dje Rose von Kaukasusi Das gJäserne Herz after Hugo von

Hofmannsthal's Der Triumph der Zeit; Der Traumgörge to libretto by L.FeId)

and two of his Prague works are based on works of oscar v{ilde (Eine

florentinjscl¡e fragþaie and Der Zwerg, after The Birthday of the Infanta),
I

although his compositional style had undergone important changes by this

time6. Zemlinksy's interest in Art Nouveau Èhus seems clear, and others

have noticed his interest in the fantastÍc generally?. The f'antasien are

four short pieces based on lyrics from a recognized Jugendstil figure, a

la
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Iyric poet friendly with Alfred Mombert and Detlev vo¡f Liliencron (whom

Zemlinsky also set in opp.2, 5, I and the unpubl-ished L904 Schmetterlingl

and thus part of t,he Munich circl-e that formed around Otto ,Julius Bierbaum

(a1so set in op.10), the founder of the Jugendstil magazines Pan and Dje

Insel-. The young Zemlinsky's reception of Dehmel- as a member of ,fung-Vlíen

is outl-ined by Horst Vteber: Zemlinsky saw him "a1s ekstatischer Herold

einer neuen Zeit...'Nietzsche philosophus, DehmeJ- poetat"8. It is clear

from the intricately detailed setÈings of these poems, especially those of

the second and third, with the lushness of the part-writing that will be

discussed below, that Zeml-insky was anxious to do hj-s prophet justice.

the Fantasien complement Zemlinskyts song-settings of other Dehmel

poems (op.7 and the unpublished 1907 settings of ÀnsÈurm and åuf See).

Dehmelts verse at the Èime was, as will be argued beJ-ow, itself affected

by Art Nouveau mannerisms and the Symbolist movement, and was set in songs

by Richard Strauss, Clemens von Franckenstein, Karo1 Szymanowski, Arnold

Bax and Arnold Schoenberg. A poem from DehmeI's 1896 collection fy'eib und

WeJ.t is placed as an epigraph before each piece, and the overall titl-e

Fantasien is consonant with the general theme of dream that pervades the

whole of Art Nouveau.

The pieces bear the four poems' titles: Stimme des Abends,

WaTdseJigkeit, Liebe and KåferLied, and at first glance these titles might

not appear very different from those of any of the sets of characteristic

pieces appearing at the time. The poems themselves, however, evoke not

just woodland scenes but the spirit behind them, personified in the first

poem as the fenúnine power (Ihr Schweigen), Èhat in the Weib und Vlelt

series is seen in woman but is not merely human: woman is half mystery -

Nature's force that can only be sensed in the complete stillness of

dewfall (Stjmme des Abends, stanza 1) . It is as if she is a creatu¡e of

Pan rather than of mortals, and thus can enchant man and embody hidden

menace beneath her seductiveness; the passj-on and mystery of Novák's Zena
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(liloman) accords with this view. In the second poem her power is courted

in the silence and solitariness:

Da bin ich ganz allein,
Da bin ich ganz mein eigen
Ganz nur Dein.

while the repetition of Da bin ich ganz and of ganz again in the rast

line, and Èhe assonances in al.Lein, mein, eigen and Dein are tlpical Art

Nouveau mannerisms that have something of the effect of repeating a spell,

as discussed in Appendix C on literary Àrt Nouveau. In the third poem

Èhere are metaphysical conceits in which spatial dimensions are eliminated

through her (Nature's) power (an effect that will be shown parallelled in

the music) r as the barriers between poet and woman actually join them, and

his soul- she sees through was also her soul: the imporÈant, motif of the

intertwining of nature seen j-n much visual Art Nouveau is reflected here.

This is no ordinary love poem, but a mystical- one. The last poem is built

around onomatopoeia echoing the cockchafer's sounds, but these and the

insectts features are signs of deeper mysteries, echoing the mysteries of

nat,ure: its feelers are forked (a sign of the dark side of nature) and its

song-vibrations, too fast to count, are an indication that nature cannot

be measured, nor its impulses resist,ed (the buzzing onomatopoeia of the

verse and the musj-c's trill-s and runs, which in this piece can be justly

termed onomatopoeic, seem del-iberately sensual) .

The topics of ZemLinsky's Fantasien seem diverse, but the subject is

t,he poet's love-conceits, reflected in t,he music's preciosity of chromatic

effect, especialry those from from the second piece, of which an exampre

is quoted below, but also particularry noticeable in rrr 20-24. rn the

second-piece example the fourth quavers of bar 4 are a semitonal passing

between the I and V (implied) chords, while in the next bar the parallel

chromatic ¡n-inor thirds go further t,o combine a sharpened V with a f3b to

produce the exotic l7s#ao not resolved until Èhe second, quaver of bar 5.

The love-conceits are seen in the interlocking of the ambiguity
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(wave) -motif that seems common through the four pieces:
18: Ectunt ta? (gaha.4)

rn the fj-rst piece the bass contj-nues its strange-sounding r¡¡ave-motÍon to
bar 18; in the second, the movement is seen in the pararleL thirds of the
inner voices; in the third, bass and inner voice pararler in tenÈhs, but
in the fourth, it is seen in the .trebre, so that it has risen througÌ, the
voices in the four pieces, which may be symbolic. The fourth piece,
however, has many passages of semi-trirled sixths that echo the wave_
movement of the opening. such motion is gently disorientating in the
manner of waving rines of hair or tendrirs in Art Nouveau painting, and
there seems in the set at least a simple anarogy between the curves of
these figures and those o f Art Nouveau - both are sensually affective"

A third element unifying the pieces is their use of transi_tional
harmonies that seem to transform the feetings into a strange rearm of
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sensual lanÇour. In the first piece there is a diminished-seventh chord

on Èhe third beat of bar 3 that transforms into a different posit,ion but

remains harmonically similar before resolving. In the next bar the

transition j-s more compJ-ex, with DÞ on the last beat contrad.icting the D-

natural of the third beat. The example from the third piece is even more

complex, and seems to transform normal tonality as its bass passes through

the chromatic steps of an octave. Begj-nning in bar 18 at the subdonr-inant

of D it rises gradualJ-y to the tonic (21), but has gradually become D

mj-nor instead of major. As the bass begins to fall back by sernitones to

ÞÞ, iÈs pause ott g on the fourÈh semiquaver of bar 2I , fornr-ing an

augmented triad with added sixth, indicates that a modulation to F is

intended via C, F being the naÈura1 major of D nr-inor. !ùhen C is reached

Ln 22 the process seems. certain, and the momentary rise to qÞ in 23 seems

merely to delay the resolution. But when resolution arrives in the first

chord of 25 it comes as a sudden shift to D - this time D major. It has

been the melody, not the bass, that determj-nes this fall to the original

key. Thus the pivotal chord on 9Þ Ln 2I can be seen from two viewpoints -

as #VII from D, or #V from the projected F that never arrives. Tona1

orientation throughout the whoLe process has been made ambiguous in a

manner that is typicatly Art Nouveau.

Arno1d Schoenberg also set Dehmel- in five songs that include

Erwartung (opus 2/t, 1899 - the -t,jederheft, which is significant in being

dedicated to Zemlinsky); both E¡wartung and the first of t,he FanÈasjen are

discussed as examples of ,Iugendstil by Reinhold Brinkmann, who exa¡n-ines

the relationships and si¡nilariÈies between them. He discusses the first

of the Fantasjen's Jugendstil character and states "that it is here if

anln*here in t,he early works of the Viennese circl-e" that there is a case

to be argued for the l'.t""r classification" possibility of these works as

Jugendstil. He feels that the first of the Eantasien at least shows "a

significant affinity with ,Jugendstil" and even in his generally sceptical
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if sympatheÈic view of the whole problem of considering Art Nouveau as a

historical period (which latter he, very proPerly, reject's on

methodological grounds) he is nonetheless prepared to acknowledge the

,Jugendstil staÈus of some pieces like this. The partj-cular conclusions he

comes to are simil-ar to those of Horst üleber on Die gJäserne Hetz, who

also shares his general view on rejecting Art Nouveau as a historical

category while adnr-itting iÈ as a particular influence on some music of the

time9.

Zemlinsky,s choosing the genre of piano-fantasy rather than that of

the song (particularly as he was weII experienced with the latter genre)

is significant. The most obvious difference between Èhe genres is that in

the former melody and accompaniment can be fused and their roles confused

in a way not possible with the fatter. To use Horst !Ùeber's terms, drawn

from paint,ing, Eigur and Grund lose their distinctnesses and merge into

one10. In painting there is normally a distinction between figure and

background, but in Klimt, Mucha, Behrens and. others the "background"

moÈifs of decoration become one with the "figture", which itself, j-n the

limited-depth canvas of Art Nouveau, loses its primacyll. In the

Fantasien, as in the ÈexÈ, this happens: jusÈ as Dehmel's beloved becomes

one wiÈh trees and misty landscape, so the various strands of musical

texture, so mixed and interchangeable that they cannot be termed voices,

seem to merge. this is most noticeable ln f/!-2, 3-4, 9-I7, 26; T.L/35-4O¡

IV/Z3ff and is achieved par excelJ-ence in III, where the repeated rocking

figure passes from hand to hand. It is significant that the Èhird work is

the poem where the conceit of mystical union with the beloved is most

clearly expressed (und Ðu in mir geseTTt) and the merging of musical

strands most comPlete.

There is much in the Eantasien that is easily recognizable as having

patterned character: the ascending chains of imitative figures in l/bars

L-2,5-6,22-23,30-33, the chains of chromatic thirds in IIl3-5,7-8, L4-
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15, 64-68, the contrary motions of the right- and left-hand sixths in

IIf/l-L4, 34-44), the chains of runs and thirds Ln IV/23-26t 31-34, 62-

6'7). Ãl-1 these are suggestive of the intertwining concept already noted

in the verse. There are other Art Nouveau indicators: firstlyr the

arpeggios in L/3, 4, and 7 with the echoes of this in bars 15' L7, 28 and

29 and the upward runs in fI/43, 45, 4f, all- occurring with suddenness in

slow-¡novinçf passages, are suggestive of ecstasy' parallelling the sharp

change of curve of the whip-shape Èhat Art Nouveau stylized from natural

forms. Secondly, the slowing of cadences while harmonj-es are

deliberately resolved in T./20 and 32-33, I1/L5, 22-23' 54-55 and 78-89'

fII/32-33, 45-46 and 54-55, suggests the movement towards silence explicit

in the first Èwo poems and implied in the third - these silences

indicating the essential mystery behind nature and love-obsessíon.

Thirdly, there are many passages where major-rn-inor modality is

deliberately veiled (II 64-65,' tF¿ major IV4#3-bIII7-III?-IV73-Iv73b-Il; III

I-42 [D major I-III64-I3b-v] and similarly 10-11, 36-38, 43-44i such

veiling parallels the merging of reality and dream in the Poems. Again

ambiguity is seen to be a procedural principle.

The del-iberative resol-ution of cadence and its allied effect' the

graduat transformation of harmony over suspended and independently-moving

parts of chordal structures (r/3, 4, 1I/L0, 24-26, 27-28, 51-55) are

reminiscent of the transformational effect of the Trjstan-chord sequence

in the opening bars of the Prelude to Wagnerrs ?rjstan und Isolde. The

effect is one of transformation rather than modulation of harmony, which

exactly parallels that of Dehmelrs conceit where Nature can be felt

through the silence (f), through sol-j-tariness (If), turn barriers and

distance into union (III), or reveal that his soul is hers. The use of

Wagnerian effects for Art Nouveau purposesl2 is cognate to composers t using

non-period verse for their music, which is discussed later in this study

(although there is a case for considering ülagner's mannerism, ntimesis and
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Stjl,kunst as precursors of Art Nouveaul3).

Figures of repetition and imitation in the verse like the assonance

and onomatopoeia noted above, as well as alliÈeration (III: deine SeeLe.'

stilL vereanken/Im Strom dee Schauens zwischen uns die Schranken) and

simple repetitions, with or withouÈ play on alÈernate meanings (If ganz,

IY ZähJ.e, zähLen), are all- constantly echoed in the music, which derives

much of its character from this mannerism: T./L+2, 3+4, 5+6, 7 (beats 1-

2+3-4),8+9, L0+I2+1,4, et sequ.; rJ/I+2,3+4t 5+6,7+8, rIrlthe imitation

throughout between hands, particularJ-y 47-53t fv/3+4, 7+8, 23-4+25-6' et

sequ. Dehmel's lover is unconscious of time, with many repetitions of

phrase in the present continuous and future continuous Èenses (for

example, Íf/sbanza 2; I/stanzas 2 and 3); both text and music use

repetitions to irnply a state where time is suspended in a dream of beauty.

Horst gleber notices the same conjunctions of textuaf and musical device -

repetitions and the suspension of time - in Zemlinsky's Der gläserne

HerzrL.

In these ways Zemlinskyts music can be seen as allegories of the

text, to use Horst üleberts sense of "al1egory"15, and in particular,

"ornament becomes allegory". Professor Weber carefully distinguishes on

the one hand between the critical practice he deprecates of establishing

direct links between imagery and music, whj-ch can lead to unsustainable

suppositions Iike those of Hans Hollanderl6, and on the other hand the

method he advocates of isolating the essential elements of both

text/picture and music and making comparisons between these essentials -

at a distance from both text and music, so to speak. Thus while there is

obvious cockchafer buzzíng-imagery in the fourth Eantasie (the sort of

musical imagery that is usually labelled impressionist even though ít may

be deeply symbolic), the important Art Nouveau principle is that both text

and music are about a third thing - mystery, an essential principle of Art

Nouveau and Symbolism, and about the affective uses of patterned
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mannerism, essential and pecuriar in the period to Art Nouveau. The

Fantasjen can thus be seen to be works of intricate device and subtlet,y of

slmboJ-, rike Èhose of Dehmel, Kl-imt and other members of the Vienna

Seces sion.

Al-exander Skryabinl. Sonate 5

This work, based on a stanza from his own poem, -E,e poème de

-L'extase17 (itsel-f a primary work of Russian symbolismls), is a continuous-

movement work based on nine main motifs (see Example 20 below) t,hat are

alternated, developed and combined in complex ways19. rt is possibfe to

link these motj-fs with the imagery of Skryabin's four-line stanza:

I summon you to 7ife, secret strivings!
You who have been drowned in the dark depths
Of the creative spirit, you timorous
embryos of Jife, iÈ is to you that I bring daring.2o

The Russian original features the mannerisms of Art Nouveau verse, like

the consonance of zhi.zni prizivayu and tvorjashchego,,bojazTrvie, and the

alliterations of bas ekritie et¡em-lenja, zarol-ishI ..

derznovenie. .prinoshck, and zhizni zaroJ-iski.

Its content features three elements: a surnmoning to life, secret

strivings ratent in the creatj-ve spirit, and daring. The daring must

refer to Skryabin's vital realization, (that caused the poem, Sonata 5 and

the orchestral- -Ee poèrne de J-'exstase to be written) , that in a sense if he

dared he could be the creator of everything, that "universal art was a

function of his own personalj-tytt2l. He coul-d now bring history to its

fulfj-lment by practising his creative art. The strivings need this daring

to become actualized: this is a t1pically Symbolist scenario of opposing

forces that must be mystically united22. Skryabin's symbolist ideas, as

expounded by his brother-in-Iaw Boris de Schloezer23, show some superfj-cial

debt to Indian but more to the mainstream of Russian Symbolism24, and in

particular those from whom his own circle drew its ideas - Vajaceslav

rvanov, Konstantin BaUmont, varerij Brjusov, Andrej Beryj, Alexandr Brok,

Vladimir Solovrev. These were mixed with his own preference for European
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ratheÈ than Russian mystical and phitosophical literature25, so Èhat

elements of Vilestern dualism were central to his mystical systemt

particularly a version of Hegelian dialeci-j-c26. In his Mysterium, for

instance, dj-scussed with Boris de SchLoezert was to arise the great

synthesis resulting from the final opposition of l-ife-forces that is

already part of the theme of this earlier poem, and in particular the

stanza serving as epigraph to this sonata.

The central- idea of SymboJ-ism, like Art Nouveau, is dream or

mystical experience, which is inevitably opposed by knowledge (the

ordinary worl-d of experience), and this fundamental dichotomy is expressed

through all its imagery and attempts to harmonize the irrational and the

rational-_. Skryabin's fifth sonata shows this in tvlo ways - through

motifs and, structure, including harmonic structure2T.

The first motif rises in arpeggios and acciaccaturas from the low

bass to highest treble in the first twelve barsi it begins and ends the

work. This seems to represent the summoning2s, its surging upwards from

the depths showing the way, as it vùere', for Èhe creative spirit to become

active and follow it upwards Lo the light. The second motif, announced in

bars L3-L6, is until the Iast page somewhat vacillating throughout the

Example 20: 5hRY4èlr', : s9,v-'ç'iâ 5-
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workr and Èhus seems the l-atent pohrers of the creative spirit. The key

term -Ëanguido will be seen elsewhere through late Skryabin t,o denote a

sensuous state of vague, passive longing that needs energizing by the

dramatic force of the summons. The alternation of bass between tonal

centres, here over the interval of a tritone, is another key marker of the

Tanguido/languide works (Poème tanguide op.52/3, Danse Janguide op.49/4),

and seerning Èo indicate indecisiveness. The main (Èhird, bars 19-20)

motif is a rlsing one like the fi-rst, but more gentle: it seems to be the

secret strivings that are to respond to the summons. Variant, more

dramatic fragments of these, or counters to them, make. up the remainj-ng

motifs: Mt and Mu are respectively mysterj-ous and sensuous, while M4, M7,

Mr and M9, being more forceful, show the struggle upwards toward.s the light

as the creative spirit dares to be born, as it were29. The symbol of light

is c¡ucial to Skryabin as to most mystics, and with the other j-magery of

this stanza is seen at greater length in Èhe text for the åcte préa|able31.

The music, therefore, like the imagery of the stanza, is essentially

based on oppositions. The union of the two tlpes of motif, passive and

active, at the workrs end ensures that the second motif has become

transformed into something fully dramatic and triumphant. The motif M,

(misterioso) seems directly indicative of the supernatural nature of the

transformation process. The winding nature of M5, which in late Skryabin

as elsewhere in Art Nouveau, is sensual, shows the essential eroticism of

his mysticism; the .Acte préaJab[e and Mysterium were to t,o be orgiastic3l.

(v'rinding motifs are the third import,ant motif-type occurring

throughout the keyboard repertory, together with þanpipe and horn-motifs.

The "winding" is an undulation around a centre, or along the centre of a

curve of movement. It is essential-Iy akin to the motion and, sensuousness

of arabesque at least as it finds expressj.on in Western music (the violin

soro in the first, movement of Rimsky-Korsakov's .scåel¡erazade, for

instance) ' and its most clear expression in Skryabin is in Masque op.63/J.,
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whi-ch will- be discussed in Chapter L2. )

the motif-fragments that make up the sonata are contrasted in pairs

or sets, and the work proceeds in many sections thaÈ often contrast

greatly with each other32i each sectj-on is always based on different motifs

from those of the sections on either side. The most notable opposition of

these sections occur between bars 281-288 and bars 357-366 where two-bar

uniÈs alternate with ones based on different motifs, but these are merely

compressed expressions of the main sectional afternations of the work.

It is in such afternations of tlpes thaÈ the work shows the

essential sirn-ilarity of symbolist and Art Nouveau method. Vilhereas in a

conventional dramaÈic work oppositions are in conflict with each othert

and in a narrative are in an adversarial relationship, in a symbolist

milieu boÈh are necessary and are to be seen as being in balance. Neither

is complete without the other, as iF seen in Good*Evil, Male*Female,

Yin+Yang or Rose+Croix polarities tlpical of various symbolisms. The

opposites must harmoníze, and they do this in Skryabin's method by

interweaving - classic Art Nouveau method as well as symbolist method.

Boris de Schloezer explains that Skryabin saw the Actj-ve*Passive principle

of his symbolism as Male*Female33, which is borne out by the rubrics

accompanying the motifs: impetuoso con stravaganza versus Tanguido, and

their counterparts throughout the work. Here too is seen the importance

of eroticism and ecstasy in his mysÈicism, again linking with Art

Nouveaurs essential sensuality.

These oppositions are pe¡ necessitaÉem part of t,he same asPects of

his mystical system34 in which apparent oppositions like the passj-ve and

active principles already referred to in the epigraph3s, although of

apparently opposite elements of water and air, are reconciled through the

dialectic of the creative act36. It is therefore logical Èo argue that

such opposing principles, represented in Sonata 5 by different sequences

devoted to motif-symbols, are different aspects of the same mood rather
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than normal dramatic cont,rasÈs, which can be seen in the way the languido

motif of bars 13-20 is transformed into the estatico bars 433-440. This

transformational method consists in all motifs' moving t.owards the same

ending; to a mysÈic like skryabin all things inhere, for arl reality has

the same dimension. The epigraph's "secret strj-vings ...drowned in the

the dark depths of the creative spirit" refer to an inchoaÈe state, where

time and space are absent, and are repesented by the ostinato of trill and

tremolando in the extreme bass of bars 1-8; the ascending or soaring

flourish motif is part of Èhis dimensionless state, seen in bars 3, 5 and

1ff, and as iÈ is heard at the very end of the work in bars 451-55 there

is the sense that although transformation has occurred this has not taken

place in normal time and space.

The sequential method of this sonata is to alternate and interweave

several motif-sequences, so that each is repeated many times and gradually

transformed in an interactive process. The motif-sequence of bars 1,3-24

conÈains two fragments, the syncopated rocking one of bar l-3 and Èhe more

melodic one of bars 19-20 that is partly syncopated. The Jangujdo motif

of bars 13-20 undergoes a transformation at, the end of the following

accarezzevoLe Iin a caressing manner] section that is hardly noticed, bars

42-45 just seeming, as they are, a natural extension of what has gone

before. trfhen in bar 47 the presto commences there is such a change of

pace and manner and such abundance of fi-guration that its connexion

through bar 45 to the original Tanguido motif is disguised. This sort of

musical contrast parallels that between passive and active prj-nciples.

The triplet figure that develops from this (bar 98ff) is its inversion and

thus is a transformation of the early part of the Janguido motif, just as

the imperioso "ca11" of bars 96-97, together with the quasi-trombe bar

LL4, is a transformed version of it,s latt,er part. This ratter part is

seen in a further version in Èhe meno vivo motj-f of bars 720-22, with the

quasi trombe strand hidden i¡nmediately under it in bars 128.-29 and related
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passagest the quasi-tronbe strand takes on another form still in the

wavering quavers of bars L99ff that then are gradually revealed by their

stronger movements in bar 2L9ff. The process of concealment,

transformation and revelation continues throughout the sonata until the

final triumphant statemenÈ of the whofe Tanguido motif, now transformed

into a fanfare, in the estatico climax of bars 433-440.

Before proceeding further with this sonata it is necessary to

outline the basis from which statements about Skryabj-n's harmonic method

will be made. Since Leonid Sabaniev's I9l2 analysis of Prometheus in

19L231 in terms of the "mystic chord" many attempts have been made to

explaj-n Skryabints later compositional method, notabÌy those of Varvara

Dernova, based on Èwo dominant ninths a tritone apart and the replacement

of dorninant-tonic resolution by tritone root progressions (wrÍtten in l-940

but not published until 1968)38. There have also been George Perle's

"pre-serialist" and ttset-theory" hlpothesis (19?2)39 and Gottfried EberLe's

hlpothesis that claims to identify many different tlpes of mode (19?8)40.

The most coherent and convincing explanation that has so far appeared has

been set ouÈ by Jay Reise in his 1983 short study in lVjneteenth Century

Music|r, and for convenience it is this analysis Èhat has been followed in

this sÈudy, al-though there has as yet been littl-e time for Dr Reise's work

to be universally recognized and adopteda2.

Jay Reisers analysis may be briefl-y stated thus: he traces

Skryabinrs growing preoccupation from early to rnid-period works43 with the

French sixth, together with some less important sonorities like the

dininished seventh and its "fJ-oating fifth" (either sharpened or

dinr-inished) , particularly Èhe augmented triad. From the French sixth t'he

"mystic chord" is Iater derived, for i-ts first four notes (C, gf., $, E),

when rearranged by placing the C after gÞ., make V75p, an enharmonic version

of the French sixth. These four notes are conmon to both the wholetone

and octatonic scalesi the remaining two upper notes of the mystic chord
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(A' E) being originally gained by his adding the ninth to the French sixÈh
(in the poème languide Op.52/3 of 1907) to gain the first, and using Èhe

principle of proceeding by fourths from that to obtain the second, (which

is arso the one remaining pitch absent from Leonid sabaneiev,s ,,overtones

of the so-called harmonic scare of sounds,,44). The mystic chord and the
French sixth are t.hus connected, but are not directly responsible for
generating elements of skryabin's later pitch-sets. The four notes of the
French sj-xth are common to both the whoj-etone and octatonic scal_es;

"combining two French sixths a ¡n-inor third apart will produce an ocËatonic
scare, and combini-ng two of them a major second apart will yield arr the
pitches of a whore-tone scare"45. These two scales are symmetricar, and of
limited transposition, to use Messiaen,s later termi in the Later works
skryabin frequently moves his tonar base from one of the two wholetone
transpositions to the other, or through octatonic transpositi_ons, a

process linked to his moving his bass notes through augmented triadic
intervals or diminished seventh interval-s in the earlier pieces. Finally,
skryabin treats notes extraneous Èo his whol-etone and octatonic scal-es as

chromatic, resolving them by semi-tones (sometimes at the octave) into
whichever scar-e is bei-ng emproyed at the moment, arthough in the raÈer
pieces this can someti-mes be d.erayed, producing tensions not resor_ved

until final cadences. skryabin's later composition is thus not atonal_ nor
serial, but "chromatical_ly modal"46.

Dr Reise's explanation of the development and perfection of
skryabin's harmonic method is the simplest that has yet appeared, and thus
according to ockhamrs Razor alone is, other things being equa1, to be

preferred to the more complicated earlier ones.

Appryinq Reise's analysis Èo the sonata shows immediately that the
opening sequence (1-1r.) is based on a wholetone piÈch set on $, to which
the trilled'E is a chromat,ic discord needi_ng resolution. Although Èhis
discord and its "plaqal" form on ê in the successive right-hand runs in
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each half-bar from 7-11 are each resol-ved at the octave, in the process

the left hand has been affected by both E and the plagal A so that its

Èritone is alternately corrupted wiÈh perfect fifths.

The conflict between wholetone and foreign elements is symbolically

important, and could represent that between "obscure depths" and "proud

spirj-t"; alternately, the proper and plagal forms of the discord may be

opposite-hand echoes of the proud spiriù's calling to the depths.

In the Tanguido sequence following, an opposition of ninths and

French sixths is established at once (bars 13-14) and echoed throughout

(15-16, 25-28, with the intervening bars restj-ng on French sixths: each

ninth is being resolved into the French sixth. This is to use the ?rjsËan

method of resolving one discord into another as cloud dissolves into

cloud, so that for ears used to diatonic harmony this is a strange sonic

landscape without fa¡niliar dimensions, where there is motion but no

progressi "harmonic movement is more apparent than real", as ,Jim Samson

pointed out in L97 447 .

The interval between the ninths and subsequent sixths in this second

sequence is an augmented fourth or tritone, the interval that divides the

scale in halves, and in this sequence it is as if the.A,t is the tonic of

the dominant E, remembering, however, that the E was the emphasized

discord of the opening sequence. The Presto following reÈains the Ft key-

signature but remains poised on its orthodox dominant lCtl untiL bar 68;

even here the right-hand figure suggests that it is based on B_, so that

the tonic Eü. is still only its donr-inanÈ, as it were.

Further ambiguity fol-lows with the French sixth chord-sequence from

bar 98, whose progressions in bars 1-02, L06, 110 and l-12 echo those of the

piece's opening clashes. The slower section from bar 120 returns to

chords of the ninth in conjuction with an inner strand of one of the

symmetrical pitch-sets less used by Skryabin - the ordinary chromatic

sca1e. These are heard against some statements of the mystic chord
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(beginning at bar 122), whose widely spread notes are roll-ed upwards in a

further echo of the cal-Iing of Èhe stanza's first l-ine.

In such ways harmonic oppositions, interrnixings and ambiguities

continue throughout the work, reflecting the symbolic oppositions and

tensions of the verse. Yet there is no conventional resolution of the

harmonic tensions anlnrhere in Èhe work, not even in a final cadence, which

is unusual for Skryabin at this date: clearly this work is a beginning,

not an ending, as Èhe verse implies, foreshadowing Èhe process that was to

culminate much later in the Mysterium. The contj-nual suspension of any

conventional resolution throughout the work produces a feeling of being

suspended in space without any horizons.

Pedalpoints further Èhe feeling of being wj-thout normal perspectival

guidelines, as in bars {7-58, 68-80, 329-339 or the double pedalpoints

based on the tritone, Like bars 1-8 and 157-l-60, or the many on that

interval alternated, like bars L3-29, 1,20-L27 and 166-182. As wiÈh

Zemlinsky's Eantasien, the effect is analogous to the linited

dimensionality of Art Nouveau's flat canvases and its dream world.

This effect is further strengthened by the many repetitj-ons that

tend to remove the idea of any progress through time; the whole work

begins and ends with virtually identical passages based on the first motif

(9-L2, 45L-456), the only difference being that at the end the motif rises

through the whole compass of the keyboard. There are other minor

repetitions like bars l-3-15+16-17, l9-2L+23-25 and 32-25+36-39 that show

Skryabin's fundamental method of progressing to be si¡n-ilar to Zemlinskyrs,

but even more exaggerated, for he transforms normal notions of progression

into the opposing of sections based on units of contrasting motifs48.

Allied to this repetitiveness is Skryabin's tendency to incorporate

melodic motif into the figuration as quickly as possible: for instance,

EL.e Languido motif of 13-20 J-s repeated in full or in part eight times in

the immediately following bars 21--40, and since the Presto motif is
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derived from iÈ gradually j-n the Accarezzevo-Le bars 24-46t it is aJ-ready

famil-iar before its fulJ- presentation as figuration in the P¡esto section,

where it is repeated in virtually every bar from 47-93. The dual

structúral principles of repetit,ion and opposition have a further effect -

that of a continual stressing and building of emotíonal intensiÈy in

successj-ve waves of contrasting figuration, although sirnilar nature4gi the

rhythmic alternation of these waves is thus powerfully sensual.

Sensuality is also seen when the chromatic pitch-set is used i-n

combination with the bareness of wide chords and melodic fragrnents (bars

L20-I39 and parallel passages later in the work, in particular 381--400).

The emotional intensity inherent j-n such chromaticism is intensified by

the drama that comes from the opposition of the steadily descending inner

Iine to the soaring melodic one..

Sensuality is also seen in the important sequences based on flourish

or cadenza-Iike figures, from the Con stravaganza opening bars 1-12 to

their reappearance in 157-165, with the Teggierissimo voJ-ando-Presto

giocoso 247-262 and the final impetuoso soaring appoggiaturas and

acciaccaturas of 451-455. The exaggerations of flourish and repetition in

all these sequences, together with the use of forceful directions, is very

much in keeping with Art Nouveauts tendency towards extremity of effect.

The device of arabesque or patterned repetiÈion is here also taken

to an extreme, and is complemented by Skryabinrs complexities of rhythmic

texture, seen in the use of fragments of triplets, tetruplets or

pentuplets proceeding against each other, with wide arpeggiated chords,

suspensions and syncopations adding to the rhyÈhmic ambiguiÈy, as seen in

virtually every sequence, but especially 48-58, 68-'79, 200-2Lg and 329-

339. Even where Skryabin has the various voices moving over the same

rhythnic base there j-s complexity of relatj-onship: again this is true

throughout the sonata, but part,icularly in 120-139 and 381-400.

The "soaring" nature of the first and t,hird motifs (their rising
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uphrards over the interval of a major seventh) is simply enough based. on

the imagery in the epigraphical stanza, but the inte¡val itself may also

be a representat.ion of the fire-symbol that he saw as the transforrn-ing

element in his slmbolism, containing within it the essences of c¡eative

force and ecstasyso that are centraL boÈh to ep.ì-graph and sonatasl.

Summary

The work as a whole has thus on the one hand motifs and figures in

the music fairly directly linked to the symbolism of the text, and on the

other is constructed on principles that parallel those of Art Nouveau.

Seeing the work on Èhese two levels shows an essential difference between

Slmbolism and Art Nouveau in music. There are, of course, dimensions to

the sonata that are specifically symbolistic - its features of structure52

and methodology as an eschatologicar prophecyS3, which it is outsid.e the

scope of this study to detair further; these have been addressed by

Michael Sch¡n-idt amongst others54.

Claude Debussv: -t,es sons et la parfums tournent dans l.'air du soir

(PréJ-udes I/4)

rn this work Debussy is both attempting to suggest a rangorous

sensuality like that of the poem and the esoteric union with nature that

Slrmbolism invested in the image of L,air du soir - unÈil l_85? a

conventionally picturesque subject for painting and verse. The epigraph

is based on a l-ine from the first stanza of Charles Baudelairets Harmonie

du soir; the poem is about a mood of outward repleteness in the sensations

of sunset, flower-scents and and a languid waLLz, ¡nixed with an inner

melancholy from memories of times past - there is harmony of exquisiÈe

evening sensations and *"*ori.", or the eveningrs harmony gives rise to

the memories. The recalling of memories through sensations involves the

Proustian suspension/transformatj_on of Èime noted in an earlier chapter,

and there are long pedarpoints to suggest, this (bars 3-!4, 47-s4, plus

what is in effecÈ an inverted one on pf+C in bars L6-241. The¡e is also
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the confusion of perspectives noted in -Les fées t,hrough the chromatic

varying of accompaniment.al chords like those in bars 3-4 (diminished

triads with flattened sixths over A major pedal: IV-Ill-bvf-V-fv-#lv-bVt),

and the same pedal- and chord IV-#IV-h,/I-Y ín 26, as welL as near-parallel

chords {5a or, s.o) moving though minor Èhirds in bars 34-36 ($ pedal:

vrrlrr\wr\#v\rrr / #v/vrr\ #v\rrrl #r/r rr. / #v / r [using obrique lines ro

indicate vertical directionl and 40 in A maj or: b6n, chord,s

I\bVr\V\UIII\I\bVI. )

As importanÈ as memories in the text are sensations, which some of

Debussyts indications refer to: harmonieux et souple, tranquille et

fl-otant, coflìme une Lointaine sonnerie de cors, encore plus lontain et plus

retenu. The last two are specifically about quasi-horn calls in the final

bars, and encourage the player to experiment with the tonal effects and

variety of attack that can be produced with repeated notes on strings at

least partially undamped on the modern piano. Debussy's Bechsteinss, with

the Steinway the most advanced piano marque of its day, was certainly

capable of sonorities and subtl-eties, both loud and soft, not available to

earlier composers. In particular, it had a treble which was of an almost

cloying sweetness, enough to make even slight melodies sound beauÈifu1,

and a deep bass whose soft as well as loud effects were of great

character. Thus Debussyts exploitation of simple fragments of melody, and

effects at the extremes of the compass. The last bars of the piece have

the Lowest 4 sounded pianj.ssimo without its octave: after much recourse to

the 4 above the lowest during the rest of the piece, this final bass is

very effective,as marking the cl-ose.

A paasage that shows great variety of guieter pianistic effects that

further the dreaminess of the Baudelaire poem j-s that of the return to an

ê tonality after the 4Þ mid-section. A waving series of parall"l 5¡ chords

ínt¡oduces the added-sixth broken chord that marks the change:
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After the harp-like effect of the broken chord the return of the opening

figure (Serrez) is once again a melodic fragment that suggests more than

it states, because of j-ts pause while the parallel detached chords veil

the CÍ melodic crotchet, and also echo those of bars 3-5 and l-8-23. The

exact repeÈition of this does not further the progress of the recall of

the opening figure, but allows the detached parallel chords to develop by

drifting downwards in a series of alternations that is Debussy's method of

approaching C# as the basis of the tranqille et fl-otanÈ fragment. To

sound a melody in four simul-taneous octaves pianissjmo in a legato passage

means that the sustaining pedal must blur the inner semiquavers - again

part of the dreaminess being produced. DelicaÈe use of this pedal, and

perhaps the left one as well, is essential throughout this passage if the

langorous mood is not to be broken, even wiÈh the staccato chords.

General reference to the poem does not seem to be Debussy's prj-mary

intention, however, for he does not quote its titl-e but its third Iine,

the important elements of which are swirling sensations and evening air.

Swirling is of course one of Lhe mosÈ important Art Nouveau motif-

techniques, which is reflected in the winding shape of the main motif,
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bars 1-2. This motif, or its echo in bar 3,

and its curving is complemented by those of

9-'J,2, 15-23, the movement of parallel chords

seen in two forms in

Èhroughout the piece,

quaver motifs in bars

occurs

the

in bars

34-36, and the movement of semiquavers in bars 4t-44.

of the title is evening air, which to an ArtThe other elemenL

Nouveau sensibility suggests mood and associations - in this case langour

mixed with memoríes.

The mood of the piece is partry set by its srow tempo (modéré), and

partly by special composiÈional and pianistj-c effects. Fj-rstly, mystery

is suggested in the sustained chords (hetd by hand or pedal) through which

other chords move' as in bars 9-15, 21 and 47-54. The Bechstein at Èhat

time did not offer either the sostenuto pedal for selective sustaining of

chords or a pedal cont,rolling the bass dampers on1ys6, so that where a note

or chord must according to Lhe text be sustained while ot,her music is

moving, the ordinary sustaining pedat must remain depressed (or according

Èo modern theory partiarly depressed - harf-pedalled), affecting ar1 the

damped strings. This means that al-l strings are freed or half-freed to

allow slmpatheÈic vibration with the overtones and resul-tant tones of the

stríngs struck. The resulting complexities of sonic texture in the

essentially sensuous method of performance that the Art Nouveau repertoire

demands, parallels the layers of connotative sensuousness an{ meaning in

Baudel-aire's verse, and its simultaneous feelings of evenj-ng sensations

and dream-memories. Art Nouveau artistry always plays on multiple

meanings, and rests on the idealist position t,hat beyond simple

perceptj-ons there are complex mysteries, suggested, amongst other things,

by the complex patterning of natural lines and curves in its pictures.

secondly, there is the progressive evocation of mood (and the

suspension of time while memories are recalled) by the use of repetition

of the main melodic motif, found in all its t,hree forms in the first three

bars. This recurs so oft,en, but without any effective development,, that
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any sense of l-inear progress is negated while the attention is constant,Iy

drawn back to this motif. All-ied to this is the ostinato effect, of bars

L5-23, which, as j-ts attendanÈ chordal figure keeps repeating iÈserf,

Prevents any sense of time passing. But there is a deeper effect stilt of

such repetitions - its affecÈive character, building toward,s the mood of

repleteness and langour that Baudelaire's poem evokes; the repetitions are

echoes of those in the poem itself, which is structured around repet,ition

of whole l-ines, (for each stanza after the first repeats as its first and

third lines the second and fourth of the previous stanza). The many

repetitions of the motif announced in the first Èwo bars occur in

different forms, but are always immediately recognizable.

The piece al-so shows structural repeti-tion. for it consists of a

series of oppositions bgtween motifs - that falling to a bass A, and that

rising to ÞÞ or FË, both seen in Èhe first two bars. In what is a contrasÈ

to many other Debussy preludes, the dominant character of this piece is

its maintenance of a firm root despite its chromatic excursionsi the

falling figures to the bass A (or its related cl in bars 41-44) control

the piece throughout and are thus the centralizing factor that begins,

dorn-inates and ends the piece (as horn call, employing the characteristic

artered triadic form and broken rhythm noticed in the pan works).

Claude Debussv: Et la Lune descend su¡ J-e temoLe au i fut (-Imaøes f1/21

This is t,he third Debussy piano work (besides -Ëes sons and -Ea

terrasse des audiences au clair de Lune) that is based on a verse-Iine of

typically Symbolist-Art Nouveau composition in its imagery and

rhythmically affective character (with the assonance of -scend and tenpJe,

J.une and fut, and alri-teration of f). The imagery of ruined tempre and

moonlight are more than romantic evocation or impressionist picturesque:

for the Art Nouveau sensibility a temple is an important icon of pre-

scientific celebration of the links between the seen and the unseen, the
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raison d'être of alJ. religion and cult. That the temple is now ruined

signifies that it is of some past civilization in a country exotic to

Europe, and therefore ful-l of mystery.

There is, however, no particular modality in the workrs motifs,

although there is a suggestion of Eastern pentatonics in the lower motif

of bar 14 that is not carried thrãugh, and Robert SchnLitz finds "Aeolian

mode, then Hlpodorian and Myxolydian"sT. The seÈting therefore is vague,

tike that of the verse, and the suggestions of choral chantj-ng in the

motifs of bars 14-15, or of org:anum in the sequences of paraJ-lel chords

like those in bars 7-9 (major and rn-inor 6n chords over E-¡n-inor:

#rrr\rr\vfr/r/rfi./rvl#vr\v) are doubtl-ess also deliberately vague.

The two tlpes of parallel movement in the piece are contrasted, in

Èhat the second t,ype (7-9 et pass.im) always occurs over pedalpoints' while

the first tlpe (1-5 et passim) is without any bass reference whatever.

Since even the second tlpe is only tenuously and ambiguously related to

its pedatpoints, the parallel movements of both are disorientating' as in

a dream or painting where the dimensional boundaries are unclear - tlpical

Art Nouveau practlce.

There is an important duality or opposition throughout the piece

between rapid and slow motions, seen on the one hand in the many pauses of

about a minim's length in the parallel sequences and the quicker movements

of the three motifs in bars 14-15 (upper and lower) and 31-34. The piece

begins with soft parallel dissonances (bars 1-5) whose rhythmic pattern

begins with a pause of almost two rn-inims' length that is seen again as

this whole pattern is closel-y imitated from the second beat of bar 3 to

bar 5; this pause is echoed later in bars L2, L7-18, 34, 36-37, and bar 50

as well as in the,many minims that suspend motion while other motifs begin

their quicker movements (for example 25-30). Even the pedalpoints in bars

617 and 9 are of quick movement, in contrast to the slow parallel chords

above them. In a piece thaÈ has so much movement in quavers and triplets'
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as well as appoggiaturas, and j-n the first sequences mentioned follows the

three-and-a-half beat pause with semiquavers, the slowness of Èhe minims

is important. All this contrasting of motions is not simply the slow

passing of time contrasted with Èhe activity of the ritual-s that vrere once

performed in the temple, which woul-d support a merely picturesque

inÈerpretation of the epigraph's imagery: time is not passing at all, not

even slowly, for over pedalpoints normal- boundaries'and horizons are lost,

as in dream. The initial dissonances of the pi-ece also suggesÈ

discontinuity, because they rob Èhe hearer of normal- tonal perspective.

ImiÈation of Eastern sounds also alters Èonal- perspective:

Example 22:
3o

A

8

3r l

t

Debussy: EË La Lune descend sur -le Eemple qui fut, 30-32

4

P fi

The example is inte¡esting from a number of aspects. Firstly, the

complexity of rhythms between the bar 30 figures (bar 30 being an

identical repeÈition of bar 29) suggests the sound of the gamelan bands

that Debussy heard at the Paris Exhibitions of L889 and l-899; this sound

and texture wiII be noticed in other Debussy works in this study. The

main effect of this sound is its pleasant monot,ony of rhythm and the

complexity of effect of many different sources of tuned and semi-tuned

percussion sounds58. SecondJ-y, in this bar the bl-ack-note pent,at,onic
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nat,ure of the upmost l-ine and that of the lower voice on Èhe right-hand

stave suggests the East. The upper melody of the left-hand stave is also

pentatonic, but here centred on B (23232, counting the intervals as

multiples of semit,ones); so that the harmonic effect of the combinaÈion of

two dj-fferent pentatonic centres is part of the complexity. Thirdly are

the parallel or near-paral-lel movements of bars 31 and 32. In both bars

there are patterns created from the employment of intervals varying from

the major seventh to the major second, with an effect of increasing

tension as the concords of the first half of 31 become Èhe discords of the

second half and develop into the major seconds of 32 and the alternating

ones created by the coincidence of the mel-odic line and the Cë. It is

clear from these bars that in contrasÈ to the rest of the piece Debussy is

j-ntent on allowing a small-scale. pattern to form and transformi elsewhere

the patterning is that of parallel chordal movement rather than

contrapuntal design.

The counterpointed melodic motifs of bars L2-I5 that appear in

fragments l-ater in the piece are perhaps the only relatively clear imagery

in the piece - of temple-chanting, with thej-r suggestions of modal and

pentatonic scares. But they are confused by being heard together, and

then dissolve into a passage derivable from the piece's opening motif.

The piece has many such ambiguities - the juxtaposition of voices moving

in crotchets, quavers and Èriplets in 29-30, with their d.ifferent attacks

(arpeggiated, staccato, marcato), the confusion of ,ra and 6n time in 33-

34, t'he syncopations of 18-19, the simultaneous duples and triples of 14-

15 and 4L. Thus ambiguities abound, as in Art Nouveau dream states.

The work is also ambiguous in its suggestions of vaguely sensuous

states of feeling, for t,he effecÈs of the various techniques discussed

above are thus analyzable. The appoggiaturas of the lower motj.f of L2-L5,

for instance, have since become cl-ichés of popular music in suggesting the

East' but their use here in 1908 is more original and effective, (which
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effectiveness helps account for their subsequent ubiquity). The

dissonances of the piece's opening figure (sa parallel chords doubled at
the octave) are at their soft level and with their blurred tonality quite

mysterious in effect. The subtle use of repeÈiLion (the first two chords

of the piece, the pre-echo of Èhe first. two chords of 7-9 in 6; the

counÈerpointed motifs of l2-L5t the immedi_ate repetition of 20 it 2I, and

of these at a higher pi-tch ín 23-24i these effects are aII echoed later in

the work. Above all, melodic motifs are merely repeated throughout the

piece rat.her than developed; only the figuration shows any tendency

towards development. Repetition like this is primarily suggestive of the

suspension of time, but is also affective. The extreme subtleties of soft

effects like those of the last fifteen bars (pp fontain; più p; pp faites

vibrer; and the doubl-e-.octave appoggiatura on the J-ast note ppp) are,

above aI1 things, sensuous effect.

This ís increased by Èhe complex texture of interweaving strands of

which the piece is composed: there is an effect of multipre voices,

producing a sense of veiled, ambiguous sensuousness, particuJ-arly where

the strands move through each other, as in 13-19 and 32-35, or drift

through octaves (3-4, 10-11). The thick textures of chords (up to ten

notes simultaneously) and their vague movement (only the rhythms of the

opening motif and that of bar 13 giving subtle unity to the slow motion)

maint,ain a drearruiness of mood that parallels the strangeness of passages

where the voices or chordal- strands are widery separated.. This rast

device is partly achieved by the effect of having pedalpoints in the very

Iow extremes of the bass while the other parÈs move high above. parallel

chords rike the chromaticalty-moving ones of the opening bars, those

moving in ¡n-inor thirds rike the en animant sequence (25-31), and. those

moving through whoretones in the closj-ng bars (39-45) are strange in
effect - part of the piecels overall mystery and emphasis on sensat,ion.
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CHAPTER 9

VIORKS BASED ON OTHER MANNERED VERSE

There are some works based on verse whose affective stylizaÈion,

fantasy, exoticism or symbotism is treated by the composers of this study

as if it were of the Art Nouveau period. In this respect it is

significant that some of the most central musical- works of Art Nouveau are

set to texts by Edgar Allan Poer who died in 1849' but was popularized

through Charles Baudelaire's infLuence. For instance, there are Josef

Holbrooke: ll¡e Raven, Ufal-ume, The Masque of the Red Death, The Bells;

Rakhmaninov: The BeTLs; Debussyz The Eal-L oî tl¡e llouse of Usher, The DeviT

in the Belfry (neither completed)1; Charles Griffes¿ VaJ-e of Dreams, Night

Winds. The wide range of l-iterary sources and Art Nouveau subjects of one

composer alone - Granville Bantosk2 - are iltuminating in this respect:

The PearL of ïran leantock) , Eugene.å¡am (Bulwer Lytton and Thomas Hood),

LaJ.Ia Rookh (Thomas Moore) , BaJJet of the Pots, Omar Khayyam

(Khayyam/Fitzgerald), The Great God Pan (Robert Browning) , The Pierrot of

the l4inute (Ernest Dowson), "The Cortè7e", a Harlequinade (H.R.Barber),

SaTomé (Oscar lrfilde) , Faíry GoLd (Alwin Langdon Coburn) , Rameses ff

(Bantock) , The Gol-den Journey to Sama¡kand (James Elroy Flecker) , ChotaL

Sujte from the Chinese (transl. Cranmer Byng), .Suite from Cathay (Ezra

Pound) , Snake Dance (Egyptian), VeiL Dance, Dagget Dance (Persian) - all

from his early writing before L920; the range of subjects is t1pically Art

Nouveau, (and of course he also wrote in this period much that was of more

conventional inspiration, as,welL as works flowing from the Celtic

Revival) . Bantock was clearly a composer whose creations were powerfully

Ínfluenced by the literature of the fantastic and the exotic' and who

reached outside his period for sources that harmonized wiÈh Art Nouveau.

(However, the only pieces of Bantock available for this study - .å

Maríonette Show, 1920 and Arabian Nights, L920, although of undoubted Art

Nouveau subject-matter, hardly stray outside the norms of character-pieces

suitable for student use. That Art Nouveau had a wider range than that of
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the musicaL avant-garde cannot be doubted, but outside this field it

tended to be absorbed into the prevailing idiom as an extra source for

steretlped quotation. )

Much Symbolist poetry, perhaps the single most important source of

inspiratJ-on for Art Nouveau composiÈion, and which may be considered to

flow from Charles Baudelaire's FLeurs du mal. of 1857, was wriÈten before

1880; the close lj-nks between Symbolism and Art Nouveau in music mean that

the earlier Symbolist poets have been easily included wi-th those

contemporary with the composers. Baudelaire became fascinated by Edgar

Àllan Poe after 1851 and eventual-fy translated all his works, so that the

affective nature of Poe's repetitive and sound-centred verse had an

important influence on Symbolism.

The two v¡orks to be discussed under this heading, both major ones in

the repertory, are Ravells Gaspard de La nuit, based on three Poems of the

Gothic Revival by Àloysius Bertrand3 (1807-41), and Rakhmaninov's

f'antasie-tableaux I for two pianos, based on romantic verse by Mikhail

Yurrevich Lermontov (1814-41), Lord Byron (L788-18241, Fyodor Tiutchev

(L803-73) and mystical verse by Alexei Stepanovich Khomiakov (1804-60).

The whole question of the attribution of Àrt Nouveau status to

composerst use of such non-period verse has been raised by Frits Noske in

his concern for the proper discussion of musical Art Nouveau4, his

specific objection being that Leconte de Lj-sle's -Ea fil-l,e aux cheveux de

Iin, used as an epigraphical title by Debussy in his Pré7udes I/8, is not

only outside the period but is written by a Parnassian poet, whose ideals

and poetic nilíeu are different from, although partly related to' Art

Nouveau (see discussion of this connexion in Appendix A). It seems

unhelpful, however, to allow this as a general objection, for the

important thing is the way the verse is regarded and treated by the

composer, however unhistorical this may be. Just as ArÈ Nouveau painters

found much of their inspiration outside the period - for instance in
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Classical themes or Rococo motifs, so too did composers. That this was

general Art Nouveau practice can be seen in the inspiration that painters

found j-n literature from before their periodr for instance, various

artistsr settings of fol-k-tales, of Hans Andersen and the brothers Grimm,

of Greek, Eastern and mediaeval mythology, Qît for just one artist -

Aubrey Beardsley's illustrations of Alexander Pope's Tåe Rape of the Lock,

of Thomas Malory's Morte dtArthur, Aristophanesr Lysistrata, Dantets

Erancesca da Rimjni, Molière, Wagnerts Die Götterdämmerung, Tannhäuser,

various Greek tales, Jeanne drArc, Bibl-ical subjects, Mallarméts -Ë'aprés-

midi d'un faune, Verdits Ealstaff, besides the many illustrations of

contemporary writers that he drews. It was also common practice for

composers to use such writers for their own purposes as, for instance,

Debussyrs settings of tfilliam Morris, Verlaine and Mallarmé in songs from

La DemoiselJe éLue onwards, and his Cåansons de Bilítis based on verse of

his friend Pierre Louis that was supposed to be a translation of elorks

written in ancient times. These are works written in the period that have

been chosen by scholars like Kurt von Fischer, Theo Hirsbrunner and Arthur

Vlenk6 to illustrate musical Art Nouveau, so Èhat the consensus is to allow

that non-period verse could inspire Art Nouveau composition.

Maurice Ravel: Gaspard de La nuit

The three pieces that comprise this work are based on Èhree of the

prose poems by Aloysius Bertrand - Ondine, Le gibet and ScarÞo, published

as Gaspard de 7a nuit in 1842, the year after his death, by his friend

Sainte-Beuve. They were described as Fantasies à La manjère de Rembrandt

et de CalLotl, in whose works the emphasis on atmosphere through

suggestion and shadow is most marked. Like the roughly contemporary

Gothic fantasies of Edgar ÀIlan Poe and the morbid dreams of Charles

Baudelaire (whose .Le spJeen de Paris they influenced8), they form part of

the inspiration for Decadence and Art Nouveau: it is significant that they

$rere republished in Mercure de France in 1895 as verse relevant to the Art
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Nouvêau mi1ieu9. Ravel ad¡nitted that Poe r¡Ias very much in his mind as he

composed the second movement - tre gibet - and in particular Poers Tåe

Raven, with its repetitive "nevermore" that is like the ceaseless tolling

of the ostinato peda1pointlo. He would aLso have known PauI Verlaine's

Nevermore (from the Me-Lanchol-ía set in Poèmes Saturniens) . Burnett ,James

also speculates that Tennyson's Rizpah¡ with a half-crazed mother coming

nightly to her hanged son's corpse, may have helped inspire Ravel, but'

offers no evidencell; Tennyson's frequent use of mannerist device is,

however, close to that of Art Nouveau-(thus, partly, the importance of

Tennyson to Èhe Pre-Raphael-ites)12.

The overall titte presumably refers to dreams and nightmales'

because Èhe Gaspard personification ("Gaspard" is slang for nt.¡rr13¡ is by

extension in this context a creaÈure or spirit of the night and nightmare,

and provocativety decadent like Baudelaj-rers -Ëes Lesbiennesl4 or Les ffeurs

du mal,. Rats also symbolize death, perhaps because of their associaÈion

with ptague. Burnett ,James goes further, seeing Gaspard as Monsieu¡

himseLf: "Bertrand ... claimed the text of the poems had been handed to

him one night by a stranger, 'Gaspard de la Nuj.t' - i.e. the Devil in

person"ls. And since Gaspard was one of the Three l¡lise Men or Magit

further possíbilities of connotation are offered. Art Nouveau composers

t1pically favour ambiguous titles, as will be shown throughout this study.

The three poems chosen by Ravel are respectively fantastic' ghastly

and bizarre, with many symbolistic references16. They are also mannered,

despite their prose-form, featuring repetition on several leve1s (of

phoneme, word, phrase, internal structure, inÈer-poem resonances) r besides

rhythnic and elliptical devices that are deliberaÈeIy affectivelT, echoing

those of folk-ballads or nursery-rhymes: these "prose-poemsrr are really

dramatic apostrophes to be voiced in a theatrical mannerl8.

Ondine

Undine was originally the name for the class of water-nymphs in the
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cabbalistic system of Paracelsusi they possessed no soul but could acquire

one by ensnaring a mortal and bearing a chj-Id to him. They are thus

enticing creatures like mermaids and sirens, and Ondine's essential

amorality is shown in her capriciousness - sulkiness, spitefuJ-nessr tears

and laughter by turns in Bertrandrs last stanza. Bertrand would almost

certainly have gained some inspiration from Friedrich de Ia Motte Fouqué's

popuJ-ar Undine of l-811 and iLs transformation into an opera by

E.T.A.Hoffmann in l-813 (with libretto by Fouqué) . Just after Bertrandrs

death it was again set by Albert Lortzing (l-843), and closer to Ravel's

time Dvorák's RussaLka was produced in Prague in 1901, but it conÈinued to

be a subject for verse during all these yearslg. It is a central topos in

,fugendstil, with the idea of the depths of water containing mysÈery' as

can be seen in Hej-nricþ Vogeler's ?he.Fisl¡er and his Soul of L9L4t Fritz

Endel-l's ?he Wave of 1900-1902, Gustav Klimt's Fiså Bl-ood of 1898, and an

Alfred Roller illustration to a poem by Ernst Schur in Ver Sacrum no.20 of

190020.

ondíne is as beautiful and evanescent as the wave-spray she

inhabiÈs, but seeks to ensnare the mortal to his doom. This duality of

beauty and evil is at the heart of the Art Nouveau conception of woman'

which Ravel shows quite directly in the dual- nature of the main melodic

motif (bars 3-6) - the Ondine-theme. Firstly' it is ambiguous in

modality as it is variously presented throughout the piece, being neither

major nor minor, and hence mysterious and undefinable. Secondly, the

manner in which the theme i.s presented is ambiguous, since for the first

fifty bars aII is simplicj-ty and softness, yet suddenly gives way to the

fortissimo surges of passion like Èhose in bars 67-70 and 89. These

passages are based on the descending scale-fragment derived from the

closj-ng notes of the melodic motif, and first eLaborated from bar 53:

Èhese show that the Ondine-theme contains withi-n it the seeds of a much

deeper emot,ion than its early innocence nuight suggest.
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The bitonality of Ondine furthers the implications of duality: from

the third bar the l-eft hand appears to be based in Gt (although finishing

the long motif-statemenÈ in q-ü.¡ whil-e the right is in $, where the

movement finally rests in its last bar. Much of this bitonalíty ii, Iike

this, at an interval of a fourth, producing a strange effect, not only

from the simult,aneous use of two planes of pitch-set, but also from

different tonalities - major, minor, modal or artificial pitch-set2l' (The

simplest example j-s that of the two final bars, where the right hand

employs a slannetrical octatonic set on Gt while the left employs the C

triad) . The strangeness is analogous to the dream-sÈates of Art Nouveau

literature, where reality and fantasy can be superimposed.

If this piece were simple tone-painting without titIe, the

accompanj-mental- figures and even. the melodic motifs might suggest the

changing faces of the sea: the dual or complex nature of the music would

still be obvious; with the title there can be little doubt that it is the

nereid that is complex, and the sea's changeability a reflection of this '

As corroborative details may be added the subtle ambiguities of rhythm in

the accompanimental figure developed in the first sixteen bars, the

complete blurring of any regularity of measure introduced by the frequent

changes of time-signature (forty-three in the ninety-two bars), as well as

the unbarred cadenzas beginning at bars 73 and 89, cross-rhythms between

the hands (bars 53, 56, 16-79) and some uneven groups of notes in the

accompanimental figuring in bars L8 and 20-24. The obvious sea-imagery

(waves surging, spray, ripples, breakers) of the accompanimental figures'

therefore, is subordinate to and illustrative of the Ondine-theme and its

implications, as developed in the epigraphic poem.

A most important aspect of the pj-ece is the accompanimental

figuring, which often actualty overwhelms the norainal melodic interest

(melody is buried within figuration in bars 18, 2Q, 38, 40-4L, 53-55, 67-

69 and 71-85 and is overshadowed by the glissandi in 23 and 58-63) and aÈ
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the end dispenses with it (bars 90-92). Even when it is apparent'Iy

subservient, as in bars l--L7, its subtlety of shimmering effect (caused by

variations of rhythm and pitch) tends to fascinate more than the

apparently simple melodic matter it accompanies, but in this shimmering it

hints at the deceptive nature of the Ondine-motif. As noticed earlier in

discussion of Novákts Pan, t,he temporary eclipses and re-emergences of

melodic motif suggest the spirit of Ondine as immanent, in the spray even

if invisible.

The figuration throughout the movement is formed from the most soft

and delicate filigree of tril-Ied chords, broken chords, glissandi'

acciaccaturas, runs and arpeggios that very sparingly expands into loud

cadenza-like passages (at moments during 56-70, and j-n the extended bar

S9) . The movement can. thus be said to be built on soft flourish, like the

silver and, white of the Amalienburg: Art Nouveau drew some of iÈs

inspiration from the Rococo. The importance of flourish here, however, is

that there is no orthodox harmonic or formal development that it can add

to: it itself is the main inÈerest, Iike the page uPon page of fantastic

hlperbole that is the substance of Art Nouveau literature like Huysmanrs À

rehours, V'IiIdets SaJ-omé, Arno HoIzt Pi¿antasus or Beerbohmts Zul,eika

Dobson.

The relationship of accompanj"mental figuration to melody is subtle.

The tremolando figuration that begins the piece, for example, is related

to but not formed from Èhe melodic motif it accompanies: the figuration is

formed around a major triad alternated with flattened sixth while the

melody begins with a minor triad that is varied with a fourth. The

bitonality of the two strands serves to emphasize the importance of the

figuration in its own right rather than as mere accompaniment.

There are few, if any, direct analogies between the arts, but

accompanimental figuration and pictorial arabesque of line-motifs in Art

Nouveau are perhaps as close Èo each other as anything else, each
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proceeding from the principle of repetition for affective

each by this effect suggesting the limit,atj-on of ordinary

especially that of time, as in dream. The stylization of

in Ondine is seen in the compJ-ex, asymmetrical pattern iÈ

purposes, and

dimensionaliÈy,

the figuration

forms:

Example 23:

c
&
A

I I 3

PIA ¡{0

I

Ravel: Ondine I-2

Þ
B

¡.

d ffi5Ë
?(!¿' t r r'rr ., l- Jt_l l_tl---.j!-t t rL_!_l I rt ll ll-l I-

The complete unit is that indicated by the brackets in lhorizontal] Iine

B, formed of the two unmatched parts shown in line A' so that the

alternating G# and A noÈes that occur on each quaver beat help set the

figure's ambiguous nature. This ambiguity is lessened by the fact that

the G# as dominant is heard on each crotchet, but the bracketed lines D

and E add a rhythmic ambiguity to counter this, for the absence of any

emphases or phrasing other than that which covers the whol-e line mean that

the passage can be played without especial emphasis, leaving open the

effect of the asymmetrical double chords marked in line D, as well as the

possibility of hearing the figures as triplets (indicated by the unevenly

spaced brackets of Iine E). When in bar 5 the pattern changes there are

more doubled chords, now heard symmetrically as obverse and reverse forms:

Example 24:
Ot

f-t T-
oLof

1- Î-t l----1

Ravel: Ondine 5-6

In bar l-5 there is a new stylization of the same major triad with

flattened sixth:
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Example 25:

tl

RaveL: Ondine I5-L6

Other variations begin in bar 24 and in the downwards-moving figures of

bar 58. Against all these chordal figures are placed ones based on

arpeggios that all-, like the chordal figures, have an el-ement like the

fl-attened sixth or fourth mentioned at the beginning to vary their triadic

fabric. The figuration is throughout at least as important as the melody'

which is repeated many times rather than developed, and only varied by the

simple descending fragments of bars 67-68 that are seen in the trebfe of

bar ?3 to be stylizations of that fragment of the main melodic motif.

SÈylization is a.l-so seen in the way melodic moÈif is developed in an

arabesque manner. The Ondine melody, being an unusually long'one for Èhe

repertory, provides a cl-ear view of this process:

The melody is very repetitive, Lhe chief factor in this being its

aslmìmeÈrical, rocking wave-rhythm, with the rhythm of the last three

quavers of bar 3 donuinating until the end. Two units - A and B as

bracketed in the example - and their subsidiary fragments comprise the

majority of the melody. The A-fragment begins with a pause on a weak

Example 26:
A Brì B ñ/ B

- - 
-

PP4 B A,, ts(3' B iq
t..'.-

-l

st"
Ravel: Ondine, melodic rnotif 3-14

, t rl I \
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beat, like that of a fenr-inine-ending j-n a line of verse, and the effect is

equally disarmÍng. That there are longer pauses on the downbeat in the

fourth and sixth bars creates ambiguity of effect'

As a whofe the melody is both seen and felt (when heard) to be

composed of repetitive fragrnents. both melodic and rhythmic. Art

Nouveau's basic method of buil-ding Èextures is by Èhe interweaving and

patterning of discrete fragments into a compJ-ex whole, and the method is

here seen as plainly as in pictures. In music Èhe method is essentially

opposite to that of conventional l-inear development where a longer melodic

unit is broken into fragments Lhat receive an ascending, dramatically-

based treatment. Art Nouveauts "development" both of motif and texture is

augmentational and repetitively static, not fragmenting and linearly

dramatic

The melodic movement of the first two notes moves down a major third

from Dt and at Èhe end, again moves downwards through a major third in bars

12 and 13 to close on Dt. The harmonic pattern is to step down from the Dt

centre of bars 3-5 to that of q!' in bars 6-8, to 4 in bars 9-10' to C in

IL-L2 and returning to pl in 13-14. The paÈterning of this can be seen as

follows, using Iarge letters for the major and small for minor:

,qnalysis 5:

centre & mode
interval
direction of modulation

¿# gf B# c#

5 45
1JîJ

Ravel: Ondine, rnelodic motif

It will be apparent that major and minor modes form a pattern, and that

the intervals (calculaÈed from P¿ but using the elements of the Ct key

signature) follow this symmetry, as does that of the direction of

modulation to each new centre. Arabesque patterning is therefore seen in

the repetit.ive symmetries of Èhe parts of this méfodie.

. The repetj-tiveness of the whole twelve-bar structure is

obvious to boÈh ear and eye, with bars 4, 6, 9 and 10 echoing 3, and with

13 echoinS L2. Each of its repetitions through the piece tends to show
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slight modifications to fj-t it to the different accompanyíng contexts (for

example, bars l-7, 23 and 27 ín the first repeÈition); Èhe effect of this

is to show different aspects of the motif, but throughout, Èhe movement the

ear feels that it is basically the same mél.odje that is being repeated.

There is thus repetition of the whole motif to match Èhat of iÈs parts.

Such balancing of inequal-ities, or aslmrmetry, is again an Art Nouveau

character: where in orthodox aesthetics the aj-m is for a symmetry of

design, in Art Nouveau the emphasis is on a repetitiveness of unit,

whether melodic or figurationaL, that achieves an asymrnetry that

fascinates the senses rather than conforms to orthodox canons of

proportion. (Roy Howatrs work on Golden Section proportion in Debussy and

others supports this, since it shows, if true, that some composers

detiberately set thems.elves towards asymmetry) .22

A different tlpe of asymmetry can be noticed. The movementrs

extreme quietness for all- but a few bars mean that its continual emphasis

on the interval of a ninth in chordal structures on the first beat of bars

(l'7, 18, 2L, 24-26 [1eft hand], 21, 29, 30 et passim) is piquant and

delicate in effect. But in the few loud moments noticed earlier the

effect is extreme: the emphasized ninths of the fortissimo bars 67-72 and

the bitonal arpeggios of the final cadenza are amongst the most discordant

the Art Nouveau keyboard repertory. Since Èhey echo the

soft discordances based on the ninth the idea of Ondine's

is again suggested, but more importantly the few extreme loud

dj-scords (of which the ninth is merely the most promiment) suggest the

essential wildness and non-humanness of this water-sprite.

The rocking-motions of the first melodic notif and its figuration,

discussed earlier, show sensuality in their affective repetitíon of

rhythmic paÈtern, and such patterns of figuration donr-inate the movment,

setting up a texture of complex and intricaÈely woven movement of line

thaÈ furthers t,his basic sensuality. There are two elements that contrast

effects in

repetitive

immanence
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with this - Èhe apparent simplicity of the melodic motif (it could be

argued that there is a second, but it is only a scrap of descending scale

derived from the first, hinted at in 53 and 56, and fulIy Ln 67-70) and

the bareness of the recitative of 85-88. The contrast of texture in this

Iatter case could not be greaÈer - from profusion of figuration to a

single line of slow melody. Since it is the closing bars of the melodic

motif that comprise the recitative there is a st¡ong suggestion of the

apparent innocence of this Art Nouveau maiden-sprite on the one hand,

immediately folJ-owed by a statement of her capricious anger in the tapide

et bril-J-ant cadenza on the other. The movementts textures, therefore,

suggest sensuality both behind Ondine's "innocence" and her caprice.

Ondine' s form shows another parallel with Art Nouveau generally -

its obsessiveness, treating one.theme beyond the normal canons of

proportion to produce an effect of surfeiÈ, another aspect of sensuality.

White there is frequent variation of figurative texture there is none of

melody, even though the movement is of some length (ninety-one bars of

slow iempo, mostly 4n or 3n) and complexity. At a superficial glance it is

something like a theme and variations - a form that might be considered

for its Art Nouveau possibilities in such Third Order works as the sets by

Alban Berg and Fauré). A closer exanuination reveals that it is more

cornplex than this, that it is in fact a form Èhat in the period is

peculiar to Art Nouveau, where the motif is obsessively repeated over a

variety of interweaving contexts that bring out different aspects of its

nature. In a theme and variations form the motif is itself transformed

along with the contexts of the different variaÈionsi in the Art Nouveau

narcissj-stic model the motif is repeated largely unchanged through a

series of transformed conÈexts. Ravel's Bol.ero is the extreme of the tlpe

in the era, but Ondíne and -Le gibet in their different ways are of the

same genre.

Most of the movemenÈ takes place over pedalpoints, from Èhe opening
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chordal figurations that constitute an inverted pedal of separate tonality

from the melody, to the climactic EÞ pedal of Èhe cadenza in the extended

bar 89 and' the final arpeggios over ct. rn addition to these the pattern

of most of the remaining bars is for each to tend to set a bass note that

is held for the whole bar. Such a concentrated use of pedals lirn-its

normal harmonic development, as has already been noticed, so that the

movement t s harmonic dimensj-ons are foreshortened, as Art Nouveau paintings

forego depth. Paradoxically, however, it is the comparative absence of

harmonic excursions, resolutions and modulations that allows the endless

subtleties of figuration and repetition, together wiÈh strange devices

Iike bitonalities and stress on major and ¡ninor ninths, to have Èheir

effects magnified.

Le gibet

Bertrand's -Le gibet is again ambiguous and full of mysterious

suggestion, at least until the sixth stanza where the chilling sound that

has been variously considered as wind, the sigh of a dead soul, a cricket'

a f)-y, a cockchafer (vide Dehmel's poem discussed above), or a spider' is

at lasÈ identified as the knell for a hanged corpse at the walls of a city

over the horizon. In the context of the unwholesome and phobic imagery of

dead souls, insects and the spider the passage aux murs d'une vil-l-e sous

I'horizon can only suggest an imaginary city of nightmare or fears' past

the horizon of reality, and it is the ghastliness of this mystery that is

played upon in the music.

This is an entire piece of fifty-two very slow bars constructed

around a single, unchanging pedalpoint, renr-iniscent of a dirge's constant

returning to one note, by which the hearer is forced to keep returning to

its theme of the inevitability of mortality. Le gibet's unceasing

ostinato tolling on PÞ is a pedal around which the whol-e piece revolves,

an extreme example of the importance of this device in keyboard Art

Nouveau, almost as hlpnotic but, because of its shifting emphases of
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intonation, more subliminal in its effect than the insistent rhythmic

ostinato of Ravel's even more repetitive Bol,ero. Ravel- avoids total

monotony and predictability by subtly varying the soft attack of the

consecutive BÞ octaves, but the cumulative force of this quiet note-pair

(never more than piano) binds the whole movement to its limited plane of

tonality. The d,eliberate simplici-ty and monotony of the ost'inato has

complex ramifications, first setting Èhe one pitch-basis in the centre of

the keyboard, around or through which every other strand must movet

secondly providing a pulse whose slow rhythmic pattern, based on quavers'

can merge and reappear among the quaver movement of the other strands, and

thirdly its being pitched as the dominant to the EÞ strand of parallel

chords that begin and end Èhe movement. This last effect - bitonality'

with one tonal basis fixed while. the other moves around a series of half-

related temporary bases - is a striking parallel with Art Nouveau's rnixing

of dream and real worlds. To complicate things further, subsidiary pedals

are introduced on notes that increasingly become remote from that of the

ostinato: nÞ in t7-1-g, 4Þ i" 20-21,, G in 23-24, 9t in 26-27 and the long C

in 34-39. It is as if from the fixed fact of one's eventual death one

moves increasingly towards surreal- imaginings of the mysterious planes of

after-death experience, with the unpleasant associations of crawling and

buzzing insects and spiders suggested in the accompanying poem to chill

the heart. through aII this the unceasing pulse and tone of the ostinato

induces a tendency towards a mesmeric state where one is more responsive

to suggestion and association.

There are other forms of repetiÈion that complement that of the

ostinato. The main motif-fragment of five notes (bars 3-Alfirst beat) is

immediately repeated, setting a general patÈern for its laÈer

transformations and derivations. Since aII these are obviously connected

to this motif the movement is centred entirely around it and the ostinato,

so thaÈ the ear never leaves either, not even during the brief melodic
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phase of 28-34, because it so closely rel-ates to the original motj-f-

fragment. Al-1 this repetition - motion without progress - is that of the

timeless state of dream or nightmare.

The continual use of parallel chords Lhroughout the movement is, at

the levels of quietness throughout (sourdiné durant toute 7a pièce),

mysterious in effect. At the beginning the parallels are in fifths and

major ninths, with rninor thirds entering in bar 10, to be followed by full

chords (based around ?b) . lrlith interweaving strands of more complex

chromatic discords from bar 20, all- at ppp leveJ-, the parallel chords of

each strand enhance the initial mystery, and do so only because the sound

level is so quiet; at louder levels the effect would be harsh, where here

it makes for uneasiness. this is particularly so in the final descent

towards the concluding.restatement of the opening figures, a descent that

does not end in fu1l harmonic resolution, leaving the endi-ng as bare as

the beginning.

Perhaps the most chilling moment of the whole movement is the first beat

of bar 47, a French sixth on the leading-note whose third note D is taken

out of its posit,ion and sounded above the other notes before it falls to

Example 27:
{

4 \ 1
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Ravel: Le gibeE, 43-48
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the tonic as þart of the series of mel-odic note-pairs beginning in 45 '

In this movement there is a reversal of what is normally to be

understood as melodic and accompanimental elements, for except ín the

brief melodic solo passage of bars 28-34 all the melodic element moves j'n

parallelorguasi-paralleJ-chords,whiletheostinatoaccompaniment

remaÍns throughout as a bare octave. Except for the many bitonalities

between the two elements, therefore, al-I harmonic interest is in the

,,melodic,' element. Yet as in ondine it is the accompanimental factor

that do¡ninates, but where Ln ondine the melodic motifs are deceptively

simple, here ín Le gibet it is Èhe accompanimental one that' being an

apparently simple pedalpoint, grows from the plainest of devices into a

powerful constant that control-s and constrains all- the excursions of the

othermusicalstrands.ofteniÈ.runscountertothepiÈch-basisofthe

melodic element, as in bar 29, vrhere, as Theo Hirsbrunner points out23' a

mode of limited transposition is set uP, based on A as against the

ostinato," Þ9. No sooner is A establ-ished than it is contradicted by ÞP'

so that it is seen not only as a tonaliÈy in its own right but as a

leading-note to the domlnant tonality of the ostinato' Although both

melodic and accompanimental elements are based on ostinato repetitions and

have their own obsessive qualities, it is the unchanging, simple and often

apparently obscured BÞ ostinaÈo that dorninates the whole'

Repetitionpredisposesthehearertowardsthesuggestibilityofa

mesmeric or hlpnotic state, as in poetic narrative or the casting of

spelIs, but where this becomes obsessive a sensual rhythm or patÈern of

notes is established. Together with the unearthly suggestions of crawling

and buzzing insects and spiders, howling cold night wind and the corpse

reddeningthesettingsunthereiscreatedamorbidsensuality

parallelling that of A re.bours, saTomé and Aubrey Beardsleyts more macabre

drawings.
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Scarbo

Scarbo is a fanciful dwarf-Iike creature who tthas grown up between

the moon and me" with a buzzi-ng laugh and dances "pirouetting...Iike the

distaff on a spindle" from nowhere, only to fade like the transparent blue

of a candle-flame and vanish. Scarbo is a dwarf-cieature out of

nightmares (as hinted in the extract from E.T.A. Hoffmann's co¡tes

nocturnes that prefaces the poem in Ravel's epigraph)24. The grotesquerie

of his being and antics is different from the seductiveness of Ondine' but

like her, there is an overtone of mystery and concealed menace behind the

facade of show - in this case of fantastical jest. These twin themes-of

grotesquerie and. mysterious menace are reflected in the different tlpes of

duality seen in the music.

The most obvious'pf these is the sharp contrasting of the murmuring

undertones of the different accompanimental figures and the bursts of

frenetic activity that punctuate them. The piece is full of surprises' of

sudden stops and starts, ju¡nps between pianissimo and fortissimo, and

rushes up and down the keyboard. Each section of the introduction (bars

1-31-) is followed by a complete pause as a contrast to the restless

activity of repeated notes or accel-erating rush upwards that precedes it:

there is a sense of tension eploding into the finat rush up the keyboard

before the piece proper begins. This tension between the extremes of

pausing and sudden rushes continues throughout much of Èhe piece, and

together with the discords (seconds' especially bars 44'l-475, strange

chords and juxtapositions in the sequence beginning at bar 12L' the

violent discords of the final clj-max from 555-578) and emphasis on the

angularity of fourths and fifths is clearly jesting - but jesting that is

more tinged with the cruel or supernatural than with mere humour. The use

of octatonic sets for such passages as L2lff and 429 naturally provides a

foundation of non-diatonic sounds that adds to the strangeness of effect.

The slower¡ PPP passage from bars 429 Eo 446 is, like t'he
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introductory section already menÈioned (bars 1-31), mood-evoking, and is

the one part of the movement where the freneÈic, sudden jesting subsides

temporarily. The accompanimental figure iniÈiated at bar 429 Ls highly

chromatic and develops inLo the complex discordant trills of bars 444 and

438. This chromatic passage j-s ful-] of mystery and contrasts with the

starker discords of Èhe fortissimo surge before it (bars 353-377) and the

consecutj-ve seconds following. The final bars, closing the piece after

the fortissimo of bars 562 to 582, is al-so mood-evoking, wiÈh broken

diminished chords over an EL pedal moving into a vanishing series of ppp

trills over a B pedal, and ending with an unfj-nished arpeggio that creates

a sense of fanÈasy or dream; the mystery, thereforer is both behind the

grotesquerie and in the short mood-evoking sections !.rhere this temporarily

subsides.

Pedalpoints are an integral part of the structure of this movement,

from the very quieÈ tremolo of bars 2-I4 Eo the simple l-ow B of bars 614-

626, and take many forms - chordal trifls, single trills, elaborated

trills (47'7-507), repeated arpeggios over the same bass note, implied

pedals (94-119, 228-234), inverted pedals, double pedals, often clashing

(l2l-L67 ), pedals delineated only with grace-notes (256-62, 263-67) ' and

those with simple running figures only (429ff1. These devices veil with

flourj-sh the limited dimensionality of the piece, for it tends to jump

from one tonic to another, as it were, instead of modulating: wherever the

music happens to be sounding is the tonic centre for that moment, however

brief - another instance in the repertoire of harmonic character that is

more existentíal than reJ-at,ional . However, there is no atonaliÈy implied

by this, for in the first two pages of the movement proper (32-L09), a

section that ís in this respect tlpical of the who1e, the various pedal-

tonics jump abouÈ within the confines of a modal half-octave: G#rBrC#rD#.

!{ith the double pedals from bar 121 this pattern is upset because the

pedals are unrelated - a senr-itone apart in bars 121-155 and a major third
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in 156-157 - but j-n general there can be said to be a quasi-modal basis

that embraces most of the other pedals. Despite all the variety of pedals

and pedal-figurations this modal base can be sensed by the ear, but it is

experienced as a sonic landscape without normal depth, as it were - the

world of dream.

The ambiguity of tonality that the modal base produces is a tlpical

Art Nouveau effect. The pedalpoint at the beginning of the soft ¡n-id-

section (bar 429) i-s made vague and wavering by Èhe filigree chromatic

movement around its mediant (like that in Debussy's Pour remetcier l-a

pluie au matin lsix épigraphes antiques/61 - see Chapter 16): it is not

clear whether the modal-ity is major or minor, and with the complex trills

and chromatic major thirds following, and the sweep of movement to the Ft

at the beginning of bar 440, not even the melodic motj-f can hold tonality

together convincingly. Later in this mid-section a waving progression of

chromatically-moving paraltel broken chords (with the right-hand element

combining to make in effect a series of ges¡ parallels) produces, at its

ppp beginning (bar 447), an eerie effect because of its blurring of

tonality; the chromatic waving of the mel-odic major seconds seems to

oppose the D pedalpoint, leaving it suspended by itself in sonic

dimensionlessness. Here the pedalpoint seems to emphasize relativity' not

definiteness, of tonal bearings in this ambiguous sonic worl-d.

,Just as Ondíne is constructed around extravagant flourish and -Le

gibet around unceasing ostinato so this movement is based on the principle

of excess - of a driving figurational motion that hardly ever relaxes,

even in the one contrasting section of 429-475 where there are whispering

effects that like Ondine are at the liniÈs of quietness. Extremes like

this reflect the basíc asymmetry of Art Nouveauts aesthetic, where normal

canons of proportion are transformed by the maxi¡nizLng of sensuality

through stylization of affective device. And a final indication of this

is seen in Rave1rs expressed wish2s to write a !.¡ork that would outdo in
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virtuosity Balakirev's .rs-lamey - itself an extravagant inÈention and ttrus

very much in the spirit of Art Nouveau.

Sergei Rakhmaninov: Fantasie-tabLeaux L for Èwo pianos op.5

"Tableaux" is ambiguous, meaning on the one hand "pj-cture" (or

scene, painting, description and the like) and on the other "tableau" or

stylized representation. IÈ is rel-evant here to look at Rakhmaninovts

other works for clues. His titles fall into four groups: fJ-rstly'

abstract titles (Prél-ud.e, Iitude, Sonate) ; secondly, titles and terms

specifically national (I{nyaz ' RostjsLav (Prince Rostislav) , ALeko) ¡

thirdty, early characteristic-piece titles (opp.3,10 C 11); and fourthly'

others. Consj-dering the last group a1one, there are the orchestral- works

1he Rock (1893, after Chekhov's on Ëåe Road and/or Lermontov's fhe CragS6l

KoTokol"a (The Be]ts) (1910, after Poe), Ostrov myortvikh (The IsIe of the

Dead) (1907, after Arnold Böcklin's painting2l), the planned Monna Vanna

after Maeterlinck, plus the evidence of his many songs' which include

settings of Konstantin Bal'mont, the translator of The 8el.1s and an

important Symbolist , as well as other SymbolisÈs l-ike Dimitriy

Merezhkovski, Vafery Bryusov, Fyodor Sologub and Alexander BIok .: amongst

these orchestral and song brorks there is much Art Nouveau inspiration.

The evidence of the early characteristic pieces is that most of them are

Èitles more compatible with Art Nouveau than with impressionism:

1892 Op.3: EJegie, Pré7ude, Mé7odie, Polj'c.}ríze1J.e,
Sérénade

1894 Op.10:NocÈu¡ne, Valse, BazcazoJ-l.e, MéIodie,
Ilumo¡eske, Romance, l4azurka

1894 Op.LLzBazca.l.oJ,J.e, Scherzo, Russían Song, Valse,
Romance, "SLava"

These tittes do not contain any scene-painting opportunities Iike those in

contemporary characteristic pieces about woodlands, mountains or streams.

Às j.È is, at Ieast two of them (the two barcarolles, with PolichineJ-J'e

another possibility) show definiÈe musical Art Nouveau features, as will

be argued in later chapters. PofichineTle, as Punch from the puppetry of
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the Þa1agany ox booth-theatre at fairs, is arguably well within the Art

Nouveau sphere, and barcarofles even more so if they are more than

conventional character-pieces in musical style. From this surveying of

Rakhmaninovrs titles it may weJ-l be thought more probable that ta'b-Zeau

means "tableau - a slzmbolic show or scene' than "picture or painÈi[9" .,

with iÈs more impressionist associations. Against this is the general

view held by his biographers (without offering supporting evidence) thaÈ

Rakhmaninov generally had a picture in mind as initial inspiration for a

work (while not using it as detailed progralnme) ' although concealing this

from others28. This quest for prograÌnme or picturer one of the

preoccupations of the duy u.r.orrraged by critics' but obviously abhorred by

Rakhmaninov, remains strong still.

The poetic quotations heading each of the Eantasie -Èa.bleaux are

from Mikhail I¡ermontov, Lord Byron, Fyodor TiuÈchev and AJ-eksei Khomiakov'

Lermontov and Byron are Romantic-era poets, Tiutchev a nationalist from a

later generation, and Khomiakov a Ieading Christian Symbolist with an

ecstatic mystical approach: in Russia around the ¡n-id-nineÈeenth century he

vras a Ieading figure in a movement that rivalled the non-Christian

Symbolists led by Vladimir Soloviev , so that his poem definitely suggests

a Symbolist interpretation. (Dorothee Eberlein argues that Rakhmaninov

was alive to and influenced by Sprlcolism, which he acquired through his

contact with the Beljaev circle.2e) AlI the quotations are tlpical of Art

Nouveau composersr practice of using the works of poets of an earlier age

for their own PurPoses.

The first piece, Barkarolfa (Barcarolle), rests on an extract from

Lermontov, which is a tlpicaL invocation of the gondola and barcarolle in

the evening, but it contains, besides imagery of water and movement (oarst

sliding, flying) a hint at the complexity behind the serenade - that it is

both melancholy and cheerful, seen in the thought that passion is sad in

that it can never be the same agaj-n, and happy in that its bliss could
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never be the same twice:

Cool- evening wawes
scarceJy murmur beneath oars of gondola...

Once more the song! Again the guitar soundsJ

'ra, 
"*)y noht sadt no* q"î

Sounds out tåe famiTiar barcaroll-e:
"Gondola over water sLides
And time over Love f J-ies;
But Like ríaves
Passion can never again be tenewed! "

Rakhmaninov takes it almost as an invocation of the fnsel - an escape from

cares into a dream twilight world; there is al-so an escape from

experiential time into that of Trjstan und fsoldets "ew'ge Nacht" '

.lrlhile the dotted rhythms of Èhe melodic motif s show J-magery like

rocking-motion of waves and gondola, the most notabl-e feature of the music

is the ceaseless repetition in the accompanimental figuration that is

found in both piano parts, beyond what woul-d be needed for an

impressionistic sketch - which would suggest rather than overwheLm with

repetition of detail. There are whole pages devoted to repetition of the

first two accompanimental figures (Piano I, bars 1 and 38), there is the

six-note eontrary-motion triplet-figure in both pianos that is carried on

wiÈhout a break from bar 68-75, and throughout the two hundred and fifty-

one bars every accompanimental motif is repeated at feast once each time

it appears. Emphasis on accompanimental figuration is in itself a

mannerist feature, and so much repetj-tion in this figuration is Èhe

closest possible musical counterpart of visual- repetj-tion and patterning

of curved line in Art Nouveau, seen in such pictures as those Alphonse

Muchars maidens or Peter Behrenst Der Kuss where the complex swirls of

clolhing, Ieaves, flowers, vines or hair assume at leasL aS much

importance as the subjects themselves: patterning of incidental background

overtakes composition of fi-gure. In both painting and music the

repetition is deliberately affective, going beyond normal canons of

proport.ion, and being more much Èightly stylized and controlled than the
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excesses of later nineteenth century decorative work, seên from the 185L

Great Exhibition onwards.

The whole question of the place of repetition in Èhese keyboard

works of Rakhmaninov has been misunderstood because it has not been seen

as Art Nouveau figuration. For instance, Rimsky-Korsakov suggested

modification of the last piece, in whi-ch repetition is the most

developed3o; Geoffrey Norris, an important biographer, shows his

puzzJ-ement: "Rakhmaninov reLies far too heavily on repetition of the same

melody [movement ]-l"i "the bel-l--l-ike figuration does occur throughout the

piece lmovement 4] with wearying monotony" Judgements like these are

valid only from the standpoint of musical works of convenÈionally bal-anced

design, and miss the essential point of Art Nouveauts emphasis on extreme

effect for its own sake'. Rakhmaninov's repetition is deliberately

affective, giving the music a hypnotic quality that is appropriate to the

drearaing nature of the poems, and achieving the same result as a.l-I the

mesmerizing detait of a Mucha poster or a Beardsley drawing. This

patterned repetition has the subliminal effect of inducing a meditative or

dreaming state of consciousness in the hearer, and since Art Nouveau is

heaviJ-y symbolical the unconscious is made recepÈive to its suggestions
11 It

Example 28:
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Rakhmaninov: Barkatol,la, L7 6-7 9
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As an example a single line cannot give adequaÈe illustration of the

intensity and variety of repetiÈive figure in this first piece, but bars

L76-79 can show some aspects. Piano 2 begins the main melodic motif with

its octaves after the third beat of l?8, and it will be seen thaÈ even Èhe

melody is deliberately monotonous, returning as it does to gÞ j-n this

first phrase. Meanwhile Piano 1 maintains its filigree of semiquavers

that are patterned so as to suggest hemiola in a ambiguous manner tlpical

of Art Nouveau. This is actually one of the simpler of the several

accompanimental figures of the movement, but by its almost incessant rapid

movement it tends to dominate the slow melodic line and reverse the usual

rores of melody and accompaniment - another aspect of asymmetry of effect'

The second piece, I noch, I lyubov (La nuít... L'amour), is prefaced

by a translation of BYron:

-It is Èåe àour when from the boughs
The nightingale's high note is heard;
It is the hour when lover' s vo¡nts

.9ee¡n sr¿eet in every wåispered word,
And gentle winds, and lr¿aters neatl
lulake music to the ToveJy ear.3l

and this continues the dream-atmosphere of the barcarolle. Art Nouveau

takes these Romantic evocations and exaggerates them to create a mood as

if the lovers in the wood are entranced, as is seen by the almost

ceaseless repetition of

that of the C in Piano

the accompanimental arpeggio figure, as well as

II in bars 19-20, continuing with other

nightingale-call notes to bar 36, that with the arpeggios suggests the

evocation of a spell:
ì ù

¡at,

Example 29: l8

?ia.

Rakhmaninov: I noch, .f Ljubov' 88-89
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The two triplet figures of the accompaniment (the arpeggio-figure of Piano
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2, and the triplet-figures on a duplet basj-s of Piano 1) are present

throughout almost the whol-e piece, and as well as Èhe nightingale-notes

illustrated here, the mel-ody itself features much repetition (for example

bars 19-30, 33-35, 56 ff). The rhythmic complications of t,he duple and

triple rhythms in the illustration above mean that the total- effect is

more subtle than the plainness of the harmonies might suggest.

Rakhmaninovts harmonic resources are not in this early set as wide as they

become later in the second and third concerÈos, but he greatly emphasizes

the rÉ1d but important discords he does employ, like the sharpened fifth

of the arpeggios shown above, or the V6bao chord in the minor key of the

first piece.

Byron's verse is ruildly affective, but Rakhmaninov has magnj-fied

this factor into Art Nouveau evocation of mysLerious mood: the normal

repetition of a Romantic poem - "It is the hour when", "A¡ld gentle winds,

and waÈers near" - in Art Nouveau becomes a device for exploitation to the

point of ostinato both in melody and accompanying figuration. The same

effect will be noticed later in.fohn lrelandrs Tåe fsland Spe77, whose

repetition of accompanimental figure is as obsessive as Rakhmaninov's.

Both composers are clearly aiming for an extreme of mesmeric effecÈ, as

will be shown.

Other features of the music are the beginning in broken chords over

the pedal Ft, setting a mood of dreaming from the outset, and the use of

repeated notes in the climax at bars 42-5I, carrying through to the

melodic line something of the affectiveness of the accompaniment. The

fact, that the nightingale-ca1l notes hover around C and Ft means thaÈ they

act as inverted pedals, arresting normal harmonj-c progression and

parallelling the limited dimensionality of the fovers' dream world.

The verse of the third piece, Sl-ezi (Tears), by Tiutchev, is

definitely affective rather than cogent:

Human tears, O human tea¡s/
Elowing out early and J-ate again and again,
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EJowíng unknown, fTowing ínvisibLe,
fnexhaust ib7e, undtainabl-e,
ETowing as gJistening stteaming raín,
In unfeeTíng autumn, again and again through
níght after night...32

Tiutchev's verse is obviously repetitive, as is grief itsel-f, and contai-ns

many sj-bilants that help produce an onomatopoeic effect (s|ezi, Tyudskíya,

Letes, bezvistniya, nezremíya, elyutsya, sttooe, dozhdeviya, osen) - an

effect important to much Art Nouveau verser as seen, for instance, in

Ritke and Hopkins Partj-cularly noticeable Ís the effect of partial

consonance in the only two words of line four - nistoshchemiya,

nlschelmiya. Äl-I these techniques help create an effect of continuous

flow of the tears, of their constanÈIy wetling repetiÈion: it is the very

exaggeration of Èechnique of this sort of verse (like that of Poe that

Rakhmaninov set in îhe Bel.l.s33) that caused him to write Èhe highly

repetitive music that mirror"a it. Tiutchev repeat s Tyudskija (human) in

the first 1ine, begins the second, third and fifth lines with I'eÈes

(flowing), and repeats it in the third: this is repetition and

alliteration that is emotive rather than rationaf in effect. The piece

rests on its indefinite constructions - adjectival ("inexhaustible,

undrainable", t'glistening streaming rain"), participial ("flowing out",

"flowing unknown, flowi-ng invisible"), prepositional ("again and again'

night after night", "In unfeeling lliterally "deaf"] autumn") and

excLamations (line 1); these and the frequent use of stopping (in the

middle of lines L,3,4,6 and at the end of each line) suggest timelessness

and continuously renewed motion, (as is supported by what is known of the

poemls origins-) .

ÀIl this is reflected in the music's repetition (it begins with

eleven immediate repetitions of the opening motif and ends with six of the

penultimate one; in between, every single figure is stated repeatedly to

the point of ostinator. even bass minims being constantly repeated as in

bars 20-221. But it is repetition of the downwards-moving initial motif

of four quavers that dominat,es this piece, for scarcely a bar is without
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it or its close varj-ant (bar 18, accented in Piano II),

often accompanied by streams of triplet-figuration.

repeÈition is of the actual ori-ginal notes of È 4, G

change is made there is a distinct change in aspect,

overall mood is the same.

t91

even though it is

Most of thi-s

, EÞ, so that when a

even though the

Example 30:

Rakhmanj.nov. LeEes, 24

Here the ostinato is unbhanged except for its pitch, and its having been

put into a different harmonic context - one based on Èhe dorn-inant, but

with alternations to the flattened supertonic. The accents over the Piano

1 semiquavers indicate that they are Èo be as evenly accented as possible,

so that the Piano 2 syncopated ostinato, being rhythmically offset, can

throw into doubt the actual beat as defined by the bass. This is only one

of the many subtle variations that are constantly occurring. VÍhile the

ostinato (which is in effect an embellished pedalpoint) defines the flat

plane of Lhe piece's musical realm, there is over this surface a perpetual

arabesque that undergoes gradual transformations and is as important as

the ostinato in causing a hlpnotic effect.

In passing it can be noted that the suite as a whole becomes less

melodic and more accompanimental--figurative as it progresses. The

ostinato in this piece is the only melody, and its only variation its

gradual downwards steps through the scale-notes to form a quasi-melodic

sequence

The connexion between this piece and the sound of bells should be

mentíoned. According to Sergei Bertensson and Jay Leyda "Tears !,ras
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inspired by the betls of st sõfiya's cathedral, Novgorod, which the

composer had heard. as a young boy with Grandmother Butakova: in his own

words 'Four silvery svreeping notes, veiled in an ever-changing

accompaniment \^roven around ¡¡u*r rr34. Although the Rakhmaninov words do not

actuatly mention bells the statement is presumably to be connected with

the St Sofiya experience' so that the important Art Nouveau symbols of

hrater and be1ls35 would be thus connected.

The fourth piece - svetl-ie prazdnek (Paques) - is prefaced by a

quotation from Khomiakov's SveÈl.je prazdnek (Ho7y EestivaT, that j's'

Easter):

And strong peaTing descending to earth,
And with airy weíght (clarity) hunrning in ears,
l4el-odious siTverY tl¡under
Announcing the message of sol-emn ceLebration" '36

ütords Líke zvon (pealing) , gcnaia (humming) , serebrjanie (silvery) and

gromi (thunder) are onomatopoeic, and the repeated x/x or x/xx rhythmic

units (E mosånii zvon, promchalsja, nadzemleja, E vozdyhef ves gchdja)

together with the feminine line-endings (nadzemleyu, zatrepetaLy, gtomi,

torzhestva) suggest the pulsing and echoing of the belLst pealing. Again

the feeling of timelessness is accentuated by the lack of definite

constructions.

These features are reflected in the music. To begin with' this

piece is far more repetitive than even the other three pieces, wi-th the

opening motif or very close variants being repeated incessantly throughout

the piece to within four bars of the close, while the accompanying

fj-guraÈion is merely chordal, so that there is in effect no melodic line

or no¡ma1 development, but just the sort of repetition heard when a change

of bells is being rung through.

In the example below the ostinato-unit is indicated by the brackets'

with the tlpical harmonic ostinato accompanying it being seen. in the left

hand of Piano 1 and the rhythmically unvaried chords of Piano 2.
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ExampJ.e 31:

l1

Rakhmaninov: Svetl.je Prazdnek, LS

In fairness it shoul-d be noted that there is a consÈantly changing pattern

of repetitions throughout the piece in the piano that does not have the

main ostinato, but the notes of the ostinato change little and its

rhythmic obsessiveness not at al-l.

Nor does the ostinato progress through diatonic steps to form a

quasi-melodic line as in the third piece; its monotony is deliberately and

disturbingly affective. Of all the pieces this is therefore the most

obsessively hlpnotic, particularly as for all its length it is very loud

(ff, sfz, fftl. It is also very limited in harmonic variation, with

pedalpoint effects throughout in addition to that of the ostinato -

sometimes alternating ones (bars 1l- ff), and for much of the time based on

the supertonic, which produces a conÈj-nuously unsettled effect, partly

through its quasi-modality (Phrygian), and partly coming as it does after

three diatonic Pieces.

Throughout the suj-te two features sharply differentiate this music

from that of the mainstream. First there is the marked attentuation of

the rofe of melody, with the "acqompani-ment" being the centre of

attention. BarkaroJla preserves something like a simple melody and

accompaniment relationship, but even here the richness of figuration in
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the accompaniment tends to take precedence, particularly from bar 62.' The

other three pieces in Èhe suite are virtually completely based on

fi-guration, with melodic line in the second consisting only of stylized

bird-calls blended into the figuration, except for the episode of bars 37-

5l- where there is a two-bar fragment of guasi-melodic line repeated but

not completed. The Èhird and fourÈh replace melodic motj-f completely wiÈh

haLf-bar ostinatos : clear examples of the general Art Nouveau tendency to

extremes.

Secondly and most importantJ-y there is Èhe overall effect of the

obsessive repeÈition. The suite is in effect a series of figurational

patternings, of intricate complexity and elaboration, so repeated and

echoed that it is sensual effect that is uppermost. OstinaLo here

produces a mesmerj-c effect that.heightens sensualiÈy, the nearest

comparison in the repertory being Liszt's Csárdás obstiné. .Above aII, the

music is extreme j-n its methods and effects, and al-though harmonically not

as coloured as later Rakhmaninov is a singular instance of asymmetrical

aesthetic design, whose roots can be discerned in the affective nature of

¡he texÈs to which it is set. The suite's concentration on stylized

paÈterning reflects that of much visual Art Nouveau, including that of the

Russians lvan Yakovlevich Bil-ibin, Léon Bakst, Carl Fabergé, Natalia

Goncharorrna, and architects using repetitive patterned decoration like

Feodor Shektel.
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CHAPTER 1-O

!'IORKS BASED ON CONCEPTS OF PATTERNING

The titles Metopy (Szymanowski) and Ogives (Satie) are ones deriving

from archiÈecturat patterning, the first referring to the metopes or

regular spacings between triglyphs in Doric entablature friezes, and the

second to the diagonal groJ-ns or ribs that cross to produce the patterning

of Gothic vaulting. Thus the terms connote stylization and patterned

repetitiorl - concepts essential to Art Nouveau, and illustrated in the

repetition fundamental to both seÈs of works. But they are also titles

with tlpical Art Nouveau ambiguity of reference.

Karol- S ki l,letoov (Wvspa siren, KaJ-ipso, Nauzvkaa)

Besid,es the architectural denotation of "met,opes" there is also an

important specific .""o.r"aron for Szymanowski's MeÈopy - thaÈ of woman,

and in particular the women or broman-creatures encountered by Odysseus on

his homeward voyage, who are pictured on the ancient bas-reliefs at Selinus

in Sicily, visited by Szymanowski in l-910. Thus metopes for him refer more

specifically to the Selinus bas-refiefs, but these are part of the

decorations of the Selinus temples, and as such an important part of their

symmetry, inspiring both the overall and the individual subjects. The

Èitle for the set of three pieces, therefore, may be considered to have a

dual reference, connected by the Art Nouveau notion of womants perfections

and symmetries of outward form that entrance men with their beauty.

Alastair lrlightman points out other culÈural- influences at the time - his

reading of Greek drama vj-a the works of Tadeusz Zielinski, a translation of

Aeschylus and a work on Mediterranean archeology that followed his trip to

North Africa in 1914i there is also the legacy of his acquaintance with the

works of the Persian poeÈ Hafiz that he had set in 1911. In particular

glightman states "Metopes were inspir.ed directly by memories of the bas-

reliefs at Selinus, described by Szymanowski's cousin Iwaszkiewicz in his

Book of Sicily as 'golden sandstone poems about l¡Ioman ... that speak
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simuftaneously of the sufferings, triumphs and poverty of mankind, and of

his love t ttl .

A general source of inspiration not noticed by Afistair Vlightman is

that of the important ArÈ Nouveau figure of SÈanj-slaw V|yspj-anski, artist'

craftsman, poet and playwright, whose language in both poetry and plays

featured word-patterning Iike that of Arno HoLz. His plays, especially his

earfier ones, v¡ere permeated with Greek mythology2, and this was blended

with his Po1ish national-istic aesthetic that was expressed in his art and

in the journal zycie that he co-edited with stanisfaw Przybyszewski' The

Graecophil-ism and emphasis on patterning in art, both pure and colunercial3'

of wyspianski influenced Polish Art Nouveau profoundly, and must be

considered. in evaluating Szymanowski's choce of subject for these pieces4'

wyspa syren (Isle of Sirens), the first piece of the Metopy set, is

based around repetition and development of the downwards arpeggio of bar I'

and the rocking one of bar 3 ¡ Kalipso (Cal1pso), the second, centres around

the shimmering octave-and-fourth figure over first-inversion chords of bar

2 and the upwards-rushing figure of the first bar¡ Nauzykaa (Nausj-caa) the

third, is based around the actual and implied repetition of the first-bar

rhythm and, the asymmetries of the interpolated 3/4 and 5/8 measures'

In general it is the pronounced. exploitation of flourishes of all

sorts that is the feature most ifl-ustrative of the overall title' and the

brief discussion of the set in this chapter will concentrate on this

aspect.

Virtually all possible aspects of patterned flourish are to be found

in the set. Slow acciaccatura and arpeggio, the initial germ of the first

piece, are immediately stylized into a pattern - a downwards arpe99to, five

arpeggios that sweep down then up, and an upwards final- one (bars L-6) ¡

surrounding each there is a sern-iquaver as grace-note' the first four

downwards, the second four uPwards:
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Example 32: I
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J JJ ô--l Á
8-

lü

J. 4r ¿
Szymanowski. lilyspa syren, I-6
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This can be represented diagrammatically as follobrs:

Analysis 6:

JJlJî .tî Jî Jî I ( arpegglos )

( acciaccaturas )

( bars )1 3 4 5 6

Szl¡manor.¡ski ? Wyspa syren, I-6

This symmetry of construction is continued in the rest of the long passage

of flourish that precedes the statement of the main meLodic motif beginning

in bar L3:

The nuissing downwards arpeggio in bar 9 is replaced by repeated

acciaccaturas (downwards). This sort of patterning is symmet,rical, as is

68-7I, whereas other sequences like those of L0-13 and the cadenza (60)

have an asymmetrical form, but symmetry or asymmetry as such are less

important than the stylization of flourish-devices into figurational units

that become the main substance of t,he piece and like the repetit,ion of

sensuous lines become of at least equal importance with melodic mot,if.

Analys j-s 7 :

1 J1 .*r1

789
Szymanowski : l4elopy/1,, 7-1,2

I J .!1 Jî J
10 11 L2 13
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This í-s seen in the second piece (Kal-ipso) where stylized flourish

Iike the b¡oken chordal- figurations of bars 2-11, the tremofando of L2-13'

the upwards arpeggios of l--2 and the downwards ones of 30 are used to form

whole sequences thereafter that become part of Èhe principal fabric of the

piece. The expressivo motif-fragment of bar l- becomes not onJ-y the main

melodic motif (from 12 onwards) buÈ transforms itself into repetitive

figuration ín 37-40, 45-46 and ??-80. The trill-figure that appears first

as a panpipe-motif form in 41 (long note fofl-owed by fl-ourish) transforms

into the 46-4',7 sequence and the many sequences relying on trills

thereafter. Yet even before this the panpipe-motif form, that begins

sensuously and breaks into abandon, is seen in the modification of the main

motif that can only be a musical description of Callpso's enticements:

Example 33: Sostenuto I'J rU,

n

Í
tf

Szymanowski : KaTiPso, 31 -38

w

The indications cantandot p do-Lcissimo affettuoso, rubato are tlpical of

Szymanowski's rather mannered score (another feature tlpical of much Art

Nouveau composition as a late-cycle phenomenon), and emphasize the

sensuousness of the melodic curves over the delicate discords of the

accompanimental texture. In the latter half of the second bar the melody

briefly falls in cadenza, but when the passage is repeated and intensified

in the following two bars the cadenza is doubled: here the motif is

patterned, and is followed by the appearance of the long-note-plus-trill

mentioned above. The importance of this panpipe-form motif throughout the

Art Nouveau repertory is seen in its always índicating sensuousness of

feeling breaking into expression of emotion.

The third piece (Nauzykaa) is based for much of its length on the
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rhythmic ostinato announced in the first bar, which is transf

related rhythnic paÈterns as the Èime-signatures vary. Other pat

Like those based more on figure (29, 42, 62, 67) give rise to sequences in

which they are patterned into repetitive symmetries and asymmetries: the

whole of the piece is thus seen to be a series of such sequences right to

the cadenza (81), which is itself another such passage.

I.goao
tØpfe

Example 34 3

- nü @r. ñ4dvt tü l.r rôr.ä.t ör¿ßÀ.,

tub. pp |'ßglerc a shûdo Poco d Poco c¡¿scenìIo c

Szymanowski: Nauzykaa, cadenza patterns

ttb,p<a

jff tùpìè Ðeløcktlño

bi i: LE ¿ 'Êu E F

The selection of figures that are formed into patLerns by repetition shows

that the paÈterning is obvious Lo the eye as wel-l as the ear, but the full

cadenza passage lasting from bars 64 to 87 would need to be quoted for the

whole pJ-cture to be seen.

The nature of this piece follows that of Nausicaa herself, who is

young and capricious, and therefore is, liveIy where Callpso is more

measured and calm. Thus the piece becomes first donr-inated by the broken

rhythm of the first, bar, and finally by the filigrees and drama of the

cadenza.

' Stanislau Oledzki has drawn attention to related tlpes of stylization

in Szymanowski's piano music - sound fields of varying densities, ranges

and shapes - but without attempting to link these to factors like Art

into
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Nouveau6. .Iim Samson discusses the question of a theoretical system behind

his compositional- method itself?. but feels that the stylizations are

empirical, not deriving from a systematic base. He and oÈhers (N'Kotlev'

Gerd SannemüIler, Eduard Votinskije) have therefore turned to Szymanohlskirs

allegedimpressionisminanattempttoexplainthepredominanceof

figuration based on patterned flouri"t. i,, these pieces, but as will be

argued later Èhe impressionist analysis, besides being of doubtful validity

when the pieces are seen as being about Art Nouveau woman, cannot really

provide a theoretical basis for pieces essentially consisting of patterns

of figurational embellishment as their main principle'

Thisbriefglanceatthel"Ietopysetofpieceshasfocussedonlyon

thisoneaspectofpatternedflourish,justasone'sfirsÈsightofthe

selinus temple-reliefs woul-d be of the bLocks of repetitive decoration that

the reliefs as a group comprise. Their ot,her aspect, - that of Art Nouveau

ltoman - will show the patterninçf as sensual rhythm that underlies the

character of each tYPe.

First it is necessary to consider the subject of Art Nouveau woman'

Art Nouveau takes over the confLicting images of Pre-Raphaelite woman as

pure maid,en or fallen Magdalene and combines them with the Symbolist image

of her as evj-I seductresslo to produce its own image of woman using

innocence as a ploy for seduction. This sophistication of innocence is' in

Art Nouveau representation, natural to woman rather than consciously

contrived by her: it is the way of nature for man to faII under the spell

of v¡oman, and for woman herself to be driven by nature to captivate man'

In her is seen nature's seasonal rhythns and irresistible forces' as she is

in Alphonse Mucha's The seasons series of pictures-' v'Ihile she is rnostly

portrayed surrounded by natural forms like flowers or woodland' she still

reveals her essential being in the drawing room' for her hair' and clothes

fall in the swirling forms of wild naÈure, and her smile is sensual'

Calypso is a nlrmph who, like ondine, personifies the depths of the
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sea and thus has supernatural powers to rescue drowning sailors (while

Ondine, conversely, lures them into the waÈer) but cannot help making them

the captives of her charms, especially through her song. She keeps

Odysseus on the island of Ogygia for seven years before at last she takes

pity on him and he is able to break away. Nausicaa is a mortal whose

beauty and agility of body and mind cause princes to fall in Love with her,

although she refuses all. Odysseus escapes Callpso but Nausicaa escapes

him, so that he can never forget her. The two characters are very

different: Nausicaa in The Odyssey VI-VIII is young, high-spirited' with an

agile mind and an essentially virginal charm. playing at seduction as a

game in which she is not to be caught, whereas Calypso in Irv entraps men

with real, not avoided, sensuality and makes them captive to all her

ferninine artsi her "innocence" is pretended, designed to catch men, not

keep them at bay. ÀlI these r¡romen l-ive to entice men, so that they are at

once fascinating and faÈal-.

Szymanowski's Kalipso shows sensuality from the outset in the

bitonality of bars 3-11, L5-24, where Èhe right hand keeps to the sharps

and Èhe left to the naturafs. Thereafter there is still much bitonality

even when the hands are not so separated, as. in the meno Passages of bars

3l--2 and 48-51 and Èhe cadenzas of bars 73 and 75. But it is in the

alternation of contrasÈing sequences that the piece's dual complexities of

patterning can be seen most clearly. The simple melodic motif of bars L2-

13, (the "innocence"-motif) derived from that on the second stave of bars

1-2 and repeated five times later, is contrasted with all the other

sequences' complexities: firstly the parallel chord progressions of the

bitonal sequences L5-24 and 6l--67, whose clashing from their being based

only a semitone apart is mollified into a veiled menace by Èhe right hand's

broken chords; secondl-y the very soft but sudden explosion of arpeggios and

trills of the sequences in bars 1-2, 13-l-5, 58, 60, 73 and 75 that reveal

hidden forcei and thirdly the rhythmically complex and bitonal sequences
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!,¡here two motifs move in contrary motions and different rhyÈhms, the upper

having echoes of the innocence-motif and the lower of the first-bar version

- but inverted, so reversing its nature. AÌthough as Èhe piece progresses

the innocence-motif sequences become overlaid with the complexities of the

others and. becomes íncreasingly affecÈed by it (bars 68-72) there is heard

the clearest contrast between innocence and sophistication. The chromatic

nature of Èhe innocence-moÈif marks it as emoÈively sensuous, as those of

the others sound more directly sensual, Iike the hovering between se[Litones

of the lower voice in the third contrasting sequence and the simultaneous

semi.tones of the first.

Nauzykaa also shows a clear duality from the beginning, wiÈh the

Ieft-hand F# ostinato setting a basis for the scherzando elements of the

piece whife the right sings (cantabiLe) a more mel-l-j-fluous and slower-

moving theme (bars 2-5); this theme, however, (basically a dance-motif'

the "dancing-innocence" motif - ill-ustrating Èhe virginal playfulness of

Nausicaa) is almost immediately influenced by the ostinato (bars 6-?) and

is succeeded by the first of the scherzando melodic moÈifs in bar 9,

reappearing briefly in bars l2-I5 and 17. The two sides of Nausicaa's

nature - her natural beauty and charm on the one hand and her incorrigibly

teasing playfulness on the other - may be seen in these passages as being

so inextricably nr-ixed thaÈ she will never be serious or faithful to any

lover. The pieee shows this even more clearly in the passages that begin

with contrary-motion motifs that ¡n-irror each other's motion but comprise

the separate facets of her personality, as in bars 23-28, where the left-

hand ¡n-irror of the right's slow sensuality is increasingly overlaid with

the scherzando-ost,inato figure until the dol.cissimo espressivo of the right

itself gives way to cadenza (bar 27 ) and can only give out mirror-echoes of

the sensuality in bars 28 and 29. The pattern of that sequence is reversed

in the following one of bars 29-33 where the hands exchange roles' again

beginning in contrary-motion mirror-motifs with the right hand showing
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scherzando influence from the start,, untj-l by bar 34 even the left joins

the scherzando grazioso. In the developmental passage that follows (f¡om

bar 42) fragmentary echoes of sensual-ity are heard but they have become

turned into scherzo and mock Èhe earlier cantabil-e, cantando and dol-cissímo

espressivo entries. Al-1 this is a graphic musj-cal study of Nausicaars

virginal playfulness, her irresponsibJ-e seductiveness whose effects on

Odysseus and other inamorata she mocks. The structure of the development-

sequence supports Èhis, for after the passage just mentioned (42-49) there

is a quieter sequence Èhat seems more reflecÈive once more (50-57) but soon

develops towards the long allegramente cl-imax (62-80) of cadenza figures,

ending in a bitonal downwards sweep and forceful staÈement (bar 88) of the

main Kal-ipso innocence-motif (Kalípso bar t2). This renÉnder of what in

KaTipso.is a gentt. 
"t 

ro*"tic beauty Ís here dramaÈically st,ated, and can

be seen either as Odysseus remembering with pain the real love he has left

on Ogygia or his realizing that the Èormentingly innocent wilfulness of

Nausicaa is ultimately not so dj-fferent from the artfully sensuous

innocence of Callpso: both are vain dreams. Immediately following is an

echo of the initial dancing-innocence motif that gradualJ-y fades away to

ppP,

The three pj-eces thus can be seen from two aspects - as patterningll

and as studies in portrayal of sensuality, just as can the bas-reliefs at

Sel-inus. Such dual-ity of purpose and nature is tlpically Art Nouveaui the

patterning can be seen just, by looking at the score, or heard as

figuration, but that Èhe music is no mere intellectual exercise in textures

is also clear from the winding chromaticism of the softer passages and the

sudden passionate movements of the more forceful ones. Finally, there is

the evidence of the many directions that urge emotional expression:

cantabile e affetuoso, doTente poco menot con passionet agitato e

tenpestuoso, moTto espressivo, cantando doLcissimo affettuoso, ansioso/ and

always espressivo. In these dual aspects of pattern and sensual beauty the
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l4etopy are like the pictures of Gustav Klimt, Afphonse Mucha and

Szymanowski's compatriots Stanislaw Debicki and Edward Okun'12

Erik satie: ves 1_- 4

AJ-an Gillmor describes the period of satie's life from which the

Ogives arose as one of "neo-mediaeval obsession"13, perhaps influenced by

viollet-Ie-Duc, that was to lead to his brief association with the extreme

conservative-Catholicism and Rosicrucianism of PéLadan14 and after his

break with PéIadan1s to the formation of his own "Église Métropolitaine

dfArt de ,fésus Conducteur"l6. The title Ogives has mystical connotations

as well as architectural denotation, since ogives are the physical markers

of groins (the intersections of different curved planes of vaults - each

section of a simple Gothic vault being formed from four three-dimensional

ogivic arches, whose planes intersect at the groins and are marked by the

ogivic keystones) and thus symbolize the juxtapositions of different planes

of reality or perception. Furthermorer ogives are of the curved and

poinLed shape of hands at prayer, and intersect at the top of vaults to

form a cross. Thus as a concept ogives are rich in symbolic possibilities'

but it is their patterning that is of significance for Art Nouveau as well'

as has been indicated. at the beginning of this section. concepts like the

juxtaposition of planes, intersection of crosses, the nature-imitating

curves of ogives, and their being formed into patterns over the length of a

Gothic vault, are aII consonant with Art Nouveau stylization, and the

ambiguities as to mode and internal strucÈure of the pieces are cognate

with its esoterism.

The question as Èo how much weight can be given to satie's titLes

needs addressing. Since many of the Iater titles are whimsical, it may be

thought that ogives is no more than fanciful as a title. In general this

is too simple an explanation for any of his stranger tittes, for mosÈ of

these can be argued to carry at least some important signification: Pièces

froides (1897), for instance, appeared as the first signal that he had
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changed composj-tional- direction from 189717, for his music from that point

abandoned the lyricism of the Sara.bandes, Gyznnopédies and Gnossien¡es of

the eighties and the mysticism of the Rosicrucian period of the early

nineÈies to become more "cold", contrapuntaL and ironic, exactly justifying

its title; he thought it important enough to restate in the l-906-L0

iVouveL-l.e pièces froides. The apparently bizarre titles from 1897 onwards

(Attila Csampai and Dietmar Holland regard Satie's titles as part of his

"Maske exgentrischen Humors tarnten"lS) can together be seen more simply as

antj--sentimental, with key words .l-j-ke "froides", "veritable",

"disagréeabl-e", "agaceries" and "degouté" conveying irritation (?rois

véritabJ-e pré7udes fTasques, Aperçus disagréeab7e, Croquis et agaceries

d'un gros bonhomme en bois, Les trois va-l.ses du precieux degouté),

"flasques ", ttvieux", t'peccadilles " and "enfantines t' . (Vieux sequins et

vieifJ-es cui¡asses, PeccadíLJes importunes, Enfantines, Ménus propos

entantines, Enfantillages pittoresques from the period after L912 when his

publishers courted him19) can be seen as quasi-apologies for his bowing

slightly towards popular taste. Titles like Trois piéces en fome de poir,

Descriptions auÈomatiques, Embryons dessécåés and .Sonatine bureaucratique

are clearly ironic, while Chapítres tournés en tous sens and lleu¡es

secuLaires et instantanées are statements that accord with iconoclastic and

upsetting movements fike Cubism (wiÈh which Satie's Parade was associated

by hin) , Dadaì-sm and Marinettits Futurism. .All this is simply to look at

the evidence of some of the titles, of course: any firm attempt to classify

Satiets works must be based on wider considerations, such as that

undertaken in Robert Orledge's recent work Satie the Conposer, in which he

delineates eleven groupings of compositions

titles2o.

that take into account all the

relevant factors, not just the

Connected with this is the question of how far Satie and his music

Èo the period(s) he lived through; Theo

cannot be identified with any consistent

can be seen as pertaining

Hirsbrunner feels that he
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aesthetic or period21. He can be seen as a poet-taster who was attracted

by many new movemenÈs in their infancy, but felt he had to move to

something newer when they threatened to becoine popular, slnce he could on

no account allow himself to be associated with the generality. Such a

philosophy of course derives straight from Aestheticism's exclusivj-ty and

suited SaÈie's shyness and secretiveness; Alan Gill-mor sees him in this

Iight as a paradigmatic avant-gardist in the terms of Renato Poggiolj-'s The

Theory of the Avant-Garde (19681122.

T1e Ogives are four short pieces of similar form like the four rj-bs

that meeÈ to make an ogJ-val (pointeà arch) intersection in Gothic vaulting,

for each piece is in four repetitive sections that alternate in dynamics

and harmonic treatmenÈ. The musical structure can be seen as ogivicr its

repetitive patterning being "rr"ronorl" 
to the rows of righÈ and left ribs of

a vault, with the two hal-ves of each line like right and left-hand

asymmetries, and the different treatments of each of the four lines perhaps

suggesting greater and.Iesser lines of ribbing. !{ithin these units there

are smaller ones , for each "right" and "Ieft" half-line has itself a right

and a left half, so that the four asymmetrical parts of each line echo the

greater asymmetries of the pieces' four-line structure. This macro-

structure is based, first on dynamics, with alternately soft and loud lines'

and on texture, for the first line is monophonic, the second and fourth

identical lines in doubled four-note chords, and the third in non-doubled

simple harmony. Andras Wilheim traces Satiers debt Èo Louis Niedermayer's

harmonizations of Gregorian chant, and discusses its ramifications for

other h¡orks of the Rosicrucian period23, and Patrick Go\^ters has discussed

the pieces in the context of the other Rose*Croix music24.

Alan GiÌlmor sêes echoes of actual mediaeval sounds in the antiphonal

effects and, modal-ity of the set- of pieces2s, and points out their

ambiguities of mod.e and tonal centre, as well as briefly glancing at their

asymmetries of structure. He also suggests that the pieces have
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"chronometric form", thj-s being "musical form as a function of time or

duration, in direct opposit.i-on to traditional dynamism and progressive

linearity't26. Robert orledge gives further reasons for supporting the

rel-evance of chronomeÈric form, but more importantly discusses the ¡¡r-inute

variations that occur between corresponding chords in the second, third and

fourth l-ines, which he feel-s are akin to the Isl-a¡n-ic or Middle-Eastern

theory that an earthly artist, being necessarily imperfect, must

deliberately introduce small flaws in his work in acknowl-edgment of the gap

beÈween earthly and heavenly perfections2T. This is a theory Èhat will be

referred to more than once in this study (especially with regard to

Skryabin), and awaj-ts more research into documents of the period to see how

far it was a general belief amongst Art Nouveau or at l-east Symbolist

creators. In this case, it certainly sit.s with the vaguely Eastern

inclinat.ions of Péladan and hi-s circle.

It is probable that there is no one particular key leading towards a

sj-mple understanding of the set's structure. The whole has no bar-lines,
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which besides being appropriate for its plainsong character2E allows

further patternings of the rhythmic structure to be seen.

some of the possible groupings of phrases and rhythn_ic units are

indicated by the brackets and beat-counts. It will be noticed. that each

chant is divisible into two unequal sections, and that there are some

possible sYmmetries and asymmetries that suggest themsel-ves. There may

al-so be some numerological key to these groupings, although it is outside

the scope of this dissertation to investigate musical- Symbolism as suchi if

found, however, it may al-so have to do with the archiÈectural concept of

ogives as comprising a four-part structure. Satie may have anticipated

some of Debussy and Ravel's later experiments that Roy Howat has discussed.

at length2e.
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CHAPTER 11

FIRST ORDER KEYBOARD ART NOIJVEAU B

!{ORKS !'TTTH TIÎLES ON ART NOI'VEAU THEMES

The greater part of first-order keyboard Art Nouveau simply bears

titles showing that iÈ derives its inspiration from the imagery and themes

of Art Nouveau, (which al-so encompass its inheritance from Sfmbolj-sm'

Decadence, Pre-Raphaelitism and Aestheticism) .

Before the evidence of works bearing these titl-es is examined' an

attempt wil-I be made to summarize the imagery and themes of Art Nouveau so

that the remainiìg works in the fj-rst-order reperÈory may for convenience

be grouped under theme-headings.

Art Nouveau imagery, symbols and themes

As a visual phenomenon Art. Nouveau is primarily concerned with

stylization of line and composition, building on Èhe one hand with the

curved lines of the natural world rather than the artificially decorative

curves of later nineteenth-century art and craft (or, in the later Glasgow

School, stylized into straighÈ lines) and on the other with the flattened

dimensionatity of medj-aeval- art. Its imagery, settj-ngs and themes concern

the dream-fantastic, and in particular explore the mysteries at the edges

of human experience - our perceptions of naturer the worl-d, time, motion,

beauty, evil, death and the unknown.

But Art Nouveau tends to derive its ideas and thus its imagery from

elsewhere. Symbotism and Decadence infuse music, literature and visual

art, but primarily through their ideas and associated imagery rather than

through any styles or stylizations of their own. Since they are concept-

centred, it is possible to identify their Ieading ideas and imagery and see

how these help form some of Art Nouveaurs.

Edward Lucie-Smith, in discussing Richard Dadd's paintings'

emphasizes the allegorical importance to Symbolism of "the exisÈence of

another and very different universe, existing parallel with the everyday

one"l - in oÈher r¡¡ords, of the idealist position that reality lies beyond
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appearances. In this view nature and the observable cosmos are merely

appearances, but the seer's eye may perceive in them signs of Èhe reality

beyond. Important symbolist images like flowers of evil' hroman as

ambivalenE femme fLeur2, Pierrot arn-idst fêtes gaJantes, Pierrot and

moonlight, primal nature, death and spiritualism are largely taken over by

Art Nouveau, but the central Èheme throughout alL symbolism is that of

dream, which becomes an essential focus of Art Nouveau as well. V{hile

Pj-errot is perhaps the single most important personification of symbolist

writers, especially the later French ones' signj-fying melancholy in Èhe

¡n-idst of fete, and love by moonlight that turns Èowards madnessr as a

concept he does not cover all symbolism's domain as does that of dream.

Important themes and images of Decadence are monsters, witches,

eroticism, surfeit, the grotesque, evil, death, and the fantastic visj-ons

of dream, nightmare and the world beyond death. Philippe Julj-an chooses as

the key image of Decadence the Chimera - "mystical, erotic, Iegendary,

macabre"3, (Chimera was also the title of a Polish contemporary

publication4). Vùhile in Greek myth the chimera-monster killed by

Bellopheron had the head of a lion, the body of a goat and the tail of a

serpent, in other myth and fín-de-siècLe art it was of transformabl-e

appearance - half woman and half bird or serpent, like Frantisek Kupka's

The ConqueÍoî Worrn or the candle-sconces on pianos of the periods. As a

synnbol the chimera represents Decadencets vision of the two sides of

woman's nature - beauty and evil: al-l is transformable, so that evil is the

reverse face of beauty's obverse, and needs to be embraced as much as

beauÈy.

Slanbolism and Decadence are ideas-centred rather than style-centred

(for Èhey embrace a variety of sÈyJ-es), and Aestheticism is both ideas-

centred and style-centred: all three therefore influence Art Nouveau to

different extents in both ideas and style. From Pre-Raphaelitism A¡t

Nouveau takes over some of its simplj-city of graphic representation'
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part,icularly of the detail of flora, which it uses as the basis of its

stylized line, but most importantly it takes over its notj-on of woman as

possessing a dual nature, as innocent maiden and seductive siren - slightly

different in emphasis from that of Decadence. tthere in Decadence woman is

often frankly portrayed as witch or monster (sphinx, chimera, bird of

prey), in Pre-Raphaelite pictures and poetry woman is more of an innocent

who is unable to control the enchanting powers of her own beauty6. Other

important images that are adopted into Art Nouveau's spheie are those from

mediaeval Iegend and romance, nature as innocence, and twining hair that

ensnares, while those of nobility, suffering, religion and moral

earnestness are excl-uded.

Àestheticism helps shape Art Nouveau's basÍc phiJ-osophy' for its

principal contribution is it" "*pfr.sis on style as an end in itself,

Ieading to Àrt Nouveau's stylization of line and forms. It has one central

symbol - that of the dandy, with whom many of its notable figures can be

associated - Marcel Proust, Claude Debussy (especially as seen by Theo

Hirsbrunnex7l t Maurice Ravel, Oscar úliIde, Aubrey Beardsley, Robert de

Montesquiou, perhaps even Erik Satie with his many suits, and Pierrot

himselfs. In essence the dandy as the personification of the perfect art-

work - intricate, ingenÍous, finely crafted, subtle' with many layers of

meaning and experience - is taken over by Art Nouveau and seen in its

detail of stylization and paÈterning of l-ine.

Summarizinq Art Nouveau imagerv, svmbols and themes

Art Nouveau images aII have to do with aspects of Nature, where man

is always overshadowed, petty or made ridiculous by the vaguely menacing

Other Realm (Èhe supposed realm of unknown powers and dimensions outside

the ratj"onal and the empirical t,hat nonetheless impinges crucially upon

it). He may be surrounded, dwarfed or enveloped by plants' or be made

ridiculous by his artificial attempts to ignore Nature's mysteries.

These images fall into four categories:
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twining plants and their various parts
iris, rose, convol-vulus and poppyr with vines and

1

2 fauna of myth and elegance (notably maidens and their hair, shlans,
peacocks, cranes, butterflies, fish, crustaceans, cats)

3. the exotic: the fLora, fauna and arts of strange and remote societies
the East, the ancient and the mediaeval.

4. the ¡rrrthica.L-supernatu¡al : nerej-ds, nai-ads, dryads, fairies, gnomes 7

witches, dragons, enchantment, spells, deaÈh and spirits.

The principle in aII this representation is transformation of

appearance, so that to see an Art Nouveau chair or maiden is to see

nature's forms and mysteries. Thus natural or accepted forms are

transformed by exaggeration and stylization of line, so that boÈh the

subject-matter and its treatment are artistically distorted, and what is

seen is fantastic or dream-likeg. Pan, therefore, as the central

personification of animist myth, is also that of Art Nouveau: his form,

spirit and powers are to be glimpsed behind natural forms, and his

sensuality felt in the pulsatíons of repetitive line.

Settings

Corresponding with these images and subjects are exotic and

exaggerated settings rich in symbolism:

dlean, time and memory
dríe Lzael: water - streams, sea, pools, even tears
mediaeval enchantment: castles, forests, spe11s
Iegend: Daphne, Yseult, Mélisande, Guinevere, Sheherezade
the theatre: le Ì¡aute monde and the comedy of manners (Îåe Rape of the

Lock, dandies and fops, coquettes, dancers, masks, clowns, Pierrot and
clair de lune, poseurs, caricatures, grotesques)

sensual. auggestion: sultriness, temptation, seduction
dleaan, fantaay and A¡saáia
youthr'the landgcape and the aeasons
the East: Japan, China, Persia
C1asgical mytholog:y
the dance - movement generally: from slow swan-like progression to sensual

abandon, movement being that of nature everywhere immanent, whose
incessantly curling shapes reflect its sensual rhythms.

AJ.l this richness of J-magery and settings needs to be sinplified for

the purposes of this study into twenty main themes, with the hundred-odd

pieces to be discussed therefore being conveniently grouped according to
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t,heme. These themes can themselves be grouped under six general headings:

Í[ranefomations
Dream
Time
Mas ks

Sf¡¡ßnetries
Resonances
Dance
MysÈical

The Fou¡ elements
.E rre
Vilater
Air
Nature

Escape
Myth
Exotíc
Insel

E¡oe
Love
Woman
Clair de lune

Ex,t¡e¡neg
Pierrot
Grotesque
Evil
Death

ideal, unreal, sÈrange
non-earthly, dream, susPended
performances, false aPPearances

repetitions, mirrors, inversions, versions
pattern, ritual, seasonal & cosrn-ic rhythms
the Symbolist universe of strange order

Symbolist divine force, ecstasY
flowing, deep, mysterious, cradle of Iife
supernatural beings in their element
earth, flora, faunai mysterious poerers

Classical, Medi-aeval, Symbolist, legend
Far East, Middle East, strange, special
Arcadian, dream-refuge, enchanted

erotic, enchantedr ecstatic, Dionysian
beguiling innocent or siren: entrancing
the melancholy Pierrot - love and dreams

the crazy PierroÈ - grotesque to tormented
contrasts, exaggerations, the bizarre
the occult, the decadent, the macabre
morbid transformation Èo spirit-world

Transformation - Èhe connectin principl-e

AJ-l categories are connected by the overriding Art Nouveau concept of

the ambiguous or transformabLe nature of things - that reality and dream

are two sides of the same truth, that the real nature of a maiden's beauty,

of the passing of time and even of death itself may be hidden by their

appearances. This is seen in the intangible and mutable natures of fire'

water, air and, nature (earth), in the transforming processes of time, the

seasons and death, and in the mysterious nature of moods, maidens, Iove,

the exotÍc and night. It is distorted in echoes, the grotesque and in the

decadent.

AII this lransformation of imagery, settings and t,hemes may be summed

up as studies in unreality or dream, using natural forms metamorphosed in a

stylized fashj.on and rhythmically inte¡twined to make a whole based on
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patterns of curving line (or the asymmetrical straighter ones of the

Glasgow School). The key points here are three: the d¡ean-fantagtic and

atylized patterning, in which everything undergoes t¡ansfo:¡nation.

Single pieces and seLs

Listed and discussed in this section are single pieces like

Skryabin's Masgue or collections Iike Szlmanowski's Maski. The individual

pieces of colfections, where they have their own Èitles, are discussed

under the set-headings, but may also be briefly mentioned elsewhere. One

set has been split - Ravel's Miroirs - and its pieces considered under

different headings. One piece only has been considered from Josef Suk's

Zivotem a .snem lthings lived and dreamt] because it is the only one of the

ten pieces for which an Art Nouveau provenance is certain, although some of

the others could ¡. "orr"iaered 
if more were known about them.

The Themes

BRAIISFORIIÍATIONS

DREAM

TIME

En rêve - Nocturne 1885-6
Réverje Op.49/3 1905

Va-l.se oubl-iée t 1881
VaLse oubl-iée 2 L882
VaLse oubl,iée 3 L882
Val.se oubJ-iée 4 1-88510

Po zarostJ-em chodnicku
[on overgrown path]
1901: 1. JVase vecery (Our evenings)

2. -t,jstek odvanuty (Fallen leaf )

3. Pojdte s námi! (Come with us)
4. Erydecká panna Maria (Madonna

of Frydek)
5. Stebeta)y jak Tastovicky (they

chattered like swallows)
6. Nelze domTuvit! (Words fail)
7. Dobrou noc! (Goodnight)
8. ?as.k neskonale áske

Lis zt
Skryabin

Lis zt
Lis zt
Liszt
Liszt

,Ianácek

(Unutterable anguish)
9. V pláci (In tears)

10. Sycek neodLetel.J (The screech-
owl still flies)

1908: 1,2 plus paralipomena 3,4,5 (aII
untitled)
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APPEARANCES
Suite Bergamasque 1890/1905

1. PréLude
2. lutenuet
3. Cf air de l,une
4. Passepíed

Masgues 1904
Masque op.63/1 l-911-

Maski 1916
1. Szecherezada
2. BLazen Tantris
3. Serenada Don Juana

Enigne op.52/2 1906
Mirages op.70 1920

l-. ?ristesse de Pan
2. La tragique chevauchée

STMMETRIES

RESONAT\ICES CLoci:es à t¡avers les feuil.fes
(Images rI/L) 1,907

L'oiseaux trisÈes (Míroirs/2| 1905
La val-Lée des cToches (l{iroirs/S| 1905

DAI{CE Csardas obstiné 1884
Gytmnopédies 7,2,3 ]-888
Gnossiennes 7r2,3 L890

4 (1891), 5 (1889), 6 (l-897)
Danseuses de DeTphes (Prél-udes .r) 191-0

Danse Tanguíde op.5L/4 1906

MYSTICAI, Danses Gothiques (1893)
PréJ-ude de 7a porte héroique du ciel. 1894
Cants mágics 191-9

Skryabin - The Iate sonatas as mystical works:
Sonata 6 L9\L-I2
Sonata 7 (Messe bfanc\ 191-1

Sonata I L9L2-L3
' Sonata 9 (Messe noir) 19L3

Sonata l-0 l9L2-L3

Debussy

Debussy
Skryabin
Szymanowski

Skryabin
Schmitt

Debussy
RaveI
Ravel

Lis zt
Satie
Satie
Satie
Debussy
Skryabin

Satie
Satie
Mompou

Skryabin
Skryabin

RaveI
Debussy

Griffes
Berners

Skryabin
Debussy
Bridge

FOUR EI.EMENTS

FIRE Ve¡s La fJ-amme Op.72 L9L4
Fl.ammes som.bres op.73/2 L9L4

!{ATER Une barque sur I'Océan (Míroírs/3| 1905
Poissons d'or (Images fI/3) L907
Tåe Fountains of the Acqua PaoLa

(Roman Sketches/3| L915-16
Le poisson d'or 1919

AIR Poème aité Op.5L/3 (1906)
-La danse de Puck (PréLudes I/L7)
The Dew Eairy ( Tàe lfour-Gl,ass/31

191_ 0

L920

PoJ.ka for the swan and the peacock
(Zivotem a snem/2)

[things lived c dreamt] 1909

NATURE

Suk
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Paysages et Marines/7-72 1915
7 Soir d'angoisses
8 -ta chanson des pommiers en fl-eurs
9 Paysage d'octobre
10 Càant de pécheurs
11 Dans Je grand champs
12 Poème VirgiJien

The White Peacock (Roman Sketches/7) 1915-16

2]-9

TEE DISTA¡flT DREÀM

MYTH

EXOTIC

INSEL

tRos

LO\Æ

L'isl-e joyeux L904
The IsLand SpeJ.-L (Decorations/7)
The Princes.e's Rose-Garden 19L5

Six épigrapires antiques, I9I4
1. Pour invoquer Pan, dieu du vent
2. Pour un tombeau sa¡s nom
3. Pour que La nuit soit propice
4. Pour J-a danse aux crotal-es
5 . Pour J-'Égyptienne
6. Pour remercier 7a pTuie au matin

Pagodes (Estampes/1-) l-903
Al-borada del gracioso (Miroirs/4) L905

1910 Debussy
Debussy
Bax

Debussy

Debussy

Koechlin

Griffes

Debussy

Debussy
Ravel

Debus sy
freland
Bax

Skryabin
Skryabin
Skryabin
Skryabin
Sorabj i

Ravel
Skryabin

Lis zt
Liszt
Liszt
Liszt
Liszt
Lis zt
Skryabin

19 15

Danse Tanguide Op. 5I/4
Poème langruide Op. 52/3
Désir op.57 /L
Caresse dansée Op,57/2
Le jardin parfumé 1923

r_906
1906
19 07
19 07

WOMAN

CI,AIR DE IUNE
Clair de Lune (Suite bergamasque,/3) 1890-1905
La terrasse des audiences du cLair de Lune

(PréJ-udes Ir/7) , I9I2-13

EXTREMES

PIERROT Trois mouvements de pétrouchka 1921 Stravinsky

GROTESQUE Sérénade grotesque 1893
Étrangeté op.63/2 1911

Méphisto vaJ.se 2 1880-8L
Méphisto val.se 3 1883
Méphisto va.l,se 4 1885
Méphisto Pol-ka 1883
Csárdás macabre 1881-82
Unstern/ l-880
Poème satanique Op.36 1903

La fiTLe aux cheveux de Li¡ (PréJ.udes I/8)
Ondine (PréJudes II/8) 79L2-1,3
The Maiden with the Daffodif l-9L5

EVIT
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DEATH Nuages gris 1881-
Die Trauer-Gondel L,2 1,882
Richard Wagner - Venezia L883
Canope (Préludes II/L0) L9L2-I3
GuirLandes Op.7/L L9L4

Liszt
Liszt
Lis zt
Debussy
Skryabin

L

2
3

End-notes

Lucie-SmiÈh,8.: op. cit., 36.
,fean Cassou I s Èerm: op. cit. , 4"1 .

,fulianrP.: op. cit.: terms from the Contents-page; also t,he discussion on
pp 16-23.

4 Masini,L-V.: op. cit., 4o2.
5 Fo. instance those by Richard Lipp & Sohn of Stuttgart on their Princess

and large (Queen) uprights.
6 For a fuller picture of the various woman-images and symbols in Pre-

Raphaelite painting see Marsh,J,: op. cit.
7 Hirsbrunner,T.: Debussy und seine Zeit, 45.
I Id"^, loc. cit.
9 Masini,L-V.: op. cit., 38-9; Hofstätter,H.: op. cit., 9-11.
10 thí" date is given in Searle,H.: op. cit., 166, but questioned in IVe¡v

Grove 7, 6L.

I
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Í
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CHAPTER 1-2

TRANSFORMATIONS

The fantastic realm that Art Nouveau pictures and literature evoke is

that of the fairy-tale and the flat canvas, outside normal time and three-

dimensional reality, where the powers and spirits normally hidden as

symbols in nature can be perceived. In this timeless realm even movement

is different, for there is no progression, only gesture and repetition' and

figures may be hidden under masks or appear as symbols.

DREAM En rêve - Nocturne 1885-6 Liszt
Rêverie op.49/3, L905 SkrYabin

Concept

Dreams are of the very essence of ArÈ Nouveau, where they are

perceptions of the other Realm, s.o providing visions, fantasies and

sensations beyond normal experience. There is a two-fol-d j-nterest - the

material of the dream, and its effect on the dreamer. Symbotism tends to

concentrate on the first, Decadence on the second. The composer of Art

Nouveau music must create both through strangeness of harmony and sequence.

Art Nouveau creates moods that are extreme amd strange, ranging over

the fantastic, the vivid and the macabre. These are of a different' world

from ordinary moods or dreams, and quite different from the vague

dreaminess of character-Pieces.

Lisztz En rêve nocturne

This work from Liszt's last years (1-885-86) has three elements of

strangeness. First there is its modal feeling, for the whole piece is

based on an Ft pedalpoint but bears the key-signature of B, so that it is

technically Mixolydian, yet feels as if it is really based around the

dominant that always looks towards, but never moves towards, resolution on

the tonic B. (ff it did, then its melodic simplicity would justify Èhe

description of bel canto that Norbert Nagler gj-ves it1. ilames Baker

remarks Èhat its "tonality is severely attenuated by the pedal" so thaÈ its

"traditional tonic bass" is no more than hypothetically imPlicit2.)

I
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Secondly there is the comparatively long sequence in which 7uo chords

are maintained in a Ieft-hand ostinato that is repeated without resoli¡tion

(g-I4), and then the Iong chain of near-identical- progressions descending

to the pedal Ft ß5-42), producing Èhe feel-ing of descent through spaeÈ

withouÈ boundaries to a point that is nowhere, for the pedal's pitch, a,'-r

noted above, seems itsel-f incomplete as a resting-pl-ace.

Thirdly, whil-e a cadence is hinted at towards the end of each half'

the first ends inconclusivel-y with eight bars of quasi-recitative and the

second with an ambiguity of chordal progression, stil-l- on the Ft, thaÈ

after drifting in irregular, slow time through different chords and

inversions comes Èo rest on an indefinite 6n chord, again J-eaving the

impression of something unfinished - of a dream state where time is

suspended:

Example 35:
¡'t lo f¿+O

, âq)
qÂ

l!ù û ç,À ! o çÀû flÀo

Liszt: En rêve - nocturne' 39-47

This final chord, is actual-J-y the second inversion of a sa chord on B, tl¡e

tonality towards which the ear accustomed to diatonics has been wanting the

piece to resolve since the beginning; at the end, therefore, the piece is

no Iess tonalJ-y ambiguous than anywhere el-se. (,Iim Samson writes of Lisetrs

',avoi-dance of a conventional cadential structure" in the late works"3 aild

peter Rumenhöller discusses va¡ieties of verfremdete Kadenza buÈ perhaps it

night be more accurate to describe Èhis as experimentation in cadence,

tlpical of Art Nouveau's desire to explore the effects of new techniques).

Thus there is a strangeness of feeling maintained throughout al.tltough

the harmonic materials are in themselves of little novelÈy: it is thei,.r

context - Èhe unbroken pedal - t,hat makes them strange by providing an

ambiguous dimensíonality. After two pages of analysis .fames Baker srÅrns uP
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the work's fundamental ambiguity as "the relegation of eLements of

fundamental st,ructure to the staLus of implicitness" (and in parÈicular its

tonalitys: the only reason Liszt can have had for this was consciously to

suggest ambiguity.

The piece has a discontinuity between its sections and sub-sections:

it begins on the second beat of a common-time bar wiÈh minim-crotchet-

minim, so that the pulse is not grasped at once (and it is loosened in the

quasi-recitaÈive and the ending). There is a tail-ing-off of mel.ody-and-

accompaniment after bar 12 into quasi-recitative that sl-ows to a long

breve6. The whole piece virtually begins again from that point, as if the

whole sequence were being replayed in the dream in a slightly variant form,

but still incomplete.

Still further strangene"" r" seen in En réve's ending in a series of

tritls and unresolved chords, an ending that shows incompleteness from a

conventional structural point of view. The whole question of I.iszt's open

endings in his late works has received attention from several scholars,

with Leonard Ott's general commenÈs on Liszt's use of differenÈ chord-

posiÈions in final cadencesT being of interest here8. l,iszt's approach to

the ending is by way of three ascending inverted pedals held by trills on

B, 4, D that echo the two descendj-ng semitonal groups of Èhree notes

ending the first half of the piece. Those note-groups are solo, but the

i-nverted pedals are harmonized, or rather, the implied pedals under them

are:

The hands move through separate tonal centres, and gradually come together,

but via a succession of unresol-ved chords under the inverted pedals. lrlhen

the pedals finish (at the vertical line) the hands are combj-ned in a

Analysis 9:

RH

LH

inverted pedals-------- 3

B q# D 3E#n. F#8
G#6: 6, E* 1#Sn t#6v, D 2# A# 4b

9 6 6
3 3 a

6
4

p# 6b 6334

Liszt: En rêve, 35-47
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diminished chord which then transforms as the left hand drops towards F-t.

the hands are actually together in the penultimate chord, but on an

unsatisfying 6¡ harmony over Ft, and then move, stil-l together to the 6a.

This is of course the second inversion of the major triad on p, which

foundation it ambiguously implies, but it is not actually heard. Thus the

actual- F# left-hand bass seems like a Èonic in the way that hand has

gradually fallen towards it, but its harmonies suggest that it is only the

do¡n-inant of B, as mentioned earlier. Furthermore, the ascending three

notes of the pedals are ambiguously related, since they can be seen, like

the rest of the piece, from the dual vi-ewpoints of B or Ft.

The indefiniteness of the ending more than any other factor gives the

pigce real strangeness of mood that parallels the Art Nouveau concept of

endl-ess dream. It is "., .rrai.rg that does noÈ end, but is suspended in

space, like the rest of the music. Peter RumenhöIler uses the expression

"cadence alienation"9: the full- close is approached indirectly and somewhat

tortuousl-y and then averted, so that there is no firm tonal horizon.

Skryabin.' Réverie op. 49/3

This short piece of 1905 does not appear to be based on symmetrical pitch-

sets like Skryabinrs later music, but it is nonetheless quite strange in

sound, being based on chords of the ninth that are transformed rather than

res ol-ved:

Example 36
Qon liÌszzt- i.t. J."".

C vâ
Skryabln: Rêverle op.49/3, ]--4

P
a,¿ J1

The 9ro chord,s on the first beats of 1-3 "resolve" into dominant sevenths

on the second beats, the second of these getting as far as its tonic DÞ at

the beginning of bar 3, but only as another ninth that goes through a third

resolutory process, and falling to the original tonic C at bar 4 (bar:1 C
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IV-v, 2 DÞ II-v-f, 3-4 c V-I). This method of transformational resolution

immediately makes the second beat of bars 1 and 2 the beginning of a new

potentially resolutory sequence raÈher than a step along the one begun with

the discord of the previous beat. The likeness to dream is apt - endings

become beginnings, and a short process of quasi- modulation sees the tonal

centre where it begins: apparent linear progression turns out to be stasis.

Skryabin's method of eventual-ly resolving these sequences via bVl-

bII-v-I (bars 3-4, 7-8, L5-16, 23-24) rests on two movements of

dominant tonic at the interval of a tritone; this is reinforced by the

tritones in the French sixths of the two brief n-iddl-e sequences (bars 9-10

and 11-12). There is Èhus an opposition of diatonic and tritonic tonality

throughout the piece that is further dream-like ambiguity.

The Skryabin Réverie also appears at first to have begun like a

conventionally-structured piece based on four-bar units, until a closer

Iook reveals that the piece consists of exact repetitions of only two

sequences, the second a variant of the first, whose melodic line and

harmonic exploration is restless and continuous:

The sequences B are those based on French sixths and bear a wholetone

relatj-on to each other and the piece's tonic C, thus contrasting with the

orthodox domj-nant of the second sequence. Although the piece emphasizes

normal tonic-do¡n-inant relationships the B sequences at dissonant intervals

interrupt normal progression. Although each sequence seems to flow

harmonically towards its cadence it is only doing so through a series of

similar chords (9t e _ 9zu in the A sequences and 9., - t, u in the B

sequences), so that there are many similar steps that are like those of Èhe

descending sequence of bars 29-34 of the Liszt piece. The cadences in bars

ìi

Analysis 10:

bars
sequence
pitch

t-4
A
I

5 -8
A
V

9-L2
B+B

¡vt-bv

L3-1 6

A
I

t'7 -20
B+B

bvr-bv

2r-24
A
T

Skryabin: Rêverie op.49/3
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41 8 and 16 are like half-closes because the melody does not come to rest

on the tonic and the inner parts are moving towards the next modulation.

Even when the final close comes there is still the effect of an unanswered

question despite the mel-ody's winding towards the tonj-c in the last two

bars. On this wider harmonic horizon there is also little linear progress

- just a d.ream-Iike replaying of sequence in suspended time.

Summary

Both pieces therefore have characters that suggest the strangeness

and remote non-dimensionaliÈy of a dream worId, rather than the more

everyday state of day-dreaming as in character-pieces. Both are strongly

patterned wiÈh repetitive sequences of the same materials, repetition thaÈ

goes beyond a conventional- aesthetic to that of Art Nouveauts asYmmetry -

Èaking effects to an extreme for affective purposes '

TIME Vafse oubliée 1, 1881 l,iszt
VaJ.se oubJ-iée 2, L882 Liszt
VaLse oubLiée 3, 1'882 liszt
Vafse oubliée 4, 188510 Liszt
Po zarostLem chodnicku

[On overgrown PaÈh] ,lanácek
Cycle I: 1. lvase vecery (Our evenings)

2. Listek odvanutY (Fallen leaf)
3. Pojdt.e s námiI (Come with us)
4. Erydecká Panna Maria (Madonna

of Frydek)
5. Stebetaly jak TastovickY (theY

chattered like swallows)
6. Nefze donJ.uvit! (I¡lords fail)
7. Dobrou noc! (Goodnight)
8. Task neskonaJ-e áske

(UnutterabJ-e anguish)
9. V pláci (In tears)

10. Sycek neodle.telJ (The sqreech-
owl still flies)

Cycle 2: 1r2 plus paralipomena 3r4r5 ( all
untitÌed) 11

Concept

Time in Art Nouveau is Èhat of dream, being suspended while memory

recalls and repeats sequences. Art Nouveau settings in Insef, Arcadia,

Classical, mediaeval, exotic fands, dream landscapes or the fairytale "once

upon a time" are essentially timeless. Youth does not think of time' and
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in dance the movements are circular and endless like dream, or the cycling

of the seasons.

!{hile the simple concept of memories is a common one in every period

of music, that for Art Nouveau is more complex, going beyond the

perceptions of time as a linear process (Bergson's time du¡ée) towards an

appreciation of time espace, where time's motion seems frozen and its

extent limitless. Time is thus transformed, as is seen in Al-ain-Fournierts

Le grande Meaui.nes (where Meaulnesr time at the Domain seems outside normal

time, an experience that for him later seems to have been timeless, and

which he seeks to repeat) and particularly in the opening pages of Marcel

Proust's Du côté de chez Swann where Proust describes the child's

experience of timers being suspended as he passes in and out of sleep. The

impressionist account of time is Èo emphasize the opposite - Èhat of

capturing the ephemera of linear time by painting rapidly and recording its

progress, as with Monet's haystacks and water-lj-lies, which is more easily

suggested by the popular characteristic-piece titl-e Souvenir, a title never

found in Art Nouveau. Art Nouveau captures not the memory so much as the

remembering, for it is the suspension of time while a former experience is

repeatedly relived that is emphasized.

Liszt: I/aLses oubl-iées l--4

The title VaLse ouöLiée is ambiguous,

recalled memories either of music or dance

since it can suggest half-

itself. For Liszt there appear

to have been memories of earlier compositions and possibly the

circumstances that gave rise to them. This seems as ambiguous as Art

Nouveau time itself, and the term ou.bliée occurs elsewhere in the general

Art Nouveau repertory.

Roma¡ce of

For instance, Lisztrs Romance ou.bLiée of 1880

echoes his 1848, that itsel-f echoes his song On pourquoi donc of

Debussyrs À¡ietÈes ou.bLiées of 1903 that, are a

1888 Verlaine-setting Àriettes, paysages belges et

L844. Íhere are also

republication of the

aqtareJ.J.es.
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In Èhe Va-l,ses oubLiées here are echoes from some of the earlier

waltzes. For j-nstance, No.2: Èhe motif beginning at bar 1-01- is very close

to that of TaLse méTancolique (1839 version) beginning at bar l-7; this is

also the (modified) rhythm of the opening (bar 5ff) of Grande val-se di

bravoura (1835-6 version) and of bars 152ff, and the rising motif of the

Val.se méTancoJ-igue bar 71ff is basically that of No.2rs bar 10Lff; No.3:

bars 49ff resemble those of Val.se mélancoJique (1851 version) p.3 bar 2,

and bars l25ff resemble p.4 (aII). There is some limited discussion of

this by Leslie Howard, Humphrey Searl-e and others

The Vafses oubliées of 1881, 1-882, 1882 and L885 feature the four

peculiarities that seem to relate directly to the experience of tj.me and

remembering that Proust expounds - their building from fragments of motif

to fufler statements, tt" "*"ggerated repetition associated with this,

their incessant moÈion, and their indefinite beginnings and endings.

Overriding all this is the crucial use of resonance and pedal-point, Èhe

devices together suggesting the suspension of tjme durée and of the normal

boundaries of consciousness while experience is relived.

Each walÈz is constructed around fragments of moÈif that grow into

the main figures; this process takes the pÌace of normal development.

Waltz III, for instance, begins with three notes, the third, fourth and

fifth of the minor scale (forming the intervaLs 2-2, counting in semitones)

upon the pÞ basis of the opening key-signature. These transform into the

same three elements of the major scale (I-2), and later into 2-1. They

grow into M, (below) , and are heard against a variety of transfornr-ing

textures against which they themselves undergo transformatj-ons. During

this process there are unprepared shifts of tonal base and key signature.

Development is replaced by resonances, with each resonance tikely to be

slightly different from its original.

the dual motifs from which each waltz is const¡ucted can be seen as

fo11ows12:
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Lisztrs method is to repeat rather than develop the motifs, either at

new pitches or over a different texture that transforms them. As an

example of the first method, the M, motif of the third waltz can be seen in

three positions, vlith some sl-ight variation in Èhe third. As to the second

met,hod, the fourth waltz'" M2 is announced fortjssimo but heard laÈer piano

with a more fl-uid accompanimental texture, when it is more melancholy.

This contrasting of manner is found for aLl the M, motifs and transforms

them completely, that of the first waltz being especially poignant over an

extended broken chord with the seventh, and gradually transforrning in

semitonal steps above the e-ü. pedalpoint untiL the broken chord has formed

iÈself inÈo an unresol-ved llzu:

--æ
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î¡-+--r-
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' The waltzes graduall,y build towards the two main climaxes !,there their

second motifs are stated fully, but then die away as indefinitely as they

begin, ending in the unresolved chordal progressions characteristic of

Liszt's last works. The first ends with an echo of Ml in single notes' the

Iast of which is on the dominant, not the tonic. The second actually ends

with a 5, chord, but at the top of Èhe keyboard, and since no bass' nor any

note below middle C, has been heard for over a page' it still sounds

unfinished. The third ends with the three-noÈe rising diatonic fragment

wíth which it began (although a minor third lower), and the fourth wiÈh

rippled chords high in the compass (not unlike those of the second) that

undergo transformations until they finish with the right hand 129, over the

Ieft hand s2, something like the endinf of the second, but unresolved.

But it is Lisztts use of repetitive, non-linear structure over

pedalpoints that confirms these wa.l-tzes as dream sequences in a timeless

rea1m. There is so much use of pedal-points, real and implied, that the

pieces Right almost be said to be built entirely around them. For

instance, every bar of the first walt,z occurs over pedals:
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The dashed lines with barred sections above and below shoü¡ the essentially

repetitive nature of the structure. The overall form is ÀA' (wiÈh the

second l-ine of the analysis being A'), but the remarkabl-e feature of aII

the pedalpoints is that none is a tonic pedal except the penultimate one.

The waltz begins, after the brief 1-15 falling chord-sequences over the G

dominant sevenÈh, in CÉ, and ends. there in the coda, which is a single line

echoing the M, melody and winding around the do¡n-inant pedal . Al-1 the non-

tonic pedals mean that the harmony never resolves, for not even over the

single tonic pedal of the penultimate section is there anything like a sa

chord. The music revolves without resolution around a series of points in

the musical continuum that have no linear connection, so that there is no

progression through time. The ending is unresolved, leaving time open, as

it were, and the last note is the do¡uinant. The echoes of Ma in the coda

are ¡n-irrored between the hands, and since it follows the hauntingly

poignant amoroso sequence of bars 161--193 (another very soft modern-piano

effect where despite the complexity of their movement the hands must remain

very smooth and quiet). Even the sj-lence after the coda dies away seems

full of echoes, as in dreams.

The repeÈitive nature of the structure of the other waltzes is

similar, as can be seen in the third waltz, even though the analysis cannot

show the how micro-structure of each section ís composed from repetitions

at several levels:
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In this waLtz there is mirroring of the first four units of structure, with

a bridge of. L67-84 leading to the repetitions. The chorale-like M, section

is like the amoroso section of the first waltz in its series of

transformations over a pedalpoint, but the coda ends with a series of

rippled chords that ascends to a more definite ending that is theoretically

a resolution to Èhe only 5, cadence of the set. This ending sounds

incomplete, however, not only because it ascends to the extreme treble, no

bass havj-ng been heard for over a page, but also because it consists of

five chords that merely ascend through inversions of the major triad rather

than approach it from the dominant or other scale-deglee'

The nature of the transformations thaÈ take place over pedalpoints

can be iLlustrated by examples taken from the penultimate sectj-ons of the

first three wal-tzes.

In the first walEz there is a series of chords articulaÈed as

accompanimental arpeggios that transform in step with the melody. The

first pair is echoed in the second pair, and then slight modifications, one

note at a time, evolve ínto the final chord that echoes up and down the

keyboard, without resolution. In the second waltz the enharmonic change

helps signify the changing of dimension that is occurring as chord
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dissolves into chord. In the third, the melody and inverted pedal change

from major to ¡tinor (mirroring the change at the beginning of the work)

while the bass fall-s through the three noÈes of one version of the firsÈ

motif-fragment.

Such analyses illustrate only the harmonic nature of transformationsi

those of texture are even more varied, subtLe and gradual, and need a

chapter to themselves. The impression is gained that Liszt is exploring

the permutatj-onal possibitities of his fragments, and on this Ievel the

waltzes are interesting as studies in compositj-on. But in the light of

their seÈ-title they are the memory's replaying of half-recalled echoest

trying them in d.ifferent forms in the atÈempt to find the real moment in

past time that they point towards. But, in time espace aLl versions of time

past are equal, and equally shadowy.

The method of all four waltzes may be summed up thus:

1. are in nearJ-y mirrored sequences built from repetitions

2. are virtualty entirely over pedalpoints

3. continually transform harmonically over these pedals

4. shift rather than modulate into unrelated keys

5. have no cadences or resolution at aII (except end of II)

6. are built from fragments of motif into full statements

- their only t'develoPment".

At Liszt's age memories circle and repeat in a Proustian manner.

That he associates the waltz with memories of love is seen in the quieter

echoings of the penultimate sectj-ons - amo.roso, con íntimo sentjmento2 un

poco espressivol3. At the distance of so many years the memories mix in a

timeless plane of resonances, repeating and replaying with increasing

poignancy, even though they may be indistinct. At the end they die away,

but are still echoing and circling as they do so'

To sum up: in a dream or Proustian recalling of the Past' evenf¡t may

be relíved and varied repeatedly until a whole picture is recalled or
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refashioned, or one may dwell on a particular fragment of this memory to

savour again and again its poignancy' During this process normal

consciousness j-s suspended as one is lost in daydreanr'ing and a former time-

sequence is endlessly regained and savoured. The pedalpoints suggest

consciousness suspended in a state of dream, while the repetitions suggest

the replaying of time-sequences for the reliving of real or imagined

experience.

Janácek: Po zarostl-em chodnicku Íon an Overqrown Pa tål

In Moravian folk-traditj-on an ovelgrown path is Èhe recalling of sad

memories, with the path becoming more overgrown as Èhe years pass and the

recalling beocmes more difficultla. For ,Ianácek to remember the daughÈer

he loved is to recall feelings and in so doing to seek to repeat time' ltlhen

the memory flashes upon something half-forgotten or previously forgotten'

normal time j-s eclipsed while the moment is relived and then perhaps

repeated again and again. The experience is that described by Marcel

proust in the contemporary .å la recherche du temps perdu, at the end of the

overture, where suddenly, recalled by the taste and smel1 of the madeleine

soaked in lime-flower tea, he remembers and feels former happiness,

repeatedly living again the pleasures of that lost time . For him the

memories were sv¡eeÈr but for ,fanácek sad: he several times explained thaÈ

the po zarostLem chodnicku pieces were painful recallings of half-Iost

memories of his only d,aughter and her death. Nonetheless, these are not

retellings of events but the reliving of feelingsls'

The first set of ,Ianácek pieces Po zazostJ-em chodnícku I (L901) have

titles linked with memories, at least some of which are associated with the

childhood and, early death of.fanácek's daughter OJ-ga16; the second set

justifiably bears the same general title because the first two pieces were

composed together with the first set and the last three in 1908 as an

intended second cycle, but none of the second set has an individual title'

The common set-title makes it clear that all are based on the recalling of
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memories. The fact that aII the titles were given after composition may

upset those who see them as progralrune-pieces ('Jaroslav Seda, Hans

Hol-lander, .Taroslav Vogel) but is of no consequence oÈherwise. Their

function is to draw attention to some imagery like chat,tering voices, owl-

shrieks and chanting that has peculiar associatj-ons for ,fanácek. This

J-magery is more l-ike the world of Edgar .Allan Poe, Aloysius Bertrand or

Albert Gj,raud rather than that of impressionist or folk-nature imagery. It

indicates Èhe bent of,fanácekrs imaginaÈion anCl inner world, which is

consonant with thaÈ of Art Nouveau, as can be seen in other works like Îåe

MakropouTos Affair, Elom the House of the Dead and the two Broucka

fantasies. Seen in this light the imagery of these pieces' titles is that

of memory coloured by time and the imagination of an Art Nouveau

sensibility. .fanácek sho$rs frimseff almost a Piertot tourmenté in the

starkness of many sequences and the abruptness of hls transitions.

The grief over his daughter's death !.Jas so intense that it lent

especial feeling to the recalling and rel-iving of happy as well as sad

moments, and the music indicates simiLar processes of memory and

consciousness to those in Lisztts pieces, although the Janácek works are

not identical in method. Like Josef Suk's contemporaneous symphony ÀsraeJ.

(1904-06), these works contain an eschatological eLement - the reviewing of

former experiences in the terms of the death that was to follow' which is

t,ypically Art Nouveau in iÈs treating of Ëime espace rather than time

durée.

This aspect of Janácek has hardly received much attentj-on in the

critical l-iterature to date, at least with respect to his piano

compositions, although his setting of The Makropoul.os Affair enbraces a

similar view of memories and death. On the one hand there have been

studies of folk-elements (Josef Cernik' Zdenek Misurek, Ljudija

Majlingova)r7 and impressj-onism (Hans HoLlander, Milos Stédron, Jan

Racek) 18, both of which are naturally linked to realism and see .ranácek as
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basically a real-ist composer (Ljudrn-iIa Poljakova, Hans Hollanderle). This

is a viewpoint that is now beginning to be questioned2o'

A second approach has been the identification of Sprachmelodie (Peter

Gulke, Bohumúr Stédron21) and of laughing and crying-imagery (Otakar

Novácek22), which shows ,fanácek as creating a music of what Lèvi-Strauss

was later to term deep (basic, natural-) structures, fashioned into

something like .åffekte. But these Affekte are natural, not artificial.

A third view sees him as so unique that he cannoÈ be categorized at

all, nor linked with contemporary movements or theory - perhaps not even

fully to his own (Jaroslav Jiránek, Rudolf Pecman, ,Jakob Kraus23). Against

the background of these somewhat opposed viewpoints there have been some

alternative analyses that have drawn attention to specific features of his

music - the use of the circl-e of fifths in setÈing up and resoJ-ving key-

polarities and key-relational- polarities (Nors ,Josephson24¡, morphological

rel-ationships of motifs (Zdenek sádecky2s), folk-modal el-ements26, literary

influences (Theodora Strákova, Artur Závodsky27). It is clear from these

alternative approaches that ,Ianácek is a composer with many strands of

complexity, and. the following discussion of the two cycles of On an

Overgrown Patl¡ will attempt to elucidate his use of Art Nouveau methodology

that firstly shows a Proustian-type treatment of time similar to Liszt's,

and secondly throws a different perspective on the context of the titlest

imagery of overgrown path, fallen leaf, good night, tears and owl-

screeches.

Each of the fifteen pieces is based on the opposition of a pair of

motifs. These motifs axe treaÈed in separate, unconnected sequences. It

is possible that the second motif in each piece has to do with death, and

this will be discussed 1ater, The dual motifs are mostly fragmentary and

relatively undeveloped (the exception is the second motif of'L/4 - the

chanting-motif) i where development does occur iÈ is usually simple

repetition over changing harmonies (for example, I/5 bars 39-57). Thus the
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pieces constantly repeat fragmentary sequences rather than develop themr as

if memories from time durée linger in tjme espace.

Michael Beckerman sees Janácekts repetition as part of an aLo¡n-istic

building of structure according to the principtes of ,fohann Friedrich

Herbart's phiIosophy28, with concepts of layering29 and overlapping3o

strands of motj-ons and rhythms that form a "mosaic"31: the inference of Art

Nouveau method is obvious, although noÈ made because not looked for by

Beckerman. (It also seems to align somewhat with the approach of Peter

Gulke.) Herbartts system of aesthetics, being based on an atomism of

sensations, was essentially positivisÈic, so that ,Ianácekts standpoint,

based on Herbart, the Herbartian Josef Durdík and l-at,er, glil-helm ltlundt, j-s

treated as that of realism, which accords with his researches into folk-

music. It is furthered by tfre Zofa-l-ike corollary of "commitment": i! is

the artist's duty to participate in the J-mprovement of society32 - a

doctrine far removed from Aestheticismts stand on the amorality of artt

derived from its sole artistic imperative - to produce perfect works of

art. But Beckerman shows that Janácek was never saÈisfied with mere

positivism - his term "sheen of beauty" and his discovery of Vtilhelm

lrlundt's psychology led him eventually to "reject the sterile hoax of [mere]

aesthetics". V{hile he was then abl-e to retain Herbartian method, grafting

it to Wundtrs, as a sysÈem its function was simply to explain afterwards

what he first created: "I know that one does not compose by the science of

aesthetics. I view composition as a psychological process"33.

It would be misleading, therefore, to judge ,fanácek as simply a

realist on the basis of his interest in formalism and positivistíc

explanation, because there are more sides to his inspiration. Firstly,

while a work like the sonata 7.70.L905, for instance, appears to be a

classic illustration of realist composition, being composed in memory of a

particular tragic event, its music does not appear to be differently

conceived or st¡uctured from that of the piano cycles, which, as is argued
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in this study, seem to foll-ow Lisztrs repetiÈion of memory in Bergsonian

time espace. Secondly, the mosaic and layering practice of Janácek are

essentially those of Art Nouveau; he felt this to be a truly natural

method,

Other studies of Janácek's structural method mention repetition, but

not as a central principle: Nors ,fosephson notes his individuality in this

as in other mattersi Jarosl-av Jiranek correctly descrj-bes his form as

"plastic" but attributes this to .Tanácekts desire Èo blend folk-modal,

suite and vocal-melodic el-ements of his invention into a keyboard style;

and ChrisÈopher Salocks mentions the concepts of"germ cell-" and "montage"

of analysts Iike Dietmar Ströbel and Milos Stédron34. A1I this commentary

points towards, but does not specify, Art Nouveau method'

Coupled with moti.ri. ..p"tition is the pronounced use of repetition

of sequence and its associated figuration in all the pieces, particularly

in .the mid or alternate-sections that are based on the second motifs. For

instance, T/I (the first piece in the first series) ' has unbroken

repetition of the accompanimental- figure in bar 48 from bars 54-69 and 95-

125, besides the ten repetitions of the first sequence (bars L-11) that

occur throughout the piece; the repeÈitions are only prevented from

becoming timiting in effect by the alternations of sequence. thus as in

other pieces, these fifteen show exaggerated repetiÈion rather than

development, furthering the suggestion of the repeated replaying of

episodes in time

Like the l/aLses oubliées, the incessant motion of these pieces is

within their sequences, and since the sequences tend to be short, the

effect is of motion always interrupted and resumed. the second set tends

to end its sequences j-ndefinitely Gf/L bar 28, 2 bars 39, 47-8, 15-6, 3

bars 3L, 68) and even uses pauses. But motion is firmly set either by the

peculiar rhythms of the motifs or their accompanying figures' so that when

it is inÈerrupted and resumed the interruption j-s noticed as a hiatus.
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ÀIthough the Valses oubl-iées have indefinite beginnings and endings,

there are no indefiníte beginnings in Janácek's fifteen pieces, and only

some have a nildly indefinite ending (I/L,9,L0, IIl5). In most pieces

there is a petering-out of the musical- movement as the end is approached

that seems to indicate an indefinite ending, but Èhen a small cadence is

attached or the bass fal-ls to the tonic. But if the beginnj-ngs and endings

are relatively definite, the musical flow between is not, for there are

indefinite endings to many sequences and a l-ack of developmenÈal flow

either within or between them. The music seems static and repetitive'

suggesting Èhat ,Ianácek is recalling feelings at least as much as episodes.

If the sequences flowed into one another, then, in the absence of

indefiniÈe beginnings and endings, linear time might be suggested, but the

broken sequences tend to indicate broken time.

The fifteen pieces are not like the VaLses in beì-ng almost entirely

constructed around pedal-points as such, but they mix pedals and related

devices to produce a harmonic foundatj-on that is almosÈ as lirr-ited; this is

of course partly owing to their being to some extent folk-based3s, with

modal elements being identified by such studies as those of Zofia HeLman36.

The bass of each sequence makes only occasional movements from its initial

position, as for instance in the first sequence of I/L (bars 1-25) where

only seven bars move from the tonic C. Thus there are extended periods

where the bass is frozen (1/2 bars L-8, 22-28t T/4 - all the second-motif

sectionsì T./L0 - all the first-motif sections, II/4 bars 94-99' L00-105'

106-L2O{-135 implied}, 136-L54). Vfhen the bass does move it tends in most

pieces to be very linited: in I/3 most of the piece is over tonic, mediant

and dominant, and there is a drone-like effect Ln T/4 and I/7 that suggests

the instruments that are associated with the folk-like tunes used. The

drones as pedalpoints give much folk music the linited character that is

part of it,s charm, and in a deeper sense suggest the limited dimensionality

of the re-experiencing of Proustrs temps perdu (whj-ch, once "Iost", exists
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only in Bergson's time espace).

There is one feature of most of the pieces that resembles Lisztts En

rêve - the truncated second part of many sequences. En ¡êve's bars 1-9 and

2L-28 comprise the same two four-bar units that make up the first, half of a

sixteen-bar sequence, but the second two four-bar units are not completed,

as if the dream-sequence has no definite ending. This structural

peculiarity is seen cl-early illustrated in Janácek's 1/2: bars 1-4 are

followed by 5-7 instead of a four-bar balance to the first barsi bars 10-13

are fol-lowed by only two bars (l-4-15), and when bars 10-13 are repeated in

L8-2L there is no balancing part folJ-owing, but only the figure of bar 22

repeated over a 6Þ pedal for seven bars, breaking into a trill, just as the

second parts of the En rêve sequences break into quasi-recitative and

trilfs over pedals. ffre effect is easily noticeable in the structure of

the first motifs of. I/7, I 9, Irl1 and the second motif of I/L). The key

to this use of incomplete second parts to sequences may be found in Èhe

dual and antipathetic nature of their symbolism, which will now be

examined.

This duality seems to be between the innocence of childhood and the

interrupting finality of death. A child's world is relatively timeless,

with a sunny afternoon or a wet day seern-ing to l-ast foreveri this fnsel.-

world is shattered by the fixity of death. Not only are the pieces

constructed around an opposing pair of motifs, with sequences based on the

second always being shorter, but the sequences tend to clash with or

interrupt each other. ALl the pieces have this dual nature, even f/5,

where the second motif (bar 17, right hand), developed directly from the

first, is repeated with it but clashes by being in 5/8 to the first motif's

4/9. This clashing effect produced by Èhe simultaneous sounding of the two

motifs is merely the most pronounced example of the essentially opposing

nature of Èhe motifs in each piece. In some pieces the second motifs are

derived from the first, as Ln I/2, 3, 5, 9, TT/2, III[that is, the
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"paralipomena"T/2,3, but in all- these cases t,hey are given contrasting

treatment, and their sequences aLternate with those of the first motif or

appear simultaneously for part of the piece but in opposition. Thus the

dichotomy throughout the series seems to be between the timeless (because

she is always remembered as a girl) innocence of his daughter Olga

(suggested in the folk-Iike first motifs) and t,he intervention of death as

being fixed in time (or between timelessness and its opposition by linear

Èime, which entails deaÈh).

IÈ is interesting Ëo contrast the Art Nouveau treaÈment of this

symbol with conventional- linear-time treatment. Charles-Valentin Alkanrs

Chant d'amour - Chant de mort, from Douze études Op.55 develops his .å,mor

(sic, Latin) themes for eighÈ pages, until on the eighth page they fade

away into pauses, followe¿ Uy ¡,¿ors, the last page:.the slow and incomplete

sequences before the pauses clearly signify the last moments of life

followed by the silence of death, and the Mors page of funereal drama ends

in an incomplete cadence - a first-inversion chord. This is a fairly

tlpical way of showing how death intervenes in linear time; contrast j-ts

treatment in ,Ianácek's Í.X.1-905/Srnrt (The Death) , where there is no

suggestion of linear sequence, but an al-most incessant, highly affective

repetition of motif-fragment/figuration that specifically eliminates any

sense of linear time. (This work therefore suggests incl-usion in the

third-order Ar! Nouveau repertory. ) In the pieces being discussed here

.Tanácekts way J-s oppose two motifs al-ternately or simultaneously, just as

memory or drea¡n does it.

A brief examination of some representative examples can illustrate

the points made hitherto and sum up Jancek's aims as far as they can be

seen in his compositional method. The pj-eces fall- into two tlpes - those

with a single motif that is modÍfied in its al-ternative sections (Èhe

second Èype of section tending to be darker in mood), and those with two or

more very different motifs.
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Perhaps the simplest example of the first tlpe is the ninth, V pTaci

lin tears], which has two dimensions - Èhe grief over Olga's death, and the

remeÍìbering of this. The motif is announced thus:

Example 39:
Lcghetto U. rso)

P P

Janácek: V pJaci, L-5

I .lolc¿

,Janácek's double layer of barri-ng refers to his free method of indicating a

time-signature (seen under "Larghetto": a minim as the unit of reckoning).

In this case each noÈe after a bar-line, ful-l or hatf, is to be accented,

and the crotchet rest at the beginning is rhythmj-cally imporÈant' The

motif, however, is irregular in its ending at the end of a bar instead of

at the beginning of one, especially as it begins on an upbeat. This is a

co¡nmon feature of the fifteen pieces Èhat serves as a foil t'o the use of

rhythmic and motivj-c ostinato. The first piecer for instance, announces

its first melody over a quaver ostinato but presents this as irreguLar

phrasesi 5t6, 5t3t3t3,5r3r3r3 (bars 1-39), and the second piece begins its

phrases 4r2rL,2 (bars 1-9) . V placi's phrases are, j-n minim-units,

4r4r3r3r4r3. I¡'fhile such unevennesses are possibJ-y foJ-k-Iike they certainly

also parallel the way the memory recalls things imperfectly at first.

The Mixolydian mode (the major diatonic scale with flattened seventh)

is suggested by the use of the D pedalpoint, for unÈiL the last line of the

first page's four there is no CI. But the modality is ambiguous, for the

pedalpoint can be regarded as t,he dominant of G, as the key-signature (one

sharp) j-ndicates, and this is how the ear accustomed to diatonics perceives

it on one level. Yet there is no resting on G either in the bass or in

treble at the cadences, so that modality seems intended.

Modality, ambiguous or not, is seen in many of the pieces, and may be

partly folk-influenced or derlved, but seems to be more a product of
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Janácekts search for new sounds. the best example of this is the treaÈment

of the mainly black-note melody in the eighth piece, which is accompanied

by a white-note ostinato, but ends on a white note (B). That it is not B-

major is indicated by the varj-ations that appear in its second half; its

composition is therefore to do with its sound rather than any fixed modaL

system.

The pedalpoint lasts for the entire statemenÈ of the motif, when its

shifts without preparation to Èhe unrelated Aþ (possibly intended as the

tritone from D), where it remains before moving in diatonic steps to DÞ at

the end of this second sectj-on of only fourteen bars:

Example 40:

P

3l

P

,Janácek: V p7aci, 23-3L

The shift in tonaL centre and the modification of the first form of the

motíf (previous example) completely changes its character. The E natural

and the ¡Þ suggest chromatic modification of the (Mixotydian) mode that is

itself suggested by the AÞ pedalpoint with the five-flat key signaÈure,

rat,her than a different (foIk) mode, but the effect is to shift the tension

of the piece to a different pitch from that of the first section. The

effect of the una corda pedal specified should also be noÈiced: the whole

second section is darker and sadder. On the older tlpe of piano the una

corda mechanism tends to change the tonal character more radically than on

the modern piano, so that the effect is significant.

The structure of the piece is ABABA' without any development

whatsoever except for the transformation of the initial motif in the B

sections. Thus the piece is composed primarily of simple ostinati that
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have both rhythrn-ic and mel-odic repetiÈion. In al-l pieces Èhe ostj-nato

effect is mesmeric, the most striking examples perhaps being that, of the

fifth and seventh. Thj-s repetition is like that of weeping, and of

memory's fixj-ng on poignant episodes or fragmenÈs, reJ-iving them and their

emotion obsessively. In this way the pieces are as affective in their

repetition as other Art Nouveau: cognition ceases while emotion holds sway"

The first pj-ece of the second set is untitled, and it is, with the

second, one of those suppressed from the publication of Lhe first set. Its

motifs are:

The first motif is of Janácek's characteristically asymmeÈrical rhythm, and

forms a phrase that is also asymmmetrical, and all the more striking as a

result. It is repeated, and then heard against different basses, a minor

third and Èhen a fourth higher. Then, as it sounds against a pedalpoint on

the donr-inanÈ - which the other basses have been leading t,owards, a melodic

fragment appears above it that becomes transformed l-ater into the third

motif. The importance of the first motif is its nature: it is more of an

accompanj-menÈal figure than melodic moÈif, and such figures are often more

important in the two sets than melody itself - another Art Nouveau

characteristic, and part of its emphasis on asyÌnmetry of patterning.

The second motif is-obviously related to the first, beíng

rhythnrically similar, and can be seen in the tenor as canon, a device that

has a streËÈo effect and increases the feeling of obsessive repetition.

Example 41:

Andante tJ.eo¡

t

'/ t-t-
P

¿I Un poco Pru mosso

P P

.Ianácek: Po zarosELem chodnicku 2/1, L-3, L5-L6, 29-33

1-
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This is increased when the first motif retu¡ns in single lines to act as a

bridge to the mid-section, where the third motif appears.

This motj-f, prefigured over the first, as has been seen, begins like

an aria, but its melodic l-ine is soon twisted out of conventional shape, as

can be seen in bar 32, and in its second phrase, which is similar to the

first but begins on Gf over a bass on B. Its third and fourlh phrases are

modifications of Èhe first two, and si¡n-il-arly sítuated harmonically. After

the strangeness of this section the whole of the first is repeated, with

the same bridge of single-notes of M, joining it. These joinings are

unprepared, an important feature of afl- the fifteen pieces: it is as if the

sound shifts suddenly Lo a different plane, as if memory shifts through

Èime.

A final word is necessary .or,..trrirrg ,fanácek's use of recognisabLe

imagery in the pieces. The third, Pojdte s námii lcome with us], is

obviously imagery of a folk-dance; the fourth, Erydecka Panna Maria lthe

Madonna of Frydeckl, has choral-e-like passages alternating throughout with

the innocence-theme; and in later pieces there is cfear musical imagery of

birds flying (5) and a barn-owl screeching (10) r as their titles indicate.

The mere presence of such musical imagery does not make the pieces tone-

poems, for their structures are repetiÈive, not narrative; their motifs and

figures obsessively repeated over pedalpoints; and everlrwhere an emphasis

on as]¡rrunetrical rhythms and chromatically shaped and modified melodic

Iines. The musical imagery is used not to portray scenery but to build

patterned musical structures. This exactly parallels visual Art Nouveau's

use of natural forms for its purposes of patterning.

Summary

Time as experience and concept is clearly expressible in musical

terms, and in Art Nouveau means Èhe exploration of experience or dream in

Bergsonrs time espace. The excessive (in terms of normal canons of

symmetry) repetition of musical ¡notif, fragment or figure suggests the
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endlessness of imagined or relived time, with pedalpoints suggesting the

timited dimensionality of the timeless experience or dream.

APPEARANCES
Debussy

24'l

SuiÈe Bergamasque, l-890/l-905
1. Prélude
2. Menuet
3. Clair de Lune
4. PassePied

l4asques 1904
Masque op.63/1, 1911
È4aski, l-916

1. Szechetezada
2. Bl-azen Tantris
3. Serenada Don ,Juana

Enigme Op.52/2, 1-906

Mirages Op.70' 1920
2. I'a tragique chevauchée

Debussy
Skryabin
Szymanowski

Skryabin
Sch¡nitt

Concept

These set-names have to do with the difference between the way things

seem and the way they are, an essential preoccupation of Art Nouveau' In

Art Nouveau aII appearance hides the shadowy world of the supernatural, but

hints at its nature in the lines of its appearances. Not only are Art

Nouveau figures concerned to hint at the povlers of the unseen natural-

mysterious world behind the seen, but at the sordid realities of human

nature behind the masks we wear. (Sirrlilar terms in the repertory of the

period - Images, Estampes, Ombres, Refl.ets and I'4iroirs - that are commonly

thought to be impressionisÈ also need to re-examined in the light of Art

Nouveau, for each is ambiguous: besides iÈs simple denotation Images and

Ombres suggest versions, Estampes suggests resonancesr RefJ.ets and l{iroirs

the inverted or reversed image of reality.

Three composers use the term masgue, which can denote two different

forms of stereotlped and transparent subterfuge based around the wearing of

masks: firstly a festivity where the identities of the masked revellers are

supposedly hidden (the ballroom or street-fiesta masquerade), or secondly

the theatre of the masked stock characters Arlequin, Pierrot, Columbine'

Zerlina. pantalon, Scaramouche and many othersr3T ultimately deriving from
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the commedia deJ-'arters contrasts of paÈhos and grotesquerj-e that touch

much Art Nouveau, and t,hat partj-cularly infuse the satirical drawings of

Aubrey Beardsley38 and the other artists whose works feature masks - Henri

Toulouse-Lautrec39, Josef Auchentaller4o and others. Most important of alÌ

is étre place of the pantomime in French theatre, and the extensive

repertory of poetry it creates4l.

Debus s SuiÈe bergama sque

The uncertain derivation of bergamasgue ís discussed by Robert

Schmitz42, and can lie in the dance' tapestry or the region of Bergamo in

Italy, but has come Èo be asociated with the Harlequin tradition of stock

clowns in theatre and puppeÈry developed from the commedia del.l'arte who

alL are allegorical vehicles for.satiricaL corunent on human society and its

deceptions. Schmitz probably correctly feels that for Debussy the context

of both words masgues and .bergamasque is to be found in Verlaine:

...que vont charmant masques et bergamasques

Jouant du -lutå et dansant et quasi

Tristes sons Leurs déguisements fantasques43

and the direction Îrès vif et fantasque for Masgues agrees with this.

Another important term in the quotation is dansant: the five pieces of

Masques and Suite bergamasque should be seen as dances in the Harlequin

tradition (including Clair de Lune that features Pierrotrs sad love), the

implications of which will be discussed below.

In both tlpes of masque appearances belie rea.l-ity, with revellers in

the first adopting the appearances of stereotyped or even fancy-dress

characters and in the second the players presenting satirical actions

through stereotyped characters. Associated with each are activities like

dance, spectacle and various ritualized actions), but both involve

excitement (the first the implication of flirtation outside nor¡nal social

custom, the second that of the theatre) and some cont,rasting seríousness or

pathos.
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lrlhile the formal- masked baII or masquerade and the co¡rnedia deLl'arte

were originalty connected (and both themselves connected with the earlier

formal staged masque), it is cfear that to Debussy the term masçfues denotes

the pantorrime, which was elevaÈed to the status of a serious art form by

¡he extensive literature it inspired. There is a crucial function in al-I

three types of performance for the mask itself: to conceal and reveal -

symbolj-cally to conceal the everyday person, so that the allegorical

character represented may be revealed. Again the Art Nouveau sensibiliÈy's

fascination with ambiguiÈy is evident.

The wearing of masks by rnasqueraders or Harlequin characters j-s

always symbolic of their "hiding" thej-r real natures or inner thoughts.

Thus pierrot appears as clown but is rea1ly a melancholy lover; the dual

d.imensions of his "h"t".tur are much played upon and are transparent to the

audience. Night-tj-me is often an important auxiliary to the wearing of

masks, where moonlight or torches connoÈe concealment, transformation and

fantasy, as opposed to the reality of daylight, and moonlight is important

in the Pierrot theme for it is at night that he is alone and reveals his

Iove for CoLumbine. Moonl-ight is a stock setting for love even in the most

sophisticated theatre, as in Ro¡neo and ,JuLíet, where the Ioversr world only'

exists by night.

The Sujte bergamasque (composed circa 1880' revised 1903) is not

innovatory in composition like the piano works that follow D'un cahier

d'esguisses (1903). But for its time of composition it, with Debussy's

other early v¡orks, is in the avanÈ-garde of French music that is following

the lead of Chabrier away from the heavy seriousness of late romanticism

towards t,he rediscovery of a characteristically light French idiom that can

employ modal, dissonant (for the time) and repetitive effects to achieve a

nev,, sound. (Arthur Hoérée and particularly lilerner Keil analyze the

innovations in the early works44; while discussion of modality in Debussy

usually concentrates on the later worksr âsr for example, that of Ra¡rmond
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R.Park and Roy Howat4s, but Richard parksa6 irlustrates the pattern of

modality in some of the earrier works in his examination of Deux

arabesques/7,)

The suite is in effect four dance-movement,s. with the second and.

fourth receiving dance-names, but alI being dances (dance as styrized

action representing the st,ylized stage-actions of the bergamasgue). ALl

four show various sequences of the traditj-ona1 Pierrot/Ar1equin/Columbine

story Èhat is set in an imaginary quasi-children's world with the stock

seguences of rivalry for the love of the fickle Columbine. The PréLude

sets this scene' being fuII of festive-theatre imagery like the drum-and-

cymbal crashes of bars 1 and 7, the trumpets of bars L1-14, the tumbling

acrobatics of the motif in bar 20 that is much used throughout the piece,

and the marching basses of bars 44-51. This is the theatre of Pierrot and

the other masked characters, with the bar 2O-notif possibly even

representing the dual clowning and pathos of pierrot.

The I'fenuet seems one danced by clowns, and it is perhaps possible to

see this in the slow drolleries of the paral-le1 thirds of bars 3-5, the

chromatics of bars I6-L7, the staccati of 18-21, and the octave sweeps of

bars 50-56. There is a moment of seriousness in the key-change section in

bars 82-96 that contrasts with the buffoonery before and after it, for the

sirnple downwards scale-motif of bars 82-83 that is mild1y sad is developed

into something more passionate by bar 95; this is perhaps the melancholy

behj-nd the mask, whose expression is still couched in the idiom of clowning

gesture.

CLair de l,une cont,inues this mild melancholy in it.s main melodic

motif (bars 1-2. expounded in bars 3-9), together with the falling-scale

motif of bars l-5-18 and bars 4L-42, echoing and developing the moment of

passion in the Men'uet. IÈ is important to see C-lair de l,une in the context

of bergamasque as being about the sadness of a clown, so that the pathetic

clown-gestures of the first three notes of the piece (and their development,
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in bar 9), the extravagance of appeal in the repetitions of bars 15-26' Èhe

importance of the acciaccatura in bar 18, the semiquaver accompanimental

motifs of bars 49-50, and the pathetic appeal of the quaver-crotchet

melodic leaps in bars 37-40 are mock-pathos, not impressionistic moonlight

scene-painting (to assume which, as is still popularly done, is Èo ignore

its context, set firml-y by the overall set-title) '

To complete the four dance-movements the Passepied returns to the

activity of the préJude, but this time in a minor key over an ostinato

bass, so that the simple clowning-imagery is Èj-nged with the pathos of the

rniddle movemenÈs as the Prél-ude was not. This i-s shown in echoes like

those of bars '7O-78 that clearly refer to the third movement's pathetic

leaps referred to above (bars 37-40), the repetitive fuller chords of bars

48-51 and the following sequences to bar 62 that echo the thirs movement's

LS-24, and the arpeggio-figure of bars 96-99 Èhat reverses the movement of

the appeal-figure of the third movement's bars 51-58. There are thus links

beÈween the movements of the suiÈe that argue againsÈ taking any one out of

its context. The whole suite is essentially and simply Art Nouveau.

Debussy: J{asques

Ivfasq-ues of 1904a7 is a single piece that may have been planned as

part of a larger ,SuiÈe bergamasque of three pieces (the other two being

L, isLe joyeuse and perhaps D,un cahier d'esguisses) 48. The four pieces

that were eventually published under the SuiÈe bergamasque title in 1905 -

préJ-ude, l4enuet, Cl-air de lune, Passepied - date from around L890. At that

date the Passepied was titled Pavane and modelled to some extent on

Fauré's; the title llas retained even in the Fromont first proofs (1905)4e.

Robert Orledge notes that Debussy made substantial cuts just before

publication, comprising twenty-five bars from the Menuet and in particular

two bars from the PréJ-ude that show "striking si¡n-ilarities with the figure

first heard in bar 18 of Fauré's CLair de Lune (l-887), although he left in

the subsequent bars 32 and especially 33-4 (cf. Clair de fune bars 51-
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R. t il50

Debussy's Masques of 1904 is set in t,he same pantomime realm as .9uiÊe

bergamasque, beginning with rapid ( t¡ès vif et fantasque) staccato

al-ternations of melodic notes and accompanimental bare fifths that recall

the imagery of drum-roll-s and slapstick of SujÈe bergamasque's Prél.ude.

Example 42:

T!èc vll ct ltnruquo (J.: t0{ )

Debussy: Masques, I-4

t- =v v t)

The detached bare fifths immediately invite comparison with those at the

begj-nning of Menuet from Suite bergamasç[ue, and the rhythlaic patterning

with some use of bare fifths is echoed in Ravel's AJ-borada del gracioso and

SzlrmanowskL's BLazen Tantris. AII are clown-pieces, so that it is possible

to identify the device as Art Nouveau musj-cal imagery symbolizing the

artificial, almost mechanical, nature of clowning where the spontaneity is

in fact professional routine - tlpical Art Nouveau appearance belying its

reality.

Since the piece I s general character seems to fit well with those of

Suite bergamasque it becomes even more probable t,hat masques was here

adopted as a variant of bergamasque by Debussy because the two words appear

together in the Fétes gaTantes of Verlaine quoted earlj-er; the narning of

his projected bal-let Masques et bergama.sgues of 1909 supports this view.

The accompanimental figures are syncopated through much of t,he piece

and emphasized both by their staccato treatment, and periodic accenting of

the first beat of bars as contrast. This syncopation is perhaps a

representation of the surprise and tricks of bergamasque, reinforced by the

clashing of consecuÈive fifths in bars like 15-16 and 19-21-, 8ro chords in

bars like 52-55, 5, chords in bars like 64-79, and alternations of seconds

at the octave as in bars 80-109.
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The vividness of this writing is contrasted with episodes of quieter

action (bars L48-244, 333-381) where there are touches of an angular

lyricism (cast in octaves in the tenor) that may suggest the grotesquerie

of clown-pathos. The piece is structured ABABA*coda, with the coda being

in effect a third B-section. These are the quieter onesr and since the

pace does not relent the transition is marked by changes to remote keys: a

g a gg c-c a (the quieter sections are double-underl-ined' and

lower-case letters denote the minor) , In the GÞ section there are three

points where four-bar units briefly interrupt the general rhythrr-ic ostinato

of the whole work: with sustaining pedal held down the hands move towards

each other in three-against-two rhythm on black notes only. The effect is

of momentary confusion and hiatus. At the end of the btork a different

four-bar figure occurs over sixteen bars, but still very soft and

sustained; this is fol-lowed by a finaI, ppp echo of the work's main motif

for four bars more. The hiatus-units, however, show that a different face

is conceafed behind the mask of incessant rhythmical figures that dorninate

alf the rest of the worki a different sound-realm is glimpsed for some rare

moments "

Apart from these fev¡ moments, (twenty-one bars in nearly four

hundred), the basic four-bar rhythrr-ic ostinato of the rest of the piece is

obsessj-ve. Its repeÈitiveness is excessive and hlpnotic, and must be

puzzling if approached from outside Èhe Art Nouveau context, which perhaps

accounts for its rarely being heard, like some other works in the repertory

(Rakhmaninov's Fantasie-tableaux suite, Schmitt's -Ea traqíque chevauchée,

for instance) . The almost unrerai,ttj-ng and unchanging rhythnic osÈj.nato is

without the variation that Stravinsky gives his Pét¡ouchka, and without the

dramatic ending of Ravel's BoJero, so that the hlpnotic effect is powerful.

Not only is the primary four-bar unit, a rhythmic entity - it also

forms a series of pedalpoints, and often an inverted as well as bass one.

The chief variety of the piece is that of ostinato/pedalpoint figure' but
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each change feels the same because of the driving rhythrnic unit. Many of

these pedals extend over several four-bar units, so that harmonic progress

is arresÈed, and the antics of the masquers are seen as gesÈures rather

t,han a li-near series of actions.

It is a remarkabLe work in its energy and intensity. Once its

obsessiveness is appreciated as being deliberately affecÈive Art Nouveau,

its character can be understood as well as felt.

Skr in: Mas .63 l_

This short work (one page, four sections) is one of Deux poèmes

Op.63, the other being Étrangeté; both refer to someÈhing mysterious. Used

in such a context Masque may simply imply conceal-ment without any

particular festive or theatrical associationi in this sense it is just as

essentially an Art Nouve"r-, .orr."Ot as festive masquerade or Harlequin

comedy. Although it is marked Atlegretto 6, i-t is quite different in mood

from Debussy's Masques, and iÈs title in the singular seems to denote the

properties of the mask itself rather than a grouP of masked performers.

The key to the mystery lies in the nature of the main moÈif itself.

Example 43:
Aøea lta døøet¡ cacàáe,
Âl¡cgrctto.

Skryabin: Masque, I-5

It can be seen as a sensuous winding-motif of the tlpe seen throughout the

keyboard repertory. Its direction åvec une douceur cachée lwith a

concealed sweetnessl implies that its sweetness is a mask for its artifice.

This artifice is expressed i-n the serpentine arabesque that gradually

ascends to B in bar 5, over three D crotchets foreign to the octatonj-c

pitch-set emptoyed (set 01, beginning on !), whose fatling resolution to

the set (shown by the circles and arrows) produces an emotional effect:

such a repeated falling motion is affective in most contexts (cf. the
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falling appoggj-aturas in bar 4 of Èhe viol-in solo of Erbarme dicå from

Bach's St Matthew Passjon) .

But as the winding-motif approaches iÈs final note B it slows after

its raid-course accel-erando and becomes even more énigmatique, because B is

outside the 01 pitch set, and since it does not fol-Iow Skryabin's normal

practice with notes accidentaL to the set in use (resolution by semitonal

movement, even if delayed) it must be of another set. I¡fhat is happening is

that the 01 set is gradually transforming into whaÈ is either the 03 seÈ

(the octatonic set beginnj-ng from D) or a wholetone set (based on C). The

enigma is to decj-de which. Appearances at this point are ambJ-guous, but

the music is certainly beguilingly sweet.

The example above constitutes the first "quarter" of the piece.

After a modifiea repetition of this the winding motion suddenly freezes in

a series of three chords in which Èhe hands move apart over the steps of a

diminished minor triad marked bizarre. The chords themselves are formed

from tritones' which seem to be in at least some of these pieces an evil

slrmbol, recalling the mediaeval- prohibition Mi contra Fa est Diabolus in

¡nusica51. The left hand spans a tritone based on G/DÞ while the right, a

malor tenth above on B spans B/E/B. This chordal sequence is repeated

twice, alternating with more winding arabesque, before the final section of

the piece returns to the mat,erial of the first. The piece ends with the

same strange-sounding transformation of pitch-sets as in bars 4-5.

Skr in: Eni .s2/2

An enigma is a riddl-e or puzzLe - something whose meaning is hidden.

In this work the title may have to do with the naÈure of the mystic forces

he believed in, but such Symbolist denotation does not negate their Art

Nouveau connotation of the deceits of appearance, for Art Nouveau absorbs

symborism's emphasis on the dichotomy between appearance and reality.

skryabin's indications for M, are Et¡ange, capricieusement and for l"l,

Voluptueux, charmé. The nature of M, is clear enough from the description

'-4i
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before the music is heard confirmj-n9 iE, but thaÈ of M, only becomes

intelligible once it is seen in the context of similar second motifs in

sonatas 6-10 (to be examined in Chapter 14). In the sonatas Èhe Èerms

Voluptueux/voTuptueuser chatmé are seen to symbolize the arts of a

seducer/seductress-witch figure, and are associated with evil devices like

the tritone as diabolus, and processes that reverse normal proceduresr like

saying hlords backwards to cast spells. V'Ihile this is symbolist

superstition, it is also Art Nouveau imagery, in the vJork a stranget

capricious spiriÈ or force appears with or as a voluPtuous charrn-ing one.

The first looks fearful' the second disarming, but both are riddles.

The run and litt]e skip that the left hand makes in M, is tlpical musical

imagery of spirits (compare Debussy's -t,a danse de Puck and les fées sont

dtesguises danseuses, or the beginning of,Iosef Sukts Swan and Peacock

pol,ka for instance) . It is followed by the sharp rhythm of the pp chords

and a ¡éger d.escent via an indirect route of arabesque that falle through

the trj-t,ones RÞ\O\eþ - ttre symbolism of spells or evil is thus indicated.

M, begins over an arpeggiated dominant seventh and finishes on a bass that

rises a tritone from DblG. The two motifs are thus linked through falling

and rising tritones. In bar 28 the beginning of alÈernating arpeggiated

figures in each hand can be seen in the example - and Èhese are a tritone

apart. The work does not employ symmetrical pitch-sets, but exploits the

contrasts between perfect and imperfect intervals in a basically diatonic

context.

In bars 18-20 (parÈ of the workrs second section, where the M1

Example 4 4 :
A, 

"r-n, lt,?

! A¡

.Skryabln: Enigme, I-6, 24-28 ri 7cL L?
rS

¡
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sequence is repeated and modified a major third higher), the bass rises

through a dininished seventh, and in bars 2L-23 it rises through the first

two steps of this to make a diminished nr-inor triad. Both chords are

imperfect, symbolically countering with their "evil", as they reveal

themselves, the perfecÈ interval (major third) at which ML is being

repeated. The emphasis given in this analysis of the symbolism of perfect

and imperfect intervals may, for this one work, seem far-fetched, but when

Èhe work is seen against the context of the late sonatas' and in the light

of Skryabinrs intense interest in theosophy and symbolism at this time' it

will become clear that he is not writing absolute music.

M, is repeated a tone higher in its second sequence (30ff) but over

Èhe same DÞ chord (?b) , 'nthich this time rj.ses to A - the ínterval of a

rn-inor sixth, foreign to tfre DÞ diatonic tonal-ity of the key-signature. On

this å the bass forms a pedal (33-38), and then falls a tritone to 4.

From here there are two interesting further falls - a major and nimor third

(to B and Ab), over which the alternating arpeggios set a tritone apart

noticed earlier interplay. The bass minor third counters the perfect major

third, and the work ends with a falling VIII\Vb\I - again not jusÈ triÈones

but falling tritones.

Vilhatever the precise symbolistic significance of the rising and.

falling of intervals, from the point of Art Nouveau it is their feel or

effect that is significant. As imperfect intervals and chords in the

con¡ext of the strange sounds of the work (for instance the dininished

chords of 5 and the chromatic, winding nature of M2) they feel odd to the

Iistener. yl2 is of course an example of the winding, sensuous motif-t1pe

found throughout the Art Nouveau repertory, and its indications Voluptueux'

charmé is tlpical Art Nouveau sensualiÈy.

Szvmanowski: Maski

Szymanowskits Maski comprise three very diffe¡ent pieces -

Szecherezade, Blazen Tantris, ^Serenada Don,Juana - in which the performer
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is spinning a web of make-belief through dance (a11 seem to be based on

varieties of dance-rhythm). În the first, Szecherezada must invent tales

for a Èhousand and one nights to save her life. (As with Szymanowski's

Metopy, the poems of Hafiz and the Medj-terranean travels may be seen as

part of the background atmosphere to this piece) . In the second, Tantris

is based on the mad clown in Ernst HardÈts Tantris der Narr, whose antics

look merely clownish but are manic; the character is based on the reference

to Tantris as an anagrammatic version of "Tristan" in the Tristan legend

that follows Tristan's initial deceiving of Isol-de by assunr-ing that name.

Hardt's drama features an actual devil-mask that symbolizes Èhe deceit that

Tristan as Tantris originally practised on Isolde, and constantly opPoses

reality and fantasy in the manner of earLy Hofmannsthal-. In the third, Don

GiovannÍ serenadês'Elvira'" "n.ia 
(fI,1) disguised in Leporello's clothes

(masks, disguises and appearances being part of the opera's whole purpose).

In all three there are actual masks - Szecherezada's veil, the devil-mask,

and masks worn by Don Giovanni (Ir 1) and the avenging trio of Anna, Ottavio

and El-vira (Ir4); more important, howeverr are the deceptions each

practises, the rnetaphorical masks used. In Serenada Don Juana, holrever,

there is an important further play on appearances: the Don seems not the

vigorous mediaeval villain of Mozart's opera but the Art Nouveau parody of

him, in which all his sophistications are becoming, as he ages' risible

instead of powerful, so that he is Like the impotent old masked satyrs of

Aubrey Beardsley's drawings.

Szecherezada

Transformation of motif or its treatment is the basis of all three

pieces, and is distinct from normal compositional repetition with

variation, or development by extension, augmentation, or contrasting

treatment. SzecheÍezada's first pianissimo, doTcissimo melodic motif (bars

3-6, right hand) undergoes development in passages like bars L7-22 (bass -

inversion) and L80-L92 (extension) but actual t,ransformation in bars 115-
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L22 (sempre crescendo e acceLerando - con passione), 210-225 (viwace

agitato\ and 255-285 (poco .sostenuto. moJ-to agitato e drammaticol , only Èo

return to its original doJ-cissimo form in the final bars 295-312.

Transformation is furthered by a loosening of tonality - a feature of

most of Szymanowskirs post-1913 composition noted by AJ.istair ltlightman and

otherss2. It can be seen from the wholetone first chord (bar 3) and Èhe

left-hand chords of bars 2L-22, bitonal passages like bar 1-8, alternating

unrelated tonalities in the left-hand motif of bar 19 Èhat seem influenced

by Stravinsky't g_/EL alternations in Pétrouchka, al-I of which are mixed

with chromatic variation. The effect is thus one of tonal- deception and

mystery as the music passes through or al-ternates between recognisable

tonalities and the atonality of the tritone and chromatics53.

Mystery is also "^prra"ized in directions (fantastico - bar 1-93,

mjsterioso - bar 88) and seen in the pianissimo ostinato A of bars L-l-1 and

E of bars 17-19; it is particularly noticeable in the low passage in bars

7L-82 and the following misterioso passage of bars 87-L00 thaÈ features

repetition and chromatic al-ternation of rapid pianissimo bass notes as

ostinato-figures.

AnoÈher important characteristic of the work - its duality of method

- reveals another aspect of the set-title Masks. Throughout the thousand

and one nights Sheherezade is maintaining a skilful and desperate deception

of Schariar, and in the work this can be seen reflected in the use of

independent sequences, often bitonal, where the hands present dífferent

motifs simultaneously, or different aspects of the same one. From bars 3-

10 the right hand presents the first melodic motif based on a dropping

semitone and rising third while Èhe left presents a complementary motif,

using these same intervals, that is in effect a commentary developed from

the one being played above:
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Example 45:
I:nto wi, languido

co^ p¿d.

rU.

6

Szymanowski. Szecherezadar 1-10

Until bar 9 both hands are restricted to downwards serÊitonal movements or

upÌ¡¡ards movements of a third, so .that the two motifs being announced are

closely linked, despite their slightJ-y different moods. It is quíte

possible to define these moods in non-subjective terms: the right hand's

dropping semitones (cf. Skryabints Masque) and upwards thirds are clearly

directly emotive, achieving an appeal that is restrained rather than

passionate because so quiet. At the same time the left hand, moving in

crotcheÈs and being chordal, lacks the rhythmic variety and initiaÌ

unisonal emphasis of the right and is inevitably more restricted in the

mood it is able to develop: it is less forthright - more introspective.

These are two faces, lhe obverse and the reverse, two appearances of the

same motif. This principle continues in bars L2-L6, where the right hand

preludes on broken chords while the l-eft turns these into more rapid

arpeggiated chords and trills, emphasizing a more urgent side of the

general sequence.

From bars L'l-2O the roles are reversed, with the right hand now being

urgent and more single-minded in its rapid repetition of one note: here t,he

interchange of hand-roles (and thus of appearances) disorientates the

listener, the legerdemain reflecting the coup Szecherezade is carrying

through.
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Eurt,her disorientaÈion is derived from the use of different,

tonalities in either hand, often emphasized by contrary movement, as is

again seen in bars 3-11, where the right-hand figure is moves around an

implied Ã,t tonal base (on which it comes to rest in bar 11) while the left

moves in opposite directions and around the 4 pedal that sounds throughout.

Since this whole passage is repeated and extended at the end of the work,

with the two pedals a sern-itone apart sounding quietly through to the end,

there can be no doubt that Szymanowski wished to emphasize the essential

duality of the work, relecting the conflict between the face Szecherazade

has to present to Schariar and her secret intention to escape his cruelty.

This duality and interchangeability of appearances continues into bars 29-

67, L23-L4'1,, L60-I67 | 17,8-192, 1,95-202 and 255-312 (the end of the piece) .

There is also a more subtl-e ambiguity - despite her wish to escape

she is binding herself to him more each night with each successive tale'

and perhaps the piece's rhythnr-ic subtleties may reflect this, for instance

in the syncopations and suspensions of the melodic motif of bars 171ff and

210-225.

But the constant interplay of voices conveys this ambiguity evem

nore. In Èhe analysis bel-ow two passages are simplified so that the

relative movement of two voices (amongst the texture of other voices and

the complexities of rhythmic interactions) can be seen. In each case the

lower voice is almost an ostinato under the arabesque of the upper (the

upper part considerably simplified in the first analysis).

Analysis 11:

V42, v-lVVæ Vþ- b¡s r €vo

SzymanowskJ.z Szecherezada 3-11r 57-61

Jæ.-

The emotive effect of the winding chromaticism has been noticed earlier,
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and its combination with the narrow compass of the quasi-ostinato below

reinforces this.

It wil-l be seen that the two voices bear only a tenuous tonal

relatj-onship, especj-a1ly as in the first case both voices are heard over an

A pedaJ_, and in the second over an gÞ pedal. The effect irs of voices of

independent buÈ broadly co-ordinating tonality. Afistair lalightman has

noticed bitonality as a technical effecÈ without realizing its wider

implications for duality of presentation of mood, and hence its importance

as a characteristic Art Nouveau ambiguity . Most studies of Szymanowski's

middle-period works comment on their bitonaliÈysa, with Staneslaw Oledzki

even poj-nting to tritonal passagesssr and Jim Samson in a more general

sense talking of their "pantonality"56' but none notices this as an

essentiaL Art Nouveau character (ambiguityl either in the music or the

Iiterary models on which the niddle-period music is based' Peter

Andraschker however, in his recent (L985) study of the Bethge settings

notes both the literary and musical evidence of Art Nouveau'57

Everything in the !^¡ork seems Èo point to effect - transformation'

mystery, juxtaposition of tonalities, arabesque againsÈ motif' but above

alL the jumble of sensuous sounds that result from the complex and

constantly changing textures and figures, seemingly combined without

reference to clashes of harmony and rhythm' szyrnanowski's approach seems

to be empirical, with the emphasis on sensuous effect. The score is

crowded with instructions to the player that concern manner - there is

scarcely a single line without some detaj-Ied word-indication (ansioso,

perdendosi, slentando, marcato, tenuto, allargando, pui mossot raJ'7ent'ato'

espressivo, sostenuto, d,oJce e t¡anquiJ.Io, scherzando. poco agitato, secco,

subito, cantando, stringendo - often with further adverbial modification)

to modify normal musical'indications of tempo or manner. In this sense the

score iÈself can be seen as mannered, but as a whole the directions reflect

the overall emphasis on sensuousness of the whole work.
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BLazen Tantris

The titl"e denotes two different sorts of deception - the clownts

stock pretences that cause J-aughter, and his coverlng his insaniÈy with

this, so that his comic frenzies contain a manic, even evil, element.

There may just possibly be a further complexiÈy, for the melodic

motif in bar 30 may refer to Isol-de's "Der "Tantris" mit sorqender List

sich nannte" (Írjstan und Isol-de f,3), and the extension of the "manic"

motif (bars 24-25, whose naming wil-1 be justified below) in bars 26-27 and

36-37 is very reminiscent of the -Lejtmotjv showing Tristan bewitched by

love for fsolde:

All this may be to argue too closely, for there are other references - to

Stravinskyts -[,e sacre du printemps, for instance, in the same bar 30 motif

and the recurrent motif announced in bars 24-25 - simply showing

unconscious influence.

Transformation is again implied in the title and seen in the music.

It applies more to fragrments than to whole motifs or sequences, especially

to the important melodic jump of a fifth. seen in the "manic" motÍf

(announced in bars 24-25) as bold and startling by the detailed accents and

performance indications placed under each note in this capriccioso e

Exampl-e 4 6: @pticcloþ tll
tt 

r¡-ta'ø " -o lt f
Allegro moderato @príccíúo e tche@¿o

morcolo a noÃ legúo//
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¿A Meoo mom
tIt.

tf

-lr,'.t^J L¿sa¿tol

Szl¡manowski i BJ-azen TanEris, 24-2'1 , 30
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scherzando passage, yet espressivo j-n bar 30, and bold again in bar 36 -

different appearances of Èhe same meLodj-c element. Wilhem Kloppenberg and

Jan Bl-onski have both drawn attention to what they respectively term

ecstasy and Dionysian characters in this music, with Blonski tracing Èhis

to Greek models and finding evj-dences of it in Szymanowski's writingsss.

Jim Samson has sirnilarly used the term Dionysianse, and Teresa Chylinska

makes the connection with Szymanowski's KróL Roger and j-ts mystj-cal union

of bodily and divine l-oveQo. The use, therefore, of a term like "manj-c"

for a motif's character would seem to accord with Szymanowskits ol^¡n

intentions to portray extremes in this music, and with the general- tone of

Hardt's drama (which seems to have elements of travesty).

The first of the clowning motifs (bars 3-4) is seen, simplified of

its oeLave J-eaps, in the Tristanll-ike motif already mentioned (bar 30),

where it is transformed into an expressive form: each contains the leap of

a fifth foll-owed by a descending scale of four notes, startling and

acrobatic in its first form, emotive in its second. Yet another form of

this motivic germ is found in the important motif announced in bars 40-41

(dolcissimo espressivo), which follows the shape of the bar 30 melody while

lessening the leap to a fourth and the downwards scale to three notes, and

sounding as a real echo of bar 30 and hence possibly of Isolders lament.

(There is still another dimensj-on to this motif, for it is an inversion of

the second bar of the "manic" motif (bars 24-25\.) Thus this melodic shape

is presented in at least three forms - capriccioso, espressivo, dolcissimo

- very different in manner, but to the ear very like in shape.

A third example of transformation is the first melodic motif of the

piece, announced in bar 20 (doLce matcato doLente - espressivo) but seen

later as vj-vace in t,he passage from bar 54 t,o bar 58 where each note is

preceded by an acciaccatura at the ninth or tenth, and the bizarre effect

heightened by the left hand's parallel figure with acciaccaturas at the

sixth; the motif reappears in stil-I another manner - pianissimo, molto
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vivace e agitato - from bars 73-81 with the dramatic effect of broken

chords for the first two quavers and an emphasized staccato chord for the

third. Al-I these are cl-ear examples of transformation, as distinct from

development, of motif or sequence.

The nature of Tantris' deception - in the Vilagner drama of Isolde, and

in Hardt's drama of everyone, including himself - is seen in the veiling or

deliberate confusion of tonality, which is a marked feature of the work.

The opening bars having the right hand based on D while the left is based

on Ct; by bar 5 the hands have reversed their tonal bases, and remain

opposed until bar 20. I¡lhen Lhe principal motif is announced from bar 24'

the right hand j-s confined to the sharps and the left to the naturals.

From bar 34 there is an.intermediate tonal passage over a B pedal (bars 28-

32) that in bar 33 resolves momentarily to $, when the whole pattern is

repeated in bars 34-40. This sort of afternation between simple and

complex tonalities is carried through the whole work, with pedals used to

emphasize tonal passages (bars 44-46, 59-61 tÄþ1, 73-76, 86-88, and

contrast with sharps/naturals deployment of the hands (bars 82-85), and

atonal passages like bars 13-15 and 54-58. To add to the tonal complexity

there are sequences with confLicting double pedals in bars 46, 51' 100' 107

and 108. ALI these devices produce a constantly shifting sense of tonality

and powerfully reinforce the title's implications of deceptive appearances.

The work proceeds by opposing sequences that produce a confusion of

mood-t1pes, as can be seen from bars 1-46 alonez butfo e capríccioso,

espressivo, doJente, awrivando, scherzando, doJce, suöjto scherzando,

do7ce, espressivo, avvivando, dol-ce - the pattern j-s continued throughout

the piece. There are al-so deliberate indications signifying quiet mystery

- misterioso, morendo, perdendosi - that are used in passages of dual

tonality '(bars 47-48, 53, L01-108) .

The quicker sequences - the þuffo e capriccioso passages - feature

gymnastic figurations whose broken and rapid motions suggest clowning and
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acrobatics (bars L-!9, 82-85, 103). These are associated with the first

melodic motif of bar 20 that is always accompanied by acrobatic figurat,ion

(bars 20-23, 64-68, 73-81) . As has been remarked earlier, there are bare

fifths (circus fiddles?) and ostj-nato rhythms Èhat seem to represent the

panÈomime, like those of Debussyts Masgues and Ravel's .åLborada del

gracioso - the latter being in spirit and subject very like this work, for

both are a study of the grotesqueness of exaggerated clowning. The

capriccioso e sc}rerzando passages are based on the "manic" moÈif (bars 24-

25) whose suddenness, dissonance and violence (always accompanied by

acciaccatura, and always accented, sometimes staccato, sometimes

sforzando), marks it out as being more than the clowni-ng-imagery it ruight

appear if its manner were not so.startling. This is the element of

insanity that Tantris seeks to hide under his clowning, and thaÈ Èhis is so

is slrmbolicalJ-y to be seen in bars 77, 79-8L and 87-89 where the left hand

interrupts development of the clowning motif with the sudden first three

notes of the manic motif, showing the madness underlying the laughter, and

ill-ustrating Tantris' schizophrenic nature. Here the mask falls for a

momentr and even Tantris' crazy arti-fices cannot conceal his true nature -

not even from hj-mseIf. Throughout its length, the workshows a fundament,al

opposition throughout between the sharp rhythm of the manic motif and t,he

other more sensuous ones, with hints of the manic-motif rhythm punctuating

the most sensuous passages - bars 51-53, l-00-108 - and bold statements of

it alternating with them elsewhere.

.Serenada Don ,Juana

Don Juan conceals his true nature as rake under the pretence of

sincerity. As in the other two pieces the most important way this is

refl-ected in the music is in its transformation of mot,if-treatment, Iike

that of the prerude-motif of bars 2-5 and 22-25 (dolce arpeggíandol to

vivace scherzando, deciso, marcatissimo in bars 81-88, completely changing

its nature. There is also a change in the treatment of the second motif,
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the first part of the serenade proper, from bars 6-21 (piano, qua,sL

recitandol espressivo dofce amorosol to bars 26-4L, vlhere the melody is in

octaves (mezzo-forte/ espressivot with two changes in manner (a'¡n¡ivando)

and an increase j-n passion to fortissimo, ma doJ-ce. The serenade-melody

quasi re6itando is in a free buÈ not irregular rhythm and shows tlpical

sensuous chromatic winding of shape:

Exanple 47: Poco meno quirl,recltando J't{4
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Szymanowski: .gerenada Don ,Juana, 6-2L
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The sequence in bars 53-72 ls a study in transformability: the mefodic

motif from bars 53-55 is announced fo-rte7 sostenuto, appassionato, in bar

56 subito pianissimo doTcissimo, in bar 57 avvivandot crescendo moLto, in

bar 58 su.bito forte con passione and su.bjto sforzando' in bar 60

capricciosol in bar 61 subito meno mosso, dolce atflitto, in bar 62

espressivo, rubato: this is Don,fuan exploiting the whole emotional- gamut'

so that the simple serenade itself becomes a device of the greatest

sophistication.

Transformation or duality is seen in the bitonality of the great

opening cadenza, where in the rapid runs after the prolonged first trill

the left hand sweeps the sharps while the right srdeeps the naturals, and at,

j-ts end the left reiteraÈes its pedal of DÞ while the right varies a figure

based on C. In the serenade-sequences that fol-low the hands commence a
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dual tonality until bar l-1 and resume it in bars like 22-25, 42-43 and many

others, particularly over the long left-hand pedal of bars 6L-67 and its

followj-ng bars 68-75. As in the other pieces of the set, the hands

sometimes cross tonalities simultaneously, furÈher confusing tonal

horizons, together with pedal-Iike basses that denote a third tonality

(bars 89-102) .

The contrast between the free rhythm of the serenade, as opposed to

the regularity of the strumrn-ing-figure (2-5) that precedes it, tends t,o

veil the si-mple dual tonal cenÈres of each.

Both the strumnr-ing and the song maintain a simple relationship with each

other, and in their related DÞ and AÞ centres can be seen to cohere. But

each has the same tenuous relationship with its accompanimental figure,

which is of a different tonality set a tone bel-ow. Only at the third

appearance of the serenade is harmony between serenade and accompaniment

reached, as if until Èhis point Don .Tuan is no more master of himself than

Tantris der Narr: the further Tantris drives his deception the more his

schizoid nature is revealed, while the further Don Juan pursues his, the

less his deception shows.

The principle of deception or mask is shown in the sophisticated

serenader's devices that seek to sv¡eep the inamorata off her feet,

indicated from the outset by the six lj.nes of improvisatory cadenza that

begin with fantastico tremol.o lungo and features rushes alternated with

Iong t,rills as pedal-points, finishing wiÈh left-hand rapj-d repetitions of

DÞ inside the right-hand tritone figure based on C: the effect is of tonal

mystery through the semitonaL clash and the indefiniÈeness of the tritone.

.Analysis 12:

bars
strumming
accompaniment
serenade
accompaniment
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Sz]¡manovrskir ,Serenada Don .Juana, strumming and song-motlfs
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This is furthered by the continuing bitonaliÈy of the hands in bars 2-5 and

particularly by the broken time and freely chromatic (using CÞ and C, DÞ

and !, Aþ and 4 as if equal parts of some exotic scale) tonality of the

first serenade motif proper from bar 6. This chromatic freedom is

emphasized throughout the piece where the hands are often working together

in the same nominal tonality: the second part of the serenade-melody (bars

53ff) where the mefody is sounded in octaves forÈe, sostenuto, appassionato

has the same free chromaticism of both melody and accompaniment, in which

the unexpected meLodic intervals and accompanimental chords throughout are

either strange in Èhemselves (bars 53 and 58, l-efÈ handi bar 55 right hand'

as well as the insistence on GÞ and BÞ towards the end of the sequence in

bars 58-64) or in combination, since they are imperfectly related. This

sequence is obviously passionate, but the passion is unsettling and almost

weird: the rnysteries of love are becoming junrbJ-ed and antipathetic.

As Don ,Iuan switches restlessly from one serenader's device to

another the continuity and coherence of the various effects is weakened.

Throughout the whol-e of the serenade itself (bars 6-118) there is tension

between passionate intentj-on and its broken realization, as if Don iluana's

passion, although expressed with every sophistication of his long

experience, is now becoming ridiculous, so that he is seen as a feeble old

Iecher. Nonetheless, the undoubted intention of the opening and closing

cadenzas (bars 1 and L25-I43) is to dazzle with display of virtuosity and

create confusion with effects ranging from pPp to sfff.

underlyj_ng the Don Juan story is its final irony, that in the end

Juan's compulsj-on to entrap women entraps himself. It is possible that

this is intended to be symbolical,ly realized in the underlying rhythnúcal

duality of the piece. .Serenada is rhythnr-icaIly the most compl-ex of Èhe

three pieces, especiatly in the serenade proper, wher.e multiplicity of

rhythmic units provide great complexity and ambiguity: these units vary

between 24, n", 5, and t, ir baxs 2-2I where the serenade is first heard and
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there are passages where different strands contradict each other

rhythnúcally - 68-72, 89-97. on the one hand this represents Èhe

opposition of sincerity and deceptj-on, but on the other hand it may

possibry indicaÈe that,fuanrs purpose is no longer sure, that he is

becorn-ing as confused as his victims. In this way the piece, in typical Art

Nouveau fashion, seems gesture rather than action.

Schmitt z Mirages/2 - La traqique chevauchée

fn choosing the set-tiÈle Mirages Florent Sch¡n-itt61 specifically

denotes the delusions or mj-rages of appearance. The first work - ?¡istesse

de Pan has aready been discussed: when pan blows on his reed-pipes he

cannot teII whethe¡ it is his melancholy song that j.s heard or echoes of

the mocking, sed.uctive laughter of Syrinx, who is amongsÈ the reeds from

which the pipes were made.

The second work, La tragique chevauchée Ithe tragic ride] is inspired

by Byronrs Tåe Giaour62, in which Leila, a Turkish slave has loved a Giaour

or infideÌ. lrlhen her master hears of it he has her flung into the sea,

whereupon her lover embarks on a furious, deadly rid.e to avenge her deaÈh

in terrible manner. He succeeds, but is cursed and suffers hal-lucinations.

He thinks he sees the slain Leila in her shroud but can only embrace the

air, for the furious rj-de that has led him to avenge her death has also

doomed him to suffering and death.

. The death-rider is a figure in European folklore, from masked knights

(for the word "chevauchée" as "tourney" has med,iaevar origins63) to the

legend of a damned rider, condemned, to ride furiously forever and cast a

curse on those he encounters by nighÈ; the horse is supposed to be heard as

an omen' and the rider may be the devil or Death. This is partly connected.

with Èhe Errkönig story in which the father j-s freeing Death. The

orchestral tone-poem by Sibelius, Night-ride and Sunrjse Op.55, is anot,her

possfble modeL.

La tragique cåevaucåée is a work completely dominated by its
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obsessiveness of rhythm, whj-ch is based on imagery of galloping. In this

respect it is perhaps the most extreme work in the repertory, with only

Liszt's Csárdás obstiné and Ravel-'s -Ee gibet approaching it for sheer

intensity of ostinato effect. The seraiquaver-quaver rhythm is present

throughout almost the entire Èhree hundred and ÈhirÈy bars, and although

the figuration ranges over the keyboard in a variety of forms, the rhythm

drives relentlessly.

The galloping rhythmic figure is always in the harshest harmonies

from the very first chords, where the right handr" 7sb precedes Èhe leftts

7su 
"È the ¡n-inor Èenth below, the tritonic element in both chords and the

trisemitonic interval between them setting Ehe developmental basj-s of most

of the piece

Yet the work, although donuinated by the ostinato rhythm, is quite

complex and ambiguous in character. It is frequently difficult to be sure

of tonality, for insÈance. Despite the implied pedaJ- "f 4 for the first

thirty bars, and similar ones elsewhere in the piece' (as weLL as real

pedals like Èhose of bars 78-84) there is a strong feeling of tonal

ambiguity as the progressions tend to follow trisemitonic rather than any

scalar or modulatory movement. It is like the nightmare of being suspended

in time as the trisemitonic ostinato urges escape and yet makes escaPe

impossible because movement seems trapped withj-n its rising and falling

mj-nor thirds. The only pause in the piecets ostinato rhythm occurs in bars

3L0-32L, where the melody moves slowly in wholetone steps within the

tritone over chords that mostly move in minor thirds, so that even here the

same two ambiguous intervals still control movement. Perhaps the most

important feature of the dissonances is their being so emphatically

expressed through this insistent rhythm, with even the softest passages

like the opening bars being punctuated by loud ?bao chords.

For the first hundred bars the harsh galloping motif dorn-inates

completely and is seen to represent the headlong ride to avenge Leila's
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death. BUU at the end of bar 94, almost unnoticed, the second motif begins

in an east,ern-sounding pitch-set that is an octatonic scale with the minor

third of many folk-scales (based on È: L2l2 L3I2, counting in senr-itonal

intervals), The harshness of Èhe galloping figure is such that the

character of this mel-odic motif appearing with it is subdued - a sad and

strange feeling that refl-ects the sadness of Leila's death and the later

tragedy of the giaour that his vengeance has achieved nothing. For the

greater part of the poem it is his anger that overshadows all eLse; only

gradually is the full tragedy of what he has done revealed, and the pathos

of Leila's death transformed into the realization of his doom. From bar

223 E}re mel-odic motif begins to develop through repetition into something

more importunate and definite, and in bars 240-267 causes the galloping

figure to become more urgent and forceful- until it collapses in the

antj-cl-imactic bars 290-303. From this point almost to the end the melodic

motif is the focus of atÈention, and reveals itself finally in its fully

transformed state as a simpl-ified series of whol-etone phrases (310ff) of a

more settled but eerie character - the giaour's own death.

Swnmary

The ill-usory nature of appearance in Èhese works has been symbolized

by transformation of motif and its treatment, or use of bitonal or other

dual effects, suggesting the shifting nature of appearances. Through all

the works Èhere are ambiguities and strangeness of effect, often excessive

by conventional standards, that are tlpical of Art Nouveau.
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CHAPTER 13

SYMMETRTES

RESONAIICES CLocl¡es à travers les feuiTJ-es
(Images If/ 7) L907 DebussY

L'oiseaux t¡isËes (l'Iiroirs/2) 1905 Ravel
La vaJ-fée des cLoches (Miroirs/S) 1905 Ravel

Concept

Repetition leadj-ng to paÈterning of line and figure is an essential

part of Art Nouveau's method, and has a deeper significance in that such

patterning suggests the Platonic Order that is implied in the philosophic

foundaÈions of idealist movements like Art Nouveau. Thus visible or aural

patterns are echoes of invisible or inaudible Forms' so that repeated bird-

calls and bel-I-sounds have cosmic overtones. This aspect of repetition is

seen in the use of natural forms from flora and fauna as borders or

decorative compositional motifs for drawings, and in musicaL compositÍon as

repetitive device based on the auraL imagery of birds, be1ls, cathedrals,

castle vaults or grottoes (PeLl.éas et l{éLisande 1II,2), waterfalls,

fountains and other echoing sounds.

The important Art Nouveau icon of bells is seen in the inspiration

that Edgar AIIen Poe's Tåe Bel.-ls , lJTalame and other repeÈitive poems

provided for composers lj-ke Rakhmaninov and ,Josef Holbrooke. For Gerard

Man1ey Hopkins the concept of echoing is an importanÈ illust¡ation of

"inscape", found in bells, birds. wells and in nature generally.

As tumbTed over rim in roundy ¡ve-Ll.s

,Stones ringr ; Like each tucked strinq tells, each hung beTl-'s
Bow swung finds tongue to fTing out broad jts namel

Edvard Munchrs The Scream is the clearest visual illustration of the

concept of echo, but repetition is found in the patterning essential to all

visual Art Nouveau, whether in the dresses of K1i¡nt's erotic beauties, the

borders to Mucha's posÈers or in the vine and swirL motifs of archiÈecture

and its decoration.

Woodland reverberates sound in a complex, stereophonic fashionr which

Debussyrs CLocàes à travers -Les feuiJ-J-es emulates, and Ravelts -Ëa vaJ-Iée
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des cl'oches is about the simil-arly stereophonic effect of belt-sounds

reverberating from hil-r-sides. -[,'oiseaux tr-i.stes, like .Ea vaJJ.ée, must

first be seen as part of Ravel-'s Miroírs, so that the concept of echoing

(rn-irroring) is cognate to thaÈ of the bell-pieces; secondly, it is about

sad sounds ("Ltoiseaux" being metonymic), which adds a dimension not, seen

in the other tiÈIes. Roy Howat points out further dimensions of resonance

in -t''oiseaux tristes - Golden Section and other symmetries, as well as a

later Debussyan echo of it in his Refl.ets dans J-,eau.2

These repetition pieces are so cha¡acteristic of Art Nouveau method,

that it has been thought justifiable to consider them in isolation from

Èheir sets (Images II, Miroirs), although the significance of their set-

titres has not been forgotten here. Both set-titles are tlpical Art

Nouveau examples of ambiguity: Images meaning simply "pictures,

representations" but more subtly "visions, imaginings, symbolic

representations'r, and Mi¡ojrs simply "representations/reflections" but also

"reversals (with connotations of Lewj-s Carrol's Through the Looking-glassl,

series of images (the hal] of mirrors effect, with its distortions),

symbolically viewing". ALI therefore deal with repetitions, whose strange

sounds are far from conventional belI or bird character-pieces, being

members of the same fantastic realm as on the one hand Ravel's macabre !e

gibet or on t.he other Rakhmaninov's Dionysian svet]ie prazd.nek.

These are not pJ-eces often heard in concert programmes because they

are quite undramatic" and without linear progression. As examples of

patterningr however, their repetitiveness and inner resonances have a

static and mesmeric effect that j-s unconsciously absorbed rather than

actively listened to.

Debussv: Cl-ocåes à travers Les feuiLl.es

Thi-s work is based on four main melodic mot,ifs (bars 2, 9-10, LA-L},

a greater or lesser degree overshadowed by its

just as the initial sounds of pealing betls

24-30\, each of which is to

accompanimental figuration,
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tend to be lost in the confused jumble of their continuing to vibra te

after sounding, and in the reverberations of all this across woodland.

This figuration is highly repetitive and based around the melodic moÈifs'

pitch-sets, so Èhat each figuraÈion is a general reflection of it,s moÈif's

sounds. These figurations move in smaller note-val-ues than their motifst

suggesting the complexity of reverberations as againsÈ the simplicity of

the original beII-sounds.

Exampl-e 4I :

to

Debussy: CLoches å Èravers les feuiLJ.es, 4, LO

:>

pp

-
The fourth figure (bars 25-30, 31-39) and the reprise of the first (bars

40-4I) have cross-rhythms suggesting two or three peals of be1Is, and this

is virtualJ-y the only "development" of the piece, which otherwise is just a

series of repetitj-ons with slight variaÈions in ornamentation.

Counting the repetiÈion of figuration shows why the piece shows a

mesmeric effect: there are twenty-eight consecutive repetitj-ons of the

five-note figure that begins in bar 13, and up to twenty at a time of the

figure beginning in bar 24. The wholetone nature of all of these, as well

as of the melodic motifs themselves, increases the effect by causing some

tonaL disorientation.

The use of wholet,ones for bell--sounds is interesting, for European

bells are not pitched thus, but Debussy may well have had Eastern sounds in

¡nind like those of the gamelans he heard in the 1889 and 1899 expositions.

Some weight is added to this conjecture through the fact that the third

piece of the set (Poissons d'or) is about,fapanese goldfish, and that the

second may orj-ginally have been intended to be titled Et La Tune descend

su¡ -Le tempJ.e de Bouddha3. If this is so then Èhe obvious comparison is
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with Pagodes: both are Debussy's "purest" keyboard pieces in terms of

pitch-sets, with minimal departures from their wholetone*modal and

pentaÈonic sets respectively; boÈh use repetition as their basic methodi

and both rely on extensive use of pedalpoinÈs.

Although cl-oches à travers Les feuil.l.es is wel-I-ordered in a

structuraf sense (although without orthodox development, for it j-s

structured around repetiÈions of sequence and section, with charact'eristic

immediate repetition of one-bar or two-bar patterns), Debussy's aim would

seem to be the effect of a confusion of sounds, which is itself

disorientating, and furthered by the use of wholetone (outer sections) '

modal (1-3-23, 24-39) and diatonic (9-L2) pitch-sets. From bar 3 there is

patterning of four simultaneous strands, and when in 24ff some of the

strands consist of chords, a very complex mj.xture of sounds results. There

is also the suggestion that the primary sounds (strike notes) of be1ls are

not often well tuned with each other, with their hum notes (nominally an

octave lower) , or wj-th their overtones.

But it is the patterning on more than one fevel- that characterizes

the work as Art Nouveau. Melody is confined to repeated fragments, so thaÈ

accompanimental figuration becomes the centre of interesÈ, and this is

governed by the constant kaleidoscopic transformation of one pattern into

another as the various strands of figure interweave with or rePlace one

another. If the interweaving of strands is plotted for a short sequence of

the work two things become clear. Firstly, strands overlap and combine so

that no two combinations are identj-cal (contrast the passages of identical

repetitions of Janácek or Satie), but the overlapping (and maintenance of

rhyttrm) ensures that continuity of sound is sensed. Secondly, the variety

of strands is profuse: many are variants of former ones and t,hus provide

echoes on another leve1 f¡om those of the patterns themselves.
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L23456'lI bars
G repetitions, middle stave
ItlT, quavers, middle stave
A on bottom stave
!tlT, melody on top stave
!ùTa triplet semiquavers, top stave
lilTn quavers, major seconds, bottom s.
I{Tu broken rhythm, top stave
ItlTu appoggiaturas, top stave
!fT, mid-stave figure
ûlT, quavers, bottom sÈave

Debussy: CToches à travers les feuiLTesr 1-8
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lilhat cannoÈ be shown is how the various strands echo each other. Reference

to Example 48, however, shows that in bar 4 the upper and lower quaver

figures are rn-irrors of each other, while the senr-iquaver figure j.¡n-itates the

motion of the lower quaver figure, but at its faster pace covers an octave

while the slower figure covers three notes. Similar echoes of

contemporaneous and earlier figures abound through the work.

After bar I the diagram would have to extend even farther downwards

as more fragments of figuration are added. Ãnother aspect of patterning

can be seen simply by looking at the score to see the overall patterning,

when the work is perceived as a serj-es of sequences dominated by certain

combinations of motj-fs, but with overlaps and echoes.

Ravel- ¡ La val-l-ée des cl-oches

This work has much repetitive figuration, shown in that beginning in

bar 3, supporÈed by the ostinato g-t in this'section (to bar 11) and its

reprise (bars 49-52) . One other passage (bars 24-29) has repetitive

figuration, but for much of Èhe piece the repetitive device is that of bass

pedals under slow chords l-oosely based on peal-paÈterns. The chief effect

of the piece is its del-iberate confusion of overlapping sustained chords

and figures (in effect broken chords), not unlike the myriad repetitive

squares on a Klimt-eroteuse's sweeping dress.
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Exampl-e 4 9:
I

P.n ?il iøîqr¿

b

Ravel: La vaLLée des c.l.ocàes, 5-6

é->-

)nf-

d

tIJ ¡-l

These two bars show the initial ostinato-figure with inverted pedal-notes

on Gt and tenor echoes of the trebLe figure. The complex regularity of

this figure is tlpical of Ravel and, in its asymmetrical effect, of Art

Nouveau. The intrusion of the foreign G-natural in 6 will- be discussed

below. It sets with the et on the ¡niddle stave of 6 a chord of the seventh

that under¡n-ines the C minor tonality that has been establ-ished by the

treble ostinaÈo. Here two different tonalities overlap.

Paral-l-el with the overlapping sounds are the cross-rhythms: every bar

except the lasÈ two has the basic asymmetry of syncopated quavers that

comprise the piece's fundamental rhythmic ostinato. Against this are other

asymmetries, notably that of the unaccented semiguavers of the first

section (arranged in fours but with the crotchet beats coj-nciding wiÈh each

six) and the quavers against offset and incomplete triplets in bars 24-28.

!{hile there is constant sl-ow motion from the interplay of figures

against the ostinato of syncopated quavers, the only real movement is of

the harmonic foundation, seen in the pedalpoj-nts that drift slowly from one

centre to another.
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bars l- 6 I2-I3 1,5 L6 20
bass c# c Bb

v vb rv\rrr\rr\ r

23 24 26 3r
6bF

VII V

32 34 37 40
pb

III\IIlV

bars 41
bass C#

50
6f

\Vfi / T /V /VI \ I I / III \ II \I \
Ravel: La val1ée des cloches
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From the beginning the Ct minor Èonality seems ambiguous because the

pedalpoint is on V without any reference to the Èonic except the key-

signature. The first actual bass notes are G-nat,uraL in 6-10, making a

bVTb chord that contradicts the V6n harmonies established since the

beginning by the ostinato bell-figuration. These figures cease from 11-L9'

when the syncopated figures commence, but in the interim there has been an

unmodulated shift to C instead of the expected C at 16 - another ambiguity

that further tends to disorientate tonal horizons like the G in bar 6.

Similar shifts occur in 26 and 34, but perhaps the most ambiguous is that

to Gt in 50, for by this time the opening belI-figuraÈion has resumed at

the same pitch. Its I6n harmonies shouÌd confirm the et as tonic but are

contradicted by the nature of the pedalpoint chord, which is I7n, iteraÈed

with each pause in the ostinato, and ending the piece sol,us.

The whol-e effecÈ of the piece is thus a combination of tonal

ambiguity and patterned, mesmeric repetition. There is no sense of drama

at any point - just a slowJ-y-changing series of sounds.

Ravel-z L'oiseaux t¡istes

Like tra vaJ.l"ée des cToches, this piece j-s from Miroirs: mirrors

imply repetitions that show different aspects of the same thing. This

piece shows the patternings produced when bird-songs and stylizatj.ons

derived from them interact in differenÈ ways that colour each other

differently. The first motif (bars 1-3) is based partly on the same beII-

motif as -te gibet (where it is also sad) and this motif recurs throughout

the piece in different pitches and against, different backgrounds as a
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quasi-ostinato device. The third motif (bar 4, bass stave) is an ostinato-

like accompanying figure that is maÈched by those in bars 7, 13 and 15; all

are stylized patternings against which simple imagery of bird-songs is

heard. This imagery is stylized through simplificaÈion and repetition'

much like thaÈ of Rakhmaninovrs f noch...I Tyubov (Night...love, from

Études-tableaux I), where the bird-cal-ls become one with the

accompanimetnal- ostinato. The repetition of these figures against sporadic

bird-song motifs forms the "development" of the piece, although t,here is

some development proper in the unmeasured bars 1-5, where the figure

progresses in parallel chords through a pentatonic framework, and 24, which

is a ppp cadenza-Ij-ke figure. These sections apart, the piece consists

more of repetitions than development.

Roy Howat has drawn attention to two layers of this piece's

structure, dynamic and formafr that are of arch-form, are based on the

Golden Section, and are overlapping and interlockinga. Thus the piece has

sÈructural resonances that mirror the sonic ones, which gives a yet deeper

significance to this piece as miroi¡.

The other term that is important is "trjstes". In l"liroirs the moods

that Ravel creates are strange ones even though only one of the subjects is

(Alborada del gracioso). Here the sadness is almost funereal, with the

repeated bass figure of 5-6 being an echo of that at the beginning of

Liszt's .La lugubre gondola I, forming a broken ¡tinor chord of the

thirteenth 1ow in the compass, with the same rhythm and pauses as Liszt's.

The bare fifths in the bass from 7-10 are accompanied by an upper figure

that rocks back and forth Like a gondola, and produces al-ternate discords

and minor concords:
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Example 50: 6 iìn

I 1 r,d,

Ravel: Oiseaux tristes, 6-7

Thus a funeral gondola is associated with bird-song, and since the song

stylized in I and 9 i-s not that of a water-bird, the association is one of

dream or imagination, not impressionism. Throughout the piece iÈ is the

osÈinato accompanimental- figures that set the dolefuf moodr colouring Èhe

various elements of bird-song. There is little need for the indication

sombre in the l-ast line.

The slow syncopatj-ons that can be seen in the example above are one

of the piece's basic ambiguitiesi while regular, they seem to check any

sense of regularity of motion. In bars 13-14 Ravel establishes a

tlpically asymmetrical rhythmic pattern for the four crotchet beats.

Each crotchet-unit is divided into quaver-triplets that are further

subdivj-ded into alternaÈing serruiquaver-triplets and duplets, creating

someÈhing like a complex hemiola effectz 323 232 323 232. Each 3

(senr-iquaver triptet) forms a diminished sevenÈh chord on C, while each

duplet forms a minor seventh chord on qt, so that the $ tonality of the

lower of the quaver alternations is made less certain by that of the !Ë,

and both by their unresoLvj-ng discords. .Above this, bird-calls enter

syncopated at the true semj-quaver, so that rhythm becomes as ambiguous as

Analysis 15:

#Dt.o #Dt 
uo

#Dt.o fDtao
#¡6 #¡6 #¡6v5b "5b "5b

#D]
6b
#c6

#Dt 
uo

#¡6v5b #¡6
"5b 5b

+-------------+ +-------------+ +------------+ +------------+
323232323232

Ravel: Oiseaux trjstes, 13
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the harmony.

Sulnmary

ÀII three pieces feature repetition of figure and prolongaÈion of

sounds by the sustaining pedal that seem excessive by conventional-

sÈandards. The aim in all three is that of the construction of patterning

in sound rather than thaÈ of normal linear compositioni whil-e there is much

in al-I three pieces to engage the intellect, as this brief examination has

sought to show, their primary characteristic is mesmeric repeÈiÈion.

DAI{CE Csárdás obstiné, 1884
Gy,rnnopédies 1- , 2 ,3 18I I
Gnossiennes 7r2r3, 1890

4 (1891), 5 (1889),
Danse Tanguide Op.5I/4,
Danseuses de Delphes

(PréLudes I),

Lis zt
Satie
Satie
Satie6 (t_897)

1906

1910

Skryabin

Debussy

Concept

Dance, in its widest sense of movement that is ritualLzed, is a

concept central to Art Nouveaus, and one that it links closely to that of

time, with artists like Henrj- Toul-ouse-Lautrec, Ludwig von Zumbusch and

Aubrey Beardsley representing motion frozen in mid-flight so that the

acrobats, dancers and dandies are representative of aÈtitudes raÈher t,han

of real movement, as if they are posing, not moving. The slmbolic

significance of dance as ritual- of nature is important: dance is, after

all, a stylization of movement into gestures and at,Èitudes, as Art Nouveau

is a stylization of themes and visual phenomena, and it is in these

gestures and attitudes that animate beings (fauna) recall the natural

shapes and forms of fIora, and acknowledge the gods of naÈure.

Art Nouveau preoccupat,ion with movement is very different from

Impressionism like Degasr paintings of dancers, or Monet and Renoirrs

ripples on waÈer: the Impressionists are concerned with capturing the

moment in time while Art Nouveau stands out,side time to concentrate on the

abstractions of movement and gesture. Movement as such is not a leadíng
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Impressionist preoccupation, as it tends to confine itself to relatively

static subjects like l-andscapes and still-lifes, whereas with Art Nouveau,

all- movement becomes stylized movement, from wind-blown hair and wind as an

elemental force to dancing and the gestures of mannered society, and all

are part of its central theme of sinuous, moving l-ine. Movement is the

flow of line, from the curving lines of Edvard Munchts ?åe Scream and

Vincent Van Gogh's sunflower pictures to the many studies of female figures

abandoning themsetves to the ecstasy of dance6.

Lisztz Csárdás obstiné

Unlj-ke other Hungarian forms that Liszt employs, the Csárdás is not

one of striking dramatic contrasts. His other two works in this çJenre,

Csárdás macabre (L881-82) and Csárdás alJegro (1884) are sirn-ilar in this

respect, and the second of these is discussed in Chapter 18. In Csárdás

obstiné the adjective, in its sense of "persistent", seems to refer to

ostinato, but there also is the inescapable overtone of its primary French

meaning ttobstinate".

This work dates from 1884, and is remarkabLe for its insistent,

unrelenting pulse and its asymmetrical harmonic relationship between melody

and accompaniment, where the meLody is based in B while the accompaniment

seems to be in search of this root, beginning with Vrb and running Èhrough

vrr, bvrr, rub, vrr, vr from bars 17-73 before returning to vrb. (Àlan

Vüalker draws attention to Èhe clashes of major and minor thirds this

produces, seen in the first entry of the first motif in bar 1,7,1) The

variety necessary to counter the unceasingly driving pulse of the work

comes in fact from the variatj-on of the bass, for with a fixed eight-bar

meJ-ody and pulse there j-s l-ittle other resource. But the whole purpose of

the work is its narrow, intense focus on its main motj-f, giving it, a very

strongly hlpnotic character.

The initial part of the first mot,if is based on a descending

ÈeÈrachord (4-9-E¿-E) of Hungarian type; Liszt often used such abbreviated
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melodic pitch-sets, as Norbert Nagler notes j-n his study of Lisztrs

"futurj-stic" piecesS. The second half of the melody is in a complementary

tetrachord beginning two notes below. The motif finishes on Ft, so that

this is understood by the dj-atonic-trained ear as the tonal centre - but at

the same time perceives it as the mediant in a D scal-e, which creates an

apparent ambiguity of tonality.

The rhythm of the introducÈory sixteen bars is syncopated, but

accents in bars like 2L and 29 contradict this pattern once the melodic

motif begins, only to have the syncopations re-emphasized in the episode

beginning at bar 89 (and presumably in that beginning at bar 195); these

syncopated passages by their contrasts actually emphasize the non-

syncopated main sections, and so.help to highlight the piecers distinctive

rhythmic pattern set up in the first melodic section (bars 17-24) .

Development, apart from the syncopaÈed intermezzi and broken chords

in bars L6l-2 and 165-6, is limited to variations in root bass and

different ways of presenting the same mefodic motif (in octaves, chords,

quavers and major mode). The plan of the work shows how little of iÈ is

not concerned with the main motif:

The IeÈters applied in this analysis to motifs and variants show the

approximate picture only, for there are more subtle variations than such a

diagram can show. Since the recitative-introduction is cl-oseJ.y related to

A there are only nine bar-units out of forty-three that are not concerned

with the main motif, but because the alternatj-ve mot,if-sections are

st,raÈegica1ly placed there is some relief from it. But not from the basic

pulse, for there is no raJ-J-entando or pause except for the crotchet, rests

Analysis 16:

bar-units 2

motifs R

622
A A1A2
+-----+

2

B

L+4 2

A¡1
+---+

2+25
CAB

+-+

6 6+1
A3 A2

+----+

[R = recitative; ArB,C, = motifs. A bar-unit =

Liszt: Csárdás obsEiné, structure

8 bars of 2 
n)
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in five bars only in the group of 223-234.

LLszE has made a popular dance-form of the time, that by its natu¡e

has a distinctive rhythm and limited developmental character, into one

obsessively driving in mood, like Ravel's BoJ-eroi hence the obsti¡é of the

title, reinforced by Lhe folk-bareness of the piece rather than any

ballroom conventionalities l-ike cadences to the tonic. The piece j-s thus

excessive and uncompromising in its aesthetic of balance, as seen from a

conventional viewpoint, but as such it is a striking example of musical Art

Nouveau.

Satie : Gl¡mnopédies l, -3

GymnopédÍes are literally gymnastic steps, or dancing of youths (at

the annual festival- for the heroes of Thyrea; the term is found in

Contamine de Latour'".r.t"., and there is a possible connexion with

Flaubert's Salammbó) . V'lith their slow tempi, simple texture and

repetitiveness they are .t*o"t certainly also suggesting ritual dancÍng, or

if not, then architecture as frozen moÈion (to alter Friedrich von

Scheltingg) . This is not historicist re-creation of moments in ancient

times like the works of Lord Leighton and his fellow-acaderaicians' but the

capturing of the essence of dance itself, derived from frozen attitudes of

Greek dancers on frieze and urn.

The first three pieces, composed together (although the second did

not appear in print until 1ater10) and perhaps formally speaking three

different aspects of the same idea11, are based on a simple but distinctive

rhythmic unit of very slow crotchet-rdnim that only pauses at the two major

cadences of the first dance, not at all in the second, and only in the last

two bars of the third. Thus there is the same ostinaÈo based on the

simplest, distinctively slow rhythmíc pattern that provides a foundation

for the mesmeric effect of each piece. On this foundation is built the

modal melody and accompaniment of each piece (Phrygian, Mixolydian,

Dorian), giving an exotic fl-avour that enhances the strangeness of effect.
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The strangeness comes from the simple chords that at first appear as units

in a diatonic system of harmony, but are not provided with a logical

diatonic bass until the final closes. This is similar in effect to Csárdás

obstiné, where, because of the folk-mode used, the melody's harmonic roots

do not appear to align in a simple way with the bass. In the first two

Gyannopédies the accompanimental chords seem to imply a root on the tonic

whiLe the bass root is VI and V; in the third the bass has a tonic root (A)

but the accompaniment seems to move atonally. These modal- effects are

finally contradicted in the fj.nal close, which end in the diatonic major.

The harmonic effect is thus one of disorientation, which added to the

ostinato rhythm creates an unreal-, dream-like mood.

Development is limited to the composition of balancing melodic units

to complement the initial- eight-bar ones, so that a four-section song of

roughly thirty-two bars is created, which is repeated verbatim except for

the final close's moving to the diatonic major. Robert Orledge discusses

two ways in which the structure of the first is mirrored ín that of the

second, with the two originally being planned as a mirrored pair12, and the

third as completing the set like the Èhird Sarabande.

Satie escapes the four-bar phrases of méJ-odie-form to some extent'

but at least takes its four-bar uniÈ as a starting-point, for the first and

second pieces begin with such phrases (the first phrase of I being 4+4) .

His main device for freeing himself from it is to avoid the normal diatonic

cadence in bar 4 of a phrase by running on inÈo more bars, as ian be seen

in the first part of III. He also joins phrases - all pj-eces run their E

and F sections together to make a conÈinuous final line. The irregular

phrase-lengths thus created make the pieces asymmetrical méLodies rather

than musical prosel3.

There are no obvious parallels between their structures, but clear

evidence of hidden ones that are partly symbolist numerology and partly Art

Nouveau asymnetry:
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The evidence for Golden Section proportion, noticed elsewhere in

Satie by Allan Gil-Imor1s, appears somewhat equivocal, but this may be

intentj-onal. ff Èhe fulI picture is looked at in the analysis above it

seems that I and IIf divide similarly and show GS proportion, wiÈh fI being

based on ariÈhmetical proportion. There is, however, an error of 1 bar in

the last section of III, which should be 11 (using the Fibonacci series

that rounds off GS [Golden Section] ratios to the nearest whole number).

Since the "error" could easJ-ly have been avoj-ded by foreshortening the four

bars after the melody ceases (in bar 55) to three (cf. the foreshortened

ending to Gnossienne r or the extra bar at the end of Gyannopédie r), the

"erro!" seems deliberate - the symbolic inclusion of an intentional fLaw to

signify the imperfection of the art-workts mortal creatorl6. The C'-Fr

secÈions of II demand an opposite division, for their melody runs on so

that no division into CrD.ErF is possibl-e as for the other two pieces. But

the resulting totals suggest arithmetical rather than GS division. Vthile

in general this study does not pursue Èhe identification of symbolistic

device like GS' it is rel-evant here to Art Nouveau as another form of

asymmetry - perhaps the perfect asymmetry.

The three pieces' melodies echo each other, especially the second and

third' for the third begins as a quasi-lnversion of the second, and both

these share sequences of note-measures wi-th passages of the first. The

second and third pieces also invert sections of melody to make ¡nirror-

Analysis 17:

A BC
95

--22---+

D E-F
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+- L3-+ Gt¡

At Bt Cr
895
+---- 22---+

Dr Et_Fl
58
+-73-+ cs

I I
+--

II 4 4+2
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5 6+2 l0+2
+-----25-----+

4 4+2
+-- 8---+

1,2+4
+---f 6---+

ITT 9'1
+----1,6---+

4 3+3
+--10---+ cs

5 5+2 6 7+5
+----78---+ +-72-+ (cs)

[ "*" bars = rests . .Totals = italics .

Satj-e: Gymnopédies, structure

4-bar intros. omittedl4l
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imagesi those from II may serve as an example, with the variants shol^tn

below:

There are other, more developmenÈal-t]æe variations in the reprise-sections

E-F; those in t,he others are mentioned in the monographs of ALlan Gillmor

and Robert orledge17.

The three pieces heard together have a synergistic effect whose mood

is distinctively dreamlike and suggestive of sl-ow dancing, especially with

the rocking bass movement that seems to indicate symmetrical movement (to

one side and then the other), important in ritualized traditional dance,

where it slmboJ-ically represents an essentially polarized cosmos. Their

strange, remote mood is a product of their modal- nature and slohl ostinato-

l-ike accompaniments.

Satie: Gnossiennes 7-6

Allan Gillmor discusses the various theories as to the origin of the

title, but atl theories agree on its exoticismls; it is perhaps safe to

accept the summary statement of Maurice Rogers that the most likely

explanation is that the title reflects the interest inspired at the time by

excavations at Knossos palace in CreÈe, publicized at the Paris Exhibition

of 1-889, and that the pieces have some gamelan-sound inspiration.

Gnossiennes 7-3

The first three pieces form a set, being composed together and

published in 1890. They have simple rhythm-ic unit,s again based on

crotchets and minims, but in duple time. The slow rocking ostinato of bass

and accompanimentaL chords is simil-ar in j-ts effect to those of the
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Gyannopédíes, but the melodies have Eastern effects. Firstly, they move

faster, using quavers, and tend to finish their phrases on the penultimate

beat or half-beat of the rhythmj-c uniÈ, tying t,his note to the first beat

of the final unit in the phrase. Secondly, the first features the sort of

acciaccaturas and the second features the turns that can be associated with

(Eastern) arabesque - at l-east j-n üfestern evocations of it (as in Debussyrs

Pour J,'égyptienne, for instance). Thirdly, al-l have leaps of thirds that

also are part of Ìrlestern evocatj-on of the East (Pour 7'églptienne 6, 8, 10,

11...) that suggests exotic scales or j-nstruments (notably the PostuLez en

vous-méme passsage in the first, the PLus intimemenË in the second and the

Manissez-vous de cLairvoyance in the Èhird), and the third piece couples

this with a leap of an augmented fourth.

The scales used are synthetic (that is, neither purely diatonic nor

modal) and varied within the same piece, so that they have a character that

goes beyond the Classicaf modes into quasi-EasÈern arabesque scales. (Some

writers, however, have seen them as modal, without offering supporting

evidencel9. )

Each phrase j-s immediately repeated, and there is a reprise of the

first (wiËh repeaÈ); in between these, the development is linrited to the

composition of two additional phrases that bal-ance the first so that there

is no more development in this sense than in the G¡annopédies, except that

the phrases are longer and more complex. The overall effecÈ of ostinato

rhythmic units, exotic mel-odies and simple chordal accompaniments is just

as drearning and mesmeric, but with the extra complexit,ies and different

flavour of quasi-arabesque melodic character. The rocking basses,

repetitiveness and slow pace again suggest the symmeÈrical gestures of

ritualized dancing.

Evidence of proportionaÈe divisj-on must rely on note-values alone

(se¡n-ibreves), because bar-Iines are abandoned. Nonetheless, phrase-lengths

are readily discernible, and Èhere is some interesting evidence that may
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Satie: Gnossje¡nes 1-3, structure
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indicate some slmrmetries across the set:

Golden Section proportions begin and end the set, with the first two

sections of I and the last two of III; there is an error of 1 in t,he first

pair, for 18 should be 17. Since Satie could easily have foreshortened

either the first or second A-phrases by omitting the second F beat (Èhat

before très lui.sant, as he does at Èhe end of the piece) the question again

arises as to whether he deliberately j-ncl-uded a flaw. There is an

arithmetical symmetry of 22-II-22 in II and the first section of III, and

the two underlined numbers 35 (I) and 22 (II) are in Go1den Section ratio.

Since the set was composed and published as such it seems thaÈ Satie

embodied in it not only mystical/symbolist numeroJ-ogy but also the Art

Nouveau idea of suspending normal dimensionality to form an ldeal

conception of beauty, aI1 of whose Èrip1e dimensionality can only be seen

complete by the gods. IÈ is in such a context that the deliberate

inclusion of a flaw is necessary to signify that this creation j_s

necessarily less than the perfection possible to the gods.

Gnossiennes 4-6

The second three are di-sparate entities, composed at different times

(1891, 1889' 1897) and do not seem to compise a set, the second having bar-

rines ) for instance. They echo the vaguely Eastern character of the

earlier Gnossjennes with the arabesque of the first two and the un-diatonic

nature of bass progressions in the third. All break new ground: the
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earliest (the second) with the exaggerated floridity of its arabesque; t,he

first with iÈs arpeggiated accompaniment and mel-odic sequences ending short

of their expected rhythrnic length; and the third wiÈh the unusal bass

progressions jusÈ mentioned that tend to parallel melodic movement. This

following of melody creates a naive, primitive-sounding effect (and it is

composed in the same year as the first set of Pjèces froides, sharing some

of their austerity). It can easily be seen, for instance, in the first

four crotchet beats of line 1 and the progression from the second beat of

line 2. There is a si-mi-Iar ef fect in the i-ntroduction to

Gabriel Pierné's Cydalise et chêvre-pied' particularly aÈ its final

cadences.

Al-f three retain the duple time of the first set, basing their motion

on slow quavers rather than ¡n-inims and croÈchets, and it is this unvarying

slow pulse of plain accompaniment that is the most affective factor of each

and makes them recognisable as Gnossiennes. The melodic sequences employ

interval-s of fourths and thirds that hint at exotic modes and pentatonics

featuring intervals greater than the tone, as well as grace-notes that

again are part of traditional arabesque. These devices may be seen from

the first few bars of each piece, and in particular the fl-orid figure based

on the turn in fVllines 3 and 4.

AJ-l three are based around the same types of repetitj-on as those of

the other early dance-sets - immediaÈe repetition of phrase, and fairly

straightforward repetition of section, but with just enough variation of

occasional detail to provide thaÈ sense of the unexpected that is tlpical

of Satie. These variations are most easily seen in lV/line 5, where a lone

F follows Èhe two florid phrases of lines 4 and 5, and is also seen in the

three other anti-melismatic devj-ces (lone note-pairs wj-th acciaccaÈuras)

that punctuate the flow of the second page at unexpected points. The

element of the unexpected in V is provlded by the unpredictability of the

arabesquets sudden runs and pauses, and the consequent uneveness of its
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chronometric progression. The issue of chronometric concepts of fo¡m in

Satie has been raised by Allan Gj-Il-mor in respect of Èhe Ogives2o: here t,he

focus is on the ¡nicrostructure of the crotchet-unit. There is a great

contrast between the absol-utely unvarying quaver-motion of t,he

accompaniment and the sudden accel-erations and decelerations of the

arabesque. In VI the unpredictability lies in the accompanimentrs tendency

towards predictability - its tending to fol-low the line of the melody

j-nstead of countering it with the contrary motions of normal diatonic bass

foundation.

Examples of the strangeness

by the limiÈed nature of t,he bass

and deliberate monotony of sound produced

lines are instructive.

Analysis 20:

1 5 1"0 15 20 25 30
D D D C C D C C B C B D D ED D E D D FID D C B D D E D E D D F#E

Satie: Gnossjenne 4, basses

In IV there are thirty-three bass arpeggios of unvarying form and strict

quaver movement, but only five occasions (underlined) where the movement

between foundation-notes is not by step. The whole range of the bass is

only a fi fth, from V-II (Þ/!L, with the piece beginning in D Dorian and

ending in E Phrygian) . The bass ranges over only two notes for the first

eight arpeggios, and it is not until Èhe fourteent,h that the range

increases to four, and the twentieth before it ventures as far as the

fifth, which it approaches only once more. The bass of V is much more

varied, but even so does not range outside its nine diatonic notes (B-C),

nor feature anything but simple triads, their inversions, and root-position

major sevenths. It can be seen that Satie is intentionally símplifying his

compositional palette to rid himself of aII chromat,ic aberration, perhaps

to give an earthly initation of the harmony of the spheres based on the

simplicity of harmonies constructed only from Pythagorean ratios.

The two crucial factors of obvious repetition and unpredictability
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combine to create a strange effect that is characteristic of Art Nouveau

but not often so simply achieved: on the one hand the senses are lulled by

the obvious repetj-tion, and on the other disorientated by unprepared

modulations or shifts of tonality, so that a synergistic multiplication of

effect is achieved. At Èhe slow pace of a Gnossie¡ne any repeÈition is a

an almost timeless replaying of sgquence, and ÈogeÈher with the feeLing of

being outside normal dimensions of tonality the effect is very like that of

a slow-motion dream whose sequences seem sinr-ilar, but still fresh, to the

imagination. In these pj-eces dance appears as timeless stylizatíon of

méLodie.

Skrvabinz Danse ide Op . 5I/ 4

This piece from 1906 has a distinctive, asymmetrically rhythmic unit

based on semiquaver-rn-inim, with a senr-iquaver-crotchet at its hal-f-way point

within it whose rhythm echoes iti the pattern is clearly seen from the last

note of bar 1 to the first three of bar 2. There is a contrasting

ambiguity or tension, here between the suddenness of the seÍLiguaver and the

Iangour of the minim, and this contrast is ¡n-irrored in the echoing figure

that sounds while the minim is being he1d. These resonating rhythms fuse

into a minim-unit that hardly varies t,hrough the piece (it is merely

meultipled in the third section), so that there is a slow, insistent pulse

that, Iike those of all the other dances in this section, is somewhat

mesmeric and thus sensual; sensual-ity in this dance is that of indolence

rather than desire.

Languor is further suggested by the shape of the melody itself, which

has a generally falling line, from the downwards intervals from semiguaver

to rn-inim, and the way the nr-inim-line moves downwards in the phrases in bars

3-4 and 17-18. Even though there are upward curves in bars 5, 6-8 and 19

that are more typical of Skryabin in their tendency towards soaring, they

seem not to defeat t,he more gloomy downwards ones, and in the short

developmental section (bars 10-13) each upwards-movement from the
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semiquaver is followed by a fall from the dotted quaver, so that t,here is

continual tension between the two motions. There is aLso t,he use of

balancing units Like those of bars 1--3, 5-7 and 13-15 where the rninims

alternate between F and gt, mirrored by the two parts of the developmental-

section (mj-d-bar 9 to mid-bar 1l-, nr-id-bar 11 to mid-bar 13), possibly

suggesting gestures al-ternately right then l-eft. The insistence of the

basic rhythnr-ic uniÈ, the repeÈition of mirror-phrases and downwards-curves

all produce some intensity of effect and tension that is characteristic of

Art Nouveau practice.

Part of the piece's strangeness is in its alternating between

discords without any resolutions until the end of each four-bar section.

Example 5l:

\.v4> þft \¿f 
> wfl

Skryabin: Danse Tanguide, 1-5

(: V )t*¡íç

Conventional analyses of the alternations in the first, second and fourth

sections show them to be ovrtro and bII7sf - that is, beÈween sevenths with

flattened and sharpened fifths, but using symmetrical piÈch-set analysis

the alternations are shown to be simply those between wholetone sets a

serritone apart, wiÈh resolution into the diatonic set at the ends of the

sections vía bII-V-I. (In the first of these cadences - bar 5 - the pitch-

set can also be seen as octatonic, but in view of the other cadences and

the third section it is best regarded as diatonic, as marked. )

The Èhird section uses diatonj-c alternations (6b3b against ?) in

addition to the diatonic cadences to the other sections, so that Skryabin

is seÈt,ing up a second tension - wholetones versus diatonics - to that

between the two wholetone sets. The symbolic importance of this for Danse
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Tanguide is perhaps the inability to will- or resolve alternative tåeses

into a synËåesis, for none of the four diatonic cadences resoLves t,he

treble line into the tonic, so that tensions are weakened but not removed.

The overall importance of the choice of piÈch-sets and the wavering

between Èhem can partly be seen from Èhe general notion of langueu¡ in

Skryabin's mysticism, as unsatisfied sensuous longings Èhat are the state

of the Ipassive/feminine] soul before being energized by the

Iactive,/masculine] free spiri-t into ecstasy and mystical transformation -

they are the "secret strivings drowned in the dark depths of the creative

spirit" of the Fifth Sonata, there represented by the .Eanguido motifs of

bars 13ff. In this Danse they move listlessly, fj-rst between the opposite

poles of ülT2 and ütTl, unable to find fulfilment, alÈhough it is only in

symmetrical sets that such fulfil-menÈ can be musically enacted (as will be

shown in the following chapter on the l-ate sonatas). But they lack the

divine free spirit, the ail.é spark, as represented in the Eifth Sonata by

the initial figure (and see also the Poème aiLé discussion in Chapter 15).

That such fuLfilment i-s not achieved is evidenced symbolically by the fall

to diatonic cadences: diatonic pitch-sets, being non-slmmetrical in their

arrangement of semitonal- and tonal intervals, cannot achieve the music of

perfection, which alone can harmonize opposites. These, Iike the ancient

modes, give conventional- harmonic progression, Iike that of the third,

diatonic section of this piece (a series of IV6bao-V5, resolutions), but not

the perfect, endless, uncadenced motion of ecstasy that can only be enacÈed

with symmetrical sets when Èhe divine fire transforms the languid spirit.

Debussy: Ðanseuses de DeLphes

This dance is based on a simple crotchet-movemenÈ that is as slow-

paced as Satie's and only varied by some sequences syncopated at the quaver

or in simple quavers; as a rhythmic unit, however, iÈs steady pulse is

everln^rhere present or implied and is aLmost as insistent as those of Liszt,

and Satie. (Siegfried Mauser has recently demonstrated that there a¡e
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formal links beÈween this work and Satie's first Gymnopédie, which can be

simply felt in the syncopated quaver accompanimental rhythm, but, are

present in other more subtle ways21. )

There are quasi-Eastern J-eaps of thirds in the melody (bars 11-14)

that are seen as a full sequence in bars 2I-24, and these with the many

passages of quasi-parallel chords give the work the exoticism denoted by

the Èitl-e. Chordal phrases are in effect the second motif of the piece'

whose plainness and steady rhythm contrasts with the chromaticism and

dotted-rhythm of the melodic motif: from bar 6 the second motif-strand is

always in syncopation with the first (apart from the repeating of 4-5 in 9-

10).

There is much more development of accompanimental harmonies and

overal-l texture than in the Satie pieces, but little development of motj-f

itself apart from textural variations like the changing of the melodic

motif from single notes to octaves (6) or to bare 8r, chords (16) so that

development is more apparent than real.

Throughout the piece there is an inÈerplay between t,he melodic and

chordal motifs that suggests that between solo dancers and chorus, seen in

the more elaborate movements of the melodic motif as against the plainer

ones of the chordal motif, and the middle section (bars 11--L6) where the

two strands intersect, like lines of dancers crossing through each oÈher.

The importance of this contrasted movement is not so much its suggesting

imagery of ancient dancers as its creating the patterning produced by

repetition and interplay - dance is stylized movement, or patterning.

Patterning is also revealed in the piece's structure, with doubled

bar-línes delineating four sections (1-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-31), and the long

pause between 20 and 21 a sub-section, with other sub-sections in section

IV being 22-25, 26-2'l (reprise-of L-2) and as coda 27-3L, which means

sectíon IV is composed of the atomistic units 1+4+4+2+5:
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The double bar-Iines before and after bar 16 indicate that it is a

subsection of its own, which reflects its being exactly half-way between

the first and Iast bars. Either side are fifteen bars, in symmetrj-cal

groups on the 1eft, and asymmeÈrical- ones on the right - whichever way the

ato¡n-istic units of the right-hand side are grouped the result is

asymmetrical (not non-symmetrical, for they can be seen as 10*5

[proportional ratio 2zt) or 4+11 [numbers on the summational scale

beginning with 3r4 that are separated by 7 - the seventh bar counted from

each end of the group iq the beginning of an atonuist,ic unit, and is at the

Golden Section ratio from its endsi there is Èhus obverse-reverse

symmeÈryl :

Ílhen bar 16 is counted as part of section IV then it, the whole

section shows an internal symmetry of 5+6+5 that is a reversal of the

piece's overall symmetry - 15+1+15. I¡Ihether all this is regarded as

numeiology or as archj-tectural structure J-s unimportanÈ, for both are

instances of Art Nouveau asymmetry. Their symbolistic importance in

eompositions of the period by Debussy and Ravel- is argued by Roy Howat22.

A different tlpe of analysis shows the ways in which the two motif-

strands, announced together at the outset, interpJ-ay. The motion and

rhythnr-ical interplay is obvious from the analysis, which merely summarizes

what has already been explained. The different, roles that the motif-

strands take need a littl-e more explication: in section I the first notif

is of chromatic nature and given out, in single notes against the chordal

3lt
o

analys j-s 21:

I IV
4 6 5

II
55 1

sections:

Dan.seu.se.s de Delphes

rrl
5bars:

Debussy:

Ãnalysls 22:

r'7 18 19 20 2t 22 23 24 25 26 21 28 29 30
4 <> 7L

77 <>

31

Debussy: Danseuses de DeJphes
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ones of the second motif; from section II the first motif is always given

in octaves.

It wil-l be noticed that the motifs j-nterchange tonaL and Èextural roles, so

that by Èhe end their whol-e relationship has been transformed; in this

sense the piece is a series of transformations, which, over the

modal/EasÈern fLavour of the tonality and the quietly affective pulse'

tends to make the listener dream: as has been seen throughout the

repertoire, Ioosened or strange Éonal-j-ty disorientaÈes, repetition without

Iinear development suggests timelessness, and affectj-ve pulse mesmerizes.

The piece, therefore, is about dream or imagined dance.

Summary

AJ.l the pieces illustrating this theme of dance are pieces that are

unusually rhythnr-ically insistent, with a sensuality resulting from the

mesmeric effect of consÈantly repeated rhythm. As the rhythms of line in

ArÈ Nouveau drawings tend to fascinate the eye wiÈh their repetitíons and

patternings so those of the ear in music like this fascinate the other

senses. Thus these Art Nouveau dances are essentially affectiver adding

sensuousness to the tonal disorientation of their modal and other non-

diatonic sounds.

It has also been possible to show significant patterning of their

stylized or ritualized movement and repetition on the one hand, and of

their design on the other, corresponding to pat,terns of line and structure

in Art Nouveau drawings.

Anal-ysis 23:

motion
I contrary
II contrary
III intersecting
IV parallel

rhythm motif 1

paraIJ-eI chrom/single
syncopated chrom/octaves
syncopated mixed/octaves
syncopated modal/octaves

motif 2

modal/chordal
modal/chordal
mixed/chordal
chrom/chordal

Debussy: Darseuse.s de DeTphes
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MYSTICÀI Danses Gothiques 1893 Satie
PréLude de Ia porte héroique du ciel-

1894 Satie
Cants nágics l9L9 Mompou

[The sonatas 6-10 of Al-exander Skryabin that also fall under this
heading have been given a special chapter of their own following this' that
includes justification for considering them all, when only the Seventh and
NinÈh bear specific titles. l

Concept

Since all- Art Nouveau is fundamentalJ-y Idealist the general notion of

mysticism - claiming knowledge of a meta-world and its impinging on the

real- world - is implied to a greaÈer or l-esser extenÈ in its pictures,

writings and music23. Such a world is always considered to be based on an

systern of perfect Order, symbols of which can be perceived by the

discerning few in Èhe natural worLd. This is strongly reflected in Art

Nouveauts emphasis on mysÈery, ambiguity, asymmetry, stylizationt

repetitive rhythms, interweaving, patterning and liruiÈed dimensj-onality

that have already been identified as some of its el-even essential

principles. The first two factors concern the impinging of the Other World

- the unseen forces behind nature - on the "real" or visible world. The

l-ast - Ii-nr-ited dimensionality - is Art Nouveau's representation of the

Other lrforld's being beyond normal space-time, and the others are Art

Nouveau's expression of aspects of its order. The music of Erik Satie,

Federico Mompou and AJ-exander Skryabin on mystical subjects tends to

express these with Art Nouveau manneristic method.

Particular mysticisms like those of Skryabin, the Theosophists or

Péladan (whose aims were "to ruin realism, reform Latin taste, and create a

school of idealist art"24), often found expression in Art Nouveau art, even

if it were just a Beardsley or Montesquiou posing as practitioners of the

dark arts as part of their Decadent ambience. This distinction has, in the

main, been observed by Edward Lucie-Srn-ith and by the authors of Jean

Cassou's study of Symbolism2s. Throughout this study care has been taken

to take full account of the ways Symbolisn impinges on Art Nouveau, and of
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the cases where the two can be distinguished j-n music.

SaÈie: Danses Gothiques

As mentioned earlier in Chapter 10, the Satie mystical works seem to

be a ¡esult of his association with the Sâr,Josephin Pél-adan and his Sal.o¡

de Rose*Croix between 1890 and L89226 (h" was specifically appointed

composer to PéIadan's group by May 1891, composing some pieces for them2?)

untif t892, although it is likely that he was interested in the mystical

and the occul-t from at least 188528. These two pieces may have been

composed for Satie's ov¡n mystical church (grandly named ÉgJise

l4étropoJitaine d'art de ./ésus Conducteur) that he founded following his

break with PéIadan in L892, alÈhough the Ðanses Gothiques mentj-on the

Benedicti-ne order in Èheir dedication29. The Danses seem tike incidental

music for a litany in a religious ceremony, while the Préfude is based on a

drama ésoterique by Jules Bois3o.

Satie's own particular mysticism probably ínvolved the occult and

perhaps may even have had elements of theosophy. Discussion of these works

will- therefore point out cerÈain obvious references to Symbolism but will

mainly concentrate on Èheir use of Art Nouveau method and expression of its

aesthetic. Alan Gillmor and Robert Orledge agree that Golden Section,

probably suggested to him by Debussy3l, is important in some works of this

period (Trois sonneries de l-a Rose*Croix, for example), and that in

particular the number 3 is mystì-caJ"Iy significant, as can be seen in

Satie's composing works J-n groups of three (Sarabandes, Gyannopédies,

Gnossiennest Sonne¡ies)32. The Ðanses and PréIude, however, are not such

sets, but have their own internal structural systems that are based on

other principles.

The Danses are quite unJ-ike the sarabandes and the Èhree Greek-titled

trios, being incidental music not unlike improvisations on plainsong;

Vlhile it is not impossible to imagine solemn dancJ-ng to the music, there is

no regular rhythm for dancers to follow, so that any dancing would have to
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be symbolj-c gesture or ritual rather than ordered movement. "Da¡rses" may

therefore mean only a vaguely mediaeval form, or be a deliberately

mystifying term, ambiguity being of the essence of Art Nouveau. There is a

two-page initial section followed by eight shorter sections, each prefaced

by a pentitential- heading concerned wiÈh particular sins to l-ament or

saints to supplicate.

Patrick Gowers has shown that the music of the Rose*Croix period can

be seen as being formed from compositional "ce11s", and he terms this

method "puncÈuation form"33. The method of analysis adopted here is

cognate, but not identical, being based on slightly larger units and a

slightly differenÈ viewpoint that the piece itseff seems to suggest. fn

this way the analysis approaches the music from the opposite direction to

that of Patrick Go$¡ers ana no¡ert Orledge: they seek to show how the music

came to be formed from iLs cell-s, Iâ¡hereas this study looks at the resultant

music to discover what units iÈ has formed itself into. There is yet

another approach - thaÈ of considering the work as a series of time-units,

as suggested by Ï,rlolfgang Hufschmidt3a.

Since all the music is barless and irregular in form, it is necessary

to look at its cadences to see its structure, when j-t is found to consist

of shorter or longer phrases that come to some sort of close.

There is some repetition of phrase, but not enough to suggest a

conventional structure, but from recenÈ dj-scoveries with respect to

numerology in the .gonnerjes de 7a Rose*Croix and the Prél.ude de J-a Porte

héroique du cieJ3s iÈ is tikely that some Golden Section or other planned

system will be ascertainable, and although for most discussion in this

study proportionate system as such is not the mai-n issue, it may be noticed

that the method adopted of dividing the music into phrases ending in

cadential closes has the interesting result that when the fj.rst real

repetition begins (A in the sixth line) there are, in this first long

section of the work, fifteen phrases before and eight after - Golden
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Section according to Fibonacci numbers. Thus what seems on the face of it

to be a free-form work seems to have some initial- evidence of a hidden
f K

order.

Example 52:

l-l

2
3{

BA

2l

-L
r

Þ L

=v

_-l F.,l

More j-nteresting from the point of view of Art Nouveau is the

repetition of the unit of two quavers and a crotchet, often followed by a

bass note ox an extended quaver moti-oni in C and F this is varied by having

the quavers dotted. The basic unit is complete in itsel-f as a whole phrase

(8, D lline 5] ) and is the only one that, forms cadences finishing on 53

chords. The other cadences are incomplete, ending i-ndefinitely, which

tends to lustify such descriptions as that of Leonard B. Meyerts "non-goal

oriented music"36. Repetition at intervals and in multiples'of thj-s

rhythmic unit tends to produce a feeling of timelessness Èhat is augmented

by the indefinite cadences. (The mystical reaLm of perfect Order is of
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course timeless). BA

ù

5
t
3

2
3
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Satie: Danses Gothìques, Pages l-2

While in each of the nine sections of the complete work a basic

tonality is established (and reinforced by the single bass notes) the

harmonies that unfol-d above this are very strange and seemingly disordered'

or at least unordered, and seem Èo anÈicipate the Ðadaistst deliberate

meaninglessness by a generation. The very first chord is a VI6ab discord

that prepares for a resol-ution to V5 on G which instead becomes V6ab. This

sets a pattern of "resolution" into discord that becomes the standard

method of procedure, so that except for the few completed cadences the

harmonic movement is always anticipating but rareJ-y achieving resolution.

There is thus a sense of indefiniteness that again heightens Èimel-essness.

It is important to note that the ha¡monies for this work (like those

of the Sa¡aåandes) are as complex as those of the Greek dances are plain,

yet both are termed danses. the suggestion made about the Greek dances

that Pythagorean whole-number ratios may be symbolized in Èhe simplicity of

their harmonieS obviously does not apply here, where the emphasis is firmly

on mysterY.

Phrase E simply repeats Èhe same b3 chord, aÌthough in an ABA

t. t.
¡ D 1 - í-r-il

c -l- ,,!. ¡-.r- . hc

a
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rhythmic unit; it reappears verbatim in section 2 and in BAB rhythmic form

in Sect,j-on 9 to end the whole cycle. Phrases I, K, and M are sequences of

unharmonized octaves like plainchant whose tlpe reappears in sections 3 and

I and are followed, excepL for K, by cadences like A¡nens, so thaü they are

perhaps to be understood as leads and responses. but their appearance in

the order of phrases seems irregular. They do, however, supply antiphonal

imagery of mystery to the Ðanses that with its plainness suppl-ements that

of the strange harmonic movement.

The whole ni-ne sections consist of the contradictions between

irrational (harmonically speaking) and indefinit,e, tj-meless sequences on

the one hand with definite, if unorthodox, cadences on the other (for

instance, the vIsb3b/I3b of C or .the lII6ru\r:¡ of G) . This is music of a

mysterious real-m perhaps only intelligible through an esoteric system. It

seems clear that the strangeness is deliberate, and that the Art Nouveau

characters of indefiniteness and timelessness are means to that end.

Satíe: PréLude de Ia porte héroique du ciel

This work of 1894 is dedicated to himself, with facetious directions:

Example 53: [J.eel
A

I
,1 s

C.lr. .a pro/o.¿¿..tt lorr

F v
c

t--------------- r¡

c- H a 1

L
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f¡b tiß)ffia, t¿t..cint

I
t)
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His cel-estial vision, ambiguously satirical, is Art Nouveau Arcadianism

mixed with mystical-romantic heroísm, whether wrj-tten for PéIadan or his

own ttchurch". ec f-

ExampJ.e 53:

309
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Satie : Préfude
de 7a porte héroique du cieL

The simplest way to divide the work into phrases is to use real or

apparent movements to cadences as demarcations. Example 53 shows the way

the piece is composed of twenty-three motif-phrases, ten of which are

repeated or slightly modified (A.B,D,E,G,H,,f'M'Rf O) . The moÈifs A'Bf E are

doubl-e ones, having Èwo closes. There is a coda after Rjdeau (= curtain),

indicated by the only barlines in Èhe piece, and even these are dotted

lines. It is difficulÈ to perceive the structure without barlines, and the

forty-four cadences are irregularly placed, as can be seen in the example.

There may be a numerological key Èo Èhe work's proportions, and Alan

Gillmor points out its arch structure37. !{illiam AusÈj-n analyzes the work

from the point of view of tj-me, particularly tirne espacet which suggests

yeÈ another layer of meaning3E. His comments on the placing of rubrics are

relevant to the paragraph below: he notes that the rubrj-cs occur in ¡nid-

T

'l l'- -

1-\:-
tL,
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phrase, and this may be

Golden Section markers

to draw attention

(see below) fal"l in

There is some evidence of a multi-Ievel structure. If the full

closes to 53, major or mi-nor, that occur at the end of motif-phrases are

counted, then there are 2L Xo Xideau. At the Golden Section from 21, which

is 13 (R), there is a close to the work's home key, D. If the whole work

is considered (23 closes), Èhen the Golden Section marker of 14 (.t) is the

only occasion in the work where Èhe home key is emphasized by a D in the

Iowest octave. If the forty-four motif-phrases are considered, then the

Golden Section phrase is M (27t44), whj-ch is the work's climax (ironically

indicated Eviter toute exul-tation sacriTège Iavoiding all sacrilegious

exultationl; if the phrases to Rjdeau are considered then the Gol-den

Section phrase in iI (25z4ll . wfricn is indicated En une tjmjde pieté. But iI

is the Golden Section phrase for the whole work when considering full

closes, as menÈioned earlier in this paragraph: thus by GoJ-den Section the

two dimensions of the work come together.

What is more important is to notice that there is much Art Nouveau

(that is, excessive and patterned) repetition of motif and fragment. To

begin with, forty-four cadences in a short piece of two pages (just over

two hundred crotchet beats) is excessive, as is the repetiÈion of ten

motifs in a piece that is not simple binary; one of them (B) is repeated

five times, and may thus be a structural marker of symbolic significance,

because it gives the piece a seven-fol-d division plus coda. Most of the

motif-sections are constructed from the three-note melodic fragrnent seen aÈ

its simplest in B at the end of the first line, so that besides the ten

actual occurrences of this there are many echoes of it in varied forms

throughout the pj-ece. The only contrasts to the working-out of this

fragment are the simple crotchet movements of motif-sections D and M, the

single-note basses at interval-s and the octave passages at the end. The

piece is thus dominated by the Èhree-noÈe figure that in its simplest form

to matters of proportion, for the

phrases governed by rubrics.
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moves to a s, cadence, so that much of the piece is spent expecting sinr-ilar

5, cadences but getting j-nstead the various tlpes of imperfect ones that

end many motif-sections. The only simple repetition in the whoLe piece is

a reversal- of the opening sequences .AÀBB into BBAÀ just before Rideau¡ all

the other repetition is structural patterning.

It is possible that Satj-e is suggesting a mystical state beyond

ordinary dimensions by his dispensing with bar-Iines and normal structure,

but it is more likely that this is suggested by the non-progressing

harmony, seen especially in the paral-lel or near-parallel progressions like

those of A, the incomplete cadences (for instance C, E, F) and the general

non-resolution of discords except at the twenty-three fuII closes numbered

in the example.

Mystery is also shown in the non-progressing nature of the harmonic

progressions like the consecutive chords of sections Gr-Q and Èhe

.surprising transformation from the key F to D at Rideau:

E I \ rr6bs¡ \ r \ uoro \ bvrr6, \ bvruo¡ / Dur.

Finally, cadences are often quite unorthodox - for instance the

brrrsro\rr6:o\r cadence of iI, or the rrrT\r of B.

Mompou: Cants mágícs

Federico Mompou h¡as a native of Barcelona, the city of Antoni Gaudits

architectural expressions of Art Nouveau, and of ancient Moorish

traditj-ons, which can be easj-Iy seen in Gaudi's work39, and it is also

possible that gypsy, theosophist or other exotic elements are impJ-ied in

the overall title of Èhe works to be studied here. But perhaps the most

important element is that of his beliefs on primitivism or ¡ecotnmençament,

which seem to embrace basic, archetypal instinctual elements of music as

well as very simple means in composing and notating itao. This is sinilar

to Satie's aims of simplicity, particularJ-y 'as seen in the Greek dances. It

is this aspect of his reconmençamenÊ doctrine that leads to the placing of

this work in this chapter rather than in t,he later one containing the theme
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of evit, for although much in the music is menacing its basic focus seems

to be on the incanÈation of spirits and powers Èhrough hlpnoÈic repetitions

and strange sounds. In this respecL it is like Stravinskyrs -te sac¡e du

printenps and Ravel's Eolero, and all the works in which composers evoke

the mysteries of the ancient or exotic worlds (see chapter 15).

Central to Mompouts use of minimal means and popular tunes (in some

works ) seems to be the Art Nouveau idea of the mystetious powers in nature

that unsophisticated societies and their cultures are closer to; by

sÈripping his music of all possible accretions its natural-, elemental

essence remains. Thus popular or simple traditions can contain hidden

folk-memories, as expounded in the comparative mythology of Sir James

Frazer's The Golden Bough, and as Carl Jung argued in his concept of

archetlpes in the coll-ectiv" r..o.r".ious. Mompouts music may be considered

more as a series of sketches than developed comPositions' but their basic

concept is certainly relevant to Èhis study for the musical ideas it

suggesfs.

The Cants consist of five short pieces in unbarred staves and free

form, and represent his reconunençament style in contradistinction to the

more conventional Inrpresiones intimas of 1911-14. They are perhaps to be

regarded as sketches, but their austerity of form and uncompromising

rhythmic expression is also remj-niscent of Satie, whom Mompou' clearly a

member of the musical avant-garde in his Parisian years 1911-14 and 1921-

40, would have known.

The five pieces have no indivj-dual- titles, although at the head of

each are Èhe indications, respectively, Energic, Obscur, Profond-7ent,

Ì4isteriós and Cal.ma, which at least show the initial and therefore

characterizing mood of each piece. There are si¡n-ilar directions to

indicate sectional changes, and italicized Spanish terms that seem to be

Iike the French ones of Skryabin in indicating meaning as much as manner.

In the context of the bareness of Èhe score these directions take on much
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importance.

The first piece is of ABA form (marked with the numerals 712'3) wiÈh

Energic sections composed of two chords only - Is (withouÈ a third) and

V#gon arranged in a crotchet-minim rhythm, with the first chord fornr-ing a

pedalpoint Èhat lasts throughout the piece. Ties extending from each chord

but not joining Èo the next would seem to indÍcate that the sust,aining

pedal is to be heavily used. These sections surround a Lent that consists

of slight el-aborations of Èhe basic materia]: (E- minor) IfI-IV-IfI-I

(twice) V-v-v-I, v-#vI-V-I (twice) . Al-1 the tonic chords are 12u as aÈ

thej-r first appearance, and al-l the others in the n-id-section 10onp in

strict parallel, with only a few connecting quavers in the trebl-e to break

the strictness of rhythm. There is a four-note recitat preceding the mid-

section, but it is only E E G G, and a slow arpeggiated chord composed of

the notes of the chords of the outer secti-ons.

The bareness and sì-mpliciÈy of the writing is extreme, so that

nothing distracts from the repetitiveness of both rhythm and harmony.

Since it is not children's music (the chord-stretches and movement across

the keyboard are too difficult) it is deliberate naivety, reminiscent of

Gauguin's South-Sea paintings that are often considered Art Nouveau because

of their use of outlining and curves, and because of their nature-centred

ethos. Mompou is of course evoking the simple rhythms and linúted-gamut

chants of what he supposes to be "primitive" music, as hinted at in the

final section of Debussy's tr'i'sJ-e joyeux, where he seems to be doing the

same thing, aJ-though with more elaborate means.

The second piece consisÈs of variations on a three-bar phrase (bars

are used for the stave on which this motif appears), largely consistj-ng of

additions and in Èhe first instance an actual harmonization. The phrase is

characterized o-bscur when it appears alone at first, then c-la¡ when

harmonized. From the third line a treble ostinato appears above it and

remains for the rest of the piece except the reprise of the harmonized
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l-ine. The section of the piece headed "cant." is the first moment in the

suite to this poinÈ where there seems to be some development:

Exampl.e 54 :
l

,J-lta ì. ,'{}fi,'{}'fl

Mompou: CanEs mágics 2' lines 5-6

The sudden shifting via parallel '2n chord from BÞ to I is ambiguous: the 4

appears at first to be a temporary pause on the leading-note before a

returning to $, but when this does not evenluate, and is replaced by Lhe

unrelated bass statement on B, the A chord is now seen as its diminished

¡¡r-inor triad with flattened seventh. This ambiguity follows Èhat of t,he G-D

bass statement just before the BÞ chord of the example, and al-so follows

the unresolved harmonies of the second and last lines where the initial

motif is harmonized: (B minor) IIbzn-v10r-I5-IITaro-f'nrr. (The piece ends,

however, on the bare fifth-plus-octave - the first three steps of this

chain. )

The third piece begins chromaticalJ-y so that its major-minor tonality

is ambiguous: (over an Eb pedal) V-bVI-V-VI. A contrary-motion melodic

fragment in parallel minor thirds is then added, repeated and augmenÈed

until it becomes a series of paral-lel descending broken chords:

Example 55:
t_-ÈJ,

q q
r)
'una-níca d'a¿'re

ry-r
e)

Mompou: Cants mágics 3 bf^ b(^ 'T^ I
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Example 56

lro^?u¡l lñ.¿ ,)^

puL^ ù^

Mompou: CanLs mágics 3, line 6

By this time the melodic fragment has itself transformed into a descending

pattern, but its characteristic rhythm has not changed, for rhythrn-ic

ostinati are present throughout every moment of the suite. The

simultaneous broken chords are at fj-rst of independent tonaliÈy, but come

together in the sub-mediant seventh chord that is unresolved. The piece

ends with the ambiguous paral-lel thirds, melody and pedal forming an

unresolved. 6n chord. The directions for the piece are Profond-7ent; sota

eJ peu de J-a son [with the heaviness of sleep]; and una mica d'ai¡e [a

IiÈtle more airy/lighterl, so that the drowsiness of mesmeric effect is

intended - a characteristically Àrt Nouveau mood.

The fourth piece j-s in contrasÈing episodes: Misteriós; viu, sens

ordre [lively, free-rhythm]; dolorés; tranquil trist; en I'airei viu;

dolorés. Al-though the second direction is in effecÈ that of rubato there

is only a slight relaxing of the ostinato, because a definiÈe and

unrn-istakeable rhythmic pattern is repeated:

Example 57:

tíu, sens ordre âtta
?a_ =

â
b)a

.f

Mompou: CanEs mágics 4r J-ines 2-3
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This rhythraic pattern is related to that of the other sections. The viu

section fragment is repeated three times, and echoed in a fourth by the

left-hand figure during the brief doTorés section. This is the most

repetiÈive of all- the pj-eces: the monotony is deliberate and highly

affective. The final ascending broken chord of the piece consists of the

first nine notes of the left-hand figure in the vui example above, so that

there is once more an unresolved endj-ng.

The fifth piece is the most Satie-l-ike (Sarabandes and Gy,rnnopédies)

in it.s slow, sustained movement and subtlety of harmonies. ft is like the

first in being ABA in form, although with double bar-lines rather than

numeral-s to support the indications. It runs CaJ-ma; lnquiet,' CaLmai with

profond and perdentse towards the conclusion, which is again unresolved,

with a een chord on the do¡n-inant over the F pedal. This is the implied and

stated but often obscured pedal throughout the À-sections, as chords of the

seventh move ín parallel with the melody, but at the strange interval of an

augmented fourÈh below it, thus constantly contradicting the pedal: as the

melody moves through the major triad on F the chords move th¡ough one on B.

The inguiet section takes place over a pedal that is ostinato' yet

the relationships between melody, harmonies and pedal are ambiguous:

Example 58

,

ì

1

Mompous Can|s mágics 5r lines 4-5

'oç

7 Þ"'

The right-hand (crotchet) component of the first two chords points to an AÞ

as its base, with which it would form a chord of the seventh, but that of

the left hand is more rel-ated Èo the pedal DÞ, with which it would form a
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n.r-tua movemenL if it were full-y spelt out. But at no point in the

sequence is there a ful-l- resolution, the nearest being Lhat of the chord

after the mel-odic A, which forms a diminished seventh with added sharpened

fifth on DÞ, and this chord and mel-odlc note is si-mply repeated to end the

section (and is thus unresofved).

The suite as a who1e is marked by hypnotic repetition. ostinato

rhythms and pedalpoints, al-l these, and their exaggerated employment, being

characteristic of musical Art Nouveau, suggesting respectively sensualit.y

and .l-imited dimensionality. The extreme simplicity of means (although with

some subtlety of harmonies ) , and the promJ-nence of accompanime4tal

figuration over melody (because of the brevity and repetition of all- the

melodic fragments), is again Art Nouveau - extremity of effect.

üIhile the superficial- intention is to echo the rhythms and simplicity

of primitive chant, as the name implies, this is not done in any narrative

sense, because at no stage in the suite j-s t.here any satisfactory harmonic

resol-ution that woul-d suggest linearity of progression (the nearest

approach being the use of bare fifths to end a phrase). Nor j-s there any

attempt to weave musical- imagery into a normaf structure as in

J-mpressionistic composition. The pieces are therefore reflections from the

sophisticated point of view of Ä.rt Nouveau on the nature of primitive magic

chant, as Mompou imagines it.

Sumrnar

The two Satie works show strangeness in their general mode of

procedure and hidden symbolism in thej.r structures, but have other

important Art Nouveau characters - non-conventional-ity, excessive

repetition both of phrase and of the two-quaver+crotchet rhythm. The first

titl-e suggests mediaeval- ritual- of deep symbolic j-mport and the second

dream-transformation: their music j-s appropriately timel-ess and indefinite

because its l-j-near movement is apparentJ-y irrational- in norma.l- harmonic

terms, alLhough possibly explicable in symbolic ones. From an Art Nouveau
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viewpoj-nt the repetitj-on of the basic two quaver*crotchet unit becomes

somewhat mesmeric and its effect subliminal, l-ike all- ritual.

The Mompou work is .l-ike Satie's in bei-ng affectedly, even excessively

simple, and in this it comes cl-ose to Dadaism, and is l-iable to the same

criticism of triv.iality. Its subject is serious enough, however, so that

the work may be seen as an attempt to evoke or explore the naLure of

primitive musj-c, whose J-nLention j-s. l-ike Art Nouveau, primarj-ly affective.

Like the Satie works, and like all- the works in this chapter, patterning

and asymmetries are evident and crucia.l- to its purpose.
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CHAPTER 14

SKRYABÏN _ THE I,ATE SONATAS AS MYSTTCAL WORKS

(Messe bLanc)

(Messe noir)

The sonata as such is not normal-ly to be regarded in the terms of

this study as first-order repertory, un.Iess it has an Ä.rt Nouveau title or

Symbolist progranune wj-th Art Nouveau connexions, as has a-Iready been seen

wj-th Skryabin's Fj-fth. tr{hat wil-I be argued in thj-s chapter j-s that the

sonatas VI-X are the one large-canvas work, and that afl- are primarily

mystical-, noL just the Seventh (Jt4esse bLanc) and the Ninth (nicknamed

.l{esse noir, apparently with Skryabin's acquiescencel¡. It wil-l- be argued

that the five sonatas shoufd be seen as five aspects of the same subject -

an exposition of part of Skryabin's mystical plans that were to have

cul-lninated in the projected Mysterium. The central theme is that of the

opposition of benign and evil ecstasies2, and it wil-l- be argued that this

j-s to be seen in the nature and deployment of the symmetrical pitch-sets

used in the sonatas, and in the meanings of the French-Ianguage rubrics

throughout the works. Only by reconciling pitch-set anal-ysis with the

semiological evldence, as has been discussed above for the Fifth Sonata,

can the fulJ- importance of the sonatas as a five-part whoÌe be understood.

It then fol-lows that this dual approach is also vj-tal- to the full-er

understanding of the shorter pieces written in the last period of

Skryabin's life, some of which are discussed in other chapters of this

study.

Skryabin's commitment to S¡rmbolism was total-: it directed his l-ife

and guided al-l his compositj-on, at l-east after about 1905. The five

sonatas'(6-10) were composed closeJ-y together (1911-13) and, as will- be

argued, composed as a unit, with sonatas VITVII,IX and X being at the four

points of the compass, as it r^rere, and VIII in the middle; the viewpoint

Sonata
Sonata
Sonata
Sonata
Sonata

r9tL-12
t_ 911
L972-]-3
1913
L972-13

6

1

B

9

10
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or relative position of each is symbolically signíficant.

32L

VI

IX VTÏÏ X

VIT

The satanj-cal- natures of VI and IX are opposed to the purifying nature of

VfI and X; in the middle is the "tragique" state of the unl-iberated soul

that feel-s the puJ-J- of these contradj-ctory forces and must endeavour to

find a reconcili-ation.

Afl that has been understood about the sonatas hj-therto is that they

r^Iere -regarded as mystical by the composer, who saw the Sixth and the Ninth

as satanj-c while the Seventh was purifying and hoJ-y3. He ."fusea to play

the Sixth in public from his superstitious feeling that it was demonic and

corrupt, and said of the Ninth that playing it was "practising,sorcery"4.

He himsel-f nj-cknamed the Seventh "lVhite Mass", and his fel-low-mystic and

friend Alexei Podgajetsky named the Ninth "Bl-ack Mass". apparently without

objection from Skryabins. As yet there has been no convincing explanation

j-n musical- terms of how Skryabin justified his according to these sonatas

a mystical or superstitious status, but using Jay Reise's analysis of his

harmonic method (empJ-oyed earl-ier for dj-scussion of the Fifth Sonata), and

a semio.l-ogicaÌ analysis of the French-language rubrics from the viewpoint

of Art Nouveau, a simple differentiation between them appears that shows

how the composer saw them as mystical.

As a genera.l- rul-e Skryabin reserves Ital-ian-Ianguage directions for

tempo and broad indication of manner, as far as thj-s can be judged from

the printed editj-ons avaifabl-e6; there are occasional- exceptions that do

not present any serious challenge to this generalization, like -Languido in

the Fifth (bar 13) or en peu pJus Lent in the Sixth (bar 230), which are

reversal-s of the normal procedure. But almost al-Ì the French rubrics

(usuaÌly appearing in i-tafics) are to do with manner, not tempo, and must

seem rather fanciful- to players: en un vertige ('7, 281), Tegendaire (9,
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L), avec une Tangueur naissante (9, 35), tout devient charme et douceur

(VI , 2421 , for instance. They contain termi-nol-ogy vital to Skryabin's

mysticism, however, like "langueur" Ipasslve,/feminine eroti-c longing, in

Skryabin's symbolisml and "charme" Ispe11] whose nature onl-y becomes clear

when they are examj-ned j-n the generaL context of Art Nouveau imagery.

Furthermore, the tenor of these expressions j-s always reflected in the

nature of the parLicul-ar motif, figure and pitch-set empl-oyed. as will

become cl-ear below. Once it is seen that these French rubrics, only

explicable from an Art Nouveau viewpoint, are a code of symbols explaining

the meaning of the musical passages to which they are applied, then

Skryabints intentlons in Lhese five l-ate sonatas, and their belonging

together as a group, can begin to be appreciated.

That this semiologj-cal- evidence has been unnoticed until now i-s not

surprj.si-ng, for until the pieces are looked at, as in this repertory

study, from the point of vj-ew of Art Nouveau, the appropriate questions

are not asked that can uncover their meaning. Outside this context these

French-l-anguage sj-gns seem merely fanci-ful-; within j-t they are seen as

fa¡n-iliar Art Nouveau imagery - for instance of the pretended innocence of

the seductress. or of Dionysi-an or9y, or of fl-ames rising to transform

matter. Their part in the overal-l picture of the sonatas can therefore

begin to be assessed ì.n a systematic context.

The discoveries made about, these sonaLas and other works in this

study that fol-low from J-ooking at them from thi-s fresh viewpoint, are a

sufficient justification for such study, over and above questions of

whether and how far Art Nouveau may be said to j-mpinge on music and music

history.

Sonatas VI-X as a set

These may first be considered

mysticaJ- system, and in particular

Ninth are evi-l- (as their nicknames

for their internal- evidences of

for the ways in which the Sixth and

and musical- directions indicate) as
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opposed to the purifying propertì-es of the Seventh and Tenth. ft needs to

be remembered that, to Skryabin, to perform these works v,¡as not merely to

portray or symbo]ize his mystical be]iefs, but to enact mystical ritual_?.

Thus there is, to him, power in the very nature of the composition and its

constituents, as wil-l be argued through the chapter.

Each sonata is formed around two mai-n motifs and a number of

subsidi-ary

in fornuing

subscripts:

F2, Fa and

fragments that wilÌ be termed "figures" because of their role

the textural fi-guration. These wil_l be numbered with

the motifs will be designated M, and M2, and the figures F1,

so on. Variants or derivatives of a figure are shown as F1",

confusion with bar-numbers in analyses and exam¡iles theFr¡. To avoid

sonatas wi-Il- be referred to with Roman numerals rather than with Arabic

digì-ts.

The tonal nature of each M, and M, pair, together with that. of their

surrounding figural contexts. is the key to Skryabin's intentions. Al-l

the motifs are formed from ocLatonic sets (sets that proceed in semi-tone-

tone alternati-ons, thus taking eight noLes to cover the octavets twelve

semitones) . There are only two transpositions possible for the octatonic

set before it begì-ns to repeat, and these begin respectively one and two

semitones higher than the prime set. For convenience, the three wj-11- be

designated using superscripts: or, 02 and 03. rf a set is reversed, its

alternations become tone-semitone; such sets are here termed "l-eft-

handed", and wil-l be designated LO1, LO2 and LO3.

It is cfear from the table below that there is a pattern in the way

the pitch-sets are deployed, and that the five sonatas, composed close¡-y

together (1911-13), form a group in which Skryabin is exploiting various

possj-bilit.ies of the octatonic pitch-set,, (although not this pitch-set

exclusiveJ-y, for there are uses of other symmebrica.l- sets such as

tetratonic and hexatonic, as will appear. )
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[M : moti-f; O : octatonic set; LO : feft-handed octatonic set]

sonata
VT

moti
M1

M2

fs bar
1 1-14
39-45

pitch-set key-note
lLo2 F
I Lo2 AÞ

VIT M1

M2

M1

M2

M1

M2

M1

M2

1-3
29-35

o1
63

.A'

qÍ

4
4

eÞ

Þ

4Þ
F

_> 03onF

VIII 4-5
26-29

lol
l01

IX 1-B
35-41

o1
LOz

x L-2
9-72

o
U

3

3

Skryabin: Sonatas 611 t8t 9 - motivic pitch-sets
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It is also cl-ear that the arrangement of sonatas is ordered.

1. The even-numbered sonatas (VTf VIII, X) use j-dentical pitch-sets for

their motif-pairs.

2. The pitch-sets of the odd-numbered sonatas (VII, IX) are syrnmetrically

arranged, for the normal octatonic sets are nearest the middl-e whil-e the

r¡nuar¡al sets (the

octatonic of the

3. The Eighth, in

pitch-sets and in

sonatas' details

occupy a special

of

The key-pairs of the outer

the even-nunibered sonatas

transforming one of the Seventh and the l-eft-handed

Eighth) are farther a$¡ay.

the centre, is the only sonata to use two identical-

the same key ( = inversion). Since the other four

are arranged symmetrically around VIII, it seems to

central- positj-on, as if the others directly relate to it:

VI

IX VIÏI X

VII

4 sonatas (VI . X) are s)¡mmetrical-, and those

tone apart:(VII, IX) are
+----+

A+G-t: GÞ+B
+-------------+

seems to have worked to a plan for the whole sonata-

a

Thus Skryabin

set, of which these details are part. These features of structural design
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represent onl-y one dimension of the p1an, the other being the symbolic

relationship of each part to the whol-e. It will be possible to el-ucidate

some elements of this through examination of the five sonatas' French-

language rubrics, heavy wj-th famii-iar Art Nouveau images, and on the other

in the motifs and figures themselves - their ascendJ-ng or descending

natures, their textures and their forms.

S\¡mmetrical- pitch-sets in the l-ate sonatas

Of the symmetrical pitch-sets the chromatic set is the most perfect,

for it has no transpositions but twel-ve possible inversions - one for each

semitone. It j-s possì-bl-e to see this set in the Tenth, al-though this is

more correctly to be seen as a chromatically free use of octatãnic sets.

Other symmetrical- sets, from whol-e-tone to hexatonj-c, are more sparingly

empJ-oyed, and general-J-y only for figures. (These sets will- shortly be

discussed) . But it is the octatonic set that forms the general- basis of

most of the Iate v¡orks, as Jay Reise has suggested, and it is the key to

the analysis not only of the harmony of the l-ate sonatas but also their

symbolism.

Example 59:

Frl.*rL.
6!\'

O ola* o*''u t¿lS
()l

b,;.¡-u-"(
1rL,

-t- -îþ
oL

-r- *-î

*î
o1

Octatonic pitch-sets

The octatonic set consists of four semitone-tone alternations

produce a strange-sounding scal-e and harmony. Each set can be begun

its first, third, fifth or seventh note and retain its semitone-tone

that

on

order
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of alternations.

repeti-tions

modulati-on.

the left hand. as it vrere, the whol-e

for the order j-s tone-semitone, and

root position (beginninq on c#), the

SKRYABIN _ I,ATE SONATAS

Thus the 01 set can be based on C, D¿ rfi A, and

of sequences at these minor-third intervals take the place of

BuL when the alternations begin tone-semitone,

character of the scale

commencing on

is changed,

the scal-e sounds different in the

fi-rst four notes are now identical-

with the diatonj-c minor. The inversions of the.l-eft-handed set are E, Gt

BÞ. Left-handed sets are of crucial symbolic importance in the Sixth and

Ninth sonatas, as will be explained, while thej-r ambiguous tonality is an

Art Nouveau dimension that compÌements their symbolic meanj-ng, Another

Art Nouveau dimensj-on is that of transformation - one symmetricaf set iito

another, or a l-eft-handed into a right-handed set. Stil-l- anoLher is the

sudden shifting into another inversion wi-thout modul-ation, or parallel

progressions that advance through inversj-ons - both are disorientating'

tending to be mesmerically affective because of thej.r repetition, and to

induce a sense of timel-essness through parallel progressions.

Other features of the octatonic scale are important in the late

sonatas. As can be seen in the foregoing example, each group of senr-itone-

tone makes a minor third, two of these make the tritone and four the

octave. The tritone can become in effect the dominant, but its position

in Skryabin's harmonic language is not simple: at least some of the time

it appears to be an evil sign, recalJ-ing the mediaeval- prohibition noticed

in Chapter 8.

The octatonic scale has onJ-y two transpositions, each being a

semitone above the preceding, and each transposition has three inversions

(at minor thirds) . Skryabi-n often mixes the transpositi-ons, and in

certain special cases the right or Left-handedness, but these are for

specifiô symbolic purposes.

Finally, the octatonic set is a nice compronuise between the

restrj-ctj-veness of the more linr-ited symmetrical pi-tch-sets l-ike the whole-
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tone and hexatonic sets on the one hand, and the limj-tless freedom of the

chromatic set on the others. It has the famifiar major and minor triads

avail-abl-e on its first note, together with their inversions. as wel.l- as

French sixths and diminished sevenths. But it al-so has the tritone

interval - avail-able from every note, moreover. And its scale or note-

succession sounds very strange, giving rise to unusual chordal

possibilities. Pitch-cfass set anal-ysis could be used to identj-fy which

of these Skryabin favours most, but some wi.l-l become obvious in the course

of discussion.

The purpose of symmetrical sets in the l-ate sonatas

Iike all- symbolists Skryabin constructs philosophical-cosmological

systems based on ordered re.l-ationships - systems that show the inherent

Order in his hypothes j,zed cosmos. ClearJ-y, s]¡rnrnetrical pj-tch-sets can

symbolize such Order in a way that the traditional- non-sl,rnmetrical sets of

diatonic and modal- composition can not. In composj-tion from about 1905 he

increasingJ-y empJ-oys the symmetrical pitch-sets, and when he reverts to

diatonics, as already seen in parts of Danse Tanguide (Chapter 13) it is

to indicate a state of imperfection - human, not cosmic..

The symmetrical sets comprise octatonic, hexatonic, pentatonic,

tetratoni-c, wholetone and chromatic varietj-es, whose perfection .l-ies in

their intervall-ic symmetries, for al-l- proceed regularly:

The essential- princj-p1e of these pitch-sets, apart from their j-nterval-l-ic

symmetries, is that those using more than one interval proceed from the

Analysís 25: Icouurrue rN sEMrroNAr TNTERVA],s]

Chromatic
I¡lhol-e-tone
Tritoni-c
Tetratonic
Pentatonic
Hexatonic
Octatonic

111111 t_t_1111
22222

444 or 138
or 24243 333

23232
or

or

15 t-5

13
T2

13
L2

l-3
12 12

or L23 123 L4L t L

ISets may be summarily indicated by their fj-rst ]-etters: T¡lTrP, HrO, but in
the text wil-l fi-rst be identified in full-l
S¡rmmetrical pitch-sets
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smaller to the greater. This corresponds with a wital principle of

Skryabints symbolism - that of "effl-orescence", or "harmonious expansion

and diversification of the psyche"g. in which it is essentj-al- to proceed

from the smaller to the greater if cosmic harmoniousness is to be sought.

If any of these octatonic sets begins on its l-ast note as a l-eft-handed

set, instead of its fj-rst as a normal-, right-handed set, this principle is

reversed. Dj-sorder is produced - that ì-s, reversed order, just as black

magic is supposedly created by saying or spellj-ng sacred things backwards,

l-ike the Mass.

.fay Reise feels that Skryabin arrived at the octatonic set through

his earl-ier fascj-nation with the French sixth and diminished seventh, ¡otfr

of which are contained within the octatonic set. (It may incidentally be

noticed that the French sixth, being two major thirds a tone apart, is

aslrmmetrica:.- - 424, whil-e the dimj-nj-shed seventh, as three minor thirds,

is symmetrical - 333) . Along the way to the octatonj-c set Skryabin

constructed the mystic chord (whose rel-ation to the two chords above and

the octatonic set is explai-ned by Dr Rej-selo), but he gradually Ieft this

behind. Thj-s chord figures l-ess in the l-ater works as the symmetrical

sets begj-n to overshadow it, for whil-e the French sixth, diminished

seventh, mystic chord and symmetrical- sets are closely related, as Dr

Reise explains, Skryabin concentrates increasingly in his l-ater work on

the horizontal focus of pitch-sets rather than on the vertical one of

chord.s ahd their harmonic content, (Reise's account is purely historical

and harmonic, not symbofisticlr) . It is the cl-ue of the French-language

directions that reveals Skryabin's view of right and left-handed pitch-

sets, as wil-l- be shown.

Skryabin's method is typically symbol-ist: he employs both norma.l- and

"1eft-handed" (the term is Skryab1trt"12) octatonic sets to show opposites

in his cosmological system, .like act.ive and passive princj-ples.

Skryabin's working pri-ncipl-e in constructing his symbolistic universe was
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to proceed via "effl-oresence" ["from the greatest delicacy (refinement),

via actj-ve efficacy (flight) to the greatest grandiosityrt13l, so that the

normal- octatonic set, proceeding from the smaller interval to the larger,

accords with this prj-ncj-pJ-e. while the feft-handed one contradicts it.

The other pitch-sets used in

dexter rather than sinister,

exemplify evil and perversity

Anal-ysis 24 above shows

the l-ate sonatas follow this principle of

only differinq when Skryabin wishes to

that the Sixth and the Ninth Sonatas employ

left-handed sets, which explains why Skryabin regarded these two sonatas

as being l-eft-handed (evil) in principle as opposed to the rj-ght-handed

(benefj-cent) onesl4. The fact that the Ninth has only one of j-ts sets

left-handed explains why Skryabi-n was able to play it in public when he

dreaded and refused to play the Sixth, both of whose sets are l-eft-handed.

The Ninth begins ri-ght-handedly or positively, and l-ater detailed analysis

w1l-l show how the purifying pohrers of this set overcome the evil- of the M,

set that enLers as a chal-lenge, as j-t h¡ere. in bar 5.

Tdentification of the nature of octatonic sets

The key to decj-ding the l-eft or right-handedness of octatonj-c sets

must rest on accurate identification of the key-note of the motivic

sequences. fn the outer sonatas (all except VIII) this is the first or

Iast emphasized note of Lhe motif itself. In VIII it is the evidence of

the bass that is crucia1 , for symboJ-ic as well as pitch-set reasons.

There can be deliberate veiling of tonal-ity. which wil-l be discussed as

the sonatas are examined individual-ly. so that in all- sonatas the

relatj-onship of melody and bass at the beginning and ending of motj-fs must

be considered.

The signj-ficance of the sj-ngJ-e-movement form

The set of five sonatas can be regarded as one set of fj-ve

movements, al-l with some approximation to normal- first-movement sonata

form: each has dual- motifs in an expository section and "develops" them
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(mostly by repeatíng motifs against changing fJ-guratj-ons), but not afl

sonatas return to them - the Sixth, for example, transforms its orJ-ginal

motifs into a third which eliminates any recapitulation. But the

excursiveness and breadth of the three-movement form is out of place in

Skryabin's pJ-an, for he requires concenLration on a singJ-e purpose - the

nature of transformation, as wil-l become cl-ear bel-ow. The comparative

diffuseness of conventional- three-movement form serves essent-iaIIy to

provide dramatic contrast rather than concentration, despite occasional

exceptions to this in the wider sonata repertory. Skryabin uses opposed

motif-pairs, but they are ritually, not dramatically opposed. In a merely

dramatj-c situati-on the oppositions contend until one is supreme; in

mystical- systems harmonization of all oppositj-onal factors is necessary to

provide a balanced, ordered unity. Harmonj-zation replaces antagonism of

opposites.

AJ-l- the sonatas can be regarded as eschatological, for they deal

with the prelì-rninaries that are to precede the Àcte préab7e and l.4ysterium

being planned by Skryabin as his final- compositional prolects. In

particular, the nature of divine ecstasy and the paths by which it is to

be achieved have to be explored. The so-cal-l-ed "one-movement" form serves

to focus attention on this one problem from the five differenL viewpoints

to be explaì-ned in turn.

To begì-n with. Skryabin feels it necessary to deal- with the problem

of evil as it impacts on SymboJ-ism. The Sixth Sonata therefore 1iteraIly

invokes black magic in order to harmonize it with the white of the

Sewenth.

The Sixth Sonata

Set identification

In the pitch-set anal-ysis that wil-l- commence the discussion of each

sonata, the actual octatonic set and transposition employed is taken as

being self-evident from a brief examination of the music. But there will-
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be justification of decisions made as to left or right-handedness of the

set used for a motif. because of the refationship of this factor to the

Art Nouweau character of the rubrics.

Dq (Lo2 on F): F is the first note, of crotchet J-ength and on a principal

beat, and thus emphasized. In the sonatas the evidence of the melody

itself is normally to be given the most weight, for its "accompanj-ment" or

"bass" does not bear the same rel-ationship to it as ín conventiona.l-

331

diatonics, being a

At best such basses

disparate strand in an existential- texture of strands.

may be seen as bearing a contrapuntal, not homophonic,

to melodic motif. The melody actually ends as part of the

the score:76, as shown by the partial bracket added above

at the end of 14 either moves to

relationship

chord in bar

the quaver BÞ

it reinforces ascription of feft-handedness,

intervals. The evidence of the

, and in either case

in 02 both notes are

"bass" is contradictory,

found in the sonatas; it suggests DÞ, which woul-d make

BorF

the for

followed by tonal

as will- often be
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the set rJ-ght-handed, but this would negate the unmistakabl-e estabfishment
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of the LO2 set j-n the figure from bar 7 to 20, and it is

also follows the M, entry. F and LO, therefore form the

hypothesis.

Example 61 Ar(¿¡l *tþ úle?æad,1|ow (ø,ø,

31

Lo

Skryabin: Sonata 6, 39-45

,]'

t"l2 (tO2 on ¡È): The mefodic .Line begins on DÞ, rises to pause on ÞÞ, but

ends on AÞ (the emphasj-zed note of bar 45). The "bass" begins on AÞ and.

finishes on BÞ; AÞ and. BÞ are the common factors. rt seems as if the

melodic motif changes its nature as it proceeds, beginning wi-th DÞ and BÞ

that would indicate a right-handed set, and this view j-s seen to be

justified by the gradual- transformatj-on of the motif as the work

progressesr as refl-ected in the evidence of the rubrics to be shown below.

M, shows itself to be thoroughty evj_l, associated with spells and

a.l-Iurement/entrapment, and spawning the evil fi-gures F4 and F6; thus the

interpretation of its veiJ-ì-ng and then gradually reveal-ing its true nature

is the logical explanation, with its fina] key-note, AÞ, being its true

one.

General- discussion

(Since this j-s the first sonata of the set or cycJ-e, the following

discussj-on is more expansive than that afforded the others, and will-

include some more comments on the matter of key-note. )

The harmonization of Order and Disorder i_s the goal_ of SymboJ_ist

systems' and here the two initial- motj-fs that set the nature of the Sixth

Sonata, being based upon LO2 (Ieft-handed) sets, show Disorder. The

opening bars 1-10 in the example above are an introductory sequence based

this figure that

simplest
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on a figure whose key-note D is unmi-stakeabl-e, and every note in these

bars except the C (marked with a cross) of bars 4 and 6 (j-mmediately

corrected/ cancel-led by the B following) is drawn from the 02 set. But

the bass D is the second, not the first, step of 02 so that the pitch-set

is actual-Ly Lo2. proceeding tone-semj-tone from D to D through the octave.

Not only does this sequence sound evil- and have menacing directions

(mystérieux, concentré), it is evil, for like the bl-ack-magic Mass it is

composed accordj-ng to a backwards-reading principle, expressed here as a

sinister or l-eft-handed set.

This introduction consists of two figural el-ements F, and F, (bars 1

and 9). the first of whj-ch, in its Ft" form of bar 3 (étrange, ai7é

[strange, winged] ) is of great importance throughout the work. Aí7é

throughout the sonatas seems to be sensuous ffutterings as distinct from

sensuous J-ongings (stremLenja). AiJé figures are always sudden or

fluttering rushes, and since the term can appear in the course of another

motif or figure it is also an interpreLative instruction. Appearing here

in a l-eft-handed set it is the mirror [ : reversa]-l of the benign ai7é,

but in other contexts (for example, Poème aiJ.é op. 5I/3, Chapter 15) its

benign side is seen. In hj-s symbolism where every principJ-e has its

opposed expressions, Skryabin is pursuing' an idea not dissinr-ilar to the

concepts of matter and anti-matter used by modern theoretical physicists.

lVhen M, appears in 11 j-t begins by dwelling on F (the first

inversion-cenLre of F) and ends, after the quaver pause in 14, by falling

to B in 15. In the meantime the bass begins on 4Þ (the tritone from D,

making a second inversion from the Mr D). But by bar 12 the bass fall-s a

fifth and stays there until- 15: this seens to transform, Art Nouveau-

fashj-on, the tonal-ity into that of a right-handed 02 set, as j-f the

innocuously sweet melody is masquerading as bej-ng in a benign (normal)

set. There is also the suggestion of a "d.iatonic" fifth-interval AÞ\OÞ.

The deliberaLe ambiguity results from its melodic centre (F) and initial-
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bass (4Þl really being at odds with this "false" bass DÞ - false because it

is seen at the beginning of bar 15 to be a proJ-onged chromatj-c aberration,

suggestinS AÞ\DÞ instead of the octatonic tritone that makes eÞ\D the real

interval-l-j-c rel-ationship) that resolves into D in bar 16 (as is its eÞ in

15 that resolves into G). At the same tj-me the melody is weaving through

some chromatic sensua.l-ity - the crossed notes j-n l-2-13 that are not parts

of the LO2 set and therefore must be resolved into it by semitonal

movement

Here an lmportant and familiar symbol-istic device is evident - the

nature of the tritone, the traditional- diabol-us in musica remarked

earli-er, and to be seen l-ater in the macabre works of Chapter 18.

Skryabin does not, however, see the tritone as being necessarily evil' but

as being so depending on its conLext. In a normal, right-handed octatonic

set the fi-fth, familiar as the dominant in diaton.ic pitch-sets' is

avail-abl-e as an j-nterval from its first note. That is, Íror 02 the

intervallic fifth aÞ is the sixth note from the first. DÞ, and can be used

as the "dominant", for the F is al-so avail-abl-e to form a major triad. But

in a fefL-handed 02 set beginrring on D no intervallic fifth is availabl-e -

onJ-y the AÞ that forms the tritone.

In this context the tritone is not benign, and is equì-valent to the

medj-aeval- dia.bol.us. Thus the essence of M, as it is announced here its

being based on a tritonic foundation.

The directi-ons associated wj-th M, throughout the work are revealing:

(cont.inuing ardour) , souffl-e mystérieux (strange

Analysis 26:

right-handed
semitonal interval-s
l-ef t-handed

lThe l-eft-handed set
also happens if the

fifth
+--------------+
DbD E F G AbBbB
t2I2l2L2

D E F G AbBbB Db

+-----------+
tritone

reverses the i-nterval--order from L-2 to 2-L.
set is played backwards (descending) l

This

octatonic set 2: fifth & tritone

avec chafeur contenue
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breath or sigh) and onde caressa¡te (caressing wave). This last provides

the only context that can explain them al-l- - that of Art Nouveau's Siren-

topos, importuning and sighing l-ove. As will be seen in the other sonatas

it is often the l-ast term used i-n the work to refer to a motif that

reveafs the mystery of the previous ones: symboJ-ism always features

riddl-es and hidden keys. In this case the caressing wave can onJ-y be the

element of a feminlne sea-creature l-ike a Siren. But a much more

important process than depiction is taking place: here the left-handed set

(Symbolist method) together with the siren-imagery and chromatic

sensuality (Art Nouveau characters) are uniting to cast a spel1 -

Iiterally, fox to Skryabin to play these l-eft-handed sequences is to

practise black magicls and create evil-.

ExampÌe 61: þta ¡PP> J\Pr;n7n"a¡o*

Lo'

Skryabin: Sonata 6t 39-45

From bar 39 the first rising fragment of M, is transformed into Mr.

The motif is drawn from 02 but first based on 4Þ which makes the set LO2,

and this is reinforced by the movement of the bass Lo B. Yet the issue is

veil-ed by the first long melodic note DÞ and the movement of the bass to BÞ

in 45, both of which suggest a right-handed basis. But AÞ appears as a

miniature pedalpoint in 43-44 and 45-46t and the last enphasized note of

the mel-ody.is 4Þ (beginning bar 45); thus AÞ is reinforced as the key-note,

and the set is therefore l-eft-handed. Although the motif is sometimes

presented ambiguously as right-handed as the work unfolds (for example,

68ff , 73ff ) , it is normalJ-y l-eft-handed (for example 47, 5j, 66, l_31, 133,

!48, 150, and particularl-y its cl-imactic entries at 178 and 182) . M2,
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then, is essentially l-eft-handed but often presented ambiguously, its

typical form being that it begins Lo and appears by its cadence to be

transformed i-nto O.

The key to this puzzle j-s again to be found in the French-language

rubrics, and particularly the later ones accompanying Mr. It j-s first to

be seen as an innocent and pure dream - l-e rêve prend forme (cl_arté,

douceur, pureté) [the dream takes shape - transparency, sweetness,

purityl ; in the context of the l-ater direct.i,ons it is cl-ear that "rêve"

here means il-l-usi-on or fantastic dream. These l-ater directi-ons are de

pJus en pJ.us entraÎnement, avec enchantement Iincreasing allurement, with

enchantmentl, charmes Ispe1J-s or endearments - c]_assic Art Nouveau

ambiguityl, tout devient charme et douceu¡ [all become spell,/charm and

sweetnessl: this is imagery of sorcery and decept.ion, which explaj-ns the

M, ambiguity of appearance.

This is reinforced when M, breeds the important rushing scale-figure

of bar 82 (F4). This figure always appears right-handed but is from the

first accompanied by the dlrection - avec entrainement lwith allurement],

so that by its nature it must conceal-. Some actually take the form of

melodic motifs extending over two or three bars, but the purpose of

figures in al-l sonatas is different from that of motifs: the figures

provide atmosphere and background, or the creating of tensi-on and

excitement, while the motifs graduaÌly reveal their natures against these

backgrounds.

The most important of these fi-gures is F6, appearing at bar 103 and

showing its ful-l extent in bars 107-113. This fi-gure is a derivative of

both Mt (its initial rising notes) and M2, and can be seen as something

like a Hegelian synthesis of the two. It takes the form of a simple

ascending Lo1 scal-e, al-though in a rhythmically complex arrangement, and

with a bass that always contradicts the meJ-odyrs left-handedness.
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Example 62:

aug'il
ul

1 $l+4:õ

Skryabin: Sonate 6t 7O1-71-7

But the scal-e ah^rays begins with a tone-interval-, so that it is always

l-eft-handed. Its rol-e is cl-ear from its directions: 7'époutíante surgit

Iterror rises], epanouissement de forces mystérieuses Iunfolding/blooming

.of mysterious forcesl, and finally, leading to the climax, l'épouvante

surgit, el-l-e se mêLe à La danse défirante lterror rises, she

mingles/insinuates herself into the dance of deliriuml. The sorcery of Nl,

has now led to a terrj-bl-e dance which she [e].1.e - r^roman or sorceressl

joins; again the l-ast French directj-ons of the work reveal- where it has

been heading since the beginning - into a wj-tchest dance. the ecstasy of

evil-. At the outset the ambiguities of all-urement and seductiveness have

pronrised dreams of purity and sweetness, but al-l- ends in nightmare.

Aspects of transformation

Some aspects of transformation of motif have al-ready been noticed,

and wil-l- now be l-ooked at j-n more detail, using the information

illustrated in Example 61 above. M2 fírst appears in bars 39-45; it is

formed from the l-ittl-e ascending fragment of M, from DÞ t" 4 in bars l-3-

14, and since it comes from a l-eft-handed set it is basically "evil".

This is how it shows itself until- bar 66, when after a fal-se start it

reappears in the guise of 01 on A, Dt, Ft and then transforms itself into

the avec entrainement running figure (F¿) of bars 81-87.



to 14,
Example 63

3 t4r

L8

({ F F,, {-.¡*/

Mr

-t

)l l 3 3t

Skryabin: Sonate 6, \4L.142.84

ç
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Fn conti-nues the same 01 set through to an A tonic bass, which means

that the 01 basses have travelfed through minor thj-rds - every other step

of the octatonic pitch-set. But the 01 dj-sguise is revealed elJ-iptically

with Art Nouveau subtJ-ety, for the Fn fj-gure is a virtual intervallic

mj-r.ror-image (inverted and reversed) of part of Fr. (bracketed in bars 3-4,

Example 60), with the Fr" major thirds transformed to the Fn minor thirds;

F1. proceeds 4242 (counting in semitonal- interval-s) and Fn 1323. Thus the

path through M, and Fn has led back to Fr. (étrange, ail-éI through a mirror

symmetry that is of Art Nouveau form and symbolist significance.

M, reappears in yet another set - T,O3 - from bar 131, and, to

complete the circle of mystification, Fl. appears fleetingJ-y over an LOl

hal-f-speed appearance of Fn in the short bridge of bars L23-24 to show

original and mirror together, and in 135 F1a j.s described as appel

mystérieux to add to its bar 3 description of étrange, ail-é.
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Example 64

4&c

u1

o
I cozd.

Skryabin: Sonate 6, L23-24

Structure and texture

The work proceeds in sequences, often of only a few bars but tending

to increase in length and complexity as the cl-imax approaches. Each

sequence is based on a motif or figure, and the Intorkrs increasing

complexi-ty as it nears cl-imax results from motifs/figures appearing in

counterpoi-nt, as well- as from thickening of texture (as in the previous

example). It is usual to see the whole brork in terms of normal sonata

form, but as a symbolì-st work its structure is more sì-gnificant as a

series of motif and figure-based episodes interweaving with the tlpical

complexity of Art Nouveau line. Such j-nterweaving, together with

repetition of sequence at. symmetrical intervals (seconds, thj-rds, tritones

- the natural- j-ntervals of the octatonic set) takes the place of normal

deveJ-opment of motifs (by themselves or in dramatic opposition) seen in

orthodox sonatas. This focus on inLerweaving is a key factor in the

workrs Art Nouveau character of motion wi-thout progression in a realm

without normal spatial- or temporal dimensions. Although there is physical

j-nterweaving of the various strands of motif, as j-n Example 64, there are

other dimensions of interweaving, firstly in the way En is a ¡nirror of F1¿r

and secondly in the way left-handed and ri-ght-handed octatonic sets

interact and are transformed.
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The foregoing discussion of the sonata has sought to establ-ish that

it j-s a series of transformations, with sequences based upon motifs and

figures succeedj-ng each other, changing their sets or moving their tonic

basses in kal-eidoscopic fashion. The effect c]-osery paralJ-ers that

denoted in the rubrics - of a sorceress constantl-y transformi-ng hersel-f

into one appearance after another in a series of mirages that show her as

being confusingly malevolent, seductive, capricj-ous, charming, spell-

making and so on. At the end. however. al-i- the confusion ceases in the

unmj-stakabl-e evil of the l-eft-handed-set coda (LO2 on G, bars 362-83 1

Example 65 below) whose descending: movement to the stark trgouo chords

reverses the movement of al-1 the ascendj-ng Ma-derived motifs and figures

throughout the work. Yet even here there is just a fl-eeting trace of

spell in the brief Fr"-figure and trill that i-Íghtly touches the final

chords - and, ambiguously, after all- the feft-handed infl-uences throughout

the whol,e work, leaves them as an 02 set on G.

OnJ-y from the dual viewpoj-nts of Symbol-ism and Art Nouveau is it

possi-ble to see why Skryabin hel-d this work in such dread: the Symbolist

view of its pitch-set basj-s expJ-ains its left-handedness16, whil-e the Art

Nouveau notion of sorceress-seductress posing as bei-ng without guite

explains the otherwise pleasing sensual-ity of M, and its derivatives.

Skryabin, who was himself strongly sensual-, and valued sensualityrs

releasing powers as part of Symbolist rj-tual- to set the soul free, felt

that to play the sonata was to enact the evil- embodied in the teft-handed

sets. I¡Ihil-e it is easy to see the blackness of dramatic passages ("its

streak of horror breaks out where he writes ltépouvante surgit (surge of

Example 65 31+

Skryabin: Sonata 6, 314-83

' Iß t À 'ttP

==
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terror) and there is a desperate rel-ease of power at the cl-imax") it is

not easy to see the evil- in other passages l-ike those on M, and M, where

writers and players may think they are finding "hints...also of joy". As

final- commentary on the sonata Skryabin's ovrn characterization of it was

"nightmari-sh, murky, unclean, mj-schievous" - which accords precisely with

the analysis afforded by the vÍewpoints of Symbolism and Art Nouveau.

The Seventh Sonata

Set identification

!q (O1 on å -+ 03 on F): In the light of the Lransforrting apPea:rance of the

Sixth'" M2 it is not difficult to understand the transforming nature of Mt

here. A is the initial note of the first pairs, and afso the highest note

of the accompanying chords. But the emphasized notes are the second ones

DÞ and E. which might indicate l-eft-handedness. The pwzz:-e is sol-ved when

the chord at the beginning of bar 3 proves to be of 03 composition: the

mel-odic F surmounting it i-s the longest and most forceful of the motifts

six notes and is decisive in confirraing its essentiaf right-handedness, so

that the repeated A of the first part is its right-handed fellow.

M2 (o3 on Gü): The movement of the initial A to the "foreign" .A,t (markea

with a cross in the example below and not corrected until the A of bar 32)

seems to negate its force and validity as key-note someblhat. This is

reinforced by the long-uncorrected and contrãdictory At, which appears to

Example 66
Á.llegro

Ft
1ù +1à

qatâ*mtmæ-ô F
I

n.8:
Àt

Skryabin: Sonata 'l | 7-4
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be thus to emphasize the uncertainty of the initial A. As the motif

progresses it buj-lds an e.l-aborate preparation for j-ts cl-imactic final

gf, which is thus the most important note j-n the motj-f.
w uæ cók¿lc

Example 67

t-r:

lrì8 fu.î

Skryabin: Sonate 7, 29-35

Genera] discussion

This sonata has no LO sets for its motifs and figures, and uses

positive imagery in its directions. From the beginning, however, there is

a pvzzJ-e as to the tonal-ity of the M, motif and j-ts harmonic basis. It

appears dÍatonic, and if it is to be taken as suchl? then the significance

of SkryabJ-nrs empÌoying a diatonic set for M, must l-j-e j-n its being the

tonaÌity inevitabl-y associated with mil-itaristic fl-ourish and trumpet

calls - as can be seen in the rhythm and intervafs of M, and in its l-ater

rubrics z impérieux, menaçant and foudroyant Icrushing, terrib]-el - and its

derivative F, lLl: avec úne sornbre majesté).

note

1

1

Exarnple 66
Allegm

F
1ù rßçò

o' tqnl&tæmtøøæ

m8:
,*.

'-tì
=--'--__l

wrY_t

Skryabin: Sonata "l, 7-4
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CJ-oser study, however, reveal-s that the harmoni-es that comprj-se the

flourishes of M, are not diatonic, and that untif the motif-sequence moves

into its cadential- chords at the end of bar 2 and the beginning of bar 3

it is formed simply from 01, but transformj-ng or modul-ating to 03 in the

cadence. Skryabin is therefore not likel-y to be referring to earthly

warfare or heroism in either condemnatory or conìmendatory senses, but to

something l-ike the transformaLional experience of the mil-lenarian idea of

the Last Trumpet heralding the end of history; his Mysterium was to play

such a rofe. M, is repeated at the tone from bar 5 and partly repeated at

the minor third from bar 8, but in thj-s second repetition its bass is onJ-y

at a tone, so that in effect there has been a modul-atory transformation to

confirm j-ts basically transformational- nature.

The subtitle "Vühite Mass" given to the work by Skryabin himsel-f18 can

in the light of thls nature now be seen to be justified. The Christian

Mass is essential-Iy the rite of Transubstantiation of matter into spirit,

and Skryabj-n's symbolist bel-iefs after 1905 are directed towards a quasi-

nuill-enarist outcome when soul- vroul-d become free spirit through a ritual of

divine ecstasy. The Seventh Sonata, like the Sixth, is experience and

ritual, not description, and in this case it is purifying after the ordeal

of the Sixth, and through the white magic of its invocation M1, is a

totally different summons to the soul from that of the black-magic

insÍnuating sensuality of the Sixthrs
aæ vw cátcal¿

Example 67:

{î
lÅs M b!ør

1
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Skryabin: sonate 7t 29-35

1
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M, is, in contrast to M1r a motif of winding and relatively

indefinite sensuality. but its most important comparison is with the

Sj-xth'" M2: it is less direcL j-n its ascent and so more control-led in its

excitement of sensuality. M, is announced ín 29 as being avec une céLeste

voJupté [wj-th celestia]- voluptuousness/ sensualityl , risj-ng to aÌlec uÌle

volupté radjeuse Iradiant voluptuousness], extatiquet en ùn vertige Iin a

state of d.i-zzínessl, avec une joie débordante Ijoy overflowing] and

finally en déLíre [in ecstatic delirium].

Sensualj-ty throughout the Art Nouveau repertory j-s cJ-osely

associated with chromaticism, and thi-s is still- true in the exotic

soundscape of the symmetrical sets. In sensual- passages chromaticism can

be so important that notes foreì-gn or "chromatic" (in the sense given by

,Jay Reiselg) to the set may be used as accidental-s, and their resol-ution

often delayed or left. j-n abeyance. M, is constructed from an 03 set on Gf

but is avowedly sensual- (voJupté), showing its chromatic character in its

using a foreign At as its second notei such sensual- motifs in Skryabin

(Désir, Caresse dansée) always feature chromatic effects from notes within

or accidental- to the set. This ef is probably to be seen as non-resolving

despite the "chromatic" context2o (although technically it is resolved by

the 4 in 32) because the prominent A in the bass stave of the following

bar re-estabLishes the 03 context, against which the foreign note is seen

as a dissonance.

A traditional sonata would tend to oppose the two very dj-fferent

motifs to each other in an essentially dramatic or antagonistic manner,

but Skryabin is concerned to show their compatibility.

Example 68:

Skryabin: Sonate 7, 60-62
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M, and M, are both accompanied by repetitive downvrards jumps of sevenths,

so that even whil-e the winding melody of M" is unfol-ding the urgency of

the M, bass sevenths is being echoed. The Fn fragment of bar 39 is formed

from an upwards leap that echoes those of M, and a descending pentuplet

whose motion and minor thirds echo those of Mr. The sharpness and urgency

of the M, component is rej-nforced -in the acciaccaturas of bars 43-45, and

the softness of M, in the legato of the pentuplets, but gradually the two

come together j-n the étincel-ant (sparkling) E fì-gure of bars 13-74.

As Fn becomes faster from bar 60 Skryabin applies

an ecstatic state;

the direction ai-Lé

- a release of feelings on the way to

to float or fly j-n air. As ín Poéme

ascending and descending componentsi

elements of motif and figuration is a

upwards leaps

bass downv¡ards

Analysis 27:

aiJ.é op. 5L/3 there

this balance in the

the soul begins

is a balancing of

directional

continuance of that of M' whose

(4,7,4 in semitonal- interval-s) are counterbalanced by the

ones (10,6,10), the symmetries being obvious.
nì| Mr

r+14
o

Skryabin: Sonate 7, MI & M2

M, has its corresponding balance, but inverted, beginning (after a single

semitonal rise) as descent of 9, rising back through that 9 and continuing

through the steps of a major seventh (4,3,3) to its c.l-j-mactic final notei

thus j-ts balance counters that of M, throughout the piece. In the final-

7åv

ffic.

J

1O

dí¡abú

Example 69

Skryabin: Sonate 7¡ 13-14

àl
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cl-imax of the work (315ff) the figuratj-on again emphasizes balance, with

the static repetitions of the transformed M, becoming a descendi-ng series

of alternations, then leaping by octaves, rather than gradually ascending,

to the top of the keyboard; finalJ-y there is an upwards rush of broken

chords and trills, but ending pianissimo e smorzando.

The whol-e work is a series of epj-sodes each of which is devoted to a

motif or particular combination (l-ike the counterpointing of MrXFn in 38-

59); these episodes quick-Iy succeed each other. lVhere a motif or melodic

figure is first heard j-n these episodes its bass i-s al-ways stationary - it

is from the first associated with the motion without progression of

pedalpoint, and there is a complete absence of the proceeding by normal

modulation. Thus each motif and figure seems to belong to the strange

real-m where normal- harmonic dimensions seem limited.

As the work progresses there is variation of pedalpoint by

repetition over intervals mainÌy li¡n-ited to the trj-tone and the extended

Toro of the étjncel-ant/ fufgurant sequences (bell imagery, again an

association with the Mass), but the principle of repetition of sequence at

such intervals repJ-aces finear harmonic developnrent i¡r a normal- sense.

The longest episode in the work is that from ondoyant (201-237 ) but it

does not move more than momentarily from its EL/GÞ bass, and when it does

j-t is no more than an alternation to its b7 "leading note". It is

therefore possible to see the pi-ece as a series of pedals - a series of

pJ-anes in the strange dimensionality of a dream cosmos.

As with the other sonatas the imagery of the directi-ons can only be

understood in respect of its context - that of the five-fol-d setrs

complete symbolj-c picture. It might be thought from the evidence of the

imagery alone that M, and M, and their derj-vations are essentj-ally

oppositionaJ-, the one with its menaçant and mysté-rieusement as evil- and

the other with its três pur and céLeste as good; alternatively the M,

ondoyant, enduJeux, ínsinuant coul-d be seen as imagery of serpentine
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cunning - of the seductress of the Sixth Sonata. But the overal.l-

descriptj-on "!{hj-te Mass" and the position of the sonata in the set, as

shown earlier in Analysis 24, sees the proper context within which all

terms are to be interpreted, and shows these l-atter terms to be the

sensuafity of a positive kind, that can justify três pur, avec douceur as

viell- as cél-este: it was. after aÌl, a dithyramb of orgiasts as in the

ancient Greek Mysteries that was to be a part of the final- release of the

free spirit in the Mysterium2l.

The Eiqhth Sonata

Set ídentification

!q (o1 on è): The simplest set-choice is Ol, except for the foreJ-gn finaL

note B (bar 5) that is specifically indicated by Skryabin and echoes that

at the high point of the melody. But this choice means that there is no

melodic note within the set that carries more weight than any other, and

therefore no key-note. (This is possibly symboJ-ic, j-ndicating the

passivity and inchoate naLure of the unl-iberated soul-, as blill- be

explained.) If the only other possibility - 03 - ís considered, then

there are two uncancel-led foreign Dts. The evid.ence of the melody seern-ing

i-nconclusive. the tonality of its context must be considered, and this is

clearly A. It is so clearl-y A' like its M, counterpart, that in this

exceptional case Skryabin j-s making it quite obvious that only the context

can give key-note definition to the motif, since it itself lacks any.

Example 70: Lsnto ñ F.

Skryabin: Sonata 8, 1-6
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¡{.2 (O1 on A): Similar arguments

emphasi.zed note (F) is foreign

Its final note BÞ, however, is

appfy here. The simplest set is 01 but its

to the set - like the emphasized B of Mt.

in the set. If the only other possibility
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- 03 - is construed then the final eÞ is foreign, although it is cancelled

to 4 in the immediate repeat. Against such ambiguous evidence that of the

tonal context provided by the left hand figures is again an unambj-guous A.

It is possibJ-e to construe both motj-fs as being in whole-tone sets,

the first !VT2 (the set using c#) and the second WTI (the set using (C).

This seems, however, a less simple explanation j-n the context of the other

sonatas and surrounding figures. the only conclusion that can be drawn

f rom all thj-s is that ambiguity of tonality, is del-i-berate.

ExampJ-e 71: 141

lx

Skryabin: sonate 8t 26-32

IWO C1e8C.

Genera.l- discussion

This sonata is at the centre of the set of five, and slmmetrical-ly

placed as being like the Sixth and Tenth - composed from identical- pitch-

sets (O1). However, it is different from a1l- the others in two vital

respects - its absence of cl-imax despite its being the longest, and its

al-most complete absence of French-language rubrics of the type so freely

used in the other four sonatas of the set.

There are two exception. (of which the second occurs in the last

line and wil1 be considered .l-ater) . The first is the more puzzling; it is

the term Tragique that occurs at the head of the three developmentary

episodes of M, in 89, l-87 and 385. The key to this term must l-ie in

Skryabin's describing the sonata as "the most tragic episode of my

creative !.rork", together with his terming its harmony as beíng "drawn from

Nature, as if it had existed before, like the bell-s in the Seventh Sonata

... bridges between harmony and geometry, life visibl-e and Iife unse"ntt22.
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His mystical feeling that its harmony comes from some pre-existent realm

thereby impJ-ies its divine nature (in the terms of his symbolism). In

this context "tragique" can only appfy to the opposite of such perfection

- the mortal, contingent worÌd, which it is his task j-n the Mysterium to

transform. And since the term is only used with reference to Mrrs

developmentary episodes it is the imperfect applj-cation of M, that is

referred to, rather than M, itsel-f.

The reference is probably to the pre-Mysterium world of

j-mperfections that has not yet experienced transformation through ecstasy:

it is enti-rely characterj-stic of Skryabinrs mystical- obsessiveness at this

ti-me, and in a wider sense of typical- Aestheticist esoterism,- that he

shoul-d feel- that all humanity except his inner circle was in darkness

until the final rituals of the Mysterium shoul-d free it. To write about

the pre-Mysterium world was to write about tragedy. The sonata, then, is

focused on this world, not on the cosmic one, but is to be seen firstly as

a philosophical rather than a narrative or descriptive overview of life,

and secondly as implying an eschatological- viewpoint.

If the Eighth Sonata is about action in the sense of Tragique argued

above then its two principal motifs wil-l- reffect this. The only way they

can do this within the dialectic form of a sonata is for each to symbolize

an opposj-te but equally necessary principle. These can be tragique and

some opposing, more positive principle, or opposite features of tragedy

itself, like passive and active sides of action; this is an important

duality in Skryabin's symbol-j-sm, as has been seen in the epigraphical

stanza to his Fi-fth. Since M, is announced Lento and M, ATTegro agitato íE

is possible that M, symbolizes inaction and M, action. As in the Jangueur

works there may be much "strj-ving" or motion but no effective action.

It is, of course, highly likely that there is a more complex set of

symbols than these that are to be assocj-ated with the work, or Skryabin

would simply be repeating material- al-ready embodied in the Fifth. Faubion
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Bowers mentions Boris Assafiev's opinion that the Eighth is about "the

physì-ca1 worl-d and the l-aws of energy: light, darknessi heat and coldi the

rhythms of night, waves of the ocean, its pulsations, j-ts sj_ghs, the

feelings of fire and aj-r"23, but does not mention his authority for this -

whether it comes from Skryabin or elsewhere. It does, however, accord

with the non-dramatj-c nature of the' music and its contrast of principles:

Assafiev is tal-kj-ng about universals, not specifics l-ike humani-ty or its

emotions

The 01 sets of both the principal motifs are used with some freedom,

with many passages in the second suggesting the whol-etone set on Ai this

is the symmetrical- set closest to 01) . The simplest exampl-e is the

announcing of M, Ln 26-29, whose notes proceed up the whol-etone sca.l-e of

$-f-q-l before they finish on qÞ- ÞÞ, which shows that j-t is really an 01

set (the foreign F notes are corrected on the GÞ). These freedoms may

reflect the essential imperfection of the earthly state. For instance,

al-l- the repetitions of B (foreign to the 01 set) i.n the chords introducing

the fj-rst sLaLement of M,

ExampJ-e 70: Lento I F,

Skryabln: Sonata 8,1-6

n;
Itt, (o'g)-

I
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| -4

,hJ F{,i-..ÌJ ¡tJ-: l'
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r¡14ê:- bJ-

\!g',

^!i-: 
bÊ

are emphasized by being on important beats, and the finaf ones (measure

l/beat L) are not simply resolved; further, they are then followed by a

chord (m6lbl-) based on the tritone EÞ of the tonic bass A that is equally

foreign and completely unresolved. Tritones in right-handed sets

obviously wil-l- have a lesser, possibly even opposite, significance to

those in the left-handed sets of the Sixth sonata. They wil-I at the worst

only signi-fy imperfectj-on rather than evil. Yet these and the "foreign" B

seem del-iberately emphasized.
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The answer may possibly 1ie in the Eastern tradition seen

particularly in Is.l-amic art, which Skryabin (and Satie, as suggested

earlier) was interested in24, of a craftsman or artist's deliberateJ-y

fashioning a flaw into an otherwise perfect artefact to avoid the

presumption of mortal- arrogance - that perfection can be obtained by a

human. But it is al-so possibl-e that they may sj-mply refer to the

imperfection of the normal human condition without any transforming

"daring" (sonata 5), ai7é, fl-ame or other symbolistic transforming

element. In either lj-ght the fl-aws do not only represent the greater

freedoms Skryabin was beginnJ-ng to take with his harmonies based on the

symmetrical scal-es, but they have symboÌic importance as representing the

element of tragique; this must be the only concl-usj-on to be drawn from

their being emphasized by being on principal beats of the bar and at

cadence-endings where resolution by senuitonal- step back into the pj-tch-set

cannot be achieved within the phrase.

This del-j-berate imperfection can also be seen in the first statement

of 14, (26-29), where the foreign notes F in the motil are emphatic (beats

1 and 4 of a 6/8 measure) and the motj-f ends in an anticl-imactic but

emphatic chord again employing the trj-tonic EÞ.

Example 71: 141

)a ¿ )c
5

Skryabin: Sonata 8, 26-32

?æo c1e3c.

This tritone is al-so an important part of the figuration that

accompanies the statement of the motif, and suggests that M, may not

represent perfection against Mrrs imperfection, but that both represent

different aspects of imperfection.

The whole question of chomatic or foreign notes to the symmetrical
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set in use needs cautj-on, however, for they may simply be Skryabin's

growing mastery of his treatment of sets, resulting in a greater freedom

of use. l¡lhere the foreign note seems easi-ly avoidabl-e, however, or is

actually stressed, as i-n this case, there is stronger g'round for assunring

that it may be symbolically significant.

An unusual symmetricaf set is used in F5, the chains of descending

note-pairs j-n bars 29-30 of the example above Lhat become an important

feature of the sonata. The set is a hexatonj-c one of I4I 141 on F, so

that its composition is (ascending) as follows:

F6bBbBcE(F)
74114L

It is used with forelgn notes lÞ that immediateÌy correct to C in

Skryabin's normal- manner for symmetrical sets. The descending chains of

paired notes in the right hand are formed as indicated in ExampJ-e 7I by

the x/y and y/x symbols: the upper voice of the first half becomes the

Iower voice of the second (slightly modified), and the lower voice of the

first hal-f becomes the upper of the second. But thj-s modification is the

use of Eb just once, in the second note of the upper voice's first half

(arrowed in the example) . There seems no special- reason why this note

shoul-d have been preferred to the DÞ that is used el-sewhere in the chain

at this point in the sequence. Furthermore, it 1s an error that is not

correctabl-e into the set by semitonal movement - the normal practice.

Thus it is doubly emphasi-zed, and again must be symbolically significant.

The answer in this case seems to l-ie in its being the same note, Þ,

that is an integral part of the tritone noticed earl-ier in this example.

In the tritone it is a meñber of the 01 set, but at the tritonic intervaf

from its foundation A; its intrusion into the hexatonic set again shows

how much j-t is emphasized in the whole passage 26-32 (and following).

Perhaps the two sets exchange notes, because the DÞ foreign to the H

(hexatonic) set of the chains of descending notes is a member of the 01

set of M2, and the F intruder into M, noticed above as being so emphasized
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is a member of the H set.

There is a significant difference between the textures of the two

motivic treatments, that of Mt being throughout the work complex and

contrapuntal- with its derivative and associated fragments, while that of

M, is relativel-y straightforward and sì-mple, at least unti.l- the.ltfeno vivo

episode of 175-185, when it becomes associated with fl-ourish-figures.

The complex Lexture of the first passage necessitates four staves, showing

a whol-e-tone setM, in

(!{T1,

the 01 pitch-set in

based on C). with Dl

quasi-canon, F, above it j-n

foreign to it and corrected on the

also

following D.

01, but withThe bass figure is in the 01 set, while the F, figure is

unusual2s, correction of itsa more complicated, but not

BÞ at the ocLave three notes later. The

foreign B in the

nature of the F2 progression is

and the final- acciaccatura is 66,significant,

or the doubfe

order of the

for its intervals are 4433

tritone. In the light of the Sixth sonata the reversed

intervals (greater to small-er - 44 to 33) and the added

Example 72 FJ

Meno û-
f1

Flta
Skryabin: SonaEe 7, I'l-2Ol

----
\¿il )rJA

:
r)-L l ¿ ;ãffi,sr-,l
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-til'-!|at *6.
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Te ll,i Fc

doubl-e tritone appear as evif or at least decidedly imperfect signs, and
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since F, appears from the first with M1, it helps explain ELre Tragique

indication that l-ater appears wj-th both.

The second part of the exampJ-e shows the increasing complexity of

treatment of M, .Iater in the work, as if i-ts early simplicity of mood is

more profound. M, itself is now actually in a wholetone set where at its

announcement it ambiguously merely appeared to be, and is accompanied by

Fu in a hexatonic set. The f.l-ourishes that punctuate its later movement

come from the Fu^ fi-gure in the 02 set. Thus the treatment of M, here is,

while not contrapuntal- .l-ike that of M, above, is more complex in texture

than its earlier entries. The motif is heard more and more urgently as

the work proceeds, but also quieter and quieter: at its climax just before

the end it is Pianissimo e p.restjssjmo.

Just four bars from the ending come the only French-Ianguage rubrics

that have a connectj-on wj-th the other sonatas: over a slow, quiet echo of

a fragment of M, the words doux, Janguissant appear:

Example 73:
lvl,(o'

H'

o

o'

Skryabin: Sonate 8, 496-500

lvT¡

Languissant is yet another term in the Jangueur family (Languido,

Ianguide, Tangueur) that Skryabin seems to use for sensuous longings.

Here the ascending nature of the wholetone figure is overset by the

descending languissant figure, so that the final chord is an unresol-ved

discord, of which the left hand portion is in the 01 set of M, and the

right hand in the hexatonic set of the earlier Fu fígure. The mixed

nature of this ending reflects the complexity of this long singl-e-movement

sonata, but it al-so must connote some confusion and uncertainy, for all

the J.angrueur terms denote unfulfil-l-ed sensous longings - a state of

imperfection.
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The position of this sonata in the centre of the five is still

diffj-cul-t to define. I,{ith the evidence of the ending it is clear that M,

is partially associated with the Jangueur concept first noticed in M, of

the Fifth sonata. This and its slow, complex nature makes it the l-ess

active, indecisive motlf of the two. BUL even the faster and more direct

nature of IÚ., and its passages fail to provide the sonata with the ecstatic

impetus of the ai-Lé moments of the Fifth and SevenLh, or their evil

entrainement, surger counterparts of the Sixth. Thus the sonata

represents potential- rather than actual- ful-filment or action; this could

wel-I be the reason Skryabin described it as his most tragic work.

Its position j-n the centre of the set seems to be that of humanity

surrounded by benign and evil- cosmic forces, represented in the other four

sonatas. This sonata may show humani-ty by i-tseJ-f, without the energizing

free spirit, and the others may show it interacting with opposite

principles of varj-ous sorts, in which spirits and forces of benign and

evil kinds seek to real-j-ze its potential. Humanity must harmonize all

these forces in order to find eventual destiny and fulfilment. The whol-e

set is therefore a mode1 of the problem and its sol-ution.

The Ninth Sonata

F, (r.o'^ r¡danto
Example 75:

Ot+q

t
t

I

Skryabin: Sonate 9, 8-Il.

lÉf-
AP rieb¿ ^
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Set identification

SKRYABIN LATE SONATAS

!q (o1 on ê) : The emphasized noLe is the GÞ that is repeated four times at

the begì-nning and sustained at the end while the whole is echoed above

(the echo is not a continuation, but a separate voice-strand) .

Ìll2 (Lo2 on $t t g is the emphasized note in al-l the triplet-fragments, and

is the final sustained note.

General discussion

This is the other sonata besides the Sixth that was regarded as

l-eft-handed by Skryabin.26 But although he regarded playing this work as

"practising sorcery" he did not refuse to play this work in public as he

did the Sixth. As pointed out earlier, its initial- difference from the

Sixth is that only M, is announced in a l-eft-handed octatonic set, and the

French-language rubrics accompanying various episodes based on this motif

are appropriately evil. Its first appearance in 34 seems innocent - avec

une Tangeur naissante lwith an increasing languor], and its second even

more so - púÍ, Iimpide, but its third is uncompromising - avec une douceur

de pJus en pJus caressante et empoissonnée [with a sweetness more and more

caressing and corrupted/ poisonedl. It is cJ-ear, that as in the Sixth'

the motif represents innocence of appearance gradually reveal-ing itself as

evil- - for there can be no doubt about the meaning or force of

empoissonnée. In this negative context the term Tangueur can now be seen

to fit with the use of the term by the poètes maudits like Verlaine:

-Les
Des

sanglots longs
viol,ons

Example 74
(vl, LO, )

3t

PP

\3

Skryabin: Sonate 9, 35-42
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De J'automne,

B-lessent mon coeur
Dtune langueur

Monotone2l

Rubrics like these in the left-handed set motifs are usually ignored in

the commentaries or considered eccentrj-c. but when considered from the

vì,ewpoint of Art Nouveau they are seen j-mmediately as combj-ning to form

the famil-iar stereotype of the seducer/seductress or sorcerer/sorceress.

At 1?9 the motif is transformed as ,ã-L-la marcia into Mr. and since it

is unmistakabÌy over a G bass it now appears in right-handed form. This

transformed motif can be seen as the recapitulation of M2, its Ur-motiv:

M, consists of two elements - the initial- repetitions of 4-g-BÞ and

the sensual, windj-ng second half. The first becomes through repetition

almost an ostj-nato figure, together with M1 , as the v^Iork proceedsr while

the second is used for interweaving with the secondary figures that

comprise much of the workts devel-opmental interest. Its most important

development. as mentioned above, is its transformation into the Ä-Ll.a

marcia îvlr^. Here the first e]ement at l-ast progresses beyond senritonal

3? (vl,
æc

)
Example 74 aæ tuissøale

?P

h1

tf.o AIlo narcia (J = J) .)

¡? Più vivo

Skryahln: Sonata 9,39-4Li 180-83. 2P
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repetition into progression up the octatonic scale, and the second becomes

a trumpet-like call over the interval of a fourth, but the most striking

feature of the transformation is that the pitch-set is now right-handed

(O2 on G) , so that M, has at l-ast become compatj-ble with M1 , and the whol-e

sonata can end positively.

Skryabin's preoccupation with the symbolic importance of ordered

symmetries and asymmetries is cJ-early evident throughout the work. The

openi-ng bars that announce M, and its associ-ated figures emphasize the

importance of the numbers 3 and 6, al-t.hough not exclusj-vely, for other

factors of twelve are employed:

Example 75:
F, (qo'^ udstrto

O.fr9

I
J

7
3

I

Skryabin: Sonata 9, 1-10

F, is formed from the constituents of the second transposition of the

octatonic scale @2) and is right-handed because of its emphasis of B and

G as mínims in bars 2 and 4. Its upper notes traverse the interval of

three semitones, the l-ower ones six, and the fj-gure ascends through

intervals of the dj-minished seventh, the natural inversions of an

octatonic scal-e. This device replaces the modul-ation normal- in diatonic

contexts, and as el-sewhere in the Art Nouveau repertory it suggests motion

wj-thout progression. F, is a l-eft-handed octatonic (Lo2), being based on

its final D in bar 7, and the two figures come together in the third-beat
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01 chord: in a significant instance of Art Nouveau ambiguity this figural

sequence has begun chromatically (the A is accidental to LO2 but corrected

by the G# following) as a l-eft-handed pitch-set Lo2 but has ended in the

firm chord of bar 7 as the right-handed 01, which j-ntroduces the 01 set of

M1. The whofe character of M, is thus veiled by the uncertainty over the

right or left- handedness of this cruciaf introductory figure F, that is

such an important feature of the work. F, is as important throughout the

work as M' and ends everything in the last-l-ine coda that reca.Ils the

whol-e work's essential- ambiguity. The uncertainty of the Fr-Mr sequence is

echoed in the ambiguity of mysterj-eusement murmuré and the later sombre

mysteri-eux that accompany it, whose symbolic meaning is not clear, but

seems to indicate a force.

The rhythmic structure of F, emphasizes its rising through the steps

of the octatonic sca.Ie, and whil-e its pauses are on notes that are

fol-lowed by tones, it begins each skip semitonally. The first feature

'suggests that the set is left-handed; the second that it is right-handed.

The ambiguity is perhaps settl-ed by its firm finishing on D, which

indicates f eft-handednes s,

M1, beginning with the minor-third interval, itself rises through

thj-s interval- in bars I and 9. while its its F, bass figure alternates in

tritones (two semitone*tone units) at two centres again a rninor third

apart.

Examp.Ie 7 6

F4

zl

¡3

ù*

,11

Skryabin: Sonata 9, 22-24
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ülhen Fn appears as a development of M, in bar 23 a new symmetry is

introduced - that of the 1441 semitonal interval-s of the broken chord

preceding the Lril-Is; this figure rises through

symmetrical fragments are often found as figural

tritones. Such

and thei-r symmetri-es are probably symbolical-ly as

el-ements j-n the sonatas,

sj-gnificant as those of

the symmetrical pitch-sets.

other sets than the ful-t octatonic can be seen: even the minor-third

j-ntervafs at which repetitions tend to occu,r can be seen as a tetratonic

set (3333). For instance, in the example befow the chords that span the

lower two staves (indicated by vertical- brackets), and are broken in the

latter three bars, can be construed as moving through a tetratonic set E-

G-Bb-Db that i-s not written as such:

ExampJ-e 7?:
HSll'

Q]

Tel

,IP

182
t4

Skryabin: Sonate 9, 55-58

I@ æc.

At the same time the chords themsel-ves can be construed as comprising

tetratonic sets 2424, and the accompanimental figure in the top stave of

55-57 is formed from the hexatonic sets 141 L4l-.

Analysls 28: TE
I

¿ 3 + 5 L

+¿qL ç*#
O*è

a 3 + 5 It

r L ltF+ O+< *We.rf 'i* a* 6
I tt

Tetratonic and Hexatonic sets

In the overall- context of symmetrical sets the hexatonic set chords in
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Example 77 cannot be construed any other way. The tetratonic sets are

themsel-ves members of octatonic sets, however, but j-t may well be that

Skryabin intends them to be seen as tetratonic rather than partial

octatonic. Their symmetries come from their or¡rn composj-tion independently

of octaLonics, and may have individual symbolistic significance for

Skryabin. From an Art Nouveau viewpoint they are ambiguous, like so much

e.l-se in the sonatas,

An interesting differentiation can be made between Symbol-ism and Art

Nouveau in rel-ation to the l-ast point: symbolist systems of cosmology are

concerned hrit.h Order and the cfear polarization of opposite pri-ncipJ-es;

ambiguity, where it appears is thus incidental to the system as such. In

Art Nouveau ambiguity is systematic, for everything not merel-y appears to

be but is veifed and transformable, without certainties - time, motion,

dream, Insel-. maiden, death.

The Tenth Sonata

Set identification

Dq (o3 on È): 03 is the simplest

set and GÞ within

set, and after ambiguous emphasis of gÞ

it, the mel-ody finally falls to AÞ and

Example 78

F, (ot F,n
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Skryabin: Sonate 10, 7-L2
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sustains this. It is this second part of the motif that features so

extensiveJ-y throughout the work.

l/l2 (O3 on F) : F and Gb are the notes that occur the most (the inj-tial- EÞ

does not recur), but the F seems the more important note through aII the

chromatic windings. It is possibl-e to see both motifs as being from the

chromatic set, but as wj-th the whol-etone hypothesis for the Eighth the

general context of the work makes this Iess J-j-kely.

General discussion

Skryabin is known to have saj-d that this work is about light, and

that its climax (bars 2L2-23) "is bJ-inding l-ight as if the sun has come

close. Here is the suffocation one feel-s in the momenL of ecstasy ...

There too is a kind of asphyxj-ation from radj-ance . . . wj-nged flight

1ight". The references to r^rings (aiIé) are associated with triJ.J-s, which

are "palpitation ... trembling ... the vibratj-on in the atmosphere", which

Bowers explaj-ns as 'a source of J-ight'. It is easy to see flame imagery

throughout the work and many, perhaps aÌI, of the French-fanguage rubrics

are to be understood in this conLexL. so that the whol-e work is thus to be

seen as compiementary to Prometheus (bri-nger of fire to humanity) and Vers

la flamme [through the flame (to transformation) ].

The French rubrics fafl- fairly clearJ-y into two groups that form

around the two principal- motifs. Mt is presented as très doux et pur.

cristal-Lin and at the very end of the work ,Avec une douce langueur de plus

en pJ.us eteinte lwith sweet ì-anguor, more and more flickering out], but at

this point it is also associated with fragments of Mr.

The M, group has to do with waxing and waning sensuality (avec une

ardeur profonde et voil-ée [deep and vei]-ed/hidden ardour,/l-ongingl . avec

ravissement et tendresse Irapture and tendernessf, avec une douce ivresse

[sweet intoxication], avec une joie subite Isudden joy] r avec une volupté

dou-Loureuse []-uxurious mel-anchofyl , avec une douce langueur de pJ.us et

pJus eteinte Isweet languor more and more f]-ickering outl, en c'eteignant
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peu a r,eù [extinguishing ]-ittle by litttel ) . Key terms like voiJée,

ravjssement, ivresse, volupté and Tangueur show sensuali-ty, and these

perhaps represent the potential for ecstasy where the M, group are its

actuality, taking ecstasy to its farthest experì-ences of flying into flame

and light (avec émotion, inquiet IagitatedT, ]-umineux vibrant [light-

giving trembJ-ingl, avec él-an Lumineux vibrantt fremissant Iquivering].

aiJ-é [winged/fJ,ying], avec éLan Istart,/rush/ transport] r avec une joyeuse

exaLtation, puissant radieux Ialmost overpovJering radiance] ' hal-etant

Iscorching]. The connexions between fluttering. flying and light are

clearly made, and with the imagery of "fl-ickering outrr i-n the M1 group

explain the emphasis on rapid semitonaf and chromatic al-ternations leading

to trifls and acciaccaturas in the work.

The polarities of potential- and actuaf ecstasy impinge upon the

neutral state of the opening sequence ( très doux et pur) which is also the

closing sequence (bars 358-64), so that the work is arch-structuted' with

the cl-imactic Puissant, -radieux episode occurring at 272-23 (cl-ose to the

Gol-den Sectj-on division of 224) .

Example 78: F, @1^

trl (o')

ordatr 2rcloadz
¿

Skryabin: Sonata 10, 1-11

But the work is not simply bipolar, for its main compositional feature is
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the intermixing and transformation of the many figures that form part of,
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or are announced l^Iith, M, and M, from the begi-nning. These announcements

foreshadow the essential-ly contrapuntal nature of the work's motifs and

figures, seen in the example above.

Set identification

Dq (O3 on È) : The meÌodic line fasts three bars only, finishing on a

sustained AÞ. The first part of the mel-ody seems to fol-fow the dirninished

chord on EÞ suggested by the two bass notes, which would make the set LO3,

but the long Ab is clearl-y the most emphasized note. The bass should

perhaps be regarded as 01 . The who-Ie picture is at f irst ambi-guous.

ù12 (O3 on EÞ): The first long melodj-c note j-s F, and this note reappears

more than any other as the rather chromatic.l-j-ne weaves around it. It is

this note that is the centre of al-l- the M, exposition that extends to 28,

and ends the whol-e sequence with tied minims. The bass agaj-n provides

only ambiguous cl-ues; it is definitel-y in the 03 set.

An J-nterpretation of key resting on the basses would necessitate two

LO sets, which in the context of Skryabints statements and rubrics

considered above is unJ-ì-kely.

IL is possible to see the motifs as being in chromatic sets, but

Okham's Razor would prefer octatonics as the simpler explanation, which

the motifs, fj-gures and their settings support. The piece seems to be

composed with a chromatic use of octatonic sets. So much chromatj-cism

j-mplies sensuousness.

Discussion

The most important feature of M, is its ending (Iabelled Mrs) that is

the cristaJ-l-in fragment already seen j-n the third stave of lI , and which

is constantly repeated throughout the work in different contexts. The

highly chromatic M, has a repetition in the .l-ast two hal-f-beats of 11 that

rises later in the work from semiquaver agitations (I23ff) to tril-led

vibrations (144ff). The tril-ls that are such a feature of the work,

presumably representing the rays of J-ight that Skryabin mentioned, begin
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Skryabln: SonaEe 10, 32-42
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of 32-38:

365

with the Lumineux vibrant E fragment

The bass of th-is figure forms the interval of a fj-fth, not common in the

sonatas perhaps because not symmetrical-, but avail-abl-e in octatonic sets.

The important ,4l.Legro-figure F3 is derived from M, and is even more

chromatj-c, al-though only two notes (E, cll foreign to its 03 set are

empl-oyed in its whole first J-ine, for a chromatic sequence ís easily

accomplished within octatonic sets. The bass F, figure is interesting in

its partJ-y folJ-owing the use of fifths already noticed with F2r and for

its changing sets for its ascent; the latter is not unusual in the

sonatas, of course. Fa itself is opposite in general motj-on to M, and

accompanied by a inner figure whose major thirds have already been seen in

Ml .

Skryabin develops the interplay of motifs and fj-gures in a most

compl-ex manner through the alternations of t1pical1y short sections: the

motif-passages are used contrapuntally. with a fiÌigree-like texture of

tril-Is, acciaccaturas and runs (developed from Fr) overlayi-ng this, and

then taking its pace as the fire fl-ares highest in the Puissant, radieux

section from 2I2. Here two-handed chordal trill-s high in the trebl-e rise

to the climactic bar 22I.

As the flames begin to fade into sporadic flickerings i-t is possible
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to see some of the intricate interweaving of motifs and figures that make

the work essential-Iy Art Nouveau in its texture as wel-l as its rubric-

i-magery:

Example 80:

^1ii,

,r

t4 rb ì I

'l

Skryabin: Sonate 10, 292-95

v 

-t'--9--/

under the Fr aLl-egro figure two strands of Mro intertwine, and then a

reversed, dying echo of the acciaccatura and trj-l-l figure F, reappears

with its characteristic bass.

The sonata, and the whol_e set of sonatas, ends with sj_mil-ar

interweaving of fragments of Mr. M, and Frr and a simpÌe restatement of the

Example 80a

drue langueur de plus en cleínle
I mìt"

l

ñr,
't

?56 ¡41

11 Ct
v

17
flP \,

Skryabin: Sonate 70, 346-364

É
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opening bars (above). At the end M1 appears a minor third lower than its

first entry, and thus falling to E, where the first motif of the Sixth

sonata begins, the cycle is

Conclusions: the five sonata

complete

set

On the brief examination of the avail-able circumstantial- and textual

evidence above, some tentative statements may be essayed about the set.

L. It seems to have been planned as a set or cycle that elaborates and

adds to the musical and mystical- concepts of the Fifth sonata, and looks

ahead to the projected Acte préaLabJe and Mysterium.

2. It employs s¡rmmetrical pitch-sets for symbofic as well as compositional

reasons, of which the octatonic sets, as being the most flexiòIe, form the

general basis. They are used for the maj-n motifs and many figures, while

the more limj-ted symmetrical pitch-sets, and symmetrical fragments that do

not form complete octave-sets, are used for oLher figures.

3. Questj-ons of tonal centre appfy to motifs and fi-gures first, with the

general harmonic context bei-ng formed from thej-r essentially contrapuntal

interaction in an overal-I octatoni-c framework.

4. The outer sonatas can be seen as representing the four points of a

mystical compass around the Eighth. The Sj-xth is about the reverse side

of love and ecstasy, the Seventh the obverse, benign or even purifying

sj-de, and their rel-ationship is probabl-y paralleJ-J-ed by that of the Ninth

and Tenth. The Tenth is about the transformation of love and ecstasy by

fire and/or light, while the Ninth is a reverse face of this. In the

rdddl-e is the Eighth, whose sensuousness as seen in the winding-motif M,

is not Ieavened by any divine, transforming fire, and so is tragiquez this

seems to represent the state of humanity wj-thout divine fire.

5. On the further evídence of motif-sets and their key-notes presented in

the tabl-e at the beginning of this chapt.er it is probable that there are

symbolic connexions between the Sixth, Eighth and Tenth, and between the

Seventh and Ninth.
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6. The nickname lr/hite Mass is a justifiable metaphor for the Seventh

sonata, but BLack Mass might more appropriately be applied to the Sixth

than the Ninth.

1. The French-language rubrics shoul-d be approached from an Art Nouveau

viewpoint, which seems essential to the eventual- el-ucidation of their

symbolic significance.

B. The M, and M, motifs seem to be contrasted as active and passive aspects

respectively of the themes of each sonata. ,

8. A more j-ntensive study of the cycl-e itsel-f is now needed, and this

needs to be done in the context of Skryabin's mystical- be-liefs and other

composition of the last period. The general- octatonic basis of the cycle

seems beyond doubt. but the nature and rofe of particularities like l-eft-

handed and right-handed octatonic sets, other symmetrical sets and

fragments, and the interweaving of these strands and their sequences needs

to be seen in the wider conLext mentioned, so that the hlpotheses

suggested in the present study can be revísed or modified.

Art Nouveau imagery and method in the sonatas

--l -! ----!^-l 
^^'IIfg J-ltlage (JI ¡j()IUC!CStlt-!iCLTUULIe¡i!ir (')I :'()ItlIJlC dllu 5L!ctllgc IrLyÞLçlIçÞt

of fire, ecstasy and dream have been noted, and are common to Symbolismt

Art Nouveau and Decadence in the period. The image of Iight is more

peculiar to Skryabin's symbolism, however.

It is natural for a composer of the period with a knowledge of

French Symbolist verse to use some of its imagery, l-ike that of Verl-aine's

Tangueur quoted above, to help construct his symbol-ist cosmoJ-ogy and to

let some of this be refl-ected in his music. The French-languaçte imagery

is cl-early identifiable as that of Art Nouveau, with the exception noted

above, and as such j-s an essential part of the key to understanding the

sonatas.

Skryabin's single-movement sonata form established in the Fifth

Sonata becomes in the last five a series of short episodes with closely
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intertinked motifs and fj-gures t.hat undergo kal-eidoscopic combinations and

transformations, the whole effect being that of an Art Nouveau picture

where figure and fine interweave in profusion. This profusion tends

towards ornament - particularly trills, acciaccaturas and runs - whose

figures, appearing and reappearing with both principal motifs of each

work, tend to become the centre of interest. They are thus examples of

the Art Nouveau principle of asymmetry - the taking of effects to extreme

Iengths.

other Art Nouveau principles are easiJ-y noticed: sensuali-ty is an

essential- part of the music and is always expressed by chromatic or

winding l-ine with tension in its syncopated rhythms; repetitj-on of motif

at different positions j-n the tetratonic symmetrical set of ¡¡r-inor thirds

replaces development along normal- l-ines of reharmonization or modulation -

in effect this is the device of parallel progression that is part of

music's strangeness to the ear of 1911-13 (and is still so); the

strangeness of sound of the octatonic pitch-seti and finally the limited

dimensionality of this special- harmonic envj-ronment that has repetition of

sequence and circularity of structure rather than linear progressi-on.

The indivj-dual character of these sonatas has been thus described by

Hugh Macdonal-d: "skryabin was noh¡ [c.]-9051 on the threshold of a style in

which a sense of time had been attenuated almost out of existence... [into]

tritonal- harmony that had no sense of forward progression. The music can

hang timelessly in the air. Form is thus greatly weakened, for the idea

of one bar succeeding another or of one chord succeeding another has less

meaning. Instead of the dynamic, functional fl-ow of traditional music,

Skryabin explores the possibility of musical stasis, equivalent to an

imaginary paradise of the senses beyond tj-me. " While the notions of the

tritone dominating harmony and form being "weakened" may be challenged

(Macdonal-d was writing in 1978) he expresses the concept and feeling of

InseJ- clearly. Hj-s general feeling about the works, even though he lacked
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the two essentj-al keys to their meaning of the pitch-sets and the Art

Nouveau milieu, is conslstent with the interpret.ation of this study.

Tonality

Sergei Koussevitsky, Leonid Sabaniev and

to the early designation of tonal-ites for the

Peter Jurgenson contributed

Iate sonatas. and Skryabin

consented to thej-r suggestions, but perhaps more for reasons connected

with his colour chart28. The foJ-lowing tabl-e records this information

along with the evidence of the pitch-sets' lnitial- tonic basses or tona.l-

centres:

OnIy the Eighth shows concordance of concl-usj-ons. The Dernova system

provides even more confusion,

and Derived dominants) G and

suggesting the dual tonalities

Db for the Sixth, with C and F#

(Departure

for the

Seventh. for instance. Since the anal-ysis based upon Jay Reisets method

in this study has shown that within episodes tonal-ity jumps over intervals

deriving from the octatonj-c pitch-sets, with apparent tonality seeming not

to be fixed, it is littl-e wonder that there has been disgreement over j-t.

Scholarship before Reise has been divided as to whether the l-ate works are

atonal, with writers like Cfemens-Christoph von Gleich, Detl-ef Gojowy and

Jim Samson support.ing a Schoenberg-J-ike serial analysis, and others l-ike

Carl- Dahlhaus and Lothar Hofmann-Erbrecht using the concept of

Klangzentrum or loose tonal centre. Stil-l- others reject Klangzentrum

whire not going as far as atonality, like siegfrj-ed Mauser, and Daniel-

Sitomirskij. It is perhaps more helpfuf to consider the pit.ch-set and

Änalysis a9:

M1 M, centres Final cadence Publ-isherst "keys"

6

7
o

9

t_0

fab g
q-{

a
a
c

g

Ë-
a

I
f

g>¡ gt
aa
tÞ qu
eÞ eÞ_

ISma]-l- l-etters denote mlnor keysl

Skryabin: Tonafitíes of sonatas 6-10
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key-notes of indiwidual motifs and figures, and to begin to understand

these as having symbolic as well as harmonic significance, as this study

suggests.

The sonatas seem to represent a more el-aborate exposition of

Skryabin's mystical- and musical- ideas first presented in the Fifth sonata,

and point to the projected Acte préal-abLe and Mysterium. As a set or

cycJ-e of sonatas it j-s probably the most substantial- work associated with

Art Nouveau in any field.
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C}APTER 15

THE FOUR EIEMENTS

The next four Art Nouveau themes tend to be seen by Art Nouveau as

the Symbofists see them - as the four mediaeval el-ements, having in common

the basic naturaf rhythms of swirling flames, r^raves, breezes and the curves

of flora and fauna - of fire, water, air and earth. These rhythms are

reflected in the swirling lines of visual- Art Nouveau, in the rhetori-c and

concej-L of l-iterary Art Nouveau, and in the fl-ourish and sensuousness of

musica] Art Nouveau. Art Nouveau sees the four e-l-ements as being the

mediums in which being and al-l beings exist, both natural and supernatural.

Thus any natural- phenomenon has its vi-sibl-e and invj-sible aspéctsr both

connected by the fundamental rhythms of the naturaf world.

FIRE

Concept

Fire tends to be seen in Art Nouveau as one of the Four Elements, in

that its'flames undulate l-ike breezes or spi,rits (air) , I^taves (water) and

vines (earth) : the same natural rhythms of sinuous line pervade all- four

el-ements. The same swirling shapes are seen in pictures l-ike Edward Okunrs

cover for the journal Chimera, Warsaw L902, where the spirit (chimera)

resemb]-es a fl-ame rising from the urni they are seen in the waves from

which the nereid rises in Fritz Endell's ?he Vilave, in the l-overs' entwining

hair in Peter Behrens' DeI Kuss, in Salomé's veils in Markus Behmer's

ill-ustration for Insel-Verlag, and in the

Vers l-a fLamme Op.72,
F-Lammes som-bres Ap.73/2,

Skryabin
Skryabin

Iong leaves surrounding the

for Wren's City ChurchesT. For

]9L4
79L4

thistl-es i-n Arthur Mackmurdo's

.Aubrey Beardsley the swirls of

candle in his 1894-5 Design, or

accompanyj-ng ?he Be77Y Dancer2,

architecture like that of Louis

conscious revival of mediaeval

flame can be neutral-. like

evil- like the fl-aming hair

those of the

of the fantastic

title-page

whi]e the fl-ame motif in much Art Nouveau

Sul-fj-van and Victor Horta is partJ-y a

flamboyant tracery, which sees fire as a
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heaven-seeking el-ement3. Thus fire can slmbolize a range of meanings in

vi-sual Art Nouveau.

For Alexander SkryaÉin in the two works to be discussed, fire is seen

in a symbolistic sense adapted from its mediaeval one as heaven-seeking and

transforming, in which phoenix-like the soul is transformed in the great

orgiastj-c Mysterium (the complete, final Gesamtkunstøerk-synthesis or

Dionysian celebration of the arts, whose "temple" wil-l- consist of fiery

pitJ-ars of incense, and j-n which the soul- *iff r"trrrn to j-ts primaeval

state of ecstatic, beatj-fic sensatj-on and knowledge4. Such ritual of fire

seems to invo]ve death of the individual and transformation into

"collective joy"s j-n the coInmon creãtive act of the Mystery.

The emphasis j-n both works is different from that of the Ieaping and

dying flames of the Tenth Sonata. I,{þat is important here is flame as

transformation experience - the phoenix-like process of death and

transfj-guration. This last is of course al-so expressed in two key

orchestral works of the Art Nouveau repertoire - Richard Strauss' Tod und

VerkLärungr of 1889 and Arnold Schoenberg's VerkJ-ärte Nacht of 1917. For

Skryabinf s l/ers l-a fl-amme the emphasis seems to be on yers rather than

flamme, and in F-l.a¡nmes som.bres on somþres. There is a basically mimetic

el-ement to the shape of the motifs in each work - an upwards followed by a

downwards movement, but the l-inear movements of the works show steadiness

rather than flj-ckering.

The two works Vers La fLamme & F-Zammes somþres compared

The idea of flame as transformation is partially embodied in the

ascent from low to high register as ye-r.s J-a fLamme progresses towards j-ts

final episode and fortissimo ending with repeated high chords. It is first

perceived as sol-emn and even death-Iike, as is clear from the gloomy

opening pages and as it is in F-Lammes sombre, which is linked as a dance

with Guir-Landes [wreaths] in op.73. The two op.73 pieces are no\^r known to

have been intended as part of the Mysterium and therefore rj-tualistic in
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conception6. and l-ike Vers fa flamme contrast with the ecstasy of fire in

the Tenth Sonata. Tn both the fire works being considered in this section,

however, there are passages of more ecstatic contrastr Efanunes sombre

having a nuid-section ending Presti ssimo and Vers La fl-amme gradually ri-sing

to a tremendous c.l-imax over its last five pages '

The primary developmental method of both pieces is repetition of

sequences, gradually rising in pitch towards a climax, each climax

preparing for the next.

Skryabin: El-ammes sombres

The analysis gives an idea of the gradual deceferatj-on ot the thlo DoLente

segments and the acceferation of the Presto segments (acce-Lerando/

tumul-teux, désordonnét prestissimo). This is partly mirrored in the

rhythms of the bass figures, which correspondingly move in triplets or

quadruplets. In Section A the mel-odic windings of the first two phrases

reach G, the second two 4. The mj-d-section (Presto) breaks the pattern by

having a right-hand ostinato that is al-most entirely on F# while the left-

hand fj-gures alternate between leaps of third, sixth and octave intervals:

the ostinato is like a sustained cfimax that l-asts the whol-e section,

gradualJ-y gathering pace untiL bar 43, when it begins to slow before

returning to the Dofente. The reprj-se of the Presto again moves against an

ostinato, but this time on D, and this is echoed through the coda to the

Analysis 30:

SECT]ON A DoTente
quad. tripl
65

rhythrn
bars

tripl.
5

tripl
6

SECTION B Presto
tripl. quad.

44
rhythm
bars

tumul-t.
4

désord. prestno ritard.
445

SECTION C Dolente
quad. tripl.
44

Presto
tripl. quad. quad
444

accel-. prestmo
quad. quad.
45

rhythm
bars

CODA Lento
bars 4

Skryabin: Efammes sombres
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final- chord (whj-ch wil-l be il-l-ustrated later) . ostinatos l-ike these are in

effect embellished pedaÌpoints, and agaj-nst such pedal-s there can be no

harmonic movement, so that the universe in which this dance is taking place

is one of lirn-ited dj-mensj-ona1ity, without depth, with the dancers moving

over a flat surface in a dream state. Î¡lithin al-most every phrase the bass

seems only abJ-e to move through the steps of a b7 chord (that is, in the

minor thirds that are fundamental- to octatonic sets, being a semj-tone*tone

interval) as if it is chained to a b?, 
"" -r, exampi-e the bass in the first

phrase of the work moves only through F / 4Þ / B / D. In the presto

segments the curve of its motion is always l-ike that of bars 32-27, and. can

be represented diagrammatically thus **** as it moves through three parts

of the b? chord !t f Þ{ / pt t f!-. This pattern complements the ostinato

with its affective repetition.

Part of the complexity of the work comes from its cross-rhythms

between the hands; from the first bar there are di-fferent tj-me-signatures

for each hand, with the basis of three beats against four made even more

comprex by an initiar semiquaver rest in the l_eft. But the greater

complexity results from the pj-tch-sets being different in each hand in the

Dol-ente segments. In bars 1-7 the right hand moves in an octatonic set 01

whil-e the l-eft is in 02, and from bar B the sets change to 02 and 03

respectivery before reverting to the original pairing in bar 9. (Each

octatonic set comprises two diminj-shed seventh chords a semitone apart, and

any tI^Io octatonic sets share one of these chords, giving a common pool of

four notes in bitonal harmonies. Tri-tonal harmonies are also possible,

although there is no note common to all three sets. ) I:he principal effect

of this bitonal-ity is that of increased harmonic complexity, mirrorj-ng the

rhythmic separaÈeness of the hands in the Dofente segments; in the presto

segments the hands share the same set but stil-J- move in cross-rhythms.

However, the hands I movì-ng in different tonal- and rhythmic patterns is

reminiscent of the textures of Debussy's Danseuses de Delphes, where the
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lines of muslc cross and recross like lines of dancers; this work is also a

dance, of course.

Skryabin z Vers l-a f l-amne

This work begins with alternations of chords j-n the right hand that

suggests imagery of fl-ickering, over long pedaÌpoints.

Exanple 81
.A.Uegro Doalereto.

Skryabin: Vers fa ffamme L-6

PP -=ø->-

In the first part, of the piece (bars 1-78) these pedals rise through

di¡ainished sevenths and octatoni-c sca]-es:
f -/

\-7 Éz -ã-
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Analysis 31:
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There are sudden switches between octatonic sets that echo the chordal-

al-ternati-ons on a different level. sJ-gnifying the transformations that lie

through the flame. From bar 79 a third l-evel is added - tremoland.o chords

in the middl-e of the texture, and fi_nally, from bar 100, a fourth -

reiterations of the same chord of superimposed fourths (ton). These two

additions unite to produce an ostinato ascendi-ng to the highest Cf in bar

126 and intensifying the Lension as j-t remains unchanged until- the last bar

(140) of the piece, where the fl-ame rises to its maximum and fj-nishes with

an ascending series covering six octaves, which, whil-e it is formed from

02, is al-so seen to constitute parts of the natural harmonic series:

Octatonic sets are the basis of the work, but not the only symmetrical sets

employed. The tremol-ando figures are made from hexatonic sets (both 131

l-3L (not all these fiigurational- sets need cover the octave) and 141 141,

ì-nterspersed with some octatonj-c and chromatic sets, and the repetitions in

the highest treble seen in the example above are al-l_ formed from

slrmmetrical pentatonic sets (23232)1. The figures employed are these, with

the sets from which they are derived shown below:

Example 82:

tr-3 5 GSto
I HR R/.^oñ r(-

Skryabin: Vers La flamme, 732-I4O

I
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11 zl
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This use of symmetricaf sets and the reference at the end to the natural

series is symbolic of the perfection of purpose that the work is designed

to serve in the Mysterium. As in the l-ate sonatas Skryabin is not merely

creating beauty but intendj-ng to perform ritual-.

The general similarity between the ostinato that ends this work and

that of F-Lammes sombres suggests that it may represent the insistence and

irreverslbiJ-ity of final conflagration. Again the differences from the

rising and falling of candlelight/fl-ame imagery in the Tenth Sonata are

worth remarking. It is al-so important to notice that the patterning of

repetitive sequer¡ces like these in the two works is based on simple

repetition of figure beyond that of conventional pieces. With the

introduction of the ostinatos Skryabj-n carries the repetition of figure to

extreme, and del-iberately aims for emotional effect.

Motifs

The nature of the motifs may now be examined for their nr-imetic

qualities. Vers La fLamme begins with two quaver-dotted minim movements

that soon break into quavers in bar 4r and this asymmetry of rhythmr which

suggests a l-ow flickering, is repeated j-n the bars to L2; its counterparts
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are the series of dotted and tied minims that follohr to bar 21, which

because of their al-most. unbroken sust.ention may suggest glowing embers

against which the alternations move.

A second motlf, in curving form like the second motifs of the late

sonaLas begins at 28, and its characteristic semitonal fall, repeated twice

before ist curving begi-ns, is present throughout most of the work from that

point. This sernitonal- fafl- is opposit.e to the semitonal- rise of the fj-rst

motif' and both can be seen as fl-j-ckerinq i*.g".y. Both motifs are ,,rj-ght-

handed" octatonic, so that the fl-ame-imagery is a positive symboJ_.

If in this piece Skryabin is signifying the rite of t.he Mysterj-um

then the symboli-sm of this series accords with the idea of final union with

the cosmos and its perfection, but it has been the ul-timate rising of

flames that has achieved j-t. The titl-ers "towards the fl-ame" may merely

suggest, however, its hypnotic fascination and symbolic potential-, in which

case stil-l- the fl-ame as natural force or element is signified. In ej-ther

case it j-s the repetition of asymmetrj_cal figure that j_s important

throughout. the pi-ece.

As in the l-ate sonatas the octatonic sets and French-language

indications are crucial-. The work begins in 02 based on E, but by bar 24

has become more compl-ex, for the hands split into different sets - 01 in

the right and 03 in the l-eft. This j-s an interesting aspect of Skryabin's

octatonic technique that opens many more harmonic possibilities, of which

the striking dissonance of the bar 20 chord is an obvious example (in terms

of conventional harmony, a b3 chord on B is forrowed by a J-ong-hefd gruubs

on BÞ, but what is really happening j-s modul-ation from one octatonic set to

another as wel-l- as a splitting of sets between the hands. The D in the

first chord of bar 24 is foreign to the 01 set in the upper stave but

belongs to the lower-stave 03 set: Skryabin al-lows himself this extra

flexibil-ity elsewhere in the work, as for instance in bar 28, where an Ft

is borrowed from the lower stave by Lhe upper.
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Example 83 Io'l ----;

+o3 or --Jo
t01

1o

---)

Skryabin: Vers fa ffamme, 19-24

The sudden changing from one octatonic set to another in the example

above (20 and 24) j-s very noticeabfe and is exactl-y the same process as

sudden unmodufated change in a diatonic compositj-on. But there is a

different form of change that can al-so be seen: between 20 and 23 the

chords of the 02 set appear to be movj-ng gradually towards some sort of

resol-ution, which appears, however, as a doubJ-e set-change on the first

beat of 24. Since this "resol-ution" has not been achieved within the set

elftsl_02 the process is analogous to the Tristan effect ürhere a discordant

is resol-ved wj-th another discord. Proper resol-ution in normalsequence

terms is possibl-e within

and minor tri-ads on .its

possibilitj-es fike

diminished seventh.

the 6

into another i-nstead of

an octatonic set because each set contains major

tonic, as

a chord on

wel-l- as more exotic semi- resol-utional I

For

the tonic, the diminished triad and the

this work Skryabin has chosen to transform one set

using processes of resofutì-on, and the title makes

it obvious why he shoul-d choose thj-s: for him it is essential that the

are not merely seen in the musical-intentions expressed in his titl-e

ffame but embodied in the harmonic basis of his music. If heimagery of

were content merefy wj-th fl-ame-j-magery he woufd be writing tone-painting

music; as it i-s, he is writing Art Nouveau-Symbolist music' with his

purpose expressed in the harmonic and textural patterning (Art Nouveau), in

their French rubrics to be discussed immediately below (Art

Nouveau/Symbolist imagery) and in the exclusive use of symmetrj-cal- sets

(whose siqnifi-cance j-s primarily symboJ-i-sLic, although their symmetry may
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al-so be seen as Art Nouveau) .

The other key in this work is that of the French expressi-ons, which

as in the sonatas are grouped in accordance with the motifs and figures

they explain. The long j-ntroductory figure j-s sombre; the main motif (bar

42) is avec une émotion naissantet then avec une joie voiÌée, de pJus en

pJus animé and at bar 68 avec une joie de pJ.us en p-¿us tumu-Ztueuse. At bar

83, nol^r more than an octave higher, it ís EcLatant, 7umíneux ld.azzlíng,

fuminousl and remaj-ns so until the end - a worfd away from the som,bre and

awakening feelings of the beginning.

Fl-ammes som.bres from the outset has sets split between the hands (RH

01, LH 02), and the hands are also rhythmically independent, so that f.l-ames

independently intermixing.(pluraI) are

These

thereby expressed as

two figure-patterns must from the main indication Avec une

grâce doLente be interpreted as ones of mourning. i{hil-e in the Mysterium

fl-ames signi-fy the transformation to ultimate ecstasy they also signify the

death of the body and the passing through a Lransformational- experience

that is sad as wefl as leading to ecstasy; it is after aff the companion to

Guir-Zandes. If it were a conventional- descriptive piece then imagery of a

funeral procession, or of vigiJ--candl-es in chapel or lyi-ng-in chamber would

be assumed, but here the presto passages must suggest a more fantastic

image of ritual dancing leadj-ng to ecsLasy, or a symbol-ist interpretatj-on

of phoenix-fike reincarnation. Thus as in Vers l-a fl-amme the French terms

indicate rising intensity from the sad gracefulness of the beginning,

through avec accabl-ement lwith extreme dejection] to a sudden Presto très

dansant with tumuLtueux and désordonné ldisordered/ extravagant] . AIl

these are exampfes of ArL Nouveau (mannerist) immoderation. The sudden

shift between the sl-ow and fast dances is emphasized by the replaying of

the sl-ow and fast. sections j-n modified form before the piece ends in a

brief l-ento. These l-ast three bars begin with the hands dj-vided between 01

and 03, but with the l-ast chord the right hand symbolically joins the l-eft
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in 03. This chord is actually composed of the same notes that begin the

piece in bar 1. but where j-n 1 the sets are 01 and 02 now both are 03:

transformation has taken P1ace.

Conc.l-usions

Both pieces thus are not onJ-y about transformation but exemplify it

musical-J-y; again the symbolistic evidence of pitch-sets and the Art Nouveau

evidence of the French imagery are seen to provide the keys to an

understanding of this. The fl-ame imagery of both pieces is different from

that of the Tenth Sonata, but both show this in the rockj-ng nature of their

motifs. and show the general- nature of fire by their ascending and

intensifyi-ng momentums. Both use symmetrical pitch-sets for symbolic

purposes that al-so have Art Nouveau impJ-ications.

I/üATER

Concept

ltlater is

Une barque sur l-'Océan lMiroirs/3) 1905
Poissons d'or (Images II/3) 1907
The Eountains of the Acqua PaoLa

(Roman Sketches/3) 1915-16
Le poisson d'or 1919

an image of movement

Ravel
Debussy

Gri- f f es
Berners

and repetition. and like fire is a

and one of the mediaeval Four Elementst

sinuous l-ine of visual- Art Nouveaur as

fluid, moving, transformabl-e

whose flowing is reflected in

wel-l- as in pictures of sl^Ians

Art Nouveau iconography ít is

or boats fÌoating along idealized

al-so the el-ement of nereids l-ike

rmage

the

streams. In

Ondine and The f,ady of the Lake; the sea

strange fauna, sunken treasure, sea-gods

whose rhythms refl-ect those of nature8.

the Sirens,

is dark and mysterious, with

and their storms, and the waves

Example 84
Aveo ulo grâco dqlente- e3I o¡

o

,o

Skryabin: -F]ammes soÍnl)res, 1 + 83
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In passing it may be noted that some of the pieces discussed under

other headings are al-so water-pj-eces. Vitezs-l-av Novák's More (Sea) from

his suíte Pan shows the ocean as part of Pan's realm, so that its invisibl-e

aspect is being as much emphasì-zed as its visj-ble, and shows that behind

water, r^raves/ storms and spray i-s the por^rer and caprice of Pan. The

provenance of Rakhmaninov's Barkaro-LLa and -Letes [Tears] is also that of

the poetj-c.image of water as seen in an Art Nouveau milieu. The verses

that head the pieces are both based on the movement of water - of the

gondolars rockj-ng motion and the falJ-ing of tears - and al-so on the general

human condj-tion - water as a setting for 1ove, and tears as part of lj-fe.

Janácek's V pJáci (In tears) is the ninth of his Po zarostLem chodnicku (On

an Overgrown Path) set and follows his comments on the eighth as also being

about weeping (for the death of his daughter) 9. It i-s reasonable to assume

from ,Janácekrs words that both pieces have tears./water-motifs: "Perhaps you

wilL sense weepì-ng j-n the number before last" - referring to the eighth

piece, and thus also to the ninth1o. It can thus be seen that rnrater is a

key image for Art Nouveau, and wil-l be recognized again in the discussion

on the theme of .rnsel..

Ravelrs Une barque sur l-'Océan

This is one of the set of Miroirs or images transformed by

reflection. The choice of "bar9ü€", and "Une barque sur l-'Océan" connotes

the historic past, of tales of sail-ing-ships with exotic cargoes on

romantj-c seas ("1'Océan" refers to the Atl-antic) - not the sj-mple sails on

calm waters of the typical fmpressionist Renoir or Monet paintingll. The

image is that of a ship of other times, elegant but frail against the

forces of the sea and its gods. The set-title ['liroirs is important as an

Art Nouveau concept of seeing not the object but its representative poetic

image (in the general, not just the visual sense): this is not a particular

barque but the type of al-l such vessel-s, and the repeti-tive, mesmeric

nature of the music immediately puts out of question that it is any
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ordinary descriptive or narrative piece.

The work aims from the outset at dream and mystery of effect by its

indication ?.rês enveToppé de pédales [very muff]ed by pedalsl - a tlpically

Art Nouveau extreme effect. Ravel may be impÌying use of all- three pedals,

for he would have known of them from the French Boisselot pianos and

Steinwaysl2. ?rès enveJoppé des pédals therefore impli-es not only the

cl-oudiness of effect from a generous use of the sustaining right pedalr and

also the sel-ective resonance of harmonics from the free use of the centre

pedal, but the silkiness added to both of these by the equally free use of

the action-shifting J-eft pedal. There are special effect be had from

such use of the left with the other pedal-s, for the more ethereal tone that

it produces is muÌtiplied by the use of the other two pedals. There are

only three specific pedal markings, two of which are concerned with

sustaining sweepinS ppp arpeggios (bars 118, I25) and could refer to either

the right or centre pedals, and 2 pedale (bar 75) which always seems to

mean secondo pedaJe in Ravel and refers to the action-shifting Ieft pedal

for so-called una corda effects. The player, therefore, is to maintain a

confused effect throughout, varying this in colour but always allowing the

sweeping figures and repetitions to resonate with each other.

The dominant figure-type of the piece is the wide-ranging arpeggi-o or

broken chord which can be dramatic (bars 38-44, 68-75, 103-l-06, 11L-1-16) in

i-ts sweeps over the whole keyboard and its rises and falls j-n volume from

ppp Lo fff, but is mostly soft, as in the opening bars I-28. The principal

element of mystery in the different figures formed from this type is

harmonic, from broken chords of 9ru under the complementary accompanimental

twin-note figure moving in fifths, fourths and seconds based on'ts2 (bars

L-l-0, L4-20) to the del-icatel-y cJ-ashing seconds of bars 50-54, 63-68 and

99-103, and major arpeggj-os over a minor melody in bars 90-93. The

independently-moving harmonies of each hand in bars 29-31 are tlpical of

the cl-ashes produced through quasi-bitonal- effects:
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In the cadenza of bars 103-106 the right hand begins ü¡ith parallel- broken

chords while the left moves in successive chord-inversions, and the

arpeggios of bars 117-118 arrd 1-24-125 appear tenuously related to their

nominal pedal--foundations. These harmonic effects produce strangeness,

particularl-y since many occur at the softest of levels and are to be très

enweloppé de péda7es. Uyståry of effect j-s also gained by the hidden

nature of the first melodic fraqments that apnear from bars 4-20 as j-f

arising from the el-ements of the long broken chords.

The ambiguous nature of the piece's muJ-tiple rhythms is set in the

double indication of 6/8 2/4, which denotes from the outset a basic

asymmetry in the openj-ng accompanimental figure.

Example 85: Dlrn rythme souple-îräs aweloþfé d.c þéd+les.

I

Ravel: Une barque sur TtOcéan, I

rrrfmTfft]
Pp-ffiT

a)

Âu$

The right handrs asynìmetrical- figure of two quavers and three triplets

begins in rhythm wi-th the first twefve of the left hand's demi-semiquaver
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tripÌets but clashes rhythnrically with the second twelve, since these are

arranged in groupings of three as against the four that would fit the

right-hand figure. Thj-s has the effecL of waves beginning evenly but

breakj-ng into compl-exities. RhythmicalJ-y the whol-e piece is a complete

contrast to the regularity of Novák's, for there is constant change of

rhythm-pattern. many cross-rhythms between the hands, many bars like 1-3,

26-21 and 37-45 where the figuration is broken inLo uneven uniLs, and

finally many interpoJ-ated bars or sections of 27, 97 and 117-18. There is,

therefore, both asymmetry and irregularity.

The many varieties of figuration suggest variety in sea-moods from

soft to forceful, from sweeping to gentle rocking, with the changeableness

of these moods emphasized by the frequent changes of section. Underlying

all these is the asymmetrical- rockj-ng-figure that is constantly returned

to.

Debussy: Poissons dtor

The inspiratj-on for this piece has been traced Lo a ,Iapanese lacquer

owned by Debussyl3. The wide popularity of this piece and its easily

recognizable imagery of water movements and sounds has perhaps obscured its

exotic subject. Irlater is an important element in many, if not most,

,Japanese paintings, with wiffows and ripples on flat-dimensioned paintings

that mostJ-y suggest the simple beauty of peacefulness in an Insel-t1pe

idealized landscape. I¡Ihil-e as a piece of musical- Japonaíserje-sjmulé the

piece perhaps could be included below under Exotic. the music seems largely

to be centred around the idea of a fish in water rather than of an exotic

golden carp as the subject in a Japanese picture.

The pp aussi 7éger gue possi.bLe at the beginning is tlpical of the

new effects possibfe on the modern piano that are exploited in the Art

Nouveau repertory. The chromatical-ly offset accompanimental- figurations

and the generally quiet tone of much of the pi-ece, Logether with the

cognate fì-gurations and moLif of bars 5B-12 (also pp) produce a mysterious
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effect. The complex, asymmetrical rhythms of water-movement underrying the

and turns of the goldfish further this, for these deeper

those of nature. (Michel Imberty raises a deeper aspect of

of water in Debussyl4 - their timelessness and avoidance of

sudden darts

rhythms echo

the rhythms

death in a Freudian sense; it may be possible to see this in the

repetitious, tj-meless movements of the figurations established at the

begi-nning of the piece. )

For the hearer a definite rhyt.hmicar pattern is perhaps first

understood with the movement of the first melodic motif in the fourth bar,

whj-ch provides the key to the compÌexity of the underJ-ying figuratj-on that

has been onJ-y ambiguously percei_ved since the first.

Example 86:

Debussy: Poissons d'or. B-13

But the ambiguity shifts to the mel-odic line itself in bars 12-13 and 16-

P

pa-l

.J

p

\f, where the second and third-beat figure (right hand) becomes the first
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and second-beat one. as if a beat has been ¡rrissed. Thj-s is further

heightened by its following the dupJ-et and triplet-figures of bars I and 9.

Other ambiguities occur to throw doubt on what is otherwise a strongly

marked pattern: the suspension across bars 38-39; the sans rígueur passages

of bars 46-41, 51-54 that are the more marked by their having the au

mouvement bars 48-50 between themi the ru-bato passage of bars 1B-19 and 81-

83, again wj-th the au mouvement bar between; and the long cadenza of bar 94

wj-th its suggested subdivisions into four-beat, sj-x-beat and three-beat

units after the whofe piece has been in threei and finally the subtl-e

confusion of the ti-ed CÍ in the final bars 95-97

Asyrnrnetry is found within motifs themselves, as for instance in the

first melodj-c motif of bars 3-8 that begins at the very end of the first

beat with an accented sern-iquaver introducing a note that sounds for almost

three whole beats; the motif 's whol-e progress alternates betv,¡een short

notes and runs of longer ones in a manner that is to be followed throughout

the piece (bars 30-31, 32-33, 34-56 and 80-83). Some of this asymmetry

leads to imagery of the fish's sudden movements through the water (bars 3'

L8-2I and paralJ-e1 passages), of cascades or deep dives (bars 46-47 ' 51-

53), of rapidly beating fins (initial accompanimental figure), or of

splashes (31,-32, 35-38 and paralleJ- passages). This is a most graphic

piece of keyboard writing, but not merely descriptive in a simple senset

for the subtl-eties show Art Nouveau characters of asymmetry and mystery.

Griffes z The Eountains of the Acqua Paol-a

The Roman Sketcàes are similarly inspired by what to a European of

the era of Henry.James is exotic - the Old t¡trorfd. AJ-I the subjects treated

in the four pieces of the set are thus seen as strange because they carry

the atmosphere of the ancient city, and ?åe Eountain of the Acqua PaoLa

sees the city as it often strikes the visitor - as a city of fountains'

somehow partaking of a vaguely Eastern character in the extragar¡ce of so

many intricately scuJ-pted and complex sprays. Griffes often added his
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poetic epigraphs after compositionf but was very much influenced by

Iiterary ideas and aLmosphere in compositionls. For thì-s piece he chose

his epi-graphj-ca1 poem from Sospiri di Roma by the minor poet WiIIiam Sharp:

Shimmering Tights,
As though the Aurora's
WiTd polar fires
Efashed in thy happy bubbTes,
Died in thy foam.

Griffes himself never vj-sited Rome. but it 
,is 

immediately obvious that in

choosing an epi-graph quite foreign to the ambience of Rome he is not

interested j"n writing a tone-picture. It is the idea of the ì-nterplay of

spray and bubb1es and their echoing the lights of poJ-ar skies that fires

the poeti-c imagination in a manner remj-niscent of Edgar .Al-1an Poe (two of

whose works Grj-ffes set in op.5). The Art Nouveau-l-ike imagery of extremes

(tl¡e .Aurora's wiLd polar fires, fl-ashed...died) , is hardly the stuff of

impressionistic description, whích might be thought to be suggested by the

term "sketches" from the set-title16. In the context of Griffesr other

composition j-t is clear that he is essentially interested in the fantastic

and the exotic, with such titles as ya-Le of Dreams, Night Vlinds (both from

Edgar Al-l-an Poe) , The Pl-easure-Dome of KubLa Khan (Coleridge) , Pàantomsi he

also set üt.B.Yeats, Oscar Vüilde, ,Japanese and Indian stories and texts.

The work begins with an even more marked asymmetry of rhythmic figure

than Debussyr s:

Example 87: Allegro moderato (J: (or-ros)

I
pp

Griffes. The Eountain of the Acqua Pao7a, L-2

rrL_rLt

The five units of three semiquavers in each bar, offset from the beginning

of the bar and from the pul-ses of the mel-odj-c quavers, produce a

characteristically Art Nouveau effect of ambiguous rhythm seen already in

Ravel's Une barque, and earl-j-er in Lj-szlu, Novák and Skryabin - the
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deliberate setting-up of cross-rhythnr-ic patternings to produce a complex

asymmetry of effect. The effect is not peculiar to Art Nouveau, of course,

nor found throughout it: it is preceded, for instance, by Brahms'1ove of

the interplay of cross-rhythms (the Paganini Variations II/1). But where

it is used in pieces Iike this against crucj-al- Art Nouveau imagery it takes

on speci-al reference to the underlying rhythms of nature, because j-t is

cognate to the decorative patterning of visuaf Art Nouveau whose rhythms

and lines intertwine in the complexities of nature-based artifice.

Throughout the piece rhythmic ambiguity is featured in a variety of

ways. From bar 13 melody and accompaniment reverse their rhythnr-ic roles,

with the melody, now j-n the upper l1ne, being a comp.l-ex raixture of

triplets, duplets and dotted. rhythms whil-e the accompanj-mental- figure is

quite regular. From bar 17 triplets are seen against quadruplets, but

offset from the principal beat and mixed with octuplets' also off the beat.

Triple and duple figures cross or succeed each other throughout the piecet

and as in Ravel's Une barque there are frequent changes of time-signature,

including ?, bars, that give an asymmetrical- effect to the succession of

principal beats themsel-ves. Thus at the larger l-evel of the succession of

bar-rhythms and at the smal-ler one of beats within the bar, there is

constant and subtl-e shifting of rhythmi-c pattern.

At bar 29 another very compl-ex rhythm-ic ambiguity is established:

Example 88 o terilln

2

Griffes: The Eountain of the Acqua PaoTat 29-30

t-t-A,-?-t

Over the quadruplets of the feft hand there are combined duplets and

triplets so arranged that the melody proceeds aslmmetricalÌy to the other

figures and to the bar-beats. The effect complements the harmonic

dissonances resulting from the chromatic movement of the upper parts
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against the l-ower. The patterning established in these two bars contj-nues,

with the uppermost part taking on a melodic as wel-l- as a patterning role -
a typj-cal-ly Art Nouveau effect.

There is subtl-e suggestion of dream or mystery in the changes of

tonality that resul-t from changes of pitch-sets. From 14-17 the melodic

Iine keeps to a narrow few notes that produce the effect of an exotic mode:

The effect is only momentary, but strange against the diatonic basis

already establ-ished. A similar effect is created by the movement of the

uppermost part in Example 88. From bar 44 the melody is decidely Eastern

in character, emphasizing the interval- of a minor thj-rd. These de]icate

touches, and the subtl-eties of rhythmic asymmetry, are rike the soft

figures and cl-ear lines of his compatriot VüilI Bradleyrs woodcuts and

posterslT .

Berners¿ Le poisson d'ot

lord Berners (Gerald Tyrwhitt-I¡li.l-son) , himseJ-f a dandy (in the sense

that Theo Hirsbrunner in Debussy und seine Zeit, 1981, has characterized

Debussy and other similar figures of the period. like ülilde, Laforgue,

Montesquiou and Ravel), has del-iberately used a titl-e associated with

Debussy, but altered it to the singuJ-ar: Le poisson d,or. The verse (his

own) he places as epigraph is mannered:

Morne et soJ-itaire, Ie poisson d,or

Example 89
L P to

Meno mosso ,

3ß

Griffes: The Eountain of the Acqua PaoTa; I4-IS

2oco rit. 2p

3
¿

^

?--

I\t:+
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tournoie dans son bof de cristal-.
Il- rêve une petite compagne, beJle et briffante

cofi1me une pièce de vingt francs, , .

Mais, hel-as! Quelque imbecife mal-avisé Jui jette
une miette de pain.

L'image disparait dans -1 'eau troubLe.
Le poisson d'or awal-e sans joie fa miette de
pat-n

et continue à tournoyer. morne et solitaire,
dans son bof de cristal.

Mournful and solitary. the fish of gold
is turning in its bowl- of crYstal

He dreams of a petite companion, beautj-ful and
bril-liant

l-j-ke a twenty-franc Piece...
But alas ! Some i-mbecile i-11--advised casts to him
a morsel of bread.

The image dísappears in the troubfed water.
The fish of goJ-d gulps without joy the morseJ-
of bread

and continues turning about, mournful- and solitary'
in his bowf of crystal.

Berners r^¡rites in a mock-simple style, with Baudel-aire-like repetition of

the first two lines in the last two, and plain imagery, without adjectives

except for the "Morne et sol-itaire", "bel-l-e et brillante" and the anit-

climactic, ironic "comme une pièce de vingt francs" and "imbecile malavisé"

expressions. It is the posed utterance of the dandy who has seen

everything and. can no J-onger be moved, but its pfainness of style is that

of oscar lr1ilde's Sal-omé - direct, understated yet rhythmically and

sonorously affective. Thus internal rhymes like "Morne et", "tournoie",

"dans son bol-", "brillante comme"r "imbecile malavisé lui", and

altiteration of "befl-e et brillante". The sound of such verse is as

important as its meaning, and is similar to that of Osbert and Edith

Sitwell, his contemporaries, as used in their col-l-aboration with VIiIIiam

I¡lalton to produce Eaçade.

Le poisson d'or is modeffed more on Ravel-ts Jeux d'eau than on

Debussy's Poíssons d'ort and in its patterned, slow rhythm that is for Iong

periods unbroken, is deLiberately mesmerj-c, l-ike the piece's epigraphical

verse. Its initiaf figure, Lento mel-anconicot doux et Tiquide ("liquide"

is possibly Satie-like irony), is based on discords at the octave like
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those of Ravel's major sevenths and minor ninths at the beginning of Jeux

d' eau.

Example 90 [,cnto rnclanconico.

t t ,

a./
mp d,ow cl lþuid,c

Æ:>
-^- t

EÆ

t

Be-rners: Le poisson dtor, I-2

The pattern: r5b8b-eb \ vrr.o-ro \ #rrrro6-7 / rrr.o8u-ou (with oblique rj-nes

representing direction) is repeated a tone l-ower in bar 2 to form an AB

two-bar unit that is deployed thus:

After two bars of bri-dge and a silent bar, a second pattern is established:

6 Tempo primo
Example 91:

Berners'. Le poisson dtor, 75

Again there are discordances at the octave, as well as the contiguous G-et

cl-ash in the first quaver beat, and the augmented fifth in the second.

This one-bar unit is deployed in a deliberately monotonous manner: 15-18 on

I (C) and 19-24 on III, but with some slight varj-ations that seem to

anticipate the methods of ,John Adams, PhiJ-ip Gl-ass and thej-r

minimal-ist,/mesmeric music l-ater in the century (also hiqhly mannered) .

!ühil-e thj-s is simple j-magery of the goldfish endlessJ-y circling his bowl

there is a cl-ear affective aim dj-rected at l-istener and player.

From bar 25 the pattern is disturbed, and remains so for most of the

rest of piece, so that while the i-magery of "L'eau troubLe" is there, it is

unlikely that simpl-e linear narrative J-s beJ-ng attempted by Berners. The

only monotonous patterning like those al-ready described is l-eft to the last

Analysis 34:

1,234
r \vrrlr\vrr

5

/r/
6 7-9 10#tt/#rrr\#rr\#r 11

VIIped
Rerners: [,e poisson dtor, 1-1O

1t dolcc lagolo

o-/ r æ
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few bars (?5-BO), with the intervening bars 25-14 mereJ-y being patternings

of different, more complicated sorts. For instance, after two bars (25-26)

modelled on 9-11, bars 26-27 introduce a modified form of Fr (the bar 1

figure) that is to form the main material until- bar '14, and immediateLy 26-

2't ís repli-cated at the fourth, although over a different bass, Ln 28-29;

29-30 are afso replicated in 31-32. Sj-mifar short sequences are repeated

as the work progresses, so that 36-38 match 39-41¡ 42-44 are one-bar

matchings, as are 45 and 50, 46-49, and so on in an series of changj-ng

patterns until- the cadenza of 65-74, which is j-tsel-f patterned with a

series of wedge-shaped figures not unlike the subject of J.S.Bachrs organ

"hledge" fugue BI,trV 549. AII this patterning is as cl-ear to the eye as to

the ear, wj-th the staves of the score itself, as often j-n the Art Nouveau

keyboard repertory, tending to be not unlike a series of friezes in an Art

Nouveau design.

Allied with this figural and harmonic patterning is that of rhythm'

and this aspect is perhaps the most powerful- of the factors inducing

mesmerism of effect. The dorn-inant rhythm is that of Fr - in effect an

appoggi-atura on each quaver beat, and through its unevenness alf the more

striking in effect as a characteristic rhythm permeating the sensesr and

reinforcing the repetj-tious effects of the figural and harmonic patterning.

Some other pieces in the repertory feature figuration for long

periods with Little or no meJ-ody (Liszt's Vafses oubLiées and csá¡dás

pieces, Fl-orent Schmittls La ttagique chevauchée, much of ,fanácekrs

Overgrown Pat.h and In the Mists pieces, and John Irel-and's The IsLand

Spet-l), and much of the rest of the repertory subordinates melody to

accompaniment or absorbs melody into it. This pj-ece j-s remarkable for

having no melodic .Iine as such whatsoever: it is aII figuration and

decoration, and as such represents an extreme of Art Nouveau practice. The

Art Nouveau aesthetic, of course, embraces such asymmetry; from the

deliberate reference of the titl-e and the mannered verse epigraph, to the
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music itself, the whol-e conceptj-on of this piece is extremelS.

Summary

The four pieces establish an atmosphere of dream and mystery, using

complex and aslmmetrica1 rhythms superlmposed on various water-imagery

figures. Asymmetry of rhythm is supplemented by mesmeric repeti-tion of

regular figures. There are complexities of cross-rhythms, as weJ-l as

constant chanqes of figurat.ion and the tendency to excessive repetition -

a1l being ways of conveying the essential- changeabiJ-ity and mystery of the

concept of water as it is seen in Art Nouveau.

One lmportant feature of al-l- four pieces needs to be mentloned -

thei-r repetition of patterned sequences. In each case, although there is

frequent variety in the actuaf components of the repeating accompanimental-

figures, their repetitious nature itself is constant throughout, subject

only to a few pauses before resuming its background motion. The movement

of water in a fountain is a perfect Art Nouveau subject, for although its

activity is perpetual- and its variety of spray and rippl-e infinite, there

is no progress. Motion without progress is timeless, so that what is being

experienced is not sensations of fish, a barque or a fountain but the

nature of water as such - as an element of nature.

AIR Poème ai]é
La danse de Puck

Skryabin
(Pré-l.udes I/l-1) 1910

The Dew Eairy (The Hour-Gl-ass/3) L920
Debussy
Bridge

Concept

The Art Nouveau concept of air as one of the Four Elements centres

around the nature of movement in it - free, swirling, soaring. Hai-r,

leaves and waves are moved by the wj-nds into t.he sj-nuous shapes

characteristic of Art Nouveau painting, and the spirit-creatures whose

natural- efement is air fJ-y free of constraints of all- dimensions, including

time. For Skryabin ecstasy is of this element - free and floating, with

aifé a frequent indj-catj-on in the fate sonatas.
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Skryabj-n : Poème aifé

The title (1iteral1y: "winged poem"; metaphoricalJ-y "floating,

soaring" - as in dreams) is enigmatic, without any accompanying notes or

musical- indications to guide interpretation, but in his mystical system the

freed spirit as i-t dematerial-izes moves l-ike a bird19 through air, its

natural e]ement?0.

Thj_s poème consists al_most soleJ-y of repetitions and gradual

development of the four-note figure announced at the outset that is based

on the unsatisfying, diatonically speaking, "resol-ution" of a seventh to a

ninth, setting up a chain of such movements that appear to be,awaiting real-

resolution i-n an orthodox cadence - which never arrives unti-l the end. The

piece can of

instance of

course be seen to be i-n octatonic sets and to be an early

employment of different sets in each hand' (with the melody

the right thumb playing notes from the left-hand 01 set)21.

the

only being 03,

Example 92:
I

OJ

t+
OL

Skryabin: Poème aifé, I-5

_--=l=-_F-
7

v
a) I

lonpo9;

Until- then, as in a dream, the dancer never touches ground. Thus "giround"

is completed cadence and "air" the reafm without such dimensions - that of

incomplete or arrested harmonic development. The musical conceit matches

that of the r¡uind when one flies j-n a dream, and the Art Nouveau principle

of limited dj-mensionality is seen to be suggested in the suspension of

harmonic progression.

The example shows the whol-e of the first phrase and the beginning of

the second in bar 5, where the hands change sets. This is necessary

because Skryabin wishes to shift the whole sequence up a fourth. Other
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techni-caf points shown in the example are the foreign notes: those marked

with a cross resolve at the semitone to the immediately following note i-n

their strands, and the Gt as shown by the arrol^/. Both are normal methods

that Jay Reise has describec22.

The rhythrnical peculiarity of the piece derives from twô el-ements -

tempo and asymmetry. From a knowledge of the sonatas it can be seen that

the pi-ece shoul-d be pJ-ayed fast, since "ai1é" represents fJ-utterings (of

desire or ecstasy) as of wings. The most notabl-e indications are those

affectj-ng the tempo, with a ritardando beginning from the second note of

the piece, an a tempo in bar 2 and acceferando in bar 3, so that an

unevenness of tempo to some extent offsets the absolute regularity of

repetition of the four-note figure. The rhythmical aslzmmetry of this

motif, together with its fifty-nine repetitions of the initial figure in

just thirty-three bars, produces a powerfully mesmeric effect: this is

music of effect. not scene-painting.

Debussy: La danse de Puck

As the insubstantj-al and invisibl-e elemenÈ, air in Art Nouveau

iconography is the domain of supernatural- forces Iike fairies and wind-

gods. Puck is frivolous, interfering and ubiquitous but above all

supernatural; hj-s dancing therefore implj-es some sort of spell-making

Ieading to mischief. Debussy is drawing on a l-ong literary tradition about

Puck, from Scandinavian legends to Shakespearets A Midsulnrner Nightts Dteami

as an Art Nouveau artist he woul-d perhaps be more concerned with the Puck

of J-egend rn¡hose pranks almost, but not quite, border on the malicious,

rather than with the slightly tamer Robin Goodfel-low of Shakespeare and

Mendelssohni this point has been noticed by Robert Schmitz. but not by

other conunentators like Roy Howat or Raymond Park23. Howat does point out,

however, that there Ì^¡as an Arthur Rackham ill-ustrated edition of

Shakespeare's play published in l-908 that Debussy might wel.l have had in

mind; if this connexion could be establj-shed then this piece would be as
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impeccable in Art Nouveau status as -Les fées son exquises danseuses' which

is undoubtedly based on a Rackham illustration. There is an j-Ilustration

from Rackham's l-9OB work in Hans Hofstätterts Art lvouveau that clearÌy

shows the darker side of Puck, who is seen in sj-Ihouette dancj-ng amongst

brambles whose thorns echo his sharp and stinging jests24. Rackham

produced another ill-ustrated edition of .A Midsummer Night's Dream for the

Spencer Col-Iection in the New York Publ-ic Library in 1'928 that shows Puck

as a gentler figure than that of the 1908 j-l-l-ustrations2s, but in general-'

his Edwardian-period drawings of spirit-creatures, flora and fauna tend to

show the darker side of nature. with evil- faces lurking in trees or li¡aves,

and men looking like gobtins with ambì-guous appearances - hal-f humorous but

hal_f menacing26. This ambiguity is typically Art Nouveau, present all

through the 1908 il-lustrations but missing from the l-ater ones.

Debussy's danse is symmetrically planned, like a t1z¡pical dance, but

with this difference, that its horn-calls, noticed throughout this

repertory as evocations of mystery and distance, are the signal-markers of

those divisions.

H-C = horn-cal-fs. Until 91-94 the horn-cal-l-s are si-ngl-e bars, not

sequences, so that the overall pattern without these is 5-3-5. In their

rol-e as division-markers, the four occurrences of horn-call signify a five-

fol-d overall division, because at each end of the piece is a short sequence

of runs - the prologue and epilogue, as it were. In Shakespeare's play the

.Analysis 35

1-5 6

runs H-C
A

1-1-1,
arpeggr-os

B

T2-L]
tri-If s

c

LB_29
skips

D

30-40
ostinato

E

4L
H-C

42-52
al-ternations

A

53-63
trills

B

64-68
ostinato

c

69
H-C

70-16 17 -86
chains

B

87-90
trills

c

91,-94
H-C

D

95-96
runs runs

A E

Debussy: La danse de Pück, dance-structure
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epilogue is spoken by Puck

Iines of the analysis) has

form, but without dramatic

THE FOUR ELEMENTS

Each of the three overall- sections (the three

a trills-sequence as its centre, so that arch-

rise and faIJ-, is indicated.

The first motif (bars 1-5), which is the maj-n dance theme, is in

Dorian mode (based on F and presenLed as a fufL scale in the upwards runs

of bars 3 and 5).

Example 93:
Cnprlcleux "t tég.. (.l)= rre)

¿+

Relcuu -

* H oRr¿

Lã U,

Debussy: La d.anse de Puck: 7-6

These runs are aslmmetrical-J-y placed with respect to their positions in the

sequence, which accentuates the way they interrupt the flow of the dance -

the fj-rst begins halfway through the bar and the second at the beginning.

The horn-call is asymmetrically centred a tritone away from the F basis of

the Dorian motif, which has alternated between F and C. This caII fol-Iows

the rhythmical- asymmetry of the rapid runs by appearing halfway through the

bar. This ambi-guj-ty as to the downbeat continues throughout the piece.

The piece features many alternations and parallels, particularly the

parallel progressions of bars 8-11 and 32-40. In the Iatter first-

inversion major triads move below an ostinato of major seconds that hold an

inverted pedalpoint. But the pedalpoint, and the echoes of horn-calls

following the two bars of mel-odic fragment. are based on EÞr whil-e the

fragment is centred a senr-itone above on E. The combined effect is one of

tonal disorientation. The horn-cal-Is are in al-I other cases unrelated

harmonically to their

lMountains] in his Pan

of these cal-ls) .

contexts (just .l-j-ke the horn-call-s in Novák's llory

suite, both thus suggesting the Other Realm origins
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The unpredictabil-ity of Puck as spirit is seen in the f

sudden changes of figure, with acciaccatura, staccato or the ski

note phrasing. seen from the first bar, initiating most changes,

they begin with suddenness. Al-l-ied to this is the emphasis on rhythmic

freedom and variety: for instance, the first motifrs conLaining three

rhythmic el-ements - the skipping two-note dotted fì-gure, triplets and rapid

eight-note runs. The way the horn-call fragment j-s at odds with its tonal

context is matched by its contrasting with the prevailing rhythmic contexts

wj-thin which it appears in bars 6-7, 41 and 43. Throughout the piece there

is a fundamenLal contrast between rhythruic and arrythrn-ic elements - between

the regularity of the dance rhythms and the unpredictable skips,

acciaccaturas, runs and arpeggios of Puck's nature as caprì-cious spirit.

Caprice is the essence of the Art Nouveau spirit - its nature is, Ii-ke its

substance, of air: light, changeable, not to be grasped. The two chief

elements in this are firstly the attack resulting from the tþIo-note dotted

rhythmic unit announced in the first bar, with the acciaccatura and

staccato emphases of main beats, and on the other the contrasti-ng

asymmetrical emphases of other beats of the horn-calls. Thus against the

decisive establ-ishing of a regularity of rhythrn-ic emphasis (dancing

imagery) against the irregul-arities of the panpj-pe and horn-call

intrusions, is pronounced enough to suggest that it may reflect Puck's

being able as a flgure of air to free himseLf not only from normal

constraints of movement but also from those of time.

Bridge: The Dew Fairy

In English chil-dren's folklore the dew-fairy is one who decorates the

woodl-and and fiefd with dew on col-d evenings - a softer figure than ,fack

Frost on freezing mornj-ngs. The piece is part of a collection titled Íl¡e

Hour-GLass, both titles suggesting the real-m of J-magination rather than

that of sì-mple painting of natural- scenes27. The faj-ry in English

traditj-on is most.ly harmless to people of good nature, unfike the more
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menacing fj-gures of trolls, goblJ-ns and banshees in other cul-tures. The

Dew Fairy is above al-l a creature of fantasy as well as beauty, for she

transforms nature each evening into a special reafm that onJ-y those with

"second sight" can observe, as imagj-ned in Art Nouveau fantasy like the

il-lustrations of Einar Nerman, Reginald KnowJ-es, Arthur Rackham2s and

Vlal-ter crane29.

Frank Bri-dge's filigree composition ì-s a very different piece from

the two previous that have suggested ftying and freedom, for its melodic

Iine and figurations are based around repetitj-on. The mel-ody tends to

proceed only by step or to hover on the same notes while the harmonies

underneath it are undergoing subtle transformations. The effect is gently

obsessive and suggests a timeless real-m of actions without progress, very

much l-ike the replaying of sequences that happens in dreams.

Example 94:
t

ß _------___..-N1'

Poco ¡ffrett¿ndo

Bridge: The Dew Fairy, 1l_-l-7

For bars 11-15 the mel-ody is in effect a series of inverted pedal-points,

with the ro-l-es being reversed in 16-17, where it is the bass that is fixed.

There are longer pedals in the bars devoted to cadenza figures of arpeggio,

tril-l- and fiJ-igree (17-18, 20-23, 33-36, 5l_-54), for all these are

el-aboratj-ons proceeding from a prolonged note.

For the first few bars of the melody Bridge follows the pattern of

harmonization over steadily descending bass semitones in the manner thaL
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with Frederick Detius became associated wj-th fantasy (for instance, in ?he

Serenade from flassan 1,L-24 and parallel pasages) and appears elsewhere in

Bridge (Rosemary 1,-1 et passÍm)30. Bridge's harmony shows little other

progression, for apart from the pedals of 15-17, 32, 39-42 and the cadenza

bars, he employs a series of paral-leJ- progressj-ons - those of the 6sa chord

(9-I2) and of simple V-I parall-els in l-3-14. This lack of progression

reinforces the sense of time]essness noti-ced above.

To counterba.l-ance this linuited bass movement there is constant and

subtle variety of the accompanimental fj-Iigree. Part of its sublety

depends on the way it j-s divided between the hands (3-5-3) and overlaps'

with the right hand repeating its 9s, broken chord in reverse at the end of

each figure. There are major and rn-inor second c.l-ashes between the hands

(often between the thumbs) within the interlocking figures that echo that

of the right hand's 9r. There is thus a complexity and delicate dissonance

Ëhroughout that takes the harmony and. figuration beyond the conventional3l.

In particuLar, it is the del-icacy of the mifd dissonance, both harmonic and

rhythmic. in the figuration that is appropriate for the deli-cacy of

fairies, at least as they are seen in English folklore:

Example 95: a0

¿1

Bridge, The Devt Eairy, 22-24

JJI

The light fj-ligree of the figuration and the cadenza-passages is of course

imagery of the airy realm that fairies are supposed to inhabit' and the

paraÌlel chords of 22-24 are horn-motif fragments appearing momentarily

under the extended trills of panpipe-motif arabesque

Summary
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The first Lwo pleces show a contrast or tension between regularity

and irregularity of rhythm that is further refl-ected in their tonal-

adventurousness: this woul-d seem to emphasize the concept of freedom of

movement naLural to spirj.ts, whether supernatural or ecstatic. The Bridge

piece is instead an extended arabesque of gossamer-like delicacy in keeping

with the English concept of fairy; l-ike the others, however, it suggests

mystery, as wel-l as timelessness that comes through repetj-tion of sequence-

unit and a feeling of l-imited dimensionality from pedaÌpoints. Its

mesmeric repetition 1s a-Iso found in the Skryabin piece, and since

obsessive repetition would seem to convey nothing if considered as simple

tone-painting of air or the airy realm, it is clearly an Art Nouveau

character that invokes mystery rather than paints sound-pictures.

NATURE Zivotem a snem,/2
(Swan and Peacock Pol-ka) 1909

Paysages et Marines/7-72 1915
1 Soir d'angoises
8 -te chanson des pommiers en fLeurs

9 Paysage d'octobre
10 Cirant de pécheurs
l-1 Dans de grand champs
12 Poème VirqiLien

The Vlhíte Peacock
(Roman Sketches/7) 1915-16

Suk
Koechlin

Griffes

Concept

Nature, the domain of Pan, is earth, the fourth e.l-ement, whose forms

of twining vines, curling feathers, folded landscape and turning wave show

the same sinuous rhythms as are found in the other three elements. It is

al-so the e.l-ement of humans, which Art Nouveau sees as being only a part of

nature. Humansr sophistj-cations often make them seem l-ike strangers when

they venture near nature, with many pictures l-j-ke those of the British and

Munich painters tending to show humans dwarfed by plants and land-forms.

This emphasizes humans' being surrounded by the mysterious forces of

nature, in contrast to the realist-industrial view of humans' domination of

the worLd. The cl-earest exposition of this view is to be found in the

short stories of E.M"Forster and Saki (H.H.Munro), where Pan and other
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supernatural or natural (animal) entities constantly impinge on human

affairs, with humans ignoring'these por^ters at their peril.

l¡lild creaLures, on the other hand, are of nature' with animals'

movements and birds' folded pl-umage refl-ecting the rhythms of the winds and

waters and curves of foliage. The two birds that above al-l- symbolize Art

Nouveau are the swan and the peacock: the peacock is exotic and

extravag,antly beautifu], whi-Ie the swan is proud and el-egant.

Suk: The Swan and Peacock PoLka

Josef Suk composed incidental music for Jul-ius Zeyer's lnlärchendrama,

named after its ideal-ized heroes Radúz a lvlahulena, and adapted its polka

music for the Game of the Swan and Peacock as the second part of his

Zivotem a snem [thj-ngs lived and dreamt] of 1900. John TyrrelJ- states that

Zeyer 's fairy tal-e was the single most important literary infl-uence on Suk,

particularJ-y its idealization of the young l-overs, in whom Suk saw himself

and his wife Otilie Dvorák (the composer's daughter)32. Zeyer, of French-

German and ,fewish ancestry, was fascinated by Bohemian folklore and culture

but German-educated and a friend of Joris-Karl Huysmans, so that he was

caught up in the avant-garde currents of the European J-iterary scene in the

Iast quarter of the nineteenth century. Czech critic K. Brusak sums up his

works as rrneo-romantic, mystical visions, narrated in surprisingly fresh

and rhythnr-ical- language, such as only a writer unburdened by the Czech

peasant traditj-on and trained in a foreign cul-tural environment could

achieve"33. T]ne lulärchendrama and fnseL-oper are simi-l-ar manifestations of

Art Nouveau but directed at different audiences, and the interaction of

Swan and the Peacock sits as l^Ielf with Siegfried !{agner's

Schwarzschwanenreich or even Friedrich Klose's cantata Der Sonne-Geíst, as

with oscar !ùilde's fairy stories.

,Josef Suk's adaptation of the polka-music from his incidental music

Xo Zeyer's Radúz a Mahul-ena as the second piece of his Zivotem a s¡e¡n

begins with just such curling forms, hrith a single l-ine of figuratj-on in
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arabesque before the main motif begins:

The j-nitial arabesque rehearses three elements important throughout the

piece: firstly the pause and arpeggio, secondJ-y the uneven (asymmetrical)

trj-pJ-et movement, and thirdly the pri-nciple of proceeding by diminution or

augmentation of interval-s, seen in the bracketed figures where a fourth is

dininished by a semitone at each end to a minor third. In the second l-ine

parallel major thirds at the semitone al-ternate with the melodic interval-s

of a tone, so that minor and major tonalities are juxtaposed to create some

uncertainty of tonal dimension, which suggests the mysterious dimensions of

the fairy worl-d. At the end of 4 and the beginning of 5 the augmented

fifths are in the terms of this study horn-call motifs, and continue the

maj or-minor ambiguity.

Ambiguity is also seen in the changes in tonal- centre. In the

example above, Ab minor is clearly estabJ-ished to the beginning of bar 3,

but there is a sudden shift from the second note of that bar that suggests

a nevìr G centre until the fal-I to E ends by establishing an .A. centre in bar

4. OnIy at the end of 4 is there a return to AÞ via the augmented fifth on

EÞ. Even at the end of bar 7 the AÞ on the last beat seems to confirm this

despite the ambi-guities of the Jeggíero ski-ps, but there are more such

skips before the harmnony rests on the dominant Eb from bar B. As the

piece progresses the pattern of harnmonic movement becomes cl-earer: there

are returns to the key-signature basis of AÞ minor or j-ts dominant at 16

Example 96: 
I

Allegro vivo

,t+

A tâL

Suk: Sr4lan and peacock po1ka, 7-6

I sempre e sotto voce t_
a) , < >

"f,
a)

1) 1t1t leggiero
I
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and 40, but not for long until- 50 (this last remaining until- the end in

54). In between there are shj-fts rather than modulations to mostly

unrelated centres, the pattern for the whole pi-ece being as follows:

Between the end-sections there is a symmetrical occurrence of tonalities

forej-gn to the basic one of AÞ. so that Suk maintains his eÞ key-signature

throughout although much time is spent away from it. The first short

section (1-6) prefigures the tonal--centre excursions that are to be made in

the rest of the pj-ecer and bars 50-54 confirm the home tonality as the

piece ends. But even here the pJ-agal cadence ¡Þ-eÞ is not wholly simple,

for the two DÞ chords precedi-ng the final DÞ are preceded by shorter ones

on GÞ and G - just enough to keep a feeling of tonal ambi-guity to the very

end.

Paral-l-el- progressions add to this, as can be seen from bars L'l-22, in

which progressions of major thirds move in whole-tones. -Although it j-s

clear that there is an E tona.l-ity around which these progressions move,

their doing so in whole-tone parallel-s tends temporarily to negate the

strength of this centre. In bars 43-44 the left hand proceeds

chromatical-1y in paralleJ- major thj-rds over an echo of the bars 2-3 solo,

and thus makes the transition from EÞ to A, which cannoL be seen as any

but a direct shifting of key. Suchsort of modulation,

uncertainty of tonal- horizon reinforces the l-istener's

ambiguity and

feeling that the

are absent.

Analysis 36:

1-3 4 5-6
AbA Ab

+-----+
'1-8 1-2-14 16-77 IB-22 24-28 29-32 33-36 37-39 40-42 45-48 50
Eb¡#AbEGBbCF#EbAAb
+----------+------ --+------ --+---------+

s0 51-52 53-s4
¡tb Db Ab
+----------+
Suk: Søä.r'ì and Peacock PoJka, tonaL centres

music is set in a strange world where normal dimensions
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The movement towards the piece's c1imax (which i-ncidentally begins at

il-l-ustrates some of the featuresthe Golden Mean distance from the ends)

noticed at the beginning.

After the imitations in the right hand in 33-34, the figure that

constitutes the imitations becomes two voices that begin divergent

progressions before the energy thus diffused becomes concentrated in the

forte chord at the beginning of 37 before the unwinding of tension begins

in the foÌlowing bar" Thi s begun with the Lhree IV-I pairs of 37-38 that

are al-so divergent, and descend through three octaves.

This tripl-e movement echoes those of the inuitations and the

divergences of 33-36, and is an example of the sort of patterning on the

smaller scale that matches that of the broad tonal picture made clear in

the analysis above. Such patterning is bound together with the near-

ostinato rhythnuic figure of quaver-senr-iquaver estabfished in bar 2 and

never absent for a single bar, despite brief pauses, until the extended

tril-i- of 46-47 that with bar 48 i-s a short cadenza before the close.

Patterning, interweaving and ambiguity of tonal- centre thus set the piece

fairJ-y in an Art Nouveau view of nature.

Koechlin: Paysagres et marines

The Paysages comprise twel-ve short pieces whose unconventional form

and strang'e character rather bel-ie the apparently bfand set-titLe of land

Example 97: r-_--r

]6

Suk: Svlan and peacock po-lka, 33-58

ffi
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and sea-scapes, showing that Koechlin is approaching natu.re as a realm that

is essentially mysterious. The set therefore is to be seen in the context

of his other early works on Art Nouveau themes l-ike -La forêt paienne [The

Pagan Forestl (1911), Nuit de Walpurgis cJassique (1901-07, after Verlaine)

and Suite javanaise (1910). Elise KuhI Kirk has established the case for

the Art Nouveau affinities of Koechlin, both from his music and his

prolific writJ-ngs34, so that it is necessary to l-ook beyond conventional

tone-painting of natural- scenes to understand these pieces.

The twelve pieces of the set need first to be seen as a group:

1

2

3

4
q

6

.Sur -l.a faLaise lon the cliff]
Matin cal-me [morning ca]-ml
Promenade wers La mer [excursion on the water]
La chant du chevrier [song of the goatherd]
Soir d'été (d'après la Tithographie dtHenri

Riviere35,) [summer eveningl
Ceux qui s'en vont pêcher au l-arge dans l-a nuit

[those who choose to fish in the breadth of the
nightl

Soir d'angoisses Ievening of anguish]
La chanson des pommiers en f-Leurs [the song of apple

bl-ossoml
Paysage d' octobre IOctober landscape]
Chant de pêcheurs [song of the fishermen]
Dans J-e grands champs [in the wide fie]-dsl
Poème VirgiTien lVirgilian poem]

7

I

o

10.
11.
L2.

The last titl-e gives the clue to the whoLe - the modeL that Koechlin seems

to have in mind is that of Virgilts Georgics, extended to include sea as

hrel-I as land., and to a lesser extent the Eclogrues (4,5,7)36. Thus there

are goatherds. fishermen, apiarists (8) and farmers (11), recalling

Virgil's paean on the delights of sowing and gathering inter¡n-ixed with

accounts of all the animist deities whose care extends over the production

of food and wine - especially Bacchus, with Pan always in the background.

The setting is Cl-assical-, not modern i-mpressionist-pastoral, so that all

the overtones of summer and autumn in verse from Theocritus to VirgiJ- and

Horace are implied. Al-l- this ls afso supported by the initial- title of

Pastoral-es et marines that Koechlin chose for the set, a detail noticed by

Robert orledge that can now be seen to be of real importance, since it
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confirms the reference of the final title to the whole - to the VirgiJ-ian

versj-on of the Cl-assical- pastoral .3? Koechlin himsel-f felt that the suite

"woufd make an ideal score for a film simply entitled Nature", and this

too helps justify its being considered here under this general heading.

The one individual- titÌe that may not seem to sj-t with the others is

Soir d'angoísses, but the evening lament of the exiled Mel-ibeous for his

beloved country seat in the first Eclogue is a standard part of the

expressì-on of the love of rural Iife ín Cl-assical- l-iterature.

Elise Kuhl Klerk connects these pieces to ApoJ-linaire's "cu1t of the

suppJ-e l.ine found within Art Nouveau ... ambiguous, fluid poetry ... whose

lack of punctuation resembled Koechlin's barl-ess music". The general

subject of the unusual- use of bar-lines and Koechlin's notion of the line

or phrase has received discussion in the studies of Mark CaÌvocoressi,

Robert OrJ-edge and T.H.McGuire on his piano music.

.Another set of musical Georgics was composed by Deodat de Séverac in

1901: Le chant de La terre.' poème géorgíque: Prol-ogue, Le Tabour,

-Lessemajl.Tes, Intetmezzot Conte â La veiLTée, La grê7e, -Les moissons,

EpiTogue: Le jour des noces; the Virgilian and Art Nouveau provenance of

its titl-es is an interesting comparison with Koechlin's (al-though the music

has not been availabl-e for comparison).

Only the second book (nos 7-12) of the Koechlj-n Paysages et marines

could be obtained for this study, but it can perhaps give some idea of the

whol-e. Each piece is based around a simple folk-l-ike melody in modal or

quasi-modal style, which reflects the Virgifian character of the whol-e as

idealized land and seascape in an Insel--l-j-ke dream.

The fj-rst pj-ece, Soir d'angoisses, could be a direct reference to the

cry from exil-e of Melibeous to Tityrus about his country scener now dim and

rose-tinted in memory, of the first Eclogue, or to the unhappy love of

Corydon for Al-exis in the second. There are folk-.1-ike touches in the

repetitions of notes withj-n the phrases and of phrases themselves
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(particularJ-y that of the final cadence. the fragment from which most of

the melody j-s drawn) , and in the irreguJ-arity of phrase lengths. The most

repeti-tive figure is that of the consecutive descending fifths of the bass

that adds a dirge-like character to the whol-e. Folk-l-ike simplicity is,

however, not in itself the stuff of Art Nouveau' and in this piece the

accompaniment surrounds the mefody with such lushness of commentary, as it

ürere, that it tends to rival the mefody for interest - a typical Art

Nouveau feature. To begj-n with, so many notes are crowded into the

accompanimenta.l- chords that most of them have to be played as complex

appoggiaturas, so that the simple rhythm of the melody is often obscured.

Robert Orledge, noticing this, feel-s that the music in these pieces "tends

to dissolve into a hamonious haze". The accompanying texture has passing

notes, suspensions and discords that further distract interest from the

simplicity of the melody, the discords of the last line particularly. Thus

the simple line of fol-k-tune is surrounded (the tune passes through the

accompaniment) and tends to lose itsel-f in the complexj-ty of these

surroundings - just as in Art Nouveau pictures featuring humans amongst

nature the trees and even fl-owers dwarf and seem to overgrow them.

Professor Orledge again comments on the nature of Koechlints melodic line

as "long sinuous melodic lines, which at tj-mes recall Art Nouveau

arabesque", but it may be the line merging with fj-guration to become

repetitive interweaving'ornament that he has in mind.

La chanson des pommiers en ffeurs is of Hybla bees in the Georgics,

overfl-owing with nectar from blossom and flowers. Bee-Iike activity is

suggested by the steady quavers of the melody and the equally steady

crotchet-rhythm of the accompanimental- repeated chords. But it is motion

without progression, for the melody at first consists of the same phrase

repeated, and the accompanyittg 5¿ chords hover on the same note throughout

each phrase. Suggestions of timelessness are strengthened by the uneven

phrase-J-engths ('1,4,6,6,3,4,6 crotchet-units on page 3 alone [bar-Iines are
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only used for the main phrase-divisions of the piece, so that reference

must be to lines or pagesl ) . From the beginning of page 4 the progress of

the melody is arrested by a series of repetitj-ons, J-eading to the ascending

series of discords that seems to fade into nothing (ppp) high in the

compass. These discords are simpJ-y enough based on the s4 pattern

establ-ished from the beginning, but those of the right hand ascend through

a mostly tonal sequence that is a semitone offset from the chromatically-

based left:

Example 98: Sêa9lbl6@nt plua lona

Koechfin: La chanson des pommiers en f-leurs, line 7

ppp
.b+

Dooo D&II.

-

,l I b
q

t^ \e
ff !.,,' u. nf

l- ,- rl-

Again the accompanimental textures have overtaken and temporarily eclj-psed

the melody, and temporality is suspended.

Paysage d'Octobre is a late autumn J-andscape, which in the context of

the Georgics is the that of the latter part of Book 1, with bare trees and

gathering skies. The piece begins with a slow mel-ody that in the second

Iine again becomes absorbed into a slow1y ascending and descending series

of accompanimental chords, interrupting the resumption of the melody proper

until the fifth l-ine of eight. But even hëre there is an echo of the

ascending series in the wholetone scale that rises over the end of the

Iine. The last three lines see the melody almost compÌetely lost in the

accompanimental texture, even though they tend to be focused on different

tonalíties.
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Example 99:

KoechÌin: Paysage dIOcEobre, lines 6-?

Chant de pêcheur.s has its very repet.i-tive hornpipe-Ij-ke melody

constructed against an ostinato accompaniment In¡hose pace gradually

j-ncreases until the final slowing cadences. Since the melody sl^Iitches from

trebl-e to bassr and gradualJ-y transforms itsel-f into a whol-etone form by

the bottom of page 8, the effect is of a series of variations on the same

simple melod.ic fragment. The piece thus seems timel-ess and dimensionless,

without beginning or ending, with its melody a form of ostinato. Once

again in the Art Nouveau repertory the principle of excessj-ve repetition is

seen, and al-so the principle of repeating melody unchanged over a series of

different contexts until- it almost becomes ostinato - plus ça changet pl-us

ça même change.

Dans Le grands champs has a meJ-ody simply composed of a series of

descending three quavers beginning before the beat, and is thus shepherd's

pipe imagery, particularly as for most of the piece it takes place over a

drone bass of fifths. For once most of the interest is in the melody'

although it breaks into figuration in the second and third pages and l-oses

its identity in the texture. The drone is not entirely subordinate,

however, for it i-s mostly dissonantly situated in respect of the melodic

centre of tonal-ity, and becomes increasj-ngly so as the piece progresses'

fj-nishing a seventh away at the end of the second page. Koechlj-n

experi-ments wj-th some consecutive twel-fths and nineteenths near the end of

the piece that. being components of the natural harmonic series. add a
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pj-quant tone-coJ-our, and contrast with

Poème virgílien has panpipe-motif

the final- mel-odic statements.

f l-ourishes

and

in its melody that

an epi-graph over theindicate the pastoral- settings of the EcJ-ogues,

last two l-i-nes of the music that comprises the l-ast l-ine of the fi-rst

Eclogue:

l"Iajoresque cedunt al-tis de montibus um-brae

[and growi-nq finalJ-y falI high from the hi]-Is the shadowsl . This is a

.l-ine ful-l of implications: Melibeous has sighed and wept over the pastoral

sights he wifl never again see - his fields, his flocks. his Tityrus

playing his pi-pe to Amaryllis: "my songs are sung" - he j-s near death, so

that when Tityrus offers hj-m rest on green l-eaves for the night it may be

to dj-e that he l-ies down. The shadows that finally fall are those of

death. The piece is therefore a dirge, with drone basses for much of the

time, especially at the end. Its harmonies are strange because melody and

accompaniment seem to be based over different tonal- centres from the very

first notes:

and because parallel progressions l-ike those of the sixth to eighth Iines

confuse tonality, despite the melody's pausing to become an inverted pedaJ-.

Rhythmically the piece is ambiguous from the first line, as the melody

changes i,ts pace or has fragments of unequal length. This furthers its

sense of timel-essness in accordance with its Classical- pastoral setting,

Example 100:
^rJ"4'l
^?lú"Yc+"^.t"Ì7

lFrès co¡he

pp

bs¡ ,-
aîPrre7,C

t7¡onJr E 1t¡eti

,

Koechfin: Poème virgi-lien, lines 1-2

¡¿sclvt¡c'¡ t¿ A v.ä I ld
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Example 101:
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Koechlln: Poème virgttren, lines 6-8

Griffes. The Vlhite Peacock

Charfes Griffes composed this pì-ece in 1915 and Iater orchestrated

it; it is the first of the Roman Sketches. Al-l- four pj-eces in the set have

epigraphs chosen by Griffes from the verse of Vüil-l-iam Sharp, whose poems

are fulf of the exaggerated imagery and fantastic imagination of the Art

Nouveau sensibj-lity. Griffes was very much infl-uenced by artistic and

literary works, and took much trouble to find the right verse as his

epigraphs38; in this case he found a minor poet whose imagery and

repetition echoes the early l¡trj-Il-j-am Butler Yeats. (Sharp published some

early poetry under the pseudonym Fi-ona Macleod, thus indicating Celtic

procÌivities3g. ) One of the key icons of Art Nouveau ill-ustration is the

peacock, symboJ-ic of excess in its magnificent spread of feathers and of

the dandy ln its manner. Donna .Anderson mentions that Griffes was

fascinated by a white peacock he saw in Berl-in in 190340, and as a student

there from 1903-07 had opportunitj-es to see the peacock used in ,fugendstil

il-l-ustration as an icon of exotic luxury.

qr
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Here where the sunTight
EJ-oodeth the garden,
Where the pomegranate
Reareti¡ its gTory
Of gorgeous bLossom;
Where the oLeanders
Dream through the noontides;

PaLe bl-ue in tåe hoJJows,

Here where the dream-fl-owers/
Ihe cream-white poppies,
SilentTy waver/

Ifere as the breath, as the soul- of this beauty
Moveth in sil-ence, and dreamlike, and sTowJy,
White as a snowdrift in mountain vaTleys
When softly upon it the gold Tight lingers:

Moves the white peacock,
noontide
A dream of the moonlight
Dim on the beautiful, fan

as tho' through the

were real- for a moment.
that he spreadeth,

Dim on the cream-white are bl-ue adumbrations,

PaIe, pai.e a.s the breath of bLue smoke in far
woodJands,
Here, as the breath, as tàe soul- of this beauty,
l4oves the White Peacock.

trfi.l-Ij-am Sharpal

The poem is ti-meless, set in the continuous present tense, and with clause

piled upon clause modifyi-nq "here" so that the main cl-auses about the

peacockts moving are al-most lost in the l-ushness of circumstantial

descri-ption. This descri-ption seems to overflow with the same sort of

excess found j-n Baudel-ai-re, Mallarmé, Verlaj-ne, Swinburne, Dowson and

Symons - the exotic-sounding imagery of pomegranates, oleanders. dream-

f.Lowers, cream-vrhite poppies, gold J-ight, bJ-ue adunrlcrations;. it uses the

rj-ch metaphorical types of Art Nouveau - synaesthesia (sunlight floodeth,

the pomegranate reareth its glory, heat lies pale bl-ue), conceit (as tho'

through the noontide a dream of the moonlight were real- for a moment, the

soul of this beauty); and it feaLures typical Art Nouveau repetition (here,

where, dim, pale, the souf of this beauty, moves the white peacock). The

poem is thus ful-l of mannerism, especialJ-y of its poetic "-eth" endings,
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and is itself as exotic and rarefj-ed as the white peacock in the garden of

a great house of the Period.

The music is delicately sensual- from the outset, wì-th j-ts indication

languidamente e mofto rubato (l-ike Skryabin using Tanguide as a sensual

term) and its una corda effects of broken chords and s.l-ow figures that all

come to rest in haff closes. (Even the two in bars 10 and 12 that actually

finish on the tonic E do so with chords of the seventh as if A is realJ-y

the tonic) . The soft descendi-ng chromatic arabesques of bar 3 have a

repeated broken rhythm that perhaps suggests the cascade of taif feathers

and iertainly reca.l-l-s the sensuality of the opening falling phrase of

Debussy's L'après-midi. fn bars 5-6 a pentatonic scal-e's vaguely exotic

sound (32223) is traced upwards very softly to another half-close. The

pattern of broken chords alternating with broken-rhythm repetitions of

chordal figures continues for the whole Ieisurely introduction of eighteen

bars, and the effect is thus timefess (the pauses on half-cl-oses without

any resolutions) and lazily sensual (the sl-ow broken rhythms with

diminj-shed and added-sixth chords) .

From the entry of the winding subject in 19 ambiguity is also the

princì-ple of rhythmic progression. The subject begins in the gently

irregular metre of 5/4 and alternates this with 3/2 bars so that the puÌse

is unpredictable; although much of the rest of the piece keeps to 3/2 there

are frequenL instances of phrases beginning on unaccented beats (28-34, 36,

38, 47-48).

lVhen the main subject appears in 19 it begins over the dorninant B,

and after some extensive modul-ati-on the piece settles from 28 into A

despi-te the four-sharp key signature. But here the harmonies are

dimi-nished sevenths over what is in effect a long pedalpoint from 28-38,

with the prepared-for cl-ose to D never arriving. (There are many such

pedals, all serving to prolong an expected close to the tonic that never

arrives: L-4, ']--8, LO-L2, 76-21, 4L-43, 41-48 et passÍm). Instead there is
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a sudden jump to - taoro chord on Df;

bass as if it r^rere a dominant carries ambj-guity

couched inof tonal- reference l-asts throughout the piece which, while it is

diatonic form, tends to avoid normal harmonic progress towards cadential

j-s the most ambiguous sequence of all:finalities. The endinq

Example 102

It ú.

Griffesz The gilhite Peacock, 63-67

a tll

Here the bass falls through a broken chord that Ís unrelated to the B

tonal-j-ty, establ-ished by the pedals since bar 58, and ceases, without

finishing any definably cadential- sequence, on FÉ. Atthough the who.l-e

piece has been simply structured in ABA form, aII feeling of linear

progression has been absent as time is suspended - which accords with the

continuous present of the poem.

Griffes j-s, in all this avoidance of normal tonic feeling,

transforming rather than modulating his harmonic movements. lVhere Debussy

exploits unrelated jumps from one tona.l- base to another, Griffes remains in

the indefinite realm of donr-inant sevenths, each constantl-y leading towards

a tonic resolutj-on but transforming each "resolutj-on" into another do¡n-inant

seventh, so that a sense of tonic certainty or finality is never reached.

Example 103

¡!l

Griffes'. The t¡lhiEe Peacock, 39-43

a:-__--t '!+:--'v

? Effi;,,----- MC.

the pattern of treating each new tonic

through to the end. Thus
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The music therefore remains perpetualJ-y in a state of dream, changing from

one seventh to another - motiôn without progression, transformation without

finality

Summar

The three composers' works have looked at entirely different aspects

of nature - those of Koechlin 1ooking back to the Cl-assical notion of the

Gol-den Age and that of Griffes and Suk to the peacock and swan as symbol of

opulence and elegance in nature. The coÌnmon factor is a vj-ew of stylized'

exotic nature rather than of pastoral real-ism. The composers have made use

of unconventional- harmonic styles that have set an atmosphere of mystery

and the exotic. The sensuality of Suk and Griffes 1s created by

chromaticism and the exotic sound of harmonies Lhat dwel-l on augmented

triads, diminished sevenths and major-nrinor ambiguities, whife Koechl-in

relies on the complex textures that Iike visuaf ArL Nouveau ornament

surround and engulf his sì-mple fofk-Iike themes. In Griffes and Koechlin

melody is frequently J-ost in texture or fl-ourish, whil-e in Suk flourish is

melody. FinaÌly, whereas Griffes' white peacock is the ultimate status-

symbol of the estate park of l-900, embodyj-ng sophistication and luxury, and

the swan and peacock of Sukrs polka are Art Nouveau icons of extreme

elegance (here satirized), Koechfin's Arcadia is composed of goatherds

playing simple ditties on oaten pj-pes - but whose simple sounds belie the

sadnesses of life as wel-f as the mysteri-es of nature that surround them.

AIl three composers empJ-oy pedalpoints and transformational effects to

suggest the l-imited dimensionality and shifting scenes of dreams, with

indefinite progressions and cadences to add the feeJ-ing of timel-essness.

Thus the different approaches show the same mystery and dream in their

views of nature.
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Settings in

Far East, can be

CHAPTER 16

THE DISTANT DREAM

ancient or mediaevaf times.

use the

or the exotic Near East and

seen as escapist, to contemporary Freudian term,

but have an Arcadian element that is probably stronger, which is seen

fully developed in the fnse-L-topost a dream of an ideal-ized poetic

existence.

The music that draws its inspiration ,from the strange and the

Arcadian dream is expressed j-n three main themes - Classical- myth, exotic

legend from the East, and the Insef-dream.

MYTH Six épigraphes antiquest 1,9L4
l-. Pour invoquer Pan, dieu du vent
2. Pour un tombeau sans nom
3. Pour que fa nuit soit propice
4. Pour fa danse aux crotal-es
5. Pour L'Égyptienne
6. Pour remercier 7a pluie au matin

Debussy

Concept

Art Nouveau's use of subjects from lvestern Europe's heritage of

Cl-assical- and mediaeval myths, legends and superstitions is part of its

reaction to the scj-entific positivj-sm and naturafism of its day, by

returning to íts pre-scientific past. The mythical subjects j-l-l-ustrated

by the music in this section are Mediterranean and are a1.l- set wel-l- in the

imagined past. This is the lfest's familiar tradition from which have come

concepts important to Art Nouveau J-ike beauty, love, transformation and an

animistic vj-ew of nature, represented in personifications l-ike those of

the ancient Greek pantheon of gods, themselves infl-uenced by Egyptian and

Cretan tradi-tions.

Debussy's Six épigraphes antiques (1914) lépigraphes here in the

sense of inscriptions - those supposedly in ancient Greek on the walls of

Bilitist tombl) were developed from his incidental instrumental music to a

performance of twel-ve poems from -Les Chansons de .Bi-litis (Pierre Lou$s) j-n

190L2. lVhil-e the sj-x tj-tl-es derive from the poems3 and the fj-rst two are
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partl-y related to the first and third Chansons de Bil-itis songs composed

in 1897, ,Jean-Michel Nectoux argues that they are sufficiently mysterious

in themselves to inspire imaginative compositiona. In any caser they are

recomposi-tions of original material that go well beyond the originals in

scope; Theo Hirsbrunner, Robert Orledge and Karl Lenski have discussed the

iel-ationship of the two compositional setss. The overall title carries on

the original conceit that the poems were of ancient origin, "discovered"

by pierre Loufs, and so of ancient mythicaÌ provenance6. By 1914 the

Bilitis hoaxT was long over, but Debussy could stil-l- find the idea and his

original musj-c evocative, which makes the important point that to Art

Nouveau, myth i-s not so much valuable in itsel-f for what it cpntains as

for what it inspires; the Art Nouveau practitioner is a poet, not a

historian. The idea of another youthful Sappho sighing with l-ove and

j-nscribing her poems on the wal-l- of a tomb i-s the very stuff of Art

Nouveau fantasy.

Al-I six pieces sound strange because of their pitch-sets (modal,

pentatonic or synthetic) and have other features del-j-berateJ-y introduced

by Debussy (such as strange harmonj-es, parallel progressions, mesmeri-c

repetition, partj-cular forms of arabesque) to further their moods of

mystery. The most obvj-ous feature of the music j-s that Debussy has been

above all concerned with achieving a mood of exotic langour throughout the

whole suite, exactly copyì-ng that of l,ouys' poemss.

Pour invoquer Pan

The titfe is an indication of the central-ity of Pan to Art Nouveau

ideas of myth, as "dieu du vent d'été". of all that is fecund, langorous

and Arcadian. Debussy uses a combination of pentatonic (232.32) mode for

the first motif and Dorian mode for the accompanying material, which is in

G with one fJ-at) to give the tonafity of the piece an approprj-ately Greek9

ancl therefore vaguely Arcadian character. The fl-ute is thus with its

s1mple scal-e suggested as the rustic reed pì-pe of Greek legend, and until
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bar I proceeds only by consecutive notes, as a reed pipe would be played.

From that point it drops temporarily into the Dorian mode like the

accompanimental figures. Throughout the pi-ece there i-s an emphasis on

simplicity of styJ-e, with paralle1 progressJ-ons (Piano I: baxs 1,7-22, 3l--

33) and repetitive rocking figures (Pj-ano f: bars B-11, 24-25,21-29¡

Piano II: bars 4-5, 22-23, 31--33) that combine to make a strange static

effect where no progression is taking p1ace.

The initial pentatonic motif (bars 1-,3) j-s a panpipe-motif 1i-ke

those discussed ear.l-ier in the Pan works: it begj-ns with a long-held note

before breaking into flourish; so al-so do the initia.l- motifs of II and V.

As a motif-t1pe it possibJ-y echoes the pri-nciple of singers holding a note

completely steadily for a whil-e before breaking it into flourishes or

allowing vibrato or tremol-o. In such practice is the possi-ble origin or

model of the panpipe-motif; the steady sound buil-ds tension that is

released in the sensuous arabesque that fol1ows.

Quite strong sensuality is conveyed by the curving of the pentatonic

motif, by its repetitions in its downwards second hal-f, and by its

sonLewhat vague rhythrrr that at the sl-ow pace indicated results in a

langorousness of feeling. The panpj-pe motif sets the pattern for the

decorative figures that dominate the piece from bar 10 to the end, 36, and

even for the simple figurations of 24-29 and 31-32 that are also gamelan-

fike in sound. The music thus embodies the arabesque principle in its

motif and figure shapes, and in particul-ar their repetitive patterning:

Example 104: 21

øprøíf

Debussy: Pour invoquer Pan, 24-25

P æNPrc

^

7,l

P

,1

There is al-so patterning of harmony that reflects that of motif.
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The notes of the initial motif (Mt), which is a symmetrical pentatonic set

2-3-2-3-2, are

piece on which

foundation is

G, A, C, DI F' and these

foundational chords are

are the only notes throughout the

constructed, so that the harmonic

The five chordal sequences (theas l-imited as the melody.

fourth being only one chord) are

The chords are simple 53 or sa, apart from the singÌe ninth, so that the

harmony of these sequences is very bl-and j-n the context of the Dorian

modality. In addition, the dominant function is clearly usurped by the

subdominant C in these sequences. and this remains true for all rest of

the piece (except the D-G al-ternations of 24-25 ill-ustrated above which'

however, are arguably l-IV al-ternations on a temporary D modulatj-on) .

These limitations are offset by the figure al-so seen in the same

illustration on the l-ower stave of Piano 1, a fj-gure that moves in

stepwJ-se fashion, and is first seen as a simple counter-movement to

This Dorian step-figure, particularly when it moves in parallel-s as in

bars B-9, provj-des the necessary harmonic complexity to contrast wíth the

bl-andness of the chords noted above, and a.l-so with the linuited nature of

the pentatonic M, and its derivative arpeggio-figure seen in bar 10 above.

Arìalysis 37: V-IV
b

I-TV-I
b9 b

1

VII_II_V_Ï-ITT
bbb

IV ÏV-Ï
b

Debussy: Pour invoquer Pant bass chordaÌ sequences

Example 105: 4

5
8

Debussy: Pour invoquer Pan, 4-1O
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I¡Ihile in itself it moves simply through its Dorian pitch-set, this

movement j-s often in paralJ-el, as in bars 8-9 above, so that its exoticism

of sound to diatonic ears is emphasized. More importantly, such parallels

reinforce the feeling of l-irnited dimensionality already suggested by the

Iiruited range of the pentatonic pitch-set for Mr.

Pour un tomheau sans Ì?om

The mood is sad and chilling, as a n]¡mph leads the poet into a wild

spot where there is a statue, wi-th an inscriptlon, "between hol.l-ow cup and

serpentr', that the man had not died but been beloved of the nymph's

mother, who had carried him away: the poet shivers. Again a solo melody

begins the piece, wi-th a whole-tone motif (bars 1-2) that moves through

non-consecutj-ve steps to provide major-third Ìeaps in its scale. The

effect is therefore of another strange-sounding primitive flute. Mt j-s

developed with arabesque and mixed with chromatic figures and harmonies

throughout the piece, notably those of bars 13-15:

There is a cl-ash in l-3-15 because the nominal root of the Piano l-

diminished sevenths lies in the semitone between the Piano 2 major

seconds, giving ail-e+¡ clash ri¡¡ ¡Þ+BÞ at the octave, and this is partly

echoed in the chromatic paral-J-el progressions of I6-L7 as the upper note

of the Piano 2 seconds moves with the Piano sevenths. .Al-1 this takes

place over the reiterated D pedal, so that there is a combined effect of

Ii¡nited dimensionality (from the pedalpoint) and tónal disorientation

(from the chromatic paralIel progressions). The two produce an eerie

effect corresponding to the poem's imagery of tomb, statue, holl-ow cup and

serpent. This is furthered by parallel chromatic movement of major thirds

Ln 25-2't, doubJ-ed at the octave in the l-ow bass and moving around an EÞ

Analysis 38:

Piano 1

Piano 2

bars

bV7 1st inv.

rv2 (chord)
13- 15

chromatic progression
v7_bvII?_f
bvr- r -bvr (singJ-enotes)

16------- (repeated j-n 17)

Debussy: Pour un tombeau sans nom, I3-I1
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root that is a semitone offset from the whol-e-tone melody's D.

The descending bass motif of bar 3 is repeated or modified

427

throughout the Piano II Part'

the shivering of the poet. A

ambiguous ending (bars 33-34)

nom. . . tt.

and in bars 22-25 its tremol-ando reflects

final touch j-s the indefinj-te' tonally

that reflects the poem's ".Je ne dis pas mon

Example 106:
Trè¡ reænu

T¡€¡ rctenu

Debussy: Pour ùne toml>eau sans nomt 32-35

FP petdcndo

PP

The initial chord of bar 32 produced by both pianos replicates the

dissonance of bar 13 noticed above, and impfies an EÞ root clashing with

the naturals of Piano 2, for the rest of the Piano 1 part is based around

this note. Vühil-e Piano 2 in these last bars can be heard to be a

contlnuaLj-on of the D tonality of the rest of the piece, its major seconds

are again ambiguous in that they span the Piano 1 Eb. This tonal

ambiguity in fact runs through the entire piece, for whil-e the first four

bars estabÌish the whol-e-tone set on D ín both pianos, the second entry of

the mel-odic arabesque seems to be centred around AÞ. It soon becomes

clear, however, that AÞ as the tritone in the pure whole-tone section (1-

1,2) is treated as its "doruinant". In the rest of the piece the feeling of

whole-tone tona.l-ity is partly maintai-ned, although with some notes foreign

to its set in accompanimental textures, as well as the use of ordinary

subdominant and dorn-inant alternations and combinations. This tonal

ambiguity can be

tensions between

seen when the whol-e

the pianos and that

picture is considered, showing the

sometlmes produced by the two in

combined middle-range textures :



Ãnalysis G:

bar 1-4 5-6 7-L2 L3
PIDAbD

-15 16-18 79-27 22-24 25-21 28-32 33-35
(4b) qDE.A.

Gor c (Eb) (Eb)
G D GF Eb D DP2 DD G

+- - - -wr- - - - + +- - - - - - -l- - ch re¡n¿¡ i s-- - - - - - - - - - -: - - - - -: - +

Debussy: Poul un tonbeau sans nom
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The first line refers to the bar-groups; the third to harmonies produced

by a combination of t.he pianos; the l-ast t.o the actual pitch-sets

empJ-oyed; and the intervening lines Lo the two pianos. The tonal centres

of the Piano

for even i-ts

2 l-ine coul-d more accurateJ-y be expressed as I, IV and so on,

EÞ section (25-21) shoul-d perhaps be regarded as chords

emanating from the minor triad on the ffattened supertonic . But using

differencesl-etters rather than Roman numeral-s makes the tonal--centre

clearer. The uncert.ainty of tonal-cenLre through the whole pj-ece that al-I

the contradictory instances produce is perhaps symbolic of the uneasy

juxtaposition of the poet in the living worl-d and the spirit of the

unknown person in the world of the dead whose tomb the poet is

contemplating.

Pour que l-a nuit soit propice

The title indicates an invocation to the powers of night and the

melancholy of forlorn J-ove, as the poet pJ-aintively seeks his beloved.

The first melodic motif is in whol-etones that can al-so be seen as deriving

from Lydian mode (Piano I: bars 2, 4 in F without BÞ, and rel-ated passages

in bars 9 in DÞ, 1? in C, and 25 in ob); the scaÌes of bars 27-28 are

T,ydian, based on DÞ. Strangeness is al-so achi-eved in the bitonality of

bars 1-4, in the multiple layers of repetition (for instance, j-n the

contrary-motion alto and bass fj-gures of Piano fI in bars 6-7, carried on

with Piano I in bars 8-10, together with the tenor figure rocking on two

notes; the repeated pedal-poj-nt octaves of bars 1-4, I7-2I over paral-1el

chords and other limited-note repetitions; and notably the j-nsistent

right-hand motif in Piano I in bars 27-23 over the repeated Piano II

figure. Theo Hirsbrunner notices that there is a complex rhythmic
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ostinato j-n bars 6-11 (Piano II) that suggests ,Javanese gamelan music1o,

and this recal-Is the similar bars 24-25 of Pour invoquer Pan noticed

earl-ier.

Again there is an indefinite ending to match the poem's unanswered

complaint: "dis-moj-, où est al1ée ma maitresse?" Perhaps the strangest

effect of all- is that of the first beat of bar 2L, echoed in bars 22 and

23: the effect is as chillj.ng as that of the French sixth on the leading

note i-n bax 4'l of Rave.l-'s tre Gibet.
r Morffi

Example 107: C€dË -

I

-/ ¡ Il'fomt
&tc¿ñeil en ¿dws

r7

22

Debussy: Pour que fa nuit soít propice, 2I-23-

pùp

píù p

In bar 21 the Pj-ano l- chord is a rn-inor seventh over the Piano 2 DÞ' but

the upper stave of Piano 2 has three mel-odic notes unrelated harmonically

to this, being centred around E. This can be seen in the first chord of

22, that despite its enharmonj-c spelling, is a sa on Er and as such based

on a minor third from the bass DÞ that contradicts the major third F of

piano 1 (lower stave). Above these the bird-call- is centred around BÞ and

AÞ, so that it is tenuously related to the DÞ bass, although it too

contradj-cts with its BÞ the CÞ of the chord of the seventh on DÞ. lrlhen the

middle texture (the uppe.r stave of Piano 2) shj-fts downwards a tone in bar

22, the effect is l-essened because of the coj-ncidence of AÞ in bird-cal-l

and bass, but the Piano 1 chord now cl-ashes with the G of the rúddle
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can be seen as symbolizing the discord represented

complaint.

These effects

by the

Pour fa danseuse aux crotaLes

"Crotales" refers to the little rattling or jingling castanet or

cymbal-like devices that brere worn on the fingers of the dancing

priestesses of Cybele, goddess of the earth, in Phrygia (Asia Minor);

again an invocation of fertiJ-ity and ritual. is impli-ed. The piece is in

Dorian mode (the white-note scal-e on D) witþ some pentatonic passages (the

black-note runs from 33-41), and is strongly oriented towards sensuali-ty,

particularly in the Eastern-sounding acciaccaturas and winding arabesques

of M, as it appears beLween the two pianos in 2-10. A¡ element of mystery

comes from the downwards chromatic succession of Piano II chords (right-

hand, based on b76, and #92b.) in bars 29-32, a simple d.evice but highly

effective against the plain Dorian-mode background of most of the piece.

The basic rhythmic unit that runs almost right through the piece is

based upon beats 2 and 5 of a six-beat two-bar unit, that is set up by the

initial accompanimental figure and dominates the piece (except for some

bl r-r-rri no of this i n ba-rs 33-41) . ltlhiIe not insi stent-- it is crrriet-l v

irregular and suggestive of Eastern sensual- dance. The winding, sinuous

melody also suggests dance, and its punctuations by sudden scalar runs and

pauses are the castanets/finger-cymbal flourishes that add a sharpness of

contrast to the flowing gestures of the dance.

As j-n the other pieces there is little development, its variation

consistj-ng mai-nly of immediate repetitions of phrase based on the two

sorts of figure - winding and sudden. Bars 33-41 appear to be a

development-section but are real-l-y repetitions of earl-ier material- based

on the second motif under an ostinato that is pentatonic in nature;

ostinato continues for some of the brief finaf section (42-6L), where in

bars 52-55 both figures are seen to be somewhat repetitive and mesmeric.

forl-orn lover's
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Example 108:

g Dn ærut

En

Debussy: Pour fa danseuse aux croEaTes' 52-55-

Pour l-'é tíenne

The title, but not the music. derives from the eighth poem in Louys'

1901 reading, Les courtisanes égyptiennes, I^Ihich has typically lush and

fantastic Art Nouveau imagery of "siJ-ent charibersf without angles or

corners, such that the successive couches of bl-ue limestone make round the

capitals and curve the base of the wal-l-s" - al-l- this curving and luxury is

the setti-ng for erotic love, with which Europeans associate sultry Egypt

from Shakespeare's Antony and CJeopatra through to The Arabían Nights.

The music appears to have been freshly composed for this set in a

synthetic tone-set (2l-4 21,2), which is a modification of the Dorian mode'

making the  -interval out of the Dorian's 2-2; this can be seen in the

arabesque nominally based on EÞ in bars 5-12, that suggests an ancient

flute whose arbitrarily spaced hol-es give a strange-sounding scal-e. From

bar 13 an additj-onal- minor third is introduced, and the bass figure in

bars 27-36 is targely pentatonic. The ?ero chord in bars 3-14 forms a

discordant pedal--point over which the arabesque rleaves its Librement

expressif melody. and tovrards which it moves in the chromatic cadenza of

bars l-6-17, until- it finj-shes in a pianissimo enlargement of the chord in

bar 18: the whole effect is deliberately atmospheric. Parallel chords in

ffi

PPe
lF-.:l

i r i. i

pîù p>

tll
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Piano I (bars 1"9-2Ot 2I-22) and its repetj-tions in bars 31-38 add to the

ovpral.I strangeness. Possj-bly these, together with the indefinite endi-ng

(on the same ?6ao chordal base)/ are imagery corresponding to the poem's

curving wa.Il-s and l-ines of couches. A compJ-ementary touch j-s the

syncopated rhythm of bars 1-26 and the more complex dance-rhythm of bars

2't -3477 .

Pour remercier 7a pTuie au matin

This is again a sad love-song, with þhe morning rain al-one abl-e to

provide the setting for the poet's 1one1y grief. As in the poem chosen

for Rakhmani-nov's -Letes there is an association between rain and tears.

The piece has a pentatonic melody in bars 5-10 (the bi-ack-note scal-e) and

an artificaf tone-set in bars 11-14 based on a modified wholetone set

(melody in octaves and fifths, broken chromatically from wholetones in

bars 13-l-4). This bl-urring of tonality ì-s supported by the ostinato rain-

figure, doux et monotone, based on what is j-n effect an alternation of

malor and minor thirds in bars 1-20 and 29-54, and minor thirds

alternating at major third intervals in bars 21-28, against which the

whol-etone runs of bars 27-28, the chromatic chords of bars 38-40 and the

pentatonic figures of bars 47-50 give an indistinct, floating tonality. .4,

final- ambi-guity is the Lydian motj-f of bars 55-58 (the c scafe with F

natural-).

Some general- features of the set

All six pieces use a mixture

being attempted j-s not historicist

of tone-sets, which shows that what is

purity but Art Nouveau eclecticism.

Ànalysis 39:

M1 Accompanying figures

1

2

3

4

Pentatonic 23232
VtrT-based 222422
Lydian 2221,22L
Dorian

Dorian 21,22212
chromatic
Lydian-based
Dorian-based, chromatic

* set 3221L2
Dorian-based
chromatic

5 synthetic 2742L2 + t2LI32ll
6 pentatonic 22323

Debussy: Six éplgraphes antiques, pitch-sets
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in sernitonal i-ntervals. Those described as "based"The sets are numbered

are more freely usedt

the character of each

with foreign notes

set to some extent

the only symmetrical set is the first - one that Skryabin sometimes

employs. Debussy has used some non-mediaeval- modal sets that he has heard

öf or made up himself, featuring minor thirds and sometimes the appearance

at feast of sets whose prj-ncipal note is in the middl-e of its range - the

p}agal mode effect. There are no diatonic tonafitj-es at a1I, but some

exampJ-es of chromatj-c discords l-ike those ín lY/29-32.

Repetition is an important feature of each pj-ece, with the gamelan-

J-ike sequerÌces already noticed in f/24-25 and lIf/6-IU the arpeggios in

I/10-1L et passim; the dotted-rhythm figure over an ostinato bass of LI/l-

10, and the chromatic parallel chords of 76-17; the opening octave-figure

of III/L-  and the ostinato B of L2-20; the AÞ figure of Iv/29-32 and the

pentatonic runs of 33-41; the ostj-nato SÞ that runs through most of V and

its two-bar rhythmic pattern of 27-34; and finally the ostinato rain-

imagery figure of YI/L-54. Repetition l-ike this produces a mesmeric

effect that is as sensual as the strangenesses of the exotic pitch-setst

both refl-ecting the I¡lestern topos of the sensuafity of Eastern culture.

The other aspects of this topos as it is expressed in music are

those of mefodic devices like arabesque, acciaccaLura and the featuring of

interval-s of major or rLinor thirds in melody, and complex rhythmj-c dance

or quasi-dance patterns. tilorks by the Russians MiIy Balakirev (Islamey),

Modeste Mussourgsky (Salammbö) and Rimsky-Korsakov (shahrazad) helped

establ-j-sh conventions by which Eastern idiom, real or imaginaryr was

recognized in V,Iestern music, conventj-ons anal-ogous to that of ,Janissary

music in such works as Mozart's Das Entfühtung aus Serajl.

Summary

A feeling of mystery and the exotic arises from the non-dj-atonic

tone-sets employed in each pj-ece, from the rustic,/pastoral melodies of the

where necessary, but sti1l with

retained. ft wil-l- be seen that
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panpipe motifs, and the addj-tional device of arabesque for the Egyptian

and Cretan setti-ngs. Theo Hj-rsbrunner instances passages from fI (28-30)

and V (43-50) as exemplifyinq the princì-pJ-es of Eastern arabesquel2: there

can be no doubt as to the oriental- character Debussy is trying to suggest

through his exploitatj-on of fl-ourish.

Strangeness of atmosphere is further created from the mesmerj-c

effect of repetition noticed throughout the set, and from the exotic-

sounding dance rhythms. Underfying all the ,pieces is a persistence of

pulse, mostly slow, that rej-nforces the sensuality of the winding and

arabesqued melodic motifs. The emphasis throughout is on the setting up

of patterns of mel-odj-c fragment and rhythm whose repetition and mesmeric

sensual-ity exemplifies Art Nouveau.

EXOTIC

Concept

Vlhereas the ancient and medi-aeval- cu]tures of the Mediterranean - at

least those absorbed by the Roman empire and the mediaeval church - are

seen by !\lestern Europeans as their direct cultural heritage, those of

other areas, particuJ-arly the Middle East and the Far East, are seen as

exoLic. The same applies to religions and phiJ-osophies from outside the

,Judaeo-Christian-Roman inheritance, whj-ch are sej-zed upon by Art Nouveau

and Symbolism as demonstrations of the richness and diversity of

irrationalist culture, for which the exotic is seen as an i-mportant source

of symbols and ideas. Japonaiserie and Chinoiserie are of course very

infLuential in Art Nouveau painting and decoration. but it is the Iegend

and the idea of exotic setting that is found in ?he Arabian Níghts, in

stories of Genghis Khan, Tamerlane, Prester John and the like that

inspires the Art Nouveau imagination. These perhaps begin wj-th Félicien

David's -Le désert13 and include Hans Bethge's Die Chinesische E7öte, Oscar

I¡Iilde's .Sa-Lomé and Richard Strauss' opera set to j-t, Clemens von

Pagodes (Estampes/I) 1903
ALborada del gracioso (Miroirs/4) 1905

Debus sy
Ravel
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Franckenstein's Li-Tai-Pe and Rahab, and the verse-melodrama Hassan of

L922 by James Elroy Flecker, for which Frederick Delius wrote incídental

music. The keyboard. repertory includes Szecherezada from Szymanowskj-'s

Maski, and -Le jardin parfumé by Sorabji, two important works discussed

el-sewhere j-n this study. The Sorabji work is based on the eponl¡mous

Arabian treatise on erotol-ogy from the tenth century, that after the 1876

transfation of Sir Richard Burton became al-most as central to lilestern

ideas of Middl-e-Eastern culture as The Arabian Nights. Both J-iterary

works emphasize sensual-ity and mystery, which are central to the topos of

Eastern culture, and the Parsi-spanish-Sicilian parentage of Sorabji can

be seen as giving his work some authority as to knowledge of -Eastern

idioms.

An j-mportant source of the exotic much closer to French composers

and others drawn towas Spain, with Georges

its traditions of dance

Bizet (Carmen), Debussy, Ravel

and national musical style that has internr-ixed

with Moorish cul-ture. el-though Spain is just across the Pyrenees from

France, and although A1beniz. De Fall-a and Granados authentically

represent its traditions in Spain and Paris, the fascination for its

ambience and legends as something exotic to the rest of Europe remain

strong. lrlhen a Spanish composer writes a dance it is a nationafist

creation, and when Debussy writes lberia, or Ravel- Rapsodíe d'espagnole,

he copies this national st.yle, but when Ravel writes Al'botada del gracioso

he creates a fantastic character i-n an exotic setting, just as he does

with Shéhérezade or Don Quichotte à Dul-cinée.

Debussy: Pagodes

This work is usually thought to have

gamelan orchestra in the Paris exhibltions

incl-usion under Estampes (prints) suggests

Nouveau gallery. opened in 18951s with its

may have provided an actual visua.l- source.

resul-ted from his hearing the

of 1889 and 190014, but its

that Samuel Bing' s f,'Art

col-l-ecti-on of Far-EasLern art16,

(The mufti-pJ-e repetitions are
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such an j-mportant part of this experiment in sustained pentatonics that

they may have been j-ntended to echo the mul-tiple roof-layers of pagodas. )

,fapanese and Chinese art was infl-uentj-al for Art Nouveau not only because

of its exotic imagery but al-so its stylization of subject and setting.

The set-ti-tl-e Estampes also suggests repetition, since prints from woodcut

or screen are made in multiples, and Art Nouveau p_ictures abound in

resonances, refl-ections and distortions of image.

Pagodes has mel-odic motifs based on pçnLatonic modes with centres on

gL (bars 3-14), Af (bars 15-18), Þ (bars Lg-2i-) and rt (bars 20-21-, left

hand) 17. These are harmonized diatonical-ly in the sj-gnature keys of B

(major) and Gf (nrinor), with chromatic freedom in bars 25-28 and 65-68.

There is al-so a motif in bars 33-36 and 46-53 that seems to be based on Dt

and formed on a variant of the pentatonic pitch-set 23322. Thus Eastern

character iÞ sustained by the use of pentatonic elements in all melodic

and al-l right-hand accompanimental- motifs, and this suppl-ies much of the

exotic fl-avour or mystery of the piece18. The j-ndications ensure the rest:

dél-icatement et ¡>resgue san^s nuar?ces, together with the haze of sounds

produced by very long periods with both pedal-s hel-d downle (bars 11-14, 27:

31; bars 1--10 perhaps also); since this unaccented and sustained sound is

piano or pianissimo there is a distinctly mysterious quality about these

passages and that of bars 80-99. (Mention has al-ready been made of the

special tones to be gained by the simultaneous use of right and left

pedal-s. )

The emphasis on repetitions or echoes of motif-fragments at the

octave in bars 4, 6, 8, 10, 42, 54, 56,58, 60, 81 and 83 may well be

imagery of the multi-ple J-ayers of roof that are always associated with

pagodas, as may al-so be the two-octave arpeggiated figures of the last

section (bars 80-99).

But a much more important feature of the repetj-tion is its mesmeric

effect. In a passage like that of bars 7-l-0 the two bars 7-B are repeated
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in 9-10, the three-note pentatonic curve and rhythm of the figure in the

upper part is echoed constantly and has been doing so since bar 3, and the

tenor figure winds up and down through the same four notes without

ceasing. This whole passage is constructed around repetj-tions and echoes

that began in bar 3 and continue to bar 14, blhere over an ostinato another

pattern of repetitions is set uP.

Example 109:
a Tempo

v

ao

Debussy: Pagodes, 7-77

l-fl rTTl
lltv

Rit.
vl
III r

v

^J-ì " rT-T-l

Chon I,rleng-Chun notes that Debussy perceives gamelan music to be mul-ti-

Iayered in structure and rhythm. "A gamelan composition is based on the

principle that a nuclear theme is to be played simultaneously with several

Iayers of elaborations on the theme in different registers and at

different paces similarly, the sonority that is largeJ-y the adrn-ixture

of a number of melodic, rhythmic and registraf variants of a single I'inear

movement, is a prominent character of the Debussy orchestra".20 It is al-so

seems true for the piano writing here, as it is for the orchestral music

in -Le martyre de Saint-Sébastien that Hel-mut Rösing has demonstrated from

the analysj-s of sonograph recordings to be very J-ike actual gamelan

music. 21

The combination of repetition and multi-layering of motif and

figuration is the basic procedure for all the sections of the piece; there

are constant changes of sequence, but onJ-y to re-establish the existing

r"p"iitl-ons and resonances or to change to others, so that despite all the

variety of sequence the repetitj-ons continue. As mentioned beforer many
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of these take the form of osti-nato, and of two types. The first moves

about l-ike the j-nner figure in octaves in the example abovei si¡n-il-ar

figures are those of 23-26, 21-30 and partj-cularly the arpeggiated one

that dominates the last section of the piece right to the end (from 77-

98). The second tlpe is that keeping to two or three notes and for¡n-ing an

inverted or inner pedal, fike the left-hand chords in 3-8, the sl-ow trills

in 14-22 and 65-77, and the syncopated major seconds at the beginning of

the piece, in 3L-26 and in 45-56

This is the gamelan effect of continuous repetition with gradual

changes,

cons cious The music is truly timeless,

no mel-odic line that dominates

for there is, besides al-l

this repetition,

several mel-odic

the piece: there are

fragments that appear, disappear and reappear but do not

lead anywhere - they are merely parts of the overall figuration. Thus the

piece may be termed pattern-musi-c22 as distinct from the normal lrlestern

melody-led musj-c, with j-ts interest in the combination of its sounds and

rhythms, rather than in the leading of the hearer through a definite

melodi-c path to an eventual goal. Debussy therefore is not merel-y

recreating an exotic idiom but delving into its spiritual- base of nirvana

- set in úime espace.

Almostin passing, amongst all- the emphasis on repetitions, ostinatos

and pedals, the melodic fragments can be noticed as being sensuous,

particularly the first, which winds up and down sinuously: it is the

marked fl-exibility and sensuality of this fírst motif that attracts the

attention before the powerful mesmeric effects begin to be felt. Other

motifs l-ike those of 15-18, 21-28, 33-36 are simple and dj-rect, but

perhaps no l-ess sensuous in the context of so much Lrance-inducj-ng

repetition.

FinalJ-y, the use of pedalpoints should be noticed: almost the whole

piece is over pedals or inverted pedals, some extending for considerable

so that the sound has as much mesmeric or sublinuinal- effect as

effect.
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Iength at the slow pace (1-l-0, 23-32, 54-60). Together with the exotic-

sounding pitch-sets the effect is of strangeness and a lirn-ited

dimensionality (from the li-mj-tation of harmonic progress over pedals) that

is typically Art Nouveau.

Ravel z Al-borad a deL qracioso

The titte [dawn song of the jester] seems to signify a setting in

the Spanish court of former times, a court whose severity and formality is

perhaps an ideal- setting for a jester to shine against. The jester, the

,,al1-l-icensed foof"23 ssq5 it as his business to satirize by buffoonery

and wit the over-serious and the foolish at court. He brings the

burJ-esque of the pantorn-ime to court, and mocks pretension with absurdity.

The music is from the Miroirs set, and a clown is in this way a ÍLirror

showing the inverted i-mage of sophistication. Finally, clowning is coarse

and energetic, a complete foif for the gravity of courtiers, and both

factors are reflected in the music.

The work's pitch-sets and rhythms are Spanish in character2A, and its

melodic motifs prominent enough when they are sounding, but underneath is

always a rhythrnic ostinato so dominant that as in Pagodes, the melodic

motifs seem .l-ike an extension of, or expression ofr the rhythmic figures.

The best example is the first, seen in the l-eft hand of bars 1-2:

Example 110: Assez vif . J. = se

> >

Ravel: Al,borada del gracioso, 1--2

ngf seo les arþèges très
t.T )[- lqüt

The syncopations in the right hand are of course equally important in

setting the rhythmic pattern of 'n ir contradistinction to the actual 6,

signature. Other examples of motifs that seem to be more rhythmic than

melodic in character are those at 3l- and 134, buL even the slow-section

motif (70-?3) has a very strong rhythmic component, seen in its six
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consecutive repetitions of Ff.

Some of the most important figures in the piece are a.l-most purely

rhythmic, notably the rapid triplet tremo1os on single notes from bar 43,

the syncopated chords from 106-133 and the al-ternations of the l-ast few

bars. Yet the sl-ow section finishes wj-th a most expressive and ornate

arabesque that is a striking contrast to the shortness of all- the other

melodic phrases in the piece:

Exampfe 111
Plu¡

too

Ravel: ALborada de7 qracioso, 100-105

l--:-Et-

This arabesque perhaps shob¡s why Spanish music and dance was al-I^rays seen

as exotic by its neighbourJ-ng France, since it shows the J-egacy of the

Moors. In this connexion it is j-nteresting to note that the second of

Fl-orent Schmitt's O¡nbres Ishadows] is Mauresque.

In a work so dominated by rhythm most of these rhythms are osti-nato-

Iike, and many are establ-ished in connexion with pedals, like the rapid

triplet-tremolos and syncopated chords mentioned above. As in actual

guitar-playi-ng many of these ostj-natos are establ-ished and then implied

whj-l-e brief excursions j-nto other figures or motifs are made, Iike the

fifths in bars 9-11 that are continued in l-4-15. !ühile the tremolos are

the most obvi-ous of the osLinatos those of the syncopated chords listed

above also form pedals. There are also ordì-nary pedals formed in the

bass, like the SÞ tLrat Iasts from 12-35 and the A of 208-216. Thus as in

Pagodes there is a sense of l-imited dimensionality from arrested harmonic

development and of timel-essness from so much repetition.

The work is composed from the most fragmentary of motivic and

figural e.l-ements and yet is of absorbing insterest throughout, because as

Ln Pagodes there is constant variety of sequence that maintains freshness
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despite the ostinato and repetition. It is remarkabl-e that two works with

such similar principles of mesmeric construction can have such opposi-te

effects, the one dreaming and the other giddy. The difference is in the

predominance of the rhythm over all el-se in ALborada¿ the piano version

al-Iows thj-s to be so much crisper in articul-ation than the orchestral one.

Summary

As just mentioned, both works are sj-ngular in their prj-nciples of

construction and powerful j-n mesmeric effect of their respective types.

They cÌearly exemplify the great attraction of the exotic to Art Nouveau -

j-ts effect on the sensibility, not its historic or regional folk interest,

or even its tonal- or rhythmic colours as they appeal- to the coll-ector.

Neither Debussy nor Ravel- was a collector of authentic folk or exotic

materiaf l-ike Dvorak, Vítezsl-av Novák, Bartók, Koda]y or Cecil Sharp, but

without going to the sources they felt an empathy for them that produced

music more strj-king than that produced by using or copyj-ng original

material, as for instance the Exoticon pieces of Novák that do not aspire

to be tours des sensibiLités Iike these.

ÏNSEL L ' isl-e j oyeux 19 0 4

The Isl-and SpeJl (Decorations/7|
The Princess'.s Rose-Garden 1915

1915
Debussy
Ireland
Bax

Concept

Die InseL r^ras the title of the Jugendstil magazine in Berlin l-881-

1901 and Lej-pzig IgO225 that emphasized the escapist fantasies that Art

Nouveau inherited from the Arcadian tradition. On an isl-and-Avalon the

poet-seer-hedonist coul-d five the ideal life of beauty, in the suspended

time of dream and fantasy, amid nature and the spirits; it was part of the

rejection of the modern industrial worl-d and its util-itarian values. It

is the setting for much Jugendstil opera and theatre, as has already been

pointed ouL26, with its themes of the suspension of time, the fantastic

impinging on the real, and poetic justice rather than dramatic .resolution

of plot.
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Debuss

THE DTSTANT DREAM

z L'isl-e ux

The title may have some of its initial- inspiration in the l¡latteau

version of L'embarquement pour Cythêre in the Louvre27, which was

originaj-ly descri-bed by the gallery as "une feste galante"28, which thus

associates its general theme with that of Debussy's settings of Verl-ainers

Fétes galantes - "the poetic pleasures of .l-ove...far-off chimeras and l-ost

paradises"29. other literary appreciations of it that Debussy may have

been aware of include De Banvì-J-Ie, who descrj-bed its mood as "I'infj-nie

tristesse", while the brothers Goncourt tal-ked of its "tristesse

musical-e"30. Afl- thj-s is very much in the spirit of dje InseLi Schmitz,

however, feel-s that Debussy goes beyond vague Arcadianism to a mood of

Bacchanafian ritua131, whj-ch is a more directly sensual part of the fnse-L

dream. Al-an ülalker traces its musical inspiration to Debussyrs possibly

hearing Liszt's playing of ies jeux d'eaux à J-a vifLa d'Esté in Rome in

]-88432.

L'ísfe joyeuse has an indefinite beginning, wì-th long soft trills

and cascades of arpeggios based on chromatically descending u#: chords that

are seen in the descending scal-e of the third bar to be part of the

whol-etone set. The first mel-odic passage (bars 9-l4l continues this set

with slight variatj-ons j-n bars 12 -13. but despite the emphasis on Ct from

the outset, the root of the set, there is the customary feeJ-ing of a l-oss

of tonal perspective that comes with the use of the whole-tone set33. This

is reinforced by the thirds that drift arrhythmicalJ-y in the third bar,

and by the juxtaposition of the A root from bar 7 with a continuation of

the Ct tril]ed pedalpoint. Thus from the outset there is a confusion of

tonalj-ty that corresponds with an entrance, metaphorj-ca1J-y speaking, into

a dream worl-d v¡here dimensions and horizons are vague.

This confusion of tonality, resulting not only from the use of the

whol-etone set but from the simultaneous use of different roots in the same

set, continues throughout the piece: in the bar 2L-22 motif in a who-l-etone
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set based. on F as against that of the rocking accompanimental fj-gure based

on Ai in bars 148-157 the J-eft hand is based on AÞ whil-e the accompaniment

is based on Ci bars 166-181- repeats and develops the F against A passagei

the long crescendo near the end has BÞ against G; and the cl-imax from bar

220-25! features a series of such opposj-tions, beginning with E against A.

The effect of al-l- these is actuafly heightened by the interspersed

passages of more diatonic tonali-ty, and by the contradictions between the

pedalpoints that reinforce the accompanlmental- roots and the differently-

rooted mel-odic motifs.

Pedal-points, real or implied, dominate the piece: bars L-9 e,

7(overJ_appinS)-33 4, 52-58 cl, 61-9't 4, 147-15'7 Ct l-60-l-81 4,- 220-236 4,

245-255 A, with many shorter pedals of three or four bars, often

overlapping or opposed. There is, therefore, very l-ittl-e of the normal

modufatory development seen in conventional- works, and none of the Inlagner-

Tristan or Franck-syanphonie continual- moduLatory movement. Debussyts main

method of variation is the paral-fel- shifting of a sequence fike those of

bars 238-9 and 243-4 in the climax-passage. Normal development involving

modulation and cadentj-ary resolution is analogous to the progression of a

narrative through time, but in this work linear time is suspended, just as

in the fnse-l concept experiential- time is replaced by spatial time - the

time of dreams where action is suspended or even replayed in paralleJ-

episodes. These may correspond to paralle1 figures Iike those of bars 14'

99-L03, l-86-L99 and 200-208, and to the simple repetitj-ons at the octave

that are seen from the outset and a.re one of the piece's main effects (for

exampl-e, bars L-2/4-5,15-16, 25r 2f,52-541¡ simple repetitions at the

same pitch are stil-I more numerous.

The whole-tone figures and motifs of al-l- the piece before the

crescendo and climax (bars 186-end) are soft and sinuous' and thus

basically sensual in the Art Nouveau manner: each bar of the opening

cadenza (1-6) is whiplash in-form, beginning with sustained triJ-Iing on a
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singl-e note and breakj-ng up after the beginnÍng of the third or fourth

beat into arpeggios or runs. This is of course the panpipe-motif of long-

note-plus-flourish that has been noticed in so much of the repertory, and

seems to denote sensuality. From bar 7 the rruirror-image of this is seen

with an emphatic begì-nning tailing off into sustained tritJ_ing.

Example 112: s *l üodtir¿ €t 1rùE louple

?

Debussy: Ltisfe joyeuse, 5-9

Píù P "rt> tf'- i-.r? I I
Èpr

lù¡

It lls¿. ¿l rytà^¿

From bar 9 the left hand continues its echo of the whiplash mj-rror-form

whil-e the right begins a figure that l-ikewise begins wj-th a sharp rhythm

(acciaccaturas and dotted semiquavers) but ends the bar in sinuous

triplets. These triplets become the chief accompanimental motif from bars

19-51 against the gentJ-y rocking motif begj-nning in bar 21, and until- bar

51 the piece is almost entirely pp or p. This sectj-on features the

wholetone overlappings and pedaÌpoints instanced earlier, the combined

effect of which, wÍth the sinuous motifs, produces langorous sensuality of

mood. The ruiddl-e section, whose whole-tone motj-f is that announced from

bar 67 - in a gently rising and fall-ing motion that is subtly arrhythrnical

Example 113: t Jt) t n"* .nun.

l"öl
t0

Debussy: Ltisfe joyeuse, 67-72

is marked ondoyant et expressif, moJto rubato, and is again mainly soft.
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The drifting of this motif over the slow pentuplets of the left hand (bars

6i-98) is dreamily sensual. The indefiniteness of the whol-etones is

compJ-emented by the irreguJ-arity of the pentuplets (their havì-ng no sì-mple

rhythmic mid-point like figures based on duplets or triplets) and of the

melodic motif itseff. The gentle rhythmic ambiguj-ty of this episode comes

after those of 2I-24 and 36-51 and, with later sequences of these, helps

maintain the dreamy indefj-niteness of the whol-e piece up to bar 186' where

the movement towards the climactic final- section begins.

After the reprise of some of the soft first sectj-on (l-45-181) ' the

strict rhythms of the crescendo and climax are very contrasting, now

producing a strongly insistent sensuality of effect from the -ostinato

repetitions, partj-cularly of the tenor motif announced in bax 220. The

piece therefore shows the ful-l extenL of Art Nouveau sensuality' from an

indefinite J-angour to insistent desire.

It is possible to see in the rocking motifs the movement of waves or

sea, and in the final sectj-on ritual or even sexual imagery, but

throughout the piece the fnsef mood of fantasy seems more important than

any specific imagerY.

John lrel-and The IsLand Spefl

The work, written tn L91-2, was published as part of Decorations in

1915, whose other two pieces are MoongJades and ScarLet Ceremoniesr both

titfes al_so suggesting the supernatural- rather than the more

ímpressionistic tone-painting of London Pieces or The Towing Path, and

showing that it is not necessarily accurate to typecast a composer as

being of one persuasion or the other. The set-title Decorations is pre-

eminently Art Nouveau, denoting its luxuriance of line interweaving into

patterns, and carrying al-so the connotation that all- the supernatural

mil-ieu of spirits, fairies, goblins and the fj-ke is in a sense decorative

of nature, adding the Iife and colour of imagination to its outward

appearance
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The Island Spe77 is based on three lines from Arthur Slmons:

I woul-d wash the dust of the worl-d in a soft qreen fJ-ood;
Here, between sea and sea, in the fairy wood,
I hawe found a deJicate, wave-qreen soJ-itude...

This is a perfect evocation of iVatur-Insel- from a poet who was part of the

Aestheticist miJ-ieu, contributing to The YeLLow Book and becoming editor

of The Sawoy, friend of Oscar Vüi1de, Ernest Doürson, lrl .B.Yeats and knowj-ng

most of its other key figures. The piece was wri-tten j-n the island of

Jersey that Ireland visited annual-ly in thiç period, and is part of the

general inspiration he drew from the writings of Arthur Machen on magic

and the evocation of pagan culture and ritual-.34

The music seems to concentrate on the words "ürash...in a soft green

flood" because there is a dj-rection to hold the rj-ght pedal down for

longer periods than normal, produci-ng a haze of sounds from the

accompanimental- figure and the melody that together are drawn from the

harmonic serj-es on the piano's bottom DÞ. (There is no direction,

however, concerning the centre pedal that coul-d intensify this effect by

its sustai-ning this note throughout much of the piece. It is the harmonic

scries that is the main deterrwinant of the pitch-sets he uses in the

piece, although there are five and six-note sets (not symmetrical-

pentatonic or hexatonic sets) employed that are drawn from this series.

The "chi-me" melody in the opening section uses only the five-note set AÞ-

$-g-gp-g while the ostinato accompanimental figure is diatonic; from 47

the accompaniment rests on RÞ-eÞ-OÞ-nÞ-f' with similar restricted figures

for most of the rest of the piece. Such restrj-ction makes repetition

inevitable. and above all else it is a study in excessive repeti-tion,

being j-n its intensity quite unlj-ke any impressionistj-c character-piece.

For al-most al-l- the pi-ece the accompanimental- ostinato j-s unceasing

and dominant, so that with heavy and adventurous use of the sustaining

pedal (for instance, from bars 47-67 over a single pedalpoint without

rest) the emphasis is on effect. The mefodic line is in effect del-ivered
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j-n minims and is itself so limited in range and so repetltious that it

merely adds to the haze of sustained notes and sympathetic vibrations.

Such repetition is affective to the point of hypnosis, which is the

"j-sland spell" of the title, with the constant arpeggios of the

accompani-ment presumably representì-ng the sea sounds j-n an onomatopoeic

manner. There j-s a climax section that is as repetitj-ve as anything in

Rakhmaninov's Études-tahfeaux and remini-scent of Stravinsky's -Le sacre du

printempsz

Example 114:
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Ireland: The Isfand SPeJ7, 75-18
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Most of the piece takes place over pedalpoints, and apart from the

single movement (not a prepared modulation) to C at 7l- and back at 91 the

harmony merely transforms slowfy from one Db chord or derivative to

another. The piece is thus a series of sonic states rather than a linear

entity: it is timeless, of 1iÍLited dimensional-ity and primarily affective

or sensuous in intention. At the very end the mel-odic line tails off into

an unfinished whole-tone sequence and some scraps of soft flourish that

avoid any d.efinite endÍng; the dream fades but has no ending.

Arnold Bax: The Princes.s's Rose-Garden

The work is subtitl-ed lVocturne but in the manuscripL Betceuse, and

hras one of the three works written in fifteen days of l-915 under the

inspiration of Harriet Cohen35. The first subtitfe (Eerceuse) helps give

the context for the main titl-e of a dream-visJ-on, although apart from the

establishment of an accompanimental- quasi-ostinato at the beginníng, the

piece is unl-ike the two important berceuses of Chopin and Liszti these

maintain the ostinato and repeat the mel-odic sequence several times with

elaboration, whereas Baxrs piece is in ternary form, and does not maintain
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the ostinato. Presumabl-y thì-s is the reason the subtitle was changed on

publication to Nocturne, in which the form tends to be ternary and the

accompanimental figure freer to develop and change,

There j-s another aspect to the piece, however - its simifarities to

Chopì-n's BarcarofLe. Besides sharing a simil-arly-proportioned ternary

structure (26-30-28 Bax; 34-49-42 Chopin) and key (Ft) and rhythm (9/6 to

Chopin's 12/8), Bax's piece employs a very simil-ar left-hand figure in

bars 15-25 to that of Chopin's first sectj-on; it begins j-ts mid-section in

A minor (Chopin A major) and al-l-ows some modulation j-n thj-s section, like

Chopin; hourever, Bax's reprise (third section) is soft, as in the berceuse

or nocturne idiom, where Chopin's is .l-oud. Bax's piece has a long-

breathed and phrased melody introduced by the same l-eisurely establ-ishment

of its complex rhythm before the mel-ody conìmences; its melodic phrases are

si-milarly punctuated by pauses; and it proceeds by elaboration of texture

in succeeding repetitj-ons of the long melody, rather than by simple

el-aboration of the me.l-ody itself as in the berceuses of Chopin and Liszt.

The title itseff sees "Tania" (the manuscript dedication, referring

to Har¡iet Cohen36) as princess in a ,Cream paradise, with the barcarol-Ie

connotations suggesting this as a garden approached by water; those of the

Berceuse and iVocturne subtitles add the atmosphere of night and dreams.

There may be reference to legend, but the images of princess and rose-

garden are farn-il-iar to Pre-Raphael-ite and Art Nouveau iconography and

l-iterature3?.

In contrast to the previous two, this is a work of apparentJ-y fairly

orthodox structure and method, but heavily J-ayered with figural- and

textural eÌaborations, so much so that Bax has added a comment that it j-s

necessary to keep the accompanj-ment from being more prorninent than the

melodic l-ine. Nonetheless, it is difficul-t to downplay the interest of

the texture as against the melody; perhaps it is permissible to see them

both as equals, even if to do this the mel-ody has to be accentuated just
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to be equal. Both wind about each other constantly, particuÌarly when

figures echoing the melody compete with it as in bars 30 and 36-41' so

that the likeness i-s easily seen to Art Nouveau dravùings Iike Aubrey

Beardsley's in which figures set in nature are surrounded and overshadowed

by the twining plants around them. The sinuousity of line, together with

its chromaticj-sm (to be considered below) gives the piece a sensuality of

mood, aÌthough an indefinite sort of sensuality' as will be shown.

This intertwining resul-ts from the el-aborate nature of the mefodic

line and its figural- resonances: between them they set up patterns of

arabesque that constantly vary throughout the piece, most.J-y taking this

rol-e afternateJ-y but someti-mes together:

Example 115
Lo

Bax: ?J:e Princess's Rose-Garden, 40-47

The melodic line, itself ornate, is throughout the piece so interl^¡oven

with accompanimental figures that texture is complex and constantly

varying. Even where a regufar accompanimental figure is estabLished for a

time, as in bars 61-64 and 65-67, it keeps changing its harmonic ground,

so that fluidity of texture becomes fluidity of col-our: all is indefinite

and constantly undergoing transformation.

ParadoxicalÌy, houlever, pedalpoint is a frequent device (l-7, 15-18,

27-32t 36-39, 51-56, 69-78) but is even more extensive if the long

passages where there may be bass movement but no modulation are

considered: for instance. from 1-18 there is only temporary shifting of

the bass in B-14 before the Ft is resumed, and this tonal bass has been

implied alf the while. There is thus a l-im-itj-ng of dj-mensionality that

suggests that of the Insel setting of the title, yet not the sort of

l-imitation that narrows to obsessive ostinato, for above these pedals
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everything is fluid.

I¡Ihile the pitch-sets are nominally diatonic there are subtle

chromatic touches that provide ambiguity as to tonality. Eor instance,

the second two bars of the maj-n melody seem to be repeating the first two

but in fact have a fl-attened third, which seems to foll-ow logically from

the ffattened sixth and seventh in the second bar. The mel-ody has thus

changed its tonality from major to rn-inor at the fl-attened sixth and

seventh, but this is contradicted. by the At, at the end (bar B) and then

reconfirmed by the fl-attened third in bar 9. I¡trhen the melody is looked at

in full- j-ts tonality is seen to waver in other places:

Immediately following the flattened A in bar 9 the descending figure

contradicts its nr-inor tonality because it is from the major set. The bar

lL set is that of Gf-(ninor) but bar 12 major as resolution to Ft (major)

j-s prepared. At the begì-nning of 13 the resol-ution is avoided by being

transformed into a chord of the ninth that prepares for the eventual real

resolution via the dominant on the l-ast beat of bar 14, but the major

tonality of 13 is again clouded, although not contradicted, by the

chromatic A of 14. Thus both tonality and normal harmonic progression are

Exampfe 116
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ambi-guous, giving the melody an uncertainty of definition and harmonic

foundation that teases the sensibiJ-ity accustomed to diatonics. Al-l this

gives a sense of unreal-ity to the sound-picture, as j-f normal-

dimenslonalities are cl-ouded in its dream-world.

Summary

The concept of InseL is one of the most povrerful and central of Art

Nouveau fantasies, bej-ng the utopian dream of the artist j-n an age of

positivistic certainties and industrial- materialj-sm. The three pieces

examj-ned are about dream-states in vaguely dimensioned island paradises

where one can float in a timeless wash of sensuousness and where beauty is

supreme. The Debussy and Irefand works achieve a sense of timelessness

through static harmonies over long pedalpoints. whi.l-e Bax uses the quite

different method of fluid. unresolving harmonies that never seem to

settl-e, and being without conventional contours and cadences seem to

dissolve endlessly from one shade into another. But in each work the

overal-l feeling of being suspended in dream is strongly suggested, and

repetition rather than evolution of melody and accompanimental figure

carried to the sensuous excess so characteristic of Art Nouveau.
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CTIAPTER 17

EROS

This term conveys only part of the general concepts of Love, I¡Ioman

and Cfajr de -lune in Art Nouveau, but it is their most j-mportant link, for

alJ- three are seen in Art Nouveau as being pri-marily sensual.

LOVE

Concept

The Art Nouveau concept of love j-s heavil-y sensual and overpowering -

the darker aspect of passion that is hinted at in some later Pre-Raphael-ite

painting l-j-ke Dante Gabriel Rossetti 's PaoLo and Franc"""u -rid Ford Madox

Brown's Romeo and Jul-ietl . The artists and writers l^rho portray this most

fully. Iike PauI Verlaine and Gustav Klimt, produce works tinged with the

decadence, which is Art Nouveau's more cynical respelling of the Romantic

theme of .l-ove-and-death.

Faubion Bowers notes that for Skryabin langour could have a

specifically sexual- connotation, and that the Op. 52/3 Poème languide is

such a piece2. Love for Skryabin is part of the fulfilment of mystical

ecstasy in which aII the senses fulJ-y flower3; his notion of it as

something entirely overpowering and transforming is essentially Art

Nouveau, and also stems from his associatj-on with Tatyana Schloezer and her

encouragement of his mystical ideas.

There is, of course, a character-piece genre during the Art Nouveau

period seen in such pieces as Edvard Grieg's Erotik Op. 43/5 and Saint-

Saens' Va-Lse langoureu,se Op . L20 but these are conventionally formed pieces

whose passion is not intended to rise beyond the polite usage of the

character-piece; the Art Nouveau pieces considered here all embody

extrernity of effect, j-ndicated in Skryabj-n's case by their titlesr

Tanguide, caresse. désir, and in Sorabji's by the exotj-c and erotic

connotations of Le jardin parfumé.

Danse languide op. 5I/4
Poème Tanguide Op. 52/3
Désir op.57 /L
Caresse dansée Op.57/2
Le jardin parfumé 1-923

1906
1906
19 07
19 07

Skryabin
Skryabin

SkryabJ-n
Skryabin
Sorabj i
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Skryabin: Danse Languide

Op. 51/4 has a minim-based melodic motif that is highly chromatic

and repetitive because it rocks back and forth between opposites,

represented tonal-l-y by the two positions of the whol-e-tone set - WT1 on C

and WT2 on ct.

Following tlay Reise's analysis, the two notes chromatic to the set in use

are ringed; each is resolved into the t¡trT1 set on the foLl-owing beat. At

the end of each phrase the tonality falls back to the diatonic set (Dt),

and the third quarter of the piece (bars 9-1-3) remains in dj-atonics.

This piece raises the question of the symbolic importance of pitch-

sets j-n this transition-phase before embracj-ng the symmetricat pitch-sets

in the fate sonatas. Skryabin is very cl-ose to abandonment of diatonic

cadences and key signatures, the l-ast of which appear in 1907, as

previously pointed out, but in this piece it appears that the diatonic set

is .symbolic of a state of imperfection to which the soul- without spirit

continually falls back. Likewise, the whole-tone set, with its symmetrical

nature, represents a path to the Ideal Realm, whj-ch the soul recognizes,

but which without the free spirì-t j-t cannot fully cl-imb. There is also a

quality of sensuousness about the whole-tone let that derives from its

upsetting the hearer's sense of normal- diatonic tonal- horizons: !rIT1, the

set beginning on C, for instance, takes the hearer from white-note to

black-note consecutive groups of notes, from C-major to gÞ-major and back

to C. This disorientation of tonal centre is reflected in the alternations

EROS
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Skryabin: Danse languide' 1-5

between pitch-sets

as sensuous dance'
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throughout the pj-ece, and helps establish its character

The piece is of four phrases, the first three of four bars each and the

l-ast stretched with coda-repetitions to bring the total to nineteen. The

first phrase analyzed above shows the melody separateJ-y so that its

interaction with the chordal- harmonic texture can be appreciated. The

harmonies shown are given normal diatonic analysis even though they are

from whole-tone sets WT2 and !VT1 (on C# and C respectively) until bar 5.

The melody is seen to alternate indecisively between semitones before

moving towards the same G tonafity as that of the chordal texture.

Technically the meJ-ody is always from the same pitch-set as that of the

harmony, but the hearer accustomed to diatonics feels that the two elements

are out of step until the cadence of 4-5. More ì-mportantly, there is no

resol-ution of discords until- the cadence - just alternation of the TbUX

chords untif reso.l-ution is commenced with the diminished seventh of bar 3.

The second phrase j_s similar to the first. but modul-ates to D

(diatonic set). The harmony remains in the dj-atonj-c set throughout the

third phrase, where its harmony is based on afternations of fj-rst-inversion

major triads and diminished sevenths and finishes on D. The last phrase is

simil-ar to the first. buL its fourth bar replaces the first phrase's move

towards G tonality with a jump to qÞ instead of D in preparation for a v-r

cadence. Thus any move towards cadenbial resolution seems suspended, and

there j-s a sil-ence of a whol-e bar before the bar 3-4 cadence is replicated

to end the pj-ece. The transition (between the DÞ before the sil-ence and

the AÞ after i-t) is accompl-ished by hearing the AÞ firstl-y as the dominant
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of qÞ, but secondly as transforming itself through its lVTl context into a

dj-atonic one, as a fJ-attened supertonic approach to the V-I fj-nal- cadence.

The accompaniment's virtually unbroken dotted rhythm has a hypnotic

effect, and the melody has a veifed quality from being in the middle of the

harmonic texture. The al-ternation of the accompanj-mental root over

interval-s of a fifth i-n the first section (bars 1-9) in this piece is not a

of the tonal horizon from onedominant-tonic one but a constant shi fting

fi-xationwhole-tone set to the

different viewpoints,

other, of a

as it r^rere.

on the same point despite

the a.l-ternationsThe restl-essness of

between these extremes is one of unease; this continues beyond the end of

the piece by the final melody note's ending on t.he D instead of the tonal-

root G.

Finally, the sl-ow dotted rhythms that are unvaryj-ng throughout can be

seen to be affectively sensual; the piece is a dance and, as such, central

to love. Its listless, always soft al-ternations present a melancholy

aspect of l-ove despite the major tonality of the cadences.

Skryabin Poème Tanquide

This piece, f.rom the l-ater opus 5213 of the same year (l-906) that

includes Poème ailé, has a very different method, wj-th an ambiguous rhythm,

sholnln in the many suspensions in the right hand and the J-rregul-ar downbrards

broken chords of the left. These left.-hand figures accompany an upwards

questioning motion of both an upper mel-odic motif and an inner motif-

fragment, and with their sl-ow del-iberative movement cl-oud any feeling of

harmonic resolution they might otherwise provide for the melody. This

resol-ution is in any case imperfect, as can be seen in the example below,

where i-n bars 1-3 French sixths dissol-ve into diminished sevenths over a

falling tritone interval , al-l three el-ements bei-ng features of the

ocLatonic pitch-set. (Resol-utj-on to a 5, chord does not occur until- the

last bar. )
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In the gradual movement from the first chord into the second the two

melodic motifs, upper and j-nner, are observabl-e in tandemr the upper

folÌowing the inner by a quaver. The inner part (Ft-G-q) and-the upper

remain in this cl-ose but separated re.l-ationship untj-I bar 9, when they

unite at the octave to move towards the piece's only full- cadence in bar

l_3. ln bar 5 a tenor voice echoes the movement of the two upper-stave

voices, but in varlant form, descending through sern-itones before rising to

4f.; this voj-ce also appears in 7,9 and 11. The contrapuntaÌ deplofment of

these voices, together with the slow unfoJ-ding of the bass "resolutions"

(for exampl_e the first beats of 21 3 and 4), helps give the piece its

sensuous feeling that fits its title Poème Janguíde; even the s, final

chord, spread in semiquaver arpeggio over the ful-l- compass, is langorous.

The notes foreign to the Ol set are ringed in the example above, with

arrowed Iines showj-ng their eventual- resol-ution into the set by semitonal

movement, even at Lhe octave, as Jay Reise points out4. There are brief

transpositions to the 03 set in bars 7-9 and for the fj-nal chord in 13' and

there is a very noticeabl-e cÍ in 7-9 that is unresol-ved until the 01 set is

resumed. During the piece many of these notes accidental to their set a.re

as much emphasized as the two first in the exampl-e' the upper D because it

is first sounded alone and then repeated three times before resolving to

the Dt of bar 3, and the inner Gf because it is sustained before resoJ-ving

and then the process repeated in bar 3. So many emphasized accidentals
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need special- comment.

The stressed accidental-s must be seen in the whole context of the

sYmboJ-ic importance of the pitch-sets employed. In the terms of Skryabinrs

mysticism as expounded by Borj-s de Schloezer, the erotic el-ement as seen in

skryabi-nts muslc is the tonging for divine ecstasys, and this is in the

context of the late sonatas al-ready discussed the connotation of "J-anguide,'

in this pì-ece. fn this Poème and the op.51,/4 Danse Tanguide, symmetrical

pitch-sets (who1e-tone and octatonj-c) are to be seen as the path to

perfection, but one that cannot successfully be traversed except by the

spirit freed from earthly J-inritations. These seem to be represented by the

notes foreign to the symmetrical- sets empJ-oyed.. In both the Da¡se and the

Poème the notes that are chromatic to the set are mel-odic and in most cases

occur on strong beats. so that they are thereby emphasized. Their

importance must therefore have to do wj-th the inevitabl-e imperfections

inherent in the unliberated soul-. Such notes are prolonged quite a long

time or repeated before resolving. like the B in bar 3 and the D bel-ow it

in the example above - as if the spirit cannot easily shake off earthly

l-j-nr-itations. Even more impo.rtantly, -uhre cade¡ice íal-ls in ihe trebl-e io a

foreign note - Gf, so that it is just as i-mperfect j-n the symbolic sense as

a diatonj-c cadence. The ascending Lendency of the phrases' melodic l-ines

seems to be symboJ-ic of sensuous desire; this motion is of course common to

many of the nid-perj-od pieces, but while i-mperfections as seen in the notes

foreign to the set are emphasized as much as they are in this piece the

desire and ecstasy wilr be Dionysian rather than divine, leading to

disintegration rather than transfiguration of the spirit6.

The harmonÍes of the piece, resulting from its octatonic sets, with

the important notes foreign to them, al-ternate over pairs of tonal centres

l-ike those of the Op.51 Danse Tanguide, and, as j-n that piece, melodj-c line

is to be found in an inner part, just possibly signifying that erotic

longi-ngs come from deep within the body. Both pieces afternate between
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unresolving centresr and sj-nce octatonic rather than whole-tone sets are

used in the Poème, there is a greater variety possible - tritone, fifth,

sixth and third' over which discord "resol-ves" into discord (even though

Boris de Schloezer clai-ms that Skryabin did not know Trjs tan und fso-Lde or

Parsifal, where this j-s fundamental- harmonic methodologyT):

The analysis of chord.s ì-s only that perceived by the diatonic-

accustomed ear. Sj-nce the work is constructed from octatonic sets,

however, normal- harmonic analysis - particularJ-y the modul-ations described

- represents only one dimension of the ful-l- hamonic picture. Despite

appearances, because there is no resoLutj-on of discord there is really no

achievement of modul-ation, but instead a restless shifting from one

insubstantiali-ty to another. Thus the effect is l-ike that of lristan -

endless movement in a ti-meLess continuum.

The slow unfolding movement of the l-eft-hand arpeggiated chords is

t,antalizing, especialJ-y i-n its avoidance of co-ordination with the

completion of the right-hand figure on each high note. There is thus a

sl-ow unsatisfied sensuality about the piece that well- fits the titlers

connotations.

It shoul-d al-so be noticed that this is a poème where Op. 51 is a

Danse, allowing the freedoms of rhythm and ambiguities of movement that

wourd not justify the l-atter titl-e but perfectly suit the former.

Analysis 41

+.........A'. ...,+ +.... .8... ...+ + c........+
L2345618910111,213
r#+----+-----+c---+r#----+a-----+F----+B----+G----+c---+-c-+-----+B--+
c-F# c-F# D-c c-F# c#-A A-F F-B B-G c-c - c c-F# F#-B
b7 1b71 b?7 6 b7 1 b7 b7b7 b79 9 9 b? 7 7 6#g b9 5

4 4 64 6 #4 b6 b6 4:L^1 b7b7 6 4 s? -t

b3b333

=)- ----- - -------91 ----<â-------O3---<+--------OL___ ---€)-__O3

Line 1: shows the three four-bar phrases
Line 2: bars
Line 3: keys to whj-ch modulation occurs (n diatonic terms)
l,ines 4-7: the harmonic analysis of discord resolving into discord
Lj-ne 5: the octatonic sets employed

Skryabin: Poème Janguide, op.52/3
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The sound of the octatonic set is of a strange harmonic real-m where

normaf dimensions are absent - this sort of mystery of feel-j-ng has been

remarked before in the sonatas. At the slow pace (pas vite) the uphrards-

striving melodic phrases against the drawn-out arpgeggiated chords are

easily seen as languid. The sensuaJ-ity lies in the chromatic movement of

the parts, whether between the adjacenL semiLones wj-thin the set or

resolving into it from a foreign semj-tone.

Skryabi-n: Désir

Tlte t-wo Op.57 pieces have explicitly sensual- titles (Désír, Caresse

dansée) and are linked harmonj-cally by their centering around the French

sixth and highly chromatic melodÍc motifs; they are both also very quiet,

ensuring that the chromatic movement is sensual rather than dramatic.

Although there is no stated tempo the second piece of the set has the terms

Leger onduLeux. -lassé and Lento within i-t, and tends to carry on the same

sort of dreamy sensual-ity as the earlier pieces. The first has a more

positive titl-e - Désir - and a more positive melodic tendency in the

impui-sive ascending lines that keep surging upwards. Thus although short

(fourteen bars) it is fast,er ancl, m,ore r-r.rgent,- wit,hor-;.t being a-s fa-sL a-s

Poème aiLé.

Both are composed using the Or pitch-set, but with many notes foreign

to j-t: the chromaticism that results is the most important sensual- el-ement

in the pi-eces. It is very obvious from the beginning that there is much

chromatic winding of l-ine and indefiniteness of harmony, suggesting an

ambiguous, veiled sensuality through thej-r sinuous motion of Art Nouveau

l-ine and fluidity of harmony.

Désir is unusual in structure, comprisi-ng the first two four-bar

phrases onJ-y of the normal- AA'BA 16-bar form for Skryabinrs smal-I pieces,

despite its fourteen bars' Iength. The other six bars are taken up with

repetitions even though the j-nitial four-bar unit is itsel-f buil-t on

repetition:
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Example 119

-l

7

z

Skryabin: Désír op. 57/1

br t^.

)lil+

The two four-bar phrases A and A' are shown, together with theír micro-

structure which consists of the three elements X,Y Z. X is repeated at Lhe

beginning of A and A" but i_t is Z that seems to cycle even more

repetitively, especialJ-y -in the l-ast line, whi-ch fj-nishes with a series of

fi-gures based on the Z-segment's Lrebfe lj-ne.

The finat cadence is a mixture of diatonics (the bass V7-I) and

octatoni-cs (the treble tritonic chords moving Dl-A, whlch intervaf j-s the

the domi-nant-tonic of the diatonic set) . Theoctatonj-c equival-ent

middl-e-voices remain on their octatonic chords without resofution. It is

possible to see a symbolic explanation for thls in the human-imperfection

na¡ure of the diatonic set as agaj-nst the symmetrical perfection of the

octatonic: the soul wishes to attain to idea.l ecstasy via the perfection of

s]¡rnmetry but l-acking the free spirj-t fal-ls back to diatonic imperfections

(the unequal division of the octave at the domlnant).

The repetitions thus may have symbolic importance. but from the ArL

Nouveau viewpoi-nt that is the focus of l-his study they are affectlve

of
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repetition eÍùcodying sensuality in a piece that carries repetitions to an

extreme, and ends in as indefinite a manner as it began, without

satisfactory resolution - without desire being fulfj-l-l-ed. Such excessive

repetition is Art Nouveau mannerism, producing the deliberately affective

mesmerism appropriate to the sensuaf mood of the piece.

At the beginning of each A-phrase the melody drops a minor third to

the Cl before rising chromaticaÌJ-y; it resumes at the trltone interval- (Dt-

A) and its chromatic rising .is interrupted þy another minor third' which is

also seen in the second part of bar 4 (right hand) . fn l-¡ar 4 the feft-hand

downwards chromatic movement contrast with that of the rlght, echoing the

l-eft-hand Ft-f drop in bar 1. This movement perhaps suggest the

restl-essness of desire. and the addition of upwards and downwards minor

thirds to the chromatic melodic movement reinforces this, for 1t is a

narrow, confined interval- that confl-icts with the more emotionalJ-y

releasing (because wider) tritone interval.

Using orthodox diatonic analysis it is possible to see the piece as a

series of discords being resol-ved into further discords: for instance, the

opening 7uo chord is merely "resolved" i-nto

whose upr^¡ards-v¡inding, incompJ-ete chromatj-c

another chord of the seventh.

line

4

. Again,

contains

the final- compl-ex

unresol-vedchord of the A-phrase at the beginnj-ng of bar

elements as that of the fi-nal cadence, and in

as many

offaddition tails inLo the

indeflnite middle-voice semitones. Thus the Désir is unfulfil-l-ed anywhere

in the piece, unless the partialJ-y octatonic final cadence is to be seen as

partial ful-filment.

Skryabin: Caresse dansée

Thi-s, the companion piece, is by contrast a structure of AA'BA,

except that the B-section really consists of four units, so that the

complete picture is A Ar B B' B" B" A, each unit be-ing of eight short

bars; there is a two-bar fj-nal cadence. As with Désjr there is repetition

and echoing of phrase wj-thin each unit, so that the piece is more a series
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of resonances of chromatic fragments rather than a linear f.l-ow of mél-odie.

Caresse dansée begins with the same 7uo (French sixth) cho::d as in

Désir, resoJ-ving unsatisfactoriJ-y into a chord of the ninth that al-so

peters out into an indefinj-te chromatic .l-ine. It features pronounced

chromatic characters and repetitions that would tend to have a sinrilar

emotional- effect, were it not for the relatively large upward leaps of

fifths and sixths that are such a contrast with the downwards chromaticism

of the melodic and accompanimental figures. These leaps produce an

emotional- nuance of excitement not fel-t in the narrower rninor thirds of

Désir, buL are tantalizingly followed immediately by fa1Is of a fifth and

downwards chromatic broken motions that reverse the fee1lng. -

Example 120:

1

Skryabin: Caresse dansée, Op-57/2, :.-8

I¿ ,|

J.

The middle section, however, (bars 7'l-48), is based on upwards

tritone and major third leaps that are not cancelJ-ed by corresponding

downwards movements, nor allowed to soar towards more directly sensual

heights, for each paì-r of upwards J-eaps is mounted from a foundatj-on that

gradually descends wj-th the falling bass tritones.

Repetition is agaj-n emphati-c, with the simple upwards leap and more

hesitant chromati-c accompanying figures forming the basis of every bar.

Yet there are two relatively definite diatonic cadences - j-n bars 16 (the

end of the A' section) and at the end of the piece. Neither of these is

quite final, for the first involves an appoggiatura that delays the

trebl-e's fal-l-ing to the tonic (from which it immedÍateJ-y moves on again) ,

and at the end of the piece the trebl-e rises to the fifth. All- the B-unit
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cadences are unresol-ved, so that this piece seems to be about desi-re that

is only partially ful-fj-ll-ed.

Both pj-eces seem to be set in a sensual realm where, because tonality

is constantly shifting, there are no sol-id boundaries of space or time -

just perpet.ual-ly questing desj-re.

Sorabii: Le iardin parfumé

Kaikhosru Sorabji's subject is drawn from an Arabian book with this

titl-e by Cheik Nefzaoui, written in the tenth century in Tunis. It is set

out in twenty-one chapters, each dealing with some aspect of love-maki-ng,

with such scholarship as is available to the writer. Many chapters have

tales ifl-ustrati-ng the points he wishes to make, and the fast of these

tales may be referred to in the music, as will be discussed below. In the

üIest the titl-e has come to signi-fy a1l the opulent and exotic sensuality

associated with the East. and hint.ed at in the luxuriant abandon of the

pictures of such Art Nouveau figures as Aubrey BeardsJ-ey and Gustav Kl-imt.

Sorabji's music is, with its extravagant arabesque, chromatici-sm and

constantl-y transforming textures. a complex exampJ-e of Art Nouveau

sensuality. It is a major work of thirty-three pages8 of interwoven

strands without any conventional cadences but with nj-ne unequal divisions

marked by general pauses, incJ-udj-ng an introduction and coda. The whoLe

work of eighty-four extended bars is to be pJ-ayed very softly, and since it

ì-s very chromatic throughout, the effect is of a most delicate sensuality.

A.l-I three pedal-s of the piano are used and specified, so that a Steinway

grand is inferred (like Sorabji's own), and the initial- direction is

enveToppé d'une langueur chaude et voluptueuse Ienveloped with warm languor

and voluptuousnessl - exactly the sort of effects that can be associated

with the modern piano.

The first question to be consid.ered in such a long and apparently

diffuse work is whether Sorabji employs compositJ-onal method that is

symbolic. Although until very recently there has been no considerable body
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of critical study on the work9 there are some prima facie indications that

its structure may have some specj-fic connexions with the bookts structure,

and that there are some symbolic references in the music to its themes.

The book as pub].lshed by Burton in 1BB6 has twenty-one chapters that

incl-ude various tafes, some in verse1O. Sj-nce numbers l-ike seven and three

are important in some of the tafes (for instance in the main tal-e in the

Iast chapter, where there are seven princesses, three wooers, and three

nj-ghts spent i-n gaining access to the princess Zohra) it is possible that

Sorabji has woven some numerologi-cal keys into the work. For j-nstance,

there are seven divisions by pauses between the introduction and coda (bars

'7, 9, a6, 3I , 5f , J3, 'l'l), and there are generally three laygrs of harmonic

and textural base present at any time. More importantJ_y, perhaps, the

chapters naturally fal-l into five main sections plus introduction and

conclusion, making seven divisions (1-4 on traits of character, 5-7 on

love-making, 8-10 on physiology, 11-13 on et.j-quette and behaviour, L4-20 on

maladíes). Eighty-four is of course divisibl-e by seven and three, but

exact counting of motival or figural- entries is made difficult by their

transformations and fragmentations; however, in such a long and dense

compositj-on in the context of the medj-aeval- Arabic schol-arship of the book

iL is not unl-ikely that some more detaj-led paralJ-els of compositional

system and symbofism wil-l be discoverabl_e.

A further point of importance is the frequent use of bl_ack-

note,/white-noLe opposition in the disposi-tion of the hands and adjacent

note-groups, which may be symbolic of the mal-e-femal-e polarities around

which t.he book is based. For instance, the opening barcarolle-l-ike bass

figure (to be discussed below) and some of its l-ater transformations like

those in bars 32 and 68) fal.l-s into four note-groups that alternate between

black and white keys, the chords at the beginnings of bars 5, i, 20

al-ternate simj-J-arJ-y, and the fj-nal- glissando (84) is simul-taneousry on

bfack (right hand) and white (l-eft hand) keys.
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Caution is necessary here, however, for it may well be that Sorabji

is fundamentally opposed to such structural devj-ce as being too mechanical-

a hray of denoting symboJ-j-sm. His articl-e on Organic and Inorganlc Form in

I"li Contra Fa11 pours scorn on much formal- analysis as such, particularly

that of the textbooks and academies of the day. The gist of the articl-e is

that he regards form as organic, growj-ng out of the nature of each

individual- work, and unique to it. Formal analysis as such cannot uncover

a workts beauty or secrets, he arg'ues, and comparati-ve formal analysis is

rn-Lsleading. Thus the truth about this work may lie anywhere between

symbolic form and completely free form l-ike that of some fantasies, and

this discussion will- merely attempL to describe the evj-dence of the work's

sequences and textural strands as they present themselves to the pJ-ayer and

l-istener.

As wil-l become clear, Le jardin parfumé sums up much Art Nouveau

music. It begins with a most el-aborate panpipe motif of Iong-note-plus-

flouri-sh and in the second bar announces the first version of an arabesque

motif that in various transformations and el-aborations is to be the main

melodic materia] of the whole work. (Michael Habermann's view of the work

is essential-ly that it develops from motifs and figures l-ike this that are

announced early in it; thì-s may be generalJ-y true, but some exceptions wiII

be noted later).

The arabesque-motit (Mr) shown below appears in the l-ower voice of

the upper stave (which is an octave above the middfe stave). It fal-Is into

five segments, all- of which are important later. Segment A begins with a

Iong note and then faf.l-s downwards j-n chromatic thirds (in this case major

thirds), and it is this el-ement that is immediately recognisabl-e on each

reappearance, despite its transformations. Segment B elongates the shape

of A without fol-l-owing its precise notes and leads to the whiplash tail of

C. D is an expanding series of intervals that give rise to much later

accompanimental figuration. and D a disconnected but sharp whiplash tail.
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Example 121: E-
I ô

3
ilJ

ti
I

Sorabj t: Le jardin parfumé, 2

The whole motif never appears the same way twice, but its varj-ous

transformations are alr^rays recognisable as beglnning with some version of

the A segment and usua.Ily as finishing with a whiplash. There are

inversions, augmentations and other versions of M1 but j-t remains in

essence the same despite afl the subtle differences of its appearances.

Nonetheless, the play between its form and its essence represents an

extreme of Art Nouveau ambiguitY.

The dotted-rhythm nature of this arabesque-motj-f is of course that of

another key Art Nouveau motif - the horn-motíf, so that subtle resonances

of other works of the fantastic repertoire are often suggested. For

instance. there is an echo of the beginning of L'après-midi in bar 19 (Iast

section, top stave, p.11), whil-e arabesque-motifs from Rimsky-Korsakov's

Shahrazade and its stereotype in simil-ar h/orks are referred to constantl-y

as M1 reappears in its varj-ous forms, and particularly in the brief panpipe

motif of bar 13.

Än M2 countermotif (bar 14, middle stave) pl-ays a lesser role in the

work. but its immediately following al-ternate M3 (bar 15, top stave) is a

development from the rocklng figure seen above M, in ExampJ-e 101, and as

such is important throughout the pì-ece. Two diatonic (non-chromatic)

figures - the onJ-y such in the work - appear in bars 41 and 42 and are

influential- in sj-mplifyì-ng much of the figuration unti.l- the coda (bar 79)'

al_though it is not clear what this may signify. In addition to all- these
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are the many chromatic figures (triJ-J-s, runs, arpeg'grios, alternating

chords, elaborated inverted pedalpoints, turns) whose function j-s to

interweave wj-th melodic and other figural l_ines.

There are other figures recognisable from the Art Nouveau repertory:

the fj-rst notes heard in the work are those of a quasi-barcarol-le bass

sequence that reappears before later entrances of the panpipe-motif and M,

(the book has no reference to barcaroJ-J-e, al-though there are many prose and

verse serenades; but the piece is a Nocturne, and many if not. most

barcarolles are associated with night) . Secondly, there are many

pedalpoj-nts quiet.ly emphasized by a bass note or chord. being announced solo

before the efahoration typical of Art Nouveau pedalpoint begins above it;

thirdly, there are many variet.ies of soft flourj-sh and filigree that

constantl-y interr^reave with motif and other figure.

Part of the harmonic basis of the work - its polytonal- and

transformational nature - is announced with the quasi-barcarol-le sequence

at the outset:

Example 122
Libre: Moiléré, .tu.topp¿ d'@ Ia^su.t ùud..t ootuptuul.

Jdñdt. plu. tbrt su. I'p du co¡d.^c.n.^t juaqu,å IqÍ^

P tAt{ 0

ULJLI)-ì+

Sorabj i: Le jardin parfumé, I

r

The fj-rst and thi-rd group of notes belong to the same BÞ tonal-ì-ty whj-te the

second group and t.he chord belong to another on C. The long tril-l-ed note

and fl-ourj-sh of the panpipe-motif belong to a third tonal-ity on A. and its

fl-ourish features interval-s of major and rn-inor thirds typical of Eastern

arabesquel2 and suggesting exotic pitch-sets.

The pitch-sets used for the work are apparently arbitrary for the
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most part' and feature interwals of thirds. For instance, while the pitch-

set of the panpipe-motif flourish has one major third, in senr-itones it

comprises 1'31'7 22L1'; it achieves other minor thirds by orrittì-ng notes.

That of the barcarolfe-bass is 121 L2L4. lfhether authentj-calJ-y Arabic or

not they sound Eastern, but key to Sorabjl's harmonic method in this work

woul-d seem to lie in the field of juxtaposed tonafities rather than in that

of exotic pitch-sets.

The effect of such juxtaposition is ambiguity of tonality -

characteristj-c Art Nouveau method. fn Example I22 tlne three tonalities of

BÞ, C and A have been noted, and in ExampJ-e 121 the initial- chords alone

have three (D. B, qÍ), M, is based on A and its counterpointqd rocking

figure on Cl, with the barcarofl-e bass's BÞ and C. Polytonality on this

scal-e suggests the ornate interweaving of geometric motifs typical of

Arabic art, I^rhich in Art Nouveau becomes the interweaving of plant-form

motifs. AmbiguiLy is buift into every tal-e j-n Íåe Perfumed Garden, for

each is about a challenge presented to a woul-d-be lover that he surmounts

through conceallng his strategy and using an indirect approach. The

heroines of the tal-es are l-ikewise ambì-guous i_n that they give

contradictory signals to their wooers.

Almost every figure and motif is chromatic (the onJ-y exceptions being

the plain diatonic figures that appear at bars 41 and 42 (bass) and are

developed in 43-44 to mark a temporary but significant break in the !,¡orki

even here, however, porytonal oppositj-on of figures continues. These

figures do not appear to be foreshadowed at. the beginning of the work, nor

to be entirely derivabl-e from other figures. which makes them exceptj-ons to

Michael- Habermann's g'eneraf thesis mentioned above. The plainness of this

sequence is j-n such contrast to every other part of the work that it must

have symboÌic significance, although it is not clear what this nuight be.

There is, however, no doubt about its affective nature. since it is

mesmerical-Iy repetitive, rising to and falling from a four-voice
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alternation:

Example 123:

PPP

4z ?P

Sorabji: Le jardin parfumé, 4L

ûr tirÊrr

The effect is of a confusion of very faj-nt chanting wj-thout pitch but

with an unbroken rhythm. Surrounding this mid-work calm of unvarying

motion and figure is the profusj-on of constantly transforming motif and

figurer hlhere is a sense of dream with nothing tangible or constantl-y

perceivable. As an example various manifestaLj-ons of M, can be considered.

Immediately it has been announced it begj-ns to be el-aborated at the end of

the same bar with octave leaps between the interval-s of descending thirds.

As the work proceeds it 1s el-aborated and reduced in various ways, but

mainly appears to change because it is seen in so many dj-fferent contexts -

accompanied by a rocking figure, by simple pedal-poJ_nt, by alternating

chords, by short arpeggiated figures. For most of its important

appearances, however, it is accompanied by the barcarolle-bass figure,

although this itsel-f can be so el-aborated as to be difficult to recognize

(for j-nstance, bars 19 p.11 and 32 p.L6) .

Remembering the princj-ple mentioned above that no two appearances of

any motj-f are identical anywhere in the work, the origj-nal- can now be

compared with some of its transformations. Ssorabji appears del-iberately

to be setting himse]f to write outside standard formal- method: if he were

to use identical repetitions of motif or section then there nr-ight appear to

be an invitation to see the work as a standard form with famil-iar sections,

when j-n fact its form is organic, fluid and unique.

EROS
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Example 124:
T,rl pa

U

8LÃl',,d tu<u&.úb4gdD

'iç

Sorabji: Le jardin parfumé, 2' 5, 25t 28-291 69' 8l

and rhythmical- el-aborationfThe basic transformationaf method i-s chromatlc

but augmentation is al-so used, as can be seen

of 25 and 28-29 and 69. In these l-atter cases

in the quaver-rhythm examPJ-es

it is

motif altogether has not been created' but the basic

appearance are stil-f there - J-ong note, rocking fall'

Transformations of figure are much more radical- than

questì-onabl-e if a new

el-ements of the prime

whiplash ending.

those of M' so that

no sequence in the work is qui-te J-ike any other, and al.l- is a seri-es of

dream-states, enveloppé d'une langueur chaude et voLuptueuse.

Such an extreme use of transformation of elements, together with the

building of the whol-e work over unrel-ated pedalpoints, so that all sense of

normal dimensionality is J-ost, gives an overal-l- effect of a sensual- haze

that changes kaleidoscopicalty and fascj-nates with perpetual- novelty.

Through this haze the more famili-ar forms of motif and figure are
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recognisabl-e. but always indefinable as to precise form, fike sensual

images in dream.

Summary

Sensuality is primarj-ly achieved in the works considered above

through chromaticism, with a langorous pulse contributing to this j-n the

Skryabin pieces. lrlhil-e there is a definite quaver-based pulse behind the

Sorabji work that the composer takes particular care to maintain. it tends

to be subordinate to and become fost in the very complex filigree, and this

itseff has much rhythmic dissonance Lhat cfouds the regularity of quaver

groups. Nonethel-ess, the quieLly steady pulse is a factor that adds

intensity to the winding chromaticism of each work. It is perhaps

necessary to remember that this chromaticism i-s extreme, as much so as late

Franck, early Schoenberg or Louis Vierne, and that this is the reason for

ì-ts being so sensuaf .

WOMAN

Concept and nomenclature

Art Nouveau takes over the confLicting images of Pre-Raphaelite $Ioman

as pure maiden or falfen Magdalenr3 and combines them with the Symbolist

image of her as evil- seductressl4 to produce its own image of woman using

innocence as a ploy for seduction. This sophistication or affecting of

innocence is, j-n Art Nouveau representation, natural to woman rather than

conscj-ousJ-y contrì-ved by her: it is the way of nature for man to faII under

the spell of woman, and for r^roman herself to be driven by nature to

captivate man. In her is seen nature's seasonal rhyLhms and irresistible

forces, as she is in Alphonse Mucha's The Seasons serj-es of plctureslS.

While she is mostly portrayed surrounded by natural- forms l-ike ffowers or

woodland, she still reveal-s her essential- being in the drawing room, for

her hair and clothes fall in the swirling forms of wj-l-d nature, and her

srn-iIe is sensual,

La fifl-e aux cheveux de Lin (PréLudes 1/8)
Ondine (Préfudes II/8, 1972-13
The Maiden with the DaffodiL 1915

1910 Debussy
Debus sy
Bax
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Debussv: La fiLJ-e aux cheweux de l-in

4'13

The identity of this now famous fiffe can become confused with

Impressionj-st paintings of blonde girls. innocent in their fresh beauty,

fike those of Auguste Renoir16. The subject of vroman is just as important

to Impressionism as to Art Nouveau, Lhe former il-l-ustrati-ng innocence (when

it features girls, at J-east, for its T¡romen are of alJ- types) while Art

Nouveau tends Lo feature sophistj-cation. This piece, however, carries a

reference to poetry, not paínting - to the eponymous poem by Leconte de

Lisle, in whj-ch the sound and sight of a girl singing in the lucerne

fl-owers makes him forsake hare and red partridge for the dream of the

purple of her lips. She, however, is an enigma, possì_b1y cn¿el and

teasing, possibly warm and loving, with the poet wishing her lips to remain

sifent whi-Ie her eyes speak, so that he can remain in his sweet illusj-on of

her as an ethereal- vision of innocence. Yet at the same time he knows her

to be a "fair, cruel- maid" (to use Feste's words in TweLfth Niqht); this is

the cl-assic dilemma of infatuation:

iVe dis pas non, f iJJe crueJ-l-e ! !
lVe djs pas ouí! ! ! Jtentrendrai mieux

Le Tong regard de tes grands yeux
Et ta -Zèvre roset O ma beLLe! !

Her nature, therefore, is more like that of a sophisticated Courtly Love

maj-den than an innocent, more like that of an Art Nouveau temptress than an

Impressionlst ingrénue.7r Hans Hol-l-ander feel-s that Mél-isande is a sister

of this girJ-, for both have mystery, youthfuJ_ beauty, faj_r hair, and

neither seems ab.l-e to prevent hersel-f bewitching her l-over18. Frits Noske

objects to this sorL of J-inking on three grounds: de Lj-sl-e is writi-ng about

a scott.ish gi-rJ-, he is a Parnassian "whose aesthetic principles have

nothing to do with Art Nouveau or symboÌism", and he l-ived before the

period of Art Nouveaul9. The last point is not one that. is generally to be

considered concJ-usive, for there is a-Imost as much Art Nouveau music set. to

poets outside the period as within it, beginning with Edgar Al-Ien Poe and

Charles Baudelaire: Rakhmaninov's The BeJ-fs, for ì-nstance, one of the key
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Art Nouveau works, is set to Poe. and painters like Aubrey Beardsley

illustrated. Classical, medì-aeval, Romantic and contemporary wrlters; all

this has been discussed earlier. The first point is thus also doubtful.

for it is immaterial whet.her she j-s a Scottish or French maiden as long as

she is beautiful and beguiling. The second point is more arguable, but

Appendix A on the orígi-ns of Art Nouveau discusses links between the

parnassians and Art Nouveau, so that De l,isl-e i-s not perhaps as far from

Art Nouveau as he may appear on chronometric,grounds. But even if linkage

is not agreed a composer may set whom he pleases as Art Nouveau. (Frits

Noske's real and justifiable objection, perhaps, although not directly

stated. is to the manner in whj-ch Hans Hol-l-ander arrj-ves at his conclusion

that Debussy's La fifl-e is Art Nouveau, for it l-acks detailed musical

reference. It is not that Noske's objections are unanswerable, but that

they are not addressed by Holl-ander. )

From the beginning La fil-l-e is seen as a series of oppositions -

firstly of quasi-pentatonic recitatj-ves that are normal-Iy harmonized, and

secondJ-y of diatonic passages composed of pedalpoints and parallel

progressions. This duality has been remarked eIsewhere20, and is refLected

in motivic shape, rhythm, tone-set and harmonic treatment. The divisions

are indicated in the accompanying example, wi-th plaì-n and broken l-ines:
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It wil-I be noticed that the broken-fine passages marked A begin tentatively

as enrJcryonic addenda to the plain-l-ine ones, but are developed later in the

piece, even overlapping the plain-l-ine passage ín bars 2'l-30 and becoming

the coda. The À passages are over pedalpoints; the B passages are paraÌJ-eJ-

progressions: these are techniques used in Ä.rt Nouveau composition to

indicate finrited dimensionality and mystery, and here contrast wj-th the use

of the rel-ativel-y straightforward quasi-modal harmonj-zation of the plain-

J-ine passages:

These modulatory passages thus suggest real tj-me and space (the

sj-gnificance of which wil-l be explained below) .

Firstly, the recitatives have a right-hand mel-odic l-ine of rocking

motion that except for the first two bars has a bare accompaniment al-most

entirely of minims and crotcheLs, and at the end (bars 28-3I) of dotted

_ -_imi_nims, whereas Ín the opposed passages dl-l- noverrrent 1s l-n semlquavers.

The recitatj-ves feature two motifs, the rocking one of the first two bars

and the rising one of bars 12-13 (that is based on the same rocking rhythm

but has a rising shape) is extended into the statements of bars 17 and 18,

whose rhythm is still that of the rocking motif. The recltative passages

may have had their origin in Debussy's earJ-y mél-odíe set to the same poem:

.James Briscoe noLes that the wordl-ess arabesque in the earfY work (1882-84)

is in the same key, is quasi-pentatonic and that there are many passages in

the méLodie very l-ike the l-ater work, so that Debussy was not onJ-y

referring to de Lj-sle but to himself. In particular, the recitative

passages in tra fjL-le recall the vocal-ized arabesque of the mé7odie, where

it clearl-y expresses the girlrs affectation of artl-ess beauty21.

Second1y, the opposed A passages feature an answering moti-f (first

Analysis 42

bar 5

Db

IVÏ

6 o

Eb Eb

r brr4, rrr42

9

,rrn, fTboo vrrTb

10
Gb

ITI IVIVÏ

Debussy: La fifle aux cheveux de -lin' 5-10
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fully seen in bars 10-11-) whose rhythm echoes that of the rocking motif;

the B passages feature the mesmeric figure of bar 14 whose melodic rhythm

reverses that of the rocking motif.

It is noticeable that the rocking motifs have a normally moving bass

and harmonization whj-le the mesmeric ones occur over fixed pedals: the

fj-rst suggest the ordinary human side of the girl's nature - an innocent

girl in ordinary time who happens to be beautiful-; the second is her

essentiafly ti-meJ-ess feminine nature that drives her to entrap lovers.

Thus the mesmeric motif contradicts the rocking one: the simple nature and

s1mple presentation of the rocking motifs suggest innocence whife the

contradictj-on and greater complexj-ty of statement of the mesmeric motifs

suggest the opposite - the beguiling arts of sophistication.

It shoul_d be noted that these opposites are expressed by the one

voice, so that one runs into the other often without any break, as 10-11

form a natural bridge between 9 and 1-2, and as 14 fits j-nto the flow of the

overall I2-I8 passage although it cl-earl-y says something else. These

opposites are parts of the same personali-ty, the contradictory parts of her

feminine nature, ãs de Lisfe and Art Nouveau see l^Ioman.

The piece does not use the chromatic harmonies that in many other

works suggest sensua.l-ity, but concentrates on the contrast between the

suggestions of exoticism ín the quasi-pentatonj'c melody of the j-nnocence

motifs (mostly on the sharps), and the smoothness of the simpi-e GÞ diatonic

tonality expressed in the sinuous scale-motifs (10-11) and parallel

movements (14). The slight exoticism and rocking motions of the innocence

motifs are gently sensual and in bars 17-18 seductively beautiful-; the

reverse-rhythm paralÌel (L4, 33-34) and scal-ar progressj-ons of the

experi-ence motifs are sinuous, smooth and timefess.

Debuss z Ondine

Ondine is a mermaid who lures men to the deeps with her with promises

and importunate pleas of apparent sincerity, but reveal-s her capricious
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nature l-ater. The subject has been seen treated above by Ravel; Debussyrs

piece is l-ater and the particular source, if any, for the title is not

stated. She is, of course, a paradigm for Art Nouveau woman22r with

enticingJ-y innocent but fatal attractì-ons, and most importantly, she is a

wj-l-d creature. As such she embodies the mystery of nature and of l-ove that

has an irrational, a.lmost irresistible power over othervüise rational man.

There is a deeper sense to the concept of Ondine - it is easy for one

gazing long at the waves to be mesmerized by,thei-r rhythms, to imagine a

nynph in the tumbling foam and feef that Lhe sea is animate and thus

personified. Finally, Ondine is a metaphor for drowning from the times

when only men r^¡ere sailors and fishers, and some followed her beneath the

waves forever.

Debussy's music shows her as playful water-creature from the outset,

precedj-ng thewith seheEzando sinuous figures (bar 4 right hand, bar 11)

main innocence-motif of bars 16-17 and j-ts subsidiary of bars 20-27t whose

simple duplet repetitions are frankly emotive.

The second section from bar 32 introduces a more equivocal efement -

the B-natural bass ostinato that is taken up by the trebl-e before a brief

reprise of the innocence-motif; this constantly emphasized discord is

ominous 1n sound compared to all the previous harmonic sweetness. This

contrasting of concord and discord is the key to the duaÌity of the- simple

piece, and, as wil-I be shown,

in theFrom the outset

ondine's less charming side

pedal

that

in bar 1, because these make

i-s emphasized by DebussY

example bel-ow there is just a taste of

in the BÞ components of the chords over the

an uncomfortable minor second with the A

smife is l-ess edged, as it l^¡ere. Bars 2 and

although the chromatic nature of the

Some sharpness appears in the major sevenths

5 repeats the bar 3 concords. Bars 6 and 7

ct

is removed in bar 2 the

3 are relatively more gentle,

harmonies i-s stil-l sensuous.

of the bar 4 fi-gures, but bar

are again sharP, but I and 9 soft. The clash of major seconds in 10 is
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just a littl-e more edged, tantalizingly paused for a moment, ambj-guousJ-y

delicate, wj-th the minor second removed from the major seconds by a quaver.
Scherzsn¿lo

Example 126:
I
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Debussy: Ondine, I-).2

p

Now fol-l-ow the scintil-l-ant appoggiaturas whose minor ninths and

seconds reintroduce the sharpness of attack. Significantly, the three

notes immediately following are to be played doux, not scjntiffant: here

Debussy j-s cl-early indicating contrast, and with this direction it j-s

beyond doubt that from the beginning there has been a concealed duality

between the mel-Iifl-uous figures of bars 1-3 and 5 and the sharper ones of

4t 6 and ?. From l-1 to 14 the scintiLl-ant and doux figures alterrìate' and

this pattern of afternatj-ons continues through the piece, so that it is

possible to see soft and sharp figures in opposition right to the very ì-ast

bar where, as in bar 10, a question mark is l-eft in the air between the Ft

and the D chords.

The main moti-f appears j-n 16-17 as the most innocent quasi-modal
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progression possible - a simple progression by repeated steps up and down

the scale, in octaves, over a bl-and peda1. PossibJ-y the repeated inner A

pedal is significant as a slightly ominous ostinato but the gentle concords

of 1,8-25 (à L'aise, 7éger, Icomfortably. light]-yl ) are disarmingr as is the

followi-ng p expressif. The scintiLLant and doux figures return' however,

to cloud the ending in ambiguitY.

I¡Ij-th the first part of the mid-section (32-43) there is an ostinato

of both fiqure and motif that introduces a discordant B into the EÞ

tonal-ity and emphasizes its foreignness to the plain parallel harmonies

Analysis 43

bar 32-34 35 36 37 38 39 40

Eb----+-------+---+-----+-- -----+Eb- -+--+
r r vrrT r r #rr I rr4 rrr #rv v #rv rrr rl r vrr6 vr? v

Debussy: Ondine, 32-4O

Most of these chords are simple s, moving in parallel, but until bar 38 al-I

this takes place over an EÞ+B pedal , clashing with the otherwise bJ-and

harmonies ¡ in 39-40 the pedal is EÞ on1y. The same phenomenon is repeated

in the second part (44-53) where the G componenL of the ostinato clashes

with its otherwise dominant sevenih harmonies on F1.

The ostinato itsel-f in both sections sets up a pufse that is

mesmeric. which helps to make the sudden jumps in tonal-ity in 49-53

confusing: tonality is not contradicted as in the oppositi-ons of the first

third of the piece but the tonal centre appears to be shifting about, so

that any firm sense of tonal- perspective is being more and more confused:

.Analysis 4 4 :

44-46 41 48 49 50 51 52 53
f#- - - - +- - - - +- - +-Et - +- C- -Eb- +- C- -A- +- f#- -Ub- +-a

11 ____ V6 17 l7 I7 I1 11 11 ï7 11 12

Debussy: Ondiner 44-53

Again parallel harmonies are seen

creating an atmosphere of mysterY

to disorientate sense of tonal- centre,

in which the essential mystery of Ondine

as wil-d creature is being revealed, although still- entì-cingly, for the
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harmonies are gentle even if the ostinato G, and its corresponding notes in

each shift of tonic bass are slightly discordant.

As the fi-na1 secti-on conìmences in 54 the ostinato becomes more and

more dominant and menacing because of its low register and j-nexorabLe

chromatic movement f-bV-f-bv-I-VIIf-XV. i,tihat was earlier a pleasant motif-

fragment is now because of its pitch and its context l-ess so.

Example 127: lfoilvt

51

Debussy: Ondine,56-57

?

The tension thus built up suddenly dissipates on the return of scintil-l-ant

and doux figures in 62 and fades almost away in the coda (65-7 4) - except

for the bitonal ambiguj-ties between Ft and D mentioned earlier.

Finally, the means by which sensuality is achieved can be briefly

noted. The innocence-moLif's step-repetitions are sensuously affecting'

and the straightforward ascent and descent of the Lydian scal-e has a non-

diatonic freshness and si-mplicity that suits i-ts theme. The bridgi-ng bars

10, 30-31 and. 42-43, particularly the two last cases, have a chromatic

waverj-ng at their slower pace that is sensual-. It is in the second mid-

secti-on, brhere the ostinato figures jump from one tonic bass to another'

that the seemingly merely sensuous metody in consecutive thirds is seen to

be positively sensual- and mesmeric over its ostinato: the directions are

for a slight rubatot murmurando and doucement marqué - sweetness so

emphasized that it becomes too much and j-s seen as sensuality after so much

repetiton and ostinato.

Arnofd Bax: The l'Iaiden and the Daffodif23

The compositÍon was inspired by Harrj-et Cohen's wearing a daffodil to
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a tea-party2a;at that time she was stitl a student at the Royal Academy of

Music. Bax was fascinated by her beauty and talent and continued to write

music dedicated to her j-n l-ater years. The titl-e has obvious overtones of

Pre-Raphaelj-te and Art Nouveau in its use of "maiden" - of youthful

feminj-ne charms disturbing and teasing mascufine sensibilities. The image

of a maiden is one of innocence, and that of a daffodil is of beauty in

Spring, but the power of nature works through both to captivate men's

senses. There is obvious imagery of lightness and skittj-shness of the

maiden in t¡e rnuslc. but behind it the same captivating pohler over men that

La f ill-e and ondine have.

Arnold Bax subtittes his The Maíden and the Daffodil,2s an Idyll, and

directs that it be "fresh and innocent", wj-th the innocence-motif (bars 3-

4) as "playfuÌ", with its immediate elaboratj-on (4-9) "playful and

capricious" and "brj-ght", so that j-ts credentials as a study of innocence

are weII estabLished, but wi-th "capricious" suggesting the other side of

the maiden's nature.

The innocence-moti-f is Lydian in character (the major scale with the

fourth note raised, as first presented in 1-4) with the consequent A{ and

cl ¡-n 2 and 3 adding a deficatefy sensuous touch to the motif. preparing

the hearer for the more sensual- chromatic elements Iater.

Like Debussy, Bax uses interspersed sections of a more chromatj-c

nature to contrast with the innocence'motj-f ones, and these always feature

a chromatic cLoudj-ng of major-tonality freshness with elements of minor

tonality that confl-ict with simultaneous major ones. In bars 1,2-L5 there

is a ppp echo of 4-9 but with a discordant AÞ in the afto voice' and a

chromatic fatl- in the tenor voice of e-Ff-f that contrasts with the

diatonic movement of the simifar sequence in bar 5. fn 26-32 C afternates

with and contradicts C{ many times: it is not that bars of minor tonality

confl-ict with minor ones, but that the two effects are heard in such close

al-ternation that they are virtually together. At the same time, the
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melodic line becomes winding for the first tj-me (suggesting a touch of

sensuality) where untit now it has always been proceeding by interval-Ieaps

(suggesting youthful unsel-fconscj-ousness). The effect is seen at íts

greatest when the material- of bars 26-32 is reworked in 52-582

Example 128 tz
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Bax: TJ:e Maiden with the Daffodif, 53-58
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The opposition of B and ÞÞ/4L in 53-54 is continuous. but especially harsh

at the two arrowed places. In the emphasi-zed second-beat chord of 56 the

treble F is strange after the repeated Fl of 55, as are the alto-voice

cl-ashes at the minor ninth with the tenor trilfs. At the same time the

chromatic falling of each of the inner voices of the ensuing eleven beats

is most marked. The suspensions and J-ong tril-ls of this sequence are most

noticeable after the marked skipping rhythms of the innocence-motif

sections, and the complexity of the counterpoint Iikewise contrasts with

all the earlier simple textures.

The mid-section has a more subtfe undermining of the piecers apparent

portrayal- of innocence in its smooth but irregular accompanimenÈal figures

that vary from triplets to quadruplets without their first beat, to a Iong

series of pentupl-ets. These are heard against a simple ostinato in

crotchets v¡hose evenness accentuates the wavering nature of the figures

above it, and. whose very nature as ostinato is mi1dIy mesmeric, and thus

has more than a suggestion of a speIl being cast.

Summary

The duality of these pieces is structural, each alternating about
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opposing pol-arj-ties so that the total- effect is one of ambiguity, matchÍng

that of the characters on whom the music ls based. Debussy uses modal

scal-es.in both pieces to suggest innocence, but l-j-ke Bax's T'ydian modalj-ty

there is a lì-ght sensuousness hinted at in this, leading towards the more

sj-nuous or chromatic effects that suggest seductj-ve sensuafity' These

l-atter are subtly introduced and partly disguised as bridges' as if it is

when -La fiffe and ondine are resting from thej-r postures of innocence' oI

Bax,s Tania a littfe more pensive, that their true naLures can be seen'

The most developed piece/ ondine, has ostinato and rhythmic pulse, also

shown briefly in the mid-section of The Maiden that suggests the deeper

rhythms of nature that show Ondine and her sisters to be essentially wild

creaLures.

CI,AIR DE ],UNE

CLair de Lune (Sujte bergamasgue/3) 1890-1905
La terrasse des audiences du cl-air de Iune

(Préludes rI/7), L9L2-1'3

Debussy

Debus sy

Concept

The expressj-on cl-air de fune has become associated wlth the poets'

pierrot - the infatuation of the mel-ancholy Pierrot for colombine, symbolic

of his being in l-ove with an idealization of woman rather than with the

real- one who is far less than that - who is in fact a fickle deceiver both

of him and of herself. She, secure in the consciousness that whatever she

does he wj-ll- not cease to love her, is abfe to act vainly and cruel-ly; he,

meanwhil-e, conti-nues to love his dream that grows more fantastic as he

recoil-s from the realities of her perfidies. Such a l-ove ennobles him and

creates an unreaf beauty of its own that is the essence of most love-poetry

through the ages - that poetry idolatrous of the ideal bloman' who can only

exist in dream.

Pi-errot, as in the character originally created on stage by Jean-Paul

Deburau26, was essentially a salt imbanque character translated to the

pantomime funambufesgue arena as an acrobatic and slapstick buffoon'

Although his act was based. on grotesquerie2T, there were moments of wry
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despair that showed that he was a natural philosopher about the

vi-cissitudes of lj-fe and .l-ove. This sort of Pierrot, the apparently

feckless and burlesque Deburau persona, became gradual-ly transformed by

generations of scenario-writers and poets through the nj-neteenth century

(including Théodore de BanvilJ-e, Gustave Flaubert, Edmond de Goncourt,

Joris-Kar1 Huysmans, Paul Verl-aine, Paul Marguerite and Stéphane Mallarmé)

into the sad cl-o\^rn of the funambufes theaLre, a character perhaps derj-vj-ng

more from Antoine Vüatteau's Gi-Z-Zes than from Deburau's Pierrot28. This

melancholy

re j ects hi-s

who always

he expresses

mé7anco7íque

folk-tune Äu

the c]air de

In moonlight

fune

cl-air de l-a -l.une where Pierrot is

Ma chande-Zle est morte
Je n'ai pJ.us de feu

and continues "je suis dans mon lj-L". Debussy used the first l-ine of the

folk-song as an epigraph for his early méLodie "Pierrot"2g, in which it

features in the accompaniment, and is also seen in parts of La terrasse des

audiences du cl-air de Lune (for exampl-e j-n the rhythm of the opening

phrase) . He a.l-so set Verl-aine's poem twice, in 1882-84 and L8923o, and

finally returned to the cLaír de Lune theme in 1915, sub-titl-ing his sonata

for cel-Io and piano Pierrot fâché avec fa l-une [Pierrot in conf.]-j-ct with

the moonl.

Theo Hirsbrunner uses the Pierrot-metaphor to characterj-ze the .fules

Laforgue-Cl-aude Debussy aesthetj-c of making l-ife imj-tate art; here he

focuses not so much on the simpJ-e mel-ancholy of Pierrot j-n l-ove as on its

deeper debt to the Aesthetic Movement in transforming the stage Pierrot

into a projection of the poetic attitude to life31. It is perhaps too

facile to suggest that the early piano sett.ing of CLair de -lune to be

studied here is the st.age P.ierrot and the l-ater La terrasse des audiences

du cfair de Lune the poetic Pierrot; both have the deeper layer of

Pierrot is moonstruck over the fickfe

gaucheries fór the sophistications of

his sorrows alone, and thus becomes

Colombine,

HarJ-equin.

of Art Nouveau ]iterature. This aspect is also seen in the

associated with melanchoJ-y:
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signifj-cance that Professor Hirsbrunner identifies, as well as the simpler

one of the traditional Pi-errot.

ft is pierrot's essential ambiguity of character - "très triste, très

gaiu32 - that appeals to the Art Nouveau creative mind, as he shows

melanchol-y in the midst of fête, or is "presiding over festivity without

partaking", in Théodore de Banvill-e's words33. The audience. however,

knows his secret - his moonstruck and hopeless l-ove for Cofombine, and his

expression of this in poignant nrime by moonlight when he can dream alone

that col-ombine is the angel he.l-oves (rather than the coquette for whom he

suffers). Thi-s c-Lajr de l-une aspecL of Pierrot is in its fantastj-c and

timeless setting essentially Art Nouveau: j-n the unreal, timeless worl-d of

moonlight he can be a hero and l-ove a dream'

Debussy : Cfair de l-une

As the third pj-ece in his Suite Betgamasque this piece has already

been considered. under Masks, together with the other pieces in the set'

Therefore certain asPects

here by I^Iay of comparison

onl-y, not covered before. will referred briefly

with the other work in this

tez'r'a,sse. The earlier work seems to be echoed in the

necessary to notice some aspects of its desi"gn before

better appreciated.

chapter - ¡a

1ater, so that it is

the fater work can be

an

cl-aír de -j.une has become a piano piece that is pJ-ayed outside the

context of the other three of the set and in the popular mind has become

impressionist rendering of moonlight34, and was even cfaimed to be a

Promenade sentimentale by the publisher E.Fromont j-n an advance notice of

l-90435. (The Fromont question and that of the origins of the whofe Suite

berqama ssue set is fufl-y discussed by Roy Howat, who sets out their

refation to Debussy's two Ver.l-aine cycles and an original Suite Bergamasque

set that was to have inc]uded It4asques and -L'ís-le joyeuse, around a second

sarabande that was possibJ-y Cahiers d'esguise36')

Atthough an early piece (composed around 1890) , CTair de June shares
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with -La terrasse certain features essential- to cLair de l-une as Art Nouveau

topos expressed in music. Firstly, it is proportionately structured3T, a

device highly appropriate to a piece whose title concerns l-unar influence

and thus connotes astrological symbol-ism. Its seven sections show some

distinct contrasts of tonality, some oppositions of chord-t1pes, and a

significant interactj-on of the roles of the hands:

The piece fal-ls into three b.road divisj-ons I-26, 21 -50, 57-72 accordj-ng to

treatment of its two main themes (the middl-e is reserved for M2r and the

outer ones for M1), and seven smal-l-er sections as shown, denoted by marked

changes of texture. Mixolydian modal-itj-es (the major sca.l-e with flattened

seventh, pitched in nb) are used exclusively for the me]odic l-ine in the

outer divisions devoted to M' while M2 goes through transformations -

chromaticized Mixolydj-an. diatonic (major)38, Mixolydian. The most

important feature of the chord-types is the oppositj-on of those with the

interval-s of a second, either at the top of the chord or at the bottom (as

in the first and third inversions respectiveJ-y of dominant sevenths), and

those based on thirds. Other el-ements are firstJ-y, the single section

where fourths and fifths are used in broken-chord figures in the l-eft hand,

and secondly, left-hand Lriadic arpeggio-figures.

The modal- tonality (for the mel-odic line) of the outer divisions

gives an effect of remoteness and unfamil-iarity that supports the cJ.ajr de

-Zune setting of moonlight and meÌancholy j-nfatuation. The use of more

famil-iar tonality in the middl-e division coincides with the more urgent (un

poco mosso, En animant) smal-ler sections. with the 43-50 section returning

Ãnalysis 45:

bars L-]-A 15-26 21-36 37-42 43-50 57-65 66-12

set
4 / Sths
3rds
2nds
triads

Mix Mix Mi-x,/chr diaton Mix
L

Mix Mix

R R

L

R R R

L LR I R

L L

Debussy: Cfair de fune
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to modality under the appropriate dj-rection CaLmato

sections are al-so those where the hands are for the

The two more agitated

first time in

opposition (as distinct from being merely complementary though separate in

the first section), and speci.fically the only times where chords of thirds

and seconds directly oppose each other. This is evj-dent from the analysis

in the d.íatonic section. but l-ess so in the chromatic one, for it happens

accidental-l-y, as a result of the oppositj-onal- movement of the hands (for

the first time, as has been pointed out), br'rt is very obvious to the ear:

Example 129:

)

Debussy: CTair de -lune' 33-34

At the arrowed notes is a cl-ash that is fol-Iowed by the two bracketed

broken chords (#4 and #5 from AÞ respecti-vely). These two bars break the

mildness of the section hitherto and l-ead to the emphatic seconds of the En

animant diatonic section. In the context of the piecers title the contrast

between mellifl-uous passages based on thirds and harsher ones with seconds

seems to suggest the difference between Pierrot's infatuation for Colombine

and her coquettíshness towards him - to the dream of perfect Iove and the

reality of its imperfections. In the 43-50 section the thirds are a.l-I at

the tops of their chords where in the diatonic section they are at the

bottoms, so that the discordance is a l-ittle lessened, and disappears after

bax 46. In the final two sections there are none of these seconds (those

within the bars 55 and 5? chords are relativeJ-y innocuous added sixths) ' so

that the element of real-ity that they represent fades away into the dream-

perfections of chords with thirds.

The initial two sections of the piece set the debate, as it were'

with the melody mostly j-n thirds (concord: the dream) while the Ieft

a.l-ternates thirds and seconds (discord: the reality) . In the second
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their chords. Thus

EROS

emphasize by their paral-Ie1 movement

Debussy real-izes in tona1, chordal

the essentiaf duality of Pierrot's

489

the many seconds in

and textural effects

infatuation in thein thj-s early piece

cl-air de fune theme.

Debussv: La terrasse des audiences du cfair de -Zune

The source of the poetic titl-e has been the subject of speculatj-on,

but the recent Oeuvres compTètes de CLaude Debussy I/5 (Howat and Helffer)

opts for that of René Puaux'1912 arLj-cl-e containing the passage r'la sal-Ie

de fa victoire, fa saJl-e du pJ-aisir, J-e jardJ-n des sultanes, la terrasse

des audiences au Isic] clair de lune"39. Robert Schmitz also mentions

Pierre Loti's L'inde sous Les anglais that has "terrasses pour tenir

conseil au Isic] cl-air de 1une"40, and it is possibl-e that Debussy has this

in mind as we.l-1; ambiguity of connotation is central to Debussy and to Art

Nouveau. ft is aJ-so interesting to note that Charl-es Koechl-in repeated the

idea in his 1916-19 -Les Jleures Persanes/B: CLair de Lune sur -La terrasses,

which l-ike Loti omits the idea of audjences, whether of the Delhi Durbar or

the Funambui.es. None of these employs Debussyrs preposition "du", however,

and while this is acknol^/l-edged by Robert Schmitz it j-s not satisfactorily

expJ-ained.

The i-mportance usually at.tached to the Puaux and Loti quotations has

been that they provj-de a focus for seeing the piece as being essentially

descriptive and hence impressionisti-c, ignoring the richness of Debussy's

complex references. Even so, both are subjects of dream and exaggeration.

However, there are al-so musical references. The first of these is to

the fol-k-tune Âu cLair de J-a Lune (whose first four notes are those of the

opening four semiquavers that are l-aLer developed in bars 7 and 25-21).

The second reference j-s to his o\^¡n song CLair de -Lune from r'êtes gal-antes

I/2 (1891-1903) set to Verlaine's eponymous poem (the l-eft hand figure in

the first bar of the song's accompanimenL is echoed in the rhyt.hm and the

first four notes of t.he right-hand figure in bar 20 that continues to 24
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and features efsel^Ihere, especially in bar 39, just before the end of the

piece; the accompaniment to the words Au cafme cl-aír de Tune' triste et

beau, occurring as it does in the middl-e of long-note octaves, is even

closer to this),

In the light of these references it seems clear that the terraced or

tiered watchers of moonlight are the audiences watching Pierrot invoking

Columbine by moonli-ght, and that quotations from René Puaux and Pierre l,oti

are l-ess important than the obvious associations of the ci.air de -lune

connexions wil-Ìr his earlier work. The following examination of the work,

especially the comparison with Debussy's earl-iet CLair de lune, will-

e-Iaborate this hypothes j-s.

In -La terrasse mystery is established at the outset and maintained by

the moving of melodic or harmonic sequences through hel-d chords (I-2t 5) '

and by the interruption of chord-sequences or sustaining by the sounding of

a simil-ar chord in an unrel-ated position and in a diferent octave bars

(304, 10-11, 25-2't). The descending chromat.ic fì.ligree passages (L-2, 5-6,

4'l-48), the donuinance of chromatic effects throughout the piece (notably ì-n

bars 13-19 and 25-21, but al-so as supporting harmoni-es in 2I-23), broken

chords (I2,32,33, 42,43), whole-tone effects (l- - the upper thirds, 2'

5, 36 - the FGB motif) all further this sense of strangeness. Perhaps it is

achieved most of aII through the chordaf effects that the work features'

especially over the many pedalpoints al-ready mentioned, and even alone

(31r39,41). As these chords move through tonalities and modalities,

sometlmes anchored by pedalpoints, sometimes fJ-oatj-ng al-one, there is an

effect of disorientation that j-s enhanced by their strange harmonies. This

continues through to the very end with the bel-I-Iike effects of the last

bars that are transformational, since so dj-fferent from anything preceding.

Al-ten Fortets analysis l shows, amongst other things. that the work

contains many harmonic innovations significant in l-ater music, but at the

same time uses at one point a pitch-class group identical- to that of the
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?ristan chord to show that it also l-ooks backwards, consciously or

unconsciously (Forte has no doubt it is the former). The place in question

is bar 12, and the figure the ascending arpeggio of touoao form that

transforms the bass F as V of BÞ of the preceding bar (with its V? chords)

into the rII (El) of the new section42. If Professor Forte is correct in

asserting the quotation to be a conscious one, then it is symboJ-ic, for

lj-ke the Tristan chord this arpeggio has a harmonical-ty transformative

function in a piece connoting the transforming pobrers of moonlight.

Professor Forte al-so draws attention to i-ts use of octatonic sets43

(al-so seen in Les fées and Ondíne), as for instance in the descending scale

of the first two bars, that appears as an eight-note series of 1113 1113

counting downwards from AÞ. Such use of new sonorj-ties is more than just a

poet-taster's fascination with novelty, but represents part of the

exploratlon of interval-lic symmetries and asymmetries that at the time

fascinated many composers j-n this stud.y, and are now receiving criticaÌ

attention l-ike t.hat of Richard Parks44, wj-th Roy Howat's different approach

confirming this opinion4s.

There are many strands of interest in this piece. partly represented

by the three staves needed to notate it. There are the strands of

descending octatonics, the pedalpoints, the acciaccaturas, the arpeggios

and the paralJ-el sequences - the piece is rich in textural variety. But

the most important thing about it is something that only the cLai¡ de l-une

theme suggesLs and explains, and it concerns the varieti-es of chord that

seem to vary between afternaLion, opposition and conjunction with one

another. Al-l-en Forte has singled out two for part.icular mention (above)

but there are two more that are far more conÌmoni since chords and chordal

movement are by far the most numerous components of the varj-ous textural

strands in the piece, their interaction contrors its destiny.

The octatonic scafe of the first. two bars (and 5-6) emphasizes two

notes by repetition - G and F (arrowed) :
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Example 130: J.' t J.t
Le¡t Ppp

r'
8fb+_l

J

8! bassÂ----------_r

Debussy: La terrasse, J-4

These notes are the upper notes of the chord suspended beJ-ow, and are again

echoed in the tenor-voice octaves of bars 2 (and 5) which are also meñbers

of the octatonic set. Al-l- the fifteen chords of the next Lhree bars (first

inversions of b?) are surmounted by two notes formi-ng this same interval of

a major second, a form that j-s not seen again in the rest of the piece

until near the end in bars 37-38, and, importantfy, by the interaction of

the inversion of chords and the Cf octaves at the end of bars 40 and 41.

The same interval, however, plays an important role at the foot of chords

(making third-j-nversion b7s) from bar 10 (l-ast chord) onward.s, where they

contrast with the chord-sequences devoid of any seconds (triadj-c),

established i-n bar 7 and thereafter. This inverted form is symboJ-ically

significant in a way that wifl become cl-ear l-ater.

The tension between chords with seconds (10-l-l- below) and those

without (7-9) is l-inked to the distribution of voices between the hands,

for between 4 and 27, and 32-45 (the end) no chord with seconds appears ln

the right hand (top stave) while they contj-nually occur in the left (middle

and lol^rest staves), often in conjuction with each other (13-19, 37-38) .

There are tb¡o important places brhere the roles changez at 27-27, where the

left hand also eschews chords with seconds, and 28-32. where both hands use

them.
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Example 131

1

\
J

(Ð Ifn peu anlmó'
to

-E-t
Debussy: La terrasset 'l-1I

p
^aÌqlaaPP>P¿ùFP

pp>Pþ>

A summary of the dispositi-ons of el-ements between the hands makes this

cl-ear:

The first two lines of Analysj-s 46 show that the forty-five bars of the

pr_ece

that

faff into three sections nine, twenty-seven and nine bars - and

the fifteen sub-sections are of seven types a - g. The next two lines

show the sections devoted to chords without seconds (3rds) and with (2nds) '

their d.eployment between the hands being indicated as L or Ri in the

twenty-seven middl-e-sectj-on bars afl the 2nds are aL the foot of their

chords, and at the top in the outer sections. Double underlines represent

parafl-el- motion of the hands. The four last Iines show the other principal

textural- devices of bare octaves, octatonic runs, the 43-43 consecutive

fourths and fj-fths, and the two lnstances of acciaccaturas.

Analysls 46:

bars1357
typesabatc

t_0 13
dc

L6 20 25 28 32
ecétbbt

31 39 42
dcf

44

9'

3rds
2nds

IR
LR

LR L LR], LRLR RT,R L
IRL R IR LR I

Sves L
O-set R

5ths
Accia

L R LR R R

R R

LR
L L

Debussy: -La terrasse, texture a chord types
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I¡,Ihite the real complexities of relative hand_moti.ons and textural

typeseludethisanalysissomewhat(theywou]dneedagraphofseveral

dimensions),theoppositj-onbetweenchordswithandwithoutsecondsis

plain.Thehighpointofthepiece.thecandebar-typesbetween13and

2T,hasnochordswithsecondsatall,contrastingwiththea,l¡andd

tlpesflankingthem.Bracketsde]-ineatetwogroupings:thetoponesshow

theslrmmetriesofchord-oppositionswi-thin7_3Tthatarecentraftothe

piece,includingthereversafoftyped';theþottombracketshowsasub-

groupingthatrunsacrossthoseabove-thebarswithoutanychordsof

seconds.

Therearethreeotherpj-ecesinthePre]-udes(allBookII)wherethe

hands pÌay opposite ro]-es (Broui].7atds, Les fées, Eeux d,artifíce\, and Roy

Howathasdlscussedthesignifi-canceoftheseinhisModesandSemitones

article. The chord-divisions and hand-deplolnnents in La terrasse, although

notdiscussedbyDrHowat,obviouslyhavecrucialimportance,asthe

analysisshows,andonlythetitfeasreferringtothec]aírde.].unetheme

affords an explanatj-on. ,,The watchers of the moonlight'' are the people in

theaudiencewhorrikepierrotrfindperfect-roveonryindreams,for

infatuation is only a dream of rove, not of a rear person' The chords

withoutseconds,beingmoreconcordant(perfect)thanthosewith'represent

perfectlove,whichcanonlybedreamtunderthemagicinffuenceofthe

moon (transmitted in the o-set runs). Before this, attempts to achieve it'

as in bar 1, fail - the thirds turn to secondsi after it, (bars 7-9) the

dream is more sustained, and the hands move in parallel \^rhere ln 3-5 their

expostuÌation to the moon has them moving in a variety of üIays ' ln the

niddle of piece there i-s a serles of states expressive of the oppositions

of the two kinds of rove, wj-th the high point being that of bars t3-2'7 '

fromwhichthereisasuddendroptoj.mperfection-whichthediscordsof

the acciaccaturas prefigure (they onJ-y appear once more - j-n the

penultimate bar as inevitable mockeries of the dream) ' The whole mid-
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section from 10 to 36 is Piegot tourmenté - one moment ecstatic, the next

despairì-ng. For a moment at the end, before the dream fades al^tay' there is

a glimpse of an even more perfect love - of the harmony of the spheres seen

in the endlessly cycling parallel fourths and fifths.

I¡IhiIe this may seem overly fanciful , it j-s no more so than the many

cl-air de -lune scenarios invented by writers for the -Funamþu-Les. On the one

hand the piece is obviously a study in chord and hand-oppositions, and fits

into the sorts of patterns that Roy Howat has traced in the Prel-udes in his

Modes and Senr-itones article, but on the other the title impels an

j-maginatj-ve reading. Consideration of the more detailed textural picture

of the piece does not diminish such an explanation. V'Ihen the chords with

interval-s of seconds at their tops are suddenly replaced by ones with

seconds at the bottom, (bar 10, referred to earfier) the significance of

the inversi-on is that it fofl-ows the f.irst statement of chords with thirds

since the first bar, and in this sequence (7-9) both hands have united' as

they did with the opposite chords in 3-4. Symbolically, this is the first

time in the pi-ece when the imperfections of real- love a.re seen against the

greater perfections of that under the moon. The octatonic scal-es are of a

different tonaf realm from that of the chromaticized di-atonics before them

or the pentatonicalJ_y moving sevenths after, and in any general

interpretation must symbofize dream or the inffuence of moonJ-ight. The

parallel chords of'7-9 foÌtowing are again quite dj-fferent, being triads

mov|ng over a Mixolydian tetrachord (p-n-fÍ-e or 2-2-L, the first part of

the mode). Again, thej-r different tonal- realm and triadic nature sets them

apart. Vilhen these reappear in 25-28 they are at the extremes of the

keyboard and pianissimo, accentuating their mystery of effect, with only

the middle-ground acciaccaturas with triads to complicate it. Elsewhere

the d and e types have modj-fied triadics (wi-thout the thirds) and because

the hands are not in parallel, but often actually in contrary motion, the

imperfections of intervals of the second occur accidentally (for example in
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bar 23).

The complexities of non-paral-Iel motions of the hands in the nr-id-

section L0-36, and the oppositions of diatonic and chromati-c motions of

mel-odic l-j-ne are totalJ-y absent from the final- section 37-45. In the bars

42-43 that Debussy added l-ater46 an even more perfect harmony of fifths is

glimpsed:

Exampl-e 132: Plus tent a

l+).

(llúh¡6r róràroD.ot

Debussy: La terrasset 39-45

?t-<>

This passage j-s approached by a resol-utj-on of the tension between seconds

and thirds in bars 39-4r, where the ct is an inverted pedal on the

dominant, with which the parallel 6n chords of the nriddl-e stave,

incorporating intervals of thlrds, at first form a V7 and then a more

complicated V7 with b6 and b2, in each of which the Ct is an interval of a

second from the B component of the chords. The 6o parallel chords that

fol-l-ow are stil1 heard against the memory of the inverted pedal, and when

this sounds again in 41 it is once more seen as the dominant of Ft, to

which the middl-e-stave chords finarly resol-ve via the fl-atttened.

supertonic,

also a third

with another

B ïn

momentary minor ninths (44)

thirds in the final chords,

second formed between C# and D, while the D is

42-43 the parall-el-s are in perfect fifths, leaving

of the original ending remain, as well_ as the

as if Debussyrs original- intention was to show

fr om

behind the tensions between seconds and thirds of the preceding bars. The
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an imperfectfy-reconciled ending to the piece; both echo the bars leadJ-ng

to 42-43 (the ni-nths echoing the G of the Iast chord of 41). His purpose

j-n introducing the two bars without thirds j-s not sol-ely expfainable in

terms of proportional- structure as reveal-ed in Ànalysis 4647, because of

the totafty different harmonic nature of the alteration: only symbol-ism of

the Ideal Real-m can explaj-n this - a symbofísm that i-s apposite to the

piece's Golden Section proportion. In the light of the oppositional chord-

strand suggested here as a semiological key to the piece's meaning, the

altered ending is an obvj-ous sol-ution that must have struck Debussy as

being more suitabfe than that of the orig.inal- ending where the two

opposites come to an uneasy truce. Thus in a Ptolemaic sense the heavenJ-y

perfection of fj-fths superpose the earthJ-y discordant seconds and sensuous

thlrds. As a final- indicator that the Ideal- Real-m and Perfect Concord is

suggested by these two bars, it may be notj-ced that they are formed from

endlessly cycling sequences: the harmony of the spheres is infinite' not

bound into tj-me by cadences.

Comparj-sons

There are certaì-n important simil-arities of a more general nature

about Cl,air de -lune and -La terrasse des audiences du cfair de -l.une that can

be noticed briefly as giving more general support to the hypothesis that

the two pieces have common methodology. Firstly. both pieces have chains

of descending arabesque near their beginnings and endings (bars 2-8 and 52-

58; I-2, 5-6 and 37-38 respectivefy); each is slow, very soft, winding

(taking steps upwards as welf as downwards), and strange-sounding (caused

by the consecutive paired thirds and subsequent train of j-nversions in the

first piecef and the chromatic character of the second). The descending

nature of the movement establishes a mel-ancholy feeling from the outsett

and the strangeness heJ-ps seL a mood of fantasy.

Both pieces have significant use of pedalpoint (1-9' 15-18, 43-46,

51-53i 2-6, 8-I2, 16-18, 28-30, 4L-45) that creates a liraited
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dimensionality typical of Art Nouveau. Both emphasize repetitions from

their very fj_rst notes - the minor thirds at the octave in the first piecet

and the four C{ chords in the first bar of the second' The subsequent

winding arabesques in each piece are composed of repeated patterns of

notes, and the Debussyan characteristic immediate repetj-tion of new phrases

that in his Iater pieces j-s hi-s chief unifying device j-s found already in

the first piece. For instance, it can be seen at the tempo rubato, at the

un poco mosso and at the ca-Lmato signs. In the second piece it is part of

the essential struct-ure (for instance' in the patterning of the arabesque'

in the two hal.ves of bar 3, and bars L-2 as a whole mirrored in bars 5-6;

bars 10 and l-1 , 1,6-I'l and 18-19)'

The combined effect of all these limiting and repetltious devices

(slowness, softness, Strangeness' arabesque, pedalpoints, and the checking

of progress with repetiti-ons) is to produ-ce an atmosphere of unrealj-ty that

is concordant with the whofe concept of and setti-ng for cl-air de Lune - the

Funambufes that was the Theatre of the Absurd of the Paris of its day' the

moonlight setting with its suggestions of fantasy, Pierrot's loving a dream

rat-her than the real, fickle colombine, and the nature of mj-me itself '

Finatly, both pieces have evidence of proportional structure, wj-th

sinuilar slzmbolic implications, and it is interesting that both an early and

a fate piece on the same topos should employ this technique; it is clearly

an important subject for Debussy, especially when considered i-n the liqht

of his two song-settings of it. Moonfight and the melancholy-Pierrot

scenario must have been rinked in some way with the mystico-sYmboli-st

world.-view that centred around BaiJ-Iy's bookshop and his ha'bitués of the

early eighteen-nineties, and the simplest expfanation is of course that of

supposed l-unar influence on personality as asserted by astrology, and in

particular the association of moon and the melancholy humours that goes

back at l-east to mediaeval ti-mes '
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Summary

Although twenty-odd years separate the pieces, they show evidence of

intricate design on more than one level - that of proportionate structure

as shown by Roy Howat, and of contrasting and oppositional- sections and

strands with clear symbolic reference. Debussy was attracted to the c-Lair

de fune theme, writing two songs and these two piano pieces' on hlhich he

lavished particular care. Theo Hirsbrunner's characterization of him as

"Der pierrot Junaire, eine Schlüsselfigur des Fin de Sièc1e"48 is thus seen

to be cfoser to the truth than ever.

Both pieces evoke dream and melancholy with some similari-ty of

method, using arabesque, pedalpoints and repetition to suggest the

unreality of the Pierrot-moonlì-ght scenario. Mefancho-Iy is a part of both

pieces, but j-t is not melodramatic, for both avoj-d the pathos of obvious

rn-inor progressions. The s-l-owness of each helps set the dream mood, and in

La terrasse the l-ater techniques l-ike paral-lel and repeated chords with

hands at the piano's extremes achieve real- mystery of effect.
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CHAPTER 18

EXTREMES

The themes treated in this chapter - pierrot burJesque, the

grotesque' evil and death - concern the most extreme-sounding music in the

Art Nouveau keyboard repertory. Together they serve to underline the fact

that the fantastic world of Art Nouveau always implies a dark side, one

that obsessed creative sensibilities l-ike those of Arthur Rackham, Aubrey

Beardsley, Albert Giraud and Joris-Karl Huysmans.

PïERRor rrois mouvements de pétrouchka 1-92r stravj_nsky

Concept

The c-lair de -lune works discussed earl-ier dealt with the pale,

mel-ancholy Pierrot who was more a creat.ion of the poets than of the

theatre itselfl. The Pierrot of the work above is a much more extreme

character. The ori-ginal Baptiste Deburau creation v¡as a rumbustj-ous and

J-ive1y buffoon whose pranks and joíe de vivre were such good theatre that

they were never quite forgotten even in the heyday of the poets'

mel-anchol-y Pierrot. like the French Pierrot, Stravinsky's pétruchka has

developed from the Commedia deLl-'arte, but Russian traditions based on the

balagany or booth-theatre2, without the cl.ajr de -Lune bypath, retain the

l-j-veliness of the picaresque Commedja original .

This Pierrot stands in oppositj-on to the melodramatic, cJ-air de -j.une

character; he is more extreme and d.ramatic, and continues to amuse through

his suffering.

Stravinsky: Trois mouvements de Pétrouchka3

This is an arrangement for piano by the composer from his 1911

balJ-et, with some scenes compressed and run together. pétrouchka is a

puppet whereas Pierrot is a pantomime cl-own4, but his mixture of

melanchol-y and manic activlty, his l-ove of the Bal-l-erina and rivalry with

the Bl-ackamoor are essentialJ-y the Pierrot.-Col-ombine-Harl-equin scenarioS.

There is stil-f a lively stage presence and repertoire concerni-ng pierrot
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in the Art Nouweau period that is refl-ected in visual art, particularly ì-n

the ilfustrations of Aubrey Beardsley, fox whom Pierrot is an important

figure in his own right (The ,Jilting of Pierrot. The Death of Pierrot) and

al-so a sub-motif in many pictures of revel-l-ers and maskers.

Pierrot figures promj-nently in the many French poems of the period

that are so titl-ed or use Cl,air de -Lune (notably in Verl-aine's Fétes

galantes and Al-bert Giraud's Pierrot funaire col-Iection). He appears in

other works in the Art Nouveau repertory: Granville Bantock's overture Íåe

Pierrot of the Minute of 1908, after Ernest Dowson's story; Joseph

Holbrooke's Pierrot, a ball-et suj-te for sol-o piano 1,91,6-L979 (after his

opera Pierrot and Pierrette of 1909; Cyril Scott's Pierrot and the l'Íoon

l"Iaiden of I9I2; and Abel Decaux' four CLairs de Lune of 1900-07 (the l-ast

three, unfortunateJ-y, not procurabl-e for this study).

That Pierrot was a key concept for Debussy is argued by Theo

Hirsbrunner in the fj-rst chapter of his monograph6, Inrhere, after

discussing his song-settings of De Banvil-le and Verlaine and the epigraph

of the cel-Lo sonata he devefops the idea of Pierrot as dandy, as seen in

the characters of Art Nouveau artists Aubrey Beardsley, Oscar ttil-de and

Debussy himselfT. This is an interesting aspect of the Pierrot character,

but not the only extreme to which the concept could be taken, as is seen

in the Pierrot tourmenté et ironique of Abel- Decaux' four Cl.airs de -Lune

1-900-078 and Arnol-d Schoenbergrs setting of twenty-one of the fifty

Pierrot l-unaire poems by Albert Gj-raud. In Die GestaLt des Pierrot

Lunaire Theo Hirsbrunner traces the devel-opmenL of the l-unatic Pierrot

from Symbolist poeLry, from which much of Art Nouveau's extremism

derives 9 .

The three dances of Stravinskyts ?¡ojs mouvements de pétrouchka -

Danse russe/ Chez pétrouchka, La semaine grasse (Shrovetide) - al-Ì portray

the très gai, slapstick side of PierroLlo, but with hints of his reverse

face of très triste11. In this caser however, it is a different sort of
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melanchol-y from the wistfufness of Debussy's

bergamasque, for it is that of the sudden wry

Cl-air de Lune from Suite

face pulled by a clown to

chromatic motif of bars 3-6make the audience laugh,

of Chez pétrouchka (II)

gesLures of bars 1-2 and

seen in the downwards

that is interpoJ-ated between the extravagant

1-8.

Example 133
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Stravinsky: Chez Pétrouchkat 3-6

Here the two figures of gesture and mope are in total- contrast, but the

unreLated bass drum note (Ft) at the end shor^rs that the sad face of the

mope-figure is fraudul-ent. This sort of mock-pathos that degenerates into

bathos, ox mélancoLie d'artifice, appears at intervals fike those of the

fal-ling serLitones of bars l-7-18 and the alternating tones of bars 112. In

46-49 the juxtaposj-tion of mock-pathos and buffoonery results in bathos:

Example 134

L

I
o

o3

Stravinsky: Chez Pétrouchka, 46-49

-â .ã .-A'ã

The acciaccatura figure receives extended treatment in the Andantino (52-

69), I^Ihere its pathos is presented as self-parodying mockery, the frequent

acciaccaturas sounding like mock tears or catches of the voi-ce. The fj-rst

movement has a brief moment of reflectiveness that might be construed as

sad but seems ambiguous (Poco meno mossot 89-95); the third has none at

all, so that throughout the suite it is the burlesque rather than the
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cTair de l-une Pierrot that is being portrayed.

(Abel- Decaux' Cl-airs de l-une 7-4 and Arnold Schoenbergt s Pierrot

Tunaire, on the other hand, treat the effect of the moon as causing

Pierrot lunatic delusions, so that his humour is seen as desperate and

inept against the terrors he dreams; this j-s Pieruot Tunatique, or

tourmentea2. Schoenberg's song-cycle can be seen as projecting from

.Tugendsti-l- into expressj-onist dimensionsl3, and it is also possible that

the Decaux works have this dimenslon as well as an Art Nouveau one. )

Stravinsky's three movements suit his picture of Pierrot as buffoon.

First is a folk dance, with connotations of peasant, rough humour and

jollity; second j-s the real Pierrot himself (chez Pétrouchka)- in which we

see his whole repertoire of tricks as revealing the fraudul-ent but

engaging mountebank for what he is, with leaps and pratfalls, Iike mock-

pathos, signifying his ironical- and irreverent approach to life. The

third piece is about the Iast frantic revelry of Shrovetide that precedes

the seriousness of Lent and because of its excesses, makes lenten gloom

result from the inevitable hangovers after surfeit. There is a deeper

aspect to unbridled Shrovetide enjoyment of the senses - in the

suggestions of heltfire in the ashes and repentance of Ash Vlednesday that

marks the end of Shrove festiviti-es.

Danse russe

Example l-35

Piano.

I

Stravinsky: Da¡se ¡usse, i--8

The first movement begins with

plainness of movement (the paralJ-el

relatively simple figures whose

diatonic progressions of bars 1-8, 35-
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44 and fater sequences, the four-note repetitive motif of bars 9-34)

easì-J-y suggests unsophisticated fol-k dance. The pattern for the whole

movement - one j-n which simple chords are set in opposing alternations -

is establ-ished at the very beginning as the left hand texture of I7 * 16¿

The repetitions are varied only in rhythm and accent, so that there is

patterning in which subtle transformations of the two-bar M, take place

over the same basic rhythmic pulse.

The second motif is even shorter: ,

M, can be seen as a single-bar unit that begins in bar 11, whose rar^r notes

are heard in a series of kaleidoscopic permutations from l-5-20. In 21 the

motif shifts suddenJ-y to D to continue the same process. The limited-

gamut Mr and M, (each ranging over only five consecutive dlatonic notes)

provide soIely through permutations and key-shifts the development of the

movement. Intensive repetition of such l-imited material- is excessj-vely

narrow, and to add to its hypnotic effect is the fact that each

repetition-unit consists of the same notes whose order keeps changing, so

ExampJ-e 136: tlL
q I
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Stravinsky: Dan.se fusse. 9-2L
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keyGad¡#
Ml M2 -> -+
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Stravinsky: Danse russer structure
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senses begin to spin. These sequences keep rising through

key-shifts as follows:a succession of

Although the tempo does not al-ter even fractionally during the rise of the

two M, sequences, the ì-mpression caused by the rise is that tension is

increasing, to be released in the returns of Ma. Thus the music is

powerfully affective.

The other important feature revealed in the exampl-e abóve is the

transformabili-ty of motif: not once in 15-20 does the original form of M,

as presented in bar 11 appear, and yet a1l the material is recognisable as

stemming from it. Here is a method of transformation that suggests the

way Art Nouveau l-ine based on naturaf forms is used in profuse variety for

patterning in its pictures. The essence of motif j-n each case is not its

form, but its components as bases for interweaving. In Art Nouveau

pictures this is l-ine; in Stravi-nsky it is fragments of motivic shape -

here the G\F-t\E/A\E basic unit split into mini-sequences beginning at

d.ifferent points. and differently rhythmed, al-f within the overall context

of the pedalpoint and rel-entfess pufse of each four-bar unit.

Thus each bar contains echoes, distorted and jumbJ-ed' of the

or1ginal motif. These developmental or, rather, permutational sequences

are a realm where everything is constantly shifting - except for the

insistent rhythmic pulse.

Returning from this consideration of the detail- to that of the

larger pj-cture of the whoJ-e, textural complications can be seen beginning

to intrude into these sequences from bar 45, .l-ike the inner figures of

demisemiquavers, Lhe acciaccaturas in the high treble, and the 8-5-1

movemenL in bass ocLaves that initiates the episodes in bax 44 and is
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heard again in bar 52

ExampÌe 137: ¡l

Stravinsky: Danse russe. 45-48

rn the last bar of this exampl-e the bar 45 treble motif may be seen

transformed in the trebl-e of 48 into something l-ike the gesture of Example

133, while the germ of the moping-motif in that example may be seen in the

tenor of this, in the same bar. The originaJ- of the gesture-motif is

found in bars 1-0-12 of this fj-rst movement, and in transformations Ij-ke

these continues to resonate throughout its length. Not the smaLlest part

of this resonance is due to it.s ostinato rhythm, whj-ch only pauses for the

poco meno mosso of seven bars.

This drivj-ng rhythmic pulse is not checked by the cross-rhythms that

complicate it from bar 59, or from the series of rushing bass scaLes after

bar 71 that further the complexity, approaching the interrupted cadence of

bar 88 where it final-ly breaks down. It j-s almost as if Pierrot has been

increasj-ngly interfering with the dance until- it breaks down, when he has

the centre of attention for his few bars of parodying echo (89-95). Vühil-e

the piecers origin as bal-let-scene means that there is at least this much

linear progression suggested, the most notabl-e thing about this aspect is

the rel-ative lack of progression, as the piece constantry repeats

sequences that are themselves made from very l-imited motivic materials.

It is the nature of dance to be repetitì-ve, and earl-ier consideration of

works under the theme of dance have shown just how important the form of

the dance is to musical- Art Nouveau: the movement of figures moving

repetively and circularl-y through formal-ized sequences is the balletic

equival-ent of imitat.ive swirl-s and decorations on the two-dimensional

surfaces of Art Nouveau pj-ctures. The pictures eschew depth in the same

EXTREMES
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way that literary Art Nouveau tends to ignore sì-mple linear time-

narrative: what is being portrayed is pattern rather than progression,

states of being rather than movement through time.

In Danse rus.se this is refl-ected ln three r^Iays: firstly the ostinato

repetitiveness of the fol-k-dance sequencesl4 j-n which there is movement

without progression. Secondly, j-n the extensive use of pedalpoint' with

the pi-ece changing suddenly from one pedal- to another, usually unrelated

(the onJ-y non-pedal sequence being the rj-sing chromatics of bars 49-51) so

that there j-s no harmonic linearity of progression. Thirdly' the

unprepared changes of sequence or cadence (seen for instance at bars 8-9'

2I-22, 44, 58-59, JO-77', 88-89, 96, and especially in the startJ-i-ng effect

of the fortissimo chords in bars 122, 1-2'l and at the very end), the effect

of which is a further sense of disorientation from the norma.l- perspectives

of formal- progress.

Between these sudden changes of movement the dance proceeds so

repetitively and wi-th such limited, plainly moving motif-permutation that

there is an effect of monotony produced by the ostinato of rhythm and

motj-f. This monotony occurs despite, or perhaps partly because of, the

sudden changes from one pedal-point and its figure to another. It is as

if the Pierrot-acrobatics are for the most part defeated by the stoJ-idity

of the peasant dance. That it is a deliberate effect is seen in the last

piece particularly. but also, surprisingly enough' in the second.

Chez pétrouchka

The discords of the first bars, seen below and continued throughout

the movement, arise from the uses to which Stravj-nsky puts his octatonic

sets. The opening gesture or ffourish is one that Debussy makes oblique

reference to in Brouillards, as wil-l be shown in Chapter 20. It will be

seen that most of the two l-j-nes j-s constructed from the 01 pj-tch-set, with

the chromatic set used for the trebl-e of 3-6 over transforming O-sets.
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The doubl-e fanfare of 9ff is composed from two arpeggios of 01, the major

triad on the C and the first-j-nversj-on major triad. on the Ft or tritone.

The two intervals of major second and tritone become twin focuses of the

movement, forming two of its dimensions.

The two major triads at the tritone C-FÉ are the twj-n and equal- dimensions

of much of t.he movemenL; they are connected by the first-inversion of the

rÉ triad in the first trumpet-cal-l of bars 9ff. The second trumpet-call

of 23ff has different twin dimensions - those of the same first-inversion

Ft chord and oi the G tri-ad of set 02. The very discordant accompanimental

texture to the Furioso trumpet cal-l- in 35-43 is simply formed from putting

together these two chords.

The juxtaposition of differently-centred trumpet-calls para1J-e1s

that of the expected and the bizarre all- through the movement. A-l-1 is

surprise and ambiguity of tonality. This is a different aural realm from

that of Danse russe, where all is a mosaic of soundsi here there is a

sharp dj-fferent.iation of tonal- pl-anes based on the two arpeggj-os that

derive from the 01 pj-tch-set.

,fust before the ending, in the Lento passage. there is a hint of

Analysls 4B:

o TßrAsS r¡.J ol

-f -f + ft
Stravinsky: Chez Péttouchka, pitch-set 01 utilization
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melancholy, but alf the rest of the movement, showi-ng Pétruchka on his

home ground, ís Pierrot grotesque-

This movement proceeds by means of sudden changes of motif and

clowning,

the first

becomes

5 l-1

and

fifty-

a dirge-

figure, as nright be expected from the nature of Pierrotts

continues with many short sequences of a bar or more for

seven bars, when Lhe adagietto pathos-motif of bars 46-48

J-ike figure that underl-ies all- the fits and starts of the upper voice

until bar 70. At the andantino pace of this section this is a long and

repetitious episod.e, with the dronì-ng of the pathos-motif never being

quite subdued by all the filigree above it. The tension between the

patheti-c and clowning motifs is patent: pathos is mocked and-ridicuj-ed by

the runs, Ieaps, grace-note figures and sudden changes of sequence. The

filigree of this movement is as excessive and exaggerated as anything in

the repertory:

Example 139:
64

Stravinsky: Chéz Pétrouchka, 64-66
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Here the acciaccaturas in the treble are sheer acrobaticsr but with a

taste of pathos in thej-r rising through consecutive chromatic steps in 64-

65 and echoing this in 66, all- over the drone figures of the lowest stave,

and the typical-ly l-inr-ited nature of the melody j-n the ndddle stave.

I¡lhether Stravinsky copi-ed limited-gamut folk-tunes here or delj-berately

aimed at narrowness of rançfe, there is an effect, fel-t throughout the

three movements, of an J-ntensity of focus that with the obsessive rhythms

is highly mesmeric, despite the frequent juxtaposition of interrupting

musical- patterns.

The acrobatics of the filigree are surüned up in the cadenza (the

lengthened bar 88), and while in the drone passage of the last example the
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narrowness of the focus is hypnotic. in the cadenza the furiousness of the

movement belj-es the temporary pauses on the B.

The bizarreness of the movement al-so lies in the juxtaposj-tions of

discordant voices over the pedalpoints, and the ways these pedals often

v^¡aver beLween contiguous noLes, both producing an effect of uncertainty as

to the harmonic basis of each sequence. For instance, the opening bars 1-

8 (seen in Example l-37 above) l-ie over a pedal on EÞ, but this tonality is

confused by the initial acciaccatura on the, bass Ft, the sl-ide from D to EÞ

in bars 3-4 and from E to F to nt in bars 5-6, and another bass nt in bar 6

before the sl-ide from EÞ to E in bars ?-8 that sees the sequence fi-ni-sh a

semitone away from its origì-nal tonaf base. The second sequence, from bar

9, begins with simultaneous pedals a tone apart, and this bitonality

continues for most of the next thirty-eight bars. The cadenza itsel-f is

based. around oppositions of tonal- base - Bþ / C! against B - the three

upper notes of the three octat.onic sets. Thus whil-e the piece consists

of a series of sequences over pedals lust as in the first movement, the

pedals are themsel-ves constantl-y confused, producing a different but

equaJ-J-y effective sense of disorientation and l-ack of linear pei:spective

that may be seen as an anal-ogue of vj-sual Art Nouveaurs lack of depth in

its "flat" canvases, and juxtaposition of the real- and the unreal- in its

i-magery. Around this l-imited perspective the filiqree motifs of grace-

notes, leaps and runs provide a decorative ornament like the swirls and

stylized shapes of visual- Art Nouveau.

La semaine grrasse

The third movement has as its settj-ng the revelry of the pre-Lent

period that attempts by excess to compensate for the austerity that is to

follow, beginning with Ash Wednesday. As with the first movemenL there is

the suggestion of fol-k-dance at the begì-nning in the ptainness of both

motif and bass. AII- the motj-fs and fi-gures except the main theme of 49-52

have once more very limited gamuts, so that the narrowness of focus means
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much intensive repetition of notes as htell- as of phrases. The bass is

either a simple pedal or one wavering between D and E for the first

thirty-four bars, which sets the pattern for the whole of the piece until

bar 248 (with only a short moment, aL 67-70, where the bass moves through

semitonal steps). I¡lhere the bass occasj-onally expresses a melodic motif

the pedalpoint (or simul-Laneous pedals) merely shifts to the treble (for

instance, 83-93 t I36-L4O) , so that as with the other movements there is

the strange effect an absence of normal- harmonj-c progression.

As with the other two movements, this is based on the oppositj-ons of

simple triads. Here the oppositions begin with Isa x 1165, over which a

figure of on]-y four consecutive diatonic notes plays in thirds for twelve

bars. There are thus the simplest of repetition-paLterns to open this

movement, even simpl-er than those of the first movement. Despite the

appearance of a motif-fragment (with a gamut of six notes) in 13r the

opposition of I and II chords continues unchanged until- bat 24. There are

other sinuilarly Iengthy patterns of opposing chords throughout the

movement, ánd the effect of the sustained pedalpoints is that of the

Iimited dimensional-ity of the puppet-theatre.

From bars 168-203 and 248-289 there is another unusual effect in

whích the E bass pedal- and the chords above it (typical-l-y based around 74r,

in effect a variant of the dominant seventh) suggest that the E is the

dorn-inant of A, preparing for a resol-ution to it that never comes. This

Ieaves a feeling of working towards climax and resolution that is

suspended. for a total of seventy-nine bars, interrupted only by an

unprepared jump to a G pedal for bars 204-247. Thj-s is a case where the

accompanimental- figures actually suspend all melody, and in its overall

effect is typical- of Art Nouveau excess (like the Pj-errot character

itsel-f). Meanwhil-e the reiteration of the pedal E with every crotchet

beat during all this time (merely shifting to G for the interpolated bars

204-247) provides a voodoo-l-ike effect that not only takes hold of the

À
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dancers but

EXTREMES

al-so of the listener: it is an insistence of rhythmic pulse

in its affective por^rer.that goes well beyond ordinary ostinato

Example 140:

t86

Stravinsky: La semaine grasse, 182-89

- 7si 7 s7 s tsJ-N

--T-l

From the quasi-cadenza passage begj_nning at. 290 the rhythmic

monotony begins to J-essen, especial-ly with the s, sequences of 316-344, and

the actual- cl-j-max comes onty with the glissandi and final- chord of the

closing four bars.

Throughout the entire suite, normal harmonic progression is replaced

by extended pedals, as outlined above, or by occasional intervalJ-ic leaps,

so that the nearest approaches to harmonic motion are paralJ_eJ_

progressions over pedals like those of the final- twenty bars of the last

movement. This abandonment of convent.ional- harmonic utterance is seen

throughout the other Art Nouveau repertoire but j-s fully developed here.

This is not only a nebr harmonic methodology (although owing much, perhaps,

to Ravel's use of bitonality), and thus in accordance with the Art Nouveau

ideal of producing an entirely new art (perhaps more closely achieved in

such music than in most visual art), but it is dramatically affective.

with a power not possj-bl-e through conventional means15.

Sérénade grotesque
Étrangeté op.63/2

18 93
1 911

Ravel-
Skryabin

GROTESQUE
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Concept

Preoccupation with

methods of stylj-zation:

the grotesque is a direct resul-t of Art Nouveau

the turning of figures and landscapes into

patterned compositj-ons necessarily invol-ves distortions that

i_nto fantastic conceits. Thus the hideous crones and devils

can be shaped

that attend

515

Aubrey Beardsley's Salomé and Herodj-as16, the terrified face in Edvard

Munch's The Screamrl, or the horrible creature being wrestfed with in the

swirl-s of dark water i-n Brunel-l-ei's Novissima 1902 il-l-ustration18. The

grotesque is not necessariJ-y evil, as can be seen ín the conuic bourgeois

couple of Bruno paul-' s SimpTicjssjmus caricaLurelg, the absurd coiffes and

g.arments of the bel-Ies and beaus in Beardsley's Rape of the Lock series2o

or the conÌmon Art Nouveau method of making twining flowers, jt""""" 
".rd

vines tall-er than humans in characteristì-cal1y fantastic J-andscapes21.

Ravel-:. Sérénade qrotesque

This earl-y work (c.1893) shows his early fascination with the

grotesque that fater is to flower in Gaspard de fa nuit, and recall

Ricardo Viñes' description of this side of Ravel as "a nuixture of the

Middle Ages, Catholicism and satanic impi-ety"22.. It was possibly

inffuenced by Chabrier's Bourrée fantasque of 189123. In his 1928 lecture

on contemporary musj-c in Houston, Texas, Ravel acknowfedged his early debt

to Chabrier, Edgar AIIan Poe and Mallarmé - "illimitable visions but of

precise design enclosed a mystery of sombre abstractj-ons"24 - the

description fits Ravel's Sérénade and Gaspard.

The work expl-ores the outer limits of the diatonic system rather

than essaying a new one l-ike the octatonic. His principle is to employ

discords for their own sake without any considerations of resolutj-on, and

already in thj-s, his first composj-tion for piano, he is fascinated with

the dissonance of the major second, particularJ-y in paralJ-el sequences'

and antici-pates in the #az, doubled chords of the opening bars (L-10) some

of the l-ater effects of Scarbo.
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Example 141: Très rude (.i:l(l(l)

Ravel: Sérénade qrotesque, 7-7

a--t---------HJ_ffi

pi.:i.il|¡ssi tilo

I - |fl.
i;+"^{'^g l+ ilt-

An additional disorientating effect in thís passage is the avoidance

of the tonic Ft, so that with the paral-lel chords and reinforcement of G

at the beginning of bars 4 and B, fol_l_owed by what is in effect a ?bs#

broken chord on that G, the hearerrs sense of tonic bass is confused.

Thus from the outset there is ambiguity of tonic reference.

ltlhen the first Presto section begins rhythmic ambiguity is added to

that of tonality. Firstly, the pulse changes from crotchet l-00 in 2n to

dotted crotchet 120 in 6r. secondly, al-l- the accompanimentar right-hand

chords are syncopated, and thirdly, the second note of the mel-odic lj-ne

has a suspension that delays any quick comprehension of the new rhythmic

order. Vùhil-e tonality begi-ns as being cJ-early based over Ft, it is soon

clouded by appearing to shift to G as before (bars 20-28). Above this the

syncopated chords have so many sharp dì-ssonances (without resoJ-utions)

that mean that they seem to fl-oat in an atona.l- real-m of their own; most

chords are based around major seconds, sevenths or ninths, with especj-a1ly

piquant ones l-ike the e5#4 in bar 16 to be played sforzando. The ascend.ing

and descending inversions in bars 19-23 end j-n note-clusters of major

seconds - all- the four tones of the tritone sounded together - which is

again tonalÌy dj-sorientating.

From bar 33 the first notes

throughout the rest of the piece

contrast to everything around it,

of an osLinato are sounded that reappear

after every few bars. Thj-s ostinato, in

firmly states its tonality since it
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consists of simple repetitions of octaves and fifths. But its repetitions

occur in different parts of the compass, mereJ-y serving to signal that the

tonj-c bass has suddenJ-y jumped from where it was before. In bars 41-56'

for j-nstance, each jump is preceded by some bars of indeterminate major

seconds and fol-l-owed by the ostinato. Even this device, therefore' fails

to provide a simple tonal horizon. but appears in dj-fferent places like an

elusive echo.

Erom bar 53 the ostinato is seen at l-ast to be guitar imagery

is to punctuate the performance of a the serenade proper. The melod

rhythnr-ically free, with duplets and trj-pJ-ets juxtaposed in its phras

that the puJ-se between bursts of the ostinato is uncertai-n. -But by

the most disorientating effect j-s that of the accompanimental chords

cause the nonr-inal tonic to appear to waver back forth between GÞ and

that

yis

€sr so

fax

that

EÞ.

ExampJ-e 142:

Poco p¡u lento
67 ---Þ-- r---7-=

{t --4-)
1 4

Ravef: Sérénade qrotesque, 57-59

r"-nÈ-7I

Apart from the confusion of the qÞ in the prelj-minary broken chord, the

l-eft-hand triplets alternate between apparent chords of the seventh on GÞ

and triads on EÞ. A few bars fater there is a brief moment of tonal

tranquillity as the ostinato reappears embel-l-ished with thirds; only the

reprise of this Iater (l-32-33) is to provide any further clarity of

tonal-j-ty, for with the return of the Presto fJ-gures in 75 ambiguity also

returns. The last page features alternations of the opening figure and

the ostinato in a stretto that ends the piece as ambiguousJ-y as it began.

The overafl effect throughout is of harsh discords and many sudden

changes that startle and confuse. The hearer is constantly unsettledt

with tonal- and rhythnric horizons always at question in a surreal-ist worLd.
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Skryabj-n: Étrangreté

This 1911 work is paj-red in opus 63 with Masque, which is almost as

unusual in sound. The ti-tle IStrangeness] is connect,ed to Skryabin's

mystical- notions, to his adopting the notion from the Greek mysteries that

music is the materialization of the unseen forces of nature25, and Faubion

Bowers connects this work to Sonata 9, the Messe noir26. At ttris stage of

his life everything was directed towards the projects of the ,4cte

préalable and Mysterium2l, and the significance of the title may have to do

wi-th hj-s belj-ef j-n occul-t forces that could be affected through music.

Leonid. Sabaniev feel-s that this j-s evidence of Skryabin's satanism2s, but

Boris de Schloezer explains

dualism of symbolist systems

how this is to misunderstand the fundamental-

embracing both29. Art Nouveau can be said to adopt

ambival-ent attitude to good and evil-, even if only

that seek to harmonize opposing forces by

something l-ike this

for artistic rather

than philosophical

in its that part of

ani-mism.

reasons; the philosophical- stance is, however, implj-ed

its iconography drawn from primitive and Classical

Iitrangeté is based on octatonic sets, whose strangeness of sound to

diatonically accustomed ears has al-ready been remarked, but there is an

echo of M, and possibly even of M, in the contemporaneous Sixth sonata to

Étrangeté'" M2 in this work that may suggest something of that sonata-

motif's character of winding devj-ousness.

A1I three motifs share the same octatonic set, and Étrangeté' s M, is based

on ct (its first long note), which makes its set left-handed, Iike those

\-+ raM

H--tì,++-f-

Example 143

LO1 A t
L¿T

s.or!/qTE vl /v1>t'1rì nvoe rí lq \

Skryabin: Sonata 6t MIi Étrangeté 8-9

SoN¿ô'lÉ Vt Ê1 ¡
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of the Sj-xth sonata. Its first motj-f is ambiguous in this respect, with

its first and last noLes (C, D#), both emphasized, j-ndicating right-handed

01, but with j-ts harmonic context being the foundation of qÞ, which would

indicate left-handedness. I¡tithout fol-l-owing the many ambiguities of both

motifs' manifestations through the work in deLail, enough is cfear about

them to show that Skryabin is certainJ-y invoking evil.

Two further pieces of evidence may be adduced. Firstly' the work is

largely formed. of arpeggios, whj-ch at their first appearance in bar 3 are

described as aigu, avec une étrangeté subitet and although they clearly

begin right-handedly (O1 emphasizLng Ft and C), they end the work on a high

BÞ which, although píanissimo, is accented, and may indicate -left-

handedness - "may". because the same arpeggio begj-ns from a long ð that

would indicate right-handedness. Invoking evil poüters is not a light

matter to Skryabin, who by this ambiguity shows their uncertainty of

appearance - an essential quality already noticed in the rubrics and

motifs of the Sixth and Ninth sonatas.

SecondJ-y, the French rubrics accompanying the two motifs here aret

for M' gracieux, deJicat, and for M2 avec une fausse douceur [false

sweetnessl . The import of the second rubric is unrn-istakably that of

veil-ed evj-I, while that of the first, from which the arpeggios arise, is

perhaps benificent. The first is fairy-imagery, the second

sorcerer/sorceress imagery as in the sonatas.

Example 144:
Lol

o atgl¿

Skryabín: Étrangeté, L-3

The pì-ece is thus a series of ambiguities, with even the M, motif
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veiling its l-eft-handedness by being over a right-handed bass foundation

rct, the first note of set 02). The arpeggj-os are t.hroughout the piece of

contradictory "handedness", so that it never quite becomes clear whether

its aigu figures are to be seen as benign or evi-l.

Both motifs are Ij-ke Art Nouveau visual motifs, the first

constructed from whiplash fj-guress and the second from sinuous windings

with some chromatic el-ements that suggest sensuality. Like M, j-n the

Sixth Sonata, M, i-n |ítrangeté begins gradually. with a simil-ar syncopation

on its second note and a pronounced douceur, particularly i-n its last

three notes. The arpeggi-o figures, the domiant e.l-ement in the piece, are

themselves like whiplashes. so that the piece is largeÌy composed of

ffourish or mannerisms - another strangeness.

Between most arpeggios are single notes either reiterating the final-

note of M, (thus forming an inverLed pedal) or echoing the IasL two notes

of Mr; only once does this vary, rnlhen these notes rise through a tritone

in whol-etones in 27-23 as O-sets change to al-l-ow this. Apart f rom this

the pattern of the pj-ece is set by bar 9 without any deveJ-opment of motif

or figure, so that it is a study in repetitions that except for three bars

mereJ-y move in step-muJ-ti-pJ-es of minor thirds (natural- steps in octatonic

s cal-es ) .

litrangeté is thus a piece of the sharpest contrasts, firstly between

the soft, sensual- motifs and sharp arpeggj-o figures, secondly between the

subtle ambiguities of motif-tonality and the stark precision of arpeggio

tonality (for each clearly defines its set). Yet its being constructed of

repetitions without development, and relying so much on its l-j-mited

arpeggio-figures, means that at the same time it features a monotony of

figure that is the opposite of contrast. Al-1 this takes pl-ace in the

context of the workrs limited dimensionality as the ear accustomed to

d,iatonics finds it, "ltfrorrgt Skryabin would surely have fel-t that rather

than l-imiting tonal-j-ty, his symmetrj-cal sets enabled him Lo enter a nehr
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harmonic real-m of cosrnic significance.

Summary

The strangeness of the two pieces lies firstly in their pitch-sets'

with Ravel's seconds, sharpened fifths and ninths bej-ng more abrasive and

grotesque at the fast tempo and sharp attack (frès rude, pizzicatissimo)

he specifies. However, both are most unconventional in more than one way,

and rely on the juxtaposition of opposites to make their effects. They

are therefore approprì-ate musicaf counterparts to Llne grotesquerie of

visual_ Art Nouveau mentioned at the beginning of the section.

EVfL

Concept

Many Decadents and Symbolists tended to adopt Art Nouveau as a means

of expression during its ascendancy, as has been argued j-n Philippe

Juflian's study3O, and as can be seen in the work of Decadent painters who

were its contemporaries, .l-ike Aubrey Beardsley. Gustav Klimtr Thorn

Pr.ikker, Jan Tooroop, Fernand Khnopff, Marcel- Lenoir, Frantisek Kupka, and

Georges de Feure who are ill-ustrated inJull-iants work, and in Symbolists

l-ike Jean Delville, PauÌ Gauguin, Émile Bernard, Maurice Denis, Paul

Ranson. Félix Val.l-otton, Carlos Schwabe¡ Margaret Macdonal-d Mackintosh'

Francis MacNaj-r Macdonal-d, ,Iohn Singer Sargent (Astarte, L892Ì. . Ferdinand

Hodler, Edvard Munch and Koloman Moser, who are all- ill-ustrated in Edward

Lucie-Smith's S¡rm-boList Art3r. These movemenLs enJ-arged and devel-oped the

rang'e of Art Nouveau themes to include a fascination with the occult, the

macabre and the forbidden. Such literary creations as Des Esseintes in

,Joris-Karl Huysmans' A rebours, or the sickJ-y, sodomite knight "Inlho. after

hungering for lewd exploits, i-s dying under the weight of his sorrours32"

from Huysmans' Antiquités (1887) . or Sal-omé in oscar üIil-de's play, all-

I,Iéphisto vafse 2 1880-81
Méphisto val-se 3 1883
luJéphisto va]se 4 1885
Itléphisto PoLka 1883
Csárdás macabre 1881-82
Unstern! l-880
Poème satanique oP.36 1903

Lis zt
Lis zt
l,i-szt
Lis zt
l,is zt
T,is zt
Skryabin
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exp-Iore evif deliberately, since it coul-d be argued from Aesthet|cism that

evil- is an artistic experj-ence as important as beauty; it is simply

beautyrs reverse face.

The Méphisto and Skryabin pieces derive from evi.l- personified in the

figure of Satan and afso Lhe long historicaf tradition of fascinatj-on with

the idea of evoking his spirit, which in a general r^ray is similar to the

fascination that the Decadents found in exploring taboos. The Csárdás

macabre shares the spirit of the other pieces but has a titl-e denoting a

less personified or specific evil-. There is the vaguely impJ-ied

suggestion that it is a dance of evil- spirits or one that wil-l- evoke them.

Liszt as Art Nouveau figure

The general question of considering very l-ate Liszt works as of

possibJ-e Art Nouveau provenance, even though they are within the tj-me-

frame for this study, needs to be referred to agaì-n, for the evidence of

the earlier satanic pieces mentioned above shows that they were a

recognized part of the Romantic mil-ieu in their time, and raises the

objection that the four late ones merely continue this tradition and thus

a-re essentj-ally Romantic rather than Art Nouveau. It can al-so be argued.

that the later ones. inc.Iuding the polka, are simpJ-y variations of the

first. But it is this l-ast point that justifies their Art Nouveau

candidature, as it were, on grounds of method alone, for they are above

a1J- essays in compositional- mannerism, as aesthetically asymmetrical as

the earl-ier ones are wel-l- proportioned. Liszt is experimenting with

certaj-n devices at the expense of compositional bal_ance:

1. using parallel repetiti-ons of fj-gures instead of moduLation and normal-

development

2. basing these repetj-tious flgures on mere fragments of motif

3. using extended pedal-points

4. reducing the text.ure to a nrinimum - oft.en to recj_tative

5. exploring new tonalities and their resulting harmonies
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6. exploring open forms, often wj-th motto-beginnings and uncadenced

endings, and featuring afternations of episode rather than linear

structure - chordal-. ostinato, recitative, trilled - almost a

Brechtj-an, Imagist or Joycean use of al-ternations of texture and

matter.

His work is introducing rìew horizgns to musical- composition at the

same time that Arthur Heygate Mackmurdo, trValter Crane and others33 are

expforing the mannerisms of l-ine that become visual- Art Nouveau. Thj-s is

not to suggest that mannerism is al-f there is to Art Nouveau, but its

mannerism of fíne and stylization is' with a fantastic subjectr a

sufficient condition to justify cal-ling a work Art Nouveau, as has been

dj-scussed in earl-ier chapters. Thus while l,iszt cannot have known Art

Nouveau in its high period, since he died in 1886, many late piano works

from 1880 show him exploring manneristic devices that are to be important

to music of the fantastic i-n the high Art Nouveau period as they are to

his own music of the fantastic.

Liszt: Méph isto vaLses 2,3,4

The fascination of the satanic, especially the f,enau (1836-46) and

of the Méphisto-Faust Iegend, interestedGoethe (1808,

Liszt frorn the

1832) versions

time of his Mal.édiction (1830-40) ' through the Faust

slrmphony (1857), Totentanz (1849-59) and the orchestral Méphisto va-Lse of

1860, to the l(éphisto va-Lses 2,3,4 (l-881,188334,1885) and the Mephisto-

Pol-ka3s (1883).

The first I"Iéphisto va-l.se (arranged by Liszt for piano in 1863) is

subtitfed "Der Tanz in der Dorfschenke aus Lenaus 'Faust"', and provides

the general setting for the l-ater three. All four develop three basic

eLemenLs - an opening figure evoking the Devil- (F1), a Pr"e.tto dance-motif

(Mr) and an espressivo amoloso sl-ower motif (Mz). The Faust story'

although centuries oId, appeals to the Art Nouveau artist precisely

because of these three elements - daring to evoke evil, abandoning the
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senses to its hysteria in dance, and tasting its delights, afl_ of which

are sensual-.

It is impossible to

1863 original (I), for the

liqht of the earlier one.

consider the wal-tzes

l-ater ones are only

AII- four are studi-es

II, III and fV without the

to be understood in the

in transformation:

firstly, transformatj-ons of Mephistopheles and Faust in reverse r^rays - the

one into the plausible Monsjeur and the other into a damned souli

secondly, transformations of themes, as in waltz I when the sl-ow-movement

motif is transformed into a dramatic one, and thirdly in that the l-ater

waltzes are transformations of the earl-ier one.

Example 145

ï

,Í P

fl%ðYlte u-

invocations

Va-lse .r evokes the devil in its F, of up\^rards-moving chains of

fifths with acciaccaturas suggesting the detuned devil-'s fiddl-e -

conventionally represented (Berlioz' La Damnation de Faust, Saint-Saens I

Danse I'lacabre) as Lhe trj-tone. The later three begin by transforming thi-s

element. The second changes ì-t fully into the tritone (the Dia.boJ-us in

musica of mediaeval prohibition36) that while nominal-ly the same interval-

is spelled out i-n wholetones at the very beginning of the piece and thus

estabrishes new tonal possibilities3?. The third wal-tz begins with a 9e,

broken chord whose major third plus two fourths create a much more

dissonant effect, abandonj-ng the tritone38, and the fourth with a

heptatonic scal-e whose two tritones are divided (counting in semitones)

T

t

E

Llszt: Méphisto va-lses,

2- i iii
T;



3l-2 and 21-21-. TII has echoes
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of Its acciaccaturas

52s

from bar 27, this time

with sirnultaneous fourths so that the

fourth of III; II and IV abandon the

diminished fifth of I becomes the

acciaccaturas .39

The M, presto el-ement

in II and IV from their F

undergoes similar

figures, but j-n III

transformations, developi-ng

from an echo of F in I.

The three later waftzes, however' reverse the procedure of I in

introducing the dramatic statement of M2 as a main feature of the presto

section, showing it transformed later into the espressivo slow movement

and final-ly its return as a presto theme.

II and IV invert M2 as j-t becomes the dramatic forte theme of the final

sectj-ons. so adding another aspect of transformation to these works.

The ABA overal-l- structure of the later waltzes is sti-l-I based on

Example 146

Liszt: Méphisto vaìses, M

r

1

I vcJ

r

tu

v

-l&e+

Lí s zt : Méphi sto va-l ses, M

{

2

r

T

Iir

E

Example 147:
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that of f, but with the M, transformations dominating the corresponding

ABA sections. Thus the waltzes of the Art Nouveau repertory are primarity

about (evi.l-) transformation in more than one sense, and with their

techniques of motif-transformation (to be outlined bel-ow) antj-cipate some

of the techniques of Skryabin in the Sixth and Ninth Sonatas and in

Iítrangeté.

Each pJ-ece has further discordances, although these are not so

vi-ol-ent as to be incompatible with the pathos of the amoroso-motifs;

Mephistophel-es as an Art Nouveau character is as much seductive as

threatening.

The second waltz features constant contrasts of tonality that make

any sustained tonal perspective uncertaini the third and fourth conLinue

this ambiguity wj-th thej-r restl-essness of modufation (usualJ-y unprepared,

ofLen merely moving a chromatic step, or because of a modified chord or

varied tone-set) and frequent change of key-signature) . For instance, the

third waltz establishes a C.{ pedal (as the domj-nant of gf., something like

pJ-agal-Ionic) from bars 21-50, moves without preparation to If itr bar 51,

again without preparation to F natural- in bar 57, to E in 71, EÞ in 75, D

in 79, and then to a whol-e page of descendj-ng chromatic chords. The

fourth wal-tz has two pages each with three different key-signatures (pages

5 and 7 in the Liszt Socì-ety edition), but there are more than three key-

changes because of the ambiguous tonal-ities of many passages within these

nominal- key-boundaries. From the first bars of the second wal-tz to the

.l-ast ones of the fourth there is tonal ambiguity and restl-essness: there

is therefore the unsettling effect of constantJ-y shifting tonal- horizons,

as if to suggest that the devil can move through time and space.

As wil-I be seen l-ater in other J-ate pieces of Liszt, chromatic

sequences of melodic l-ine or parallel- chords symholize death. Parall-eJ.

chromatic progressions are found in the Méphisto vaJ ses, Csárdás macabre

and lVuagres gris, but. not in Á,m Grabe Ricåard Waqners (which deal-s with



such chromatic sequences as

in other of the late pieces'

notes. The poì-nt to be made
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memory, not death) , nor j-n SchLafl-os, Erag:e und Antwort. Death in these

waltzes is implied in the bargain Faust makes with Mephistopheles' and

those of the third wal-tz wi.Il be found echoed

as wel-l- as chromatic series of single melodic

chromatichere is that sequences of pure

movement are not just included here for effect, although that is powerful,

but for symbolic purposes. fn his.l-ater years at Least Liszt is concerned

j_n these pieces about evil- to make a moral- point about its consequencesi

his religiosity, however, does not prevent his Art Nouveau sensibility

from being fascinated by it.

These pure chromatic effects need to be distinguished from the mere

admixture of chromatic efements to melody j-n which there is no complete

chromatic sequencef and certainly not one that is reiterated. Chromatic

admj-xtures are seen in all- the amoroso motifs of the wal-tzes, and as

e.l-sewhere in the repertory, signify sensual-ity.

Repetition beyond Lhe bounds of the conventionally-balanced

composition is a major feature of the three wal-tzes. The first tlpe of

repetition is that of a complete phrase, but always wj-th one or more

changes, Ij-ke an al-tered note that transforms tonal-ity (the first two runs

of wal-tz II where F becomes Ff, changing tonal-ity from wholetone to major

diatonj-c; page 7 of wal-tz III (bars 81-96) where successive lines change

through Lydian mode (the scal-e of the naturafs on F), an artificial- tone-

set on F with C# on1y, the whol-eLone set, plagal-Ionic on C, Dorian on $r

and an unresol-ved. V7 on ct in different positions.

lvaftz IV has passages that show Lhe same repetition-with-variation

that confuses tonality, especially in the last bars (159-200); each

appearance of the amoro.so-motif (bars 9-72), however, is al-ways

immediatell¡ repeated unchanged in this piece, the variations thus

occurring' between double-sets of repetitions. This wal-tz is thus the most

intensely repetitive of the three late ones, and without the middl-e-
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section that T,iszt J-eft uncompleted (page 58 of Liszt Society edition) is

so repetitive because based on such li-¡nited motivic material that its

hlnpnotj-c ef fect is at f east as compelling as that of the others. In al-f

three this slight but profoundly significant variation of repetition takes

the place of normal deveJ-opment.

Liszt r Méphisto-Pol-ka

Although in rhythm a very different dance from the waltzes, being in

2/4 tíme, the work begins with a figure not,unl-ike that of the opening of

waltz II, so that it can be regarded as an invocatì-on-figure:
Atlc8rctto.E J= ú.

Example 148:

r8

+ d

Liszt: Méphisto poJka, !-22

| ';:z
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It remains within the diatonic set, however, and makes use of chromatic

parallel progressions as wel-f as acciaccaturas throughout to show its

l,Iéphísto legacy as containing the implication of death.

The polka is simil-arly constructed to the third wal-tz (which

structurally is more compfex in that it introduces more fragments of motif

and figure than II or IV): a phrase is immediateJ-y repeated verbatim and

then varied, this variation itsel-f repeated. and so on. There is less

variation of tonality, however. this being replaced by unmodufated shifts

along the steps of the tone-set employed for most of the piece - Ff' key

but based on the mediant A as root - as can be seen in the sequences from

bars 130-151. (The sequence of bars 81-1L0 is related, moving in upward

steps as if to a cLimax that i-s dissipated into repetitions. )

t
:l
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As in the waltes, this process of repetition with slight variation

and unmodul-ated stepping takes the pJ-ace of norma1 development and

modulation. Since repetition is so much stressed there is the same

hypnotic effect, enhanced in this piece by the feeling of being suspended

in time without any real progression, partly from the repeLitions

themselves and partly from the use of the mediant as root. This is seen,

for instance, in M, (bars 18ff in Example 1-46), which the ear accustomed

to diatonics treats as a temporary stage in the cadence to the tonic-root

that never comes, since the piece tails off without cadence to the

unrelated F.

perhaps the most surprisj-ng feature of the work is its -apparent

al-most compl-ete absence of discordancei yet it sounds strange. Firstly'

there is the constant use of acciaccaLura that is the vestigial echo of

those in the fj-rst Méphísto va7se, where they suggested the detuned fifths

of the devil-'s fidd.le; secondly there is the use of the mediant as root

that gives an uneasy feeling of being suspended as in a nightmare (from

the unfulfilled expectation of cadence); thirdly there is the hlpnotic

repetition; fourthly the atmospheri-c rushing scales and tremol-ando effects

of the ossja al-ternatives; and fifthly the chromatic paralleJ- progressions

mentioned a]¡ove. But the most subtl-e use is made of the tritone, seen in

the second of the introductory sets of runs (B/F), and j-n the Ftl$

j-nterval in bar 51 that recurs so often during the work. Here the

principal macabre element of the Méphisto works becomes briefly expJ-ici-t.

Humphrey Searle is perhaps judging the piece from the point of view

of balanced conventional-ity when he dismisses it as being "overlong and

not of great interest"4o, for its excesses of repetition and lack of normal

development are de.l-iberate Art Nouveau mannerism aimed at achieving a

fantastic, not a conventional- mood. As earl-ier with Rakhmanoniv's Études

tabfeaux f such criticism misses the point: the over-emphasis on

repetitj-on is a defiberately affective Art Nouveau feaLure.
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Tremolando was noticed as one of the devices contributing to a

feeJ-ing of evil: this technique may be seen in many J-ate pj-ano works of

Llsz|., where j-t always symboJ-izes ill- omen. ft will particuJ-arly be

noticed in the folJ-owing piece.

Liszt t Unstern!

UnsternJ (unl-ucky or fatal star, given in French as .Sjnistre in the

Breitkopf and Härtel edition), is a symbol drawn from astrology, but l,iszt

is perhaps just using it in the general- sense of an evil- omen or fuck that

casts its shadow on a particular person or episode.

The first part of the work is, like the Po7ka, based on repetition,

its quj-te J-ong phrases (Len bars of Lento common-time) bei-ng repeated

mostly at the semitone until- the sl-ow scalar ascent of bars 58-84. ft

begins in the major but from bar 5 the tritone4l emerges, leading to the

atonalities of wholetones and chromatics that dominate the first part of

the piece (1-84). There is a conflict between these atonalities and their

accompanying pedalpoints, but as the pedals themselves change sendtonal-Iy

(bars 2L-52) before fixing on an F (bars 58-77) each tonal point seems

just as arbitrary as the others, including the long pedal on F jusÈ

mentioned. The study by Thomas Kabisch on this work, however, attempts to

place al-l- these within a structural system based on rhythmic units as well

as harmonic ones, and shows that the work is constructed on principles

that are partly atomistic.42

As a whol-e the piece is remarkabl-e for its lengthy ostinato-pedals

and chromatic paralJ-el progressions. The ostinatos begin in bar 21 with a

symbolically funereal double-dotted rhythm that changes to a tremolando

bass in 58, over which the first of the chromatic progressJ-ons begin. The

symbolism of each figure is clear: for the first figure, the dramatic

effect of the tremolando bass is an omen, whose rhythm echoes that of the

conventional funeral-march; the second always si-gnifies death, as noticed

above. Thomas Kabisch also notj-ces possibJ-e palindromic and star-l-ike
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(opening bars) .
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the symbology of this worka3; palindronuic

found in Ricåard l{agner - Venezia

l¡lhen in the finaf section the guasi-organo chords commence (bar 84)

it j-s equally cl-ear that religious exorcism is symboJ-ized (diatonics in

late Liszt atways symbolize God and religion), but unl-ike the .Antwort

sectj-on ín SchLaffos, Erage und Antwort this epì-sode does not manage to

come to a ful-l cl-ose after the incomplete cadences of 84-91- that

antj-cipate one. The attempts at cadence founder, instead, in repetition

that l-eads to the violent di-scord of bar l'03:

At bar 102 the ostinato G has afmost accidentally created a concordr but

its continuatj-on j-nto 103 prevents the formation of a chord of the seventh

on the E whose upper note would have been Ft. Thus the chromatic fall of

the inner voices from D to Df ushers in not diatonic resolution but the

chromatic echo of the bass figure that began under the first ostinato in

bar 22. The evil of the chromatic progressions negates the exorcism, so

that the piece ends indefinitely, with the shadol^I of the star of ill- omen

remaining over the future. The tonality at this ending is uncertain, with

an unresoÌved subdominant chord of bars 1-29-30 and a slow bass wholetone

mirror-image of the chromatic unisons ending sti11 on the subdominant' so

that despite the implied tonalíty (B major) of the whole fj-nal section the

piece ends with the ambiguous tonatity with which it began.

35
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As one of Liszt's three Csárdáses from his last years (the others

being Csárdás obstiné and Csárdiás aTlegro) it is an intense, exhausting

dance of repetitions. It seems to have been this aspect of the form that

attracted Liszlc, for in each case he writes a work of driving, obsessive

intensity that j-s quite outsj-de conventionality, and is quite different in

this way from his other J-ate Hungarian works, the Portraits. In pursuing

such intensity of affective repetition l,isz,t is cfearfy aligned with the

principle of excess that is part of Art Nouveau's essence.

This Csárdás is the most pronounced example of obsessive, narroel-

focused repetition in his late works, and by this suggests a voodoo-l-ike

spelI. It extends for over six hundred bars of 2/4 but is remarkabl-e for

its limited materj-al . It begi-ns with twenty-seven bars of bare

consecutive fj.fths moving chromatically, an effect probably unique in the

l-iterature for its unrelieved starkness, and a device signifying evil-, as

532

l,i-szt : Csárdás macabre

noticed above

motif enters

SECR

EXTREMES

in other l-ate Liszt composition. I¡lhen the first melodic

(bar 32) it ranges only over a tritone (another symbol of

i-n the Ì"|éphisto v-a-Lses) and has a folk-rhythm that quicklyevil, as

becomes an ostinato and soon narrows r-n range even more:

Example 150:

q

Liszt3 Csárdás macabre, 43-46, 67-1O
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I¡lhen the second melodic motif enters in 95 it ends with an upwards leap of

a sixth that startles and rel-ieves tension somewhat by its extravagance of

movement compared to all the narrowrress of range that has preceded it.

But it is the only such rel-ief amongst the work's motifs and figures,

except for octave-figures l-ike those of 407ff that merely reinforce their

paralÌel chromatic movements. and are thus associated with the

inexorability of death rather than the dancers' abandon signified by the

leap of the sixth in Mr. An associated symboJ- of omen is the use of

tremofando ín 424ff and the l-ast page's 575ff.

Despite the "relief" offered by this second motif John Ogdon finds a

c.lose resembl-ance to the Djes jrae theme that first appears Ln Mafédiction

in 1830-40. Here the connotations are of doom and the Day of Judgement.

Ogdon also argues that the Csárdás is in a nuiniaLure of sonata form, but

its structure may not be so simp1e44.

AlI the work that is not composed of parallel- chromatics has

strangenesses of Hungarian or quasi-Hungarian ldiom (for instancer usj-ng

the mediant as tonal centre in the motif announced in bars 33-36r the

fifth as centre in the motif of bars 6'l-10, the seventh as centre in bars

95-99). These sit wel-l with the consecutive fifths effects j-n

establishing an effect that is foreign to the real-m of normal diatonics.

Repetitions are the dominating feature, however, with sJ-ight but

transformative changes in almost every repeated phrase - from major to

minor, a bass moving contraril-y to that of the original, a chromatic

paralJ-el shift, or a contraction. In a sense these are transformations,

so that just when repetition of a phrase has set i-t firmJ-y in the núnd of

the hearer it is modífied slightly but percepti-bJ-y, with the effect of a

constantly shifting image that appears the same but J-s always fluid and

amblguous.

In a piece of this J-ength there i-s some development, but always of

the phrase, never into any extended passagei development is subordinated
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to repetition. paralleI shiftj-ng of phrase, recitative, long chromatic

sequences and octave or piano echoes. There j-s also much unmodul-ated

changing of key and modality that together wj-th the non-tonic motif

centres tends to break down any sense of fixed tonality.

The intensi-ty of the piece j-s well- beyond normal- aesthetj-c limits,

with hardly any reJ-ief, and afthough there is frequent change of figure

there is little real variety, for the figures tend to be narrow 1n range,

and repetitive of rhythm. The unrel-enting allegro pulse conti-nues without

pause for the whol-e length of the piece and contributes powerfuJ-ly to the

obsessiveness of effect. I¡lhen to al-l- this is added the parall-el chromatic

sequences, particularly those in fifths or octaves, there cna be no doubt

that the affectiveness of the whole is del-iberately sought by Liszt, and

of the preoccupation with the dance

and its Dies irae motif in 1830-40.of evil that begj-ns with Mal-édiction

Skryabin: Poème satanique

This opus 36 of 1903 is an earlier work than others of Skryabin

considered in this study, but shows hi-m exploring the macabre effects that

the octatonic pitch-set can suggest. Boris de Schl-oezer staLes that at

l-east as earJ-y as 1900 Skryabin was thinking of the Mysterium, so that he

would even at this early stage see the necessity of confrontì-ng and

reconciling the forces of evil-. The work is therefore no dal-l-iance with

evil- but a serj-ous attempt to evoke it so that he can eventualJ-y harmonize

it. Lj-szt invokes evil- to expose and exorcize it; Skryabj-n invokes it to

harmonize and reconcile its force.

The work has harmonic and repetitious extremes that take it beyond

even the wide latitude of effects allowed conventional pieces on evil,

al-though as a 1903 Skryabin piece of sonata-movement length (236 bars of

6/8) it is cast in otherwise normal deveJ-opmental- moul-d except for its

being without any orthodox recapitul-ation sectj-on. It has the power from

use of extreme effects that bel-ongs to the tradition of l-ater Romantic
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evi-l--fantastic b/orks like the pre-1BBO Liszt ones and Alkan's Suasi-Faust

(Grande Sonate, second movement), Scherzo diabol-ico and ATIegro aTLa

barbaresca (Douze études dans Le tons mineurs 3 and -10) rather than to the

nr-ilder g'enre of Sai-nt-Saens' Danse macabre and Dukas' L'apprenti sorcier.

The first chord of the work, ironico, with the tritone between the

upper notes, is quite uncompromising, and afthough it moves towards an

expected resolution on F at the beginning of bar 3 this is balked by the

pp chord that instead of bei-ng a s. on F j-s a second inversion IV Tbuo on

ít; the F chord is actuafly reached in the bars 5-B repetition of the

sequence, but only when a fresh approach is made beginning a tone higher:

Example 151:
F, lo')
Alleþro. Í.x ,'/. =s2 -r08.

fr,l ,

l
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Skryabin: Poème satanigue, 1-10

FP dot¿e

7nf4 r

It will- be seen that these extremities of harmony appear to come

from use of octatonic sets, r^¡ith notes accidental- to their sets being

relativel-y few but important, like the very first bass Ds. In accordance

wj-th later p.ractice when invoking evil, the octatonic sets of Mt and M2 are

l-eft-handed, M, beginning and ending on the l-ast note of 03 (c), thereby

i-mpJ-ying its reversed form Lo3, and M, as wifl be shown below. The

hlpothesis of left-handed octatonic sets as symbolj-zing evil seems to

begin in this work with the clearest indications possible. The rubric

under NI, - doTce appassi onato - is in the light of later practice to be

interpreted as evil veil-ed in sweetness - it is a windj-ng motifr and

therefore is sensuousness posing as innocence.

The opening figure F, bears the rubric ironico. frony is a turn of
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phrase or events that reverses normal expectations, so that here the

figure impties a mirror of some normal procedure. Eour-note fragments

like this can carry symbolism in l¡lestern music - for instance the Dies

irae opening, and the BACH motif. F, is possibly a retrograde or

inversion of a Russian religious theme, but there j-s a resemblance to the

main theme of Poème tragique op.34 of the same year that may be

numerol-ogicatlY signifj-cant :

Example 151a:

lJ o^o'1quÊ

P. s*a+ñtq.)e

Skryabin: Poèmes ttagique & satanique' Ml

The interval-Iic analysis of the motifs is 313 (=7) and 311 (=5)

respectively whi-ch might just possibly refer to the motifs' intervall-ic

sums spanning but not encompassing the evil- tritone (6) ' The 7 of the

first work is a perfect fj-fth and the 5 of the second the Iess perfect

fourth.

v,Ihen the rubric next appears it is riso ironico (bar 9). Normal

procedure here woul-d be

making a triadic chord'

the deviL's laughter.

for the three noLes of this figure to end on G,

but here a tritone is formed between C and GÞ -

Exarnple 152: t4 ---r> ol
o

ot
¿o

Skryabin: Poème satanique, I7-2O

M, has a famiLiar rubric-type: do7ce, cantabil-et amoroso, the outer l^¡ords
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being significant as forerunners of the M, motifs of

which all show the softer side of sensuousness.

Here the motif begins in Lo2 by having D as its first

537

the l-ate sonatas,

this by Ieading to it by E, and then transforms to LO3

long note, but veils

, where it finishes

on C, the l-ast note of 03, thereby confirming its reversed-set nature.

The work is premised about the contradictions between the i¡onico Fr

and the vei.l-ed sweetnesses of the two motifs M, and Mr. For instance, in

the first. two bars the trebfe line woul-d be chromatical-Iy sensuous if it

were not accompanied by the harsh bass and the harmonies of the inner

parts, just as M, is contradicted by the strangeness of the bass chord

over which it appears (confirming the nature of Skryabin "basses" under

melodic motifs as beì-ng contrapuntal-polyphonic rather than

accompanimentaf-homophonic; they are thus typical Art Nouveau

interweavirg). These inner parts contain some winding chromaticism that

signifies the sensuality of amoroso but this seems distorted j-n the

tortuous path seen in Example 1,52 between the BÞ bass of its beginning and

the F of the end, whose abruptness in descent to EÞ is opposed to the

compJ-ex suspensions in the j-nner parts.

The three el-ements of ironíco (Fr) , appasionato (Mr) and amoroso (Mz)

mean that the work begi-ns like a sonata first-movement, but with the

ironico figures (incfuding the riso ironico tritonic chord of bar 9)

opposing their every deveJ-opment. For instance, the appasionato passage

of 53-70 is immediately confounded by one based on the ironico bar 1

trebl-e figure (71-78), and the amoroso passage 79-93 by ironico and riso

passages to bar 110. At the cl-ose of the work it is the satirical

sequences thaL are trì-umphant. In this h¡ay normal motivi-c development is

Iimited in the manner famifiar in the Art Nouveau repertory, where motifs

tend to be repeated unchanged over transforming contexts.

By the end of the piece the contexL becomes right-handed octatonic,

and the determining factor seems to be the stressing of 4Þ through the
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l-ast three l-ines:

Example 153:

1Ìø

Skryabi-n: Poème satanique, 227-226

Throughout these fines the l-ower stave j-s set in LO3, with j-ts foundation

the C that is its .Last note conflicting with j-ts or^rn use of AÞ, a note

which, fol-lowed by the semltone A' in that set, wouJ-d make it right-handed

if it coufd become the foundation. This eÞ is taken up by the chordal

figure of the upper stave, !,rhere it is a note foreign to its l,O1 set based

on E. The AÞ eventually resolves to G in bars 225 and 227, but not before

it has been repeatedly stressed in the unresolving series of E\Dt/E chords

in stretto. The negativity of the AÞ and C are only finally defeated in

the cl-imactic bars 225-32, when the left hand transforms to 01 on C and is

joined by the upper stave's transforming from Lo1 to 01. It will- be

noticed, however, that since 225 the upper stave has effectively been 01,

basing its chords on C rather than the earlier E. Thus Skryabin

harmoni-zes and thus neturalizes the evil aspects of the work at the end.

Summary

AI1 the l,iszt pieces show hypnotic repetition, mostly reinforced

with ostinato rhythms or figures; al-I except l,iszt's Méphisto-PoLka show

pronouncedly dissonant harmonies and ambiguities of tonality, but even the

PoLka subtly stresses the tritone. Al-1 are pieces showing even more

extremity of effect than is seen j-n the l-j-cence aÌl-owed traditional-

Romantic pieces about the fantastic and evil.

A significant use is made by both composers of the contrast between

amoroso and evil motifs. The Méphísto val-ses thus highlì-ght the tragedy

EXTREMES
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innocence. and the opposj_tion between the

and the ironico ones in Skryabin has significance

DEATH Nuages gris 1,881-
Die Trauer-Gondef 7,2 IB82
Richard Wagner - Venezia 1883
Canope (PréIudes II/70) I972-I3
GuirLandes Op. 73/I 1-914

i-n the l-ate sonatas.

Lis zt
Li-s zt
T,is zt
Debus sy
Skryabj-n

Concept

Death 1s an important theme for the Symbo]_ists, who see it as a

transformation to the spi-rit-worJ-d, with which some of them attempt to

communicate in theosophical- practice. It is afso an important facet of

Art Nouveau. as can be seen for instance in Muni-ch, where a number of the

major cemeteries have AussegnungshalJenas or chapel-s in Art Nouveau design,

and such design is commonly found in graveyard memorj-al-s of the period.

It is al-so seen in such pictures as rTan Tooroop's Disjntegration of Eaithai

and in Beardsley's ELektra and Sal-omé drawings. Non-Symbolist Art Nouveau

artists sti1l treat death as transformation without the specificalJ-y

theosophlcal overtones, and in addj-tion extend the Romantic and pre-

RaphaeJ-ite preoccupation with morbid mel-anchoJ-y. From the Decadents they

absorb the horror of, yet fascination with, death, particularly when

associated with beauty, as seen in portrayals of salomé, Elect.ra and

JudiLh.

ThJ-s compl-ex set of attitudes is far from the Romantic fascination

wj-th death, and equally far from the heroic side of its great theme of

l-ove and death. The Art Nouveau theme of death is seen par excel1ence in

Thomas Mann's Der Zauberberg (1924) where death awaits any of the guests

in the Berghof. is the inevitable end of the Joachim-Marusja love, even of

the great life-embracing Mynheer Peeperkorn's vltality, and ultimately of

Hans Castorp's dreaml-ike existence; it is actualJ-y sought in the

Settembrinl-Naphta rivalry. trfhen uncl-e James, therefore, visits Hans and

his rnse-l-Berg he is a seeì-ng the fiving d.ead who no longer have any
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connection with or desire for l-ife bel-ow on the plain. Death in Art

Nouveau is thus fascinating as well- as horrible, Insel- and Hades together

with Hel-I, a spell Iike that of nereids who l-ure mari-ners to drowning'

None of this is peculiar to Art Nouveau, of course, but death is its most

extreme fantasy. in music giving rise to some of j-ts most original

composition. Death is transformation into another state of nature, into

an ideal Insel-paradise, perhaps, but the process of transformation j-s

mel-ancholy and harrowing. through darkness and uncertainty'

l,is zt z Nuages gris

The term is a typical Art Nouveau metaphor for death, although it

has been mj-staken as impressionist tone-paì-nting, whj-ch is to j-gnore the

ti-tl-e,s obvious connotations ín favour of a narror¡I concentration on its

denotation. Its first titl-e was Trübe t{ol-ken Idul]- cl-ouds, perhaps

"Ieaden/gloomy skies"l; figurativeJ-y this seems to imply what in EngJ-ish

idiom is "bl-eak outlook" or l-ack of hope - dark or bl-ack thoughts'

consonant with the figurative meani-ng of jvuages grís - death and mourning'

as wifl now be explained. snow is wj-nter, the season when nature appears

to die, and greyness is the evening or night a-ppearance of snow' and also

its colour when mi-xed with dirt from grave-diggì-ng - the only digging

normally undertaken in snov¡, so that there are overtones of the diurnal-

sleep/death of nature and l-ife at night, and the seasonal- sleep/death in

winter. Liszt would have had death in mind at thi-s time of his J-ife' of

course.

The work is based on ostinato, al-ternations and chromati-c parallel

movements - afl- forms of repetiLion, fornuing regular rhythmic pulses and

harmonic patterns. The ostinato begins from the first bar with the two-

bar syncopated figure that is repeated three times and then rested until-

the tremolando ceases at the end of the first page (bar 20) . Its pulse

then resumes, fj-rst in a curtailed mel-odic bass fine, and then from bar 25

to near the end (bar 43) it conti-nues its steady rhythm. The quiet

t
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inexorability of this ostinato strongly suggests the approach of death,

particularly when everythi-ng - ostinato and ascending chromatic octaves -

ceases gradually, with sj-lence ensulng before the l-ast unresolved chords

of the ending.

Sj-nce al-I four of Liszt's pieces on death discussed in this chapter

have a sinrilar syncopation or rhythrn-ic hiatus in the middle of their

ostj-nato figures, it seems that the arryt.hmi-c pulse must be of symbolic

value, suggestinq uncertainty on the one hand and possibly mortality on

the other. The failing heart-beat as death approaches may be indicated,

but the slow phrases are far slower than any heart, so that the

metaphorical sense seems more likeÌy: the Art Nouveau sensibility

i-magines death as an experience, as a dream of passage to another realm,

as the ultimate impingj-ng of the fantastic on the real-. The ostinato

itself implies the inexorability of death, and its arrhythnr-ic pulse may

imply the uncertainty of the passage through it.

The bass tremolando pedals of the first page and the chromatic

paralleJ-s are s¡rmbols of omen and death respectively, as in the

metaphorical titl-e.

Example 154: b

ça

rl

çÀ

Liszt: Nuages gris, 6-75

ûaà SQô

In the second page the tremolando is

that echo those of the tremolandors

waverings echo

broken chords

the ostinato figure's

replaced by bass pedal-alternations

BÞ-A wavering. These alternations and

harmonic basis: i-t consists of two

a faJ-J-ing ¡ruinor triad, which the- a rising discord 7a, and

wavering refl-ects (althoughtremo.l-andots j-n reverse sequence, because it
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begins consonantly with the minor triad and then fal-ts a semitone away

from it). The effect of these quiet, rhythmically insistent devices of

ostinato and pedals becomes eerj-e when the descending chromatic chords

begi-n at bar 9. For the first two only the top not.e falIs, turning 
" 

#V6:

. ¿cchord into a o"3. but this latter chord then falls chromaticalÌy in a

parallel serles (thus signifying death, as seen earfier in Liszt works) as

the tremol-ando r^¡avers on its own semitones. The pattern this creates is

ì-nteresting, for two separate buL j-nteracting motions are proceedJ-ng, and

all- in a ceaseless, very slow and quiet rhyLhm - the process of death,

where two times, earthly and cosmic, approach and gradual-J-y meet.

T,arry Todd suggest.s t.hat the augmented triad (the constituent of

this faLling chromatj-c series) denotes death and mourning in I'íszL,

calJ-ing it "the unwel-come g'uest", tracing it back to .FuneraiJ-l-es 1n 1849,

then ?rauer-Gondel I, and Äm Grabe Richard Wagners as well as Nuages gris

(Todd does not mention its appearance j-n ?rauer-VorspieJ, or its first

inversj-ons in ?rauer-Marsch and t/nstern!) 1 . This may be so, but since it

does not appear in al.l- the death-pieces, especially ì-n the important

Trauer-GondeJ II48, ì-t may have a more specialized signification than this

that has yet to be identified. Its rol-e in non-death pieces, including

the songsf must al-so be examined (a process AIan ltai-ker has begun) ,

comparisons made with its significance in ÌVagner, and care taken to

discover whether j-n the Ìate pieces j-ts role is changed. It is clear,

however, that parall-el chromatic progressions and chromatic sequences of

melodic l-ine do signify death for Liszt, at least in the l-ate works.

The only mefodic fragments occur in the two simpJ-e statements a

fourt.h apart over the resumed ostinato. Their impact as melodic lines in

the midst of ostinato figures is poignant, and makes the ensuing ascending

chromatic octaves seem -Iike a continuation of the melody rather than a

simple chromatic scafe.

This scale takes place over the bass pedals that al-ternate between
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BÞ and A, as previously mentioned. In the middl-e is the echo of the

ostinato that begins the piece, now formed into a further echo of the

descending chromatic chords of bars 9-20 by being an exact repetition of

them without thei-r lowest component, leavi-ng a succession of ¡n-inor thirds.

Against the ascending chromatic octaves and the descending nr-inor thirds

the bass pedal-s al-ternate semitonally, so that the resultant harmonies are

consLantly transforming, yet not according to normal sequential processes.

Here the different strands of life and death meet as the music rests

unfinished in A, indicati-ng that Liszt does not see death as the end -

neither his particufar religious sensibility nor his more general Àrt

Nouveau one aflows this finalitY.

Lisztt Die Trauer-Gondel- 1 d 2

Both funeral- barcarolles' written in 1882' combine the key Art

Nouveau concepts of water and death, with Venice itse.l-f (the home of the

gondoJ-a) almost an -fnseL-setting. The idea of a funeral boat carries

connotatj-ons of Charon ferrying dead soul-s across the Styx, and for Anglo-

Breton Art Nouveau it connotes the myth of King Arthurts funeral barge

taking him to the island of Avafon. Vtater's ffuidity symboli-zes

transformation into another dimensj-on of existence, and it is only through

water that the .rnseJ-paradise can be reached.

Example 155:

LC"to

3ô

.bJ ' 'bJ I

P

f-fE

=f:_ F
-l¡-

€ùê çÀ f

Liszt: Nuagres gris, 33-48
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Both the funeral barcarolles use chromatic sequences to sj-gnify

death. and share particular sequences in which the melody, over a

pedalpoint, progresses through a descending then ascending minor third.

They also share some asyrnmetrical pitch-sets, whose symboli-c significance,

if any, is not cl-ear.

Liszt: Die Trauer-GondeL T

Like.lVuages gris., the work begins with an ostinato (again wj-th an

arrhythnr-ic syncopation of pulse that runs through the whole piece in

direct or j-ndirect form). This ostinato is composed of two left-hand

broken chords, the second of which to some extent resol-ves the firstrs

beginning on the leading note by its finishing on the dominant. The

tension between VII and V, however, produces an uneasiness by j-ts

constant.l-y preparing for a resol-ution to the tonic. This is postponed

untiÌ bar 19, when the "resolution" is seen to be the basj-s of another

discordant series with minor ninths cJ-ashing in the second quaver of the

triplets. James Baker gives

in which he points out that

an account of the piece's harmonic structure

Lhere is an avoidance of confirmation of the

i-mplied tonic (F) throughout, even at the end, so thaL tonaJ-ity seems

suspended in space.

Example 156

g
+

I

Liszt: Trauer-Gond), ,, u-r,

s q

-1[--1-tffi --r------r---+
rt

The "melody" through these two passages is basicalJ-y just a simply

moving scale over these ostinato figures, but both ostinato and melody are

formed from an unusual- octatonj-c piLch-set 7212 21,21, whose second half j-s

a reversal of its first. The chromatic nature of this set, and the fact

that it is based on C, not F, and does not actual-ly contain an F, produces
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an eeriness of sound not found in symmetrica.l- octatonic sets. At bar 28

the melody breaks into a descending sca.lar recitatj-ve that peters out into

very slow semitones in bars 3l--38. This scale is an adaptation of the set

above, in which an exLra semitone is added in the midd1e to produce an

aslrmmetrical- nonatonic scale of 2J,27 L7271, on F, which is simply the nr-inor

scafe with sern_itones added before the fifth and octave).

The repetition of À as Ar has an octatonic, not a nonatonic set for its

recitative - the same set as for all- the piece except the first

recitative. part of the chil-Iing atmosphere of the RH+I,H seqences are the

clashes noted, and. part is that À' is a tone J-ower than A. The second and

thírd B sequences are each a tone below their forerunners, but reach these

through semitonaf bridges of single bars (86' 94)'

form of B reaches exactly an octave below the first

The third and final-

section of

the piece having travel-led through the five whole-tones of the

the piece,

octave -

tona.l- centres, produces a feelj-ng of uneasiness'

most important effect Liszt is signififying is what

be the juxtaposition in death of the two planes of

but do not touch - the natural and supernatural

motion without Progressron.

The effect of tonal- disorientation caused by the disalignment of

l-eft and right hands'

However, probably

he woul-d believe

the

to

Ànalysls 49:

bars
1- 1B

]9-21
21 -35

E

r

LH
(F impfied)

set
8r1
3113

cfash
E-EÞ

RH

c
C

-T

Af
n

Dr
Df.

Gt-

BÞ

c
c
c

set
121,2 21"2L

1 l_1
1

I A

272 L11- zLL J

36-56
51 -65
65-1 6

D

Þr
(D# implied) 81'7

3113
D-Cf t2L2 2L2r

111
7221, 2L72

'l

I
J

'l
J

1
I

1

I
I

Àr

76-85
B6
87-93
94
95-98
99-100
1,OL-120

c-G-t trem.
B-G trem.
eÞ-F-ü trem.
A-F trem.
AÞ-E trem.
aÞc-n trem.
EAÞ-E trem.

o

I
o

I
o

44
48

7212 2r2L B

B

BI

t2L2 21-2r

r.-nb
E_EÞ
E-Eb

1,212 2I2I
1272 2121"

1,212 2L2r

Llszt: Trauer-Gondel f, harmonic structure

existence that cross
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planes.

Some other resembfances with JVuages gris suggest themsel-ves:

firstly, the bitonal nature of the ostlnato recal-Is its wavering bass

pedals; secondl-y there is tremolando bass sj-gnì-fying death; thirdly the

melody in octaves whose movement is fuJ-ly chromatic in bars 79-26 and 57-

64 and not far from simple chromatics el-sewhere. There are also the

suspensions that make the progress of the meJ-ody even slower, and the

establ-ishment of a regular pulse that lasts i-n this case until the final-

section conÌmences and the tremo.lando takes over. This is unusual- in a

barcarolle, where the rhythm of boat on water normally underlies the whole

paece.

Liszt: Die Trauer-GondeL 2

The second barcaroll-e is, like the first, not as discordant as

.lVuages gris, but nonethel-ess based around the repetition of strange-

sounding figures, in this case the diminished broken chord (based on G, a

VII6b3, which is real-J-y a first inversj-on of a Veb, on an implied D that

never resol-ves to G) of the opening sequence, a chord that contains the

tritoneae. The ostinato once again is based around a syncopation that

produces an arrhythmic pulse echoed through most of the piece, suggest.ing

uncertainty in conjunction with the inexorabilì-ty of the ostj-nato itsel-f.

The ostinato figure alternates with recj-tative that repeats the

pattern of the first barcaroll-e by petering out into movements over two or

three sl-ow semj-tones: the effect is of a quasi--dramatic recitative

statement that l-oses j-ts momentum in introspection. and whenever thj-s

statement is returned to this is the pattern for the rest of the piece,

until- by bar 69 the sl-ow semitones have become the main statement - over

yet another ostinato pedal-figure (bel-ow). This second figure is of

simpJ-e octaves and fifths, so that the semitonal al-ternation of the

melodic figure causes shifts between major and minor at al-most every bar.

paral-leJ-J-ing the uneasy feeling notj-ced at the beginnì-ng, and continuing
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the wavering tonal effects of the previous two pieces.

s41

The first of these chord pairs is emphasized by its being raked' while

the octaves onfy are made to fal-I a semitone, so that the whol-e effect is

that of a sl-or^r appoggiatura. Under this the bass ostinato echoes the

syncopations of that at the begj-nning of the piece' with the pathos of the

chromatic falJ-s in the melody against the uncertainty of pulse of the

ostinato. Here the symbols of grief, uncertainty and inexorability

combine powerfuJ-ly as the tension j-ncreases with the gradual rise of the

me]odic line.

From here to bar 139 a melody proper develops from the early

recitative and eventuall-y rel-apses into plai-n recitative as its impetus

dies away. It rises through two sequences to two high points in bars 103

and 121, the second being a dramatic cl-imax from which everything

gradually fal-Is al^Iay. Both these high points, howeverf are approached

through a series of pedalpoínts, so that there is no suggestion of

harmonic progress: there has been a progression of feeJ-ing, but not of

action.

The final bars (140-168) are a series of repetitions of chromatic

parallel chords (first-inversion minor triads) with fragments of chromatic

me.lodic line moving parallel to and syncopated beLween them, with a

chilling bareness of effect as once again parallel chromatics imply death.

The final- seventeen bars consist of singfe, slow notes in groups
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interrupted by pauses and tending to begin off the beat, so that rhythm is

difficul-t to discern. The melodj-c line forms first from fragments of

recitative and then from chromatic sequences, but fj-nishes with an

ascendj-ng whol-etone half-octave that fal-l-s to the reversal--figure of the

earl-ier grief -motif :

V'Iith such explicit reference to earl-ier motifs and figures, including the

sj-gnificant inversion of the grief-motif in the l-ast. two bars, and the

symmetrical perfection of the wholetone phrase implj-ed j-n its use at such

an important final stage. it i-s quite cfear that Liszt is using musical

s|mbolism that is consistent within this piece and within the context of

his l-ate piano works.

Example 158:
llt> )--) i¿ J ¿ ¿

lto
Á

d4 É 2 å
Úl-l
.ø_ J )

aù û çÀ ÈQr ôç'Àô

c

tLt ¡íl¿øío -

Liszt: Trauer-GondeL fft 148-168

Änalysis 50:

set
1

2

3

4

5

6

I
9

basis
c#E
f
f
f
c#
!-

E

E

f
f

bars
e L-22

2?-?A
47-s1
49-84
85-88
89-104

105-08
to9-20
]-2t-24

compositJ-on
3111 1113
212 aII 2t]-
3111 1 1113
31 31 13
227 223
31 31 13
31 72 23
2t2r I73\
3311 1t_11

asymmetrical- i-rregular

*

Liszt: Trauer-Gondef fft pitch-sets

The pitch-sets for the various motj-fs and sectj_ons are again non-
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diatonic. The evidence appears to indj-cate that Liszt is usi-ng

asymmetrical sets. which are octatonic or nonatonic for the sequences that

extend for more than just a few barsso one resembl-ance will be

noticed wi-th the first barcarol-l-e the

only

sets for the first recitatives are

in each case 2I2 t]-L 2]-]-. Not shown are other similarities - the bass

figures of 81? and 3113 under parallel passages in the first two pages of

this work, and the 111 limited chromatic set over the pedal-point F in bars

43-46. The issue is compJ-icated by the possibj-lity that Liszt has broken

some theoreti-cal- models he is working from with chromatic accidentals, for

i-nstance in the nonatonic sets. There can be no doubt that chromaticism

is emphasized in such passages as bars

first inversion chord falls to make it

69ff, where the upper- note of every

drop from major to rn-inor,

to death. But the last two notes ofsignifying perhaps the

the work reverse this,

last.

fa1I from li-fe

perhaps signi-fying hope or resurrection at the

Lisztz Richard llaqner-Venezía

This is the third funera.l- barcarolle. for which the first two'

having inadvertently prefigured !{agner's death and funeral in Venice,

partly set the pattern.

Example 159: Lento ¡se¡i. tt.u.J= re

1

rcmpæ 8r¡

Liszt. Richard Wagner - Venezia' L-72

a ü¿J:_
(p)

üa:../
À'

.--iÉ
Fn- r'' fl3

Although written for the occasion of his death, the work is also an Art

Nouveau combj-ning of death, water and fnse-L-destinationi the music was not

written as scene-painting or recoJ-l-ection - Liszt was not in Venice at
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!{agner's

combines

EXTREMES

death - but as imaginative dwelling on death by water.

444

TI

the broken-chord ostinato of the first barcarolle (with a dotted

the morerhythm rather than syncopation in the mJ-ddJ-e, however) and

dramatic nature of the middle of the second.

The bass ostinato, with a rhythmì-c hiatus l-ike those of the other

barcarolles, is formed, as announced tn 1,-2, from a symmetrical pitch-set

444 (major thj-rds), and the chordal- movement above it is formed from

modifications of this set

The first stave summarizes the chords produced by the ostinato, which

and varies this throughout the sequence by moving one notebegins with

at a tíme. The effect of the ostinato is in its unceasing rhythmical

asymmetry, and in its always beginning from and falling to Ct (for only

the ascending half of each ostinato unit is shown). This Ct forms a

pedalpoint, over which sl-ow but inexorable transformations of the

ostinato-figure are taking place.

At the same time the right hand has a series of chordal figures.

Each begins and ends with a 4n chord (the sequence shown as A), and in

between has a variant on the simpJ-e chromatic mel-odic progression through

a minor third seen in the other two barcaroll-es - one based only on its

ascending component (shown as B). Furthermorer the whole sequence

represented by the A and B components (bars 4-10) is repeated a semitone

higher in bars 14-20. In the other two barcarolles such sequence

Analysis 51

OSTIF¡'1Tø

*= à7It\
*?* -tA *-¡ .t ó-3 (, \ t Ã+6 h h

4htt q s3

A b t

+
h l+ ¿+

Liszt: Ricàard Wagner - Venezia, pitch-sets
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repetj-tion takes pl-ace a semitone lol^ter. This and the fact that onJ-y the

ascending fragment of the 111 chromatic repetitions of the other

barcarol-les is util-ized here, seems to indicate that T,iszt is suggesting

optimism as against the pessi-mism of the earlj-er two. This is supported

by the materlal of the second page. It is al-so supported by the long

âscending chord-sequence that now foffows:

The sequence of chords begins in bar 24 as a 4n chord, or tI^Io major thj-rds,

and gradually proceeds as shown through just over two octaves, finishing

on another 44. There is a paral-lel- chromatic progression of six 4n chords

- the chromatic paralleJ- progression being a Lisztian symbol of death -

but thi-s time ascending. The a, chord-form is clearly the prime form of

which the others are variants, giving the whol-e progression something of

the character of the osLinato that it replaces.
ê

AnaÌysis 52

ì t ttr r r I I 3l .Lz 12- 3 |

1ßocA Þs51ot< ¡- 4-30
Lisztr Richard Wagner - Venezia, 24-30

3WT/

The mefodì-c aspect of the progression is summarj-zed in the analysis, which

shows its rhythmic nature as including crotchet-resL pauses that echo

those of the ostinato. The intervals marked show that at first the

Example 160
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progression is purely chromatic, but in the second hal-f finishes

slrmmetrically with 31 22222 3l .

The very contrasting diatonic fanfare-Iike figures that follow these

chords (bars 31--42) echo lVagner's earlier operatic ones. There are three

such fanfare sequences, whose character possibly suggests the entrance of

the gods into Valhal-l-a in Götterdämmerung. These sequences end' however,

in incomplete cadences involvj-ng transformatlons over static basses on V

that become III: ,

The three sequences are agaj-n an ascendi-ng series (through 33' or two

mlnor thirds), but end on a high unresofved 4a, chord on Cf - where the

work begj-ns.

---^--i -- ^c !L^ --i È^L-'I'he coda J_s trne sl_mplesE oI q.owlllfaru.s lir-ow drPca9-LvÞ u! urrç P!uu¡¡

set on C# of 4413, through three octaves from this high point' finishing

on the C ttrat begins the piece.

The incl-usion of some mid-period lVagnerian diatonics in thj-s non-

diatonic r^rork serves to accentuate what di-atonic ears feef is the non-

resolving nature of the al-l- the sequences, includi-ng the non-dj-atonic

ones. Normaf aural horizons are missing, especialJ-y that of linear

harmonic movement, so that the feeling of limited dj-mensionality is

strong. Added to thj-s, there j-s constant transformation of harmony,

ascending shifts of tonal base, and steady motion without any normal

suggest a timel-ess real-m.progression; al-l these seem to

Debus s y z Canope

Ana-Lysis 53:
F

B t .ùr E

5 5 À
(
I

4.f
\5

Liszt: Richard Wagnel - Venezia, fanfares

Canope denotes an Egyptian oI Etruscan funeraf urn51. decorated with
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stylized pictures or frj-eze, with connotations of the passage of much

time, and of matter transformed by fire to dust. Debussy actually

possessed two tops of canopic urns, so that there can be little doubt

about the initial- source of the title. Death is an important theme in his

works, as has been argued by Jan Tngehoven, who also posits its connexion

with water in hj-s symbol.ism. But the important. symbol-i-sm of the piece

appears to lie in its asymmetries, which are presumably connected with the

stylized nature of the decoration of canopic urnss2.

Canope begins with patt.erns of ascending and descending movements of

parallel chords:

The first and third chord-groups have baÌancing movements, while the

descending nature of the second and fourth groups is to some extent

countered by the ascending fifth; the whol_e pattern is asymmetrical, and

although it ends on a short ascending haJ-f-group the balance is a

downwards movement. The chords are not strict parallels, because four

major triads contradict the minor modality of the others, clouding

modality enough to produce typical Art Nouveau ambiguity.

Another asymmetry is found in the pitch-set of the descending runs

of bars 24-25, where the two ha]ves of the set 1131 411 on.Aþ are almost

j-dentical-, except that 31 is replaced by 4, its equivaLent.

Some further asymmetries are revealed in the two melodic motif-

fragments, both arch-shaped, but in opposite directions, that folrow the

chords:

ExarnpJ-e 161 :

-x \ ,zr..
Tres cahne et douoement tristo -//

t
-Þ.

Debussy: Canope, I-4
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Exampfe 162: M, /1¡
II p

't lrr
Debussy: Canope,9-)-2

:r.-tJrw
-C*.

I

ppp ìoiU

M, actually appears j-n the two previous bars, and is reinforced here by

It immediately suggests the octave tripJ-ets ofbeing stated j-n octaves.

-La danseuse aux crotafes from the BiLitis music of 1901. Likewise, M,

recalls the descending arabesque in the -Iast page of Le tombeau san.s nom

from the same incidental- music:

Not only are the two fragements similar, but their directions as well.

The connotations are significant: Pour -la danseuse aux crotaLes recall-s

the priestesses of Cybele, in Phrygia, and Pour une tombeau sans nom the

funerary purpose of the canopic urns. Both are assocj-ated with the

Bifitis dreams of distant times and l-ands.

The chords over which M, and M, appear are composed of notes that are

derived from the natural- harmonic series, with the fundamental-s being

respectively the lowest D and the second-lowest G of the piano keyboard,

Example 163:
A

to

3t

Mwml

J

I J a 12 J
B t_l J¡

3

Debussy: A -La danseuse aux crotales, 37-32

B Le tombeau ,sa¡s nom, 28-29
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The veering between BÞ and B in the M, chords accords with this, because

the keyboard major thirds are much sharper than the true third, which lies

in this case between BÞ and B. The resemblance to the natural series

continues throughout the piece to the end whenever these motifs are heard.

Its significance may be its "natural" el-ement, which is associated with

death as being part of natural- worl-d.

The duaf tonality of these motif-contexts may also be symbolic of

the dj-fferent dimensions of l-ife and death, which is also seen 1n the

nature of the two elements: the motifs are movingi, the chords afe stj-11-.

The natural series basis of the chords thus takes on added significance as

timeless naLure to which al-l life returns

Reference may also be made to the symbolism of bars L4-1'9, which

deal with el-ements different from those above. but related to them.

Over sj-mil-ar naLuraf-serj-es chords an arabesque fragment Mr, derived from

M, alternates wj-th anoLher (Mru)

chord a fourth above the other.

akin to Mr; the second appears over a

but both motj-f-fragments are descending

of this section downwards movements of the

(vltu
Example 164:
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Debussy: Canope, 14-79
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ones. In the Iatter three bars
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Mro fragment are placed between the single ascending. one

partia] balancing of directions is asymmetrical to those

can be summarized thus:

of Mro. This

of t4-L6, which

The six bars thus fal-f j-nto asymmetrical groups of three. The structural

pattern of the whol-e six bars is.ê,AB cDc - again asymmetrical-.

While there j-s probably some symbolism of death or the returning of

all l-ife to dust in the predominance of descendlng over ascending

movements in the piece, it is likely that Debussy is at least as much

concerned with the Art Nouveau features of patterning and symmetry.

Perhaps the use of arch-shapes /\ ¡-n the chord-groups and motif-fragments

shown above itself suggests the dust-l_ife-dust cycle of nature.

Skryabin: GuirLandes

Guirlandes, or funeral- wreaths, is placed alongside FLammes sombres

in the op. '13 Deux danses of 1913. The titfe j-s rich in Art Nouveau

imagery: the gloom of death and mourning; fJ-owers. the nature-symbol- of

regeneration, arranged in an intertwining circle (the images of circl-e and

intertwini-ng always being key elements in symbolist systems); and the

ambiguity of the word "guirrandes" itself, that can have the opposite

meanings of "wreaths" or "garlands" and thus connote transformation - of

life and time in the Acte préal-abLe and -I{ysterium, for which the two op

written.73 pieces were

Unlike its companion-piece F,Zammes sombres, GuirLandes is composed

wj'th both hands in the same octatonic set as each other throughout. The

piece is one j-n which the transitions from one set to another seem to be

emphasized as being of symboli-c importance in sì-gnifying transformation.

The first occurs at the beginning of bar 6, preceding the first of the

descending chains of figures that suggest the entwined flowers of a

.Analysis 54
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garland or l¡¡reath:
ÄYec une glãco langulssalrte.

Example 165

L

SÀ

I

Skryabin: Guirlandes, I-L2

I-à
10@ wc.

oà* r $J

^ta JÉ-

,relo rilotd.PP

The whol-e picture Ieading to the beginning of the chain is thus revealed:

beginning in the 01 set there are two two-bar sequences leading to nr-inims

in the upper voj-ce, followed by four shorter ascending figures that echo

the longer ones. The third of these can be heard to be composed from a

dj-fferent set of notes (semi-tonal intervals: 442) to that of all the

others (443), and this is because the music is in the process of

transforming into the 03 set. Octatonic transformation as seen ín this

work involves the altering of a context around a key point of tonality: a

note or note-pair conÌmon to the ol-d and the new sets is the linkt

remaining fixed. whife the tonal- universe around it changes. In the

exampl-e above the key notes are Dt, which begins the first and third bars,

and Ft, which begins the second and fourth. Arrows show the chromatj-c

return to Df (transformed into EÞ) through bars 5-6. The two notes Dt and

¡'t fini-sh the sixth bar, the last before the pitch-set changes to 03. At

the begj-nning of bar 7 D# has become EÞ, which in the third beat begins the

chain an octave higher, and j-s at the same time seen in the relation of a
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tritone (semitonal interval 6) to the A bel-ow. At this point the chain

begj-ns, but j-n an anti-trj-tone manner, as it twj-nes either side of the

intervaf 6 but never touches it, proceeding in a series of B-5-9

intervallic movements untj-I it reaches the point where its treble is on

qÞ. Tt lingers around this note for four repetitions before the next

section of the piece commences. The purpose of the chain is thus seen to

be more than a l-ink between sectlons, or imagery of twining flowers, but a

wi-nding around the tritone to veil- its evil-.

The symbol-s are complex, but it is the trj-tone that is evil, for the

key notes Dt and Ff are benign. sì-gnifying that 01 is a right-handed

octatonic set, and the tritone does not appear anywhere in bars 1-6. lghen

the context transforms to 03, however, EÞ l" a left-handed signifier, as is

the chain that begins and ends on it, although its winding avoids stating

its interval explj-citJ-y. The whol-e 03 section then is seen as a balance

to the 01 section. The whole piece bears the single rubric Avec une grâce

languissante, so that the winding descent of the chain may be seen as an

amoroso el-ement as welf as the ascendingf more hesitant motif of bars 1-2.

The work is a series of transformations l-ike that of bars 1-6 | 1-

12, with key notes as agenLs of transition:

The paired notes of the 02 and 03 passages are a major third (semj_tonal-

those of the 01 passages are 3, 2 and 6 apart.whilej-nterval: 4 ) apart,

These last interval-s may seem irregular, but in fact they are key

intervars of the octatonj-c sca-l-e - the tone, minor third and tritone,

which interval-s dominate the changes of Lonaf centre within the same set

al-l- through Ìate Skryabj-n.

These central- notes are akin to pedalpoints in skryabin and may

Analysis 55
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often actual-l-y appear as such anyhlhere in the texture, as the GÞ at the

end of Example 165 does. Vilhen there is in this piece a transformation of

sets the linking centre-notes common to both remain for a short time while

the new notes of the new pi-tch-set are heard. The effect is as if the

fixed points of centre-notes remaj-n while the tonal universe around them

alters: this is a rea]m without normal tonaf dimensions, I^Ihere changes

occur although time is suspended and there is no normal diatonic-t1pe

progressì-on, which is just what Skryabin is suggesting in the context of

the set-tit-l-e - Danses. but cosmic dances.

Conclusion

ALl the pieces in this chapter show strangenesses of ha-rmony whicht

with are enhanced by the hypnotically repetitive figures used in the case

of Liszt. Al-l have a use of pedalpoints and narrobiness of variation that

combine with unresol-ved discordances and incompJ-ete cadences to gj-ve the

effect of being suspended j-n time and space. They are much more concerned

with the fascination of death rather than with the grief of dying' and

thus refl-ect the Art Nouveau of death as experience and process rather

than heroíc, tragic or pathetic end. Each composer sees the titles and

associated compositj-ons as bej-ng important promptings to symbolism, and

whi]-e each has different sj-gnifiers for the most part, common to them all

appears to be the simple one of descending and ascendi-ng motions to

signify dual aspects of the process of death.
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C}IAPTER ]-9

THE ORGAN REPERTORY

(It is convenient to consider all the organ works of the Art Nouveau

keyboard repertory together, not because they are by the one composer, but

because the special nature of the organ and its registration vjs-â-vis the

music may thus be dealt. with more compactly. )

Louis Vierne, organist at Notre Dame, Parj-s, from 1901-37, is one of

the last composers stil-l- working in the idioms of Art Nouveau in the

nineteen-Lwenties, publishing his four books of Pièces de fantasie for

organ in 192'1, although writing most of them before that year. Their

titles, as wilJ- be seen, are clearly of Art Nouveau provenancer and the

music non-ecclesiastical in intention.

Viernets organ:

This is one of the principal achievements of France's leading organ-

builder of the nineteenth century, Aristide Cavail-Ié-CoII' in 1868. At

this stage of his work he was inffuenced by theories of design based on the

natural harmonic seri-esl. and included on the first and third manuals

(Grand-choeurr Bombarde) and PédaLe mutation ranks (ranks of pipes pitched

at other than the note or its octaves) that sounded all the harmonic

partials to the third octave, including the non-diatonic tones of the

seventh. Since these pitches are j-mportant to an understanding of Vierne's

organ and his music they can be considered in full:

The organ at Notre Dame was constructed so that the natural- harmonic

series, as far as it is represented by this table, is used for three

complete choruses of ranks. The earl-ier French organ tended to have these

ranks as far as the sj-xthz; Cavaillé-Coll mereJ-y made the set complete. He

Analysis 56:
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envisaged them souding together as a chorus, whereas the older practice was

to use these ranks as colour for solo timbres, and Vierne certainly fol-fows

the l-atter practice in the pieces to be discussed in this chapter.

The first manual provided the compJ-ete set 1-B based on 8-foot pitch,

the third another complete set at 16-foot (sub-octave) pitch, and the pedal

section a further compJ-ete set at 32-foot pitch. From directions

throughout his works and the traditions handed to his successors at the

org'an like Pierre Cochereau3, j-t is clear that Vlerne extended the normal

practice of organists and used afl- these ranks as col-ouring sounds for his

sol-o voices and cerLain méTanges Iike those of his scherzo movements,

producing sounds of extreme character.

For instance, when a rank is sounding at normal- 8-foot pitch together

with one sounding a non-unison partial- like the third, fifth, sixth or

seventh (respectively twelve, seventeen, nineteen and twenty-one notes

above), the ear hears two tones that the brain, to some degree. int.erprets

as one (since they are concordant, being tuned pure) . The listener.

however, is often stil-l ab-l-e to distinguish them as distinct pitches, and

is thus listening to the melodic l-ine in two distinct aural- pJ-anes. These

pJ-anes seem to the ear only tenuousJ-y related, yet sit together because

they are tuned perfectJ-y to a simpl-e arithmetj-cal- multiple of the

fundamental (B-foot) and produce rìo dissonant beats. The blending effect

that the brain registers, in the addition of such an upper partial-

reinforcement to an 8-foot sound, col-ours its tone remarkabJ-y: a fl-ute-

sound becomes transformed into hollow, reedy, or other sharply

differentiated or piquant varietj-es of tone, and the effect is made more

complex stiff when more than one of these mutation ranks is used, or when

the 8-foot and 16-foot mutations are used with other than their appropriate

foundation-pitch rank. fn the l-atter case non-harmonic cl-ose interval-s

l-ike a fifth, seventh or fourLeenth can be used, or wide intervals produced

by using B-foot mutations with a 16-foot foundatj-on. Even this does not
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exhaust the possibil-ities, for there is a wide tonal range of ranks that

can be used as foundationaf.

Many of these combinations are bj-zarre in sound, and as such suit the

extremes found in Art Nouveau imagery and expression. In Eantômes Vi-erne

specifies the pì-tches 8.4, 2"/, (notes I,8,!2 or C,C',G') for the Positifa

manual, with the top pitch. to which the ear adjusts for the melodic line'

sounding a fifth, and not "covered" by the unison 2-foot. The 22/= xank Ls

found on most organs, but Vi-erne, with his uniquely endowed instrument,,

wou1d from the evidence available i-n the practice of Pj-erre Cochereau, his

successor, have used the mutation (off-pitch) ranks most adventurously and

produced even more sLrange sounds. In her recording, Marie-Ä¡rdrée Morisset

uses the Cromorne ox CJ-arinette reed-stop as extra coJ-our for the 1ow

chords on the Récit manual, and it is customary for organistsr in the

context of romantj-c instruments of a targely unifj-ed design, to exploit the

resources at their command in the spirit rather than the l-etter of the

directions.

Two points arise from this that are of importance to musical Art

Nouveau - firstly, the distinct percepti-on of separate but harmonizing

pJ-anes of sound caused by the use of mutation ranks, strangeness of

dimensionality being characteristically Art Nouveau, and secondly the

bizarre sounds that match bizarre or grotesque Art Nouveau imagery. These

sounds v,rere general-Iy not previously avail-abl-e on orçJans buil-t in the

nineteenth centuryr and one, the Septième (seventh), almost never heard

before. Whereas in the older organ such non-unison ranks tended to be

voiced to blend, their more assertive character in the Cavaillé-Coll organ

means that their effect in such contexLs tends to be more grotesque.

Ol-ivier Messj-aen later exploited thj-s characterj-stic in his Catalogue

d'oiseaux.

DREAM Fantômes (Pjèces de fantasie op . s4/ 4) 1927 Vierne

Fantômes is "pour l-e concert seufement" specifically not a church
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and has the fol-Iowing text at the foot of the piece:

L | évocateur: 1 Qui donc prépare _7 | avenir? . . .

Le jeune aesthète: 2 C'est moi. . .,Je suis fibre!
Le vieux pédant: 3 C'est moi... Je garde l-a tradition!
Le nègre: 4 Ltavenir est au danseur.
Le singe: 5 L'avenir est â La fantasie,..
Le mendiant (joueur d'Orgue de Barbarie):

6 If est â -Za misère..,ttSol-o Mio,,
Le destin fate: 7 Il- n'est nuffe part et partout.

[The evoker: ü]ho then prepares the future?
The young aesthete: It is I...f am free!
The ofd pedant: It is I...I maintain the tradition!
The negro: The future belongs to the dancer.
The monkey: Future is in the hands of fancy/whim.
The beggar (who plays Lhe street-organ):

ft belongs to mj-sery. . . "Sole Mio"
Fate: It is nowhere and everywhere.l

The numerals refer to del-ineated sections of the work, but do not indicate

its form, for it is not a narrative but is structured according to musical-

and symbolic consideraLj-ons, as can be seen from the way j-n which sections

devoted to each voice, represented by Vj-erners numerals, are deployed and

grouped:

I2L2 31,2 1,34 I2 3 56565656 I1

The gaps suggest what seem to be the main groupings, but the l-ist does not

i-ncl-ude the respeeLive ntr-rrbers of bars, which vary from two to twenty-one,

the l-atter being the sol-e appearance of 4. rt is cl-ear that there is

antiphonal- resonance of al-l- the passages except 4 and 7, and that the

method of al-ternating sections is that typical of so much Art Nouveau.

This poetlc scenario j-s apparently not connect.ed to any theatrical

occasion but would probably have been used in the programme of its first

performance. Marie-Andrée Morriset l-inks j-t to Vierners own statements

about four of the pieces in hj-s op.36 Prél-udes for piano, whose titl-es Seu-L

Ia]-onel , Hantise Iobsession], IVuit .bLancàe and Ronde des revenants Iround-

dance of spì-ritsl are explained by him as refl-ectj-ng the depression and

hall-ucinations he frequently suffered from5. It, is cl-ear from the comments

and from the general- evidence of his titl-es that Vierne's peculiarly

melanchol-ic imagination habituall-y found expression in Art Nouveau imagery,
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as can be seen j-n -Feux follets, CTair de Tune¡ Naiades, and Gargouíl-les et

chimères from the organ works, tot instance, and in hi-s descriptions of the

piano preludes mentioned above:

Hantise: Le souwenir des dísparus hante fe soLitaire.
Nuit bfanche: O douleur, invisibLe compagnet tu veil-l-es inlassabl-ements
prés de ceLui dont tu as mis l-'âme en deuil-, et déchiré l-e coeur.
Vision haLl-ucinante: Arrière! Spectre sangiant, si tu n'es gu'une vaine
amage.
Ronde des revenants: Troubl-és dans l-eur repos par Jes échos de l-a joie des
vivants, -les morts se -l.èverit et dansent aussi sous -Ze cl-air de -Lune.

From the outset the harmonies are uncompromising, with unresolved

compJ-ex chromatic discords (E major) Î#u#u#', \ VtI6Ou#aOr. Vierne achieves

the transition from the first to the second discord by a contrary movement

of the three voices in the right hand, the upper note ascending a rtinor

thi-rd and the fower two descending a senr-itone. This is parallelled in the

two voices of the Ieft hand, with the upper note rising a sernitone and the

l-ower falJ-ing a semitone so that a major second beocmes a major third.

This is a characteristj-cally contrapuntal- method of Vierners (a1so seen

throughout the organ symphonles6), and is in effect a transformative one in

which the various voices of discords move oppositionalJ-y into new chromatic

discords:

L

i
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Vierne: Eantômes, 7-2t 5-6, 74-L5
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The met.hod fits the subject of the work, in which each of the phantom

utterances (numerals 2-7) transforms those of the others into Íts own

answer to the question posed by

In the case of bars 5-6,

different pair of chords with a

the first.

over the same fal-ling pedal there is a

the inner part falJ-ing while the

slightly different transformatj-ve method -

outer ones rise. fn the third case, bars

t4-15' the upper two rise and the lower two diverge. In each of the three

cases the movement is different, the chords, different,

transformative method t.he same, and over the same pedal

passage in the j-diom of The Invoker, bars t8-22, in the

but the basic

Durj-ng the longer

Ieft hand for each

successive pair of chords, the voices draw together semitonal-J-y. while the

right hand voices fal-l- semitonafly in paral_le1 :

Example 167

t?
l-t 

--f 

-i-

Vierne: Eantômes, 18-22

Al-l- this takes pJ-ace over a pedalpoint on D, so that over a fl_at

sonic p.l-ane the voices move j-n chromatic patterns (since each chord-pair is

a tone above the l-ast) . The -Iast of these chord-paj-rs breaks the pattern,

thus emphasizing thaL the progressi-on to this poj-nt has been a patterned

one. This chord-pair itserf then transforms in 2r-22, by an echo of the

previous right-hand fal-ling semitonal- movement, from a bvII diminj-shed

seventh through a German sixth (first inversion) into a German sixth with

fl-attened upper note - the form of the first chord of the fj-rst bar, or the
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original "question". Thus the transformatj-ve method of Viernets

chromaticism is again seen to be symbolically significant.

Simifar method is used for the groupings of semiquavers played in

unison that represent the Young Aesthete. Here a sem-itonal-Iy reduced form

of the first chord of the Invoker (the l-ower part reduced to a semj-tonal

interval and the upper to a minor third) is transformed fi¡stly by being

formed into a joined series of broken chords, and secondly by its falling

through a semitonal serj-es of patLerns, then rising through major thirds

Example 168: A ß
B

)t1

^

-

I

Vierne: EanLômes, L6-t,

pcod la|laßiø

(The bars L6-71 j-l-l-ustrated are i-dentical- to 3-4 but are chosen here

because there is more room in the score to display brackets. ) Not only is

there contrary motion indicated by the plain and dashed Letters' but

expanded design, for the three A groups are followed by five B. This sits

with the expansion method of the chord-pairs (described above) in bars 5-6

and 18-22 immediatety following this sequence.

The ol-d Pedant sequences (3) take place within double pedal points

set at chromatj-c lnterval-s: Ln 23-25 the interval is first a major seventh

and then a tritone, folJ-owed by ascending parallel chords that comprise the

double tritone (four notes each a major third apart).

Example 169

al
(Ð R.

'. Fl¡ì¿e8.8ourdon8,V'!Ie8, Presteilt ¿ ct 0üiu(e
t. tr'l u le 8, 5 lop.d tttp. a, (*l lo I,Oúaæ ¿,û ild 0u iil,

Ped.0.n.
Ped,O,Stu.

Vierne: Eantômes 23-25

Furthermore, the upper pedal moves in senr-itones through a tritone over the
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three barsi and the inner semltonal unison-g,roupì_ngs, initially pitched a

tritone from the upper pedal-, each span a trj-tone, and successively rise in

semitonal- sLeps over a tritone.It is just possj-bl-e that there may be some

reference to the ol-d Pedant as Devil, following the focusing on the

tritone. whj-ch has been noted in earlj-er chapters as being a traditional

sign of evi.l- or death. More likely, hornrever. is the mil-d. inference that

the pedantrs "tradition" has already been cursed by the dead weight of

history, for the pedant passages are as gloomy as any j_n the work.

I¡lith the sore, more extensive passage based on dance (4 - The Negro:

the reference is perhaps to such figures as that portrayed by Henri

Toulouse-Lautrec's Chocol-at dansant7 , or to the entertainers who j-nritated

negroes' J-ike the Christie Minstrel-s), the tlpe of patterning changes from

chromatic transformations into repetit.ive figures and pedalpoints. The

manual-s-figure for the first bars (26-30 forms an E inverted pedar

maint.ained by two osti-nato figures (26-33, 34-39), und.er which the feet

move 1n an ostinat,o rhythm until bars 40, when they iterate Gt while the

manual-s maintain stil-l- more compl-ex ostinatj- to the end of the passage.

The monkey and beggar,/organ-grinder pa-s.sa-ges (5 and 6) introduce

bathos. not inappropriate to the grotesquerie of this work. Both are based

on ostinato and pedalpoint, with the syncopations (between hands and feet)

of the monkey passages, and the first four bars of O soLo mio in the beggar

passages, turned into ostinato, al-so featurj-ng banal- syncopations (bass-

tenor accompaniment al-ternations). The final- voice, Fate (7), is of six

sl-ower bars beginning with wholetones proceeding from t.he tritone D-GX, and

ending with chromatics moving in gradual oppositional- movement to a nrinor

chord on cl, the crose of the work.

The complex, interweaving patterning and symmetries evident in the

detail- of this work are as characteristic of Art Nouveau as the tit.l-e and

subject-matter of the scenario itseff. These inLerweavings take pl-ace

around pedalpoints, as the tangled vines and hair of Art Nouveau paintings
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form patterns on their flat surfaces. Vierne's systematic use of

chromaticism is a method that creates asymmetrical- rel-ationships; these

continual-ly transform into new patterns. Ostinato in several- forms, but

particul-arly those of rhythm, give the work not only the imagery of

phantasmagoria but achieve this J-n tlpical-J-y Art Nouveau mesmeric fashion.

Vtith the extremes of regj-stratj-on specified, with much use of the l-ower

parts of the manuals for chords, and with the effective use of the many

pauses between passages to al-l-ow the cathedral's echoes to be heard dying

away, the work is one of an extremely affective character, creating a

powerful atmosphere.

WATER lVaiades (Pieces de fantasíe 4/41 1921 Vierne-

Naiads, the ri-ver-sprites, are in Greek mythology l-ess menacing than

their counterparts of the sea, the nereids, and are assocj-ated with

bubbÌing freshwat.er streams rather then the darker and more mysterious sea,

although Vriagner's Ringr cyc.l-e has the Rhine-maidens in a setting between the

two. They embody motion above al-I else - the lncessant and always-changing

fluidity of the streams flowing over and around obstacl-es, and fornr-ing

spray. This motion is force, and its noise one of the complex sounds of

nature: behind the naiads'p1ay, therefore, is the power of nat.ure itself,

as is shown j-n Vitezsl-av Novák's Hory (Mountains) in his Pan suite. T,ouis

Vierne, J-ike Novák. uses unorthodox musical materials to suggest mystery

behind his water-imagery, and not the l-east of these is to set this work

for organ rather than piano or orchestra. for such imagery of J-ightness is

unusual on an org'an.

Thj-s moto perpetuo (a form suited to Art Nouveau because of its

excessive intensity) of one hundred and thirty-five bars is dj-vided into

four-bar phrases, wj-th hiatuses in this pattern before key-signature

changes, and more subtl-e variations j-n the patterns of foot-pedal use

within the four-bar units, that keep the phrasal metre just a l-ittle

unpredictabfe without any j-nterruption of intensity. The whol-e work is
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quiet, varying between piano and pianissimo, and registered for ranks of

delicate tone, the nature of which wil-l- be discussed 1ater.

Each section between key-changes is modal, thus fitting the Greek

subject, for the traditional modes, whether Classj-ca1 or not, bear Greek

names and therefore ancient Greek assocj-ations. Their disposition j-n the

work is shol^In together with the thirty-three ful-l- and partial four-bar

phrases and the tonal- centre within each key-section:

The ways in which the three modes compare with the diatonj-c major set

can be seen thus

Diatonic major:
Mixolydian:
Lydian:
AeoIi-an:

227 2227
227 22L2
222 722L
2r2 2122

It is cfear that there is onJ-y a sì-ngJ-e difference between the first two,

which means that the plagal form of the Mixolydian (beginning four notes

bel-ow) is the major diatonic scal-e. In lVaiades there are passages where

part of the texture seems in the one and part in the other, so that

tonality is confused; this will be il-l-ustrated bel-ow.

The incomplete phrases, (underlj-ned digits in the analysis above),

are immediately fol-lowed by a change of key, thus breaking the pattern, and

in so doing they create metricaJ- amblguj-ty as wel-l- as confusion as to tonal-

centre. Each key-change al-so changes the mode empJ-oyed, addj-ng a further

element of ambiguity. These features, together with variations in the

patterning by which the foot-pedal-s and accompanlmental- chords mark rhythm

1

'

.Analysis 57

12 345678910 77 72 13 74 75 16 77 78 79 20 27

Lydian

22 23

I ruixolydian I Aeolian I uix

24
F

lr,ya.

25 26 27 28 29 30 37 32 s3
E¡#EB

Mix.ltydian llonian

lIn this analysis the numerafs have been italicized to signify that they
are not bar-numbers but four-bar phrase numbers, except for those
underlined, which are incomplete phrases. l

Vierne: Naiades
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within the phrase, can be seen as symbolizing the "otherness"

supernatural- nature of the naj-ads, whi-ch are not of the human

as the work is not diatonic.

But the three modes employed, especially the Mixolydian

flattens the l-eading-note of the major diatoni-c scale), sound

571

or

realm, just

(which merely

suf ficj-ently

.l-ike the diatonj-c sound-realm for much of the time, so that therr

strangeness 1s subtl-e. In the same way, the naiads' frol-icking only

carries subtl-e hints of their mystery as water-spirits.

From the first bar until three bars before the end the serLiquaver

triplet figure is a moto perpetuo of eighteen notes to the 3/ 4 bar at

AITegro tempo, never ceasing for a singJ-e note, even at the key-changes.

For the first twenty-seven bars it is in the right hand, and returns to

this hand from bar 53 to 133. For al-I this time there is no melody except

in the patterns of rushing triplets, so that most of the work is cadenza-

like fil-igree. From bars 28-52 the feft hand takes over the triplets or

shares them with the right, so thaL a sketchy melodic line begins to be

heard in the right hand.

Example 170:
lJndr mú¡s

)8
P. A¡oütcz
Cl¿.1)nø Utùt

R
Stø. PP

Vierne: Naiadesr 28-30

This mel-ody is delivered in snatches bethleen quaver pauses at the beginning

of bars, and the first phrase shown ends on A in the following bar; the

melody is thus in the same four-bar phrases as the moto perpetuo, but after

a sixteen-bar sequence j-t, like the perpetuot ends the section with a

three-bar hiatus. lt can be seen that in the example above the moto

perpetuo is for the first time j-n the work fixed into an ostinato pattern'

as the feet are afso fixed to a rhyt.hmic and tonal pedalpoint.
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The ostinato and pedalpoint emphasize an ambiguity of tonal centre

between melody and accompaniment. The accompaniment, considered by itself

(as it has been for the whole work to this point) is in the Mixolydian

mode, which is the scal-e of D major but without Cl. The foot-pedal,

staccati at the beginning of each four-bar phrase have defined the tonal

centre thus. But from the viewpoint of the melody, the accompanimental

ostinato is the dominant of j-ts apparent tonal centre G, so that it is

taken by the ear at first to be in a simple, diatonic tonality, and it

avoids Ft until- bar 35. But when it reaches Lhis poi-nt the ostinato and

pedalpoint begin to break, so that tonal centre and the question of

Mixolydian or diatonic major tonality that seemed to be dual system nor^r

becomes confused. I¡lhen the fuIJ- picture of the passage is considered it

becomes clear that both melody and accompaniment are in fact Mixolydian,

with some modul-atory varj-ation within the ambit of the mode, but the

ambiguous suggestions of diatonicism nuixed with modality are perceptible,

and echoed in similar passages later in the piece.

The same effect occurs at other stages during the piece where there

are fragments of melody, but the most important is that at the finaL

cadence, after a pedalpoint on B from LI9 to 1-22, in relation to which the

perpetuo figure above has been seen as a donr-inant of E (the Mixolydian

tonal centre). on which a stretto has been buj-l-di-ng up. Thus the movement

has been towards a na E , but when the perpetuo is final-ly stilled it is

on a B 5, chord, with the foot-pedal-s' B creating the ambiguous effect of

ending on the Mixolydian dorrinant which j-s al-so the diatonic's tonic.

Throughout the work the ear has been uncertain as to which tonality is

intended. and even at the end the tonal pì-cture is l-eft unanswered.

This tonal- confusion is furthered by the actual sounds of the moto

Ifi

.Analysis 5B:

bars:
bass:

28-3r I 32-35 I

DD
36-39 I 40-43144-46147

D#\B\A/E G-clc\Bb\Ab\G/ Eb\c#

Vierne: Naiad.es, 28-47
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perpetuo, registered for the Unda maris rank on the -Fositif manual- Thís

is a rank that consists of two unison-pitch flute-pipes slightly detuneds,

their beating adding to the gentJ-e effect of confusion caused by the

unusual (non-diatonic) elements in the sound of the mode. This melodic

sequence is continued in the l-eft hand from 70 t.o 88, after whj-ch it is

Iost for the remalnder of the movement. Melody is therefore in th.is work a

secondary effect, employed onÌy in the mi-d-sections as an adjunct to the

"accompanimental" perpetuo, a reversal of roles that is part of Art

Nouveau' s asymmetrical aesthetic.

From 47 to 52 the hands afternate the triplet figure, and from l-03

there are passages where the hands combine, with contrasts of-sirnilar and

contrary motj-ons in the patterning. Thus although it is too fast to take

in the detail-s. the ostinato is perceived as a kaleidoscopic moto perpetuo

of tone-co.lours and forms, weaving around the series of gradually changing

tonal- centres summarized in the analysJ-s above.

The foot-pedals and other hand combine in a rhythmic series of

staccato chords in which two sequences interact with the ostinatoi the

pattern, which j-s of chords on the l-ast (crotchet) beat of one bar and the

first of the next (3/4), is varied just enough to give some of the

unpredictabili-ty of the ostinato.

As a finaf touch of ambiguity the registratj-on of the perpetuo may be

noticed: Flutes 8t8,4 and.22/=. This Iast is at the octave and a fifth

from normaf ($-foot) pj-tch, and although. being a flute rank, it is more

incfined to bl-end with the foundation 8-foot ranks than the sharper-Èoned

euinte 2 2/3, j-t can nonethel-ess be perceived by the ear as sounding a

series of consecutive fifths with the main note.

The rapidity of the perpetuo figure dominates the whole work,

producing a cascade of soft, changing patterns that hover between modal-ity

and diatonici-sm. In its wealth of detail and soft effects it is very like

an AJ-phonse Mucha poster, and is afso reminiscent of the naiad,/nereid
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drawings and paintings of Al-fred Ro1ler, Gustav Klimt, Eriiuz Endel-I and

Ä.ri-stide Maillole.

ATR Feux foLfets (Pjèces de fantasie 2/4) 1921 Vierne

The title is the equivalent to the English "will orthe wisp", and

thus means a fleeting spirit - one "that deludes by fugitive

appearanc""rr10. It is mysterious, evanescent and ambiguous, and thus a

typical Art Nouveau spirit, non-substantial, l-ike air. Its musical.

expressj-on is especial-ly suited to Vierne's,organ at Notre Dame, with its

many mutation (non-unison) ranks and wide sound-palette in a building with

a long reverberation to add a sense of mystery.

The registration Vierne sets for Récit and Positif del-j-berately aims

at bizarre sounds - for concert rather than church performance. The Récit

has Cor de nuit (a stopped flute with prorninent third and fifth partials,

sounding like the chal-umeau register of the clarinet), together with an

octave fl-ute and Voix humaine - a reed stop that despi-te its optimistic

name sounds something like sheep or goat-voices, and is derived from the

short-pipe Regal fam-i1y of pipe-types (which it sounds much more like than

it does the human voice), and is thus somewhat buzzing in tone. On the

Positif vierne specifies fl-utes of 8, 4,22/3 and 2-foot pitches (the fj-rst

Ifundamental], second, third and fourth partialsl, which is a bright effect

with some sparkle from the two highest ranks, especiaLLy tine 22/ rankl1.

These sharp and unusual sounds are necessary to suit the strangeness

Example 171-: 3

I

Vierne: Feux foffets, 3-6
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of the musíc. The opening figures by themsefves convey only some idea of

the individua1ity of sound that is achieved with the Positif registration'

especially the discords on the second and third beats of bar 4, and the

rapid (Vivace) alternations of bars 5 and 6. Bars 3-4 repeaL 7-2 exactly,

so that the whol-e sequence of the first six bars can be understood. The

silent third and fifth beats of bar 3, and the pause at the end of 4r at

once break the rhythm, and j-n so doing actually emphasize the irregular

nature of the 5/4 metre. Any simple perceptions of rhythmic pattern at the

outset of the work are frustrated, although the patterns of bars 5-6 help

establ-ish at l-east a sense of the 5,/4 pu1se.

The patterns of the note-groups Lhemsel-ves are typical of Vierne in

thej-r use of contrary motions, which are seen in the deplolment of the

hands j-n 3, 4 (first beat), and throughout 5-6. Later in the work (bar 8'

for instance), the patterns are reversed, with the dj-vergence of the hands

in the middles of 5 and 6 replaced by convergence. Thej-r sound' with

Vierne's registration, is reminiscent of the bizarre octatonic chords from

bar I2I in Ravef's Scarbo, although Vierne's pitch-set is not octatonic,

merely heavi-ly chromatic.

As in some of the other Vierne works in thj-s study, there is some

ambiguity of pitch-set. however. The key-signature throughout has two

straris, and the work ends in B minor, but as can be seen above the implied

tonal centre is Ft, which is confirmed when the PédaLe enters in bar 7 and

holds a pedalpoj-nt for that bar on that note. Thus a Mixolydian modality

is indicated, only to be contradicted by the bass moving to B in bar 9 for

a repeating of the opening six bars, this time with a bass. But where in

bar 4 there is a general- pause, in the corresponding bar 12 the Pédale has

a discordant quaver-pair on EÞ before falJ-ing again to B. This is another

strange effect that sits with the rhythmic and discordant ones noticed so

far.

The contrad.icti-on of modafity by diatonj-cism in the first section of
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the work needs to be seen against the l-ater appearances of the opening

figures. At bar 55 they appear over a B tona.l- centre, so that diatonicism

j-s clear, but at bar 95 ttre PédaLe begins on G and emphasizes this in 98,

102 and 103 before moving to set up a pedalpoint on B that ends the work.

The main melodic motì-f. set in 3/4 metre and first appearing j-n bar

IJ , is strange 1n Lwo ways that are typical- of Vierne's use of extreme

effects,. Firstly, it is announced over a Cl pedalpoint that remaj-ns until

bar 28, which with its syncopated quaver ostinato, confirms itself as the

tonal centre. But wi-th the same key signature (two sharps) this indicates

the T,ocrian mode, the feast used and l-east satisfying to ears accustomed to

díatonics, fox it begins with a semitonal- step (L22 1,222 - the same as the

white-note scale from B) . It is fol-.ì-owed by another lengthy pedalpoint

(33-44) - on Ft supporting a repeating of the melody heard over the first,

different, pedalpoint, so that the effect j-s of a transformation of

harmonies. .Al-though the meJ-ody j-tself is unchanged, over this new tonaf

centre it sounds different: here is an apparent transformatj-on, appropriate

to the spirit-nature of feux foLl-ets.

Secondly, the mel-ody is given out on the Récit, with the strange-

sounding méIange of ranks discussed above, in parallel tritones - an effect

unique in the keyboard repertory. Paral-l-el- thirds produce an effect of

mystery, when quiet, as has been seen in many examples, and the harsh

effects of parallel sevenths as util-ized by Stravinsky's Le sacre, and the

major ninths in Skryabin's Étude op.65/1, are no more strange than Vierne's

effect. especially over the pedalpoint. From the halfway-point of the

sixteen-bar mel-odic sequence, however, the pattern changes: while the

melody is stil-l- heard i-n two sj-muftaneous voices, the tritones are varied

with major thirds and minor sixths. But with the Voix humaine registration

the sound is still- very strange.

The melody j-s not developed in any way, but merefy heard at different

pitches and against different tonal contexts, as seen in Ravel-'s Ondine and
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so much other Art Nouveau, h¡here there is repetition rather than

development, suggesting a state of suspended time. From bar 31 the melody

appears over an F# pedaI, as mentioned above, and from 64 it appears in the

pédal-e (and thus in sì-ngle notes), but set a mlnor third lower, over b¡hich

figures derived from those in bar 3 are centred around Cl - ttte tonal

centre accompanying the meJ-ody's first appearance. From bar B0 the melody

appears in the tenor at the same pitch, but agaj-nst an A pedal-point that

fall-s to Ft at the end of the sequence, again as in the first pair of

sequences, but in the second pair the melody is set a minor third hj-ghert

and therefore sounds transformed in its different treatment.

Vierne has thus used ambiguity of rhythm, tonalj-ty and setting'

together with bizarre effects of discordance, to suggest the mysterious

nature of feux fofLets. The strange sounds produced by the combination of

discords and registration i-s only exceeded in the repertory by those of his

Gargouíl|es et cåimères, where again the subject connotes mystery.

CI,AIR DE I,UNE

CLair de -i.une (Pièces de fantasie 2/5), 1926 Vierne

The piece echoes in its gentle mefancholy the earlj-er work of Debussy

from Suite bergamasquet written over thj-rty years before. It bears the

same name, is in the same key-signature, is j-n the same ABA form, and there

are other less obvious resemblances, such as the lack of modulation in the

ouLer sections and related step-movements of the bass between V and I. It

therefore seems that Víerne is deliberately echoing the famous Debussy

piece, with al_l_ its connotations of the poets' Pierrot triste.

From the outset a syncopated accompanimental- ostinato is established

in the left hand that is unbroken through the first twenty-six bars of the

thiry-two bar first section. For most of this time it forms a pedalpoint

on the dominant, with the harmony seeming suspended there until in bar 19 a

tonic pedalpoint joins it, remai-ning until 26. This parall-els Debussy's
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not introducing any tonic bass untif his ninth bar.

During thj-s first section there is a drifting strand composed of two

voices (occasi-onaIly beconr-ing three) that by movi_ng chromatj_ca1ly,

especial-ly in parallel descending rninor thirds, tend to confuse any feeling

of sureness of tona.l- centre that the pedalpoint might suggest. Instead,

such drj-fting actually accentuates the feefj-ng of sl-ow swlrls on a sj-ngle

plane that seems suspended in space, without any of the harmonic

progressJ-on that gives it tonal perspective. Here again Vierne is echoing

Debussy, for this descending drifting parallels the descending progressj-ons

of hís opening sequence. But the contrast is j-mportant: Debussy's

progression is down a series of diatonic steps, whiJ-e Vj-ernets is

chromatic, the diaLonic steps confirming tonality and the chromatj-c ones,

especially in conjunction with the dominant pedal, weakening it.

As a further factor in cfouding tonality, the characteristic opening

phrase of the melody is repeated at the intervaf of a tritone from bar 11,

and at the minor third (hal-f a tritone) from 23. And although it j-s

basically diatonì-c, this mel-ody has enough chromatic excursions to make its

tonality l-ess than certain, especially in the context of the pedals and

chromatic movement bel-ow it. :'

The short brj-dge between the first and second sections (the parallel

to Debussy's bars 25-26 that fal-l to a dominant seventh to introduce his

middle section), shor^r characteristic Vierne chromatic patterning:

Exampj-e 172:

¡]
, R- l¡¡r CélL.tcì\. S¿r.It r¿1. )

Vierne: C-lair de lune, 33-36

The meJ-ody, in the trebl-e for the first two bars, is an adaptation of that

of the first section, and moves in contrary motion to the descending
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accompanimental major thj-rds before and after j-ts fall from C to produce a

series of transforming harmonies. In the second two bars the voices are

inverted with respect to each other, so that the contrary motj-ons are al-so

reversedf and move towards instead of apart from each other.

Through the long mid-section (37-80) ' there is again an

accompanimentaf ostlnato, but this time i-n senliquavers' so that there is

increased tension. Once more the paral1e1 with Debussy's Cfair de Lune can

be seen, for he al-so moves from a quaver to a semiquaver accompanimental

movement. Vierne shifts the melodic line to the feet, using an 8-foot

rank, and produces a quj-te different effect from that of the outer

sections, where the mel-ody seems high above the accompaniment'. Here it

weaves through j-t. for the actuaf pitch of the foot-pedals' mel-ody is in

the middl-e of the accompaniment on the manuals. This cl-ose texture j-n five

parts, with the uppermost being a counter-mel-odyr means that melodyr

counter-melody, accompanimental ostinato and bass ndngle and separate by

turns throughout the whole section. The resultant ambiguity is typical of

Art Nouveau practice. It j-s important, to remember that on the Cavaillé-

ColJ- organs for which French composers wroLe, afl ranks from all

departments except the heavily winded chorus reeds are of approximately the

same volume, encouraging blendi-ng rather than contrasting of voices and the

various manua.l- and pedal- departments, so that there are many moments when

the melodic l-ines become temporarily confused. Art Nouveau music

frequently clouds the refative j-mportance of melody and accompaniment in

various r^rays as part of its basic asymmetry of aesthetic effect, and here

the writing, refl-ecting Vierne's thorough understanding of his orçlanr is

deliberately aimed to produce this effect. (Al-though the PédaLe has the

extra vofume and definition of being coupled to the Positif, Vierne directs

that the hands on the Récit be heard forte, with the swell--box well open,

so that the PédaLe melody does not dominate. Furthermore' the hands are

playing fairJ-y close harmony in four parts low in the compass, producing
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some thick sounds, and the Voix cé-Zèstes specified for this, consisting of

two srightly detuned ranks , is, on the French organ, besides being quite

comparable in volume, itsel-f produces a confused sound because of its

beating. )

Through the mid-section there are pedal-points, chromatic para1leJ-

movements moving in contrary motion to the melody, and quasi-pedalpoints

where the .l-owest manual- voice moves semitonal-J-y around a temporary tonal

centre, but never seeing to rest for long. , lrlhere there are pedalpoints

there is chromatic drifting around them, so that ambiguity of tonal

perspecti-ve is maintained through the secti-on. The semiquaver ostinato

l-j-kewise constantly drifts, or rather, transforms, chromatically.

The reprise of the first section is a modification of it, with the

PédaLe holding a tonic DÞ from the outset, but over a different, though

equaJ-J-y ambiguously tonal, accompanimental- figure. The melody begins a

seventh above it, and when it repeats from bar 92 over a donuinant (AÞ)

pedalpoint, it is noþI a minor seventh above it, so preserving the tritonic

interval- between its repetitions that was noticed in the first section.

The work ends, after the typical paralÌel chromatics of l-01 (below),

with a series of relatj-vely simple, more diatonic (mainly 6a.) descending

chords that oppose the ascendì-ng (broken) ones r^rith which Debussy ends his

piece. But their movement is not simpJ-e, for on thej-r first descent they

fall to C, not the tonic DÞ.

ExampJ-e 173

Lo

û

Vierne: Cfair de June, 100-04

I tF-

The VII (C), as well- as bej-ng unexpected after

fal-l to the tonic. is a complex chord, with an

the V, which antici-pates a

8, chord on ÞÞ superimposed
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on Èhe 5. left-hand foundation on C. In effect the right hand moves II \

VI while the left moves V \ VII. The symbolism of this temporary divergence

or dualism of harmonies is perhaps that of the distance between Pierrot's

dream and his real- sel-f .

FinalJ-y. the j-nner parts drift slowly and chromatically at last

around the only concord (both hands) of the entire work - a s, chord on the

tonic DÞ.

nmbiguity of t.onality and of the rel-ative importance of the voices

produce a sustained uncertainty of harmonic and contrapuntal perspective

that is characteri-stically Art Nouveau. Together with the gentle but

persistent ostinato accompanj-mental- figures. it gives this work a subtly

mesmeric effect that suits the vague melancholy of the subject - Pierrot

triste du cfair de Lune.

GROTESQUE Garqouiffes et chimère
(Piêces de fantasie 4/5) L921 Vierne

Gargoyles are the water-spouts shaped in grotesque figures of demons'

projecting from medj-aeval French cathedrals, and supposed to help repel

devil-spj-rits from holy places. Those of Notre-Dame are particul-arIy

horrifying, one being shown as eating an infant alive, and another as

having a bat-l-ike face and humped body12. Figures like these were expected

to inspire fear of heII and its torments in the mediaeval rnind through

their grotesque defornr-ities, and are another example of the importance of

elements of the mediaeva] worl-d-viel^I and culture to Art Nouveau.

Chimaeras are Cl-assical - the head of a l-ion, trunk of a goat and

taif of a serpent or dragon. Bellerophon sl-ew such a monster in Lycia with

the aid of Pegasus. Hans Hofstätter shows two exampl-es13 - a l-901 fiteral

dcpictíon of the Cl-assical monster by Stanistaw Debicki, a member of the

Viennese Secession, and a t9O2 more symbolic representation by Edward Okun'

who studied in Munich and Paris, whì-ch shows a nymph of fire rising in

fl-ames from a garden urn against a dark and forbiddíng landscape. The
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reference is obscure, but seems to be concerned with the metaphorical

meaning: chimaeras, especially when spelt (in English) "chimeras", have

become wil-d and fancifuÌ notj-ons that it is vain to pursue14.

Both types of mythical- creaLure are ugly and menaci-ng, and part of

the supernaturaf world of Art Noveau mythology. The metaphorical- extension

of the meaning of "chimera" is apposite, for Art Nouveau deliberately

fosters the conceit of belief in the ì-mpossible in opposition to the

positivism of science which, with its derivative technologies, is seen as

shaping the world towards the colourfessness of merely uti-litarian and

material-istic values.

Since the music has two very contrasting strands throughout, it is

probable that Vierne wishes to contrast the two tlpes of creature, seeing

the gargoyles as relatively sLatic, striking horrible attitudes (they are,

after aJ-I" functioning parLs of the cathedral's fixed structure) , while

chimaeras move in a serpentine fashion and threaten attack.

Before considering the discords that Vierne uses to suggest gargoyles

and chimaeras, it is necessary to see the nature of the registration he

specifies for Lhese sounds. For the gargoyle motifs (Poco Lento), seen in

the opening bars (M1¡). he specifies the Positif rank C-Zarinette, wj-thout

signifyj-ng pitch. At Notre-Dame he had a family of these holl-ow-sounding

reeds - L6, I and 4 - on the Positif. fn a CavaiÌIé-Col-l- organ this rank

has much of the assertive liveliness, even coarseness, of the Baroque rank-

type, and bears its traditional- name Cromorne. It is customary for it to

be specified wj-th flutes of 8-foot (normal) pitch to smooth its

assertiveness, but here Vierne uses it alone. and i-n its darkest low

register - the l-owest two octaves of the manual-. The ef fect this produces

in the close chords (b3 paratJ-els) employed is quite startling in j-ts

harshness and hol-Iov¡ness. lt j-s al-so probable. since he does not specify

pitch, that Vierne woufd have used the l-6 or  -feet Cromorne ranks in

addition for some of the gargolye passages, which woul-d make the effect
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even more bj_zarxe.

The answering passages (M1s) , set in the middl-e of the Récít manuaÌ'

are again for a sj-ngJ-e rank - the stopped, narror^r flue pipes of the

euintaton B, that produce a very holl-ol^r. clarinet-like sound not unlike

that of the C-larinette/Cromornet but wj-thout the bite of the reed-rank.

These ranks are voiced in an extreme manner, so that some transitory

partials are heard as its sound commences (termed "chj-ff") and the third or

fifth partials can be heard beside the first or fundamental when the pipes

have settl-ed to their speech. The echo of Lhe fundamentaf at the interval-

of an octave plus fifth or tenth, particularly in the chords of the seventh

employed in these passages. is singul-ar. Again, this is a rank that in the

conventional usage of the time was used to col-our other ranks' not to be

used al-one.

For later entrances of the answering-motif, variants occur z Quintaton

76 + El-ûte 4 (the absence of an 8-foot rank again producing an unusual

sound; FLúte I sol-oi Fl-ûte et Gambe 8 - more norma.I' and therefore

contrasting sounds. It is cfear that Vj-erne expecLs the organist to vary

his tone-colours for these passages to match the changing nature of each

appearance of R

The chimaera passages (1't1", aTTegro) are by contrast to be heard with

chorus reed.s and. flues, more normaf organ colours associated with dramatic

å¡,.o- P

Example 174: MtaPoco Ien(o J =ea

+J

I

MANUELS

PEDAT.E

L
I ]¡

g

êlR,
Sto.

3
1 Ped c-R.

l'cd- O. Sto.+ IJt4

Vierne: GargouiTJes et chimères: 7-72

Allogro J=tl
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Lension.

Vierne's harmonies are chromatic for the gargoyle passages and more

di-atonic,/modal- for the faster and louder chimaera passages. This is the

tlpical- pattern of Mro and Mr" passages throughout Lhe work, but no two are

quite al-ike. Vierne contrasts the parall-el- minor thirds of Mro with the

variety of M1s, the latter having para1le1 mixed with converging chromatic

movements. It wil-l- be seen that Vierne is forming patterns, the falling

mj-nor thirds of the right hand in the 
" 

passages bej-ng contrasLed with the

converg'ent pairs in the left, the basis of the motion beì-ng senr-itonal-, and

the use of convergence provj-ding just sufficient contrast with the strict

paraI1els.

Patterning is one of Vierne's purposes in the piece, for when alJ- the

gargoyJ-e passages are compared, an overafl harmonic pattern is evident:

The numerals refer to bars, and are pJ-aced to the left of the o sequences

and to the right of the B sequences. The l-etters denote the bass notes

that begj-n and end each chordal- sequence.

The details have been grouped so that patterns may he observed by

making vertical comparj-sons. In the ¡ groups it is first cl-ear that all

the first four begin on Ff, white in the second four two are Ct and the

second pair a senuitone apart. This .l-atter hiatus j-s, however, parallelled

by their moving to a symmetrj-cal- pair of basses - B-Af being a drop of a

semitone whife B-C is a rise of a semitone. In the first four the

finishj-ng basses first form a tritone BÞ-E and then move towards Ct in a

ÀnaÌysis 59:

Mto Mrs
Db-G I
E-AI
D#_G I

c#-D I

t-2
7-8
20-2L
26-27

r
I

F#-Bb
¡'#-n

3-6
9-12
ôõ ô trZZ_ ZJ

28-31
I r#-o#
Lp#-g#

42-43
48-49
11 -'18
83-8 6

!-cl-8,,1. u,, -"n 
,lLCtr_Anr Af _A 
I

rG -81 B -6# ¡

LG#-Cl c-c#l

44-47
5 0-53
1 9-82
B7-91

Vie¡ne: Garqoyles et càimères, M1 sequences
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simiÌar, but not semitonal, manner to the way the fast three of the second

four move towards C.

A1I the B groups begin from the same notes on which the À groups

finish. except for the first. The first four end similarly to the second

four, the former using the interval-s of a major second and a fourthr and

the fatter the intervafs of a minor second and a fifth.

Such patterning paralIels the fact that Notre-Dame's gargoyles are

part of the cathedral-'s asymmetries of design, being strucLuraf as well as

ornamental, and regularJ-y positj-oned. although excresences from the main

structure. In Art Nouveau al-l- ornament j-s structural, and composed from

the forms of living things, whether real- or imaginary. In th-e case of Lhe

gargoyles, each i-s recognisably simil-ar to the others, Yet distinctive'

just as each M, sequence seems l-ike the others. but is subtly (as can be

seen from the analYsj-s).

Vj-erne is therefore not only concerned to produce bizarre sounds, but

patterns of such sounds. The A sequences are composed from paralfel minor

triads, with only that of 83-86 being extended outsj-de this strictness to

end in a dual- chord - Cu, * #Funo - a tri-tonic constructj-on. Al-I these are

heard in the harsh, Iow, bwzzing tones of the Cfarinette rank, and at their

sJ-ow pace are most suggestive of the gargoyles' J-eering and devil-ish

nature.

The , sequences, because of their mixture of parallel thirds over

convergent or contrary pairs of chords, seem fike transforming patterns.

The principle behind this can be observed in the musical- exampJ-e above.

lfhen the two-noLe chords of either hand move in para1le1s, they do so in

thirds, major or minor; when the l-eft hand chords move in convergent pairst

one is a concord and the other a discord, and the patterning is so arranged

that the combination of the two chords produces the effect of passing

resolution, even though each chord is a discord in itself. In the example,

in bars 3-6 there is always the intervaf of a third between the hands'
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meaning that the upper three notes of the four are always thirds, major or

mì-nor, with the l-owest note leaping to produce a suitable bass. This bass

then appears to resolve, .l-ike other notes above it, simply because it then

moves semitonalfy. There is thus an il-l-usi-on of regularly-spaced

resoluLj-on that is also found in the B sequences. Such transformative

method is the essence of Vj-erne's chromaticism: it is a patterned movement,

even if the pattern produces appearances rather than real resolutions.

There are three basic forms of chimaera sequence (M2¡,g,ç). all-

aJfegro and forte, suggesting thereby movement, and an actj-ve menace as

against the passive one of the gargoyJ-es. Their composition is

contrapuntally artj-cul-ated, in contrast to the l-ock-step movement of the

gargoyJ-e sequences. The feet are activeÌy J-nvo1ved, and part of their

patterning is that the voices exchange roles in different sections of the

same sequence.

It is not necessary to outJ-j-ne the three M, types, but it is

important to draw attention to some further aspects that concern their

patterning and nature: major-minor al-ternations, inversions of figure and

role between the voices, the suggestj-on of modal harmonies (achieved by

pedalpoi-nts on the dominant that appears to tbe the tonic), contrary

motions, and patterning of inner voices, like those of 64-69 which are the

convergent paj-rings seen in the Mr" sequences above. On the last page

there is a series of broken chords in each hand that comprise the coda, so

patterned that whife each chord is a diminished seventh (minor-third

intervals), it is set a major third from that in the other hand. These

alternate with contrary-motion bars. The two types move through the steps

of díminished seventh chords, until- the first has reached the octave above

that at which it began, when the second begins to descend in similar steps

unti.l- the final- cadence.

Throughout the work the static nature and harsh sounds of the

gargoyle sequences are opposed by the dynamic nature and more i-nsinuating

1
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harmonies of the chimaera sequences. It seems clear that Vierne wished the

piece to be seen as a series of oppositions, but on more than one planer

with Mro and M1B opposing each other, the various contrapuntal elements of

the M, sequences similarly opposing each otherr al-I in additj-on to the

basi-c Mr-Mz oppositions. Vlj-thin each sequence the hands' or the hands and

feet, form patternings of oppositions. The work is thus formed from Art

Nouveau device of patterning and extremity of effect'
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CHAPTER 20

SECOND_ORDER KEYBOARD ART NOUVEAU

This division of the repertory invo-lves consideration of works

normalJ-y but arguabJ-y incorrectly assigned to other musical- or historical

categories. In the case of the keyboard repertory the debate revolves

around works normally considered impressionist, either because their Art

Nouveau (mannered fantastic) aspects have been overJ-ooked, or because these

aspects have been considered part of impressionj-sm. This l-atter tendency

does fufl- justice neither to impressionism nor Ä.rt Nouveau.

This chapter focuses on some works that seem to have much more claim

to Art Nouveau than to impressionist inspiration and character, and argues

that to consider them from the limited viewpoint of impressionism as has

been done hitherto j-s to misunderstand them, to ignore their most

significant di-mensions .

"Musicaf impressionism" as Þortmanteau te rm

The whol-e question of impressi-onism j-n music as far as it impinges on

the study of Art Nouveau is reviewed j-n Appendix E, where the critical

l-iterature on the subject is examined, but its argument may be summarized

here. As a movement in painting Impressionisml, compared to the mannerism

of Art Nouveau, is a form of consciously unsophistj-cated rea.lism in simple

settings that uses a sketchiness of technique partJ-y for speed in capturing

the outdoors light of the moment, and partJ-y for transmj-tting through the

mannerisms of the painter his or her own interpretatj-on of the scene. Its

differences from Art Nouveau are in essence those of reafism as opposed to

idealism, and may be il-l-ustrated by considering a theme common to both -

the pastoral: Impressionism omj-ts what is essential- to Art Nouveau - the

addition of fantasy that sees Pan and the dream world behind the forms of

nature, which thus evokes al-l- the imaginative associations of the past, the

exotic and the mysterious.

In music the term "impresslonism" has come to be a portmanteau term

to mean any depiction of visual or other sensory J-magery. even though the
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imagery and treatment may be anything but impressi-onist-picturesque. It

has also come to include the fantastic - but only from the standpoint of

its depiction of visual imagery: any such depi-ction is automatlcally termed

"impress.ionist" and its dimensions other than tone-painting thereby not

suffj-ciently considered, if at al-l-. This is merely to confuse the two

streams of artistic creation to the detriment of both, with such labelling

preventing the asking of appropriate questions about Art Nouveau music, as

for instance, Lhose that have l-ed to the reval-uations of many of the pieces

considered above, fike the Iater Skryabin sonaLas, La fil7e aux cheveux de

Lin and, La terrasse des 'audiences du cLair de fune'

The other danger of th.is labelling is that it draws attention away

from Art Nouveau's styllzed and manneristic method, which is integral- to

the expression of its ideas, and focuses instead on its imagery without

stressing 1ts symbolic importance and Art Nouveau stylization into pattern.

Many musical works have a mixture of impressionist and Art Nouveau

strands in their inspiration, for as has been noticed already, some

composers may not have cared to differentiate the two to any significant

extent. In this chapter both infl-uences are considered in arguing the

provenance of each work, but in all cases the Art Nouveau element is

considered far stronger, so much so that all- these pieces coufd weII be

considered alongside the First Order pieces as constituting the repertory

proper.

Some Second-Order repertory works

There are some v^Iorks llke Debussy's Les coLl-ines d'Anacapri or

EeuiLfes mortes where it might be argued that there is a mixture of

impressionistic and Art Nouveau el-ements. Thus Les coJlines, in this vj-ew,

coufd be seen as part tone-painting i-n its recafling of fol-k-tuner and part

fnseJ-exotic. whil-e Feujlles mortes coufd be part tone-paj-nting of

fluttering leaves and part evocation of death, mortal-ity and the cycle of

the seasons. The two examples woul-d then show that impressionism and Art
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Nouveau núght overlap as we1l as intermix.

A second category of works maight be considered primarily tone-

painting, fike Edward Macdowefl's Woodl-and Sketches or Grieg t s Lyric pieces

and the many exampfes in the character-piece g'enre.

The works to be considered in this chapter. however, although

generally considered impressionist, prove to have Ìittl-e real- cl-aim to any

such provenance. either from t,itfe or ¡nusical evidence.

TIME V Ml-hách (In the Mists) 7,2,3,4 I9L2 Janácek

Janácek has given a titl-e to the set but not to the individual-

pieces. The titl-e can be seen as indicating fmpressionist scene-painting

of mists, and the music has been described as i-Lself being "misty"2,

al-though without any supporting explanation or evidence. SchofarJ-y opinion

about the origj-ns of the set is divided, with Jaros.Iav Vogel stati-ng it to

be, l-ike Po zarostLem chodnicku, a serj-es of "j-ntimate confessions"3 - that

is, reÌiving certain poignant memories in something J-i-ke a proustian

manner. The editors of t.he Supraphon edition give their opinion that

,lanácek ì-s expressing in this set his mental state of anguish at his

isolation and l-ack of success4. other commentators echo Jaroslav Seda, who

merely says that Janácekts intentions in the set are not crears. The

important point, however, ls that the titl-e's ambiguity is typica] of the

oblique reference of Art Nouveau, with mists as met.aphor for the difficulty

of seeing the path from the past to the future (with "path" a key

transformation symboJ- in Art Nouveau and an important metaphor for time in

czech6) i in a mi-st it is possible only to see a little way, so that it is

as if one is in a dimenslonl-ess and timel-ess world, with tantal-izing

glimpses of the beyond. If it j-s true that the set reflects,Janácek's

frustration with his l-j-fe and careerT then t.his metaphor is most

appropriate, implying more than picturesque mists of impressionist tone-

painting.
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Po zarostLem chodnicku set

59r_

Likenesses to the

L. ,fanácek's method in the four pieces is to begin with a fol-k-like

melody and then break into its continuity wilh fragmentary motifs of two or

more other tunes or figures, constantl-y alternating and mixing the strands

thereafter so that each piece seems to exist on several- level-s

independently, as the memory alternaLes between them in ProusLian manner

without buiJ-ding up a complete narrative sequence. Each of these strands

is itself fragmentary in nature, for even though the first ones in each

piece form some sort of balanced song-strucLure there are the frequent

half-closes, the pauses in pieces If and IV, and the breaking-up into

repetitions (I bars 19-25, lI 25-4'/) Lhat prevenL any sense of sustained

narrative. This fragmentation is even more marked with the subsequent

strands, even in II, the longest of the set.

2. Exaggerated. repetition thaL is associated wj-th this fragmentation is

obvious j-n all- four pieces. for none shows much real- development as the

strands a.l-ternate: there is l-ittle interaction to suggest finear progress

in time. lghen a strand is repeated after an interruption by another i-t

tends to be l-ittl-e changed apart from bej-ng heard at a new pitch' or being

slightJ-y augmented, as if the memory recal-Is more of j-t than before. The

fourth piece appears to show some devetopment from bar 121, but this is

soon seen as repetition based on the brief fragment of bars 70-12.

3. Incessant motion is al-so a general characterj-stic of the set. I¡trithin

these pieces there is lj-ttl-e change of movement apart from that introduced

by a change of motif, and despite the short pauses in bars 46-49 and 82-84

of II there is no dramatic or deve.l-opmental- variation.of motion within

sequences as is found in conventional- pì-eces. The feeling wj-th all four,

even the improvisatory IV, is that each motj-f has its own pace that holds

until- it is j-nterrupted by another motif. so that there is constant

movement throughout each piece. Al-l- this notwì-thstandingr some motifs are

hesitant, Iike the second in II (first seen from bar 17) and the first
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motif of IV' and show this hesitancy in proceeding by stages. The sma.l-l-

gaps between these stages are l-ike sudden forgetting and then remembering,

for they cut momentariÌy into the flow without being anything l-ike the

pfanned and rhetoricaf pauses of normal- music that occur at the ends of

completed sequences.

4. fndefinite beginnings and endings are noL a feature of Lhis set as

they are in the Liszt pieces seen in the First Order repertory, but each

begins and ends wj-thout introduct.lon or coda mat.eriaÌ, and the solj-tary

chord that finishes the first piece - the only one to have even this

fragment of a contrived ending - j-s a l-ittl-e surprisj-ng, for the material

that l-eads to j-t is that already used to break into the second section at

bar 52, that el-sewhere has been al]owed to tai-I into sifence. The second

and fourth end in the mild ways that their various sections have ended, and

the third cl-oses at the end of a bar instead of at the beginning of one as

is usual.

5. The use of pedalpoi-nts is unusual- and marked. with pieces I and IV

beginning with inner pedal-s like drones (I bars l_-10, IV 1-4) and

continuing the effect into their subsequent strands (I 49-59 a-ncl- a-ft-erwards

stil-l- impried until 63 or even 72, rv 56-64, 68-76, 11-ag) . piece rrr has

its own form of "pedal" - the invariabl-e minim or sustainj_ng-pedal

equì-valent in virtually al-l- bars except those of the 37-61 sequence. Piece

rr has an inner pedar on the dominant (4Þ) that is actual- or impried

throughout the who1e first page; none for the second sequence (28-36) and

varied tonic and dominant pedals thereafter. A1l pieces therefore dispÌay

the t.lpical- Art Nouveau suspension of time-progression, as wel.l_ as the

fragmentary and repetitive qualitj-es looked for. rncessant motion,

however, is present in modified form, each strand havj-ng its steady motion

that is interrupted by frequent pauses, as j-f there are series of steps but

no cert.ainties of direction or sense of progression, just as there would be

j-n a mist. Perhaps the most tel-l-ing musical- characteristic from an Art
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Nouveau point of view is the mood of each piece, seen in each strand -

restl-ess motion without proçfression. searching motifs, sad introspection

(that is. almost completely non-dramatic music with many incompletenesses).

Other Art Nouveau characters

Three vital characteristj-cs of these pieces have not been

sufficiently elucidated by the foregoing discusslon - mystery, sensualj-ty

and ambiguity, afl essential principles of Art Nouveau, and therefore

lmportant. in establishing the provenance of the works.

Mystery and sensuality both resul-t from the nature of the pitch-sets'

which are all- strange to ears accustomed to diatonics, and are reiterated

with little d.evelopment over the drone-basses. lfhif e al-l this is

suggestive of or derived from fofk-music idiom, the fragmentary nature of

sequences, their broken and ambiguous rhythms and frequent changes of tempo

indicate that the pieces are a l-ot more complex, and that the folk-base is

being used for somethj-ng more than nationalj-stj-c fol-k-evocation, as Milan

Kundera8 has pointed out.

The followj-ng anal-ysis li-sts the main pitch-sets of the four piecest

sets that vary widely in range and composition. A sirrilar analysis coul-d

be made of the very individual- rhythms of the various motj-fs and figures'

and of the mosaic-l-ike structures in which they are interwoven. The effect

of this j-s to produce mefodies that combine the appeal-ing sensuousness of

naj-ve fol-k-idiom with the artifice of Art Nouveau ornate presentationt

resutting in pronounced sensualì-ty and mystery.

Analysis 60:

rMr
M3

rr Ml

rrf M1

ïv M1

.Ianácek

octatonic DÞ 1-222LLI2
pentatoniL- aÞ 22314

pentatonic- aÞ 44LI2

tetratonic cÞ 2214

tetrachord BÞ 1221'

V Mlhách, pitch-sets

M, trichord qÞ
Mn hexatonic 4Þ

M, septatonic AÞ

M, hexatonic E

M, hexatonic 4Þ

2r2
22t2L4

1,31,2r22

2L4L22

22133I

None of these melodj-c sets is conventional-, and two (the trichord and
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tetrachord) do not cover an octave. Even in the other sets that do, no

individuar phrase ranges over more than six notes. This adds to the

fragmentary nature of the whoì-e, as j-f glimpses of the past or the future

are all that can be percej-ved. No two sets are the same, and all, being

very different from diatonics, sound strange. The four and three-senritone

i-ntervals (major and minor thirds) have an Eastern fl-avour, but their

relatj-onship to the drone-pedals is equally coloured, for most have as

their me]odic centre a note different from,t.hat of the drone.

Example 175: Andantô (J=eo)

2t¿

(P) (p

7

tlanácek: V M7hách/7, I-I2

Here the melody is centred on either GÞ or BÞ whi1e the drone i-s DÞ. The

tonal- picture is further confused by the fact that the drone is real-J-y on

the d-ominant. but wj-th contradict.ory signals corning firstly from the off-

beat quavers and secondly from the l-owest notes j-n each phrase. In the

first bar (fower stave) the j-nitial quaver-pair signals a DÞ root and its

AÞ dominant while the second pair signats a reversed order dominant-tonic

with root on GÞ, particularly as this is the melodic centre. The hiatus

between the quaver-pairs continues for the whole of the M, section (1-49),

in 9) without reconciling.(aschanging

The chromatic nature of the iniLial

composition of its irregul-ar octatonic set

four-bar phrase comes from the

that has three consecutive

semitonal intervals. As a mel-odic phrase j-ts outer notes are cl-ear but its

inner ones not so easily distinguished because of their winding nature and

their cl-ose contiguity. This is thus a sensual but ambiguous-sound.ing five

notes whose effect is magnified by immediate repetition; such sensuality
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and a¡nbiguity combines to produce an effect of mystery all through the set

of four píeces.

The second line in the example sets off more straightforwardly but

finishes its last three bars away from the GÞ centre of the other three

phrases, so that again ambì-guity of direction is suggested - or perhaps

ambiguity of nature, because of the sensualj-ty in the initial chromaticism

and the exotic-sounding arabesque in bar 9.

It is obvious from the example as a whol-e that a quite passionate as

well as mysterious effect is being produced. Contributing to this

powerfully is the hypnotic monotony of the bass ostinato-rhythm and its

ambiguity of tonal- reference as against that of the me.l-ody-centres.

Rhythmic ambiguity is very evident in the J-ength and nature of

melodic phrases, as welJ- as in melodies' frequentJ-y ending at the end of

bars instead of on the antici-pated first beat of the fofl-owing bar (as in

bar L2 of the previous example). The three-bar phrases of that example are

unusual- to the ear accustomed to four-bar méfodie units, but even this

pattern is upset by an extra bar (25) before the twenty-four bar sequence

J_s repeated (in tonally modifíed form), this time with two extra bars (41-

48). In the ful-l- statement of Mn between 73 and 80 there are three sources

of rhythmic irregularitY:

Example 176: 73

P (P) -< (p)-<(p)<,i-il"

?6

79

P

Janácek: V MIhách/1' 13-aI

cfÍt- , ?-
r,-l

?c- - ?c- ^
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The accompanimental figure begì-ns each descending run of two triplets one

third of a crotchet aft.er the first and third beats so that it is

rhythmicaJ-J-y

first three

offset from the melody. The mel-ody itseJ-f begins each of its

(two-bar) phrases unusually, with quavers fol_lowed by a minj-m.

The fourth phrase begins with a syncopation after the crotchet rest that

puts the whole phrase awry and invol-ves it in the sort of rhythmic

complexity that is reminiscent of Pétrouchka. Bar 81 is folfowed by three

simil-ar ones so that the beat-horizon is 1opt, and when the next sequence

begins on the beat t.he hearer's rhyt-hnric senses are again disorientated.

The second piece again features rhythmj-c ambiguities with its P¡esto

figurations that are fol-l-owed by pauses and interpoJ-ated between l'Iol-to

adagio statements of M1, the¡nsel-ves heaviJ-y punctuated by rests. Each

motj-f and section in the piece begins after the beat, which means that

certainty of rhythmic bearings can take a bar or two to achieve. The

section from 51-61 is ful-l-y syncopated, espressivo and Grave, so that beat

is even less certain.

In the fourth piece there are whole sequences where the tempo may

change every two or three bars, with acceJerando moJto and pa_uses

compounding the pronounced ambiguity.

A final- note is needed about the threads of continuity that unite the

contrastj-ng short sections of the second and fourth pieces in particular

(the sections of I and III beJ-ng J-onger, al-though stil_l_ contrasted) .

Example 177: P¡esto
l3 3t¡

P¡ioilo P P

I
18

P

P ¡imile

.Tanácek: V M)hách/2, I3-2O
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This is a typical cross-section from the first page of the second piece,

showing two principal changes of sectlon (the double l-j-nes), but with

pauses marking divisions within the Presto section. The Tempo I outer

sections (Mol-to adagio) are to be played piano and do-Lce' and at the very

slow pace, and with the very chromatic melodic li-ne, are defj-nitely

sensual-. The same chromaticism is seen in the windi-ng lines of the Presto

figures, and the suddenness of their starting and stopping is equally

passionate. although just an echo i-n volume. Both have drone-effects in

the l_eft hand, and both are rhythnrical-Iy akin in their stop-sLart patterns.

Subtle rhythmic l-ikenesses are found in their beginnings and endings' with

the sifent senr-iquaver beats before |-ine Mol-to adagio commences and after it

finishes, and the anticipatory drone-beat before, and echo after, each

Presto unit. These are beaLs that at least partly regì-ster on the

conscj-ousness by this stage of the piece even j-f they are ambiguous and

puzz1ing at first. A similar analysis can be made of any cross-section of

the fourth plece: both II and IV are tightly-woven versions of the same

interfocking strand-structure as in I and III, and gain in passion and

intricacy thereby.

As a set, the four pieces are dj-fficul-t to cJ-assify against al-most

anything else in the piano repertory by contemporary composers, so that

,Janácek is thereby considered essent.ially unique - a Moravian original.

But this is to ignore the strong evidence of l-inks in hj-s musical- character

and methodology with the most widespread and influential avant-garde

sensibility of the time - Art Nouveau. Seen from this viewpoint these

pieces of apparently eccentric idiom are seen as having much in corunon vrith

the mosaic method of late Li.szt, Iate Skryabin, Satie's mystical pieces and

Stravinsky, s Pétrouchka, alL of which in their different ways come from the

same aesthetic of the interweaving of sensuous, strange lines into a

complex and ambj-guous whole. Ìn this light Janácek is seen to be close to

feflow-Czechs Alphonse Maria Mucha, Frantisek Bíl-ek and Frantisek Kupka.
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It becomes difficuft in the face of so many instances of Art Nouveau

characters to sustain an impressionist case for t.he whol-e set.. Such a case

rests only on an (unsupported) reading of the title as scene-paintj-ng, and

on the folk-nature or naivety of the motifs. These motifs, however, are

fragmented, al-ternated and repeated in a manner that has nothing to do with

fol-k-dance or fol-k-song, but everything to do with Art Nouveau interweaving

of delicately sensuous motifs on the fl-at surface of drone-pedal-.

MASKS Voifes (PréJudes I/2) 1910 Debussy
BrouifLards (Pré-ludes II/1-) 1912-1-3 Debussy

The theme of Masks - of appearances belying reafities - is one aspect

of the central notion of transformation in Art Nouveau. Both reality and

dream can appear to be transformed when they are vj-ewed di-fferently, and in

the cases of the two works consldered here this sort of ambiguity is

present in title and music.

These two works are among the most discussed of the Prel-udes, with

specific studies by Rudof Böckl-, Richard S. Parks, David PauI Gol-dman and

Renato dj- BenedeLtog. together wi-th many other cases where they are used as

illustrations of whoJ-e-tone, octatonic or other techniques. None of thj-s

Iiterature pays specific attention to the Art Nouveau viewpoint.

Debussy: Voifes

VoiLes has two possible meanings veil or sail-. The impressionist

l-ooks to the second meaning, whil-e Art Nouveau looks to both, to the

ambi-guity of intent that the use of the singJ-e word inevitably possesses.

Robert Schmitz testifies that he remembers Debussy giving it both

meaningslo, but Marguerite Long quotes Debussy as saying that j-t "is not a

photograph of the 5.."¡tt1l, which seems an argument for its ambiguity.

Edgar Varèse asserts that it was inspired by Loie Fuflerts veil-dances.12

"Vej-ls" is rich in Art Nouveau associations - masks and bergamasks,

disguises, shows, pret.ences, the

swj-r1ing hair, veil-s of mourning',

veils of Loie Ful-Ier and Salomé, vej-ls of

Lhe waves and spray that surround Ondi-ne,
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and the Eastern yashmak that veils üroments faces. "Saifs" have less

richness for Art Nouveau. except as fornuing patterns on a seascape or

suggesting the many-sailed ships of former times that voyaged for spices or

battles. To the impressionist sail-s mean the many familiar paintings of

yachts on cal-mly rippling r¡raters.

On one level Voil-es is simply a piece in ABA form with whole-tone set

harmonj-es in ¡he A sections and pentatonics in B. Both pitch-sets are

strictly followed, with a common l-ink in the BÞ pedalpoint that runs

through fity-four of the sj-xty-four bars. These sets alone give the piece

a strangeness of sound that at the sl-ow pace and sustained softness is

dream-like. There is a subtle opposition between the pitch-centres of the

various strands of motif and the pedal, with gently sensuous discordst

particularly those involving the tritone. The indications j-nstruct the

player to avoid metrical exactness, and use the terms caressant, très doux,

expressíf, très souplé, corrrme un très 7éger gJissando, doucement en dehors

for varlous strands. Thus a soft, insinuating sensuality is maintaj-ned

throughout that easily suggests the swirfing veiJ-s of Loie Fuller that were

essentially Art Nouveau in their curvingr teasing and fantasy. The

pentatonic mid-section (42-41 ) can be seen as a suggestion of or reference

to Eastern veil-dancing, or that of Salomé herself - in theatrical- terms a

contemporary of Loie FuIIer; as will- be seen below, no other satisfactory

explanation for this six-bar hiatus has yet been advanced. It is al-so

worth noticing that an impressionist reading of the work as sails on v'¡ater

cannot account for the passage at all-.

Another Ievel has recently been suggested by David PauI Goldmanl3:

the whol-e-tones and pentatones are veil-s cleverJ-y concealing a s}mbolist

harmonic structure based on Pythagorean divisions by harmonic and

arithmetic means of two and three-octave gamuts, the two-octave one on C

gj-ving the augmented triad C-E-G¿, and the three-octave one on C giving an

alternative augmented triad of eÞ-n-ft. The whol-e piece and its two pitch-
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sets can be seen as deriving from these two elements of mathematical

proportion. Although his case .is not entirely well made as to its detailla

hj-s main concept seems interestì-ng. for it exp-lains the puzzle of the

ostinato Bb pedal that other theories cannotlS, and convincingly accounts

for its tonality as bei-ng diatonic C. seen in the opening and closj_ng

phrases more clearJ-y, under the vej-l- of the wholetone and pentatonic sets.

His account of the pentatonic mid-section j-s weakened, however, by his

unsustainable argument that "its central- tone [is] at F-sharp (or G-flat) "

I^¡hen tlìe exarnples Ìre quotes seem to show that they rest both rhythrn-icaIly

and tonally on EÞ as the true tonal- centre of the whol-e section. (Both,AÞ

and ¡Þ are more accented in the examples he cites, but since EÞ begins the

two glissandi. begins and ends the 43-44 Emporté segment, and is the

resting-point of the four 45-46 figures in both their top and bottom notes,

EÞ seems the tonal- cenLre. It is thus because it must be the quasi-

dominant of qÞ in a pentatonic system, just as ¡'f is in a whofe-t.one

system. )

A vital point il-l-ustrated by Goldman's articJ-e is that the idea of a

meta-music bevond the sensuous veil of whofeLone-s a-ncl- penLa-tones comes as a

resul-t of asking questions about the work from the symbolist viewpoint.

Goldman begins his investigation from the sort of Symbolist theory that

gives rise to the Gofden Section ratio and other mathematical proportì-on,

and advances it as a possible sol-ution to the cryptic statements Debussy

made in his l-etter to Ernest Chausson of 3 September 1893 about "esoteric

music".16 It is much l-ess likely that his insights into VoiLes could have

come about from other approaches. For instance, recent intensive work in

Schenkerian and Fortean analysis of the piecel7 has not suggested anythì-ng

l-ike Gol-dmants essentially simple idea that seems to be indicated behind

its outer vei1s. An Art Nouveau viewpoint, slightJ-y different in approach

from that of Symbolism, may uncover stil-l- more. as wifl_ be shown.

Art Nouveau naturally focuses on things l-j-ke ambiguj-ties, patterns,
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resonances, dimensionalities and transformations -factors that I

Symbolist ones of hidden codes and structural- and harmonic proport

also less likely to be noticed by studies from other viewpoints, especiaJ-J-y

that of impressionism. It is once obvious that the piece is at to a large

extent based on aÍùciguities, wj-th the conflicting tonafities of C and BÞ

evident from bar 5:

The first strand of the piece (S1), the whole-tone major thirds, has just

finished its opening statement on the C chord (a statement that is repeated

almost verbatim in 10-14). Its tonal centre is immediately contradicted blr

the BÞ pedat (52t, and both are further contradicted by the ambiguous S.

octaves expressif that begin on AÞ and move through the other two centres,

only to finish with the bar 13 AÞ minim (emphas.ized) that is confirmed by

another in the following bar. Thus far three tonal- centres are proposed in

descending order, but are echoed in the ascending fragment of Sa (that of

bar 7) that appears transformed as a ful-I octave chord (S¿) with raised

fifth. Between L7 and. 2I, instead of descending Lo C*E as j-n its first

appearancer S, ascends to E+GÍ. the l-atter note bei-ng the enharmonic

equivalent of AÞ but speJ-t differently - another dimension of ambiguity.

At 2l yet another tonality is suggested by the inverted pedal D, even

though the BÞ pedal is stil-I sounding its ostinaLo, like the bell-eÞ in

Ravel's -te gibet, which may weIJ- have suggested it18. Su sets up its own

(t
i:

the

I

60

Exarnple 178:

5" ,LT 7
I

bl ,IT I
PP touJollfs pP

t5

It
I

lr7

Debussy: Voifes,5-73
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ostínato that sways backwards and forwards between D and Ff - and yet

another tonal- centre is posited.

Meanwhil-e a turn-figure Sa appears from 22 that, based on AÞ (the

note on which it begins and towards which it always falls). is the first

new figure to repeat an already introduced tonal centre. But it is

strangely constituted, breaking j-nto a two-note form and then having Íts

second note-sequence vanish into the first, or into the Su ostinato that

has been going al-l- the while

Example 179

)q
5t,

s1

Cé¡Icz -

fL

Debussy: Voiles, 29-3I

.p<

At the the second quaver-beat of 29 the note D beJ-ongs to the Su strand

(the parall-el- is at the beginning of 24) and finishes that strand by

ascending to the BÞ of the second beat, whil-e a new strand S., begins bel-ow

on the Ff. But the new strand then vanishes into that of the turn-figure

(Ss) at the same place in the next barr simul-taneously reappearj-ng as

itself again on that bar's F{. This is one veil vanishing into another and,

reappearing - more Art Nouveau ambiguity. Again, in bar 26 Ehe lower voice

of Su reappears, but appears to be the continuatj-on of the scale-figure of

57. (The Oeuvres compJ.èts score here is identical- with that of the example

[U.M.P. 1-968 reprj-nt of the origina]- .Durand editionl , and presumably

therefore reflects the layout of the manuscript, so that the "vanj-shing" of

one voice into another is intentionallg.) Ioie Ful-l-errs two veils must

similarly have seemed Iike a succession of veil-s, each one flowing into

another as the musical strands do here.
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At this point (bar 26) s, sets up a ne\^r pattern that becomes the

ostinato of the following six bars, but it is based on two notes, the nel^rer

of which (E) is emphasized as such j-n that bar, while the BÞ pedal-

momentariÌy ceases (until- 33). This cessation is deliberate, for the l-eft

hand j-s free to resume it in 32 but does not; Debussy is therefore

estabfishì-ng an ambiguous double tonaf centre that sits with the resumed

bass pedal (making a trio of centres - BÞ, Dt E) from 33-37, when the E

component disappears as quj-etly as it began.

Tracing aff the strands in this way confirms the concfusions aJ-ready

reached about ambiguity of tonal- centres. the interweavings of strands' and

their appearances, disappearances and reappearances. The following

analysi-s summarizes the whol-e picture, but a word is necessary fírst

concerning transformations of strands. One type has already been noticed

in the previous example where S, dissolves into Su but reappea-rs as the

scale-fì-gure continuing its original ascending motion. The more important

type occurs at the transitions into and from the mid-section in bars 41'-42

and 47-48. The whol-e-tone S, becomes wj-thout any break a pentatonic

(bl-ack-note) arabesque, transforming its tonal- centre from AÞ to !.Þ. At

the other end S' becomes S12r its EÞ centre transforming to one beginning

on Ef that foflows from the GÞ component of Sr, (last chord, bar 47, in the

Ieft hand), the enharmonic respelling signifing transformation.

Analysís 61:

bar
sl1RH
s25rH
s37RH
s4 15 LH
ss 21 RH

s6 23 RH

s7 29 LH
s8 38 RH

se 38 LH
sro 42 RH

srr 43 LH

stz 48 RH

sr: 54 RH

sr¿ 54 LH

centre
c/E
Bb

Ab
Ab
D/ E#

Ab
D/E
Ab
D

Eb

type
maj or. 3rds
bass pedal
octaves
chords 85#a

inverted pedal
turn; 1-2 voices
VriT ascending scal-e, extension of Su

chords. mixed; 1-3 voices
descending scaJ-e; transforming into Sto

arabesque, 7-3 voices
Aths c 5ths comPl-ement of Sto
glissandì- alternatefy r#-llRb-n
chords #6,

chords bTrg alternately. a-p#71-Ab

Eb

Gr

Ff

Debussy: Voiles, textural strands
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This analysis shows fourteen strands with the bar and hand of their

first appearance, but since 3 and 4 are the same, and 9 transforms into 10

at the beginning of t.he pentatonic mid-section, there are twelve actual-

figures, which might symboJ-ize twi-ce six, the number of hrholetones in the

octave. All- these tones are represented at some stage as tonal centres,

with aÞ being ernphasized by its four entries (fj-ve, with the Gf); it is

al-so a component of S12, making six. It might be interesting to explore

further symbolisms, but the odd centre of EP, together with its pentatonic

section 42-41 j-s going Lo seem difficult to fit into any pattern. The

important points that the analysis uncovers for the Art Nouveau perspective

are firstly that there is a pattern of interweaving strands, secondJ-y that

there j-s ambiguity of tonal- centre at any point of Lhe piece, and thirdly

that some strands are ambiguous as to thej-r number of voices or tonal

eentres. As a puzzle the píece j-s fascinating symbolism and teasing Ã,rt

Nouveau; as Art Nouveau it has changing, indefinite tonaf and textural

dimensions, al-l interfused. wj-th a genLle, strange sensual-ity that results

partly from its exotic pitch-sets and partly from the delicate cl-ashes that

their contrapuntal- i-nterwindlngs create. Voi-Les as "veils" is therefore

certainly itsel-f an ambiguous tit1e, and the piece a rruixture of Symbolism

and Art Nouveau far richer in reference and suggestion than can be implied

by considering it as impressioni-stic scene-painting of sails on the water.

beautiful- as such paintings are in the hands of Monet or Renoir2o.

Debuss z Brouil-l-ards

BrouiLLards - fogs. mists, haze - is either l-iteral or fj-gurative,

but without the metaphorical- reference to time of Janácek's V Ml-hách. The

j-ndistinctness of Impressionist painting can be used to argue the

impressì-onist case, or just the beauty of mists themselves inferred. The

Art Nouveau case can rest on the ambiguity between l-iteral and figurative

meanj-ngs. and especially the j-dea of real-ity being disguised in swirl-s of

mist. There are al-so the mj-sts that hj-de this fife from the next, with
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enough strangeness j-n the music to suggest this strand of interpretation'

In the end there is not the clear preference for one interpretation or the

other of the titl-e that there is with Voiles, so that the musical evidence

must speak for itsel-f: this j-t does with remarkabl-e clarity, as will be

seen, Ieaving no doubt that the titl-e is about the obscuring and confusing

of musical- dimensions and boundarj-es. It shoul-d be remembered, of course.

that the Art Nouveau i-nterpreLation will- encompass both real- and

metaphorical mists, so Lhat any musical imagery suggesting actual nrist is

not decisive evidence of impressionistic scene-painting or bfurred method'

as is commonly

The titl-e

assumed.

Brouífl-ards is plural: there is more than one layer of fog

fundamentalobscuring the musical

musical dimensions are

dimensi-ons of thj-s piece. The most

those of rhythm and tonality, and both are

systematically dis ordered throughout the piece
.t údl.ÈÌ âxt h n.d.

Example 180:

5l

å (Ä)

Debussy: BrouiTlards, 7-3

The basic pulse of the first bar is set by the left-hand quavers,

which is upset in the second bar by the l-eft hand's semiquavers. Time-

signature changes in both 3 and 4 Lo 3/8 and 3/4 respectively confuse the

rhythndc unit of two quaver-pulses establ-ished in !-2 in two ways: firstly'

bar 3 is a triple-quaver unit, and secondly, bar 4 reverts to dupJ-e-quaver

unit but has three of them, not two. Bar 4 reverts to the first metre

(4/Bl, but instead of being divided into two two-quaver pairs it becomes a

different duality of four semiquavers and two quavers. There are tvlo
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sequences where an even rhythm is maintained for several bars (7-15, 32-

31 ), but they are foll-owed by changes simil-ar to those of the fi-rst bars.

Tonality is ambiguous throughout every bar, wj-th severar t11pes of

contradiction, often running simul-taneously; there are, for instance, three

j-n the first bar al-one. The first is that of the hands being based on

opposing tonalj-ties of white (left.) and main.l-y bJ-ack (riqht) - those of

diatonic triads opposed to pentatonic and near-pentatonic sets. A second

layer of tonal complexity is introduced by the second and fourth quaver

figures being a semitone offset from the first and third. From one point

of view this is contrast of the sort just at this time being explored by

Stravinsky, and for the same reasons - those of octatonic sets, which

conLain different polarities from the tonic-dominant. of diatonic ones.

Some of the paral-l-el-s between Pétrouchka and this work are pointed to by

Roy Howat.2l The pairs on C are from the octatonic set 01 and the others

from 02, with the feft hand taking white notes only and the right bl-ack

ones mainly. Thus the semitonal difference is that between different

Lranspositions of octatonic sets22.

These three tonal- oppositions do not exhaust the types employed. If

the various strands and segments of the piece are examined it wil-I be

noticed that S. (RH, bar 2) sets up the first hints of a pedal (inverted)

that suggests a whol-etone set on G with the l-eft-hand figurets upper notes

that from the original- view of the first beat of the piece appear diatonic

q. 54. the lowest-stave figure of bar 4 reaffirms with it,s octaves and

fifths the

contradicts

diatonic aspect of 51, this time also in G, which

the V'IT (whole-tone) suggestion of S.. Tn bars 5

reaffirmation

and 6 opposing

fifths briefly suggest a C/DÞ nexus that agaì-n suggests a merely chromatic

aspect to the t.onal- debate - this time an unpwards-pointing one (with

enharmonic equival-ents in 20-2L, 24-25 and 44). There are l_ater

opposj-tions based on other interval-s - t!/e in 10-15, e/c{ in 16-11, and

e!/c in qz.
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The most interesting are those that seem to entail reference to

Pétrouchka, some of which have been pointed out by Roy Howat23. He draws

attention to the first two quavers of bar 1, j-n which the first contains

the set of the "Pétrouchka chord" of the C/ff triads (both hands), and the

second (right hand) that of the ?ristan chord. Here there is an opposj-tion

of the ol-d and the new, with both musical icons challenging the

compositional niche that Debussy had made midway, so to speak. Dr Howat

also sees a hint of the Fool's song in Boris Godunov, so that Tristan,

Go1aud and the two fool-s come together, as it were. He mentions that bars

20-30 see "the most obvious musica] si-nuil-arities" with Pétrouchka24 but

there is an even more striking one in 1-8-20 (repeated Ln 22-24, but

possibly not noticed bY him).

ttP ln peu

Exampfe 181:

o -srt lll D' Gn*u.r 3ttt
l8

51
ot

I

8fb.-l

Debussy: Brouiffards, I8-2O

Stravinsky: Trois mouvemenbs de péLrouchka/2, I

The Debussy octaves-figure is from the same octatonic set as the Stravinsky

(311_l_ 311-1), but is a retrograde (l-113 111-3) that is inverted and

transposed up a semitone. These alterations are themselves symbolic' and

sit with the reversal of the bar L12 Stravinsky figure2s that is seen in

Debussy's first and Iast bars. The symbolism of these reversal-s is

explained by Dr Howat as Debussy's feeling that just as he had once to rid

himself of the incubus of Klj-ngsor now he has to oust Pétrouchka; his

composition pauses and changes direction between the Prel-udes and the

Etudes.

Besides all the rhythmic and tonal dimensions in BrouiLLards

discussed so far there are other Art Nouveau aspects of the piece that

shoul-d be mentioned. As with VoiLes the piece is a pattern of interweaving
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strands, this time appearing and reappearing from nowhere as in a fog,

rather than dissolving and reforrn-ing from each other as do swì-rling veil-s.

Furthermore, different appearances of the same strand can show

transformations. The Sa figure in the first exampJ-e appears j-n bar 2 twj-ce

but does not reappear untj-l 1,6-1,7, when it is transformed into a simpler

secondarpeggiated octave that in turn becomes the octaves-motif of the

example. Its subsequent appearances in 25 and 42 revert to its first form.

The Sn figure of bar 3 reappears in 32-37 in a different tonaliby (D¿) and

extending over three octaves; this l-ime it appears to oppose rather than

confirms the established diatonic tonality (D). but is actually a member of

the same sets as the left-hand chords and meJ-ody - 03 and 02 (with the

transj-tion in ¡n-id-bar 35) . Thus strands appear and reappear .in different

transformations, but the most fascinating is one that can only be seen, not

heard - the enharmonic change between bars 38 and 39.

Example 182:
st

5t
a

<> b

Debussy: Brouiffards, 38-41

The chord is tied from the broken chord Sn of the previous two bars, where

it appeared as eÞ+¡Þ+aÞ -

right-hand counterpart is

the left-hand component of the bar 38 chord. Its

ef.+cf.+ef, which of course is the composition of

The Sn figure thusthe S, reversed Pétrouchka

transforms into

is transposed up

no other reason

figure mentioned earlier.

their common notes, which

when it first appears in

is one reason why S,

18-19. There can be

S, through

a semitone

for this enharmonic conceit: the actual S, motif appears in

it finishes on the l-ow C! of 40,the bass, and when

original tonality 4, this time in the upmost

tonality of Ct when in fact

Sn reappears in its

stave, and appearing to

it i-s a member of the

of bar

contradict the diatonic
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same 02 set26. The bass echo of S, in 41 modulates to c (o1) in 43 as the

bar 1 alternatj-ons of 01 and 02 make a brief reprise, and the piece draws

to a close with the same echoes of vüagner, stravinsky and perhaps

Mussourgsky as glimPsed earlier.

Throughout the piece Debussy pJ-ays defiberateJ-y on the appearances

and realities of his pitch-sets, whose tonal-ity from different angles

appears diatonlc, chromatic and octatonic (both symmetrical- and

Stravinskyan). Its tonal dimensions are thus never certainJ-y grasped by

the ear, especially when the opening bars give j-t ambiguous cl-ues ' In

these fogs or mists the tonal- horizons and landmarks appear only fitfully,

and take on different conformatlons that resonate unevenly aad confusingly.

Aff these uncertaintj-es, echoes, appearances and transformations amply

justify the titl-e's ambiguities of reference from the Art Nouveau

viewpoint.

tr{ATER Jeux d'eau, 1901 Ravel
Reflets dans l-'eau (Images I/7\ 1905 Debussy
La cathédrale engToutie

(PréLudes I/l-0), 1910 DebussY

These are pieces that are normalJ-y taken to be cl-ear cases, in fact

parad.igms, of musical impressionism. The first is held to fol-fow the

alleged ímpressionism of Lisztts -Les jeux dteaux à l-a viLLa d'Este of L877-

and to be foflowed by the second in l-905. Al-1 have appeared together as

j-mpressionist music in concert programmes or recordings_. But since water

is an image i-mportant to the historical movements of both Impressionism and

Art Nouveau, j-t j-s possible that either or both infl-uences can be in a

composer's mind; the point has al-ready been made that composers may not

have cared to differentiate the two very cfearLy. As al-l- pieces have

obvious water-imagery it has been assumed that the composers' intentions

are to do with scene-painting, but since Art Nouveau music on water must

also use water-imagery it is not reasonabl-e to assume that all- water-

imagery means tone-painting alone, or even at all.
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The three pieces are about different subjects: the way water moves/

the way it appears, and the sea-legend of ys, which l-ast is a.l-so set in a

1903 cantata by Henry Kimbafl Hadrey (The princess of ys). The third, as

fantastic legend, has nothing to do with painterly impressionism, although

it j-s popularry supposed to be musj-caf impressionism because it has

recognisable sea and other imagery plus narrative content. The first two

could from their titl-es be either impressionism or Art Nouveau: the musical

evidence must decide.

Rave] ¿ Jeux d'eau

The title means the play of water - an ambiguous image, referring to

the way water moves, or to its patterns. whether in streams or fountains,

or a reference to Liszt's vi-lLa d'-Este work. vüater in play or motion,

whether j-n stream, fountain or brave, demonstrates motion without

progression: t.he "play" never- ceases, and is mildly mes¡neric to watch. The

watcher is conscious of force, movement, sound and pattern, and an endl-ess

store of poetic associations. The Régnier quotation suggests a stream-

setting, so that associations of water-spirits are to be consì-dered, and

the fancy that the water is al-ive.

The piece is dedicated to Gabriel_ Fauré, who is not generally

considered a musical impressionist; this may be of no j-mport,ance. But the

epigraphical- quotation from Henri de Régnier is very important - and rarely

mentÍoned: "Dieu fl-uvial- riant de .l-'eau qui J-e chatouil-Ie. " [the river god.

smiling at the water that tickles himl. Here is an Àrt Nouveau image of

Pan or a river god like Achel-ous, from a contemporary symbolist poet. a

leading fj-gure of -Za -be-LLe époque whose most famous works include the 1902

novel La cité des eaux, a disenchanted portrait of Versaj-l-l-es whose lakes

and ponds are symbols of dreams. His Aestheticist "the delightful- and

always novel- preasure of a usel-ess occupatj-on" was used as epigraph for

va-Lses no-b-Les et senti¡nentaJ.es, and hj-s poem -Les grands ventes venus

d'outre-me-r was set by Ravel- in 1906. The epigraph makes Art Nouveau
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provenance certain, r^¡ith something l-ike the Cl-assical reference of Novák's

pan and Debussy's préj.ude à l-'après-midi d'un faune nrixed with the general

j-mage of water as the element of dreams and transformation in Régnier's

work, and with Ond.ine from Ravel's l-ater repertoire'

From the outset Ravel's 1901 piece establishes a duality of tonal

perspective based on a bitonality between the hands at a distance of major

and minor sevenths. It is difficul-t to see what this can have to do with

impressionist scene-painting, but easy to see how it symbolizes the dual

nature of water as element and living spirit. The discordances resulting

from. the sevenths provide a tension that positively reinforces the

implications of both titl-e and epigraph that the water is alive, with the

rhythmic d.oubling at the ends of each two-crotchet segment being imagery of

J-aughter. Thus the tension and movement begins from the first quaver with

a 7u chord whose soft discordance sets the basis for the major and ÍLinor

sevenths that feature throughout the work. The hands are depfoyed in

para1le1 but softly dissonant tonalitj-es, with the l-eft in E and the right

in Dt, which can be seen to be maintained when the Ieft hand moves to the

subdominant A in bar 3 and the right moves to its subdom-inant Gt, keeping

the major seventh interval. ThÍs bi-tonality gives rise to some delicate

discords in the softer passages, J-ike that on the l-ast half-beat of bar 6'

emphasized by the doubl-e acciaccatura, those in bars 29-33 where the hands

cross, and in the opposed hands passages of bars 38-48, where as the volume

rises the discordances become more striking in effect, especially in the

filigree passage of bars 66-11-. Besides this bitonal-ity and hand-

opposition there j-s the use of simultaneous major seconds in

accompanimental figures in bars L9-20 and 76-?8 that is very delicate in

discordance because so soft. The effect of all- this is certainly to put

the piece outside mainstream conventions of harmony - the first principle

of Art Nouveau being original-ity of styl-e, but more importantly' to

reinforce the essentially dual view of nature, in this case the element of
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water, a key s]¡mbol in Art Nouveau. The two aspects of the water in

Régnier's epigraph are its nature as L,eau and -z.e dieu fl-uviant; it is

their interaction or chantouiLfefment] - the pleasant discordance of the

hands - that causes t.he laughter.

ltlhole-tone sets are introduced al_most casually into the right hand

which by by bar 6 becomes a full-via the j-nitial- use of a Lritone in bar 3,

scal-e ascending over l-eft-hand descending sevenths:

Example 183:
I,r'T

5

Ravel: Jeux dteau, 5-6

1'1

To this point t.he hands have been seen in movement that has been paral-le1,

if offset tonally. In bar 6 the J-eft begins to move chromatical-Iy away

from the right's ascending whoJ-etones. creating a chain of soft discords

that suggests a shower or spray of water-drops - but also the laughter of

the rj-ver-god. Here is a case where to consider the piece mere scene-

painting is to ignore the plain impJ-ication of the epigraph, and to rn-iss

its fantastic dimension.

There is obvious dualj-ty of right-hand and left-hand strands of

texture. Black-note pentatonics are seen first in the l-eft-hand motif of

L9' but as with the wholetones are incorporated into the basically d.j-atonic

harmonic framework, for in 22 their C tonal- centre passes naturally into

diatonic E.

A cognate effect of bj-tonality between the hands is the tendency to

alternate tonic basses between intervals that can vary from phrase to

phrase. The first page has al-ternations of fourths, minor ninths and nuinor

thirds, setting the pattern for variety within the basic framework of

implied and real pedals that l-j-mits harmonic movement (which wil-I be

discussed below). Al-l-ied with these are the passages where the bass moves
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s)¡nmetrical-l-y, as through the nr-inor thirds of bar 4, the semitones of 6 or

the ,diatonic steps of 22. But the most conìmon pattern within the bar-unit

is for the bass to move in fourths and fj-fths formed from its pedal note so

that there is movement without normal harmonic progression. Progression

over the length of a phrase does occur, but it is by shifts of tona1J-ty

(the term is used to denote unprepared movement) rather than through

mod.ulatory progression. Perhaps the longest sustained passage of one

texture where progression does occur is that from 38 leading to the

cl-imactj-c alissand.o if 48. For the first three bars there is a C# pedal

that firmly establishes itself as an initial tonal- cenLre. At 41 it shifts

without preparation to Fl where the sequence is essenLial-ly a- modified

paralJ-el of 38-40. At 43 it shifts upwards a semitone and runs through the

steps of a diminished triad on that noLe (Fð), commences another diminished

triad on A in 45, and finishes by ascending in senuitones through the third

and fifth of that triad, to fall- a fifth from its peak of and rest a fifth

from where j-t began. The movement can be summarized I-IV-#IV-#V-V, which

is essenti-al-ly one of chromatic shifts rather than of diatonic modul-ation.

The purpose of these shifts is to provide different tonal- platforms for

essentialJ-y paral-leÌ phrases - for variety wj-thin mesmeric monotonyr or

motion without progression. The effect is that of dream, not realj-ty - of

dream states where episodes are not connecLed into the normal ffow of time

and. real-ity, but can repeat and transform endl-essly.

The processes of repetition and transformation that are occurring

throughout the el-even bars of climax (38-48) discussed earlier are tlpical

of the rest of the piece. The bar 38 figures of each hand gradually

transform into the cl-imactic ones of 46-41 that explode into the flourish

of 48 and subside into the return of M, from 5027. This motif itsel-f

il-l-ustrates a different process of transformations during the piece.
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Example 184

t1
zl

a

¡

3 Co¡dc¡

'74
^

2 !lÀ

I

PP

Um Corde

Ravel: 'Jeux dteau, M2 transformationaÌ contexts

These are Lhe main appearances of I42t the pentaLonic motj-f that has no

particul-ar Eastern character in the bitonal- contexts in which it appears,

so that i-t merely suggests strangeness - that of the god in the water. As

a theme it itself does not undergo signi-fi-cant change, but its character

varies with its context, and even within a sequence. For instance, the bar

J_y texture cnanges In ¿t-¿J: I-ne nallcls exclrdrrge rolesr wrLrr Lrle

accompanimental left now turning the bar 19 triplets in simultaneous

seconds into broken chords in quadruples, so that the melody ceases being

staccato and flows easil-y. The cl-ose harmony in the trebfe in bar 29'

together with the ostinato rì-ght-hand figure, returns the mel-ody to the

staccato of bar 19, but with a different effect, one of a slightly greater

tension. Bar 50 foflows the main cfimax, where the theme is only a murmur

above the fl-ow of the l-eft handi here its mood is of underJ-ying rather than

actual- movement. Bar 72 fo.llows the long pianissimo cadenza and although

it is the same in texture as 29 the context is different: it is slower' and

pitched a minor sixth lower, which reduces its piquancy. only two bars

later, in 74, ì-t is total-ly transformed by a different harmonic and

figurational- underpinning, one that rocks in al-ternations in the left hand
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while the mid.dle voices maintain a double-time quasi-ostj-nato. The motif

appears just once more in 't7-18, in a reprise of 14 where the right-hand

seconds now f.l-utter over two octaves in the same time that they formerly

did one, echoing the soft extended fl-ourish of the whol-e second half of the

piece, and setting the character of accompanimental- f.iligree that dominates

the end of the piece in 83.

The piece's basically dupÌe rhythm is presented in a complex way that

underfines its duaf dimensions. Firstly, there are many bars -of irregular

time-signature that break the phrasaJ- pattern just as the demi-semiquavers

do each fourth quaver; the imagery is that of a stream's ffow broken by

rocks on the one hand and the laughter on the other. But the-se

irregularities do not break the gentle monotony of quaver pul-se that

produces the characteristically mesmeric effect of Art Nouveau music. It

is important that the doubfi-ngs of figure-rhythm on each fourth quaver

occur on weak beats, which are thus upbeats to emphasize the following mai-n

beat and maintain the quaver pulse. These doublings of rhythm are

delicatel-y extended as the piece progresses, and gradually shape the whol-e

character of the piece into sustai-ned flÌigree and arabesque' seen in the

brilliance of 14-16 and 43-48 as wel-l- as in the delicacy of 34-40. There

are passages expJ-oiting cross-rhythms, fike bars 19-22 and the independent

movements of the hands of bars 38-47 that sustain and emphasize this cross-

rhythmic effect; and finally the lightly asl¡mmetrical pentuplets and

septuplets of bars 6-68 and the extended bar 71: afl- these serve to show

again a duallty of effect, this time more hidden, in which the complexities

of rhythm suggest the complex nature of the river or stream itself. In the

liqht of the Régnier quotatlon it is unlikely that all- this dual-ity of

texture is merely of pictori-a1 signifrcance.

The nature of harmonj-c movement by tonal shifts, discussed earlier,

is typical- of Art Nouveau compositional practice, and allied with these

shifts are pedalpoints, among the most characteristic of Art Nouveau
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devices. There are pedals of greater or l-esser length in the first hal-f of

the pi-ece (a-2,7-8, 11-18,26-28), together with the similar effect of a

rocking between two pedals, as for instance in the announcement of M, in

bars 19-20 and in its l-ater appearances, including developments of it in

bars 2_4-25 and 35-37. From the long movement to the first cl-imax beginning

at bar 38 there are more pedals, with the pj-ece endì-ng on a series of them,

and the bar I9-2O motif finally appearing over the last two, so that their

rocking j-s at last stj-l-l-ed. Pedal-points over which floriditj-es l-ike those

of bars 38-48, 66-'11, and 77-84 pj-ay again suggest movement within the

flattened planes of Art Nouveau - motion without progression. Tt is akin

to the paradox of movement and stiffness in a wave, b¡here the mol-ecul-es

move up and doh¡n but do not progress J-inearly. Thls movement is rhythmic,

and j-ts pul-ses sugggested in those of the musj-c, both the lesser and

greater ones creating patterns on the rhythmi-c plane that sit with those on

the tonal- pfane. But there is no conventional time-plane because there is

no conventional modu1atory progression, just patterns of tonal- shift.

There is thus no narrative, commonly hel-d to be a component of

musical impressionism. There is wa,ter-im-a-qerv, comnon t-o both m-r-r-sica'l

scene-painting and Art Nouveau, but it is the subject of patterning, not

the incidentaf colour to narrative. Above all, the fimited planes are

descriptive not of everyday reality but of the fantastic wor-ld of meta-

reality - that of -Le dieu ffuviaL of Régnier's epi-graph.

Debussy: RefLets dans J-teau

This work needs first to be seen in its context as one of the three

Images f (the other two being Hommage â Rameau and Mouvement - hardly

Impressionist tj-tles). Images is one of the set-terms of the piano

repertory at thj-s time whose ambiguity or obscurity is deliberate, l-ike

TabTeaux, Iuliroirs , Mirages , Ombres , Masques , lnletopy, Gy,rnnopédies ,

Gnossjennes. Images are versions of something that can be repeated or

transformed, and as such are the raw material of Art Nouveau. Debussy uses
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the word in the plural, so that it may not only refer to the three pieces

but to the way each 1s constructed of repetitive patterns of images.

The individual- tj-tle, Ref-Lets dans I'eau, can be seen as

(Impressionist) Monet,/Renoir-l-ike shimmering reflections, or (Post-

Impressionist) ceorges Seurat,/Paul Signac pointillist patternings of water,

or the many Art Nouveau paintj-ngs in which water is seen as giving

mysterious i-mages. One of the best of these is Wil-I BradJ-ey's titJ-e-page

The Infand printer, in which the water-surface wj-th lily-pads and leaves

seems more interesting than the river-bank it refl-ects, for it hints at the

mysteries of j-ts depths28. Debussyrs use of the preposition "dans"

inc]udes the meaning "within", so that as in Bradley's title-page there can

be an implication of mYsteries.

From the beginning Debussy forms patterns, not a feature of

Impressionist painting (patterning begins wj-th Cezanne and the Post-

Impressionists, and is fully developed j-n Art Nouveau) . The first two bars

form an arch-shape of semiquaver groups, each of which is itsel-f arch-

shaped. Four semiquavers make each smalL arch, and four groups each l-arge

archi there are four such arches over the DÞ pedal to bar 8.

Example 185 Ändutlno molto

il
(TcrnIo rubeto)

Debussy: Refl,ets dans -lteau, I-2

L-9
pp

,")
) l

The work's main recurring motif-fragment al-so appears (in the tenor line);

its comprising a third and a second is refl-ected in the chords from whlch

the smalt arches are composed, seen j-n the chords wi-th seconds in the

example above. In the larger arch-shape focus (the unit of two bars) it

can be seen that the second (bars 3-4) is an al-tered version of the firstt

while bars 5-8 are an exact repetition of 1-4.

!üith bars 9-16 come some mirroring features: as the hands combine j-n
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an ascending move in 9-10, and then pause, there j_s a contrary-motion

descendinçf ansbler, with the process echoed in 10-11, I2-I3, and a similar

pair of figures in 13-15. Finally come the contrary-motion chords with the

hands at the extremes of the keyboard.. and the widely-spaced pian issimo

chords answered by middle-range effects in 1?-l_9.

This pattern of ascending and descending movements is broken by the

Quasi-cadenzat whose tj-tre, denoting an interpol-ated section, is thus

justified. It begins a long ascent of sextuplet-figures, each arch-shaped,

moving in the steps of a dj-¡rrinished sevent.h chord until- the arches, noür

extended, reach the limits of the keyboard. From bar 23 an ostinato broken

chord sweepj-ng over three octaves j-s establ-ished, and the piece proper

resumes tn 24 with this ostinato over an AÞ pedalpoint. Once more the

arch-shape is seen with the sweeping of the ostinato, and the mj-d-keyboard

melody of 24-2'l is an arch with an inverted arch following.

From bars 43-47 arches are again repJ-aced with contrary-motion

patterns, when the post-cadenza figures recur, but in a version of the

original of 24-30, including the mel-odic double arch:

Example 186:

åu Moúv!

Debussy: RefLets dans _lteau, 49-52

This patternlng is devel-oped in the followi-ng bars to 64, and j-n passing

the mel-odic phrase comes to sound not unlj-ke -L'après-midi d,un faune [the

counLer-melody from bar 38-39 - piano rl: this gives the word

"reflections" a wider sense typical_ of Art Nouveau and Symbolism, just as a

poetic image recalls so much besid.es its simpJ_e meaning.

I
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l{ith the repet-itions of the last two pages, both exact and sj-nrilar,

it becomes clear that the "refl-ets" are as much to do with the music as

wlth water. Arch shapes are curved, as ripples on water are curved: it is

unJ-ikeJ-y that they can therefore be meant to suggest the broken straight

lines of Impressionist painting. But they fit the curved lines of !'Iil-l

Bradley's tj-tle-page, or the curves of the sea in Edvard Munch's The

Screamt Heinrich Vogeler's The Eisher and his SouL, Otto Eckmann's The Two

Swans, Alberto Micheli's swan-ill-ustration for Novissima of L902, and above

al-l- those of Brunell-i-'s illustration for Novissima of L90229.

The great majority of the piece takes pJ-ace over pedalpoints: the

effect is of patterning over a ffat surface, l-ike that of Art- Nouveau

design. There is l-ittl-e modul-ation as such, and until- bar 43 the piece

does not move from its DÞ tonality, afl the pedals to that point being

either tonic or dominant. At 43 there is a l-eft-hand partly melodic figure

in whol-e-tones, but another pedal, on B, j-s soon established (48-53) ' to be

fol-lowed by minor ped.als untj-l qÞ i-s re-estabished from 71 until the end

(94). This is an extreme use of this device that heJ-ps maintain the

feeling of artificiality - that of Art Nouveau's styli-zatj-ons rather than

any natural- scene.

As a final point the use of transformatlon can be adduced as being

peculj-arly Art Nouveau. The most j-mportant of these are the sudden key-

shifts in bars 66-67 and 68-69, which take place very softly, both building

and confirming over an ascending broken sa chord their 4 tonality, only to

shift without preparatj-on to C and AÞ respectively. After the fortissimo

scafes and broken chords of the bars preceding these transformations are

afl the more effective for their extreme softness, and again refer to

patterning - of ripples interacting with wj-nd or each other to produce new

forms, or distort reflections al-ready there. Reffections are distortions

or mirrors in the sense that what is seen on the surface of the hlater is an

upside-down version of reality, so that with such devices the music
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parall-el-s this juxtaposition of the opposites of appearance and reality.

Vilhen refl-ections are sho$rn as patterns they show the order behind nature,

not just nature as it is simpJ-y observed. fn this repetitive music over

pedalpoints the mystery of water as primal element is shown.

Debussy: La cathédrafe enqToutie

The work is normalJ-y seen as tone-painting and assocj-ated with

Monet's pictures of Rouen cathedral-i slnce MoneL j-s one of the

Impressionj-sts the implication is that the music must be impressionist

tone-painting3o, Ilr is cl<.:ubtfuJ-, however, whether the Rouen pictures d.o

not represent more of Monetts inne¡ state than Rouents west front, but in

any case Rouen is not Ys. (The legend of Ys is not new to French

composition: vide LaIors opera Le roi dtYs. ) The al-ternative ì-mpressionist

argument therefore turns instead to the concept of a narrative of the

drowned cathedral of Ys rising momentariÌy from the waves only to sink once

more. This ignores the title: the cathedral- j-s al-ready drowned, so that

the original story is not being retol-d. lrihat is really "happenj-ng" is the

imagining that ghostJ-y bells can stil-l- be heard, which is an Edgar Al-l-an

Poe dream or fantastic concei-t, not a story.

The error spri-ngs from the desire to see a linear narrative in music.

Since there is imagery of water, bells, chant and the like, and a story to

be associated with it, it is conventional.Iy assumed that the piece is only

a narrative with corroboraLive imagery, and so j-t is termed musica-l-

impressionism, the two el-ements beì-ng considered suffi-cient to cl-ose the

argument. Yet even Robert Schmitz, w}:ro sees impressionism and tone-

painting everywhere in Debussy, remarks at some J-ength on what he terms the

"mystic" dimensj-ons of Debussy's subject - the Breton morality legend of Ys

and "the impiety of the inhabitants", the power of Ceftic traditional

belief, the "pagan r:ite of the sea" i-n the cathedral-ts resurrection at

sunrise, and the symbolism of the arch-shape expressed in the main org'anum-

l-ike motif and in the general shape of the other motifs.
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I¡lithout following Schmitz into arch-shape symbolism (a view for which

he offers only the loosest support) it is cl-ear that the subject is one

symbolizing the power of water, and that to appreciate only its scene-

painting and narrative aspects is to faif to do the pi-ece justice.

The ys legend is a mediaeval verslon of the Classical Atfantis

archetype, and as a drowned fnsei.-paradise is an Art Nouveau archetype as

well. The idea of the cathedra.l- rising peri-odical-1y, with its bells and

choir supposedJ-y to be heard by the specj-al few, is the very stuff of Art

Nouveau fantasy. Vüater is a natural element with mysterious pol^ters over

t.hose impious enough to ignore the meta-world of nature and j-ts gods'

The music is as mysterious as Ravel's Jeux d'eau, but alcout the sea

as avenging spirj-t, in which can be heard the echoes of beII and chant -

themsel-ves icons of the supernatural; Regj-natd Haché points out the

connexions with mediaeval church modes and fauxbourdon.3l Debussyts

directions indicate mystery of effect - dans une .brume doucement sonore

twith a hazy sweetness of soundl , doux et fÌujde (Mt, 7), peu à peu sortant

de l-a brume [.Ieaving the haze ]-ittl-e by littJ-el , fJ-ottant et sourd.

[floating and muff]-ed - possibJ-y indicating the left pedall. As has been

argued in Chapter 4, the main new effect of the modern piano has been the

velveLy, somewhat neutral softer tones that have a muffl-ed attack,

especially in the Bechstej-n, Debussy's pi-ano. The chords at the piano's

extremities, seen from the very beginning, produce a muffled, mysterious

effect with a brief, soft brilliancy as the right-hand notes quickly die

that gives a l-ittl-e piquant col-ouration to the sustained bass chords.

These chords, because they sound the first three upper partials of the

harmonic series, set the pattern for the jumble of confused overtones and

summatj-onal- tones of the whole piece. The harmonic series is specifically

evoked in bars 4O-4L (the accented notes). and is probably the major part

of the brume [thick fog, haze] effect sought in the early part of the

piece. trrlhen to this is added the bl-urred pedal-Iing that Debussy is known
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to have favoured (for his

selective sustaining), the

at that time. The mix of
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Bechst.ein woul-d have had no middl_e pedal for

result j-s a mystery of effect new to the piano

sounds is thickened with thirds and closer

fragmentary bel1-motifs from bar 20 to the firstharmonies from bar 16 and

climax, and then drops to the softer contrast of bars 47-50 of single

notes. The long final- statement of the choral-e theme makes even more of

the mystery of the opening by thickening the bass even more r^rith the

sustained broken figure whose D is gently discordant, producing, with a

hel-d or feat-Itered sust-aining pedal-. the hazy variety of sounds and

overtones indicated.

Haziness of effect is of course an impressionist device in painting,

originally a result of hurried sketch-l-ike technique in order to catch a

moment of light, but al-so a h¡ay of interpreting a scene through the

j-ndividual pai-nter's sensj-bility. It is al-so just as much an Art Nouveau

effect of ambiguity: although Art Nouveau painting, with its sharply

defined lines, is never hazy in the same way as Impressioni-st painting, it

constantl-y suggests ambiguity in the multiplicity and interweaving of its

l-ines. In contrast, to some other Debussy pj-eces (BrouiLLards, Feux

d'artifice, Poissons d'or) most notes in this piece are sharply defined,

the notes that are parts of harmonic series frequently being accented (for

instance, the E-successj-on in 6-1,2, the F and D in 20, and accents in 40-

41, 62-64), and almost all the others mostJ-y well separated from other by

the slow tempo. Al-l- these noLes, whether singJ-e or chordal, sound clearly

against the haze of sustained (pedal-led) sounds, which they in turn support

as they die. In the context of the Ys legend, which is not an

impressionist subject at all, the haze may be seen as harmonic, as symbolic

of nature's veifed por^rers and the harmonic series as its underlying Order,

that the impious Ys citizens ignored to their cost. This viewpoint is

supported by the deliberate evocation of the harmonic series mentioned

above, and its echoes al-l throuqh the pj-ece, partj-cularly in 1"4-2L where
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the term þrume is used for the second time, and where af.l- notes are members

of the series of their pedalpoj-nts (although that of I9-2L should be an

octave lower to accommodate the semiquavers). To sum up: the haziness of

sound in this piece is the background or residual- effect of the sustaining

and interweaving of many sharp soundsi as a technique this is essentially

ânalogous to Art Nouveau, not impressionism'

The other devices thaL give this piece its mystery of sound are its

pitch-sets and parallel progressions. Mt appears in bar B, weaving around

an inverted pedal- that is unusual in being at a sixth (E) from the set-

centre or tonic (Gl). The set itsel-f is Aeolian (2L2 2122) - the natural

minor scal-e (without raised seventh). but although M, does not use the

seventh j-n its initial- statement, its windings around E feature intervals

that at fírst appear to be from the bl-ack-note pentatonic set apart from E

(and l-ater B); the initial- intervafs of thirds and fourths' and the moving

around the dominant Df. which cfashes with the pedal E, alf add to produce

an unusual effect. Before this the paralJ-el chords without thirds, as I^IeII

as the widely-spaced pedal-chords, have begun the piece just as strangely'

with cessaLions of movement to let the haze of sustained sounds be heard.

M2 Qg) j-s Mixolydian (22L 22L2) , this time on the same tonic as its

pedalpoint (C), but delivered in fortissimo paral-lel white-note chords.

The Aeolj-an and MixoJ-ydian sets are close to the minor and major dlatonic

sets, and have in common the feature that both have flatÈened sevenths.

V,lith the parallel-chord statement of M, the imagery of plainchant becomes

clearer; it is obvious imagery like this (and that of bells ín 20-2L) that

taken out of context causes the piece to be call-ed impressionist.

The basic pulses of the piece are complex. The foundation is the

dotted seÍLibreve or bar-unit itsel-f that is some seconds j-n length, and is

therefore most unusual as a basic pul-se. It is fel-t clearly enough all

through the pJ-ece, whether or not the bars 1-12, 22-85 are taken at double

time32, although the long bar is also perceived, of course' as a number of
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sub-units.
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Example 187: Profondément colmo ( oaas uc tnou ao*"r*r -o""")

I
8-_r

q.

I

ú

Debussy: La cathédra7e enqloutie, I-7

Jt J

The chief of these is the crotchet-figure of ascending chords seen from bar

1-' but Mt and M, are based on minims. The pulses are ambiguous, however,

for in bars l-ike 2 and 6-7 there are pauses Lhat confuse them. The player

counLs the crotchets in the pauses but the l-j-stener, r^¡ith only the cues of

the crotchets in al-ternate bars, must feel the ambiguj-ties of beat,

especialJ-y in 6-7, as he or she is meant to do by Debussy. That the

ambiguity is del-iberate is indicated in the accented E components that

eventually establish the inverted pedal- lastj-ng untj-r 13: the fj-rst

accented octaves are on the second beat of 6t but this is, as a weak beat,

not one of the series of pedal-noLes that begins three crotchet-beats later

and sets the semibreve and tied-minims pattern on strong beats. lrfhat this

first accented note does is to continue the syncopations begun in 2 wj-th

its first crotchet, but the bar 6 notation is the opposite of that, being

minim-crotchet, not crotchet-minim, which is the more l-ogical equival-ent of

the three crotchets wj-th tie of bar 2. Thus not only i-s the hearer

confronted with a rhythmic hiatus, so also is the pJ-ayer reading the score.

The del-iberate ambiguity continues to 13, because the accented pedals,

being four crotchet-beats in length, only coincide with the first beat of

every second bar. lVhen, as j-n 9-1-Q, the pedal- fal-ls on the fourth beat of

six together with the melody, and both are tj-ed until- the thj-rd beat of the

folJ-owì-ng bar, there j-s again an upsetting of rhythmic pattern that
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produces more subtÌe ambiguitY.

Debussy establ-ishes a complex interweaving of three components of hj-s

basic pulse, therefore, and plans the discontinuities to create deliberate

ambj-guity. The conclusion must be that thís is part of the sYmbolism

intended. The images, if any, in the dotted semibreve chords and crotchet

ascending figures, are not cl-ear, although the E pedal' could be bell-tones.

The cl-earest thing about al-f three is their combined rhythmic i-mport that

suggests the compJ-exities of wave-rhyLhms. Debussy's subtlety and

ambiguity here can hardly be accounted for solely in terms of sea-sounds,

and must j-nstead refer to the mystery of the sea as a personificatj-on of

nature that takes action against the people of Ys: the discontinuities in

the patterning, themsel-ves patterned, show a deeper dimension behind the

regular sounds of the waves. The f.inal proof comes in the last pager

because after bar 't2 al-most al-I the rhythmic puJ-ses are easily

comprehensibl-e - the cathedral has returned to the depths and the surface

is unbroken; but even here there is a l-ast hint of mystery in the two

dotted minj-ms of 83 that upset the triple pulse.

serge Gutts recenL analysj-s of the piece from two separate

viewpoints33 confirms that on an orthodox l-evel (as well as on the symbolic

l-evel of proportionate division3a) it is basically ternary in structure,

which finding could be taken to confirm the piece as narrative - the

cathedral's rising from the waves, its sounds being heard once more, and

its fal-l-ing back - presumably what Robert Schmitz refers to as its arch-

structure. Ignoring for the moment that narraLive and impressionism are

disparate phenomena, and that evidence for narrative woul-d not of itself

support the impressionist case, it is at once obvious that Debussy is

contrastlng two moods - that of the apparent benign cal-m of the sea j-n the

outer sectj-ons, and its more menacing side in the central section where its

pov,rer as an element of nature over impious man is asserted. This is the

whofe point of the Ìegend, where the narratj-ve exists only to support the
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moral-.

This poì-nt is strengthened by the essentj-afly static nature of the

music, which thus offers rel-atively little suggestion of l-inear narrative

on a detailed level-. The whol-e piece j-s constructed over pedalpoints,

including the complex bass figure of bars 12-83 and the inner pedal of bars

5-l-3 and 24-28. with only the paral-IeJ- chords of bars 62-63 being free from

tied tonality (and even here Gl being irq>J-ied as pedal). There are few

other pieces in the repertory with such a pronounced use of pedalpoint: it

is therefore a piece of extreme device, and as such typical of Art Nouveau.

Over such extensive and prevailing pedals harmonic progression is linrited,

paralJ-elli-ng the limj-ted dimensionaliLy of the flat surfaces of Art Nouveau

pictures. Tn music without the dj-mensj-on of norma-I harmonic progression

any imagery therefore tends to be that of dream or unreality compared to

that of reality in a typica.l- narrative - Tchaikowsky's 1812 Overture.

I¡Ihil-e there is an element of narrative in Debussy's piece in that the

cathedral begins to be heard and then is sil-ent once more, it is a dream or

fantastic narrative in the unreal setting of lj-mited dimensionality, not a

the original drorvning of the cathedral.retelling of the events that

It is long drowned; what is

mixed with those of the sea.

happening is that its ghostJ-y sounds are heard

The piece's many paral1el progressions mean a complementary lessening

of normal tonality, so that mystery of effect is created. The plainchant-

like M, is only harmonized in white-note paralleJ- chords, as has been

noticed earJ-i-er, which adds to j-ts strangeness of vaguely mediaeva.l- sound.

Repetition again tends to rob the piece of normal- dimensionality - of time;

repetitions are an obvious part of the structure from the first bars to the

l-ast. Perhaps the most. important is that of the ostj-nato pedal of 70-83,

but except for the J-ong-breathed M, and M, Debussy tends to repeat figures

immediately, and at the sl-ow pace their time-stilling effect is cl-ear.

A final point can be made pointing to the piece's Symbolist
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proportion. Roy Hovrat has shown that j-t is planned according to symbolist

canons of proportion3s. This is another l-ayer of symbolism, suggestj-ng

that Debussy sar^r the piece as an essentÍal-ly compJ-ex work wj-th appropriate

l-evels of meaning, and noL simple tone-painting.

La cathédra-Le is, therefore, from both the evidence of title and

music, in the Art Nouveau domain. Its obvj-ous imagery and apparent

narrative, however, wil-l- continue to suggest to many that it is mereJ-y

tone-painting, even though this means deval-uing its essential-ly fantastic

nature.

AIR iVoctue-L-Les (Miroirs/l) 1905 Ravel-

Thj-s piece is from the set titl-ed Miroirs, j-tseff a term with complex

j-mplications for the Art Nouveau sensibility, as has been seen earlier. A

mirror 1s a ffat surface ref.l-ecting a reversed lmage, so that what is seen

is a version of the original-, noL reality. Ravel- might have chgsen a less

ambiguous word like "scenest'. but instead uses the name of an artefact in

connexion with natural and dream subjects. The connecting link between the

five subjects of the set is that al-l- are objects of fantasy - night

creatures, sad bird.s, the archetypal frail- barque at the mercy of the

ocean's elemental- and mysterious forces, the crazy revej-l-l-e of a fool-, and

patterns of bel-I-sounds through the trees and distance.

Night moths are sLrange and hidden, at home in the darkness that is

ful-.1- of mysteries for humans. As creaLures of the air and the night they

inhabit a sinister realm, that of the spirits of darkness.

The impressionist arguments about the set and this piece need to be

considered. The most common mistake here i-s to apply to impressionism

attributes that beJ-ong to Art Nouveau and symbolism, showing that the

fundamental nature of the piece under question is being properly understood

but wronqly applied. Marguerite Long, for J-nstance, writes about the title

I"Iiroirs: "Thi-s titfe in i-tse1f is an aesthetic proposi-tion. It underlies
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what the Impressionists have amply proved - the pre-eminence of refl-ected

light from the direct. image in the appeal to our sensibj-lity and in the

creation of an ill-usion"36. There is a fundamental philosophical flaw

here, because to tal-k of refl-ected light as different from the "direct

j-mag'e" is to imply that only the l-atter is real and the former an i11usi-on,

which is the j-deal-ist view. not the impressionist,/real-ist one. This

exposition therefore applies to impressionism an idea foreign to it, that

of real-ity beJ-ng directly unperceivabJ-e, v,¡hereas it was a central-

Impressionist doctrine that onJ-y what is immediately seen is true: while

the same oblect wi.l-I .l-ook different from different angles and at different

times there 1s no unseeab.l-e perfect Pfatonic vj-ew. lVhat Iulme T,ong is doing

is to use the mirror as Art Nouveau metaphor. The Impressionist does not

paint the reversals. illusions or distortions of mi-rror-images, but what is

actually seen; when a mlrror is used, as in Edouard Manet's 1882 the Bar at

the EoLies-Bergrère, j-t is to show a different but equally true view, not a

distorted one. trtlhen an Aubrey Beardsley sophisticate sits before a mirror,

as in many of hj-s drawings, one may judge from her self-satisfied

expression that she sees a fl-atterj-ng version of hersel-f - she sees what

she wants to see. (The spectator outside the picture, however, notices

that the mirrors are mostly bJ-ank, refl-ecting onJ-y the essential vapidity

of the si-tter. )37

The impressionist case for NoctueLl-es, however, i-s quite simpJ-e and

appealing - that it is simple scene-painting, and that the others in the

set are the same. Al-l that can be done is to l-ook at the evidence of the

music; j-n this case there is imagery of fluttering and darting that can be

taken as tone-painting, but this may be to see only one of the piece's

dimensions. There are at l-east three others that are much more strj-king

and central - its sensuality, mystery and patterning. If the piece had not

been titled by Ravel i-t woufd probably have been regarded from the

begj-nning as a study in the bizarre and macabre.
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lVoctue]]es shows its sinister mystery in its use of discordances from

the very first bars. as in the direct clashes of minor seconds in the first

and ninth semiquaver beats of the first two bars, which are accented,

besides the passing ones of E and 4 "f bar 3, minor ninths on the first

beat of bars 4 and 5 and the repeaLed major seconds of bars I and 9. As

a-l-I these are very soft the effect is del-icate but still- strange; here the

night-moth j-s cl-oser to the bat than the butterfly'

Some of this may be seen in the modifj-ed repetition of the opening

sequence that commences from bar 10:

Exâmple 188: lo

RaveI: Noctue-l-¿e.s' 10-15

I¡trhen the hands come together on the crotchet beats there is always a

discordant interval- - minor and major seconds or major nj-nths. In between

these the hands form broken chords that are either themsel-ves discordantt

as with the semi-quaver pairs of the right hand, or combine discordantly

with the chords of the other hand, as in the first hal-f of 12 or the whole

of 14.

These discordances are accompanied by rhythnr-ic ambiguity between the

hands of a compÌexity and subtlety that suggests the night-moths to be

anything but simple naturaf fauna. The right hand's quadrupl-ets of l-0-11

fall- between the l-eft-hand triplets in uneven patterns because of the

hiatus on the third semiquaver, but in 12 this patterning changes

completely as the second l-eft-hand triplet joins with the fourth right-hand

one (now semiquaver triplets) to transform the rhythm from 3/4 into 3/8 +

3/8, creatì-ng a hemiola effect. From this point the 3,/8 and 5/8 bars

--<l/¡-
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furt.her break the pattern, following which Ravel- indicates that bars wil.I

be a mixture of duple and triple pulses. The hands continue to change

their roles throughout the piece in just the manner of these six bars, so

that rhythmic dj-ssonance constantl-y accompanies harmonic dissonance,

underl-ining the essentj-af complexity of these creatures of the night.

The (accented) beginnings of the two beats of bars 20 and 23

emphasize thej-r discords and it becomes clear that the hands have been

moving quasj--bitonalJ-y (actua1ly more an of,fsettj-ng of the hands' tonal

centres in the same di-atonic and chromatic sets) and bi-rhythmically. This

ill-ustrates a fundamental- duality in the piece that is carried through to

the end, especially in the cadenzas of the extended bar 118. As with .Ieux

d'eau this duality of effect is on the one hand a characteristic

compositional- method of RaveÌ but, on the other hand, one that is

peculiarly suited to the fantastic subjects of so much of his repertoire:

he naturally gravitates Lowards subjects whose complexj-ty and ambiguity of

reference can be reflected in this sort of music. So it is with the music

of lVoctueJ.les. whose pauses and fl-utterings show moths, but whose secondary

effects from Lhe offseLinss of Lhe ha-ncl-s (pa-t-t-erns of disco-rdances in

harmony and rhythm) show their sinister side as creatures of the night.

The sfow mid-secti-on of bars 36-60 is sombre et expressif and is

intensely atmospheric. It is domj-nated by ostinato pedal-points and

descending chromàtic effects offset by sporadic figures that briefly move

upwards and vanish. The whol-e section j-s ful-l of suggestions of the

eeriness of strange noises and movements i-n the night, with the focus

clearly on the eeriness. Until- bar 61 the ostinato is syncopated, which

produces an oddness of pulse against the fairly steady crotchet movement of

the main melodic line. The first four 7r5 chords of this l-ine (3?-39) move

in almost perfect parallel sequence before they move to a chromatical-ly

contrived resol-ution j-n 40 - the only completed cadence j-n the whole piece

until- the final- bar. The final-ity of cadence so earJ-y in the mid-section
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is itself strange, and it is emphasized in the ascending echoes of 40-44.

Thereafter sequences of parallel chaj-ns of major thj-rds descend without

reaching any finality, interspersed with the brief ascending figures

mentioned above. None of these sequences reach any conclusive point' so

that despite the fixity of the pedalpoints there is a feel-ing that there

are no other firm harmonic horizoîst just disconnected grouPs of disparate

sounds. The atmosphere j-s morbid from the funereal- descent of the parallel

major thj-rds, and surreal- from the sudden interjections of other motifs:

Example 189: Sa
p trò"

lr (

Rave.l: Noctuel-les' 4 8-51

fn the example bars 48-49 are the end of a six-bar sequence that sees the

ostinato pedal dyì-ng with it. The suddenness of the following figure is

therefore afl the more startJ-ing, but it too vanishes into nothing wj-th the

bj-tonal- arpeggios. After the pause this figure is repeated with slight

elaboration, but it l-asts only two bars before another pause' only to be

succeeded by seven bars of descending chromatics over a sporadic pedal -

the most developed of these passages.

Their sound was earlier described as funereal-; with repetition it becomes

Example 190 le p rrìß

Ì¡ r
sl

I I (

RaveI: Noctuel-l-es, 54-6I

morbid and even evil-. This is no simple tone-painting of moths, but a
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Virgilian descent into a realm of ghastliness.

one other aspect of the mid-section needs mentioning - its

sensuality. It is most noticeable in the melodj-c l-ine of the first bars

31-40 as a winding. chromatj-cal-ly descendi-ng line, and in the fragments of

63-65 and 66-68 that end in tj-ed syncopations under a brief inverted pedal

- these latter are -Ij-ke sudden, passionate movements. Sensualj-t.y j.s most

evident in moments like these in the rn-id-section but is present al.l through

the piece, for j-ts main motifs and figures are themsel_ves based on

chromatj-cs and move 1n a winding manner, l-i-ke the rlght-hand figure of l-O-

11 (M1) ' the top noLes of the left hand figure bel-ow (Mla), the expressÍf

14, of 20-22, and the chains of two-handed windj_ngs in 32-34 that are

developed from Mrr.

These sensually shaped motj-fs and figures are fashioned into

repet.j-tive patterns: the piece does not tend to progress in conventional-

linear modulations. A typical pattern begins after a pause, wi_th the

hands, partly offset tonally and rhythmically. forming sequences of

interwindings and chains, with the interweaving motj-fs and figures moving

throuqh triads, forrn-ing lines winding back on themselwes, or moving

chromaticalJ-y. At the end of the patterning there is a fil-igree figure -

arpeggio, trill- or acciaccatura - employing both hands and ending in

another pause. The structure of the piece is thus formed from a series of

many-Iayered patterns, and is thus essentially Art Nouveau in j-ts method.

Perhaps the cl-earest exampl-e is that of the fast two pages38, whose units

of patterning are clearly visibl-e from the shapes the notation takes. Thus

103-106 are two identical- sequences, 109-110 and 111-l-14 two others less

1ike, 115-117 an ascending chain to the two-handed trj-l-l- and pause. From

there the three patterns of descending arpeggios, Jointain effects, and

ascending chains are obvious. Thus not only the music but the score

appears as Art Nouveau patterning, a structure that has al-most none of the

conventional- guideposts or methods of progression but is clearly formed
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into a systematic (but asymmetrj-cal) composition.

Thus the music fails to support an impressionist interpretation

beyond some rhythmical imagery of fluttering. Its sombreness goes far

beyond portrayal- of ordinary nature at night, and its systematic

compl-exities and dual-ities on severaf levefs indicate symbolic intent. At

the same time, particularly in the mid-section pedalpoint-ostinatos, there

is a feeling of space without horizons and a mesmeric, somel^that decadent

sensua.l-j-ty, so that the sounds of night are in the sort of garden

Baudelaire evokes in Correspondances, not that of cottage-pastoral'

Noctuel-l-es reli-es on extremity of effect, especiaJ-Iy when compared to tone-

painting pieces l-ike Grieg's ^Sommerf7üget (Butterfly) Op. 43l'l that

emphasizes flutteri-ng and. other delicate effects of movement j-n the context

of a conventionaf character-piece.

Summar

The works discussed above do not exhaust the l-ist of possib.l-e works

that could be inc]uded under this heading, but are the cfearest cases where

misl-eading labelting has prevented due attention being paid to their

dimensions of mannerism and the fantastic.

There are other works where there is at least a strand of mannerism

in their music, although it is usualJ-y not l-ooked for, and so not noticed.

The great value of musicological investigations into the subject of Art

Nouveau has been that new questions have been asked about fanr-il-iar works'

revealing further dimensions that add to our appreciation of them.

The second-order repertory must also incl-ude works that seem to have

a dual or even more comp.l-ex character, perhaps with el-ements of Art Nouveau

and impressionism mixed - oIr more subtly, an ambiguity as to which is

intended by their title. Some exampfes are Charl-es Griffe's Nightfa-l-l and

Cl-ouds from his Roman Sketches, which by their titl-es and epigraphical

poems certainly seem to indicate tone-painting. But both music and verse

show mannerisms l-ike their fel-Iow-pieces The White Peacock and ?åe
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Eountains of the Acqua PaoJo, and in turn lead to consideration of Griffe's

other works with titles that at first suggest tone-painting: for Lake at

Evening and JVÍght tfinds (from Three Tone-Pictures op.5), Griffes chose

poems by VtiJ-liam Butfer Yeats and Edgar All-an Poe after composi-tion, and

the other title of the set. VaJ-e of Dreams, itself suggest some Art Nouveau

i-nspiration, especiarry as Griffes again turned to poe, one of the most

fantasy-minded and manneristic of poets, for an epigraphical- text. (His

Three Eantasy Pieces, op.6: BarcaroLl-e, Not,turno and scherzo Iespecialty

the 1ast, orchestrated as BacchanaJe) probably would have similar

inspiration, but since they have genre-ti-tles, therefore suggest themselves

as third-order works. )
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CFIAPTER 21

THIRD_ORDER KEYBOARD ART NOUVEAU

The pieces examined in the previous chapters as First and Second

Order keyboard Art Nouveau btere primarily i-dentifiabl-e because thej-r

specific titl-es indicated Art Nouveau themes, symbols or imagery. and an

examination of their music supported this attribution. Not all the Art

Nouveau keyboard repertoire, however, may be j-dentifiable through specific

titfes l-ike these. Composers may have used genre tj-tl-es fike Barcarol.Ie,

Arabesque, Dithyramb or Poem instead of *orl "p""ific ones, or have brought

Art Nouveau styJ-e or intention to works with neutral- titles l-ike Sonata or

Prelude. Some discussion as to the delj-neation of this repertory wj-Il

follow, but there are so many works to be considered under such titles that

consi-deration of them must await further studies.

Rej-nhard Gerlachrs recent. Musik und Jugendstil- der Wiener Scàu-Le

7900-7908 examines string quartets by Schoenberg and Vüebern besides works

like songs that have specific titl-es and texts as cues to Jugendstil

contenti he first, of course, establishes his definitions of musical

Jugendstil- and discusses these composers' contacL with rTugendstil figures

and their workl . (The lVebern work has a motto from,Jacob Böhme, whose

mysticaÌ nature enabl-es the work's provenance as fantastic genre to be

decided with some clarity, but the Schoenberg work has only circumstantial,

that is, indirect, evidence of Art Nouveau influence. )

Professor Gerlachrs approach, therefore, shows that, at least in

theory, works in the third-order repertory shouJ-d have just as good a cl-aim

to Art Nouveau status as works in the other two. trÍhat they J-ack in specific

titl-e or reference can be supplì-ed by internal evidence and association

with First-Order works. Vùhen some more consensus develops as to the

musical- yardsticks of Art Nouveau style and character it wil-l- be possible

to examine the third-order repertory in the sort of detail- that has been

empJ-oyed in this study for t.he first two orders.

This chapter, therefore wifl- indicate possibil-ities for further
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study. but will not exami-ne any of this repertory in detail

The categories to be discussed are:

637

1. Works with genre-t.itl-es especially relevant to
Art Nouveau

2. Vr/orks with neutral titles that might have some

other claim to be considered Art Nouveau
3. Transformed character-pieces: pieces with normal

character-piece titl-es that night be considered .A'rt
Nouveau

In each of these cases the prerequisites remain the same as for other

orders - there must be reasonable evidence that composer was exposed to Art

Nouveau infl-uence and was sl¡mpathetic to it, and the music must be outside

conventj-onal norms of style. If transference can be argued between

specifical-]y-titled or texted .A,rt Nouveau compositi-on l-ike sortg or opera

and works with neutral titles then there may be effects flowing back and

forth between the two sorts of composition.

1. Specifj-c Genres

The two genres that have obvious rel-evance to Art Nouveau are the

BarcaroJ-le, associaLed with water, and the Arabesque, part of its

fundamental method. There are relaLively few Arabesques, however. apart

from the two early Debussy pieces (which may be seen as having some

manneristi-c nature). but there are some interesting barcarol-l-es in addition

to l,iszt's three al-ready considered. Amongst these are Gabriel- Pierné's

BarcaroLLe op.26, Vitezsl-av Novák's BarkaroJy op.70/1"-4, Isaac Albeniz'

three, and barcarolles amongst sets of pj-eces l-ike Bernhard Sek1es' Eíinf

fantastiche Stücke op.10, Granvil-l-e Bantock's barcaro.l-l-es of 1894 and

191-22, Joseph Hofbrooke's op.1,1 /6 of 1905, Vitezslav Novak's set of four of

op.10, and Rakhmani-nov's from his op .10/3. AII- these that have been

avail-able for perusal- seem to show more emphasis on mesmeric repetition

than Mendel-ssohn's from an earlier period, for instance. The most

important barcarofl-es of the Art Nouveau period. however, are the thirteen

written by Gabriel Fauré between 1880 and 792I.

Fauré wrote music for other mediums that has been considered Art
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Nouveau, especially the mélodie with its smoothly flowing, non-dramatic,

timeless character' suggested as Art Nouveau, but unfortunately not rea.l-ly

discussed by Marie-Cl-aire Beltrando-Patier3. Jean-Michel- Nectoux has more

fully discussed as Art Nouveau Fauré's songs La fée aux chansons, Le jardin

cJ.os cycÌe, Les roses d'Ispahan, La rose, Parfum impérissable, and

Prométhéea; in addition t.here is the evidence of titles suggesting Art

Nouveau themes l-ike his musj-c for Pel-l-éas et MéLisande and Ma.sgues et

Bergamasques, the song-cycles Mirages and tr'horizon chimérique. Mirages

(1919), for example, has titles alf of which seem directly related to Art

Nouveau themes: Cygne sur -L'eat), .Refl.ets dans l-teat), Jardins nocturnes,

danseuses. For his piano works. however, he seems to have preferred less

specj-fì-c tj-tl-es, writing many pré1udes, études and impromptus besides

barcarol-les.

Some general poi-nts can be made. Firstly, the barcaroll-e was a

Romantj-c form popularized for keyboard by Felix Mendel-ssohn at the end of

each of his books of Lieder ohne Vy'orte, where it is typì-cal of other

serenade-forms in bej-ng a vehicl-e for meJ-ody; j-n Art Nouveau this is merely

another strand in the general texture, as seen earlier in Rakhamninov's

example (Chapter 9 - I noch, .r Lju.bov) . As a genre j-t can have obvious Art

Nouveau suggestions: j-ts being based on the themes of water, l-ove and

(mostly) night, with the unceasing motíon of water in the l-eft-hand gentle

ostinato and a general sense of being l-ost in the timel-ess present of .l-ove.

In a metaphorical sense the gondola represents die Insel, a self-contained

Arcadi-an setting cut off from real-i-ty and time by water.

Secondly, Fauré carries into the barcarol-Ie the same qual-j-ties of

smoothly flowing melody, non-dramatic devel-opment and a sense of

timelessness seen in his méLodie. He uses pedalpoints (I: 35-44, 53-59,

69-78, IV: l--l-1) but not j-n every piece nor very often, for as a form the

barcaroll-e needs a moving bass through its basic pattern of ej-ght-bar

sections, even though Fauré varies this pattern l^Iith some freedom. The
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mel-odi-c lj-ne is essentially developed by elaboration or arabesque, whj-ch is

an Art Nouveau tendency.

perhaps the most important characteristic the barcarolles share with

Art Nouveau is the emphasis on unchangj-ng pu1se. producing an effect that

is definitely mesmeric, with the many subtleties of rhythrn-ic variation

being subordinate to the basic pulse continuinq through each piece

virtually unbroken. This is perhaps Fauré's equivalent to other composerst

use of pedalpoint to suggest timel-essness or fl-at dimensionality: the

actual method is not important as long as the hypnotic effect is achieved

of being suspended in time or space.

A fina.I poì-nt may be suggested, that it may be useful tp think of

these barcaroll-es that are without specì-fic tj-tles as being l-ike abstract

Art Nouveau design, like the motifs and patterns buil-t from them that

architects and book-designers used for their non-specific decoration and

book-ends. Since Art Nouveau has often been defined purely in terms of its

style, so it may be possi-ble to consid.er pieces like these as being of Art

Nouveau style - not because they conform to certai-n stylistic norms, but

because those they use produce the same effects

Other genres and genre-titl-es

Tableau

The speciaf case of Rakhmanj-nov's second suite for two pianos of

as a third-orderI9L6-17 is the most obvious candidate for consideration

repertory work because of its essential l-ikenesses to the first

which has titfes and epigraphs to each piece' whereas the titles

suite,

for the

second are only generalz Introduction, WaJtz, Romance, TatanteLfa.

Rakhmaninov is said to have decided against supplying titles for the second

suite because he was most unhappy with the programme-buiJ-ding

interpretatj-ons given by other people to the first. But that he is still

at .l-east partly looking outside music itseff for inspiration is seen j-n the

term .útudes-tabfeaux for the two sets he pubJ-ished in 191-l- and 1917: the
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term "tableau" is common. This then suggests these works as possibre

third-order repertory. They are constructed around repetitive figures and

arabesque, and have the same intensity of moto perpetuo as at l-east the

first two movements of the first sui-te.

Tombeau/Honìmage

This' whil-e not a genre. is a sub¡ect and. manner of some importance

in the period, with Art Nouveau overtones of evoking the mourned composer's

spi-rit. Two examples mourning Debussy - FJ,orent Schmitt's -Et Pan, au fond

des bl-és -Lunaires, s'accot)da and PauI Dukasr La plainte. au loin, du faune

- have already been considered under the pan theme (Chapt.er 7). In

addition there are Ravel-'s -Le tombeau de couperin, Debussy's Hommage à

Rameau' and Al-bert Rousselts L'accuei-L des m¿r.ses (in memoríam Debussy).

The scope might be widened to incl-ude the many pieces à _La manière, of

Ravel- and others.

Other genres l-ike the Fantasy, Poem, Reverie, Nocturne, Dithyramb,

Serenâde, Elegy or Romance have titLes that coincide to a greater or lesser

extent with Art Nouveau themes, but in the keyboard repertory of this time

they tend mostly to be used as narrative/programme pieces or character

pieces. Nonethel-ess, it shoufd not be assumed that they wj-l1 arl- be

conventional.

A probable exception are the poèmes of Skryabin, which, being in the

same style as his other piano music, are another special- case for further

investigation. There are enough of these pieces to make an interesting

study:
Deux poèmes Op.32
Poème Op.41
Deux poèmes Op.44
Poème Op.52/1-
Poème op.59/L
Poème-nocturne Op.6l-
Deux poèmes Op.69
Deux poèmes Op.71

By its nature the theme and variations form mi-ght be expected to show

19 03
1 905
19 05
1906
l_910
1911
191_3

]-9L4

some Art Nouveau arabesque and repetition; Ravel's orchestral_ Bo]e¡o can be
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seen as an odd example of this type, without harmonic variation, making it

into the most extreme of al-f ostinato works, and in the orchestral

repertoire an exampfe of Art Nouveau par excel-l-ence. Alban Bergts

unpublj-shed variations for pianos, and Faurérs Tåème et variatjons in Cl

op. 7O of 1897 are just two possibilities for investigation.

Nikol_ai Medtner's contes, of which he wrote over thirty, núght

possibly ptove to have Art Nouveau characters (on1y a few have been

avail-abl-e for perusal) . The term Contes is usual-fy rendered in English as

"Fairytales". He also wrote seventeen Forgotten Melodies that may have

Lisztj-an connotations, and Dithyrambs and three Arabesques, so that a

conìmon thread of Art Nouveau provenance might be seen to .run through the

titl-es.

2. Evidence from neutral- qenres

The barcarol-Ie and arabesque as genres are not entirely neutral- in

character because they can suggest Art Nouveau themes of lVater and Pattern.

But since there has al-ready been discussion elsewhere of such neutrally

tit]ed works as Afban Berg's Sonata and Arnol-d Schoenberg's Drei

Kfavierstücke Op.L1-6, there could wel-l- be examination of other neutral

genres.

Such neutrality is rel-ative: many of Skryabin's l-ater preludes carry

directions in French or Itafi-an that indicate Art Nouveau mood (douJoureuxt

déchirant; impérieux; vague, indecisif; vaquet mystèrieux; Languido) and

the fast group of Etudes (op.65) have terms even more reminiscent of the

Sonatas and smafler l-ate pieces (No.1 hass its M, and M" ATTegro fantastico

and très doux avec Tangueur, and No.3 has a motif impérieux and a figure

étincefant). There seems Iittfe doubt that such works are as much Art

Nouveau as his others already discussed in earl-ier chapters.

Another case is that of Fauré's Iater préludes, impromptus and

études, which could be considered al-ongside his barcarol-les. Rakhmaninovrs

two books of PréLudes share the same repetitive method. as his litudes-
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tableaux, whil-e the fj-rst three concertos are studies in elaboration of

arabesque to the point where accompanimental texture tends to become an end

j-n itsel-f, the outstanding'moments being the cadenzas to the first two

movements of the First. However, concertos of the period are by their

nature dramatic works. and generaÌly, at J-east until- Rakhmaninov's Fourth

outside the period, of more conventional- nature, even though with many

modernizations that distinguj-sh them from those of the nineteenth century.

The organ STan¡>honies of French compos,ers are not in general prornising

sources for music of Art Nouveau character, but there are some excepti-ons,

fike the preÌude to Louis Vierne's first organ Syanphonie Op.14 of 1899 that

has very swirJ-ing chromatic figures:

The first movement of his 4iène tn*honíe, the scherzos from 4,5, 6, and

the sfow movements from 5 and 6 are al-so heavily winding chromatics. The

scherzos in particular are very individual- works of impish, .Scarbo-like

character, whose registration, using the cornet, tierce and nasard,

emphasizes their discordances :

I
)=a¡

Example 191
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Vierne: 7ère Symphon-Íe, 1-9
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Example 192:

III,A ¡i TI E L S

PEDALE

Vierne: 6me synphonie, scherzo L-8

The use of a horn-motif at the beginni-ng of the

The fifth and sixth

Sne slanphonie has already

been remarked in ChaPter B symphonies are l-ate works

aL 7925 and 1931 respectively, but as has already been seen in earlier

chapters, Vierne uses unmistakeabl-e Art Nouveau imagery in some specific

titfes of his 1-926-27 Pièces de fantasie for organ (Eeux fo77ets, Cfair de

June, Eantômes, lVaiades, GargouiLLes et chjmères) for music that is much

more extreme than that of mere character-pieces, so that it is possi-bJ-e to

see that in hj-s case the Art Nouveau influence is stifl powerfuJ- weLl i-nto

the nineteen tv.rentles. His desire seems to be to explore the f imits of

chromaticism. and as this is essentially sensuous and often extreme, he is

arguably stiÌl writing in the same mi-lieu right to his death in 1937.

The last two organ symphonies of Charles-Marie lrlidor - STanphonie

Gothíque Op.70 of 7894 and S¡rmphonie Romane Op.73 of 1900, are al-so to be

considered.

ExampÌe 193:
I

I p¡ )=,
? ht s

a

S _g

Widor: Symphonie romane, lst movement l-5

/l

-
co
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Both use mediaeval- motifs - Puer natus est and Haec dies respectivefy -

and so are modal- in character with the arabesque figuration of the latter

seemj-ng to reffect Flamboyant tracery: Afban Berg"s Sonate Op.1 of IgOl-

0B is very l-ike Louis V-ierne in j-ts advanced, almost extreme chromaticism,

not un-Iike that of Zeml-insky's Fantasien über Gedichte von Richard DehmeL=

ExampÌe 194 I

q

t. I{.
-È'r I p

r3 ril¿/.¿
> 3

Berq: Sonaôe,5-13

,l: "y-t lt 
-,/-_-- dêcel,e oftsc.- - -^ ^{-^ì. h.:i I þÈ ,1?4L

o "L--: L-J l-r
s¿t;ngexdj - ^

and Theodor Adorno's analysis of it notes j-ts repetitive and entangled

opuJ-ence ("dem kombinatorischen Reichtum der Exposition wäre es

tautoJ-ogisch und verwj-rrend" ) 
7 .

Before any firm statements about the music of neutral- genres can be

made it j-s neçessary to carry out more comparati-ve studies of specificatly-

titl-ed Art Nouveau works, from which j-t may appear t.hat there are effects

achieved and possibly techniques shared with the composers of Art Nouveau

music. that can be l-ooked for in non-specifical_Iy titl_ed music.

There is also music of composers considered in earfier chapters that

is not specifically titred but may be influenced by Art Nouveau. The

folÌowi-ng is a list of some possibiJ-ities, which incfudes keyboard works of

composers

that has

not dea.l-t wj-th in this study, but who have music in ot.her genres

received some consj-deration as being Art Nouveau:



Conrad .Ansorge
Arnol-d Bax
Bela Bartók

Alban Berg

Eugene d'Albert
Paul- Dukas
John Irel-and
Joseph Hol-brooke
Leos Janácek
Charles Koechfin
Al-bèrj-c Magnard
Arnol-d Schoenberg

THTRD_ORDER REPERTORY

Sonatas 1-3
Sonata 1 (1910' revised L927\
14 Bagatelles oP.6 1906
Sonatina 1915
Sonata op.1 1907-08
Variations
SonaLa 1893
Sonata 1899-1901-
Sonata (191-8-20)
Grande sui-te moderne oP.18
Sonata: I.X.l-905
5 Sonatines op.59 1915-l-6
Trois pièces op.1
Drei Stücke 1909
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3. Transformed Characte leces

Many character-pieces in the period have titles suggesting Art

Nouveau l-ikeness or inspiration, but prove merely to be picturesque

conventional- music, with a stereotyped image or two suggestinn an"

fantastic or exotic incorporated into their conventional structures and

approach. There are firstly genre tj-tles Ilke Arabesque' Barcarolle.

Fantasy, Serenade, Dithyramb, Erotik, Poem; secondly specific or semi-

specific titfes: The Spirit of the lr]oods, Fantastic Dance. In an Indian

F,azaart Chinese Temples, Persian Dance' and the like. Such music was

j_mportant for composers and publishers for its ready sal-eabilityr and can

be of a high standard in the hands of a composer of craftsmanship and

inspiration, fike Edvard Grieg, Camille Saj-nt-Saens, Emmanuel Chabrier'

Josef Suk, Cyril Scott and many others.

But Constantin Floros' recent article on supposed programme-musicS

that is reaÌly of deeper significance than that merely carrying narrative

or tone-painting roles, means that as in so much music discussed earlier in

this study it can be important to be aware of other strands. Professor

Fl-oros mentions Janácek amongst oLhers as cases where there may be slmbols

and oblique reference vital to a proper understanding of what seems simple

music. and the method of semantic anal-ysis he suggests has been one of the

techniques of this study. So with the character-piece, that can be

transformed from the conventional into music that although simple in

presentatj-on can be complex in reference.
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Each case needs to be argued on its merits, for many character-pieces

can bear titl-es whose promise of Art Nouveau is not fulfill-ed by the music.

Perhaps the most remarkable example of Art Nouveau-inspired titles for

character-pieces of average quality are those of one of the most proJ-ific

composers of the period:

Granvilfe Bantock Arabj-an Nights 1890
1 The fisherman and the Jinn
2 The lake of the magic fish
3 The miracul-ous fish & the damse]
4 The porter e the fadies of Bagdad
5 On the way to Damascus
6 A princess of Cathay
7 The magic horse

Tal-es and Dances (l,al-Ia Rookh) L902
1 Introduction & Bridal- Embassy
2 The Veiled Prophet of Khosaran
3 Paradise and the Peri
4 The Fire-V,iorshippers
5 The Light of the Harem
6 The Feast of Roses

A Marionette Show - Sui-te 1918:
1 Overture
2 Col-umbine
3 Harlequin
4 Pantaloon
5 Val-se sentimental-e
6 Cortège
7 Pierrot
I Val-se fantasque
9 Final-e

Despite the fantastic i-nspíration of the tj-tles the music seems of fairly

conventionaf character-piece idiom, although doubtl-ess Bantock, fike so

many others, fel-t constrained by the l-imj-tations of children's genres.

Sometj-mes this genre (chil-dren's music) can provide music of some

originality that tends to transcend its nomj-nal status, and although very

littl-e of this music has been avail-able for examination, other evidence

suggests that it might repay further investigatj-on. The l-isting that

foll-ows has been compiled from composers whose oLher music suggests that

their character-pieces might transform Lhe genre into music of character.

A particularly interesting case is that of Charl-es Koechlin, \nrhose titfes

seem to promise quite conventional- scene-painting and narrative, but whose

music, judged by his Paysages et marines, is quj-te different.



Frank Bridgee

Eugene d'Afbert

,foseph Holbrooke
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Four Characteristic Pieces 1916
The Princess
Fragrance
Bittersweet
Fireflies

l\ Fairytale Suite 1918
The Princess
The Ogre
The Spell
The Prince

The Hour-Gl-ass 1920
Dus k
The Dew Fairy (in 1st Order repertory)
Midnight Tide

Suite 1883 oP.1
4 vol-umes of characteristic pieces
Four Futurist Dances oP.66

Leprechaun Dance
Demon Dance
TroglodYte Dance
Ensembl-e - TrolloPs' Dance

Grande suite moderne oP.18b
Scherzo humoreske
Val-se romaneske
Nocturne. Night bY the sea
L'orgie. Fantasie bacchanalelo

Les Heures Persanes 1916-19
1 Sieste, avant le déPart
2 La Caravane (rêve)
3 l, t Es caf ade obs cure
4 Matin frais dans Ia haute val-l-ée
5 En vue de la vil-fe
6 A travers les rues
7 Chant du soir
I Cl-air de lune sur Ia Lerrasses
9 Aubade
10 Roses au sol-eil- de midi
11 A ltombre, près de .l-a fontaine de marbre
),2 Arabesques
13 f,es CoJ-1ines, au coucher de soleil
L4 Le Conteur
l-5 La Paix du soir, au cimetière
16 Derviches dans l-a nuit
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interesting to

Une semaine du petit

Charl-es Koechl-in

This is not a compJ-ete listing, of course' and since none of this has

been avail-able for examination it may incl-ude chifdren's pieces that do not

show real Art Nouveau characteristics, although the pieces themselves may

be of fine qualitY.

However, this is another category that may prove

consider. For instance, it includes Fl-orent Schmitt's

Effe Eerme-:l-'oeiL, ou Les songes de Hiafmar, which is 1n

melody in octaves for the pupil and accompaniment for the

duet form, with

teacher. The

mel-odies are restricted to five and six-note spans. and the firdtation
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helps produce a sj-mpIe modal effect. The j-ndividual pieces fol1ow the

seven parts of the Hans Christian Andersen story known in English

transfations as OLe Luk-oieL7. This work shows that the genre of

children's works may well prove of some interest for further studies.

Erich Korngold's MärchenbiTder, of seven pieces based on chil-dren's rhymes,

is another example.

Conclusions

It seems cl-ear that there 1s a fiel-d ,for further study of Art Nouveau

repertory of the third order that coul-d be as extensive as those of the

first Lwo orders. ft is in this fiel-d that j-t. becomes important to

consider ArL Nouveau compositi-onal techniques themselves, and confidence in

identj-fyJ-ng and discussing these wilf follow furt.her studies of the first

two orders in other repertories besides that of the keyboard. The

repertories that could wel-l now receive systematic study to aid in the

formation of views about Art Nouveau techniques are the texted ones of

opera and song, together with bal-Iet.
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CTIAPTER 22
COMPOSERS' ORCHESTRAL VERSIONS

ÄND ARCHETYPAL MOTIFS

In the dj-scussion of the keyboard repertory above three tlpes of

motif have been identified as seeming to be central to many compositions'

so that they may be regarded as being as archetypal as the topoi of Pan' of

water as motion and mystery, of woman-as-enchantress, of cJair de -lune and

the others that form the subject-headings of chapters. These motif-tlpes

are:
1. the panpipe-motif of long-note-pJ-us-

f louri sh,/arabe s que
2. the horn-motif of uneven or dotted rhythm and

al-tered triadic harmonY
3. the winding-motif of undulating 1ine.

Vlhere composers themsel-ves produce an orchestral- versj-on of o¡e of the

works in the Art Nouveau keyboard repertory, they can by their

instrumentation of these motifs and other passages reveal- further evidence

of work's nature and symbol-ism. (Harald Goertz and HelmuL Loos have

consi-¿ered the reverse process - the piano arrangement by a composer of his

orchestral work. Such arrangement leads to compression and therefore

concentration on a work's basic intentionsl.)

In the course of an articfe on an arrangement of Debussy's PréLude à

J,après-midi d'un faune for chamber group2, Theo Hirsbrunner remarks the

roles assigned to various instnrments in French music around 1900. The

fl-ute was associated with Pan, and with the Orient, especially its

arabesque or melisma. Strings were used for the then strange sounds of

modal and chromatic harmonies, and woodwinds for Lontaín (distant) effects.

Klaus Leidecker has discussed instrumentaf rol-es against compositional

devices, i-ncluding the use of thirds as call-ing-signals - the horn-motif of

this study, in his study of European faj-ry-music3.

Sylvia Sowa-i¡üinter has highlighted the use of the harp as a symboJ--

bearing instrument j-n Art Nouveau4, and distinguished two functj-ons of

orchestraf instruments in the context of Art Nouveau - their symbol-bearing

character (SlanboJträchtigkeit), and thej-r symbolic tone-col-our
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(KTangnetaphor)s. Thus in the fj-rst case a harp can by its form as a

plucked-string instrument represent Orpheus r 1yre, and j-n the second case a

fl-ute can by its sound recreate the imagined sound of pan's reed-pipe.

Composer-orchestrations of the foJ-lowing pieces have been available

for this study:

Novák Pa¡
Schm-itt
Debus sy
Debussy
Griffes
Ravel-
Stravinsky

plano
1910

L920
t-9056

1915 ,

1915
19 05
t92t

orch.
1913
L925

]-892-94
19 01
1_919

1920
791,71

ppM hM wM
11 6 124
7 3+5 14

1 5 31
Íristesse de Pan
Prél-ude à J'après-midi
Chansons de Bil-itis
The White Peacock
ALborada del gracioso
Pétrouchka

134L9

1

7

4

10

[ppM : panpipe-motif; hM = horn-motj-f; wM : winding-motif. The bars guoted
are for their first entriesl

The original music by Debussy to accompany the.Bi-ljtis readj-ngs can be

compared to the Six épigraphes antiques if due all-owance be made for the

extent to which the latter is a recomposition of material in the former.

(It is also possibfe to adduce evidence from -La fLûte de Pan, the first of

the song-set of L897, Chansons de BiJitis, which has a cognate subject and

orj-gin to the first of the épigraphes.l The connexions between the other

Bilitis works are as follows:

Les chansons de BiLitis Six épiqraphes antiques
Chant pastorale tppM 1l
Le tombeau sans nom [ppM*hM ]-l
Chanson [wM 2]
-La danseuse aux ctotal-es

[ppM 11, wM 7]

L2 La pluie au matin [ppM ]-31

5 L' églptienne*
6 Remercier La pluie au m.

¡" This is a new composition, not a recomposition of material from the
sj-milarly named No.8 of the cåansons (Les courtisanes églptienne).)

The rel-evant pieces of .BjLitis j-ncidental- music are, because of their

fragmentary nature, based more around singJ-e motifs, but there are some

second motifs in the pieces that Debussy chose to recompose as the piano

set, whlch may explain why he sel-ected those pieces.

The works by RaveJ- and Stravinsky are grotesguerÍe and so will be

discussed separately from the others (which wj-ll- be referred to as "the

I Invoquer Pan
2 Un tombeau sans nomS

3 Que fa nuit soit propice
4 La danseuse aux crotal-es
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main group").

The p pe-motif

In the main group each hrork employs the flute for its panpipe-motif'

and al-b¡ays in association with the harp. This association, as Sylvia Sowa-

lVinter notes in Debussy's works, is a faun,/Pan topos, the flute being

symbolic of Pan and the harp of Orpheus, wj-th the combination being a

general- pastoral evocationg. The j-mportant first staLement of these motifs

is that compared here, for j-t sets the character of the sound-imageryt

later appearances or reworkings of the panpj-pe-motif in a vrork may be made

by other j-nstruments. For instance, Debussy's Prél-ude â J.'après-midi d'une

faune begins the work as a fl-ute solo, and is al-most immediatgly (bar 4)

associated with horns and harp. Later appearances of the panpipe-motif are

taken by flute with cell-os doubl-ing beJ-ow (100), and final-Iy by horns (with

violins in effect as the third horn). This J-ast entry, in the fourth to

J-ast bar. i-s an echo, about which more will be said bel-ow.

Debussy,s Chansons de Bil,itis incidental music is scored throughout

for two f.l-utes, two harps and celesta. The significance of this

instrumentation, in the context of Art Nouveau generally' can now be seen

as faun-evoking, in accordance with the Arcadian seLtings of Louys' Bifitis

poems. F]orent Schmitt's work is an hommage-work to Debussy, and thus

empJ-oys the celesta (employed by Debussy in the incidental Eilitis music):

Lhe connotation here is Debussy's BiLitis, not the faun-topos as such. The

significance of Griffes' employment of this instrument in ?l¡e White Peacock

is l-ess cfear, but he may have known Debussy's BiJitj.s, and he always uses

the cel-esta in conjunction with the harp, as in the first panpipe-motif

entry.

Horn-motifs

Novák and Schmitt use strings and winds; Debussy horns; and Griffes

Lhe woodwind group in the orchestra'

accords with the shepherd's-horn

the cl-arinet. The common factor is

which usuaÌly includes horns. This
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concept of the horn-motif as first identified and discussed in the Pan-

works (Chapter 6). As with the panpipe-motif, the connotation is of the

supernatural- rather than the natural- pastoral setting. It al-so accords

with the l-ontaín effect noticed by Theo Hirsbrunner, for horn-calIs are

often associated with distant effects.

Winding-motifs

These are motifs that are sensuous because of the slightJ_y

vertiginous effect of theír undul-ation, but do not have a Cl-assj-ca1 or

traditi-ona.l- iconographic efement l-ike the other two types, so that

instrumentation is likely to be governed by associations of KJangmetaphor

or just KTang rather than S¡zm,boLgeträchtiqkeit. Thus t.here is some

divergence: Novák chooses clarinet and stringsi Schmitt strings and v^rindsi

Debussy (Prél-ude â ,Z'après-nidí) hornsi and Griffes flutes with harp.

The emphasizinq of Art Nouveau effects by instrumentat.ion

I¡lhen Debussy uses horns for the echo of his panpipe-motif in the l-ast

bars of his PréÌude he is usj-ng a distance or echo effect common in

orchestral- music (as Theo Hirsbrunner notes) - for instance the distant

horns in the Prelude to Act If of Tristan und Isofde. In Art Nouveau such

an effect connotes more than distance - it is an echo of the spirit-world

or the mystical, as in Schreker's Dje Ferne K7ang.

In Ravel's AJ-borada deL gracioso and Stravinsky's Pét¡ouchka,

trumpet-and-drum fanfares are used to give a circus or fairground sound-

image. Ravel's castanets and crotales (finger-cymbals) clearJ-y signify

Spanish/exotic imagery, and together with cymbals, triangle, tambour

miLitaire and bass drum provide easil-y identifiable circus-lj-ke sounds.

But this is not normal- tone-painting. In both cases the music is extreme,

with extended tripJ-e-tonguíng i-n Ravel and the bizarre employment of an

octatonic pitch-set in Stravinsky (II [Chéz Pétrouchkal 35-43). Such

evocation of clownj-ng in each work is, in an Art Nouveau context, evocation

of the grotesque, and is furthered by Ravef's use of the bassoon for the
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serenade in the mid-section and Stravinsky's use of clarinets for the echo-

fanfare figures in para1lel major seconds, with a bassoon ostinato of a

falling major second in the middle Gf/gff). The bassoon is commonly

stereoptyped as comic/ and the clarinet given mocking figures like those of

the dying Til-l- Eulenspiegel in Richard Strauss' tone-poem, but here both

effects are extreme, and thus grotesque. This sort of lnstrumentatj-on

abounds in pétrouchka, as for instance the grotesque dance of II/58ff where

the Cor Ängl-ais, with bass clarinet foundation, seems a parody of the role

of the oboe in serious music. Ravel's use of the harp with bassoon for the

syncopated chords that accompany the initial- dance-motif is sinrilar. The

harp, of al-f instruments. is normal-Ìy associated with beauty' but here with

bathos.

Concfusions

Composers' instrumentation of their own works reinforces the

evocaLion of their Art Nouveau character. Certain méTanges of instruments

tend to be associated with the three motif-types, and instrumentation in

the Ravel and Stravinsky cJ-own-pj-eces emphasized their grotesqueness. Such

sounds, whether in the serious or the comic works, evokes supernatural or

brzarre, not naturaÌ or merely comic, J-magery.

The general- character of the three motif-types identified throughout

the Art Nouveau keyboard repertory - panpipe, horn and wlnding-motifs - is

thus confirmed by their instrumentation in the composers' ovün

orchestrations.

End-notes
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SaJ-zburg, Katzbj-chler 1983) .

2 HirsbrunnerrT.: Debussys "préfude â J.'après-midi d'un faune", 3l-42.
3 Leidecker,K. : Zauberktänge der Phantasie: l'lusikafische l4otive und

gesungune Verse im europäische Märchengut, Diss. Saarbrucken Universät
1983, He also identifies cj-rcling consonances, hexachord sequences and
recitations,/psal-m tones .
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CTIAPTER 23
COMPOSITTONAL DEVICES

THE ELEVEN PRINCIPLES REALIZED TN KEYBOARD MUSIC

This chapter wifl briefly summarize the methodology of compositional-

and keyboard technique by which the eleven principl-es essential to Art

Nouveau are realized. An essenti-al point to make at the outset is that

devices like pedaÌpoj-nts, paralleJ- progressi-ons, unusual pitch-sets and

the fike are not equivalents of any of the principlesr even when almost

exclusively used for the realj-zatj-on of particular ones. It is not the

device that is important, but the effect. Composers may use different

devices or forms of device to achieve similar effects, and differ j-n the

emphasis they give them. Al-most every pi-ece uses aJ-I the devices in some

degree, but the impossibility of defj-ning, for instance, any clear

dividing l-ine between short pedalpoints and longer tied notes, or between

mifd,/normal (for the period) and pronounced chromatj-cism, means that there

is in the study of device al-one no formul-a for a hypothetical Art Nouveau

musical technique, and thus no objective way of recognizj-ng j-t. Bearing

thj_s in mi_nd, some generaLizatlons can be made, however, about the

relationships between varj-ous compositj-onal and keyboard-specific devices

encountered al-l through the repertory, but varying in extent and manner

from one piece or composer to another.

1. Ori inalit of st l-e

Tone-sets: modes, folk-sets, pentatonics, wholetones, chromatics,
synthetic tone-sets.

Eonality: loosened. varied, ambiguous, alternating, bitonal, multitonal.
Earznony: non-functional, dissonant (from del-icatefy piquant to

cacophonic: major and minor seconds' sevenths and ninths r ,

diminished,/augmented fourths, fifths), unresolved sequences and
cadences, chains of parallel- or consecutive chords (incJ-uding
dissonances), tr-itones, unrelated or partJ-y-related basses, drone-
basses, basing composition around chords or pitch-sets of special
signi-ficance, floating harmonies over pedalpoints (often unrelated) .

Sequence: paralÌel progressions, uncadenced sequences, unfj-nished final
cadences, alternation or interruption of sequencer unrel-ated or
unprepared moduJ-atj-on. extended use of peda.Ipoints, suspensì-ons as a

means of deliberatj-nq. prolonging or preventing cadence.
Dewelopment: a tendency towards l-ack of normal development, replacing

this with j-mmediate and subsequent repetition, circularity' pedalpoint'
ostinato. An avoj-dance of clj-max by leadj-ng towards then diverting
from climax.

Structure: a tendency towards repetitious models, circular rather than
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lj-neari structures consisting of a series of modified repeti-tions at
dj-fferent pitchesi some proportional-structure experiments for purposes
of Art Nouveau asymmetry as l^Iell as Symbolist signiflcance.

Rhythm: a marked tendency towards ostinato, whether of a special motif or
general pul-se, producing a hlpnotic effect. Thus forms like the dance.
Metrical ambiguities, cross-rhythms, independent rhythms between the
parts, shortened or lengthened bars, 5- or 7-pulse rhythms,
alternations or mixtures of rhythms.

Motif : a tendency towards motifs of sinr-ilar rather than contrasting
character, fragmentary motifs, motj-fs explored together whj-Ie in
different tonalities, a de-emphasis of motif and emphasis on
"accompanimental" figure.

Treat¡nent: various forms of arabesque: acciaccaturaf appoggiatura, broken
chords, arpeggi-o, trifl-s and multiple triJ-ls, tremolando, elaboration,
cadenza. Florid figuration of motif and accompanì"ment.

2. Sensuafit

Monotonous nature of pulse and repetition J-eading to a megmeric effect
Vertiginous effect of winding (undulating) mel-odic lj-nes
Pronouncedly chromatic effects
Grotesque effects, especially discordances

3. Mystery

ParalJ-el progressione, especially when chromati-c
Strange tonal-ities and harmonies
ConpJ-exitiea of pulse (cross-rhythms), texture and the interplay of

strands
Non-directional nature of sequences
Exploitation of wery soft effects, with heavy use of the three pedals

4. Ambiquity

Indefinition of tonal- centre
Bitonal-ity, polytonal-ity
Differentiation between the tonalities or roles of the hands
Complexity of textures
Concealment of motif in texture
Making accompanlmental- figuration overshadow melody
Having a title or text that i.s ful-l of possible denotations and

connotations
Symbolj-st proportion, numerological cl-ues
Musical quotation and reference, reference to other Art Nouveau mediums

and other arcane or esoteric import.

5. Extremitv of effect

Assymmetry of
discordance
repetition
affectiveness
accompaniment

emphasis focusi-ng on

- effect over form
over melody

6. Stylization

Motif-fragment into repetitive meJ-ody, and into fragments of figuration,
where they ì-nterweave into complex, repetitive textures

Fl-ourish - ornament and arabesque in the form of turns, trills, arpeggios,
acclaccaturas, sweeping scale-work, gJ-issandi and cadenzas
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7. Emphasis on Detail-

On the local- rather than the whole picture - because of non-l-inear and
non-dramatic structures

Patterning replacing development

8. Repetition

Structural-: the basis of patterning of fragments
figure - patterning rather than progression.
here.

Affectiwe: deliberate-Iy building mesmeric effect,
ostinato
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of flourish, motif and
Dance forms are j-mportant

especially through

9. Interweavlno

Arabesque and textural patterning
Melody as just anoLher textural strand with those of accompaniment
fnterweaving of sequences and sections emphasized over linear progression

towards dramatically-based ends

10. .Absence of depth

Long sequences over pedal-points, or reliance on a series of shorter ones
(without functional- modulatlon from one to another) suggest limited
dimensionality

Ostinato - which is embel-l-ished pedalpoint - suggests the same because it
emphasizes movement in only one plane

11. Timelessness

Motion without progression:
Non-l-inear structures
Non-functional progressions
De-emphasis of resolutions, cadence, dramatic outcomes
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CFIAPTER 24
FULL LTST OF THE KEYBOARD REPERTORY OF THTS STUDY

This chapter wifl list the first and second-order works studied

above, and in addition a supplementary list of works that have been

unprocurable for the study but coul-d prove to be worthy of inclusion.

üIhat has been availabl-e compri-ses a reasonably comprehensj-ve sampÌe of the

whofe repertory - a body of about a hundred and fifty works.

Many of the works sLudied and sought are long out of print. Sj-nce

the quality of those studied is so high it j-s to be hoped that

photographic reprintings of archival copies ì-n publishers' and library

cofl-ections wil-f eventuall-y be made commercially avaiJ-abl-e.

THE REPERTORY EXAMINED IN THIS STUDY

I'IRST-ORDER À

Based on visual- Art Nouveau
Les fées sont d'esguises danseuses (Prél.udes II/4)1972-73 Debussy

Based on the Pan theme
Préfude à l'après-midi d'un faune 1905
Pan,/7-5: Prolog, Hory, More, Les, Zena 7910
Et Pan, au fond des bl-és Junaires, s'accouda

(Mirages/1) I920
La plainte, au 7oin, du faune... 1,921

Based on Symbolist verse
Fantasie¡ über Gedichte von Richard Dehmef 7-4:

Stimme des Abends, WaldseJigkeít,
Liebe, Käf erl-ied i-900

Sonate 5 (Le poème d'exstase) 1905
Et l-a -Lune descend sur 7e tempLe qui fut

(Images II/2) 1907
-Les sons et -l.es parfums tournent dans L'ai¡

du sojr (PréLudes I/4) 1910

Based on other verse
Gaspard de La nuit 7-3: Ondine, Le gibet, Scarbo 1-908
Eantasie-tabLeaux I/L-4: BarkaroLl-a; I noch,

I l-iubov; SLezi; Svetlie ¡>razdnek 1-893

Based on patterni ng
Ogives 7-4 I886
luletopy 1-3: Wyspa syren, Kalipso, Nauzykaa 1915

FIRST-ORDER B

TRANSFORMATIONS

En rêve - Nocturne 1885-6
Réverie Op.49/3 1905

Debus sy
Novák

Schmitt
Dukas

Zemlinsky
Skryabi-n

Debus sy

Debussy

Ravel

Rakhmaninov

Sati-e
Szymanowski

Lis zt
Skryabin

I

DREAM



REPERTORY LIST
VaLse oubLiée -Z 1BB1
Val-se oubl-iée 2 1BB2
Val-se oubfiée 3 lBB2
VaLse oubfiée 4 18851
Po zarostl-em chodnicku

IOn overgrown path]
1901: 1. lVase rzecery (Our evenings)

2. Listek odvanuty (Fal-l-en leaf)
3. Pojdte s námi! (Come wiLh us)
4. Frydecká panna Maria (Madonna

of Frydek)
5. Stebeta)-y jak Jastovicky (they

chattered fike swallows)
6. Nel-ze doml-uvit! (Vüords fail-)
1. Dobrou noc! (Goodnight)
B. Ía-sk ne-skonaLe áske

(UnutterabJ-e anguish)
9. V p7áci (In tears)

10. Sycek neodLeteL! (The screech-
owl- stil-l- flies)

1908: 1,2 plus paralipomena 3,4,5 (a1I
untitled)

Suite Bergamasque 1890/1905
1. Prél-ude
2. l"lenuet
3. CLair de l-une
4. Passepied

Masques 1904
Masque op.63/7 1911
Maski 791-6

1. Szecherezada
2. Bfazen Tantris
3. ,Serenada Don Juana

Enigme Op.52/2 I906
l,Iirages Op.70/2 1,920 La tragique chevauchée

Cl-oches à travers -les feui-i.-Zes
(Images rr/ l-) 790'7

L'oiseaux tristes (Miroirs/2) 1905
La vaLLée des cLoches (Miroirs/5) 1905

Csardas obstiné 1884
Gyannopédies 7 t2 /3 1888
Gnossiennes 1 r2 r3 1890

4 (1891), 5 (1889), 6 (1897)
Danseùses de Delphes (Préfudes f) 1910
Danse Tanguide op.5I/4 1906

Danses Gothiques (1893)
Prél-ude de La porte héroique du cieL 1894
Cants mágics L9I9

Skryabin - The l-ate sonatas as mystical works:
Sonata 6 L9lI-12
Sonata 7 (Messe bLanc) 1911
Sonata B 1912-73
Sonata 9 (Messe noir) l-913
Sonata 10 1912-L3
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TIME

MASKS

SYMMETRIES

RESONANCES

DANCE

MYSTTCA],

Li-s zt
LíszL
Lis zt
Lis zt

,Janácek

Debussy

Debussy
Skryabin
Szymanowski

Skryabin
Schnui-tt

Debus sy
RaveI
Ravel-

Liszt
Satie
Satie
Sati-e
Debussy
Skryabin

Satie
Satie
Mompou
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FOUR ELEMENTS

FIRE f l-amme op.12
som.bres Op .7 3 / 2

REPERTORY LIST

]-9I4
1-91-4

Vers fa
Efammes

üIATER

AÏR

NATURE

Une barque su-r f 'Océan (Miroirs/3) 1905
Poissons d'or (lmages II/3) 1,90'l
The Eountains of the Acqua Paol-a

(Roman Sketches/3) l-915-16
Le poisson d'or 191-9

Skryabin
Skryabin

Ravel-
Debus s y

Griffes
Berners

Skryabin
Debussy
Bridge

Suk
Koechl-in

Poème aiJé op.5I/3 (1906)
La danse de Puck (PréLudes I/77)
The Dew Eairy (The Hour-Gfass/3)

1910
L920

Pofka for the swan and the peacock
(Zivotem a snem/2)
[things ]-j-ved & dreamtl 1909

Paysages et Marines/7-L2 l-915
7 Soir d'angoisses
8 La chanson des pommiers en
9 Paysage d'octobre

I0 Chant de pécheurs
IL Dans 7e grand champs
72 Poème VirgiTien

The White Peacock (Roman Sketches/l-)

ffeurs

1915-16 Griffes

THE DISTANT DREAM

MYTH

EXOTTC

INSET,

EROS

IOVE

L'isl-e joyeux 1904
The IsLand SpeJ.J (Decorations/7)
The Princess'.s Rose-Ga¡den 1915

Six épigraphes antiques, L9I4
l-. Pour invoquer Pan, dieu du vent
2. Pour un tombeau sans Jrom

3. Pour que l-a nuit soit propíce
4. Pour l-a danse aux crotal-es
5 . Pour J-'Égyptienne
6. Pour remercier la pluie au matin

Pagodes (Estampes,/1) 1903
ALborada deJ qracíoso (Miroirs/4) 1905

Debus s y

Debus s y
Ravel

Debussy
Ire.l-and
Bax

Skryabi-n
Skryabin
Skryabin
Skryabin
Sorabj i

Debussy
Debus s y
Bax

191_5

Danse -languide Op. 5I/ 4

Poème languide op. 52/3
Désir op.57 /1-
Caresse dansée Op.57/2
Le jardin parfumé 7923

l_906
1906
1907
1907

La fil-l-e aux cheveux de -Zin
(PréLudes I/8) 1910

Ondine (Pré-ludes II/8) 191"2-13
The Maiden with the DaffodiL 1915

V'IOMAN



REPERTORY LÏST

CI,AIR DE IUNE
Cl-air de l-une (Sujte berqamasque,/3) 1890-1905
La terrasse des audiences du cl-air de l-une

(Pré-l.udes II/7) , L91-2-13

EXTREMES

PIERROT Trois mouvements de pétrouchka I92t

GROTESQUE Sérénade grotesque 1893
Étrangeté op.63/2 1911-

EVIL Ì,fuéphisto val-se 2 18B0-81
Méphisto val-se 3 1BB3
Méphisto va-lse 4 1885
Méphisto PoLka 1883
Csárdás macabre 1BB1-82
UnsternJ 1880
Poème satanique Op. 36 l-903

DEATH Nuages gris 1BB1
Die Trauer-Gondel 1,2 i.882
Richard Wagner - Venezía 1883
Canope (Préfudes II/L0) I9L2-I3
Guirfandes op.7 /I l9I4

The Organ Repertory

DREAM Eantômes (Pièces de fantasie op,54/4) 1'927

WATER IVaiades (Pieces de fantasie 4/4) 1921
AIR Eeux fol-l,ets (Pièces de fantasie 2/4) 1921
CI,AIR DE IUNE

Cl-air de Lune (Pièces de fantasie 2/5) 1926
GROTESQUE Gargouilles et chimètes

(Pièces de fantasie 4/5\ 1921

SECOND-ORDER REPERTORY

TIME V ml-hách 7-4 L9]-2

APPEARANCES VoiLes (Prél-udes I/21 1910
Brouill-ards (Prél-udes II/7)

L912_T3

T/VATER Jeux d teau l-901
La cathédra1e engloutie

(Prél-udes r/L0) 19190

NATURE NoctueLl-es (luliroirs/7) 1905

POSSTBI,E ÃDDITIONÀL WORKS
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Debussy

Debussy

Stravinsky

Ravel
Skryabin

l,is zt
l,is zt
Lis zt
Lis zt
l,i-szt
Lis zt
Skryabin

LiszL
Lis zt
L:_szE
Debussy
Skryabin

Vierne
Vierne
Vierne

Vi-erne

Vierne

Janácek

Debussy

Debussy

Ravel-

Debussy

Ravel

Granvill-e Bantock
Fred Barl-ow

Bel-a Bartók
Arnol-d Bax2

The IsIe of Dreams
Jeux d'ondine
Trois poèmes chinois (1916)
Deux images (l-910 )

The Happy Forest (1913)
Nere-id ( 1918 )

lrlater Music (]-920l'
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Havergal Brian

Frank Bridge

Feruccio Busoni

Emmanuel- Chabri-er
Äbel- Decaux

Josef Bohuslav Foerster

Charles Griffes

Josef Holbrooke

John Ireland

Charles Koech]in

Erích Korngold
Afbèric Magnard
Federico Mompou

REPERTORY LÏST
Three Illuminations (1917)
Four Miniatures (1918-20)

2. The Land of Dreams
A Fairytale Suite (l-9173)

1. The Princess
2. The Ogre
3. The Spel1
4. The Prince

The Hour-Gl-ass 1-3 (1,920)
1. Dusk

12. The Dew Fairyl a

3. Midnight Tide
Hidden Fires (L921)
Gargoyles (I928)
Raconti fantastici (1878)
Än die Jugend (1909)
Bourrée fantasque (1891)
Quatres Cl-airs de lune (1904-O?)5

1. Minuit passe (1900)
2. La ruel1a (1,902)
3. Le cimitière (1905)
4. La Mer (1907)

Snenyi (Dreaming) op.4'l I-5 (1898)
Erotovy Ierotic] maski Op.98 (variations) L9Lz
Three Tone-Pictures Op.5 nos.1-3

1. Lake at Evening (VtI .B.Yeats)
2. VaIe of Dreams (Poe)
3 . Night Vlinds (Poe)

Three Fantasy Pieces Op. 6 nos.1-3
2. Notturno (Verlaine)6
3. Scherzo (Griffes) [Bacchana]-e7l

The Pleasure-Dome of Kubl-a Khan (Coleridge)
Four Futurist Dances Op.66
An Enchanted Garden nos.1-3
Pj-errot Op. 36
Red Masques Op.65
op.2/7 Acrobats
op.4/8 Arlequlnade
Decorations nos. 1-3

t1. The Isl-and Spe1ll8
2. Moonglade
3. The Scarl-et Ceremonies

24 Esquisses Op.41
Paysages et marines nos. 1-69

1. Sur l-a faLaise
2. MaLin cal-me
3. Promenade vers l-a mer
4. Le chant du chevri-er
5. Soir d'été
6. Ceux qui s I en vont pêcher au large

dans la nuit
Les heures persanes op.65 1-1610

8. Clair de lune sur Ìes terrasses
11. A l'ombre, près de l-a fontaine de

marbre
12. Arabesque
15. La paix du soir, au cimitière
16. Derviches dans l-a nuit

Don Quixote Pieces (1908)
Promenades Op.7
Festes llunyanes IFestes lointaines] 1--6



REPERTORY LIST
Eklogy 1-4 op. 1I, 190511
Charmes Ispells]
Cydalise et le chevre-Pied
Boutique Japonaíse
Entre cloches
Première pensée Rose*Crolx
Fête donnée par 1es Chevaliers Normands
3 PréIudes from "Les fil-s des eLoiles"
Vexations
Caresse
Le poi-sson rèveur
ombres op.64/7-3
Di-onysiaques op. 62
Skissen - 5 fantastische Stücke op.10
La nymph émue ou fe faune indiscret 1908
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Vitezslav Novák

Gabriel Pierné

Maurice Ravel
Erik Satie

Florent Schmitt

Bernhard Sekles
Deodat de Séverac

End-notes

1 thi" date is given in Searle,H. : op. cit., L66, but questiongd in iVew

Grove 7 , 61-.
2 Al-"o: The Poisoned Fountain, 1928
3 Th" last of these pieces (The Prince) has come to hand and shows that

the set is not simple music for beginners, nor conventional
characteris ti c-Pi-ece music.

4 Th" single piece only has been found and is discussed in this study
(Chapter 15).

5 S"" Brelet,G.:
6 Th" epigraph is the second stanza of Verlaine's -La bonne chanson, so

that the character of the piece may be expected to be Art Nouveau'
7 Gi.r"tr the second titfe i-n the orchestral- version.
8 Di""n""ed in this study in Chapter 16.
9 .Al-thongh the titl-es themselves do not suggest Art Nouveau, the overall

title with its Vj-rgilian-pastoral connotation (discussed in Chapter 15

in refation to nos.. J-L2) does.
10 th" sixteen titles äre faid out in a narrative form, but those quoted

are cl-early candidates for j-ncfusion. If the music is like that
studied in Chapter 15. then it is unquestionabJ-y avant-garde, but the
evidence of al-1 the titl-es seems to suggest that Koechl-in is influenced
by more strands of cul-ture than Art Nouveau by itsel-f.

11 thu title implies the Vi-rgilian pasLoral.
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CHAPTER 25

CONCLUSIONS

This study has been based firstly on an attempt to define Art

Nouveau in terms of the visual, literary and musical- arts, which has

rise to Lhe el-even-principl-es modef empirically derived from vj-sua.l-

9'A\/en

and

literary Art Nouveau. This model- has been tested in the first and second-

order repertory studies that comprise the maì-n body of this work.

This keyboard repertory is onl-y a part of a much .Iarger one Lhat

incl-udes song:, opera, balì-et, incidental music, works for other

instruments, and the symphonic poem. lt is a major strand of musical art

that recent studies show as one standing cl-ear of the mainstream of the 
-

time in a way not yet general-J-y appreciated. This has come about because

Art Nouveau as an expression of the fantastic strand in cul-ture has itsel-f

not been well- understood, and because j-t has been thought sufficient to

consider its musical repertory as tone-painting or j-mpressionism, whereas

its aims, themes, imagery and symbol-s are dj-stinctl-y different.

Although the keyboard repert.ory is onJ-y a part of the Iarger

pícture. and caution needs to be observed j-n drawing general conclusions

from this partial picture, some initj-af stat.ements about Art Nouveau and

music suggest themselves.

Definition

Musicological studies on the subject of Art Nouveau in music attempt

as a body to establ-ish three things: firstJ-y, the probabilities of its

existence as an entity, secondly, its extenL, and thirdly, its nature,

none of which can be defined more precisely than any other cultural

phenomenon. Its time-span is wider than that of visual- Art Nouveau and

its emphases a l-ittle different because it is a different medium, but it

is clearl-y part of that esoteric and antj--real-ist strand of the art,s that

is the mannered (stylized) fantastic. This strand runs through every

epoch of musical- history but seems to have one of its special flowerings

in the period of this study (c.1880-c.1920]t 1n visual, literary and
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musical- arts. This phenomenon has been glven the names Art Nouveau or

Jugendstj-I that are drawn from the visual arts, where it is very

distinctive and thus readily identifiable. Tt should not be thought'

however, that the visua.l- arts a.l-one define the phenomenon: musica.l- or

Ij-terary Art Nouveau are not to be defined sole1y by reference to visual

Art Nouveau, but all three by reference to the concepts and expressj-ons of

the strand of the mannered fantastic in the period, and by reference to

each other.

Historical- epoch v cultural strand

Art Nouveau is not itself an epoch but a strand in an epoch of

change. brhose dorn-inant factors, insofar as they are refl-ected in the arts,

are the fading j-nfl-uence of the older romanticized hi-storicism, natural-ism

and realism. against the growing dominance of the ethos of industrialism-

materia1ism and its philosophicaÌ base of scientifj-c positivism. Art

Nouveau is a strand that stands against the older romantic and newer

material-istic-posì-tivistic mai-nstream, its creative artists providing a

distinctively different art by which the new bourgeoisie can differentiate

itsel-f from the ol-d. It is an irony of history that the excfusj-veness of

Art Nouveau becomes a fad marketable to the nouveau riche upper middle

classes rnrhose ethos of art (as status-symboJ-) its own ethos (of the

universal- artist-craftsman) is aimed against. It is a further irony that

its high period of i-895-1905, with its emphasis on exclusivity and luxury'

is fol-Iowed by mass marketing of mass-produced v¡ares model-led on the

inspiration of its artist-craftsman arLefacts. Yet even as a donrinant

fashion fad for new money around 1910-15 it is not the only important

cul-turaf inffuence, but one strand amongst the many that range from

conservati-ve to avant-garde.

As a strand it can then be seen against the complex picture

summarized in Diagram T (at the end of this chapter), together with those

opposing it, l-ike Historicism, Naturalism, ImpressJ-onism, and others
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sharing with it

Symbolism.

Thi-s model- of cul-tural history i-s essential-ly opposed to that which

a series of stages along a si-ng1e spectrum or timeline,sees history as

and thus means that debate about when a phenomenon like Art Nouveau begins

or ends is to a large extent obviated

Symbolism and Art. Nouveau

These are two strands of the fantastj-c that find expression across

the artistic media and overlap significantly. ln painting, Symbolism does

not always adopt Art Nouveau style or mannerisms (these are not seen, fox

instance, in its leadì-ng painters fike Puvis de Chavannes, Gustave Moreau,

Odil-on Redon, George Frederick Vrlatts or Arnold Böckfin) , although al-I Art

Nouveau art has strongly symbolist inspiration and composition.

Art Nouveau and Impressionism

Musicaf impressionism, with which Art Nouveau and Symbofism have

long been confused, is clearl-y distinguishabl-e from it ì-n visual art, and

cJ-early enough distinguishabl-e in music. Its pieces tend to be short and

light in treatment, reflecting a deJ-iberate naivety of approach; scene-

painting is a pri-mary aim, with emotion held within the limits of

conventionally balanced composj-tj-on; and its music is fairly orthodox in

harmony and structure for the day, fal-ling wi-thj-n the mainstream of

characteristj-c piece, song and symphonic poem.

By contrast musj-cal- Art Nouveau is sophisticated, intense,

exaggerated, affective and mannered, with emotive effect the primary aim;

its musj-c is clearl-y outside the mainstream in concept and construction.

Impressionism is about steretypes of the pastoral, Art Nouveau about the

dream world of the imagination. The first is about scene-painting, the

second about mood-evocation over a much wider and more intensely expressed

range. The two are confused, however, when the domain of musical

ì-mpressionism is made so wide that any identifiable musical- imagery is

CONCLUSTONS

some of the fantastic, l-ike Aestheticism, Decadence and
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thought to make a piece "tone-painting" and therefore impressionist.

As the central composer in both fiel-ds, Debussy's music is quoted by

both sides of the argument. It is doubtful if even he is concerned to

differenti-ate the two with any sharpness, and amongrst the twenty-four

PréJ-udes there are works that tend more towards impresslonism's simple

pastorals (-Bruyères, perhaps, although even this has overtones of purpÌe

and demj-deuil. Ihaff-mourning] ) and others that tend towards Lhe evocatj-on

of Art Nouveau's strange dreams (those studied above). together with some

that are somewhat inderminate (Les col-l-jnes d'Anacapri, wj-th j-ts folk-song

evocation but afso its overtones of fnse-l). Despite the cl-ear

differentiation possible, therefore, a composer may wel-l mix the two.

There are also other strands Iike Decadence and Pre-Raphaelitism that may

influence a work's character and be mixed with others.

The character-piece actual-Iy takes over and stereotypes for its own

purposes some Art Nouveau subjects in much the same way that retailers

mass-market Art Nouveau fashion and furniturei thus pieces are composed in

conventional idj-om but with titles flke NocturnaJ- Tangier, Twilight

Phantoms, Enchanted G-len and even ?åe Temptressl - but al-l- to music that

at most is quainL rather than striking i-n mood. Tn embracing certain of

Art Nouveauts subjecL-matter. the character-piece merel-y adds more

stereotypes to its repertoire.

Art Nouveau composers and Art Nouveau music

In the keyboard repertory it is not possibJ-e yet to instance a

composer whose who-Ie work we can be sure fall-s withj-n its l-inrits.

Composers come to Art Nouveau from other kinds of composition (like

Liszt), or move from -it (Iike Satie), or appear to compose outside it at

the same time (as with some of Debussy's Preludes that can be seen as

impressionistic scene-painting2). Thus the term "Art Nouveau composer" is

as yet unjustified; there are only Art Nouveau compositions, or

compositions wj-th Art Nouveau characters amongst other characters. It is,
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however, possibJ-e Lo say that many composers are particularly drawn to it

for a time, but it is not yet possible to be sure that in this time they

devote afl- their music to its inspiration. In thj-s respect they may

dif fer from their visual-artist contemporaries , for whom the nr-il-ieu seems

total. It is possib.l-e that it is just as total- for composers, but since

at this stage of schol-ar1y investigation the boundaries and markers of the

milieu are l-ess well-defined. it is more proper to tal-k of Art Nouveau

compositions rather than composers. The boundaries of this study have

been Iimited to works with specific titl-es. but that is no reason to

assume that those without - the third-order repertory - are less Art

Nouveau.

The problems of consldering a wider reperLory

This study has confined i-tsef f to works with specific tj-tl-es

j-ndj-cating Art Nouveau signification, (fj-rst order works) and works with

titl-es previ-ousJ-y thought to be i-mpressionj-st but actual-1y j-ndj-cating Art

Nouveau provenance (second order). There are works with generic titl-es

that may denote Art Nouveau inspj-ration (barcarolle, arabesque) and many

works with non-specific titfes (etude, sonataf preÌude) that are very like

a composer's first or second-order works, and may thus be of a general

rather than specific Art Nouveau j-nspiration (third order).

It is possible to argue from the evidence of a composer's songs to

his piano works: Fauré is a clear example, for his méLodies include works

with Art Nouveau titl-es (Le jardin clos, Mirages, L'horizon chimérique)

and lead to consideration of at l-east his l-ater barcarolles as being of

Art Nouveau inspiration

Empirical-, extrapol-ative and A Priori theory

Argument for works where there are no specific associations must

come from a different theory, one .l-ess directly dependent on the sorts of

empirical- associations that this study rests upon. Such theory can be

formed either as extrapolation from empirj-cal theory. or from

or i-nff uence.
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phiJ-osophical first principles. It seems probable that most studies will

have to combine at l-east two of these three approaches, like Reinhard

Gerlach's study that examines a priori and empirically-based inductiwe

theory3 against evidence from earl-y works of the Vienna School.

The guestion of an Art Nouweau musicaÌ stvl-e

Between 18BO and 1920 many composers explore new sounds, but not all-

do thj-s in terms of ArL Nouveau, some preferring in their keyboard works

impressionistic subjecLs (Sj-gfrj-d Karg-Elert), others extending the

boundarj-es of conventional abstract forms (Busoni), whil-e Stravinsky, the

Vienna School- and Satie go well beyond al-l- of these. However, new sounds

suit the deveJ-opment of the Art Nouveau repertoire of the fan-tastic, where

it cul-minates in pieces fike those of the keyboard repertory that are

stif1, fike all visual Art Nouveau, expressed within broadly fa¡rriliar

1diom (j-n contrast to that of serialism, for instance). but one so based

upom exaggerated affectlve devj-ce that it almost constitutes the extremes

of devel-opment in that direction.

There are enough features cornmon to most composers of the Art

Nouveau repertory (summarized in the previous chapter) to make it at first

gJ-ance tempting to hllpothesize that there is a recognizable Art Nouveau

sty1e. But the wideÌy differing approaches of composers and their sheer

differences of sounds as seen from the point of view of the keyboard

repertory seem Lo make this a doubtful proposition: there is no gainsaying

the dj-fferences in sound even between the compatri-ots Rakhmaninov and

Skryabin, for instance. or between Novák and Janácek, or evert between the

mutually adnriring Szymanowski and Sorabji. At this stage of research into

the subject it is more helpful to see Art Nouveau as not so much a common

style as a common sensibiJ.ity, a source of inspiration each approaches

from his own sonic vì-ewpoj-nt and makes into something entirely individual-.

Al-l- this notwj-thstanding, some generalj-zations can be made, and these have

been summarized in Chaptex 23.
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The guestion of Art Nouveau archetypal motifs

A first step in looking for common compositional methodology among

composers of the repertory has often been the shape of motif, partícularly

those curved or whiplash-shaped. Itlhile some motifs can clearly be seen as

whiplash, windj-ng or curved, such perception is al-ways somewhat subjective

when it comes to marginal- cases, which make accurate definition difficuft.

NonetheJ-ess, there seem to be three broadly definabfe types in the

keyboard repertory at least. The first is the panpipe- motif of long-

note-pJ-us-ffourish, the second its frequently complementary horn-motif (or

distance-motif) of dotted rhythm and chordal composj-tion that moves

chromaticalJ-y or modal-J-y. the thj-rd the windi-ng motj-fs that curve up and

down around a centre or incl-j.ne. Al-1 these seem to have a general

application over and above the depiction of specific natural imagery, and

that is their sensual-ity of effect. This can be said to correspond wj-th

the sensuality of curving line in visual- art Nouveau, but the horn-motif

is more jagged than curved, so that the l-ikeness is not with the simple

appearance of l-ine in the two arts.

Art Nouveau has many jagged, irregularJ-y directional- and rhythmic

motj-fs, Iike that of Satie's third Gnossienne, Ravel-'s Ondine, Novák's

Sea, the bar 11 right-hand motj-f of Zeml-insky's ^9timme des,A-bends or

Rakhmanj-novrs BarkaroTTa, to mention onÌy a few smoothly fÌowing pieces.

General statements about curvinq motif Lhus seem unJ-ikeJ-y or unhelpful,

and in any case it is difficul-t to define "curve" as opposed to "jagged"

j-n motivic shape.

The important thing about such motifs, then, is not their shapes as

written down, but their emotive effect, which tends to be sensual. For

the three identifiable shapes, the pan-pipe motif onomatapoei-cally

produces an effect of the dizzying sudden refease of pent-up emotion, the

horn-motif is mysterious and atmospheric as parallel- chromatics based on

thirds tend to be, and the winding one is vertigj-nous/mesmeric to a
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greater or .lesser extent. lrlhile the panpipe-motif is whiplash-shaped to

some degree there are whip-shapes that are not panpipe-motifs' Iike the

scintil-l-ant figure of Debussyt s Ondine (bar 11)' for lnstance.

It is possible that composers may deliberatel-y wish to suggest

vj-sual- curves with melodic ones, as j-n pieces with sea or other wave

j-magery, but -in ArL Nouveau simple pi-ctoriaÌ mimesis is not the primary

aim or effect. It may even be possible to analyze Art Nouveau motif and

figure as being analogous to a rhetorical- scheme of Affekte, but at this

stage of research judgement must be reserved as to the importance of type

compared to overal-l- emotionaf effect.

Curving of motif, therefore' even j-f it can be satisfactorj-ly

defined and demonstrated in the repertory, is not sj-gnifi-cant to musical

Art Nouveau in the way that the general reliance on curve and its

patterning i-s in most visual- Art Nouveau; the two are not si-mpJ-e

analogues.

The l-imitations of the kevboard repertory

It must be remembered, of course, that concl-usions dra\^m from the

keyboard repertory may not have wider validity. FirsLly, there is the

l-imited proporti-on of the Art Nouveau repertory that these keyboard works

represent; secondly. there is the special nature of piano-writing (or that

for organ or harmoniuma) that limits what a composer may essalr so that

the same device, say the arpeggio, has perforce to ful-fj-l- more than one

function. Comparisons of piano and orchestral versions of his or her

works actual-ly done by the composer can shed light on thisr and this

subject has been briefly opened in Chapter 22.

The importance of music

As a.partj-cular fl-owering of the stream of the mannered fantastic

across the arts and nations of the lVest, and as having a very wide

reference in theme. image and symbol in tj-me and cul-ture, Art Nouveau is

too important asnd too distinctive not to have influenced at least some
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music profoundly' and the empirical- base of this study, in works that have

Art Nouveau titles and ori-ginality of style, has sufficed to delineate

some parL of such a repertory. The strength of this empirical- method of

del-ineation has been its building up a substantial degree of probability

that there is an Art Nouveau repertory that must be taken seriously; the

sheer sj-ze of the repertory studied here - about a hundred and fifty

pieces, some of substantial- length and many of crucial- importance in

keyboard literature, indicates this.

The concl-usions formed from the reperLory studied in t.his

dissertation wil-l- be modifj-ed by fater studj-es, but it is to be hoped that

the sort of systematlc examinatj-on of musicaf Art Nouveau call-ed for by

the contributors to the McCredie and Stenzl symposiums can be carried

forward, and the eventual- place of the phenomenon in musical- and wider

cul-turaf history properly eval-uated.

End-notes

1 Leopold Godowsky, Triakontameron Lr2t3.
2 ArguabJ-e cases might begin with tre vent dans 7a plaine or Ce qu'a vu J-e

vent d'Ouest.
3 Gerlach, R. : op. cj-t. , 3-52 .

4 So*" pipe-organ works are written for harmonj-um as wefl- (Louis Vierne's
PÍèces en style libre, for instance). Janácek originally published the
fj-rst pieces of Po zarostl-em chodnicku as being suitabl-e for piano or
harmonium, but appears to have changed his mind soon afterwards (see
p.5 of the Complete Editì-on). Liszt wrote AngeLus from Year 3 of his
.Années de pelerinage as being suitabfe for piano or harmonj-um (see the
Hungaroton compact disc HCD 1,21 68 of this work played on Liszt's orn¡n

harmonium by Zsuzsu Elekes).
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APPENDIX .A'

THE ORIGINS OF ART NOUVEAU

Although Art Nouveau Iasted a relativeJ-y short time, its spirit and

methods ran through aJ-J- fiel-ds of art and craft - painting, drawing,

graphics, book design and il-lustration. sculpture. pottery, glassware,

architecture. interíor design, furniture, stained glass. literature,

music. dance, stage des j-gn, f abrics. wal-.1-papers ' city design' streetscape

architecture and decoration, magazines, jewellery and metalwork. The

upper and upper middl-e cfasses, faced by the end of the nineteenth century

with the prospect of mass-produced goods that made the fower middÌe

classes able to emul-ate thej-r betters in furnishing their homes, needed an

excl-usive source of ornament and furbishing Lhat l^¡as essentiify too

expensi_ve for the lower middfe classes, that was hand-made and

disti-nctive. Since V'Iil-l-iam Morrisr Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society,

founded in L882r and devoted to the revival- of the artist-craftsman,

inspired sinuitar activity in Europe quite quickly, there vlas a smal-I but

exclusive market for its genuinely hand-made works of art and craft.

These had three essential features: they were expensive, they were all

originals, and they were in an undeniably different yet easily

recognizable style. The first two differentiated them from the mass-

produced goods and the inr-itations of conventíonal- art of the academies

that the Iower classes bought, whil-e the third suited the connoisseur and

rich philistine alike: the one coufd understand it and the other at least

recognize it.

The origins of Art Nouveau lie primarily in symboJ-ism and

stylizati-on, features that are as old as art itself; they are, indeed, the

basj-s of the most primitive art, certainly of the ol-dest homo sapiens

sapiens art, that of the Austrafian Aborigines' mystic circl-es and "X-ray"

representation of natural forms2. Art Nouveau's sty.Iized symbolism is

simj-Iarly nature-centred, or rather mystery-centred, and as such stands in

opposition to realism, and in particular to the Cl-assical historicism of
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the l-ater nineteenth century. Realism, because it cl-aj-med for itself

accuracy and naturalistic portrayal of the world, was a definj-te stand

against stylization (even though it inevitabJ-y had stylization of its

own) . Taken to its extreme form j-n highl-y skil_l_ed academy painting,

however, where it was hard to tell- a Landseer from a Briton Rivière or

from an earJ-y photograph, for exampre, except in i-diosyncracy or subject

matter, there was l-ittle room left for undirected imagination. Thus

Realism helped provoke its Hegelian antithesis - the Aesthetic Movement,

where I¡IiIde was to assert that "Art never expresses anything but itseJ-f"3,

and Art Nouveau, with its doctrine, borrowed from the Parnassians, of

ttLtart pour I t arttt .

The specific source of Art Nouveau's symbolism was the main current

runnj-ng t.hrough the Pre-Raphaelites and the French Slnnbolists of the l-ater

nineteenth century. Symbols Iike the Ondine-nymph and water. heroes

ensnared in women's hair, remote but beautiful swans and peacocks, twining

vines and roses, dreams, the hypnotically enticj-ng fofds of women's

dresses and tresses, and above aJ-J-, the mystery of nature and its rituals,

were some of the currency conìmon to artists from Morris and Rossetti,

Huysmans and Ensor, through to Beardsley and KÌimt. The Pre-Raphaelites,

the Symbol-ists and Art Nouveau al-l- stood for mystery, encharìtment and

slmbol, and against the certainties of science and technology that had

threatened to destroy the mysteries of traditionaL lore.

Les Symbolistes

The Symbolists, deriving their titl-e from Baudel-airers

Correspondances z

La Nature est un temple où de vivants piTiers
Laissent parfois sortir de confuses paroles;
L'homme y passe à travers des foréts de syanboLes
Qui J-'observant avec des regards famiLiers.4

and joined by Puvis de Chavannes, Odil-on Redon, GusLave Moreau and their

foll-owers, deliberateJ-y explored the mysterious,

the initiates.

and constructed poems and

Nature cou.l-d only bepictures with hj-dden meanings for
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understood indirectly, its meanings and beauties hidden behj-nd barriers

that only the artist's specj-al intuitions could penetrate. Science and

reason saw only surface, but the real, intuititj-vely known truths were

deep, complex and essentially esoteric.

Furthermore, nature had its own moraÌity, not necessarily pretty or

even benign, as Baudelaire's 185? anthology titl-e partly implì-es: F-Leurs

de maLi thus savagery in nature and the beast in humans had to be faced

and embraced, with sadness and evil to be tasted as well- as joy and

innocence. Finally, Symbolist poems and pictures had to refl-ect in their

inner patterns and rhythms the arcane movements of nature.

The direct i-nfl-uence on Art Nouveau of the symboÌists was cl-ear from

the beginning in the waving, plant-J-ike lines of Mackmurdo's l-883 title

page to Wren,s Cíty of Churchess, because the l-ines suggested indefinable

nature raLher than scientj-fica.l-ly laid stone. The suggestion is fully

exploited in pictures l-ike Frances Machair Macdonal-dts mysterious

Kysterion,s Garden6, and l-j-es at the heart of the mystery and unexpl-ained

sadness of Maurice Maeterfinckts Pefl-éas et Mé7isande, where Mélisande's

sadness is associated with water and Golaud's despair intensified deep in

the caves that bring him cl-oser to nature's depths.

Art Nouveau pictures are unmist.akable in their patterning and

symbolic j-ntent, from the cascading haj-r and chequered gowns of Gustav

K]imt's seducti-ve l-adies that suggest waterfal-Is of abundant life-force,

to the borders of twining vines and roses of posters like those of

Atphonse Mucha. To see Art Nouveau as so much encrusted ornamentation,

l-ike the London Exhibition of 1851, or the German romantic Baroque revival

of the last quarter of the nineteenth cenLury, is to miss the point?: the

repetitions and development of device in Art Nouveau are the patternings

whose instress shows inscape (inner patternlngs of art refl-ecting naturers

ideal J-andscape), to use Gerard Manley Hopkins' terrninofogyS.
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Pre-Symbofists

ORIGINS OF ART NOUVEAU

Some pre-Sfmbolist strands contiibute significantJ-y to Art Nouveau.

The ej-ghteenth-century painters Watteau and Fragonard are figures

frequently recalled in Art Nouveau painting and writj-ng, ÍVatteaurs

Embarquement pour Cythèrag and other Arcadian paintings bej-ng directly

inspirational- to Debussylo, for example, partly through Baudelaire11.

Ï¡Iilliam Bfake was a major pre-Symbolist figure whose influence only began

to show itself in the Pre-Raphaelite dream yuor.Id hal-f a century after his

death. Blake's symbolic and stylized pictures prefj-gure Art Nouveau

al-most uncanni1yl2.

The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood

From the Pre-Raphaefj-tes Art Nouveau gained three important el-ements

- limited dj-mensionalì-ty, the image of woman-as-mystery, and the

importance of l-iterary inspiration.

Art Nouveau is always non-represenational- or non-rea1ist, and it is

its limited dimensionality that ensures this. Ä. portrait of Sarah

Bernhardt, for instance, is stylized into perfect feminj-ne beauty and set

in a fantasy of swirling vines and flowers rather than in a room or

fiel-d13. üfhile much Pre-Raphaelite painting is three-d.imensional- as to its

figures, their background is often idealized and approaching the flatness

of mediaeval paintings, and fil-Ied with the same vines, l-eaves and flowers

that become stylized as Art Nouveau textural- and border mmotifs.

The Pre-Raphaelite image of woman was a many-sided one, from

Tennysonian saintra to fal-l-en MagdaJ-enls and sorceressl6, and this

ambival-ence over r^roman's nature was continued in Art Nouveau. Both

movements seemed obsessed by the mystery of womanrs nature, with the Pre-

RaphaeJ-ite Brotherhood, as Victorians, wishing to portray her as

fundamentally j-nnocent and pure, but finding her also a sensual being, and

sometimes one twj-sted into evil17, while Art Nouveau treats her as sensual-

and seductive, whose innocence is merely a ploy for the ensnarement of
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men18. In both fields she is a complex and fascinating creature'

essential-ly mysteriousl9. Art Nouveau reacts against the seriousness and

worshipful attitude of the PRB by treating its subjects, particularly

bromanf with irony and cynicJ-sm2o.

The Nazarenes

.A-lthough removed from Art Nouveau by nearJ-y a century, the

Nazarenes, formed in Italy in 1806, pioneered the Romantic vision of

naivety and sincerity, particularJ-y about l^Ioman. The PRB took over this

naivety but enriched j-t with all-egory until- the naj-vety was more manner

than substance, more intention than realization. Art Nouveau is a

powerful statement against naivety, even the seemingly j-nnoce¡rt Mucha

poster-girls being artfully voluptuous and sensual-. But j-t retains the

appearance of naivety as an essential aspect of its art, where it becomes

studied innocence, pretended insouciance or stylJ-zed coquettishness:

simp1icity becomes a pose behind whj-ch hj-de the greatest sophistication,

but it is al-so the means by which Art Nouveau speaks with directnesst

sharing with the Nazarenes and the PRB an intensity of utterance that

conventional- Victorian painting and other art felt indelicate or

unrecognisable.

Celtic, Saxon and Gothic Art

Through the PRB and Victorian poetry the symbolism of Cel-tic, Saxon

and Gothic art fl-ows into Art Nouveau. Such ancient art as that of fhe

Book of KelJs, the Celtíc Cross, Gothic stained glass representation,

Saxon religious symbols and architectural motifs al-.1- powerfully infl-uence

Àrt Nouveau iconography. Illumination by its nature is an interweaving of

text and symbol; the influence of The Book of KeLLs on Art Nouveau motifs'

particuJ-arly in book design, is often profound2r. Stylized motifs drawn

from nature or religious symbolism echo the mysterious complexity of the

Celtic world, half-Christian and half-pagan as i-t was22. The Saxon goddess

Freya-shape of blooming motherhood is important in windows and smaller
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artefacts23; the same shape is found in Art Nouveau hearths24: it is a

symbol of enfolding and compJ-etion deriving from Freya, suggesting

fecundity. The twining symmetries of both the Cel-tic and Saxon cosmoses

are shown quite strikingly in metal Art Nouveau and the 1ike,25 and are

often evident in hearths, overmantels26 and the fl-attened Saxon arch27.

The infl-uence of Gothic stained gJ-ass is everywhere obvious in Art

Nouveau stained glass and in much paintì-ng, where its styJ-izing and

simplifying of nature's three visual- dimensions into two emphasize the

posture and gest.ures of j-ts fo¡ma1, magical figures: their realì-ty taken

away, their essence is revea1ed28.

Among the many Gothic influences on Art Nouveau are the Flamboyant

motifs and tracery, symbolic of the life of nature flowing through so much

Art Nouveau architectural decoration, wallpaper, painting and book design.

Together with the fire j-s the rose, symbol of divine fove in the Middle

Ages, and of earthly l-ove in Art Nouveau, for the rose can be seen as a

stylized pattern of fl-ame-motifs2e. ln architecture Lhe Flamboyant styJ-e

is used directJ-y3o or for detaj-l- in the workj-ng-out of curving motifs3l .

It is al-so as much a feature of iron lacework as the wave-motif32.

Rococo Art

The pale, fantastic, slender fl-ames of the Rococo are al-so powerful

Art Nouveau motifs. They seem essentially to be inspired by the swirling

tongues of flame that have lost connexion with a main fj-re and cur1, still

burning, upwards on thej-r own. The essential paleness of the Rococo

tracery motifs33 comes to its lightest and most Amalienberg-silvery in

Muchats half-tone Seasons and other series34. The Rococo is, above all,

stylized decoration, in the patterning of which a certain restraint of

col-our is always evident. The impression the viewer gets of Rococo

lavlshness is of the sheer numbers of figures that constitute any

composition, and Art Nouveau is even less restrained in l-ine and more

l-avish in composition. The pale colours and silver of Rococo tones, the
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half-light of the Art Nouveau painters' dream world, as contrasted, saY,

with the primary and vivid col-ours of posters, are the same s}mbols of

dream and unreality. Perhaps hal-f of al-l- Art Nouveau j-s in haJ-f-tones,

which comes through Lhe Rococo, B1ake, Burne-,Jones and I¡lalter Crane to Art

Nouveau, and thereby shows its Rococo origins. Jan Tooroop and Johann

Thorn-Prikker's ni-ghtmares, Eugene Grasset and Maurice Denis' dreams,

Maeterfinck and Debussy's Pel-Léas et Méfisande - all are t.he Rococo side

of Art Nouveau, soft, melancholy, ethereal, or palely fantastic.

The Parnassians

La parnasse Contemporain35 incl-udes verse by Lécont.e de Lisle,

Hérédia and even Verlaine and Mal-larmé - all- set by composers Ìater, in

the Art Nouveau period. In its reactj-on to what it saw as the excesses of

Romantic hyperbole and apostrophe. the Parnasslans I verse became alJ-usive,

indirect and understated - the first two of these features being taken

over by Art Nouveau general-l-y. and even the last being seen in some Art

Nouveau, particularly that of Ernst Kreidolf. Ferdinand Hodler, Arthur

Rackham and Fidus (Hugo Höppener). There is. however, some irony in the

parnassian's al-fusiveness of restraint becoming Art Nouveau all-usiveness

of exaggerated ffourish.

There is specific connexion between Parnassian verse and musical Art

Nouveau, with composers like Debuss!36, Rave.l-37 and others settj-ng poems of

Baudelaire, Léconte de Lisle, Ver1aine, Rimbaud that are Parnassj-an in

tendency3s. (These poets are also important poínts of contact between

!\lagner and. French literature) . Debussy's pì-ano works sometimes carry

titles or epigraphs taken from the Parnassj-ans, as in the Pré-Lude I from

Book 1, titl-ed with Léconte de Lisl-e's poem La EiJ-l,e aux cheveux de -Lin39.

In pictorial- Art Nouveau there are direct connexions, as in Pj-erre

Bonnard's 1900 ifl-ustrations Lo Verl-aine's ParalLefement poems.

overalÌ, however, the significance of the Parnassians for Art

Nouveau is in their name, clai-ming supreme craftsmanshi-p and inspirationt
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and art that exists for itself onry: l-'art pour 7'artLo. Art Nouveau takes

from this slogan its right to be above any morarity, so that it can be

non-didactic; nor does it have to restrict its arabesque accordi-ng to

conventionaf canons of bal-ance.

The Aesthetic Movement

Thj-s movement also derived from t.he Parnassians' sJ-ogan l-'art pour

f'art and fl-ourished at first as an English branch of this movement, but

as a revolt against Englj-sh philistinism, as defined by MaLthew Arnold's

Cul-ture and Anarchy (1869); the English movement therefore turned against

restraint as keenly as the Parnassians sought it, becomi-ng as bohe¡n-ian and

vivid as Hérédia and Léconte de Lisl-e coul-d be austere. GauLi-er's

Mademoiselle de Maupin best sums up the preciosity of Aestheticism: "AIl-

ecsLasies and alf excesses were justified in the search for sensation and

the delight in beauty which ... bras a .l-aw unto j-tsel-f"41. In the first

place, then, Aestheticism stood for sensation, for beauty as a sel-f-

sufficient end and J-aw, that therefore stood beyond justifi-cation, even

beyond consequences.

Art Nou.¡eau deri.¡es two i-mportant principles from this: that a work

of art is not to be hel-d to any canons of conventional- taste or baÌance

(as already stated), and that it exists for itseJ-f, independently of any

scientific explanation or mensuration that mi-ght attempt to tie it to

considerations of representations or meaning that ordinary people coul-d

underst.and. (It is perhaps a reveal-ing comment on the twentieth-century

Post-Object Art movement: ordinary people can have no interest in high

art, and can therefore have no possession of it.)

This al-so frees the artist from the bounds of subject-matter: "Form

is everything". declares !rli1de, echoing Pater before hima2 - "It does not

matter what is said, as long as it is said beautiful-1ytt43. This is the

artist's counterpart of the bourgeoì-s aesthete's "the consciousness of

exquisite living"44 so carj-catured by lÍ.S.Gi1bert45 and from this Art
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Nouveau takes its freedom to carry its mannerism of line and subject

r^rherever inspiration led. untroubled by considerations of meaningt

rel-evance or representation.

lrti-Ide's statement that "It does not matter l^Ihat is said, as long as

it is saj-d beautifully" has significant bearing on the aesthetic battle of

form versus content in nineteenth century musical criticj-sm, for it raises

the questions of absol-ute versus progranune music, or autonomous versus

heteronomous music, as CarJ- Dal-haus46 sees Lhe nineteenLh-century debate

that occupies the energies of critics and musj-cians, from Eduard Hanslick

and Rj-chard Ialagner to Debussy's M.Croche. Like Vlilde, the musj-cians do

not see that thej-r art has necessarily to be "about" any scen-e or

narrative, and woul-d stiff hol-d this posì-tion even in the face of

Hegelian-Marxist criticj-sm47 .

The Decadent Movement

Art Nouveau fol-l-ows

morality nor moderation is

sensation for sensationts

sensation beYond bourgeois

nature was art"49, but not

some of the Decadentsr theory - that neither

to stand in the way of art. Following

sake allows, even encourages, them to explore

good tasteaB.

alf Art Nouveau

To George Moore "what was not

artists and writers follow the

Decadentst need to embrace the unnatural-. Decadence is provocative, whil-e

Art Nouveau is at l-east challenging and new. In 1905 Roger Fry summed j-t

up by still talking of form and arL "more profound and more significant

spirj-tual-J-y than any of the emotions which have had to do with life"so.

I¡tralter Crane referred to Art Nouveau as "a decadent influence":

although affected by it himself in some of his work he nonetheless

relected the side of it that fl-irted with evi151. Aubrey Beardsley' on the

other hand, affected the views of extreme figures l-ike Jean l,orrains2, John

Addington Symondss3 and Joris-Karf Huysmanss4, for whom the experience of

depravity was a necesary part of art: it was beauty's reverse face;

therefore it was stj-Il beauty. Aubrey Beardsley was the main Art Nouveau
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l-ink wj-th both Aestheticism and Decadence, from the fantastic penmanship

of his Àbbé' the scarcely veiled suggestiveness of the Arcadia drawj-ngs,

the vivid eroticism of the Lysistrata series to the near-necrophilia of

Sal-omé. The paintings of Jan Tooroopss and Jan Thorn Prikkers6 took the

Pre-Raphael-ite pale, chlorotic maiden through to the other side of death,

and the more dramatic colours of .fugendstil's Carl Strahtmanns?, Thomas

Theodor Heì-ne58, and of Sezession's GusLav Kl-imtsg and Kol-oman Moser60 were

more Gothic still. Maeterfinck's Mél-isande,was destined to gloom and

s o rroùt,

Scarbo

Maurice Ravel I s Gaspard de La Nuit

shows hi-m as malignant, and Le Gibet

setting of Aloysius Bertrand's

as morbid.

Orientalísm

The Japanese section of the London Exhibition of !8626r, Soyers Porte

de Chinoise shop in the Rue de Rivoli62, Frederick Dresser's writings63,

the,Javanese gamelan band at the Paris Exposj-tions of 1BB9 and 1899 that

infl-uenced Debussy64, the Bing gallery from 189465, together with Manet,

Degas, Monet and V,Ihistl-er's championing of the prints of Hokusai,

Horoshige and others66 were all important factors j-n the rediscovery of

oriental ideafs of bea.rr.tlz seen in the desig¡ of prints, screens, fans and

vases. The Rococo had seen a r^Iave of Chinoiserje that had partly inspired

its soft colour-schemes and wave-Iike motifsi now Japanoiseríe provided a

simil-ar inspiration.

Art Nouveau fj-rstl-y recognizes that the mysticaÌ insights of the

East are another rich source of knowJ-edge and inspiration to counter the

effects of positivism and hj-storicism. l,afcadio Hearn6T and Max

Dauthenday68 provide some lì-terary and. philosophical- background to support

this, emphasizing the importance of myth and mystery i-n history and

cul-ture.

The other important Eastern influence on Art Nouveau is the

simpJ-icity and rhythmic design of Japanese art, springing as it does from

natural- motifs J-ike waLer, Ì^¡aves, leaves and mountains that are stylized
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al-most slmrnetricalfy on some broodcut prints and were echoed from one print

to another in Hokusai and Horoshige series. The imagery of nature'

whether hrater, willows, peacocks or mountainsf and that of Japanese

artefacts -l-ike fans, porcelain and klmonos, is expressed with a simplicity

that d.eeply impresses Art Nouveau painters and designers.

Holistic Theory

Lj-ke many of the movemenLs discussed above, Art Nouveau is formed

around a theory that attempts to cover the whole of life. ltlill-iam Morrisr

j-deal of the arList-craftsman. as enshrined in the Arts and Crafts

Movement, his News Erom Nowhere'g and Tåe Dream of John BaJ-f1o, is the most

important of the model-s around which Art Nouveau practioners Jorm thej-r

theories. Morris d.erived the idea from John Ruskin's vision of the Guild

of St George (l-8?1) and Eors CJ-avígerall; both men shared a vision of a

land where art and l-abour ennobled each oLher, based on a romantic vj-ew of

the mediaevaf craftsman as artist, in reaction to the tastel-essness and

ultimate meaninglessness of mass-produced ornamental wares and the over-

decorated artefacts that dominated the 1851 and 1862 London Exhibitions.

The debt of Art Nouveau to this theory is indirect but great: in Art

Nouveau the ideal of the mediaevaf arti-st-craftsman is transformed into

tbat of the primacy of the universal- artist over dilettante, critic and of

course, philistine.

It is al_so seen in Art Nouveauts ideal- of style embracing all

aspecLs of Iife, from archj-tecture to j-nterior decoration, from art and

literature to music. Richard Wagner's j-deal of Gesamtkunstwerk, or

synthesis of all the arts, s taken up by Henry Van de Velde?2, and through

the medium of the ubj-quitous swirling line the same spirj-t of Art Nouveau

pervades all the arts. Robert Schmutzl-er has made this point best73,

drawÍng together the boundary-crossing art and Lheory of Maurice Denis,

Gauguin, Beardsley, lrlal-ter Crane, Gaudi, tr{ilde, Arnold Schoenberg' Tooroop

and others.
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From this idea foll-ows another. that of music as the ideal art, as

being the most abstract. GauguinT4, ver1aine75, tr{ilde, schopenhauerT6, arl

held this idea; von Hofmannsthal_ summed up the year ]-892 as having as its

spirit "the musj-c element"; lùhistfer named his pictures with titles that

were combinbations of music and colour: -ivocturne ín Bl-ue and Green;

Synphony in htrhitel1 . Here the notj-on of synaesthesia that Vühistl-er is

invoking suggesLs that attributes of one art can cross the boundaries of

another, which is anoLher view of the oneness of the arts, an idea cognate

to ülagnerrs Gesamtkunstwerk, and implied in the interdependence of

sensations in Baudel-aire's correspondances. Synaesthesia is an important

idea for some composers of the time - for instance, Skryabin, Schoenberg,

Vilebern, Cyril Scott78.

Debussyrs statement that "the musical- arabesque or rather the

ornament is the basis of al-l- forms of art"79 1s re1ated., and conveniently

covers not only the idea of the oneness of the arts, but afso of the Art

Nouveau key motif - that of the decorative swirl-ing J-ine that binds them.

Debussyrs "arabesque" is thus most accuratel-y translated; the principle is

that of decoration springì-ng from the essential- line or form of an

artistj-c conception. so that the decoration is not something added but

springs from the germ itself. In musj-c, of course, development cannot

spring from anything else, (except for programmatic sources), so that

music j-s the paradigmatic art. It is this princj-p1e that Debussy sees as

uniting al-l- the arts: they have a commorr method that may be seen in music

par exceT-Lence. Thus lValter Pater's "a1l- art constantly aspj-res to the

condition of music"8o. AJ-J- art, J-ike music, aspires to be nothing but

itsel-f .

Finally, a further note is needed on

l-'art that Art Nouveau takes over from the

through

notion

the Aesthetic Movement. I¡trhen Léon

the doctrine

Parnassians,

Bakst wrote

of L'art pou-r

transmitted

of "the current

ideal that Artof 'art for art's sake'rr81 þg was enunciating an
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Nouveau took quite serj-ousIy. The doctrine, however. meant different

things to each movement. To the Parnassi-ans it meant above all- that art

shoul-d not be distorted by mawkish emotioni to the Aesthetic Movement,

that art should fol-low its whims and ovrn di-rections l^Iherever they ndght

lead. To Art Nouveau, art should be free to explore the possibilitj-es of

sinuous line, to expJ-ore and exploit itself, which is its principle of

stylization. L'art pour l-'art is thus a convenient doctrine, but for all

that an importanL one for Art Nouveau. Arthur Symons talks of "making

one's life into arL"B2, which is fi-ke Fernand Khnopff's concept of art as

being ".like

spectacle " 83

glass encl_osed in sj_J_ence, completely devoted to its interior

Vienna, expresses the essential-

inscription on his Sezessioru Buj-Idingt

sovereignty of art:

Der Zeit ihre Kunst
Der Kunst ihre Freiheitsa

This also means freedom for the artist, who is gifted with superior

vj-sion. Vüil-de speaks of "those who fj-nd beautiful- meanings in beautiful-

things" as "the elect"85. OnJ-y initiates understand, whj-ch means that

conventionaf bourgeois tastes are irrelevant. "There is no such thing as

a moral- or an immoral book. Books are well wrj-tten or badly written. That

is afl-.,'86 But Vrlilde's Preface to ?åe Picture of Dorian 6ray also

distances art from honest artefact: "AI1 art is quite usel-ess"87 and thus

denies Morris' artist-craftsman, not even relegating him to a naive or

l-ow-art status, for there is only high art. Morris' "art for the people,

not for art" is in essential- contradictj-on here, the socialist as against

the aristocratj-c aPProach.

This tensj-on or contradiction (in Art Nouveau, not in Aestheticism)

acts according to Hegelian dial-ectic in producing a synthesis, but not a

resolution, for it is antithetical to both: Art Nouveau after 1905 now

spread. to the masses, or at least to the l-ower middl-e c.l-asses, through its

actually being mass-produced. Here life imitated art. as in LJ-berty

fabrics, imj-tation Lalique glassware, imitation GJ-asgow School- furniture,

But J.M. Olbrich' s
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and Art Nouveau poster design that could be seen everywhere from café

advertisements to those for the London Underground. Aphonse Mucha's high

art often came from commissions about bicycles, beer or cigarettes, while

l¡lj-Il- Bradley never saw himseff as anyLhing but an artisans8.

lVj-th j-ts birth of popularity died its avant-garde originality of

inspiration. but not j-ts vj-gour. and noL before before its Vrlill- Bradleys

produced its fi-nal- flowerings j-n the years leading to the Great lilar. By

this time its great figures in the visual qrts had moved on to other

avant-garde preoccupaLions (alt.hough some literary and musical artists did

not complete their exploration of it until the nineteen-twenties ) , but the

popuJ-ar movement after the war, Art Deco, only became such from the

marketing techniques

this way Art Nouveau

or fad, soon over and

l-earnt during the later years of Art Nouveau. In

can be seen as the first great fashionabl-e consensus

forgotten, until a revivaÌ of interest began in the

nineteen-seventies on both the schol-arly and popular fronts.
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APPENDÏX B

THE ESSENCE OF VISUAL ART NOUVEAU

EXPRESSED ]N THE ELEVEN PRTNCIPLES

Defininq visual Ä'rt Nouveau

691_

amplify and justify the essentiaf principJ-es of Ä.rt

Chapter 3, using wherever possible the utterances of

and the evidence of their works across the visual

This chapter wj-lI

Nouveau summarized in

the artists themsefves

spectrum of pure and applied arts. only when the whol-e subject is

approached systematically can there be any confident Iinking of Art Nouveau

in the three fiel-ds of visual-, J-iterary and musical art, of the sort

Reinhold Brinkmann has cal-led forl

From a study of vj-sual Art Nouveau and of those writers who have

attempted to l-ist the maj-n princJ-ples guiding its artists (for example

Hamman2, Hermand3, schmutzler4, Hofstätters, Lorenzî, MasiniT, RheimsS,

lVeberg, Noskelo, Kropfingerll and Gerl-ach1z) the essential- pri-nciples

guidJ-ng vj-sual- Art Nouveau can be seen to be:

1 originality I style and j-ntenti-on

I
I

I

l

I
I

I

I

2
3

4

5

6
7
ou

9

Sensuality
Mystery
¡vnbj-guity
Extremity

Styli zation
Emphasi-s on detai-l
Repet.ition
Interweaving

Absence of dePth
Timefessnes s

character

method

10
l-1

dimensionality

These principles can be seen to be shared by the other two artst

literary (in Appendices C and D) and musical (in the main body of the

study) .

The principles of Art Nouveau as seen in the visual- arts

1 Oriqinality of stvle and intention

I
I

The artists, craftsmen' musicians and. to a l-esser extent, the

as the decisive break withwriters of the Art Nouveau milieu see themselves
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past artr or v¡hat nineteenth century art has, to them, become - as soulless

as the industrial process itsel-f - "tons upon tons of unutterable rubbish",

as T¡lill-iam Morris says of The Great Exhibitj-on of 185113. Thus their self-

conscious names - L'Art Nouveau, JugendstiJ-, Stil Moderne, New Style,

Sezessionstif - and thej-r delight in the freshness of their inspiration and

their di-stinctiveness: for Peter Behrens "a new cul-t comes into being...we

have been woken up. I¡tre shal-I have a new style, a style of our own in

everything that r^re are doing'.14" Georg Hirth proclaims in .Tugend that

"unserer Zeit ist nicht al-t, nicht müde"15. Henry van de Ve.Ide claims that

"the course of events runs on a regular pattern; art decli-nes and cnunbles

away and dawns again anew. . . It is our fate now to stand on such a

watershed"16. Debussy says "tr{hen I shall no longer sti-r up controversy I

shal-I reproach myself bitterly"17, and his controversial premières of

PelLéas et Mél-isande and Prél-ude å J.'åpres midid'un faune leave the pubJ-ic

-in no doubt as to their novelty.

The distincti-ve feature of thej-r method j.s j-ts casti-ng aside

corìventional- canons of balance, form and representation j-n order to a11ow

thej-r mannerisms - repetition, exaggeratJ-on, simpÌification, complication,

flourish - to have ful-l- rein. The new styJ-e is immediately obvious and

immensely attractive to those from the upper middl-e cl-asses who patronize

it for its distinctiveness from conventional- art and its exclusiveness: its

cultural pretensions match thej-r sociaf ones.

At the same tj-me, Art Nouveau sees itsel-f as returning to the l-ost

Cl-assical ideal-s of the Parnassians, and the mediaeval ones of Ruskin and

Morris,

them.

But

thereby breaki-ng with the mediocrity surrounding and confi-ning

it is the very novefty of its style - and of its doctrine of

novelty - that causes its enormous and widespread popularity, with "this

new LasLe for eddyingi or swirJ-ing movements, for subtle and sophisticated

harmonies, whose justification was their very novelty, every innovation
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being eagerly taken up by others and turned into the fashion of the

moment"18. This accent on novel-ty causes Art Nouveau's equaÌIy rapid

eclipse, as other nove.l-ties, fike Cubism, Dadaism. Expressionism and their

counterparts in the other arts since J-905, sweep i-t away. In the end

novelty becomes mere novelty. Novelty is infectious and excitingr but

inevitabl-y evanescent, J-eaving the foll-owers of each nev¡ l^¡ave in the limbo

of outmoded fashion. Art Nouveau may be said to originate, if not to

intend to cause, thi-s popu.Iar worship of fashion - Iater fad - of novelty,

to its own glorY and cost.

2. Sensual-.i tv

pre-Raphaelj-te pai-nters' seL-pieces of mediaeval- imagery comprise an

al-most still-life, posed centre-subject, surrounded by tang.l-ed ffowers or

leaves, that hints at the archetypal- mediaeval- alJ-egory of entranced

princesses, frozen in time inside a castle made impenetrable by the tangJ-ed

branches of centuries' enchantment. Rossettj.'s The GirLhood of l"lary and

The Day Dream are such compositionsl9. In Mil-l-aj-s' Mariana2o nature is only

seen through the leaded window, but j-s already menacing, tangling and

surrounding the moated grangei dead autumn l-eaves lie on the floor. In

Burne-Jones I Briar Rose series2l nature has overcome princess and maidens

completely. By the tj-me of ÄJex Gascoyne's Gatåer Ye Rosebuds22, nature

has become a stylized border, echoed on the decorative swirls on the

maiden's dress, its timeless, two-di-mensional- movement contrasting wj-th the

stiflness of the maiden.

The point of this brief return to Pre-Raphaelit-e imagery is to show

the contrast between the sensual movements of nature and the ideal-izedt

sti1l, Courtly Love maiden, the styJ-izatj-on of nature revealing its

sensual-ity, and hinting at hers. This contrast of stil-l- centre and

restl-ess border is transformed, j-n Gascoyne's Art Nouveau compositionr to

an allegory where. in outdoors scenes, the whole of nature is caught in a

sensual- motion of swirls that echoes the brambl-es' restless movement. The
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maiden in the picture's centre woufd be as free and sensuaf as entwining

nature if only she were free: this is the paradigm of the Victorian male

vj-ew of e¡omen's sexual-ity that a.l-ternately enticed and tormented men, so

that they kept women repressed: there might have been gaiety and light on

their surface, but the brambles' menace was never entirely absenti thus the

fear of these demi-goddesses23.

fnterior settings, like Beardsleyrs Rape of the -Lock series, show the

formal- swirfs as the finesses of sophisti.ut:-on, with a.l-l its artifice, its

affected and self-satisfied, inward-looking fol-ds, flounces and gestures of

fashion. Here, where the pi-ctures' subjects are most removed from nature,

artists have two ways still of emphasizing nature's dominance - by using

indoor plants, peacock-feathers or plant-li-ke swirls, or by omitting nature

entirel-y, but showing by the swirfs the origins of sophi-stication's

posturing, where the more fashion and coxcombery attempts to remove itself

from nature, the Iess j-t succeeds. Such drawings are mocking of man and

his pettiness.

In Beardsley alJ- is cynical, with the triumph of evil- suggesting the

il-l-usoriness of mediaeval questing for ideals; in Toulouse-Lautrec's more

cynical portraj-ts it suggests the víctory only of hardness and venalj-ty, in

Munch the despair of reason and control-. These are the extremes of menace,

but even the J-ightness of mood in Mucha's bj-cycle and cigarette-gir1s

convey the sadness of unattainabler ideaf beauty, laughing at ments

attempts to possess it. Ìn this way the ephemeral-ity and evanesence of

time's creaLure, beauty. is emphasized by J-ts very styJ-ization: Ieft in

time, beauty can be possessed, although fading away, while frozen in the

timel-essness of two-dimensional-, idealj-zed form it becomes forever

unattainable and thus infinitely mefanchol-y.

The essential sensuality of Art Nouveau is always, therefore, in

tension with its formali-ty, with the sensual-i-ty preserved j-n the frozen

time of stylized motion - of pattern, In this way patterning, or
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styli-zation, dominates subject, and may be seen as part of the Art Nouveau

aim to pursue beauty as an end. in itself, but the subject - sensuality -

does not therefore disappear. Art Nouveau does not go beyond emotion to a

realm of pure forms, unless the pure form be pure emotion: it is sensual,

emotional, in essence, which is again its l-ink with nature. The very fact

that curves are everywhere preferred to straight l-ines (until the starkly

dramatic furniture of 1905 - the straight-backed chairs of the Glasgow

School- and the bl-ock-designs of l¡rank LJ-oyd lVri-ght, at least) is the

clearest evidence of this2a. The curves of Art Nouveau are anything from

Iangorous, sensuous, enticing or sensual- to decadent and actually evil.

They are al-so wefl- planned, contrived to set the tone of - p:-"t,rt". Even

abandon or insouj-cance is only apparent, for it is carefully posed. Àl-1 is

mannered and sophisticated - even the innocence of an early Mucha flower

maiden, so that one is not surprised in Muchats later Medée2s to see her

with bfoody dagger, where she seems essential-ly the same I¡Ioman.

Overall, however, the sensuousness and eroticism of Art Nouveau is not

aJ_ways evil in statement or implication: it is not even always langorous.

It may be fresh and charming, as in Mucha's maids of Tl¡e Seasons or fhe

Efowers series I ot gay, Iike the von Zumbusch Juqend IVo.40 cover26, or

formalized fike the many bookmark and endpaper designs. but it is aÌways

sensual, erotic, suggestive, and simultaneously frozen in stylized,

rituafized nature.

The most obviously affective feature of the Art Nouveau line is its

sensuality, its curve, that Schmutzler characterizes as "long, sensitivet

sinuous always moving in a sort of narcissj-stic sel-f-delight"r but

which in Edvard Munch becomes seff-tormenting, and, while anything but

delightful, is the other, neurotic face of eroticism. Most of the

sensuality, however, in earlier Art Nouveau is positive. There is much

abandon and gaiety, although stylized and seductive. Isadora Duncan and

Loie Ful-ler's scarves2T stylize into the waving l-ines of Ledats hair in Jan
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Tooroop's pictures2S, or the fuschia-serpent motif in Carl Strahtmann's

Totentanz2g, or Al-bert trVeisberger's ?he Peacock's Dance3o.

As Art Nouveau progresses, the sinister side of eroticism is more and

more expJ-ored, particularly in Beardsley and also in Ver Sacrumt which is

often serious, gloomy and frightening. Here Lhere is an infl-uence of

Decadence, noted by Schmutzfer and others3l, perhaps not as thorough-going

as Rimbaud's "théorj-e de voyant", which is "to get beyond good and evj-I, to

the expressible, by evil and delj-rium"32, but certainly goi-ng as far as

Huysmans' Des Essj-entes in 'À Re,bours and V'Iil-de's Dorian Gray. The whole

concept of the Pre-Raphael-ite,/Art Nouveau pale maiden, from ?J:e B-lessed

Damozel- to MéJisande, has melancholy overtones; by the time of Ravel-'s

Ondine she has become a menacing fj-gure too, yet seductive, j-rresistible,

siren-Iike. The pure Pre-Raphael-ite Mill-ais maj-den33 is offset by

Rossettits -Lucretia Borgia34 and Hol-man Hunt's rsa-be-1J.a35, whose menace

finalì-y deveJ-ops j-nto the Judith of Thomas Hej-ne36 and Beardsley's

Sal-omé3l .

3. Mystery - the unseen forces behind nature

Art Nouveau by this concentration on l-ine and its arabesque does not

abandon nature, for it draws from vi-nes, fl-owers, femininity and feathers

the inspiration for its sinuous lines. The Glasgow School- and some

Jugendstil- make abstractions of these sinuous l-ines into clusters of

straight ones, as for example Charl-es Rennie Mackintosh's high-backed

chair38, which show the duaÌity j-n Art Nouveau. .Tust as the Renaissance is

hal-f mediaeval and half modern, retaining a belief in alchemy and

hermeneutics while prefiguring the Age of Reason (as seen in Isaac Newton,

for instance), so Art Nouveau is part late-Romantic and part futuristic.

On its Romantic side it develops the sinuous line; on its modern side it

develops the patterning of straight ones. The formal- perfection of

Behrens' Der Kuss39, of Josef Hoffmann's Ex Libris4o, or of Hermann

-Abeking's ladies greeting4l - the most symmetrical of Art Nouveau paintings
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- is essentially composed asymmetricalJ-y. The Art Nouveau cosmos is not

the perfectly symmetrical one of Renaissance theology, with God the centre,

and man the measure, of al-I thj-ngs, but of Nature' whose essential

unpredictabifities are onl-y inferred from its visible asymmetries. This is

the nature of Gerard ManJ-ey Hopkins' Píed Beauty2

All things counter. originaT, spate, sttange;

Whatever is fickle, freckled (who knows how?)

and thê nature of Henri Bergson's L'livofution Creatrice, which is

fundamentally mysterious, surprising and ul-timatel-y irrational. This is

best seen in the most characterj-stic device of line - the whiplash-shape,

whose basic asymmetry suggests not onJ-y the irrationality, the surprise,

the ,,freshness that fives deep down the hearts of thingst42 a¡¡ nature, but

also the simultaneous restless movement and Lhe freezing of that movemenf -

the tension between sensuality and sLylization - which is so

characteristicallY Art Nouveau.

The whiplash-shape, derived from curling tendrils, hairr gestures,

flame, the swirfs of water, cloud or rock-strata, is the most

characteristic lj-ne-motif in Art Nouveau43, symbolj-zing its asymmetry - or

its symmetry with surprises in it to prevent its being wholly predictabJ-e.

The surprise, or irrational- efement, is NaLure; through its whiplash sYmbol

it is seen as rampant, triumphant and universal. but always mysterious.

Nature is whimsicaf - either kind or cruel - in this art, and so is

frequently menacing, but may be enticing and enfolding. It is menacing in

,Jan Tooroop's imaginary landscapes44, or Beard'sleyts Arcadia45, but even in

Mucha's friendly Seasons46, or von Zumbusch's title-page to ,IugendLl,

nature is seen as Other, as somehow mysterious in its swirlings and

intertwinings. Sakirs Pan48 is capricious, and vengeful if crossed;

Kenneth Grahame's friendly guardian of the woodfands, Pan, is nonethel-ess

to be awed49. In much of Pre-Raphaelite and Art Nouveau landscapes even

heroes are dwarfed by nature, which is al-ways seen as al-I-pervadingr al-l--
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enfol-ding, but above all mysterious.

As wel-l- as its key whiplash symboJ-. the vital symbol of water is a

key to naturers dorninance and mystery, for water is at once al-1-pervading

in the l-ush northern European forests of ArL Nouveau pictures' backgrounds,

and sinuous and indefj-nit.e in form. lfater is mysterious, impenetrable

enigma when stifl- fake or pond, and is even sJ-ightJ-y menacing in the

otherwise gay 7897 Jugend cover of Ludwig von Zumbuschso - because it is

black, as so often throughout Ä.rt Nouveau. !,Ihen it is flowing it is

i-ntangible, ever-changing, sinuous. It is l-ike the whiplash motif, a

paradigmatic Art Nouveau symbol because j-t i-s changeable, indefinable,

sensuous and mysterious. Thus the Art Nouveau preoccupation with sea-

creatures l-ike mermaids and monsLers (okun51, Exner52, Ro1ler53, Moser54,

Klimtss, Brunel-l-i56), with winding streams. swans5T and fish. The others of

the Four El-ements are also winding and sensual - air, fire and the

J-andscape forms of earth.

The swirls and border-decoration in Art Nouveau, especially in graphic

art, show the tendency towards abstraction that is its future-facing side.

Nature is expressed and interpreted through its essentj-alJ-y swirli-ng,

sj-nuous rhythms: as these dominate every work of Art Nouveau, so nature

donr-inates the real worId, but onJ-y perceived at the edges of things. The

svrirl-s and symbols express its essence, and by their patterned dominance in

Art Nouveau, using natural forms like leaves, flowers, sgtems and vines,

styJ-ized into motifs, they show nature as everywhere, all-encompassing,

immanent.

But nature is al-so mystery, the irratj-onal- principle whose symmetrj-es

are aspnmetri-cal; this is the nature of the Symbolists, and Art Nouveau's

chief l-ink with that movement. The poetic imagination can bring insights

into the mysteries of nature, but never show more than metaphors or symbols

of it. The chief contribution of Art Nouveau to Symbolism is to explore

its asymmetries, to apprecj-ate its essential mystery, amd j-ts primacy. ft
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follows, therefore, that the artistrs crafL is esoterlc, not the province

of M. Croche's detested dj-Iettantes, who wlll attempt to use reason to put

a gloss on the unknowabl-e. To Peter Behrens "Art is the fulfilment of

psychic intention"rrsE - hardly a rational activity, yet this can accord

with Debussy's aim "to extend the harmonic dream of Nature'rs9 - through his

art, of course, through what Rilke cal-l-s his "Einsehen"60.

The essential- primacy and mystery of nature in Art Nouveau is finaÌ1y

seell by nature's surrounding and overshadowing man in pi-ctures like

Ferdinand. Staeger's Youth6l , Beardsley's Arcadian dral^¡ings' or .Arthur

Rackham's drawings. Nature is greater than man, but there is- a s|mbiosis

of man and nature62, what Debussy meant by "the correspondences between

Nature and imagi-nation"63, lying somewhere between the joyous May dance of

Zumbusch's 1897 Jugend. cover64, and the Beardsley Pan and the Wood.-Nyan¡>hs65

or his Savoy 1 figures in landscapes66.

Nonetheless/ marì is the l-esser el-ement in Art Nouveau, subordinate to

nature. Portraits as such hardly occur in Art Nouveau, although there are

many.s.ymbolic or even archetypal figures; the emphasis is not on mankind as

such but on man in nature, or man in interiors, where he is grotesque

simply because he is in the artificiaf, unnaturaÌ setting of sophistication

and artifice: nature-less interiors actually assert the dominance of nature

by showing the emptiness of man. I¡trithout nature he is ridiculous' whíIe in

the forest or landscape he is in his natural efement and proportiont

reflecting the sensual rhythms of nature, and thereby acquiring

significance and purpose. Only |n nature can man be seen in proper

perspective, where he is only a part of its mysteries, and not the measure

of all things. Fl-owers pattern the ritual- dance of Curray's f'iesËa

maiden67, the vine festoons Mucha's Sarah Bernhardt6E, and Klimtts madonnas

sbroon in fl-oral- swir.Is69, In Art Nouveau mankind is humbled before naturei

he j-s only dignifj-ed when in proper perspective to it. and ridiculous when,

in the sophisticates' salon, he attempts to forget it, and is mocked by the
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nature-echoing swirls and entwinings of his very garb and gestures.

4. Ambiguity

As soon as Art Nouveau pictures are seen as arrangements or

patternings of visual- components. the ambj-guousr dual nature of these

components as object and symbol is apparent. It is the intertwining of the

hair in Behrenst Die Kuss that shows it to be symbolic: firstly the l-ocks

of hair are of winding forms that reflect naturaf forms and thus symboJ-ize

nature and sensualì-ty, secondÌy their lapping over each other in lovers'

knots sì-gnifies union, and thirdly they frame the faces. This framing

draws attenti-on to the focal point of the kissing faces, but a.l-so draws

attention away because its lines are so fl-orid and intricate that the eye

is compelled to follow them. In an exact paralJ-el to melody and

accompaniment in musical- Art Nouveau the border patterning of locks

intertwining is so interesting in itsel-f that it tends to overshadow what

would normally be the main focus of composition. This is found aII through

Afphonse Mucha's pictures, where the eye becomes fascinated by the wealth

of detail at Least as much as by the feminine icon at the centre. The flat

canvas of Art Nouveau pictures means that there is no perspectival point

towards whj-ch the eye is drawn, so that it becomes lost in the detail.

The mannerism of this detail emtraps the eye with repetition and

exaggeratj-on of motif that has an affective pulse, or rhythmic tension, and

mesmerizes the senses. ft is not only the subject-matter of an Art Nouveau

picture that is fantastic, but its.handfing of detail- and patterning,

taking them to extremes that give such patterning its own life within the

context of the picture. The work is thus both picture and design, and it

is not cfear if the figures or the patternings are the main focus. In

Franz von Stuck's 1987 Jugend cover the swirling dresses of the dancers

break out of the picture-frame in their exuberance, and in Hans

Christiansen's L900 decoration for that magazine the twj,ning vines fornuing

a border to CarI Busse's poem break from thej-r pattern to trail- across the
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stanzas and dral^I attentj-on from them?0. Similarly, there are

where the lettering of motto or tj-tl-e is so fantasti-cally manne

reveal- its meaningTl.conceal rather than

Thus there are ambì-guities of meaning (objects and their complex

layers of symbollsm), of compositj-onal focus, and of signj-fication or

communication itsel-f .

But there is an even more fundamental ambiguity or duality - that of

j-ntention. It is clear to any sensibility familj-ar with the other artistic

movements and styles of the l-ater nineteenth century that the heavy

emphasis on curving lines in Art Nouveau is sensual- in a more direct way

than even the nudes of the academy painters can be. Even the straight

l-ines of the Glasgow school and some of Beardsley's drawings are so

exaggerated in their contexts that they are l-aden wj-th sexual tension. A

high-backed chair, a walking stick, a fan or even a furled umbrella is

phallic because so starkl-y presented, especial.Iy when the fan or umbrel-Ia

are hel_d by women72. Not all- this tension is sexual, of course, but there

is always a definitely emotional content in alf Art Nouveau.

Its ambiguity J-ies in the fact that the sensual-ity or emotionality'

although palpable, is ei-ther overtly contradicted by the posed innocence of

the subject and composition or, if actual-J-y directly suggested, is tinged

with evil so that it repels whil-e it attracts. A case illustrating the

first tlpe is that of Jessie M.King's il-l-ustration for The Magic Grammar of

J_90273, in which a line drawing of a maiden reading by a window is

ostensibly as innocent as can be. Yet one hand is on her knee, drawing

attention to it under her frock, an ankle peeps from beneath the billowing

folds of frock, whose sleeves and skirt are of highly exaggerated curves.

The slippers have fluffed pom-poms that catch the eye, her hair falls in

ringlets that al-so catch the eye, and the decoration of the window-glasses

is such that they suggest so many eyes watching her. Thus the most

innocent scene possible is teased out with suggestions of sensuality that

desi
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begin with the titl-e itself, whose vagueness is enough to set the

imagination searching for cl-ues as to its possible meaning in the detail of

the picture, aÌthough at the end of the process there is still no certainty

as to suggestion or intention, except that she is perhaps an apprentice

sorceress - l-ike afl Art Nouveau maidens.

In a picture that is directly sensual l-ike Franz von Stuck's

Sinnl-ichkeit14, the j-ntention is stil-l- ambiguous, for although there can be

no doubt about the sensuali-ty expressed in the intertwining of serpent and

nude, there is much doubt as to whether the Eve-figure att.racts or repels.

This is reflected in the background against which she leans, which may be

bed, waterfal-l- or the side of an abyss. The same sorL of fascination and

aversion j-s found all- through Aubrey Beardsley's drawings.

This basic ambiguity of intenti-on runs through al-l Art Nouveau'

ref]ecting the ambiguities of nature itsel-f - attracting and compelling yet

also disquieting.

There is another vital aspect of ambiguity - the emphasis on

transformabiJ-ity. As has been seen, every image, whether l-ine or figure'

ís both a form for visual- stylization and slanbol for implication. But as

an image it is alb¡ays transformabJ-e, for alJ- the devices and effects of

visual Art Nouveau combine to portray dream and transformation in their

subject-matter and in thej-r viewers. It is easy enough to see this in

pictures where hair becomes landscape, as in Edward Okun's,Salve Regina, or

where tree becomes dripping blood, as in Thomas Theodor Heine's Judith

i1l-ustratì-on?s, but it can also be seen in the simplest of pictures.

Vüithout depth. even everyday scenes l-ike mother and chil-d outdoors in Henri

Evenpoelts .At the Playground.l 6 become unreal-: there is no background at

a1J-, and both girl and mother are dressed and posed to make a pì-cture, not

a sortie, so that even in this appearance of conventionality there is the

suggestion of the fantastic. And the chj-td j-s somehow more ì-mp or el-f than

human; Pan is not far abray. Very few Art Nouveau picLures, of course, show
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such "ordinary" scenes, most being composed of fantastic juxtapositions and

arrangements, wj-th pl-ants becoming decoratì-on, figures becoming distorted

or stylized and col_ours being used for patterning rather than

verisinuili-tude. They are essential.J-y imaginative j-n composition' and with

their repetitions and exaggerations produce an effect l-ike that of the

mesmeric patternings of Art Nouveau music.

The overridi-ng theme through al-l- the many themes of Art Nouveau is

that of transformation into dream and the fantastic, just as the central

icon j_s that of Pan. As god of all- nature Pan is not a barely

comprehensibl-e concepLion of Order like monotheistic gods, but a faun,

d.efinitel-y shaped into a personality and a purpose - to pursrr" an" dream of

1ove, and transform order j-nto the chaos of mystery and sensua1ity77.

Beyond the Iaws and symmetrj-es of nature, Lherefore, is mystery, in a

dimension of dream where perception and experience are transformed into

id.eal states of knowl-edge and feelj-ng. This j-s the real-m of the Art

Nouveau imagination.

5. Asl¡mmetry of ef fect

ln essence this is the following of art for its ov¡n saker wherever it

may lead: art becomes an end in itself, so that normal- artistic canons of

balance, symmetry, composì-tion and restraint of secondary effect are swept

aside. Secondary effect becomes dominant, asymmetries of proportiont

composj-tlon and sLructure are emphasj-zed.

Vthen lvalter Crane r^rrites "l-ine is all-important"78' and Oscar [rli]-de

"form is everything"?9 they are stating what Art Nouveau practitioners want

to say most about their difference from the art of the acadenlies and the

artistíc estab-l-ishments, which is to al-l-ow their art to Iead them where it

will, rather than be representational- or j-n any way be shackled by subject

matter. The two statements mean that the elements of a composition are to

be developed independently of any of the subject matter they may derive

from or nominalty represent; they have a life of their own that is on a
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higher pJ-ane than their actual subjects: the patternj-ng of flowers and

their allegorical- meaning as pattern is more important than actual fLowers

in Abegg's Gewerbe-Museen poster. for instanceSo.

Vilhen van de Velde says "I want to exclude ugliness from my

surroundih9s"81, and. Jiri Mucha says of Alphonse Mucha that "a woman for

him, was not a body, but beauty incorporated in matter and acting through

the matter"S2t we are in Parnassus, in the real-ms of pure Form. The same

spirj-t expJ-ains lVil-de's characteristic "tot. is everything"a: - where

purely aesthetic and musical considerations carry a piece along, not some

external- dictate l-ike a story-J-ine, or a dj-dactic aim - as M. Croche

constantl-y points out. It al-so partly explains Debussy's notion of

"musical arabesquerrE4 - for to all-ow compositj-onal- el-aboration to grow from

the nature of a motif itsel-f is to l-et beauty be the sol-e criterion of

whatever is composed, painted or created. "Musical-" is the word that is

forgotten when considering Debussy's dictum - purely musj-cal- considerations

should determine the development of motif. The second term, "arabesque",

is equally important, not more so, and refers to what Debussy felt was

central to his music - a working-out of the motif's possibilities by

elaboration.

Thus Art Nouveau is Aestheticist in its determination to fol-l-ow brhere

purely artistic criteria lead it. as in its exploring the princi-pJ-es of

ornament, or new scales, or the noveÌ in architecturer interior design and

furniture for their own sakes. It thus stands against "committed" and

socially conscious art like that of Daumier or Courbet from an earlier age,

and stands against Natural-ism, Victorian genre-painting or !{agner's linking

hj-s Ringr to national-istic aspirations. I¡trhat it does stand for is a

Negative Capability that de.l-iberately avoids any particular advocacy. Even

for those accepting commercial- commissions to produce posters extolling

beer or bicycles, Art is above cause and occasion, above cafés, singers,

cigarettes, liqueurs, T,iberty fabrics and SamueJ- Bing's commercial gallery,
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because it can transform them.

Debussy's contempt for dilettantes is pertinent here: Art Nouveau 'is

for aesthetes - but for d.evotees, who are practitioners' prepared to follow

its muses wherever they lead; it is not for dabbl-ers, critics or onlookers

to understand its mysteries or its methods, although they can play the role

of patron, of course. It is not L'art pour 7e peuple, but pour 7'artiste.

For Debussy, I{ilde, Odilon Redon and others art j-s special, mysterj-ous,

arcane, needing hlgh priests to utter, interpret and control- it- Odilon

Red.on, who in his paintj-ngs of the femal-e and ,ratrt"8s employs Art Nouveau

manner and fantasy besides symbolist meaning, says "I thj-nk I have

submitted myseJ-f docilely to the secret l-aws which led me, fot gooa or iII,

to build things out of my dreams, as welJ- as I am able. in which I laid my

whole ego I suppose my whole originality lies in the fact that I a.Il-ow

improbable bej-ngs to l-ive like man according to the laws of the probable by

putting, as far as I canr the logic of the visible in the service of the

invisible"86. What the artist needs is not so much special knowledge as

special insight, devotion and effort, but his utterances are to be crlptict

veiled and al-Ìegorical to the layman. Art is thus the new mystery bo

replace traditional religi-on, which has become rigidified by its

institutional-ization and restrictive morality, and by Darwints superseding

it with scientific theory to replace its theological dogma. Painting and

]iterature thus become an Ärs arcana while music becomes a new musica

reservata.

Hans Hoffstätter is right to see Art Nouveau as a phase between "the

traditionalJ-y-oríentated afunctional principle on the one hand, and the

future-orientated Ifunctiona]-l principle on the other"87, in that it

firstly foflows beauty for its own sake into the real-ms of decoration and

stylization, and yet seeks to explore a new functionalism in furniture,

architecture, g'Iasswware and ceramics, where forms based on nature, buL

styJ-j-zed heaviJ-y, are transformed into new roles. This is perhaps the
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chief difference between Art Nouveau and Aestheticism: the Aesthetic

Movement can hardly accept that functionalism is an artistic ideal of any

sort, or that art and bicycJ-es can go together. The art of the poster is

l-ikewise transformed into a quite nove-I blending of afunctional- decorative

stylj-zation and the functional j-mpact of this novelty. Art Nouveau,

nonetheJ-ess, i-s primarily idealistic, standing against the materialism of

the industrial- nineteenLh century, and the encrusted, functj-onfess

decoration of exhibits in the 1851 and subsequent Exhibiti-ons and

Expositions. A cast-iron fountain from 185188 is just a cast-j-ron

fountain, however ornamented, and bespeaks its mass-production j-nspiration,

while even an Art Nouveau cigarette poster makes a statement about 1ife,

Nature and mysterys9.

In a deeper sense Art Nouveau is making a statement about phi-losophy,

rejecLing the reductionist, positivist view of the cosmos that cl-aims a1l

to be ultimatçly knowable and quantifiabl-e - the vj-ew science and

positj-vists like Auguste Comte, Ernst Mach and their school-s hold. This

philosophical position is essential-1y that of the artistic movements

Realism and Naturalism, movements whose certaintj-es of empirical- base are

contradicted by the mystical ones of Art Nouveau. Art Nouveau is

definitely more akin to the idealism of F.H.Bradley and Henri Bergson,

where the cosmos is not so easiJ-y apprehended directly, or even knowable at

al-l in important respects. Art Nouveau artists, perhapsr are hardly well

read on the great philosophical debates of their time, (although some

critics would be), but they have an intuitive grasp of the directj-ons of

either side, and know what they bel-ieve in: the mystery of things, and

their special- insights as artist-seers.

6. Stylization

Vlhil-e this is by no means a principle peculj-ar to Art Nouveau it is

certainly one of its most important, with aff efements of a composition,

whether subject. background or border, transformed to formal. often
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patterned. swirling 1ines, so that the subject-content tends to lose its

particularity in the interests of the overall style of the whole - the

swirf or slnuous line, that suggests a frozen, ordered motion through the

who.l-e piece. Thus Maurice Denis, in his Catalogue comments on the 1895

Exhibition of Impressionist and Symbol-ist Painters, hefd in the Galerie Le

Barc de Boutteville, Parj-s: "In their work they have preferred expression

by the patLern, by the harmony of forms and colours, by the texture of the

points to the expression of the subject"90. In other words, stylization

overrides literal- (or even impressionistic) rendering, and is of the

essence of Art Nouveau; Edelgard Hajek feel-s it sufficient to define Art

Nouveau by reference to stylJ-zation a.Ione91 .

It ís now coÍìmonplace for writers to define Art Nouveau as a

"decorative style't92 6y "an ornamental- style"93, which tends to miss the

point, for these two words must always connote something added or

peripheral to the essence of a picture - as if Art Nouveau were mere décor,

an amusing and now quaint style of interior decoration of the period. But

for the Art Nouveau artist of whatever medium, style is more j-mportant than

subj ect.

overweigh

manner than matter: stylizatj-on is the subject. Just as brambles

the Burne-,Jones castl-e and princess, so Art NouveaU curver swirl

and. pattern overweigh representation of nature or any impressionistic

effect of 1ight. Any nom-inal subject is just a vehicl-e for the expression

of style and pattern, although the subjects are often chosen for thej-r

provocative val-ue as weII as for their potential as styÌized line. Pattern

and style are al-l-.

As an overlay to this stylization of detail- is a styJ-ization of the

whole, a harmony, an as]¡rnmetry of l-ines, forms and swirfs that shows an

essential- unity of purpose. Each element, for al-l- j-ts apparently freely-

swinging .l-ine or ai-r of sensual- abandon, is a tightly controll-ed part of a

whole. This is most easily seen in those works that tend towards the

greatest stylization, l-j-ke Peter Behren's Der Kuss94 or any Beardsley
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drawj-ng or Mucha portrait, but is stil-l there in apparently free works li-ke

Toulouse-f,autrecrs posters or Laliquets asymmetrical glassware. To thus

unify works is to make a statement different from Impressionists' natural-

.Iandscapes or casually-arranged stiIl-.1-ifes, but not dissimilar to the

statuesque, formal-ized l-andscapes of Post-Impressionists like Seurat, where

one Iooks not so much at scenes as at their composition.

Stylization is sophistication, of course, wj-th even the naive maiden

presented as a carefully staged appearance of the real- thing. This is

further accentuated by the fol-ds on her gown, the curl-ing of her hair, the

posed repose of her hands in typi-cal drawings by Arthur Gaskin9s, Fairfax

Muckey96 or trrtri-ll BradleygT. Such a maiden, seen in the flat J-andscape of

romance is not real- but a type of all maidens of legend. the stylization of

detail matching the styllzation of character and representation that the

maj-den-concept evokes.

It is perhaps not too much to say that an Art Nouveau artefact

becomes an essay in style. Tendril-s from the borders of an Arthur Gaskin

picture interweave so much that they may leave the border and enter the

picture; in the picture itsel-f folds of dress, hair and the attitude of

arms and legs move to the pulse of the baroque motlon of the borders. In a

Beardsley drawing everything is fantastically curved and exaggerated - even

the large empty areas of still white or bl-ack are exaçJgerated in their

relation to the main figure. Al-l- this is curve piled upon curve and

styli-zed to the point of vi-rtuosity, until the whol-e is a highly mannered

artefact - styJ-ization exaggerated to the point of hyperbole.

In this mannerj-sm a border becomes the chief point of a picture;

trees and grasses overpower the frail- figures of humans; gestures become

caricatured; dresses assume exotic shape and sca.l-e; facial expressions

become distorted, until the whol-e composition of a picture j-s pattern.

l¡ilhen realism is so decisj-vely scorned it is because the painter is

emphasizj-ng the symbolic dimension of his or her art; character becomes
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caricature to make a point about peopJ-e in general, and curve becomes

the artist, to descant on the nature of curve.whiplash to enabl-e

Mannerism can in the end be seen as an end in itself, as an example

of art (in the sense of artifice, KunstmitteL) for its own sake. This

affective side of mannerj-sm runs through all Art Nouveau and is mesmeric on

the viewer. IL is clear that Aubrey Beardstey is wel-l aware of the strong

suggestiveness of his drawings, of t.heir subfiminal power to shock yet by

so doing to seduce the viewer, to numb critj-cal- objections, the better to

absorb the sardonic comment he is making on society and manners. Ïn

general-, Art Nouveau tends to work on its viewers by this sort of powerful

but unseen suggestion that casts its own spell: to thj-s end a1I the

patterni-ng and rhythms of its mannerism conduce.

7. Emphasis on detail

Where there is no perspectival vanishing-point in a picture the eye

wanders over its detai-l as if in search of it. This makes alf the elements

of the picture of equal importance on a flat canvas, which can be seen in

every Art Nouveau picture, even in those with obvious and ornate borders

that contrast wi-th the figures they enclose, fike the pictures of Heinrich

Vogeler or,fosef Auchental-Ier98.

Each picture with perspective has a compositional focus that except

ì-n perspectj-ve-exercises Iike those of Canal-etto's Venetian paintj-ngs is

different from its vanishing-point. This focal- point is often at a Golden

Mean from its borders, and even in Art Nouveau this compositional focus-

poj-nt is often found. In Ludwig von Zumbusch's cover for Jugend of L897'

that forms the front cover of Hans Hofstátter's Àrt Nouveau, the

compositionaf focus in the traditionaf sense is the point on the sea-

horizon below the meeting of the girls' hands as they dance about this

conÌmon centre, and this is about a third of the distance from the picturers

Ieft-hand. and bottom edges - or Golden Mean dj-stancegg. As back cover of

the same book is Peter Behrens I Der Kuss, where the lovers' lips meet in
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the precise centre of the picture. These are the two main choices for

technical compositional focus in visual Art Nouveau. but the second

viol-ates conventional- canons of balance, and has caused pictures l-j-ke thi-s

to be thought of pri-marily as design, Iike the many scraps of patterned

design scattered throughout Hofstätter's vol-ume.

But whife there may be compositional points of focus like these in

Art Nouveau pictures, they do not draü/ the eye to them as in pictures with

perspective. Thus aff features of the picture are equal, and while the eye

wanders from one to another the impression is gained that al-l these

features are still, frozen on a stifJ- landscape. Thj-s is the real reason

the picture seems primarily design or patterning: al-I the emphasis is away

from representational-ism and towards the artistic ar.rangement of the

pi-cture's components, which are arranged for their effect, aesthetic and

sensuous. Thus the feel-ing that all- the figures are posed on a still

plane, rather than moving through a real landscape.

This j-s painting's equivalent of onritting the linear element of plot

in the novel and modul-atory progress in music. Just as interest in these

Iast two centres is on the episodes or scenes for thelr own sake rather

than on development of the whol-e al-ong a time-J-ine, so the eye must dwell

on the various details and notice their symbolism, rather than focus only

on the picture as a whol-e.

Al-1 this is part of a picturers ambiguity, of cou.rser and also j-ts

patterning: it is seen as design as much as composition. Al-bert

I,rtreisgerberts ?he Peacock DanceTOO, drawn for ,fugend in L9O2, would appear

to be a picture with cl-ear compositional focus (although no perspectival-

one) - the column j-n the centre of the picture that supports the peacock,

around which girls are dancing. But afthough the column is topped by some

symmetrical- curved lines of lacework, with the curve of the peacock's neck

around the centre of a lacework circle, it fails to draw the eye at first

glance, because Lhe peacock itself is highlighted in white against the duII
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russet of the columrÌ and lace. Yet the fact that the peacock is

asymmetricalJ-y arrang'ed on the column, and exaggerated lengthwise' a.l-so

fail_s to hold the eye, which may equally welÌ at first, as at later

glances, devolve to the dancers. They J-ook up to the peacock, so that the

eye moves from dancers to peacock, and the peacock looks down at them,

causing the eye to reverse. Thus the eye cannot be still, and wanders to

the detaif of the base of the pi-llar, the quasi-horizon of the straight

line passing through this detaj-l, to the dancers' limbs and hair, to the

peacock's exaggerated taj-l, to its head-feathers, to the lacework

patterning, and so on circul-ar1Y.

This guiding of the perception towards detail is universal to Art

Nouveau, whether picture, furnj-ture. architecture, sculpture or other

crafL, and whether the work is complex or simple. It is part of the

sensuous experiencing of a r^rork, as the eye luxuriates in the detail of a

complex work or in the rhythms of a simpler one.

B. Repe titive rhythm of line and pattern

Art Nouveau's use of sharp-edged fine and outli-ne, in contrast to

conventionaf shading and chiaoscuro techniques on the one hand, and

impressionistic sketchiness on the other, is characterj-stic al-l- through the

varieties of visual and plastic arts that it covers. It is the essence of

woodcut, Iithograph, stained glass, furniture, book design and the posterr

of course, but through aII the other visuaf media it is adopted as a

technique necessary for patterning. Under Principle 4 it was noted that

one of the prj-me causes of ambiguity in Art Nouveau j-s the dual- nature of

the art-work as both pj-cture and design. It is sharp-edged l-ine and

outline that can be seen in every detait of patterning, and this patterning

is built from repeated, sensuall-y affective rhythms. Any Art Nouveau

picture with ornate borders or muftiplicity of texture is heavily

patterned. but repetitive rhythm can also be seen in and between lines

isolated from close patterning.
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Art Nouveau line is seen as an end j-n itseJ-f, to be expJ-oited for its

graphic povrer, and its powers of symbolism and suggestion. Line's

stytj-stic essence is arabesque that explores the inherent possibílities of

rhythmic shape and sensual motif; this arabesque may be formed from curved

or straight lines, either in whol-e or segmented l-ine-units. The curve is

usually considered the principal factor causing the sensuality of Art

Nouveau, but it is the rhythmic pulsations, or asl/rnmetries of line, not the

curves themselves, that affect the senses. A tlpical- expression of this

rrisconception is that of Robert Schmutzler, for whom Art Nouveau has as

"its main theme a long sinuous ti-ne ... always moving in a sort of

narcissistic self-deJ-j-ght"101. This is undoubtedly true of the curving

l-ine but not of the straight one. Hans Hofstätter is more cautious: "a

certain line keeps recurring' an undul-ating arabesque-Iike l-j-ne", so that

he does not actually define it as being essentiaf1o2. But Geoffrey Vüarren'

whose book has some straight-line il-lustrations, begins with "a sensuous

Iine...a flowing }ine; a l-ine whj-ch bends and turns back on itself"'the

feminine form, rounded and curvingrr1O3. It is therefore necessary to note

some of the many examples of mainstream Art Nouveau across Europe that are

entirely or virLually enLirely wj-thout curves but are powerfully sensual.

In Geoffrey tr{arren's book there are the Baiflie Scott Music Room of L9O2,

the Charl-es and Margaret Macintosh chair for the l-902 Turin Exhibition, and

the Koloman Moser cupboard of 190710a, Joseph Hoffmann's pair of cabinets

of 1910-l-1 that are total-Iy composed of squares and rectangles but still

have repetitive rhythms that are strikj-ng and mesmeric, C'F'A'Voysey's

writing desk designed between 1896 and 1990, Baillì-e Scott's Broadwood

',Manxman" upright piano, Sidney Barnsley's compJ-ete]-y straight-1ined

cabinet of 1910105, Joseph Hoffmann's lrliener Vtrerkstätte desk of 1905'

Gustav Kl-imt's design for a mosai-c in the Villa Stoclet, Brussel-s' 1908-

11106, Hendrik petrus Berlage's New Holfand House facade. London 191-4, Otto

Vúagner's facade for the Majolikahaus, Vienna l-890r07. The Glasgow Four
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(Charles and Margaret Macintosh, Herbert and Frances McNair) and their

fol-Iowers, and to some extent the Vienna Secesslon, were influenced by the

Arts and Crafts Movement's use of straight l-ines, and the Charles Macintosh

high-backed chair of L902, his wife's design for a menu for Miss Cranstonrs

Tea-Rooms. and the coll-ectj-on of his chalrs for the Mll-an Triennal-e of l-973

are typicu11o8.

Vitalter Crane's 1889 statement of The New Art said that "Line i-s aII-

import-ani-. Let designer, therefore in the adaptation of his art, lean upon

the staff of l-ine - fine determj-native, line emphatic, line del-icate, Ij-ne

expressive, l-ine controlling and unitinqtt109. Here the fine as staff

implies that l-j-ne witl take upon itself a l-ife of its own, with the artist

as enabfer and unfol-der of j-ts beauties of arabesque. The important point

is that the arabesque, or variation inherent i-n the l-ine-motif, is not mere

decoration, but essence. It can be mis.l-eading to see Art Nouveau as

ornament¿ as many encycJ-opaedists do, for this fail-s to differentiate it

from the mereJ-y decorated urns, pianos, epergnés and candlestj-cks of the

Great Exhibition cataloguesllo. For these, decoration i-s appliqué; for Art

Nouveau the arabesque is structural, of the essence, going to the very

heart of each figure. This structural arabesque - rhythnr-ical- repetition of

variatj-ons in line, whether curved, straight, encJ-osing geometric figurest

or merely forming patterns with other similar lines, is sensual because of

its pulsations; arabesque j-n Art Nouveau is variation that is stylizedt

aesthetically asymmetrical- and affective - but structural because it is

rhythm and patterning inherent in the nature of the line itself' not

something grafted to it, as it vrere.

This repetition of pulse in fine or combination of line does not have

to be reguJ-ar, as in borders to pictures, pictures with a pair or group of

similar figures, architectural- facades, or the Macintosh chairs just

mentioned. The Herman Obrist V,Ihiplash wall-hanging, for instance, is only

partly regular, whife Aubrey Beardsley's cover-design for Ernest Dowsonrs
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vol-ume of poems, 1896, has three quite different principal lj-nes that all

end with whj-plash-curves that again are not the samelll. In the Mackmurdo

title-page to Vilren's City of Churches (1883) that is often thought to be

the first visual- Art Nouveau, none of the vibrating l-ines is identi-cal to

any other, but al-l Iines move in groups, and the groups interact on eye and

senses; the point ì-s simpJ-y made by considering any of the illustratj-ons in

the same chapter of T,ara-Vi-nca Masinl's work -in which she discusses the

characteristics of Art Nouveau (Chapter 2) , for whether there j-s a cJ-oseJ-y

repetitive design (Ij-ke that on the same page by trfil-l-iam Morris) or one of

varied l-ines like that of Louis Sullivan's Carson. PirJ-e, Scott store of

Chicago, l-899-1-904, on the facing pa9e, the rhythmic groups into which the

l-ines are gathered reinforce each other by repetitionsll2.

. Tnterweavino9

In nature, plant forms intertwine and tangle, either amongst their

own branches, l-eaves and petal-s, or with those of other plants. Vines

entwj-ne other plants, and petals are enfofded together, with regularity of

form, which is echoed in the symmetrical borders and patterns of much Art

Nouveau painting, drawi-ng, jewellery and architecLural design. In the

works of Henry van de Velde and Vi-ctor Horta al-one the principle of

slzmmetrical j-nterweaving of iron lacework and stone or plaster moulding is

seen at its clearest, and it is essential- to all regularly patterned Art

Nouveau desj-gn, seen in wallpapers, book-covers. borders, and many dra!^Iings

such as the van de Vel-de designs, those of the Spanish group that collected

around Antoni Gaudì-, those of Jan Bukowsky and EIek Fal-us being clear

examp1es113.

Interweaving is also an essential principle of asymmetrical and non-

symmetrical- design, as can be seen in Arthur Rackham's drawings, I^¡here

brambl-es and trees entangle. The trees i-n Reginald Knowles' TaLes from the

Norse. The Haunt of the TroLL curve in pattern with the land-forms so that

all- looks menacing', as both interweave to suggest that both natural forms
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are al-ive and r^rorking together to entrap unwary travel-lers i the figure of

the troll himself is just another form, with his hair, garment and bludgeon

echoing the interweavj-ng swirls of branches and trees114. Dancer one of

the great themes of Art Nouveau, always invol-ves interweaving of limbs'

veil-s and other dancers, and in itsel-f is of course interweaving pattern.

line and figure in Art Nouveau are essentially elements of design

raLher than of representation, aÌthough they are representative in the

sense of being symbols. Thus the peacock is a symbol of opuJ-ence, display

and the exotic on the one hand, and a subject for rhythmical- fl-ow of line

on the other. The two aspects merge in this case, for the sl^¡eep of line

from long neck through to tail- is as extravagant as the symbol' and the

interweaving patterning of tail--feathers echoes that of nature. Here the

two meanings of figure - its symbol and form - interweave just as they do

j-n the Art Nouveau view of nature, where form is thought to foLlow

function, and the entwining curve of locks of hair reveals the entwining

charms of her who wears it. The deepest acts of cufture and nature are the

interweaving of steps and gestures in dance and the intertwining of limbs

in embracei both are thus suggested by every seemingly innocent weavj-ng of

one Iine with another, even in the mil-dest of Alphonse Mucha posters or the

most abstract furniture of Charl-es Macintosh. Thus interv¡eaving of Iine in

rhythrn-ica1 pattern is of the essence of Art Nouveau.

10. l,ack of depth

The two-dimensional, flat appearances of Art Nouveau paintings are a

result of the emphasì-s on lj-ne, especially outJ-j-ne. Perspective is

foregone for the symbolic reducLion of reaf space and depth into the

simplified, stylized allegories of Art Nouveaui reality is sacrified for

metaphor. This is the greatest possibl-e contrast to the very three-

d.imensional, voluptuous Classical figures featured by acadenuicians like

George Frederick I¡tratts, T,ord Leighton, Edward Poynter (or their continental

equivalents like Hans Makaert, Theodore Chasserian and Felicien Rops). The
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relativel-y few Art Nouveau landscapes, Iike Ferdinand Andrirs colour

lithograph for the poster of the Tenth Exhibition of the Vienna

Sezession11s, or Adol-f Böhm's Äutumn GLov,Ì16, are an even g'reater contrast

to the natural-j-stic l-andscapes of the fashionable painters. Vlith the flat

surface Art Nouveau is in the timel-ess world of the eternal- verities of the

Gothic stained-glass window, and for the same purposes - allegory and

symbolism; but the main reason for the two-dimensional stylized surface is

thaÈ in this way the essence of stylized t:-n. ""r, best be seen - and the

essence of a painter: "AJ-ine is a force, fil-led with the energy of him who

drew iL"117.

The l-imited dimensionality that is obvious j-n Art Nouveau's pictorial-

a.rt as an omission of perspectì-ve, of the dimension of depth' derives

partly from its adherence to the principle of art as an end in itself' for

this leads to a J-essening of realism. Here form is more important than

representational- truth. Its figures might be so many cardboard cut-outs,

a¡td t-heir backgrounds likewise; indeed, for most Art Nouveau, decorati-on

and border is the landscape, for a styJ-ized tapesLry-like background is

used, or even no background at all-. This is the real-m of medj-aeval

painting, where the emphasis is on symbol, a1J-egory and stylized effect -

not on truth of perspective or of ordj-nary visual percepti-ons, but on

heightened perceptions of lnner truths.

11. Timel-essness

!ùhere there is an absence of depth there is likewise an absence of the

dimension of time, except as a restless, swirling, breeze-l-aden motion that

1s neverthel-ess frozen, timel-ess. The cl-earest example of this is perhaps

Aubrey Beardsley's drawings where, even when a time-sequence is being

illustrated, as j-n his Morte d'Arthur, Rape of the Lock or Lysisttata

drawings1l8. each scene is nonethelesss posed, arti-fj-cial. symbolic, even

archetypal, representing not so much the passage of actions in the plot as

a timeless serj-es of attitudes, and ilfustrating truths, not scenes. The
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gestures of the

There is

the Art Nouveau

characters are not movements but symbols.

a difference between the photograph's freezing of time and

artist's frozen ti-me: the first is sti-11 in real time while

the second in is in no time. The poses of Art Nouveau's fJ-gures are

artificial, stylized, patterned and sophisticated, representing posturings

in the human dance through tj-me but not the con:tmon movement of time. These

postures are the essence of movement rather than movement itself; they are

tlpi-ca1 movements rather than partj-cular ones. So Beardsley's Rape of the

-Lock sequence is as unmovj-ng as Al-exander Pope' s printed words on paper'

and j-s faithfuf to their spirit as they comment on the essential-

trivial-ities of the wor1d of society that this mock-epic of ,i".rn"t"

parodies. So all- Art Nouveau i-s concerned with ideal time rather than real

time, or with experientj-al rather than actual time, Iike von Zumbusch's

maidens dancing in a rj-ng119: for them time has no meaning while they

circle. Henri- Toufouse-Lautrecrs posters of dancers capture what he

remembers of their movement, its overall essence rather than one or two

actuaf momenLs, just as in a dance one can be conscj-ous of movement but not

of actual- steps or even the passi-ng of time. Complementing thi-s

timel-essness are the many paintings that have no efement of movement at

a1I, like Alphonse Mucha's paintings of Sarah Bernhardt and other idealized

figures. Yet even these have curling hair. dress or decoration, so that

the paradox of incessant curling line around a stiff centre echoes

T. S . El-iot' s "still point of the turníng *ot1¿tr120.

The world of Art Nouveau, therefore. is an ideal, unreal timeless one,

with its roots in the Parnassus of Gautj-er and Baudelaire, in the still

worl-d of Pre-Raphaelite mediaevalism, j-n the single-mi-nded foll-owing of

beauty for its own sake of the Aesthetic Movement, and in Symbolism's

archeLypal- dreams.

Concl-usi-on

The eleven principles of visuaf Art Nouveau adduced and discussed in
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this chapter sum up what seems, from a study of Art Nouveau itself, in all-

its manifestations, and also from what cri-tics like Schmutzler, Hofstätter,

Rheims, Masini,

be its essence.

Lorenz. Hammand, Hermand and Weisser have said about it, to

trrlheLher. like Hofstätter. they have taken pictorial art to

Schmal-enbach havebe the principal medium of Art Nouveau, or l-ike FriLz

denied painting to be Art Nouveau at al-l-. or l-ike Geoffrey lrlarren have

cl-aimed that the crafts of jewe-llery, furniture and gÌass are paramount, or

like Maurice Rheims, Masini and SchmutzLer have tried to draw from all- the

arts and crafLs in estabfishing the essence of Art Nouveau, it does seem

possible to define what the rich diversity and individuality of all these

creators have in conrmon.
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APPENDIX C

],ITERARY ÄND THEATRICAL .ART NOUVEAU

Since many illustrations of Art Nouveau mood and style in this

chapter are drawn from wrj-ters who are usual-ly denominated Pre-SymboJ-ists,

Decadents, members of the Aesthet.ic Movement, Symbolists, and so on, some

explanation ís necessary if their writings are to be seen as examples of

Art Nouveau. For writers, as for musicians, there was no Art Nouveau,

Jugendstil, Secession or other Movement to which they belonged; they

formed and reformed themselves into Parnassians, Decadents, Symbolists,

the fnse-l çfroupf the Vlorpswede group, the Stefan George circl-e and so on,

al-l- over Europe. Art Nouveau üras a common feelì-ng about sty1e, mood and

subject thaL ran across most such anti-Establishment groups -t afr" time of

visual- Art Nouveau, and was fostered by their friendshj-ps with and

knowJ-edge of Art Nouveau visual pracLioners and thej-r work.

The fol-l-owing discussion, whil-e referring as widely as possibfe to

the generaf Art Nouveau literary scene, tends to concentrate on four

novels by writers in Germany. France and EngJ-and as exempl-ars of Art

Nouveau. This is done because the sort of wide, promiscuous quotation

cal-l-ed for in discussing visual- Art Nouveau is by itseJ-f insufficient to

make a case for literary Art Nouveau, unfess supported by the evidence

that comes from the more j-ntensive study of some representative examples,

the novel- and play being by their nature much larger productions than any

picture. Tn particular, the novel-, with the widest scope of any J-iterary

form and, in the period at J-east, the most direct expression, p.rovides the

clearest and most comprehensive base for demonstrating the nature of

literary ArL Nouveau.

Delineatinq Àrt Nouweau character in ]-iterature

This can best be done by looking at the subject matter, imagery and

general character of that literature roughly contemporary with visual- Art

Nouveau and readiJ-y distingui-shable from the more accepted current streams

of mainstream late Romanticism and Realism. Literarlz Art Nouveau, or more
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of mainstream l-ate Romanticism and Real-ism. Literary Art Nouveau, or more

properly, literature with at least some Art Nouveau characters, is, of

course' generally identified as that connected with visual- Art Nouveau and

of the period, of , for instance, the l-iterature of ?ire YeJ-l-ow Book, The

Savoy. The Studio, La Revue BJanche, Ver Sacrum, ,lugendstil, Inse7,

Simplizissimus, Pan and so on that featured Art Nouveau artists, and an

excel-lent exampJ-e is the Arthur Symons monograph on Aubrey Beardsley,

which characterizes him as Pierrot and is an exemplar of the ambiguous,

paradoxical-, rhetorical style that wil-l- be discussed all- through this

chapterl.

But much l-iterature that is arguably Art Nouveau has no such direct

connection as Symons had with visual art, and Beardsley in particuJ-ar,

whil-e editi-ng ?he Savoy. ltihile even with this wider literature (which is

much greater in amount and imporLance) there are usual-ly indirect

connections with Art Nouveau peopJ-e or art-works, thj-s aspect is J-ess

stressed here than the evidence provided by textual- and stylistic

anal-ysis. because mere association with Art Nouveau does relatively

little, compared to analysis, to confirm the probability that a given

literary work is Art Nouveau-infl-uenced.

Research into Literar Art Nouveau

Dorainik Jost cl-aims that literary Jugendstil, at least. has been a

recognized category since L9OO2, but the first signJ-fì-cant scholarship

that Jost Hermand collates in the Literatur sectj-on of his ,TugendstiT of

1971 is that of l¡Iilhel-m Emrich in l-933 and Paul- Fechter in 19353. Emri-ch

briefJ-y paints the background of l-iterary and cul-tural movements from

which "der Kunst an einer ausweglosen Ironie"4 arose, an art whose irony

1ay in its sumptuousness, which was ul-timately surfeit - an interesting

view that accords to some extent with the thinking of his contemporary

Eritz Schmal-enbach in being relatively dismissive of the phenomenon.

Fechter takes j-t seriously enough to discuss its possible origins in
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Nietzsche - in the thirties a wrj-ter undergoing some revaluatj-on. Volker

Kl-otzt Jugendstif in der Lyrik of 1957 and ÍValter Lennig's Der

fiterarische ,IugendstiL of 1958 both attempt to define the essence of Art

Nouveau, Kl-otz seeing it j-n ornaments, like Lennig, but the latter seems

to take it less than reverently - "ornamentale Dekoration und drollig

verschlungenes Rankenwerk"6, going on, however, to make connexions between

painterly ornament and Wortarabeske in early Rilke. as well as discussing

other writers like Gerhart Hauptmann and Stefan George. Art Nouveau as

ornament was to be a preoccupation of some schol-ars from the nineteen-

fifties onwards, and produced some excellent, detailed studies' like those

of,H.irf.Bel-more and KarI Eugene lVebb on the mannerism of early Ri-lkean

styleT and Dominj-k Jost's more general picture of ,Jugendstil- that he

subtitles Tradition des ManierismusE.

,An al-ternative approach has been to trace links between authors and

painters, or to note the symbology conìmon to both worldsr like Claude

Davide, Vlotfdj-etrich Raschlo (whose lengthy articl-e is able to do full

justice to hj-s subject, with al-l- its mediaeval, Vlagnerian and fin-de-

sièc.le overtones), Bert Herzogll and Horst îri|zr2, There are also

specific studies of certain aspects of i-conology and symbology' like Jost

Hermand's Undinen-Zauber. Zum Erauenbil-d des JuqendstiLs in his 1971-

coIlectionl3.

Jost Hermand's Lyrik des Jugendstil.s (in his own col-fecti-on, 1'97 1\

argues from the total picture of the main artistic and literary movements

of the Jahrhundertwende that Jugendstif is stylistically influential and

important across t.he artistj-c media.

The varj-ous approaches are all valuable, and shoul-d be further

pursued, for there are many writers stil-I to be consideredr14 especially in

other European languages.

Settinq, imaqer and srznboloqv

Settinqs, whether externa] or lnternal (in the hero's mind) are
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always fantastic, and feature the characteristj-c symbology of Art Nouveau

visual art, Iike timelessness, sylvan and pastoral- existence, mythological

subjects, and the flora and fauna of .A,rt Nouveau - roses, Iilies, srnrans,

peacocks and so on. Other literary inspiratj-on for visual Art Nouveau is

not from nature or fol-k-mythology - as in Eastern, Cl-assical, BiblicaJ-,

mediaeval or Rococo mythology and literature - but here again it displays

the same fantastic setti-ng and symboJ-ogy, âs, for j-nstance, Pan, satyrs

and fauns, sirens, Circes. harems, sultans,, the l,ost Domain (Samarkand or

Camelot, for instance) or the grotesquerie of such works as ?Jre Rape of

the Lock and SaLomé. Thus the J-j-terary counterpart to visual Art Nouveau

tends to be the l-iterature of fantasy. The worlds of both visual and

literay Art Nouveau are the same world - of extravagant, exotic, fantasy

that stretches the imagination and often outrages the proprj-eties. There

is an important group of exceptions - those novefs that purport to be

novels of realism, set ostensibly in the real world, Iike the

Grossbürgerl-iche settings of Thomas Mann's works, but realIy set j-nside

the j-maginations of their heroes (really anti-heroes) brho retreat to their

inner worlds because they cannot fi-t into the mundanity of commerce and

social convention. The inner settings of these novels are as potentially

fantastic as that of any InseT-oper.

Character and plot

Just as the settings may be tj-meless, with narration often in the

continuous present tense, so the characters may appear to live timelessly,

with no sense of progress, âsr for instance, in Aubrey Beardsley's The

Three Musiciansrs, where present pfeasures and pains are al-l that motivate

the characters: their decisì-ons are, however, not so much existential as

automatj-c, since Iike al-l- such characters they are aÌlegorical,

representative of types rather than individual-s. Such characters are

young, innocent (in the sense of being unburdened by experience), amoral-

and in this respect timeless, like -[a Damoise]-fe liJ-ue, Mél-isande or
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Sal-omé: in their greenness they may be pure or sullied. Love and death

wil-I be their experience, in a world where reality and fantasy merge into

the dream-vj-s1on. But on the whole these stories are without any sort of

plot that carries forward to a conclusion that suggests that the

characters have progressed, gaining wisdom or experience: either there is

a contrived, fairytale ending that is implied from the beginning and and

automatlcal-ly applied at the end, (as j-n the fnseJ.-oper) , or there is a

Lragic outcome that is a direct result of either the hero's inability to

change (as in Joris-Karl Huysmans'À Re-bours, 1884) or to affect the fate

his setting impels (as in Thomas Mann's Buddenbrooks, 1901) .

Style and mannerj-sm

This foflows the nature of the setting, whether it be one of

profuse, extravagant j-mages, inviting the characters into the tasting of

its delights and sensations, or a fin-de siècl-e surfeited wor.l-d of Des

Esseintes. the anti-hero of A Rebours, or the Grossbürgerl-iche world that

Hanno Buddenbrooks inherits but does not belong to. If it is the light'

pastel Rococo worl-d of the Emglish fairy-tale - of Barrj-e's Peter Pan16 or

Kenneth Grahame's lüjnd ín the Wíl-lowsL1 - the style wj-l-l- be similarly

whimsical and fey. ff it is the vivid, dramatic worl-d of Saki's C-l.ovis

storiesls or those of Oscar Vlil-de's comedies the style wil-I be richly

ironic and epigrammatic. If it is the dark, shaded world of Díe Kajser

und die Hexe,19 or Medée,2o the prose wiII be plainer and often stark2l.

In each case it is as richly fil_l_ed with slatrbols and imagery as a

Beardsley drawing. In the extravagant conceits of Max Beerbohm's Zul-eika

Dobson Oxford is strewn with the bodies of young men dying for l-ove of the

irresistibJ-y bewitching Zuleika; the Duke himself is the paragon of all

the excellences, whose description runs on for pages, as does hersi his

proposaÌ of marriage to her alone entaj-l-s an account of his ancestry,

tj-tl-es and wealth. which takes five pages22. This exaggerated description

is characteristicaÌly carried past normal- bounds al-most to the point of
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surfeit, and j-s the prose counterpart of that repetitive, rhetorical,

affective verse that in Poe sets the style for writers from Baudelaire to

Ä.rt Nouveau.

Hear the tolling of the beLLs -
iron bel-l-s !

What a worLd of sol-emn thought their monody compeJs!
In the sil-ence of the night,
How we si:iver with affright

At the meJ-anchofy menace of their tone!
Eor every sound that ffoats
Erom the rust wíthin their throats

Is a groan.
And who tolling, toTling, tolling,

In that muffLed monotone,
.E'ee-l a gJory in so roTTing

On the human heart a stone -
They are neither man nor woman -
They are neither brute nor human -

They are ghouls:
Anmd their king it is who tol-l-s;
And he roLls, ro77s, roJJs,

Ro-LLs
A paean from the beffs!23

Some brief examples of Art Nouveau lj-terature wj-l-l- show the same

fantastic lushness and affective rhythm.

Fremd ist, was deine Lippen sagen
fremd ist dein Haar, fremd ist dein K1eid
fremd ist, was deine Augen fragen
und auch aus unsern WiLden Tagen
reicht nicht ejn -leiser Wel-l-enschJagen
an deine tiefe Sel-samkeit.2a

Les sanglots Tongs
Des viol-ons

De l- | automne
Bercent mon coeur

D'un Jangeur
Monotone25

He heard whife he sang and dreamed
A piper pipíng away/
And never was piping so sad,
And never was piping so gay.

And he saw young men and young girls
Who danced on a l-evel- pl-ace /
And Bridget his bride among them,
With a sad and a gay face.

The dancers crowded about him,
And many a sweet thing said,
And a young man brought him red wine
And a young girl white bread.26
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Art Nouveau prose likewise features affectj-ve repetition and a

tendency towards musical effects that help suggest the patterning and

strangeness of nature. Again Poe j-s the model: in his A Descent into the

MaeLstrom three pages are devoted in the first instance to the description

of the mael-sLrom - a Lypical-ly affective image that Hopkj-ns is later to

imitate as

A pool so pitch-bfack, feJJ, frowntng,

rt rounds and rounds despair to d.rowning.27

and this Ieads towards the ten pages of the adventure itsel-f that become

the type of all such extended fantastic description in Art Nouveau.

Perhaps the briefest il-Iustration of thj-s is in Oscar I¡Iil-de's- SaTomé,

which is written in French, not the least of the work's mannerisms:

J'ai baisé ta bouche, Iokanaan,
J'ai baisé ta bouche.

Another key aspect of mannerism i-s the effect of lushness, often to

the point of surfeit, of the repetition and piling-up of particuJ-ar images

and motifs. ,4 Re-bours devotes seemingJ-y whol-e chapters to descrj-ptions

of aII the many pl-easures of literature and the other arts that Des

Esseintes runs through. In Oscar lilil-de's The Picture of Dorian Gray

(1891), similarlyr page after page is fill-ed with a plethora of imagery

rather l-ike a Gustave Moreau canvas' flamboyant and fantastically

cluttered. This clutter is, in fact, an effort del-iberateJ-y aimed at:

image is piJ-ed on image to create a sense of excess, of lush

ornamentation, of stylization for its own sake - obsessive, fascinating,

compelling. Time is suspended, and disbefief. while the reader j-s carried

into the peak or abyss of fantasy and sensatj-on. Thomas Mann's Der

Zauberberq (!924) goes even farther into timelessness, dispensing to a

large measure with conventional plot and action while Hans Castorp and hi-s

various mentors explore the real-ms of theory about lJ-fe, science and

metaphysics in their eyrie in the mountains that ignores the daì-ly round

of l-ife on the pJ-ains bel-ow. Much of the novel is fantasy' with Hans
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specuJ-ating and even acting' as if entranced as soon as he arrives and even

j-n the war sequence that ends the novel-.

Novels l-ike Ä Rebours, Max Beerbohm's Zufeika Dobson (1911) and ?àe

Picture of Dorian Gray derive in part from Baroque extravagances l-j-ke

Cervantes' or Rabelais' creations, or the Rococo fol-l-ies of Lawrence

Sterne, Samuel- Johnson's Rasse-Las or Pope's ?he Rape of the Lock. Arno

HoIz' Phantasus and Gerard Manley Hopkins' poems like !/indåover and ,9t

Winifred's WeLf are of the same mould, with their torrents of images and

words tumbling over and rushing into each other. Verse, in facL, can show

thís sort of mnannerism even better than prose.

Allegory and symbol

The profusion of imagery in all- these worlds is al-ways highly

symbolical, just as the pJ-ots are themsel-ves allegorj-cal, and thus

universal-. The characters are therefore two-dimensi-onal or fJ-at, acting

out fables that are universal human experience. but without any moral

overtones. They are ideafLzed, stylized, movì-ng towards their fates l-ike

marionettes, so that again reality and unreality merge inLo fantasy. OnIy

nostalgia and melanchol-y may cloud the stage: Logether with innocent

delight and gai-ety they denote the l-imited depth of emotions these

automaton-characters may fee1, even though their readers may be drawn

through terror or anìmazement in contemplatì-ng their toil-s. Their despair,

delight, ardour or hatred are no deeper than those of fairy-tale

characters. Even the decadents l-ike Beardsleyts Abbé. Des Esseintes or

Dorian Gray seem to be in the grip of a neurosis or neurasthenia that

compels them to vices that do not move them: they are no Marquises de

Sade, deriving exquisite sensation from their debauchery, but roués for

whom all pleasures have palled, who are driven by compulsion, pride and

memory onJ-y to act out their symbolic Moralit.ies, but as No-man rather

than Everyrnan.

This worl-d embraces the subtle, the exotic, the arcane, aJ-though it
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is not as esoteric as that of the Aestheticj-st. It j-s an Arcadia, Eden or

pastoral, or a Lost Garden, nostalgic and fantastic in the memory, the

archetype of all- gardens. There may be the timeless innocence of the

pastoral dreamscape, with echoes of a meJ-ancholy for l-ost innocence or

dreams of love, ì-ike MaIIarmé's L'Aprés midí d'un faune. The dreamscape

may feature the four elements or air, fire, water and earth, with their

symbolic connotations. The flora and fauna are that of the dream garden,

with plants that have special significance, l-j-ke the J-i-ly, the rose or the

bramble, and fantastic as wel-l- as real creatures: sl^¡ans, peacocks, fish,

satyrs, Pan, demigods, Nixen, giants and so on. Al-l- these elements are

woven together so that Arcadia is fascinating in the ol-d sense of that

word - entrapping.

This is a fantasy-world, having, l-ike that of the Rococo' a

combination of Pastoral and mannerist treatment of j-ts imagery, and like

it expressing a complete rejection of real-itj-es around it28. As the

powdered and fril-l-ed fantastics of the court of l,ouis Quinze are a

statement denying the existence of an outside world, so Art Nouveau

desires to escape from the hrorld of j-ndustrial- material-j-sm and bourgeois

morality - a point that is of the essence of visual- Art Nouveau, wj-th its

powerful- i-nspiration from !{ill-ian Morris and the Arts and Crafts Movement.

Like the not-quite contiguous l-iterary worlds of Symbolism, Decadence,

Late Romanticism and Aestheticism thaL overlap it, it can nonethefess be

identified as a fairly distj-nct world within and around these worlds. The

boundaríes are not clear but the cenLres are - such works as Lhose of

ülilde, Huysmans, Beerbohm, Alain-Fournier, Proust and Thomas Mann as wil-l

be used for detailed reference below.

Exemplars of Art Nouveau prose stvle

Some studies l-ike those of Belmore, lrlebb and the contributors to

Hermandts col-lection have shown Art Nouveau characters in poetry and the

novella29 but there is l-ess work on the extended novel. Since the proper
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establ-ishment of any literary mode.l for Art Nouveau that ís to be based on

the essential (eleven) principles model- invol-ves structural method and the

development of plot, some examples of the novel need to be considered. not

in the sort of confirmatory detail that Be1more and V'Iebb give to Rilket

but as general examples of the eleven principles.

Marcel- Proustts À i.a Recherche du temps perdu, published between

l-91-3 and L927, has much Art Nouveau character, with its theme of

experiental time blotting out real time, dream being more important than

perceived reality, narcissistic and idealistj-c 1ove, the importance of

mood rather than action, and a wistfu.l- longing for past shadows. The

style is consciously mannered, endJ-ess1y-fJ-owing and punctuated with

rhetorical- device that is subdued j-n expression. Much use is made of the

present continuous tense and indefinite constructions so that a feeling of

timelessness is achieved:

Et toujours -Le charme de toutes Les idées que faisaíent naitre en
moi -Les cathédral-es, Je charme des coteaux de L'Isfe-de-France et de
pTaines de l-a Normandie faísait ref-Luer ses ref-Lets sur 7'image que je me

formais de Ml-l-e Swann: ctétait être tout prêt à l-'aimer. Que nous
croyions qutun être participie à une vie inconnue où son amour nous ferait
pénétrer, c'est, de tout ce qu'exige l'amour pour naitre. ce à quoi í7
tient Je plus, et qui fui fait faire bon marché du reste. Même J-es femmes
qui prétendent de juger un homme que sur son physique, voient en ce
physique L'émanation d'une vie spéciale. C'est pourquoi el.Les aiment J-es
mil-itaires, 7es pompiers;-.J'uniforme -i.es rend moins difficiJ.es pour -le
visage; e-lLes croient baiser sous La cuirasse un coeur dífférent,
aventureux et doux; et un jeune souve¡ain, un prince héritiert pour faire
J.es p-lus ffatteuses conquêtes, dans Jes pays étrangers qu'i7 visite, n'a
pas besoín du profiT régulier qui serait peut-être indispensabl-e à un
cou-lissier.3o

Thomas Mann's Der Zauberberg (L924) likewise fl-ows in typical Art

Nouveau style, firstly with its alpine equivalent of an fnse-L setting'

where the real- world is l-eft far bel-ow so that in the suspended time of

the Berghof dream and tense become confused; l-ove and sel-f-l-ove are nr-ixed

with hero-worship and sel-f-projection in the lmmature Hans Castorp, who

looks back to his school--hero/l-ove Pribislav as he Iooks forward to the

siren Madame Chauchat, confusing Pribisl-av's borrowed pencil with

,foachim's borrornred and Fräulein von Mylendonkts purchased one, confusing
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his schoolboy sketched ships that are to take him away from school to the

engineering cadet.ship that is never ful-fil-Ìed, wi-th the sleighs that bring

the only contacts with the real worfd be.l-ow that he is never to rejoin

(except e¡ paslsant to his death) . Even when j-n the unreality of lalalpurgis

Night he consummates his Love for Claudia, it is as j-f it has never

happened, and yet is as much al-ways to be remembered as it is never to be

repeated; the dream is more real- than the fact:

Die vier von der EastnachtsgeselTigkeit übriggebliebenen Personen saßen
unbeweglich. Die Stiffe dauerte mehrere lulinuten. Langsam neigten sich
unter ihrem Druck die Köpfe des Paares am Pianino tiefer und tiefer, der
des Mannhejmers gegen díe KJ-aviatur hinab, der FräuLein Engelharts auf das
Notenheft EndTich, beide gTeichzeitig, wie nach geheimer Verständigung'
standen síe vorsichtig auf, und -Leise, auf den Zehen, indem sje es
künstl-ich vermieden, sich nach der anderen noch beJ-ebten Zimmerecke
umsusehen, die Köpfe eingezogen und die Arme steif am Leibe, verschwanden
der Mannheimer und díe Lehrerin miteinander dutch das Schreib- und
Lesezimmet. . .

"Tout de mond se retire", sagte Frau Chauchat. "C'étaient -les
derniers; il- se faít tard. Eh bien, La fête de carnava-L est finie." Und

sie hob die Arme, um mit beiden Händen die Papiermiitze von ihrem rötlichen
Haar zu nehmen, dessen Zopf als Kranz um den Kopf geschlungen wat. "Vous
connaissez Les conséquencesr monsieur. "

Àl¡er f{ans Castorp verneinte mit gesch-Lossenen Aug:en, ohne im übrigen
seine SteTTung zu verändern. Er antwortete:

"Jamais, CLawdia. Jamaís je te dirai'vous', jamais de i.a vie ni de
l-a mort,.."

Sejne Zähne schl-ugen aufeinander, Er hatte den einen Euß unter
seinem knisternden StuhL hervorgezogen. während er phantasierte, und indem
er ihn vorschob, diesen Euß, berúårte er mit dem anderen Knie schon den
Boden, so daß er denn a-Lso ne.ben ihr kniete, gebeugten Kopfes und am

ganzenKöperzitternd.nJet,aime,,,]-a]-].teer,@
"t'aí aimée de tout temps, car tu es Le Toi de ma vie, mon rêve, mon sort,
mon enviel mon éternef désir..."37

Again the el-ements of Art Nouveau are there: the novel is experimental in

really to happen'the sense of not having a linear p1ot, for nothing' seems

no.r to come to a definite point, except that Hans goes off to war,

presumably to die for no purpose at the end. The emotion of the passage

is j-ntense and langorous yet its setting unreal, as the sounds of the

piano and voices die awalr leaving these unlikely lovers to their dream-

like sequence of passion, r^rhose ending is unstated and uncertain at this

stage of the novel. Hans' fallj-ng into French for the expression of his

love heightens the exotic, unreal atmosphere of what appears above aII an

adolescent fantasy; expressions like unbewegJich, Die Stille, Langsam
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neigten. unter ihrem Druck help to set the atmosphere of time being

subpended so that the dream sequence can commence. (A whol-e section of

the novel is devoted to the subject of the suspension of time32).

Claudia33 and Hans seem possessed by a power outsj-de themselves - Iove -t

so that Hans øãhrend er fantasierte...und am gan2eb Körper zítternd. Such

words are exaggerated. and the repetitj-ons in passages like jamaísr

cl_avdia. ,lamais je te dirai ,,votts,,, jamais de l-a vie ni de l-a mort are

affective mannerj-sms heightening the air of, unreal-ity about the whole

passage. Above all, the passage is suffused wj-th sensuality' a tlpical

Liebestraum.

Äl-ain-Fournier's -Le Grand Meaul-nes of 1913, although written with

apparent regard for verisimifitude, is a recalling of lost time, Iike

Proust's. and has many elements of Art Nouveau fantasy, again with an

adolescent fantasy of a jourtìey into a strange domain where Mcaulnes does

not know what is about him, yet seems to be known, and undergoes

experiences of such intensity of feel-ing that their memories haunt him

thereafter almost in the manner of Poe. His journey is a quest, in

effect, for ultimate, unattaj-nable beauty. His puzzJ-ement and wonder in

this strange land are seen here:

17 pouvait être trojs heures de -l'apres-midi lotsqu'i7 aperçut
enfin, au-dessus d'un bois de sapins, fa flèche d'une toureLle grise.

- Quelque vieux manoir abandonné, se dit-i7, quelque pigeonníet
désert!...

Et, sans presser J.e pas, i7 continua son chemin. Au coin du bois,
débouchait entre deux poteaux bl-ancs, une alLée où Meaulnes s'engagea. Il
y fit quelques pa.s s,arrêta, plein de surprise, troubLé d'une émotion
inexplícable. Il- marchait pourtant du méme pas fatígué, J-e vent Lui
gerçait -Les Lèvres, Je suffoquiat par instants; et pourtant un

contentement extraordinaire -Ze souLevait, une tranqillité parfait et
presgue enivranter Ja certitude que son,but a¡¡ajt était atteint et qu'i7
n'y avait pTus maintenant que du bonheur â espérer. C'est ainsí que,
jadis, l-a veil-l-e des grandes fêtes d'été, iL se sentait défail-l-ir, Torsque
à La tombée de J-a nuit on pTantait des sapins dans les -rues du bourg et
que 7a fenêtre de sã chambre était obsttuée par Ie branches.

Tant de joie, se dít-ift parce j,arrive â ce vieux pigeonnier, pTein
de biboux et de courants d'air!...

Et, fâché contre Luí-même, if s'arrêta, se demandant s'il, ne val-ait
pas mieux re-brousser chemin et continuer jusqu'au prochain vilTage. Il-
réfl_échissait depuis un instant, l-a tête basse, Torsqu'il- s'apetçut
soudain que J'al-l-ée. . .34
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There is so much that suggests the fantastic and the inexplicable - manoir

abandonné, pigeonnier désert, émotion inexplicable, Ie suffoquait par

instants, un contentement extraordinaire, and references to fa tombée de

la nuit and o-bstrée l-es branches to further the mystery. The repetition

and accumulation of these starts of surprise and wonder - quelque, Tant de

joie, is manneristic, together with the affectj-ve shifts from stopping and

resurn-ing the journey, if continual s'arrêta, 17 marchait; the novel has no

orthodox plot nor satisfactory endingf but a sense of circularity as the

mysterì-ous quest must again be re.lj-vedi and there is intense, sensual

emotion that is not rel-ieved.

As a final example, Max Beerbohm's 1911 fantasy zufeik¿ Dobson

exemplifies the lighter side of literary Art Nouveau in every respect:

But the carpett which had faded under his immemoriaL visitations. was now

aLmost entirely hidden from him, hidden under Tayers of fair fine 7inen,
Iayers of siJk, brocade, satin, chiffon, musJin. ALl- the coLours of the
rainbow, material-ised by modístest were there, Stacked on chaits were I
know not what of sachets, gTove-cases/ fan-cases. There were innùmetabl-e
packages in siLver-paper and pink ribands. Thete was a pyramid of band-
öoxes. There was a virgin fotest of boot-trees. And tustl-ing quickly
híther and thither, in and out of this profusion, with armfufs of finety,
was an obvious|y Erench maid. ALett, unetting, fíke a swal-Low she dipped
and. d.arted. Nothing escaped her, and she never rested. She had the air
of the born unpacker - swift and firm, yet withal tender. Scarce had her
arms been l-aden but their l-oads were Tying TightJy between shel-ves or
tightly in drawers. To cacl-ul-ate, catch, distribute, seemed to her but a

single process. She was one of those who are born to make chaos cosmic.
Insomuch that ere the l-oud chapeJ. cl-ock toLled another hour al'J- the

trunks had been sent empty away. The carpet was unffecked by any scrap of
silver-paper. Erom the mante)piece/ photographs of Zul-eika surveyed tåe
room with a possessive aír. Zul-eika 's pincushion, a-bristl-e with new
pins, 7ay on the dimity-fJounced toiLet-table, and round it stood a

muLtitude of mul,ti-form glass vessei.s , domed, al-f of them, with dul-l- goJd,
on which 2.D., in zianites and diamonds was encrusted. On a smal-J- tabJ-e
stood a great casket of maLachite initial-l-ed in l-ike fashion. On another
table stood Zul-eika's Líbrary. Both books were in covers of duJ-f go7d.
On the back of one cover BRADSHAWT in berylsr was e¡crusted; on the other,
A,B.C.Guide, in amethystst beryJs, chrysoprases and gatnets. And
Zuleika's great chevaT-glass stood ready to tefLect her, A|ways it
travel-l-ed with her, in a great case speciaLly made for it. It was framed
in ivory, and of fLuted ivory were the sLim cofumns it swung between.. Of
gofd were its twin sconcest and four tall tapers stood in each of them..,

She saw ít not, heeded it not. She seemed to be thinking of
herself, or of something she desired, or of someone she had nevet met.
There was ennui, and there was wistfu-Zness in her gaze. Yet one wouJ-d

have guessed ti¡ese things to be transient - to be no more than the fittfe
shadows that sometjmes pass beturcen a bright mirror and täe brightness it
ref fects.35
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Here the settj-ng is timeless, j-n an Oxford somewhere in the

Edwardian imagination. Its descriptions are fantastic, with richness

piled on richness until repetition begins to dull- the readerts

sensibil-ities with the rhythmic repetition of image, phrase and clause.

It j-s fulf of virtuosity of rhetorical device, with alliteration (fair

fine l-inen, packages...pyramid...pink, and other musical effects like

consonance (cal-cul-ate, catch), transpositions of word-order (Of goTd were

its twin sconces), archaisms (Insomuch that,ere...). The imagery j-s

exaggeratedly profuse (Stacked on chairs were...sachets, gTove-cases, fan-

cases. There were innumerabfe packages in siLver paper and pínk ríbands.

There was a virgin forest of boot-trees). It j-s sensual (swift and firm,

yet withaT tender, the jewel-encrusted books, ivory, goLd). There are

subtle touches Iike a wirgin forest and the cheval--glass with ivory

col-umns and gold sconces that is to refl-ect Zul-eika, the whol-e scene

recatling Cleopatra's barge36 or Belinda's toil-eL37 and prefiguring that of

the prì-ncess Marie in T.S.Eliot's T.he Wastefand. of L92238, where sensuality

is implied j-n every i-mage. The anti-cl-imax of Zul-eika's "l-ibrary" of two

timetabl-e-guides is typical of the whimsical- cynical nature of this sort

of Art Nouveau. Decadence is impJ-ied not only in the Iavishness of the

objets but in the setting - Judas ColÌege; it is eventual-l-y fulfilled in

her siren-Iike destruction of the Duke of Dorset who is fool-ish enough to

show that he too, l-ike all- the rest of the world of stricken and therefore

contemptibfe beaux, loves her.

Thus the same elements that comprise visual- Art Nouveau are found in

its literary manifestation - its experimentalism of style and form, its

gettj-ng away from any sense of a conventional-l-y constructed and balanced

story, its extremism and amorality, affectj-ve mannerism, sensuality and

surfeit. caricature and exaggeration of detail-. There is more than a hint

of Zul-eika's representing the Other Realm of nature that has mysterious

power over men, seen in the fl-at dimensionality of the world wherever
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Zuleika goes - her strange and compelling beauty surrounded by a landscape

whose paths are strewn with her admirers. lt is also seen in its

timelessness that is set in an imaginary Oxford somewhere before

Nuffield3e, for its plot is circular, being in effect just another episode

in Zul-eika's Circean destruction of great men who have dared flutter too

cl-ose to her dazzle. The cfimax is constantly threatening but never

arriving, instead petering out in the irreverent anticlimax that has after

all- been presaged by the witty commentary's preventing us from taking

anything seriously. l,ike al-l Art Nouveau, its mannerisms and studied

unreality have fascj-nated the reader and taken her or him into another

charming but al-so sinj-ster imaginary world.

Operatic libretti and the Fantastic: Art Nouveau style

Opera is a medium that brj-ngs together visual, literary and musical

el-ements, and so is an important point of connexi-on between the three main

expressions of Art Nouveau considered in this study. In England Ethel

Smyth,s Der Wal-d (l-901) features spirits of the wood]and in a manner

somewhat reminiscent of Shakespearers .A lulidsurwner Night's Dteam, and in

Eête Gafante (1,923) , with its obvious Vilatteau and Verl-aine connotations,

Maurj-ce Baringts libretto is described as "a dance dream in one act"40. In

France, Debussy's Pelléas et Méfisande (1892) is set in a vague mediaeval-

landscape; we are not told any reasons for Mélisande's reluctance or

Golaud's melancholy, and the scene j-n the grotto is full of unspoken

menace. Debussyts intentions were to find a librettist "who, saying

things by halves, would al-l-ow me to graft my dream on to him; one who

coul-d conceive characters whose story and background belonged to no

time"41.

A glance at the European scene of new operas between l-890 and L920

shows that most of them fall- into three broad categories: l-ate Romantic

tearful drãmas in the maj-nstream l-ed. by Puccinj-42; comedies of mannersr 1ed

by those of Richard Strauss that are predominantly Art Nouveaui and
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fantasy-pj-eces in the Cel-tic or enchanted-lands mode, which are al-most

wholly Art Nouveau, of which Pel-Léas et l'|éfisa¡de is the exemplar. Thus,

for instance, Gabriel Piérne's -La Coupe enchantée (1894). Hamish Maccunrs

Diarmid (L89'l), Paul Dukas' ,Aria¡e et Barbe-BLeu (l-907) to Maeterl-inck's

libretto, Franz Schreker's Die r'erne Klang (l-913), Louis Aubert's -Le Eorêt

bLeue (1913) based on Perrault fairy tal-es, Josef Holbrooke's Dylan, Son

of the Waves (19L4) from his Celtj-c trilogy The Caul-dron of Anwon, Rutland

Boughton's Tåe Immortal- Hour (1914), Horatip Parker's Fairyland (l-915),

I¡lalter Courvoisierts Lanzel-ot und Efaine (1,91-7 ) to Tennyson's Arthurian

poetry and Straussr Die Erau ohne Schatten (l-91-9). Tn these works are

found sorcerers, magic charms, spirits of trees, drui-ds, elves, mysterious

temples, waters, fountaì-ns, fire-spirits - everything represented in

EngJ-ish by the orthograph "faery". The osLensible setting may be

Classical, as in St::arrs.s' Ariaclne au.f Ndxo.s (1912) or Die ägyptische

HeLena (L921), it may be Celtic, mediaeval or simply fairyland, but the

essence is enchantment as a key el-ement in p1ot, setting and action. Here

the timeless juxtaposes with real- time, immortal-s with mortals, poetJ-c

justice and happiness with human fates, so that the poet is supreme, and

nature overshador^rs man. In Boughtonts ?åe Immortal-.Ilour the mysterious

fairy-prince Midir enchants Etain from her earthly heaven of marriage to

the Irish King Eochaidh away to the Land of Heartrs Desires. This ending

is to some extent reversed in Hol-st's Tåe Perfect Fool- (L923) when the

FooI is able to win the Princess from the Vüizard by drinking the potion

the I¡lizard has prepared for himself, whereupon the Wj-zard retires to the

spirit-mountaj-ns in wrath, to summon djinns. gnomes, goblins and so on to

punish earth - but is unabl-e to do so. In the end magic prevails, for the

Fool must marry the Princess he does not wish to because he has meddled

thoughtlessly with magic in drinking the potion. In Die äglptjsche fle-Lena

there are again magic drinks, so that Helen's phantom causes the Trojan

Wars while she is stil-l- under Mount Atlas in the mysterious kingdom of
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Aithra's father. In Dukas' Ariane et Barbe-B7eu, Ariane j-s able to

penetrate the toil-s of the enchanted castle with her golden key. In

Strauss' Eeuersnot (1900) the mystical power of Diemut's vlrgin innocence

is ab.Ie to save the stricken, fireless city from the thralls of Konrad.

Eire is a strong ArL Nouveau/Symbol-ist motif, of course.

For Germany, A.D.McCredie has summed up the Jugendstil musj-c-theatre

of ludwig Thuile, C.l-emens von Franckenstein, Alexander von Zemlinsky,

Julius Weismann, Hans Pfitzrlert Bernard Sekl-es and others as foll-ows:

"The plots of their operas emphasize fable, fantasy, the moral
supremacy of the poet's r¡¡orfd ... the fnsel- syndrome, dj-stant kingdomst
nr-ixed mythologies, overlapping layers of cosmic and experiential time, of
dream, fantasy and reality. rt43

The very tj-tl-es of these operas indicate their fantasy-worlds: Schrekerts

Die Eerne Klang, Das SpieLwerk und die Prinzessin, Zemlinsky's Traumgörge,

Pfitzner's Die Rose von Liebesgarten, Franckenstein's Des Kaisers Dichter,

Siegfried lrlagnerts Schwarzschwannenreich, Bartok's three operas - Duke

Bl-uebeard's CastLe, The Wooden Prince and ?.he Miracul-uos Mandarin; but it

is j-n the detaj-I of the operas that the fantasy-world is seen.

This world is not just a fairy world, however, for it may be set in

the East, as in Sekfes' Die Hochzeit des Eaun, or in the Middl-e Eastr as

in his Schahrazade, von Franckenstein's Raha.b, or in European fantasy-

mythology, as in Sekl-es' Die Zehn Küssen, after H.C.Andersen. The setting

may even be familiar, with an added dimensj-on of fantasy, just as it is in

contemporary shorL stories like those of Sakj- and E.M.Forster. Finallyt

there is the Insef setting, as in ,Jugendstil operas like li-?aj-Pe that

reflect the fnseLn of Yeatst -Lake -fsi.e of Innisfree, Gauguin's Tahiti

paintings and Debussy's ¡'fsle ,Joyeuse. In al-1 these the actual setting

is less j-mportant than the fantasy, and the fantasy may be frankly

satirical- or simply charmi-ng.

This chapter has l-ooked at l-iterary Art Nouveau in the round;

examination of it from the viewpoint of the eleven princj-ples will follow,

as the necessary third part of the justification of the eleven principles
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as defining the three main fiel-ds of art, Iiterature and music.
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APPENDIX D

THE ESSENCE OF LITERARY ART NOUVEAU

EXPRESSED IN THE ELEVEN PRTNCTPIES

Literary Art Nouveau shares the spirit of vj-sual- Art Nouveau and can

be seen to exemplify its essential principles, set out in the efeven-

principles model of ChaPter 3

l-. Oriqinal-it v and univer salitv of stvle

There can be no doubt that in their efforts to bui]d on the model-s of

affective verse pioneered by Edgar Al-l-en Poe¡ some poets in the later

nj-neteenth and early twentieth centuries del-iberatel-y experj-mented with new

devices. or with o.lder ones used in new ways. There are startlingly novel-

effects of word-play, word-music' syntax and diction to be found in the

poetry of Gerard Manly Hopkì-ns. the young Rainier Maria Ril-ke and in Arno

HoIz' phantasus that wilf be dealt with under more specific headings below.

Synaesthesia Iike

kühl-e Becken
und mit den Händen ihre Lichte Lecken
und raten; Sind sie Sjlber oder Gofdr

is deliberately used by Ril-ke to explore a new Iange of descríptions; its

eonfusing effect tends to take the reader al^Iay from the worl-d of empirical

verities. V,f.B.Yeats talks of an enchanted Celtic Twilight where anything

can happen but everything i-s merely suggested:

The bread and the wine had a doom
For tlrese were the host of the air

His neck and his .breast and his arms
Were drowned in het Jong, dim hair'2

Art Nouveau poets wish to be free from form, perspective, symmetry

and convention, so that they employ unusual effects that offend the

conventional traditj-ons of l-iterary craftsmanship, providing irregularities

and surprises that their new freedom makes possible. In his study of

Rilke, H.lr1.Belmore notes many such effects, often with some puzzlement3 but

KarI Eugene Vrlebb explains them as asymmetries, an Art Nouveau feature4.
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Verlaine's scorn for conventional- scansion matches his scorn for

conventional morality: his manner matches his matter. His prj-nciple of

f impair, of uneven fines of seven, nine or eleven syJ-lables is

deliberateJ-y designed to get away from normal prosodic models. like his

freedom with vulgar vocabulary and syntax.

Art poétigue as poetic phiJ-osophy is delj-berately novel, especially

with its advocating a dreaming atmosphere, muted col-ours and indefj-niteness

of statement. Mal-l-armé's voyant is one who will attain supreme knowledge

by experiencing every sensation - perhaps the type for Des Esseintes. fn

prosody his effects could be as inventive as Verl-aine's:

Le vierge, Je vivace et Le bel- aujourd'hui

is unconventional but freely and hauntingJ-y rhythrric, for al-though it scans

into roughly accurate anapaests it has more than a hj-nt of Gerard Manley

Hopkj-ns' sprung rhythm and ends with a whiplash rush on the final sy1J-able:

Mal-l-armé is actual-Ìy conducti-ng experiments in metre like those of hj-s

contemporary Hopkj-ns, not to get ar¡ray from it l-ike V'ial-t ltihitman in America,

but to explore its affective possibil-itj-es. When Debussy returns to

Paris in 1887 he is delighted to fj-nd "Verlaine, MalÌarmé, Laforgue nous

apportaienL des tons nouveaux, des sonorités nouvel-.1-es. "5 He l-ike them is

seeking new tones and sonorities to distance his art from the mainstream.

Other poets are deter¡ained to explore extreme effects: Isidore

Ducasse in his surrea.l-istic -Les Chants de Maldoror6, Jul-es Laforgue's

iconocl-astic metres and vocabulary, Émil-e Verhaerenrs -Les Soirs, -Les

DébacLes and FLambeaux noirs, Maurice Maeterl-inck's ,Se¡res cåaudes and

Henri de Regnier's earJ-y Jeux rustigues et divins. This expJ-oration of

novelty of effect in French verse ends as abruptly as visual- Art Nouveau

does, although a year or thro earlier. as Jean Moréas.l-eads the reaction to

it in his Écol-e Romane: it is not part of any inevitable drive towards

modernism any more than j-t is in England, but a phenomenon that anticipates

and paral-1el-s the rj-se and fall- of visua.l- Art Nouveau. When its
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experimentalj-st spirit reappears later in England, for instance, it is as

part of a neI^I, expressJ-onj-stic movement that begins with T.S.E1iot,

D.H.Lawrence and James Joyce.

fn the novel there is a simil-ar freeing from conventional

restrictions. easily seen j-n the comparative umimportance of p1ot. Thomas

Mann's Der Zauberberg suspends action for whole chapters while Hans Castorp

dj-scusses medj-cal- theory with Hofrat Behrens or theoÌogy wj-th Settembrini

and Naphta. Joris-KarJ- Huysmans' .A Re.bours,l-ikewise suspends action while

cataloguing aI1 Des Esseintes r experiments in vice or his co.l-l-ections of

sensation-producing works of art. The endings of afl- three are anti-

cl-imactic, with Mann's novel- petering out into suggestions of the future

raLher than coming to a completion of the present narratj-ve. AJ-l this

antJ-cipates the experj-ments of the period after 1918 - such thing's as

Virginia Vrlool-f rs Iater rel-atj-vel-y plotless novels, Jamcs Joyce's stream of

consciousness techniques and structures in Uiysses and Einnegants Wake, and

such innovatj-ve verse as that of T.S.EÌiotr Gertrude Stein and Dylan

Thomas.

2. Sensu-af :-tv of feelino

One resul-t of mannerist use of language, where effect is used for its

own sake, i-s a new sensuousness where affectj,ve diction, combined with an

exotic vocabulary and fantasy-settings, produces a strikingJ-y new impact.

The subject-matter of both visual and Iiterary Art Nouveau is more subtly

sexual- and carefree-decadent than that offered by the more restraj-ned late-

Romantic consumptive heroines of the popular novel-s and the conventional

nudes of the academies. Swinburne's swimmer is surrounded

With Lustrous shadow that fures the swimmer,
Lures and -l.u-l-l.s him with dreams of 7ig;ht]

and Mal-l-armé I s f aun dreams of lost encounters :

Je t'adore, corroux des vierges, ô dél-ice
Earouche du sacré fardeau nu qui se glisse

Pour fuir ma Levre en feu buvant, conme un écLai.r
?ressai-le ! 7a frayeur secrète de fa chair.B
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Not only the actual- descriptions of sexual-ì-ty like Mal-larmé's but ordinary

description like Swj-nburne's is shot through with sensuality. Different

methods are used to suggest this, with Thomas Mann reverting to French for

Hans Castorp's amorous encounter wiLh Madame Chauchat (above), oscar l¡lil-de

using a stark, dj-rect syntax in SaJ-omé and Proust a complex, indirect style

that seems to ob/e much to the indeflniteness advocated by Verlaine's -Art

poétique.

Ä.lthough there is sexual- sensuousness in the three represenLative

nove]-s ]l-Iustrated in this section, especially in Huysmans' novel-, much of

the sensual-ity is directed at other pleasure-centres, like taste, smell and

sight. Des Essej-ntes, for instance, goes to the most fantasLic J-engths to

surround himsel-f with every possible sensatj-on-producing artefact and

source, from the macabre to f.l-irtation with the hoÌy, from music to poetry,

from art to jewellery, from fasting to excess. But in Art Nouveau in

generaf, sensual-ity is a matter of subtl-e feeling that relies on the

underJ-ying rhythms and connotations of words that convey this sensua.l-ity,

like the subtJ-y curving line and sensuousness of imagery in visual- Art

Nouveau; the effect is del-iberate, omnipresent and seductively mesmeric:

Jedoch, wenn er aus ihrer Hand
Den l-eichten Becher nehmen sol7te,
So war es beiden al-l-zuschwer:
Denn beide bebten sie so sehr,
Dass keine Hand die andre fand
Und dunkf er þIein am Boden rol-l-te,e

But thy bosom is warm for my face and profound as a

manifol-d fLower
Thy silence as music, thy voice as an odour that

fades in a ffame;
Not a dream, not a dream is t.t¡e kiss of thy mouth,

and the bountiful- hour
That makes me forget what was sin, and woul-d make

me forget it were s.hame.lo

J'aí baísé
J'ai baisé

ta bouché, Iokanaan,
ta bouché.71

3. Mystery

In lj-terary Art Nouveau the importance of nature is as obvious as in

visual, and in both it is always characterized as the chj-ef symbol of
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mystery. It is essentially the Other Realm where gods and spirits ru1e,

and is therefore as far away as j-t is possibJ-e to be from the realist

pastorals of Impressi-onism, where nature is essentially frì-endly. Art

Nouveau writers wish to show nature as essential-Iy foreign to the Order of

the scientific and positivistj-c view of l-ife: Pan brings mystery and

therefore dj-sorder into man's conceitedly ordered civilization, the concej-t

being the denial of what Pan embodies - sensualj-ty as natural imperative.

Thus the sceptic, the sophisticate and the col-d are mocked or punlshed,

whil-e the naive, the dreamer and the i-mpulsive are rewarded. The short

stories of Saki (Hector Hugh Munro) il-l-ustrate the primacy of nature over

man, or, more usually, imperious r^romen, as the boy's ferret and Pan mock

and triumph over human presumptionl2. In the short. stories of E.M.Forster

the gods of the woodfand are equally sure in vanquishing the presumptuous

as their votive sacrificienda, with Mr Bons as affected literateur falling

appropriately enough from the path to Parnassus and Evelyn the pure spirit

actually becorn-ing one.

In poetry as in picture nature and its mystery is the constant

background, its el-emental- and basic rhythms presupposed in every stanza.

It j-s a different nature from the picturesque artj-fice of Baroque poetry,

from the i-deal-ized, thrilJ-ing wildness of earJ-y Romantic prospects, and

from the sentj-mental- gardens of late-Romantic love-poems; it is a nature

that overshador^rs man, if he has eyes to see this and notice its jeal-ous

menace for those who take it J-ightly - the clear meaning of the Forster and

Saki stories. Nature l-ooks larger than humans in these stories simply

because their presumptuous folly makes them seem very small.

The emphasis on nature in Art Nouveau comes from poetsr feeling that

the truths behind real-ity are not simple, that life is a mystery and that

poems should refl-ect this. To Mall-armé a poem was a mystery to be

unraveJ-led, a type of truth from the Other Realm that contrasted with the

obvious fol-l-ies of mankind in this one This is a general- bel-ief from the
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Pre-Symbol-ists through to the Symbolists, Decadents and the Aesthetic

Movement, for whom al-l art must be indirect and allusJ-ve, since it is about

the directly unknowabl-e. Some of this stems from Arthur Schopenhauerrs

bel-ief that only art, particularly musì-c. can see into the real-m beyond

ordinary reality. This other reaÌm, that of the evil-, unconscious l-ife-

force, lies behind nature, so that nature is myst.ery. Viktor Hartmannrs

doctrine of the blind, evil l-ife-force is almost equally uncompromising,

except that by gradual knowledge of man's subordinate re.l-ationship to j-t he

may eventually come to some sort of terms with it - but never really know

ir.

Thus al-though naLure is sensuous, it can for Art Nouveau be enticing

or cruel-, Iike Diana and Pan themsefves. It is in the snow that Hans

Castorp dreams of Arcadia and watches the duel take place, and it is by Lhe

waterfafl- that he first sees his real- sel-f. The artificiality of Des

Esseintes partly lies, as it does with Dorian Gray. in his cutting himself

from nature: he is no longer able to endure the cold and scents of fresh

air for they remind him of how sick in soul he really is. üIhil-e on the

one hand the novel-'s title - Against Nature - is a rallying cry for the

DecadenLs' and Aestheticists' desire to escape natura.l-ism and realism, it

j-s on the other a demonstration of nature's centrality to the spj-ritual

domain that Des Esseintes fatal-ly i-gnores.

4. Ambiquity

The basj-c ambiguity of Art Nouveau l-iterature is the dual- nature of

all- its elements - character, plot, settì-ng, imagery - as representation

and symbol. Verisimilj-tude can be so convincing that real-ist

representation may at first seem paramount, as in the wealth of

circumstantial detail- in Der Zauberbergr and A rebours, for instance, while

other stories, like those of ZuLeika Dobson or the fnseJ-operas, may seem

so fantastic that there may seem l-itt.l-e j-ntention of representation. Yet

on refl-ection the eccentric characters of Der Zauberberg represent the
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incongruities of the real- world, with their irrel-evant philosophical

debates and tragic deaths, while the escape of Hans to die on the

battlefiefd of the absurd national- ambitions of the Great V,Iar is Aeschylean

irony. A rebours, for all- the surfeit of detaif, is about a Faust who

woul-d be Mephistopheles. On the other hand, the representational aspects

of ZuLeika Dobson and the fnseJ-operas, whil-e not those of everyday

real-ity, are those of dreams that are recognisabfe as such, so that there

is still dramatic suspension of disbelief while reading or watching.

The comedy of manners .is constructed around verbal repartee and

situation based on paradox, in an overall setting in which sophisticates

are seen to be fool-ish in proportion to their preLence. Every word,

gesture and action has ambj-guity of more Lhan one kind: each character is

aiming to deceive the others, and al-l are deceiving themsel-ves. Meanwhife

l¿Ìre audience is deceiving iLse.l-f by assuming that it is only other people

who are being satirized, and on a symbolic level al-I Lhe characters are

stereotypes of social foll-ies and evils. Thus the whole genre is founded

on ambiguities, not the l-east of which perhaps is that schol-ars pay serious

attention to its fantasy-

Oscar trrlil-de's The Importance of Being Earnest contains a word-play on

"earnest/Ernest" in its tj-tl-e alone, and shows in another term

"Bunberrying" the hl4gocrisy of the middle-class idl-er-about-town: Jack

lrlorthing righteously condemns Afgernon Moncrieff's deceptions but is

himsel-f discovered to practise what he condemns. Algernon and he coolJ-y

construct el-aborate but harml-ess deceits as ways of winning CeciJ-y and

Gwendolen, to the approval of the middl-e-cl-ass audience of such peopl-e as

themsel-ves, whose social- fabric is interwoven with white l-ies and pollte

concelts. The audi-ence laughs at the absurdiLy of it all, elegantly put in

paradoxical- forms:

The truth isn't quite the sort of thing one
refined girl.

The truth is rareTy pure and never simple.
tedious if it were either, and modern fiterature

teLLs xo a nice, súleet,

Modern fife woul-d be very
a compTete impossibiTity.
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From the last clause it 1s clear that lVilde is consci-ous of the ambj-guity

of a playwright's commenting on the play as such through dialoguer and the

rest comments on socj-al- hypocrisies. He puts the whole matter succinctly

in another context: "If one te1ls the truth, one is sure, sooner or later,

to be found out"13.

Poetry al-mosL by definiLion is based on ambiguities' with the

fundâmental-s of the interplay of multiple denotation and connotation always

present. Symbolj-sm adds layers of esoterism to connotation, and Art

Nouveau adds an emphasis on the affective where words and sounds can be

used for their patterning effects as we.l-l- as meaning's, so that the basic

purpose of the poem turns towards an ambj-gui-ty between effecL and meaning.

From Boris de Schl-oezer's account of it, the text of Skryabin's -Acte

préatabJe in the original language is an example of Lhe marrì-age of the

ambiguities of Strmbolism and Art Nouveau, because as wel-l as arcane

symbolisms of death as white sun, towards which Iife rushes from its first

moment of bei-ng, dooming j-tsel-f to ecstasy, "whole passages in the text of

the Äcte préalable are buj-ft on artful assonances and al-l-iterations...The

variety of prosody i-s extraordinary; the metrical l-ines are precisely

articul-ated. . . Iin] j-ntricate rhythmic designs"14.

Ambiguity is also shown in the de-emphasis of plot in Art Nouveau;

the purpose of episodes is not so much to point towards the final outcome

as to develop the feel-ings of repetitious action and j-ts consequent

suspension of time (both to be considered bel-ow) . Action is not so much

furthered as repeated or mirrored in resonating patterns, which makes the

whol-e function of plot as the ostensibl-e purpose of a work become

redundant. This is the reader's experience in Der Zauberberg, whose whole

plot is ambj-guous throughout, as Hans' visit to his cousj-n gradually

extends indefinitely for no cl-ear reason. It is not clear whether Hans is

iI1 too, or even if he is suffering a sympathetic il-l-nessi nor is his

stranqe acceptance of, and acceptance by, the Berghof communiLy, or his
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rel-ationships with CÌaudia, Naphta, Peeperkorn and Sascha ever explained.

Episode after episode goes over simil-ar ground, with each purporting to

look to plot-development, but without ever furthering it, no matter how

dramatic some them may be, like the deaths of Sascha, ,Joachim and Marjusa,

the vision in the snolo, or the duel-. The reader is being taken through

states of mj-nd rather than afong a course of actions, but the actions are

there, seeming to l-ead nowhere, serving onÌy to further an ambiguity of

i-ntention

5. Extremit of effect

This principle is seen in wriLerst determination to explore amorality

and extremism. This is real-ized in Art Nouveau literary work by writers'

preparedness to exploit effects of manner where they may lead, even where

this conflicts with conventional- dictates of form. Thus the conceits of

dialogue in the plays of üIi.l-de and Shaw, especially in the latter, cause

plays that in other respects seem to be conventionally crafted to be

di-sproportionately sl-anted towards dialogue. In a comedy J-ike Major

Barbara Shaw has characters taki-ng extreme positions that offend even his

ohln conceptions of moral-ity, l-ike those of Andrew Undershaft who with

impeccabJ-e logic maintains it a crime to be poor, and therefore a moral

duty to act lmmorally in order to become rich:

"I am a mil-lj-onaire; that is my religion!"

AdoJ-phus Cusins, although a professor of Greek culture and morality,

actualJ-y fol-l-ows Machiavel-li in his l-ife-pJ-an; he is derisivel-y termed

"Dionysos" (sic) by the bourgeois Undershaft for his anarchism, and yet by

the pJ-ay's end it is he who is taking over Undershaft's rol-e and will

undermine the Establishment, for which purpose he the bohemian becomes

bourgeois. The free thought of Settembrinj- in Mann's Der Zauberberg and

the portrayal of burgher-establ-ishment decline in his Euddenbrooks is again

a case where the author's characters and aims take on a life of their own

to point in anarchistic or at least anti-establishment directions, and in
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so doing actually wrench the structure of their novels from orthodox

proportion. üfhole chapters of Der Zauberbergr are taken up in specul-ative

philosophizing whil-e the frequent brevity of Buddenbrooks' chapters shows a

lack of development of plot-sequence in detail-, a method that trangiresses

normal- canons of procedure. Perhaps the converse is lüilde's Sal-omé that,

whife being a beautifulJ-y (.in I¡lil-de's Aestheticist sense) sLructured and

proportioned drama, J-s LotaIJ-y decadent in sentiment despite the execution

of Sal-omé at the very end: an ugly story is tol-d with the utmosL

refinement. The novel-s .A Reþours and The Picture of Dorian Gray are

Iikewise decadent, the former even more so than.Sa-?.omé, but as will- be

discussed bel-ow under mannerism (in Principle 6) they are clearly Art

Nouveau in style. I¡lil-de's "No artist has ethical sympathies"l5 j-s a

statement of defiance against mainstream l-iterary practice that hj-s

writings certainly demonstrate.

6. Stylization as the dominant feature

Stylization in l-iterature is mannerism of stylistic devices. This

can be seen as a characteristicalJ-y late-cycle phenomenonr just as

FJ-amboyant architecture and Rococo decoration are late Gothic and Baroque

styles respectively. Early j-n an artistic epoch, its purity of ideal-s and

desire to di-fferentiate itself from the tired and overburdened forms of the

previ-ous epoch are seen in j-ts clarity and economy of utterance. Towards

the end of the epoch devj-ces and complications are added to the originaÌ

pure forms until its uterance becomes manneristic, and this proceeds until

its extremes provoke a reaction that ushers in a new epoch of pure forms

and expression. In this case the mannerisms of Art Nouveau may be seen as

the final complications of Romanticism, but j-n their searching for novel-

effects they also l-ook forward to the experimental-ism of the twentieth

century.
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Literature shows mannerism in the period under study in the effects

of sound, arrangement, dictj-on and metre, (and it may be thought that

preciosity of subject-matter and imagery is equally mannerist).

The effects of sound are seen most strikingly j-n the verse of Gerard

Manley Hopkins, Arno Ho.Iz and the early verse of Rainer Maria RiJ-ke, the

Iatter being thoroughly anal-yzed by Karl Eugene !üebb16. He feel-s that what

Sternberger cal-l-s "the atmosphere of the soul-"17 - the feeling of Ril-ke's

verse as opposed to its meani-ngs - is conveyed through its decorative

effects, presumably because these are indirect in their effect on the

reader. Structuralist theory would support thj-s view by supposing that the

patterns of unconscious desire and feefing wiJ-l tend to be expressed

invol-untarj-ly in the patterns of expression. The patterning of verbal-

device and diction incl-udes the obviously musical effects of al-l-iteraLion,

assonance, consonance or inner rhyme, formation of compor.rncl worcìs,

transposition of word-orde.r, transformation of syntax and so on that are

concentrated in their effects in the verse of Gerard Manley Hopkins, Rilke,

the Arno Holz of Pi¡antasus and found to a l-esser but stil-l- signiflcant

degree in Swinburne, Al-oysius Bertrandf Mal-larmé, Verlaine, Stefan George,

!ù.B.Yeats, Nietzsche and so on. The metres chosen are more adventurous

than those of mainstream verse, and can feature anapaestj-c and dactyllc

rhythms. rhyming within l-ines and often in tercets, use of feminine

endings, together with repetitions and resonances of al-l sorts to produce

an aural- effect that mesmerizes and strongly buiJ-ds a predisposition in the

hearer towards the sensuousness of the imagery and meaning.

Thus the characterj-stic l-uxuriance and soporifi-c splendour of such

verse as that of Algernon Swinburne's Before Dawn:

Ah, one thing worth beginning,
One thread in l-ife worth spinning,
Ah sweet, one sin worth sinning

With al-f the whoLe sou-l's wíLf ;
To l-ul-l- you ti77 one sti-Z-Z.ed you,
To kiss you till one kiLLed you,
?o feed you tiJl one filLed you,

Sweet Jips, if l-ove coufd filf ;
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or the equal-l-y luxuriant melancholy of Stefan George' s Wir schreiten auf:

In träumen ullse-re arme sich verschränken
lilir faben uns am langen mifden feuchten.

The hlpnot.ic effect of such verse owes much

resonances that

Mannerisms

are subtly - or frankly -

of arrangement, that is,

to its sound, to repetitj-ons or

affective.

transpositions of word-order like

Hopkins'

Things, Like the Leaves of man you,
Vlith your fresh thoughts care for can you?

have a two-fold effect, firstly musical-, and secondly of delight at the way

meaning is cl-ouded and made gnomic by artistry. The same thing is seen

more subtly in Max Beerbohm's habit of beginning a sentence with a verb-

unit, Proustts with "A1ors" or Mannts with an "aber" construction, but the

most typical use is the deliberate disordering of normal sentence-order not

for purposes of elegant variation but as habituaf characteristic. In

Hopkins, the earJ-y Rifke and Charfes Péguy' manner is as important as

matter, and could al-most convey the poem's import without reference to

word-meanings:

As tumbfed over rim in
.Stones ring; Like each

roundy wel-l,s
tucked string te77s, each hung

bell-' s
Bow swung finds tongue to fJing out broad its name18

Schimmernde Schwäne in prahfended Posen
gTeiten -lejse auf gläzendem Gl-att,..
und sir l-ächefn und Lauschen und warten,
und wir gragen uns nicht, auf wen..,19

Adieu, l"leuse endormeuse et douce à mon enfance
Qui demeures aux prés I où tu cou-les tout bas2o

H.Vü.Bel-more exami-nes in detail- the manneristic effects of the early Rj-lke,

from double and triple consecutive rhymes, repetitì-on, assonance,

transposition, all-j-teration (in the early verse he "more than any other

modern poet, with the exception perhaps of G.M.Hopkins, uses it in every

poem, often i-n every line"21). K.E.VrIebb adds to this analysis the primary

importance of modifiers (adverbs, adjectives, modifying phrases)' the

emphasis on intransitive, reffexive and copuJ-ative verbs and the reJ-ati-ve
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unimportance of subject and normal verb, effects of synaesthesia, his two-

dimensional plane resulting in l-ack of temporal reference: all- these

effects are employed so lavishly and singJ-e-mj-ndedl-y that the affective

naLure of the verse overshador^¡s any direct orthodox "meaning"22.

The experj-mental verse of Arno HoIz' Phantasus (1898), in its efforts

to describe al-l- possible aspects of a love-bed or a sea-scape, in its

formal- arrangement of words around a central axis and the sheer profusion

of decorative imagery, ís pure Art Nouveau rnannerism. He sees the l-ine as

unit, not the foot or rhyme-group or stanza, and wishes it to have its own

rhythm that wj-l-l- carry it on its own, independently of the fines around

it23. The profusion of words that make up a given l-j-ne are mostly strings

of adverbs, adjectives, participles and qui-te outrageously J-ong compound

words, all of which dazzle the reader:

Ein
Löwenpratiq. . . ein LöwenkJauig, ein. . . löwentatzig

tíefes . . . breítes ,
niederes,

k a r f u n k e l-ddämme r f l- imme rü b e rb 7u t e t e s,
ru b i namp e L s ch e i n s c h imme rüb e r f lu t e t e s,

duftend, dampfend,
sinnberasuchend, sinnbetäubend,

s Tnnumne]-tef nd-

we ih m au chb e ck e nwo L k e numwi rb e 79 7u t e t e s,
seidenweiches,

seidenwonníges, seidenwohTíges,
seidenwogiges,

seidenwie giges , seidenschmiegiges ,
seidenkühLiges, seidenpüppiges, seidenpfühliges

...PurpurJager...24

The verse is planned to have complex underJ-yinq unvermeidl-ích rhythms that

express the essence of a subject25 - a concept that is very close to Gerard

Manley Hopkins' instress, j.n which his strikingly novel diction and metres

attempt to suggest the inscape, or teleoJ-ogy, of the natural world. Both

poets use extended al-Iiterative, assonantal. consonantal and onomatopoeic

effects, comblned wj-th a heavily repetitive manner and the use of

transposition of word-order, all simply for their musicaf and cumulative

effect. Neither can have known the other's work, but the resemblances are

striki-ng, despj-te their very different milieus and doctrj-nal bases. Not
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the -l-east of these resemb.l-ances is their acknowl-edged debt to mediaeval-

diction and rhythms - Ho.l-z' Mittel-achsenpoesie and Hopkins I Sprung Rhythn?6

deriving from Anglo-Saxon al-l-iterative verse. Hopkins' baroque, ingenious,

musj-cal vocabul-ary and diction is, Iíke Holz's, hj-ghly suggestive of Art

Nouveau, although he died in 1889, with much of his poetry being written in

the seventies and eighties. In EngJ-ish l-iterature Hopkins is not regarded

as belonging to any school- (nor did he found one, because most of his work

rnras not pubJ-ished until- after the Great Vüar, when his one disciple was

perhaps the Expressj-onist DyJ-an Thomas) . Hls mannered verse, however,

anticipates much of the Art Nouveau revofution in the arts. In theme he is

perhaps Pre-Raphaelite, with hj-s pronounced mediaeval-ism, innocence of

approach and reJ-igious inspj-ration, but in style decidedly modern, although

his Sprung Rhythm is, of course. based on medj-aeval- models. ln Windhover

he even uses the whiplash-shape as he describes the hovering and sudden

diving of the bj-rd - pure Art Nouveau some years before Hermann Obristrs

Cyclamen (1895);27 his uneven metrical- feet are themselves essentially

whj-p-shaped: Istresses added]

Nóthing ís so béautiful as spríng
lr/hen wéeds, in whéel-s, shoot Ióng and Ìovely and
lúsh28

And the mídriff astráin with l-eanj-ng of, Iáced with
strés s2 9

fire of

On méadow and rj-ver and wind-wandering, wéed-winding bánk30

The same comment rn-ight wel-l- be made about HoIz' remarkabl-e stanzas:

See, See, sonnigste See,
soweit

du... siehst!

J_n

meine
irreproschabeJ-ste, ì-nkomparabelste,

wunderdãmmerigste, zauberschummerigste,
rubintraumli chtkarfunkelnds te

purpurgrotte ! 31

So striking is this literary mannerj-sm of HoIz and Hopkins that their verse

exotic subject-matter inmust be considered as Art Nouveau. HoLz'
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Phantasus brings hi-m even closer to it, and Hopkins' whole religious world

and conceits are as fantastic as anything else in Art Nouveau.

The use of medi-aevaf devices for affective ends i-s afso seen in the

verse of Thomas Hardy after his l-ast natural-istic novel- (,lude the Obscure,

1896), where he shows a more restrained mannerism, if not the exuberant

fantasy of HoLz. Like HoIz, he can hardly have known Hopkins' verse, yet

l-eans strongly towards mediaeval a1literative verse and vocabulary-models:

his vocabulary has many "slightly strange coinages out of existing hlords"32

.l-ike "outleant"r33 "bl-ast-beruffled."r34 "scath"r35 "sal-amandrine"r36

"il-Iimi-ted"37 and so on that are reminj-scent of Hopkins in their bei-ng

formed for their musicaf effect in their contexts. His verse-rhythms and

af l-iterative styl-e are most reminiscent of mediaeval- model-s:

Confident I in her watching and ward through the
bfackening heather,

Deeming her matchLess in might and with measure-Less
scope endued...

Heard of a worJ-d wheel-ing oDt with no listing or
Tonging to join,

Even then! whife unweeting that vision couLd vex or
that knowl-edge couJd numÌ>,

That sweets to the mouth in the be77y are bitter,
and tart, and untoward....3a

Mannerlsm of language is also at home in the theatre where the long

influence of the verse-pJ-ay coJ-ours even the usage of non-verse.

Affectation is accentuated in the Art Nouveau period del-iberately to

distance its utterance from that of realism; nothing coul-d be more affected

than Vtilde, vrhose paradoxes are as elegant as Bernard Shawts are brutal.

Theatrj-cal expression finds its way inLo the novel in this period as never

before or since, with Beerbohm's Zufeika Dobson and J.K.Huysmants.A Rebours

using the most Iuxuriant J-anguage for page upon page, where resonance of

phrase, clause and sentence - even of whol-e paragraphs - is deliberately

done to produce hypnotic effect. Combined with such el-aborate diction is

ríchness of imagery piled upon imagery. Repetition beyond formal canons of

taste is the fi-rst of these. from Edgar Af1an Poe's ?äe Be-Z-Zs, through

Hopkins and Arno Hol-z to Beerbohm's excessive descrj-ptions in Zul-eika
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Dobson, where hyperbole and conceit are extravagantly heaped upon one

another in praise of the incomparabl-e Zulej-ka and in pity of her despairing

l-overs. Deliberate archaisms abound, and again are used sole1y for effect;

both these devices are di-scussed 1n the comments to the extract from the

nove.I in the previous chapter.

Des Esseintes overdoes everything in his search for exotic

sensations, hj-s fabulous wealth making anything possj-ble except the

increasing or even mainLenance of pleasure in proportion to his pains. He

surrounds himsel-f at one time with every exotic precious stone, their names

reeled off in paragraph after paragraph, or at another time he seeks the

most exquisite perfumes, whose description fill-s pages: such richness of

effect cloys the reader's palaLe as surely as Des Esseintes'. In De¡

Zauberbergr, Settembrini and Naphta argue their way endlessly into more and

more abstruse theological- and philosophical dil-emmas and the baroque,

Falstaffian fj-gure of Mynheer Peeperkorn orates fantasticall-y far into the

night. AII is overdone, with richness heaped on richness to the point of

surfeit.

Al-I this is essentially the same as the verbal extravagance of Arno

HoLz, Gerard Manley Hopkins and the young Rilke, who deJ-ight in word-play

for its own sake - manner before matter. To a l-esser extent the more

orthodox poets l-ike Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Algernon Charles Swj-nburne and

Coventry Patmore feef more free with the voluptuous possibilitj-es of

dactyJ-i-c and anapaestic rhythms, as well as feminine endings that sound

free and somewhat sensuous in poems like Swinburne's The Garden of

Proserpine. Finally, it must be noted that not al-l mannerism is towards

lushness of díction; tr{ifde t s Safomé39 and. some of the verse of Arthur

symons40 and John Addington Symonds4l experiment with the starkness of

syntax that avoids dependent constructions, for an effect of directness

unusual for the day. MaLlarmé's vocabulary is del-iberatefy compressed into

a different, cryptic mannerism that tends Lo excl-ude prepositions, relative
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pronouns and conjunctj-ons; he further complicates his diction by devices of

transposiLion4z, an j-nvolved syntax, archaisfls43, special terms of his own

(espoir du corríd.orL[, agonie. wierge, abofi) r unattached appositi-ons and

absolute clauses, al-l creating the possibility of a wealth of cloudy

meaninqs and sensations45.

1. Emphasis on detail

Itlith the subst.antia.I lessening of the role of l-inear pJ-ot in literary

detail - the episodes, theinterest devolves natural-fy towardsArt Nouveau,

characters,

the future,

of which are

i-magery.

has been

the

as

The focus thus faffs on the immediate rather than

seen j-n respect of Der Zauberberg's episodes, al-I

sufficj-entJ-y absorbing in themsel-ves without any reference to

any J-ì-near outcome except Hans' j-nner development. A rebours similarJ-y

deal-s with inner process - in this case disj-ntegration. fn Zul-eika Dobson

the focus is upon the extravagance of word, action and description; the

novel-'s fascination .l-ies in the manner of i-ts actions rather than in the

actions themselves. In -Le grand MeauLnes the real- action is inside

Meaulnes' memory, for the beauty of the origj-naÌ dream-sequence can never

be regained.

In a conventional- novel- or pJ-ay character is seen in refation to

plot: traiLs or actions lead towards outcome. In Art Nouveau the interest

is ín characters for themseJ-ves, even though they are "fl-at" - that is,

without Lhe natural psychoJ-ogical depth that makes them IifeJ-ike, and

focuses of empathetic interest. They seem incapable of doing other than

they do, as if they are enchanted or obsessed. so that how they act is more

interesting than why. Meaul-nes and the Duke of Tankerton - and even

Zul-eika herse.l-f - are enchanted; Des Esseintes and Dorian Gray are

obsessed. Not only the characters but the reader is under a speJ-I: it is

known beforehand what they will do, but there is fascinatj-on in their doing

it. The reader j-s l-ost in the detail- of the moment, and is thus absorbed

because he wishes to be drawn into dreami the dream-sequences are deep
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structures of his experience. For instance, the Settembrini-Naptha duel is

that between revol-t and authoritative tradition, Hans' vision in the snow

is the archetypal- dream-vision of primal beauty and the Hofrat the Vlise OId

Man of ,fungian psychology. Like the characters, Lhe reader's interest is

in being rather than becoming; paradoxically, therefore, the highly

artificial creations of literary Art Nouveau are as psychoJ-ogically

appropriate as any conventional- or reafistic novel.

There is also a natural- focusing towards the detail- of word, gesture

and manneri-sm, including the buil-ding of detail- towards surfeit, but these

have al-ready been discussed above (Principle 6 - Stylization).

A l-ast aspect of the emphasis on detail needs to be discussed - the

tendency to the avoidance of cl-imax, to an evenness of dramatic interest

spread amongst the episodes rather than concentrated in climaxes. There

may be a constant leading towards cllmax, but Lowards a prolonging of

tension without satj-sfactory resolution, without even anticlimax,

sometimes, until- the end. Des Esseintes works constantly towards new

pJ-easures but each is l-ess satisfying than the last and he knows before he

begins each that this will- be the inevibabl-e outcome. Dorian Gray

similarly pursues his vain hope that through pJ-easures he can escape his

damnation, even though each one makes his dissolution more certain.

MalLarmérs satyr (L'Aprés-midi) also suffers constant disil-l-usion: even his

dreams cannot recapture the thrill of remembered pleasure. The outcome of

such sighing towards, but not gaining, pleasure is the melancholy of

disenchantment.

8. Repetition

The detaiJ-, or microstructure, of literary Art Nouveau is formed by

repetition and resonance. At the levef of the episode this j-s most

obvious, for in the novel it is as j-f the same sequence is being varied

rather than new ones created, for the characters, being flat' do not

develop, their experiences confirnring rather than modifying their natures.
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seen in the obsessed characters l-ike Des Esseintes and Dorian

is al-so true of the enchanted ones l-ike Hans

nature of the

Castorp, Meaul-nes

episodes of Derand the Duke of Tankerton. The repetitive

Zauberberg firstJ-y springs from their being

into the dream-worl-d of the Berghof, which

a series of initiations of Hans

seems outside the real time and

experience of the world bel-ow. It is signj-ficant that the first two

sanitorium and his birth into thechapters deal- with his

bourgeois world below. Then foll-ow his initiation by Settembrinj- (Satana)

into scepticism, his initiation into il-lness and medicine, his j-nitiation

by Claudia (Humanj-ora) into love, his introduction to the counter-arguments

of Catholic orthodoxy (Civitas dei) by Naphta the LaLinj-st, and finally

j-nto the battfe between revol-t and traditlon. in the duel (Hysterica

passio) that foreshadows his bl-ooding on the baLtl-efield. The seven days

of his creation have been about his learning of the differenL faces of

1ove, including its reverse face of hatred, and the last words of the nove.l-

are of the vision of Love he first had in the snow. In this sense, then,

a way that they

i n the cl-et.a-i I

al-I the seven chapters and fifty-one

eannot be i n the ol ot---cl-i rectecl- novel ,:

that is the justificatj-on of the overa-Il seven-chapter scheme.

9. Interweaving

Literary Art Nouveau's fack of real-ism is seen in its simplified

settings, which are dreamlike, and in its fl-at characters, who tend to

repeat sequences rather than deveJ-op along a dramatic pJ-ot-line towards

dénouement or catastrophe. As the units of l-j-ne and outlined shape in

visual- Art Nouveau interweave to form patterns, so the symbolic rather than

realistic characters are manipulated by their stereotyped rofes into

patterns of stage-design - into a series of gestures, attitudes and

sequences il-l-ustrative of their symbolism.

In Beerbohm's Zu-leika Dobson Zuleika plays her rofe of man-destroyer

as if a marionette; l-ike a Sj-ren or Calypso there j-s no possibiJ-ity of any

arrival at the

sequences are equaf in

here the interest- I ìes
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other course. A-11 the other characters in some I^Iay serve this end, their

roles being as acolytes or votive offerings to her beauty. She must even

destroy the only being she has ever loved - the Duke, who alone of men, by

being abl-e for a time to dissemble his love for her, causes her to love

hi-m. His apparent disdain infatuates her, but she must demand total

subjecLion, so that when the Duke capitul-ates and reveal-s his abject

adoration, she discards and destroys him; the inevitab.l-e patterning of

captivat.ion and destruction thus continues.

Mann's Der Zauberberg illustrates cfearly the nature of the

j-nterweaving of stereotyped characters and setti-ngs to make design rather

than pJ-ot. The novef is a series of epj-sodes, al-l at the Davos fnse-L-

sanitorium, with a coda at the l-ast setting that is the nightmare of the

trenches where young idealist-dreamers kil-l- each other. Hans i-s rather

passive, wishing to remain in the suspended time of the Berghof life rather

than to take any steps towards pursuing his career: he seems a prisoner of

enchantmenL. Across Hans' dream existence interweave the flat characters

of the serious ,Joachim and his giggling Marusja, Claudia the Siren' Naphta

the casuist, Settembrini the philosopher, the Control-Ier Behrens, the

princely Peeperkorn, with the strange settings of the bedrooms, dining-

hall, assembly rooms, Behrens' consulting rooms and house, the snow' the

walklng-route, and the most shadowy of al-l- - Claudj-a's bed. Each of the

sequences j-s a repetition of the others - an episode in Hans' initiation

j-nto this Mguntain of Dream and j-ts strange l-ife and val-ues. This

education for unreality is his preparation for the real nightmare of the

battl-ef ieId.

10. Lack of depth

The flat surfaces

reality, are of symbolic

forms of nature that are

of vj-sual Art Nouveau, giving an idealized view of

imporLance, showing the underJ-ying

hidden by normal appearance. The

fl-at character and

patterns or

Iogical

fantasticcorrnterparts in Ìiterary Art Nouveau are
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setting, both lacking realism but gaining in symbolism thereby. Characters

are simplifj-ed j-nto stereotypes or distorted into caricatures. and behave

more like automata than real people. Settings are in dreams or fantastic

imaginary constructs like die InseL or ideal-ized memory.

The symboJ-ic importance of a fl-at or stereotyped characters is

enhanced by their lack of psychoJ-ogical depth. The rel-atively few

characters in ?he Picture of Dorian Gray are, except for Gray, tightly-

drawn tlpes of their respective cl-asses and, habitats, and Gray himself is

single-mj-nded, shaffow despite al-l- his experience. His rol-e is not that of

Faust, who nr-ight have chosen otherwise and suffers agonies when he real-izes

his evil, but that of one who cannot choose, and is driven on by an

obsessive evil- he neither chooses nor reg'rets. This j-s equally so in Ä

Rebours, rnrhere Des Essej-ntes is repetitive, obsessive in his pursuit of

pleasure to thc point that it borcs cvcn him - yet he cannot stop.

Fl-at characters like these, created as symboJ-s rather than real-j-stic

portraits, can be all Lhe more vivid for being limited. Evil- characters

Iike Sal-omé, Zuleika, Des Esseintes, Dorian Gray. and Naphta, ideal-ized

ones .l-ike the Duke, Hans Castorp, Joachim Ziemssen and üiifders The Younq

Syrian are fascinating despite their dreaml-j-ke sayings and actj-ons.

Character so drawn is the greatest possible contrast to that of realism

from Émile Zola and Guy de Maupassant, where often an individual, although

certainly fully rounded, is as colourl-ess and indistinct as his nr-il-ieu.

Finally it is worth noting that Art Nouveau character is caricatured, but

not distorted. as T.S.El-iot's Stetson, Burbank, Prufrock, Sweeney, Princess

Marie and other Hol-l-ow Men are to be in Expressionist Iiterature:

Peeperkorn, Claudia, Salomé. Des Esseintes and Dorj-an Gray are recognizable

symbols, not distorted humans.

Setting can similarly be both symbolic and striking, as j-n the

gorgeous spectacles of the Insel- operas, Arno Hol-z' baroque seascapes,

Dorian Gray's depraved worl-d and the portrait that in effect becomes the
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setting or mlrror for alf hj-s actions, the Oxford of Beerbohm's ZuLeika

Dobson (that Beerbohm expl-ains is the Oxford of his imagination, set j-n no

ti-me), the Floressas des Esseintesr Chateau de Lourps, the dream-setting of

Meaulnes t Lost Domain, the twilight-world of fauns, satyrs, naiads and the

Iike, from the faun-poems of Maflarmé, Bierbaum. Trakl- and Heym to

E.M. Forsterts short stories.

Not onÌy the principal settings for these works are important, but

al-so the i-nterior settíngs of dreams and occasional scenes; the remote,

cl-osed worl-d of the Davos sanitarium in Thomas Mann's Der Zauberberg is

itsel-f an fnse1, a retreat that is set above the normal- worl-d and its

happenings. Scenes like the masked balJ-, Peeperkorn's l-ate-night party'

the duel- in the snow and Hans Castorp's dream of Arcadia whil-e caught j-n

t]ne blizzard are as much i-nternal dream as externaf fantastic.

l-1, Ti-melessness

In visual Art Nouveau one looks not so much at actj-ons and gestures

as at action and gesture itseff; al-l- is stylized so that the act of

dancing, sây, in a Toul-ouse-Lautrec poster is suggested by the slmmetries

of the curve of a dancerrs body, arm or dress that are like the symmetries

of other Art Nouveau dancers. The gesture is frozen in time; what j-s seen

is the art of the dancer in every ager not just that of a particular dancer

at a particular time.

In l-j-terary Art Nouveau, and especial-J-y in poetry that does not have

the el-ement of plot, timel-essness can be suggested by the use of the

present tense, parLicularly in its continuous and ì-mperfect forms, as in

poems like Mafl-armé's L'Après-midi d'un faune, by infinitive and

participial- constructj-ons, by the use of "and" as well as repetitions, as

in much earJ-y Rilke:

Das war ein Aufstehen zu dem ¡¡eissen Kl-eide

und dann durch Gassen ein gesmücktes Gehn

und eine Kirche, innen kühf wie Seide,
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und Jange Derzen waren wie A77een,

, und aJ-l-e Lichter schienen wie Geschmeide,

von feierl-ichen Augen ang:esehn.46

The work of Edelgard Hajek4T and Karl Eugene lVebbas on the Ril-ke's

achieving of timel-essness j-n his early poetry clearly supports the evidence

of this sorL of example. Bergson's distinctions between cosmic and

experiential time are apposite here, for in Rifke time durée - experiential-

or subjective time - seems not to move, as infinitives, gerunds,

participles and constructions favouring sein, copulatives and reflexives

are constantJ-y used49.

Aiding the impression of timel-essness is the comparative l-ack of

plot-development, as in Der Zauberberg:, or by a fantasy-setting and pJ-ot

that bears no rel-ation to reality, as in the fnse-L-operas that rely on

magic or* superrratural entities for their outcomes: here the plot is

essential-ly that of dream or "Once upon a time" fable, and the time that

passes is not real- time any more than the characters or actions are real.

In Proustts novel A l-a Recherche du temps perdu the reader is constantly

borne back to a timel-ess rea-fm- t,hat is the narraLorrs reeol-l-ections or

reliving of the past, but not to the past itself, for each feeling and

action is col-oured by dream, so that it is neither present nor past.

In Der Zauberberg time only exists as a construct of the people down

on the plains. so that Hans finds his former conception of the passing of

time confused and ceases thinking about it. They Iive in real time - he in

experiental time that scarcely moves for whole chapters or sequences. Even

his languishing for the return of Madame Chauchat seems as unreal as her

return, for j-t seems a different Claudia that appears, so that their one

night of bliss might never have happened. The unconsummated passion

between Joachim and Marusja remains unconsummated, as they are frozen by

the strange setting into immobil-ity untiJ- they die.
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SuÍmary of the argument

APPEND]X E

IMPRESSIONISM IN IVIUSIC

of this chapter

The conventional definition of musical impressionlsm is that of

musical tone-paintingl, which is all-owabl-e where the imagery is Iike that

of the simple pastoral-realism of the painters' Impressj-onist movement, and

where there is simple depiction of imagery, rather than use of imagery for

deeper purposes. But by extension musical j-mpressionism is usual-l-y held to

cover all imagery, whether real-istic, fantastic, symbolic or mannered, and

whether there is simpJ-e depiction or complex evocation and reference.

Since it j-s possible to differentiate between the different sorts of

imagery and the different purposes for which it may be employJd, it is

helpful to do so, and to think of impressionism, realism2, symbotism and

the mannered fantastic (Art Nouveau) as separate cultural strands that can

run through different works by the same composer, or even through the same

work. To do this is to appreciate more of the complexity of a composer or

work, and to do both more justice.

Conventional noLions of musical- impressionism

lNote: Throughout this chapter the historica]- movements Impressionism

(painters of the SaLon des refusés and their school) and SymboJ-ism (the

poets and artists who identified with Baudelaire) wj-l-l- be distinguj-shed by

capital l-etters from anal-ogous aesthetics and techniques in other arts or

perj-ods. l

Impressionism 1n musj-c is firmly fixed in usag'e, with dictionary

entries in stand.ard references .l-j-ke Bl-ume (Musik in Geschichte und

Gegenwart) and New Grove, as being musical tone-painting of visual- or

Ìiterary imagery. It seems reasonabl-e to al-l-ow such a term when it refers

to the imagery of historicaÌ fmpressj-onism - that of natural scenes,

especially those coloured with the naive real-ism and connotations of the

pastoral seen behind the works from the eighteen-seventj-es of Monet. Manet,

Renoir and others.
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But by extension musicaf impressionism, unlj-ke that of the painters r

historical movement, is al-so considered to cover other imagery, so that

Hans A-l-brechtrs entry in Blume vol-.6 covers the exotic (1059). l-ontain-

Effekt/Eernwerk (l-057, 59) and mystischen-Zau.ber (1060). Here it leaves

any sLrict correl-ation with Impressionist painting, which never ventured

into the strange or supernatural, although of course Post-Impressionism

did. Thus until recent years works whose tj-tl-es suggested tone-painting of

al-most any sort have tended automatically to be considered .impressionistic.

This arj-ses partly from conventionaf ideas about musj-ca.l- impressionism as

reflected in dictionary entries3 and in the critical- literature4, at least

until- the nineteen-seventì-es, and partly because ArL Nouveau. despite t.he

work of specialist writers, has not been generally thought of as an

important musical- strand of the era, and even Symbolism l-ittle understood.

Conventional ideas on musical impressionism have tended to rest on

l-oose definitions now undergoj-ng revision as a result of the questionings

of Stefan Jaroci-nski in 1966, Edward Lockspeiser in 1,962 and I973, Cl-audia

Zenck-Mauser and the specj-alist studj-es of Art Nouveau in musj-c since the

nineteen-sixties (listed in the Bibtiography)5. It will be necessary to

revi-ew recent musicological- dj-scussion on musical impressi-onism and to

attempt to clarify it in order to differentj-ate more clearly between

impressionistic, Art Nouveau and other infl-uences that may be important to

an understanding of these pieces.

First it is necessary to consider three factors - compJ-exity and

ambiguity or i-ntention. and the nature of reference itself.

The complex nature of some music

If schol-ars have been confused over musical Tmpressionism or

Symboli-sm then it is equal-Iy likely that composers were al-so l-ess than

cl-ear as to how their music might be regarded. Composers even as

interested as Debussy in the cul-tural currents around them may not have

bothered to differentiate between fmpressionism, Art Nouveau, Symbolism or
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Aestheticism in their music - or even as historical- movements, for there is

much overlapping and j-nteracLion - as well as scholars with hindsight claim

to do, rìor may they have wished to do so.

Debussy, for j-nstance, made conflj-cting statements about

Impressionlsm6, which may be very much l-ike l¡tralter Crane's attack on Art

NouveauT: although some of thej-r work can be identified with the movements

they are deprecating, they are not so much antithetical- to the movements as

concerned against being so narrowJ-y labelled' for such easy labeJ-ling

ignores the breadth of what they wish to do.

Ambiguity of intentlon

In the cases of Debussy and Crane, as with other artists as

intellj-gent about and sensitive to the variety of stimuluses around them,

there were other influences working powerfully on their creativity' so that

a given piece coul-d weJ-l- refl-ect more than one strand of artistic

inspiration. Thus a piece l-ike Debussyts BrouiLfards from Prél-udes ff can

be seen as having some reference to impressionist scenes of mists as wel-l-

as to symbolist imagery of the ghostJ-iness of the dream world, and this

very ambiguity (along with its patterning) may be seen as an Art Nouveau

character. But from what has al-ready been argued, its having some

impressionist reference is not necessarÍJ-y to justify its being considered

lust as musical Impressionism.

Reference and meta-reference

In the imagery of Art Nouveau and Symbolism an image like the nr-ists

of Debussy's BrouiLfards exists on two Level-s - the visibLe lmage and the

more important invisibl-e reality it symbolizes, in this case the

obscureness of the meta-worldts realities. This meta-reference is of

pr-imary importance in symbolist j-magery: Ìike lmpressionism, naturalism and

reafism it uses much of the common imagery of nature, but with very

different connotations. Behind any impressionist image of a mist is a

particular aesthetic of sì-mple beauty and a refativel-y uncomplj-cated
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philosophy of perception that is the opposite of s¡rmbolism's sophisticated

aesthetic and Art Nouveau's mannered technique. Both impressioni-sm and

symbolì-sm must use simple imagery, often the same imagery, but wj-th this

difference: j-mpressionism's emphasis is on the j-mage's simple reference,

Art Nouveau and symbolism's on the compJ-exity of meta-reference.

The importance of mood

There is an important corolJ-ary of thj-s emphasis on meta-reference,

which is that of an emphasis on complexity and subtj-ety of mood: mood is

reflective, a commentary on the imagery's implicatj-ons rather than a simple

reaction to imagery. In the discussion of the First-Order repe.rtoj-re a

serious attempt i-s made to show that moods of mystery and sensuality, and

feelings of timelessness and disorientation, can be discerned with

reasonable probabilityt since extremity of mood is a sj-gnificant and

discernj-bl-e variabJ-e in musical Art Nouveau and symboJism, it j-s likely to

be an important indicator of symbolism as against impressi-onj-st character.

Symbolism is about dream-painting rather than scene-painting, and about the

evocation of the more exoLic and exLreme moods rather than the simpÌe ones

of Impressionisms.

Differentiating Art Nouveau and symbolism in music

This has been deaft with in the main body of the study but will be

summarized here: in music, the two infl-uences overJ-ap but can be

differentiated in some respects. Slntùcolism is seen in proportionate

systems like those based on the Gofden Mean, in Skryabin's use of

symmetrical pitch-sets as having perfections of form not avaj-l-ab1e to

diatonic or modal sets, and in titfes that have specj-fic symbolist

reference l-ike those of Satie between 1892 and 7894, or Rakhmaninovts tone

poem based around Arnol-d Böcklin's Is-Ze of the Dead. ft can be seen in al-l

numerological- aspects of works, and in evocation of the ghostly Other lilorld

of death.
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Art Nouveau begins with the Other Realm of life as seen behind nature

- the supernatural and fantastic - but also deals with death, timelessness,

transformation and al-l the other themes deal-t with earl-ier. ft is

concerned wi-th patternlnq, interweaving and mannerism of figure and motif

to make its peculj-ar textures. It can share with symbol-ism its sensuality,

ambiguity, and even lack of depth and timefessness, but is uniquely

asymmetrical- and mannered.

Both symbol-ism and Art Nouveau are in a philosophical sense

ideal-isms, where impressionism is a variant of reafism. Perhaps the

simpJ-est differentiation is to say that impressionism depicts, whil-e Art

Nouveau evokes and symbol-j-sm metaphorically represents lits concepts of

Orderl .

But the three strands have become confused i-n music at least, and

some conLradictory definitj-ons employed.

Imressionism and music

The popular vj-ew is that there is a "Iighter" (what Adrian Sbokes

terms "anti-monumental"9) or rel-atively non-dramatic and non-abstracL

repertoire of musi-c from the late nineLeenth century onwards that is

"Impressionistic"; not only music but composers tend to be so termed, with

Cl-aude Debussy (always the fj-rst mentionedlo¡, Maurice Ravel, Arnold Bax,

Cyril Scott, John Ireland,

Grieg ofLen namedl1.

Sigfrid Karg-Elert, Edward MacDowell and Edward

Debussyts supposed status as the leading impressi-onist composer (and

sometimes even Impressj-onist, as though he were a member of Monet's school

and his contemporary)12 has been argued in aff sorts of ways, perhaps the

simplest being the confl-ation of impressionism and symboJ-ism (together with

Art Nouveau, if it is ever considered at al-l) as the one movement, j-n music

at l-east. This of course ignores the separateness of both Art Nouveau and

symbolism, the introduction of which immediateJ-y destroys this equation,

for neither can be equated with ì-mpressionism. This ignoring of Art
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Nouveau and symbolism as separate strands of cul-ture is the general opinion

refl-ected as l-ate as lver/ Grove (191 9), which faj-ls to incl-ude an entry on

Art Nouveau, even though lrlilliam Austin's Music in the Twentieth Century

(1996), otto Deri's ExpToring Twentieth-Century Iulusic (1968) and Martin

Cooper in the New Oxford History of Music (l-973) 13 show that there is a

growing awareness that Debussy's music shows affinities with Symbolism at

J-east, rather than with Impressionism.

Common concepts of musical Impressionism

Just what is meant by musical impressionism is not often clearly

defined and has tended to vary in the century since it was first applied to

music, but for the greater part of the twentj-eth century it has probably

cl-ustered around these points:

FirstJ-y it is music primarily devoted to the capturing of the

picturesque. particular-Iy of stereotypes of the rural commonplace or scenes

of natural beauty - the sounds of water, birds, winds, trees, typical

viJ-J-age scenes, different times of day, or the moods that contemplation of

such things evoke. This was probabJ-y the view of it in the discussion

between Renoir and üIagner in 1882, with Chabrier's Pjèces pittoresques as

examples14.

Secondly, by extensj-on almost any musj-cal- scene-painting is hel-d to

be the forming of an "impression" that can be "first unconscious

sensaLion"rrl5 - that is, an unconscious poetj-c response.

Thirdly, musical impressionism means a lightness of treatment and

intentionl6, so that shorter pieces, and in particul-ar the character-piece,

rather than J-onger or more "serious" works, are its most typical

expression, although there are al-so longer orchestral- works Iike tone-poems

based on nature that are considered sufficiently del-icate in styJ-e and

mood; Debussy's -L'après-midi d'un faune is usually considered the tlpe of

these17.
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Fourth1y, there is a feeling that such musj-c is stylistically sketchy

or blurred as to detaill8, suggesting the atmosphere of natural scenes

rather than Lheir detail - an idea that is as vague as j-ts reference_.

This can be either a general response to much post-1-890 quieter music that

breaks from the constraints of orthodoxy with freer tonality and harmonylg,

or to simple reff ective character-pieces without wel-l--defined progran:tmes.

Thus the many names l-ike Sketch, Impression, Poem, Reverie, Memories,

Idyll. or vague scenes like At. Evening', Sunrise, By the Lake, Seascape or

In the Forest. Debussy, for instance, is reporLed as havì-ng used the terms

"sketch" and "improvisation" in respect of D'un cahiers dtesquisses

(1903)20, which, because it is hel-d to mark a turning-point in his

composition for piano2r. is supposed to indicate his impressionistic

persuasion. Al-f this seems to rest on two assumptions: firstly' that the

blurred painting technique of Impressionists and the "indefinite" mood of

their paintings are Lhe same blurring, and secondly that these are

satisfactorily translated into musj-c - neíther of which shoufd be lightly

assumed, as later dlscussion wil-l show.

There is a fifth definition that is historicai-ly the firsb one used -

that of impressJ-onism as meaning "revofutionary", in the sense that the

painters in the original l-8'14 SaLon des refusés exhibition' and in

parti-cular Cl-aude Monet's Impression: soLeil- levant, was thus derisively

termed by the crj-tic l,ouj-s Leroy in -Le charivari22i Debussy's 1887

Printemps had the same term applied to it with the same spirit of

conservatismz3. In some senses this definition j"s stj-If considered part of

the conventional- musical one. with Debussy being considered to music what

Monet was to painting.

Other factors emphasized as part of overal-l- definitions of

impressionism as painting that may be relevant to musical- impressionism

include its non-didactic simplicity of approach24; its essentiaJ-J-y

pointillist or atorn-istic technique that was based on its theorj-es of
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light2s; the importance of pJein-air as against studio painting26; its

stand against Historicism's static j-deal-ism27, Realj-smrs phoLographic and

pessimistic approachzs and Naturafism's human-centred approach29; its

emphasis on vibration or movement of j-ight3o; its emphasis on the response

of sensations rather than overlying, intrusi-ve interpretati-on of the

subject - rather .l-ike Keats' concept of negative or neutral- capability3l;

and j-ts emphasis on the evanescent in nature and perception32. Most

definiti-ons Lend to form various combi-nations from these dozen or so

points, and differ in their emphases accordingJ-y.

Scholarly discussion on musical- impressionism

The long articl-e in Bl-ume vol-.6 by Hans Albrecht33, aÌthough now

outdated (1949-51) is so serious and thorough that it remains an important

historical- documenL. It shows that impressionism for many years was

regarded as incl-udj-ng strands of cul-tural- history like Symbolism, Art

Nouveau, Decadence and Aestheticism that now would be considered as being

antipathetic to it. The movements that are seen as opposing Impressionism

are not Symbolism and its fell-ows but Realism and Naturali-sm, with

Historicism and l-ate Romanticism the contrasting mainstream against which

its new theories of light and truth are besL seen (Diagram IT, in Appendix

A). The concern of its proponents over Reafism and Natural-ism as a first

i""rr. can now be seen to have arisen because Impressionism is essential-Iy

another aspect of the real-ist approach - of truth to what is immediately

perceivable; lmpressionism is therefore concerned to dj-fferentiate itself

from what it is close to - Real-ism's refusal- to soften the uglinesses of

life, and from Naturalism's cult of human-centred trivia, so that its

vision of the beauties of nature and simplicity can be appreciated34.

Hans Afbrecht's account of fmpressionism tends to l-ink it with other

movemenLs opposed to the cultural- mainstream as one of Lhe essentì-al-Iy

revolutionary movements of the

anti-bürgerLiche Oscar !ùilde.

time like Dandyism and Decadence in the

the "romant. fronie" of the slogan "Iípatez 7e
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bourgeoís!", the perverse literature of "satanisme"35 and the exotic (the

Far East, Spanish, ancient cultures)36: all these would now be considered

sophisticated reaction to, or escape from, the naiveties of impressionism

and other rea.Iisms, rather than their being fell-ow-movements in the common

struggJ-e against bourgeois conventional-ity. This confusion leads Al-brecht

to consj-der Art Nouveau works l-ike Stravinsky's -L'oiseau de feu,

pétrouchka3T and Strauss' Sal-omé3g as impressionist. Debussy is the most

quoted composer, so much so that he becomes the type of musical

impressionism, al-though Al-brecht's comparative method at least partJ-y rests

on the idea of contemporaneity3g, which woul-d make Chabrier's Piêces

pittoresques or l,iszt's earl-iex Années de péTerinaqe more approprj-ate

mode1s40. In this way Afbrecht reflects the general feel-ing of his dayt

which is part of the the task of the lexicographer. The real-Iy valuable

j-nsights are those drawn from such works as Hans Mersmann's 1928 l"Ioderne

Musik sejt der Romantik, Der Tonsprache der neuen Musik of 1930 and I¡lerner

Danckertrs 1950 CLaude Debussy, which make detailed parallels between

visual and musical techniques including passivity, monotony or undynarlicism

of line (page 1051), formlessness (1057). the effect of distance (1057),

pointilJ-ist techniques as equival-ent to functionless harmonies (1058) '
parallel progressions (1069), blank tones (without thirds) (1070),

functionless dissonances (l-071) , flourishes (1073) 
' _ 

mel-odies over

statj-onary harmonies (1073), non-rhetorical nature of melody (L074-75),

confl-icting rhythms and Debussy's use of triplets (1077). These are

effects that in recent studies have been adduced as examples of Art

Nouveau/ symbolism, and resul-t from the unnecessarily wide initial

definition of impressionism that writers still tend to use. There can be

no doubt that the techniques like those l-isted above are Debussyan; but

there can be doubt about whether this is impressionism.

Richard Hamann and Jost Hermand's Impressíonismus of l-960 further

i.Ilustrates the view of schol-ars of its tj-me j-n its incLuding as
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impressionj-sm much that now would be considered symbol-ism. For j-nstance,

its chapter on Pikanterie uses the paintj-ngs of Louis Corinth and Henri

Toulouse-T,autrec, the wrj.tings of Oscar üIifde and Richard Dehmel, and the

music of Vilagner's fristan und IsoLde and Richard Strauss' Der Rosenkaval-íer

as examples of decadent impressionist sensuality. None of this would now

be regarded as impressionism, yet this was the view of the time, at least

in some school-s of thought: Max Picard's 1920 Das Ende des Impressionismus

is quoted, seeing sensua.l-ity as a logi-cal development and ul-timate cause of

the death of impressionism4l. The chapter lVeuro-mantische Stimmungskeit

instances "neurotic" and mysticaJ- works like Gotthardt Kuehl's symbolistic

painting of the interior of the Munich Johanneskirche42, Rilke's

Larenopfer, Stefan Zweíg's SiL-berne Saiten, Hugo trrlol-f 's Moricke-Líeder,

Schoenberg's VerkTärte Nacht and Mahl-er's Ki¡dertotenl-íederz like the

former chapterr it is a detail-ed and in many ways a model- study of its

subject, but a subject that woul-d not now properly be considered as

impressionist.

In its fusing the two it sees Impressionism and Symbolism (with

Deeadence, Aesthetj-cism and Dandyism) as being revolutionarv movements

essentially opposed to Realism. although when considered by j-tself

Impressionism has much in common with Real-ism while Symbolism has nothing.

Tmpressionism stands between the extremes of Realj-sm and SymboJ-ism's

idealism: it shares Real-ism's acceptance of the real-ities of nature and the

world while rejecti-ng i-ts pessimism and its method of percepti-on; on the

other hand it seems to be like Symbolism in its ambiguities and

indefiniteness. It is indefinite, however, only in its expression, not in

its meaning, brhereas Symbolism suggests its compJ-ex ambiguities of meaning

with more conventional- expression - well--defined shapes and figures in

painting, and images in verse whose simplicity belies their weal-th of

connotation.
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It is thus of the first importance to arrj-ve at a definition of

impressionism that is sufficiently tight to exclude those strands that are

in fact opposed to Ít, and that will- encompass its expression, if any' in

music or llterature. There has been recent questioning of defining or even

adnr-itting the existence of musicaf impressionism, inevitabl-y revolving

around the muslc of Debussy. with Stefan Jarocinski43 and Edward

Lockspeiser44 making a case for Symbolism rather than the former assumption

by Werner Danckert, Arnol-d Schoenberg, Emile VuiJ-lermoz, Léon Vallas'

Robert Schmitz and others45 that impressi-onism was the source of

inspiration for important repertory like his. This new view began to find

favour from about 1-966 in general reference works l-ike l¡Iil-l-1am Austin's

Music in the Twentieth Century46, and eventuafl-y New Growe[r. Since then

Roy Howat has argued for symbolist proportional and numerological- design in

Debussy sLructures, strengthening the symboJ-ist case48, together with some

more çfeneraf studies by David Hertz, Lothar Hoffmann-Erbricht and Elaine

Brody on symbolism j-n music4e, and Sylvia Sowa-trVinter has found that the

literature of the harp in the period cannot support the ascription of

i-mpressionism, especially in the case of Debussy50. concluding that in

Debussy the harp is a symbol--bearing instrumenL rather than just an

instrument of colourationSl.

Scholarly definitions of musj-cal Impressionism

Three more serj-ous atLempts to grapple wi-th the concept of musical

impressionism deserve mentj-on. Stefan Jarocinski's 1976 Debussy,

Impressionism and SyanboTísm identifies several views: firstly, anything

novel in the eighLeen-eighties and nineLies; secondly, music focused on

harmony at the expense of melody; thirdly non-functional harmoniesi and

fourthly, attempts to apply hermeneutical-, phenomenological and Bergsonist

approaches.

Edward Lockspeiser's 1973 Music and Paintingr repeats the tuio common

ideas of "an unconscious response to the cultural- matrix", and l-ack of
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clarity leading to suggestion rather than statements2, but goes on to

reject theories of synaesthesia like those of Goethe, Carl- Maria von Vileber,

E.T.A.Hoffman, Vassily Kandinsky, Schoenberg's Die g7ückliche }fand and

Skryabin's Prometl¡eus and Mysteriums3.

Christopher Pal-mer's 1973 Impressionism in Music argues that the

indistj-nctness theory can be supported as folfows: our perception of a

scene or object j-s modj-fied by the distance between it and us, whj-ch causes

some indistinctness or b.l-urring; (this indistinctness is also a product of

our j-ndividua-I sensibifities. which wifl- variousJ-y distort or interpret

reality). The factor of distance produces a haziness or effect of

potential movement in the pictureS4. Since indistinctness means dreanuiness

of feelings, and since symbolism j-s about dreams and states of feeling,

impressionism is the visual counLerpart of (literary) symbolism, to which

some music is strongly rclatcdss. This vicw makes much of the

suggestiveness or al-l-usiveness of l-iterary symbolism while forgetting that

this is not a poetic attribute peculiar to it. Much of Pal-mer's book

thereafter is spent on il-l-ustrating symbolist dreaminess and j-magery in

music, with statements like "the Impressionists' dream worl-d" and their

being "drawn to scenes not only of rn-ist, fog and haze but also of snow and

particularJ-y of water, with j-ts reflectlons of images and consequent sense

of unfathomabl-e depths, mystery and dreams"56, il-lustrating the difficulty

of a controversy where both sides use the same sorts of supporting

instances.

There are several points here about which there can be debate, such

as an j-ndividual's interpretation of reality necessariJ-y leading to

indistinctness, indistinctness necessariJ-y being equated with dreams, and

the alJ-eged effect of movement even in Impressionist still-life pictures,

but the principal- point is Palmerrs equating of impressionism and symbolism

through indistinctness, which is an attempt to provide a theoretical

justification for conÌmon attitudes to impressionism in music, as for
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instance those of Edward Lockspeiser, whose views are frequently referred

to. 57

(There has been no serious attempt to argue for a musj-cal- link with

the basic impressionist preoccupati-on with the changing nature of J-ight,

because any simple transferring to music of this feature does not seem

possible, but j-t is such an important aspect of j-mpressionism that any

future sophisticated theory of musical- linkage shoul-d at l-east address it. )

BIurri-n or indistinctness

The particular form of the indistlnctness theory advanced by Pal-mer

ís easily explaj-nable in terms of plein-air Impressionist painting, but not

of the many interior stifl-fifes, and others without much distance between

painter-viewer and subjects, as j-n Renoir's The Luncheon of the Boating

Party (1881), Monet's Beach at Trouvil-Le (1870) or the many portraits.

Indistinctness, however much it became an affectation that was present even

in cJ-ose-ups, originated not only from the effects of distance of whj-ch

Pal-mer tal-ks but al-so from haste in attempts to capture the light and

colours of the moment, especial-J"y in plein-air painting. It reinforced the

effect of the painter's naivety in recording a simpJ_e, unreflecting

response to nature or lj-fe. If l-ater it became a sophistication it was one

that stil-l purported to give the effect of spontaneity. The painter was

apparentJ-y recording the simple scenes of nature or l-ife as he or she saw

it, without the overlays of secondary meaning and commentary that symboLism

ÍIas concerned with.

Indistinctness in painting is easy enough to understand, but it is

not easy to decide what it might mean in music, for all- musical attempts at

scene-painting, distj-nct or blurred, are necessarily stylized, which argues

against impressionistic musical spontaneity. (Not even fol-k or improvj-sed

music can avoj-d stylization. ) Furthermore, most musical representation of

natural- images is necessarily imperfect or vague, usually needing programme

notes or conìmentary to guide the hearers' responses. FinalJ-y, it may be
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noted that blurring or haziness, however it may be defined or recognized,

suggests symbolism just as easily as impressionism: the impressionj-st mist

may be the symbolist transformation-image into the Other Realm58.

There are some compositional- devices that can be held to denote

indistinctness - functionaf harmonì-es, abnormal use of the sustaj-nJ-ng

pedal, incomplete cadences, unreso.l-ved discords or relative atonalj-ty, but

these are not peculiar to musj-cal impressionism, although they are more

hetpful than Pal-mer's talking of Debussy's 'l fl-uid sound-shap€s"59, or

Robert Schmitz of his "hal-f-shades and half-Iights"60. both being undefined

and probably undefinable6l.

fndefiniteness in Impressionism and SymbolJ-sm

.4,1I commentaries on Debussy's impressj-onism agree that his

vag'ueness/dreanr-iness/suggestiveness - as seen in such things as his

loosened tonalities, drifting chords, preponderance of sl-ow tempi and non-

dramatic utterance - paralle.l- the bl-urred brush-technique and gentJ-e moods

of Impressionism. However, all commentators on symboJ-ism/Art Nouveau in

music agree that it also parallels the highly associative and indefj-nite

nature of symbolist verse - for instance, Verlaine's Chevaux de bois,

apparently clear in language and image but full- of connotative suggestions

and overlaid with affective device, as Arthur Wenk has expJ-ained62.

Indefiniteness, ì-t would seem, is an attribute comrnon to impressionj-sm and

symbolism, and this has been one of the chief means on linking the two in

both popular and scholarly conceptions of musical impressionism. Debussyrs

ideal is a haze of sound, as reveal-ed in his use of both piano pedals for

fuJ.l- and half-pedafled effects (as mentj-oned earlier) in his efforts to

make the piano sound fike an instrument without hammers, and those

indications affirnuing that he wants the l-istener to concentrate on

sensations: ttDans une brume doucement sonoret', "Doux et fluide", ttPeu à peu

sortant de la b.rume" (La cathédral-e engl-outie); "Toujours plus l-oin"63.
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But the indefinitenesses of impressionism and symbolism are

essentially different - and neither j-s really l-j-ke that of Debussy. VisuaÌ

impressionism is certainly indefinite j-n its techniques l-j-ke the mixi-ng of

colour-patches and blurring of edges, but it is not easy to confirm any

equivalance of this in musj-c: although much has been made of things like

non-functional harmonies, J-oosened tonal-it-ies and phrasing without cadence

in Debussy, it is sensibl-e to ascribe these devices neither to

impressionism nor symbolism but to Debussy's search for affective sounds -

an Art Nouveau characteristic.

There is another aspect of j-mpressionism that is generally considered

to go with thj-s - its absence of overt interpretative or dramatic

character, usually expressed as "indefiniteness". This concept, however,

is actualIy misleading, for there is an uncomplicated, affirmatj-ve response

to nature and beauty (incl-udj-ng humanity) in a.l-l- impressionism, even j-n the

portrayal- of man-made objects like bridges and roads. lmpressionism in

this aspect is not j-ndefinite but (avowedly) neutral, Ìetting nature and

beauty speak their positive messages. Thus the fj-rst, verifiable

indefiniteness of impressionism cannot be confidently translated into

music, whil-e the second is itself chimeric.

SymboJ-ism's indefj-niteness, as has been argued above, Iies primarily

in its del-iberate ambiguities and suggestivenesses of imagery - in its

content. Whil-e all poetic i-magery invo.l-ves pJ-ay on denotation and

connotation, that of symbolJ-sm is extreme, with denotation or primary

meaning del-iberately ambiguous or of lesser importance than the weal-th of

secondary meanJ-ngs words and phrases can conveyf intel-l-ectually and

affectively. Symbolism's indefiniteness, therefore, is j-ntentional, and to

do with the reader's response - especj-ally the response of the coterie.

üIhere impressionism is simple, symbolism is complex; to call- the former

indefinite (except in its technique, whj-ch cannot be transl-ated simply to
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music) is to misunderstand it, whil-e to call the l-at.ter ambiguous, veil-ed

or indefinite is to show that one has begun to und.erstand it.

Debussy's indefinlteness is different again. but closer to that of

Art Nouveau. He is concerned with sensuous effect first and foremost,

which is the same as the affectj-ve el-ement in symboJ-i-sm and Art Nouveau.

Sj-nce this is necessarily inexpressibfe it is indefinite, vague, blurred or

whatever other term is preferred, but it is the feeling, not its

indefinition, that is central . It foll-ows ,from thj-s that imagery of title

or text is for Debussy quite often secondary (where in literary symbolj-sm

the affective and cognitive are at feast equal), its role being to aid

emotive effect through its suggestions. (This is afso the rol-e of

technical devices .l-j-ke l-oosened tonal-ities, parallel progressions, non-

functj-onal harmonies, and techniques of pedal-ling. vocafizing or bowing. )

Debussy, thcrefore, is noL just painting mists or fl-axen-haired girls, nor

even pri-marily evoking the feelings that contemplation of them produces,

but is evoking the feel-i-ngs that suggestiong of them may produce in

conjunction with the suggestions of the musical sounds he is producing.

lVhat is true of Debussy j-s true of other composers of his day who,

al-though in varying degree, are like him in being more concerned with the

effects their music has on feelj-ngs than with other factors, which is

essential-ly the ArL Nouveau emphasis, not impressionist nor even primarily

symbolist. This study argues that the Art Nouveau keyboard repertory is

one in which effect is the overriding principle, to the achievement of

which the normal considerations of orthodox structures, l-inear harmonic

flow to cadences, resoJ-ution of discords, opposition of contrasting motifs,

development of motifs, overal-I balance of technique and effect are

sacrificed. From a consideration of the el-even essential principJ-es Art

Nouveau is seen to be concerned with the evocation of mystery through

certain stylistic mannerisms and techniques - in other words, with the

effect these produce. lVhile in a sense aff music is aimed at the feelings,
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musical ArL Nouveau exaggerates this to produce an essentialJ-y asymmetrical

art.

Svnaesthesia theorv

This has been a familiar accompaniment to many discussions of musical

symbolism, and to some composers' Art Nouveau/symbolist practice. It may

be said that as soon as a systematic approach to synaesthesia is adopted

the artist becomes a symboJ-ist. Symbolism of its nature tends towards

mystical systems, and the unifying theory for most of these attempts arise

from applications of E.T.A.Hoffmann's theory64 and Baudel-aire's exposition

of thj-s j-n his Correspondances - that Lhe five senses are linked in a

series of equivaÌences. since al-l- are perceptj-ons of the same underlyj-ng

but hidden reality:

Comme de Tongs échos qui de -loin se confondent
Dans une ténébreuse et profonde unité,
Vaste comme l-a nuit et comme 7a clatté,
Les parfums, Les coufeurs et -Zes sons se répondent.

This concept is about the indefinj-teness of perceptions thaL are normally

taken as certain: things are not what they seem. Symbolists tend to take

this general poetic idea and construct systems of equivafences (or to

befieve that such sysLems are possible. These systems can be l-ike that of

Kandinsky's co-Iour-wheel- that Arnol-d Schoenberg uses for his Die g7ückfiche

Hand (recently illustrated and d.iscussed by Reinhard Gerlach6s). Al-exander

Skryabin,s Prométhée (Le poème de feu) Symphony with choir, keyboard and

col-our-clavier, Op. 60 of 1-91l-, is based on not just a col-our-and-music

theory of Iinkage but on a unj-ting of these with dance, poetry and

philosophy (discussed by Faubion Bowers, MaJ-coIm Bro\nln and Dorothee

Eberl-ein66 ) .

Systems based on synaesthesia theory, however, have never been abfe

to reach agreement with each other. nor find general acceptance6T. Perhaps

the whole idea of constructing or seeking to discover synaesthesic systems

is misguided: correspondences only exist through the feelings, as they are

affected, by painting'. music, poetry or nature, and can valy not only from
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person to person but from occasion to occaslon, so that attempts to connect

the feel-ings through systems are essentially antipathetic to the feelings'

sensuousness, ephemerality and existential-ity.

For this discussion the importance of synaest.hesj-c or other mystical

or quasi-mathematical- systems, whether Debussy's fascination wj-th the

Go.l-den Mean68, the numerologì-cal preoccupations of Schoenberg and Berg, the

structural experiments of Erik SaLie (as discussed recentJ-y by Robert

OrJ-edge69) or the stil-l- largeÌy arcane one of Skryabin, are, in this

period, more likely to be indicators of symboJ-ism rather than of

impressionism. They are much more compJ-j-cated and esoLeric than the theory

of tight and perceptions of real-ity on which Impressionism was origì-nally

based, and essentially opposed to its naivety.

Impressionism differentlated from Art Nouveau & symbol- j-sm

A summary can now be made of the essential- points of difference

discussed above:

1. Impressionism portrays simpl-e real-ity while Art Nouveau and symbolism

treat reality as a meLaphor respectively for the Other Realm (mystery, the

supernatural) and other lVorl-d (death) behind it. This is true for all-

three fiel-ds - painting, Ij-terature and music.

2. In titl-es and text impressionism j-s primarily concerned with

denotation - that i-s, the simple meanings of words, whil-e symbolism is

primarily concerned with connotation - their indirect associ-atj-ons and

hidden meanj-ngs - and both symbol-j-sm and Art Nouveau with their affective

powers (affecting the feelings through rhythm, repetitj-ons, sounds and

suggestions ) . Again this applies to all- three fields - to l-iterature

itseJ-f, and to its use as titl-e or inspiration in paj-ntj-ng or music.

3. The indefini-tenesses of impressionism and symboJ-i-sm are different and

neither comparable nor connected.

Impressionism's indefiniteness is firstly assumed, i-ncorrectly, to

arise from its neutral- attitude towards nature and the world (it has an
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affirming, realist view), and secondly, correctly, from certaj-n painterly

techni-ques (aggregatj-ons of col-our-bl-obs rather than definite lines).

Symbolism's indefinlteness resul-ts from its ambiguities and complexitj-es of

suggestion, and not from j-ts techniques, which are based on c.l-arity of lj-ne

j-n both Symbolist and Art Nouveau painting, although the latter is

mannered. Impressionism is bl-urred in technique but not j-n its meaning,,

whil-e symbolism and Art Nouveau are blurred in meaning but not in

technique. Impressionism is not indefj-nite in intentj-on, whether in

painting. literature or music, whereas symbolism and Art Nouveau are.

4. The j-dea that impressionism, symbolism and Debussy are connecLed

through their indistinctnesses is fal-lacious, because there j-s no

straightforward equaLing of painterly, literary or musj-cal- indistj-nctness.

5. Impressionism as a historical- movement (excluding the various Post-

Impressionlsms) is fundamentally simple pastoral, with moods mainly focused

on the affirmation of beauty. whereas Symbolism is essentì-alJ-y

sophisticated, compJ-ex, and wide-ranging in its moods, which al-l reflect

the mystery of unseen por^rers. This applies in al-l- three fiel-ds of the

arts.

6. It is not justifiabl-e to term Debussy or any of his contemporaries

impressionist on the grounds of their being revolutionaries, even though

their experiences at the hands of the musical- establ-ishment brere similar to

those of the Impressionists a generation earl-ier at the hands of the

I:'Académie des -beaux arts. The Impressionj-st and the Debussyan revol-utions

were different phenomena. in different times and fiel-ds.

7. Impressionism has to do with unconscious response. whil-e symbolism

and Art Nouveau appeal- to sub-conscious .response. Impressionism purports

to be a simple. ì-f subjective, rendering of reality, in which the artist is

an unreflecting transnritter of beauty. The symbolist is a seer who affirms

his knowledge of the arcane and seeks to inspire mystery through

suggestion.
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8. Impressionism emphasizes movement (vibration) and the evanescent in

nature and perception, whi-l-e symbolism and Art Nouveau emphasize that this

motion and evanescence i-s only perceived, not real: appearances may change

and dissol-ve but only because of their ambiguity, not because of the

passage of time. Impressionj-sm is about Bergson's time durée whj-l-e

symboJ-ism j-s about time espace.

Musical- Impressionism and musical Art Nouveau

As a first principle, any definition of musical Impressionism must

focus on the popular perception of it as tone-painting, on its sì-mple

imagery rather than that of any imaginary meta-world, on scene-painting and

naive response rather Lhan on complexitj-es of mood and treatment, which are

the stuff of musicaÌ Art Nouveau and musicaÌ symbolism. One implication of

this view of impressionism is that its pieces are ÌikeJ-y to be

comparatively simple in structure and treatment whife Art Nouveau's may be

more complex. A¡other is that the i-magery of impressionism is likeJ-y to be

stereotlped into comparatj-ve1y disparate (and therefore readily

identifiabfe) bird-cal-Is, running sLream-motifs or rushing wind arpeggios,

whil-e that of Art Nouveau is stvl-ized into complex repeating patterns that

are woven into the texture of the music. A corollary of this is that

impressionism will show progression in l-inear time as a narrative or

sequence of events unfolds, while Art Nouveau wil-I tend to show timeless

states as musical figures repeat in patterns around pedalpoints or phrases

without cadence.

Edvard Grieg's Notturno op.54/4 of 1891 may serve as to il-.1-ustrate

these features of musical- i-mpressionism. It opens with a slow chromatic

falling bass motj-f that sets the mood of evening quietness and may signify

the fall-ing of the l-ast rays of light; the following diatonic treble motif

(bars 5-6) has a contrastj-ng upwards movement set over the falling bass,

but this upwards movement fall-s a fourth or fifth at j-ts end (bars 7' 10'

12, 14) and reinforces the downwards movements of the bass and the initial
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treble motif-fragment of bars 2 and 4. At bar 15 there a simple bird-call

sequence begj-ns that is quite different in texture from what has preceded

it, although there are llnks in the falling fifths of bars L7 and 2O; from

baxs 2L to 33 there is a further compJ-ete change into a short-breathed

series of motions that. may represent a breeze stirring. The piece then

develops the material of the opening fourteen bars to bar 54, when the

bird-cafl sequence supervenes untit the brief coda (bars 62-63). The piece

thus fall-s into clearJ-y distinguishab.l-e scene-painting sections' with some

tinking devices l-ike fal-l-ing fifths to give unity.

The effect of this structure is to suggest progress in lj-near time,

givi-ng rise to the simple quasi-narrative progralûnes like "Evening

quietness: the tast light falls and the shadows rise; birds are heard

giving their evening cal--ls. Breezes begin to stir and shake the leaves

rhythmj,cal-ly, until they die away and leave the trees still as the Last

liqht fails and shadows gradually envelop the landscape. Some last bird-

calls are heard; then the peace of night." !ühile there may be disagreement

over the interpretation of particul-ar images, the important points are the

disparateness of the sections, each based on different images, and the

sense of progression through time. Musj-c like this carries on the simple

progranmatic realism of works l-ike Beethovents sixth symphony and the

numerous battle-pieces of the earlier pj-ano that fol-l-owed Franz Kotzwarars

1,1'tB The BattJ-e of Prague. I¡lhether it j-s to have the detailed sequential-

proçtramme of a battJ-e-pi-ece or one of vague scene-painting it is still set

in the world of real space and time.

Ravel's Oiseaux tristes (ltliroirs/2' 1904-05) presents a very

different aspect. firstly through its being without the clear sectional

divisions of Notturno, and secondly through its moving without any sense of

Iinear time-progressi-on. As to t.he first pointr there are changes in

texture and emphasis through the piece but no real-Iy cl-ear demarcations

between them; there is constant changing of the interwoven figures so that
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the whole piece is a conti-nuously transforming pattern, rather like that of

a turning kaleidoscope. As a consequence, there is no orthodox structure,

ternary or otherwise, like that of the conventionally formed Grieg piece,

and Ravel pernrits hi-mself extended bars (l-6, 23), shortened bars (3' 9,22)

and long pedal-points (7-9, 79-14, 23, 24-30) so that he can be free to

expl-ore the possi-bj-fities of various stages of the transformati-on process.

Three points of detail need to be noticed: firstJ-y, the Ravel piece

uses its motifs formed from natural imagery ,(ì-n the case of this piece.

bird-song motj-fs) as e.l-ements of its complex patternj-ng' ü¡hereas Grieg

states his natural images separately as ends in themsefves (the onÌy

exception j-n Ravel's piece being the recitative of the first three bars,

from which much of the subsequent patterning fol-lows). Secondly, the whol-e

texLure of the piece is formed from the patterning of these motifs, so that

thcy become "accompanimental" or "meIodic" by turns. with harmonies

resulting from thei-r fluid movements and interchangings; this patterning is

seen in al-I its rhythnric and harmonic complexity from its initiaf bar (4)

with the rocking motions of the three l-ower voj-ces and the single repeated

note of the upper. ThirdJ-y, there is a rockinq-movement ostinato of

al-ternating seconds or thirds in every bar after the recitative, producing'

with the pedalpoints and free movements over Lhem, a feelJ-ng of constant

but timeless movement, totalj-y different from the sense of narrative

progression ln Grieg.

These two pieces, roughJ-y contemporary and based on natural imageryt

may serve as model-s for differentiating in this period between musical

Impressionism and Art Nouveau.

The stylizati-on of imagery into Art Nouveau Patterning

Since there is recognisabl-e birdsong-j-magery in both the pieces just

discussed it is understandabl-e for a naive interpretaLion to assume that

both are tone-painti-ng and therefore impressionist. Since such imagery may
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be the first thing specifically noticed j-t is easy to bind all Jater

observations into thj-s interpretion.

But whi.Ie Art Nouveau and symbolism j-nevitabl-y use natural imagery,

it is for different purposes. It is easy to appreciate impressionism

because it is only necessary to l-ook at its surface; to call- Oiseaux

tristes impressionist is to l-ook no further than part of its surface. In

musical- impressionism the imagery is the endi in musical Art Nouveau and

symboÌism it is a means.

Musica.l- Art Nouveau. like its visual and l-j-terary manifestations'

stylizes i-ts images into stereotypes, in so doing transfornring them from

simpte reaÌisL representatj-on. Recognisabl-e nature-motifs become

fragmented into ostinatos, inLo fl-ourishes over pedalpoints, into

interweavi-ng eJ-ements of Lexture that produce complex moods rather than the

prj-mary ones of naive response Lo nature. A bird-song motif becomes

important not for its representationaf purposes but for its referentj-al

possibilitj-es of patterning and expl-oration; the image is fess important

than the treatment.

It is perhaps helpful to see this aspect of Art Nouveau as being a

modern version of the rhetorical concept of aemul-atio - the taking of a

model- (nature) and improving upon it, which in Art Nouveau j-s the taking of

mere appearance and showing the deeper realities not normalJ-y perceived.

Here is the fundamental- difference between Art Nouveau and impressionism:

where impressioni-sm is concerned to depict the appearances of things' or

repraesentatio, Art Nouveau is concerned with adding to what is mereJ-y seen

that which the artist intuitiveJ-y knows. AemuLatio is an adding to or

improving upon nature - in this case what is often referred to as Art

Nouveauts decorative nature, accompl-ished through mannerism and stylization

of device and image. Images that both movemenLs have in common - water,

woman, love, for j-nstance - are deal-t with quite differently.
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Conclusion

TMPRESSIONTSM ÏN MUSIC

It is now possible to recognize the three phenomena - impressionj-sm,

symbolism and Art Nouveau - as separate cultural- strands, ones that are

present in most other periods of modern history, and have sporadic

fJ-owerings, in this case over the haff-century before the Great trfar. They

can be to some extent fused or interlrovenf and it is certainly possible to

see them all in Debussy and other composers of the time. lVhere Debussy has

a subject that is not primariÌy fantastj-c, l-ike Le vent dans -La plaine, En

bateau or Minstrels, and where the intention seems simply to capture mood

and scene, or like Des pas sur l-a neige to produce a narrativeT0, then one

may begin to liken it to impressionism, and remember that Debussy owned

Impressj-onist pictures. It must be confessed, however, that most of

Debussy's titl-es carry overtones of the fantastic. just as much of his

music is mannered, so that impressionism is not perhaps its major

component.

It is therefore facil-e to l-abel- a composer as one thing or another

when it is possibl-e to see that different culturaÌ strands are present in

his consciousness and technique. It is the individual- pi-ece that may be so

IabeJ-Ied, but even then only when j-t is unambiguously formed. A great many

works are as complex as the times that produce them, and l-ike their

creators, shov,¡ more than one dimension of these times.
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Supplement); Michel-, 1959, entry by Dorel Handmann; New Grove, L98O,
entry by Arnold l¡Ihittal-.

4 ,lankélévitch,V. : -La vje et l-a mort dans J.a musigue de De-bussy,
(Neuchate.l-, Baconièrre 1968). Typi-cal examples are Muñoz,P.R.:
-Impressionjsm; Trends and Paral--Zel.s in Music and Painting as ReLated to
the Works of Maurice Ravel, (Diss. North Texas StaLe University ]-9731 ¡

HoJ-lander,H.: op. cit., 6I-64; Kotler,N.: Impressionistic Features in
Karol- Szyananowski's Style, in Probl-ems in musicology II ed. orlov,H. et
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al-. (Moskva Sovetskij Komposi-tor, 1975); Samson;.f .: The Music of
Szyznanowski, chapter I "Impressionism and the piano", 99f.f.

,farocinskirS. : Debussy, Impressionism and SynboTism, transl. MyersrR.
(London, Eulenberg I976), originally in Pol_ish edition 1966;
LockspeiserrE.: opp cit.; Zenck-MauserrC.: Versuch ísber die Wahre Art
Debussy zu analysieren, Berl-iner musikwissenschaftl-iche Arbeiten,
(München, Katzbichl-er 1,974). The specialist wrì-tings begin with
Johannes Schwermer: JugendstiL-Musik in de ästhetischen Enkl-ave, Neue
Zeitschrift für Musik 126 (l-965), 2-5, who begins the task of definJ-ng
musical Art Nouveau, but there has been litti-e revision of definj-tions
of musical Impressionism as such, except by Edward Lockspeiser's l{usic
and Paintingr and Christ.opher Pafmerrs -Impressionism in Music, both of
L913. See, however, ToncitchrV.: fmpresions sur impressionnisme,
Anuario musical 36 (1981), 149-68, which begins with the notion of
blurring (149) but devel-ops a more sophisticated psychological theory
(760-62) .

Debussy, C.: l"l.Croche (Dover Publications, New York 1962, 6, 8;
Lesure,F. (ed.): Debussy on Music, transl-. Smith,R.tr., (London, Secker &

Itlarburg 7917) , 14, 48, and notes 1 p. !7, 4 p. 18; I,{hittal1,A.: op.
clt., 30-31; Austin,lrl .!V.: op. cit., 25. The issue arises throughout
Trillig,J: Untersuchungen zur Rezeption C.Debussys in der zeitgenöschen
Muzikkrítik, Frankfürter Beitrage z:ur Musikwissenschaft 13, (Tutzing,
Schnei-der 1983).

7 MasinirL-V.: op. cit., 55.
B But see the conventional argument that l-iterary symbolism and musj-cal

impressionism are the same thing in Cupers J-L.: Correspondance entre
l'impresioni.sme musicaL et l-e symboJisme l-itéraraire, Rewue des
archeJ-ogues et historiens d'art de Louvain IV (L971,) | 799-224, which
sees linking through mood and common opposition to romanticism.

Stokes ,A.: lulonet, (l,ondon 1958) , quoted in Arnold lrihittal_l-'s
Impressionism entry in -IVew Grove 9, 30.

Austin,Vü.Ítl .: Music in the Twentieth Century, (J.M.Dent, London 1966),
24; see al-so Note 1.
8.9., Byrnside,R.L.: Musical- Impressionism: The EarJy History of the
Term, Musical QuarterJ-y LXVI/4 (Oct 1980), 522-37i New Oxford Histoy
of Music 70. Yet in 1974 David Cox recommended SlmboJ-ism as a label
preferable to Impressionism - CoxrD.: Debussy,s Orchestral Music,
(B.B.C. Music Guides I914). Lesure,F. and Cogeval,G.: Debussy e il
SyanboJisme, catalogue of the 1984 Exhibition at the Villa Medici (Roma,
Pal-ombi 1984) ' specifically challenges fmpressionism as a l-abel- for
Debussy, and ,fohannes Piersig rejects it as a label- for composers
around 1900: Das EorschrittsprobLem in der Musik um die
Jahrhundertwende. Von Richard Wagner bis Arnol-d Schönberg, (Regensburg,
Bosse L917) .

See such critical- l-iterature as Bartag-Drexler,I.: Debussy, der
Inqaressionistt Musikerziehung XXXII/ 6 (June 7919l, 1,98-204;
steg:emann,M. : Ausdruck und Eindruck. cLaude De.bussys misverstande¡e
Asthetík, Neue Zeitschrift für Musik 10 (Oct.1986), 8-18, and ibid., 1l_
(Nov. 1986) , 13-l-B; see the
reply in Jung-Kaiser,U.: Zum Thema - Debussy - kein Inqrressionist?,
Neue Zeitschrift für Musik (Feb 1987), I-2; Denisov,E.: tlber einigie
Besonderheiten der Kompositjio¡stechník claude De.bussys, transl-.
HellmundtrC., in Jaå¡buch Peters: Aufsätze zur Musik I, ed. KlemmrE.,
(Lei-pzj-g, Peters 1,91 9) , I47-72, whj-ch advances several different
aspects of impressionism in Debussy. But a l-ess cautious attitude is
seen in standard dictionary entries on Impressionism like Friedrich
Blume's J{usik in Geschichte und Gegenwart (Hans Albrecht), François
Michel-'s Encyclopédie de l-a musigue (DoreJ_ Handmann) , Stanley Sadi_e's
New Grove Dictionary of Music (Arnold Vrlhj-ttal-l). On the other hand,
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the 19?5 edition of Hugo Riemann's Musiklexicon still- has no entry on

the subject.
13 Austin,W.W, z Music ín the Twentieth Century (J.M.Dent, T,ondon t966,

24ff ; Deri,O.: ExpToring Twentieth century lulusíc, (HoIt, Rinehart and

Inlinston, New York 1968) , I54:'f; Cooper,M., in The New Oxford History of
Music, 10. 9L-92.

14 Palmer.c.: op. cit.,105.
15 Lockspeiser,E.z Music and Painting, (Cassefl, London l-973), 51.
16 s"" note 6.
17 Palmer,c.: op. cit.' 18, 28.
18 Heinrich lr]öIfl-in in Principles of Art History (transl . L932''t , quoted in

Lockspeiser, E. : op. cit., 6l-62; Palmer. C. : op. cit. , l-5; ürhittall,A. :

Ioc. cit.
19 S"" the discussion on this of Marti-n Cooper, op' cit', 14'
19 whitt"l1.A.: lvew Grove, rX, 30.
20 To Ricardo Viñes: James,B.: op. cit., 44.
21 s"h*itz,E.R.: op. cit., 81.
22 Mr.h"L,E., op. cit., 2/524-
23 whitt.l-r,4.: l-oc. cit.
24 Lockspeiser,E.: Music and Painting,51.
25 ¡n"i"-Smith.E.: Díctionary of Art Terms, 103; T,ockspeiser,E.: Music and

Paintín7,15.
26 L:uciu-Smith,E.: .l-oc. cit.
2f Jarocinski, s. : op. cit. , 7 .
28 rbid, J, 9.
29 l'bíd., 10.
30 rbid, 6; Palmer,c.: op. cit., 20.
31 LockspeiserrE.: Music and Paintingr 5l-'
32 Jarocinskj-,s.: op. cit., 6; Palmer,C.: op' cit', l-5'
33 Blume 6, 1046-l-090.
34 rbid, 1049.
35 rbid, 1048.
36 rbid, 1059-61.
37 tbid, 1051.
38 rbid" 1049.
39 tbid, i-o52.
40 Ibid, 1053. See piskrp.A.: El.ements of Impressionism and AtonaTíty in

Liszt's -Last Piano Pieces, Radford Review xxiii/3 (Summer L969) , L]O-
76.

41 HamannrR. & HermandrJ.: Impressionismus, 342'
42 rbid., 389.
43 Jarocinski,S.: op. cit.. chs 2,4,5.
44 Lockspeiser, op. cit., passim, particularly rr, App'E'
45 J.rocinskirS.: op. cit., documents the use of the term in musicology

from its first appearance in connection with Debussy in 1887.
46 Austin I¡tr.I¡I .: op;. cit., 24-25.
47 mi"hol-srR.: Debussy, in New Grove 5, 307.
48 Howat,R.: Debussy in ProPortion.
49 Hertz,D.M.: op. cit., - but see the review of this by Daverio.J. in

Nineteenth century Music 13/3 (1990), 257-61,; Hoffmann-Erbrecht,L.: von

der Urentsprechung zum STunboJ. Versuch einer Systematisíerung
musjka-Ljsches Sonnbifder, in Bachiana et aLia musicologica ed- Rohmr !{.
(KasseI, Barenreiter 1983) , tI6-25; BrodyrE.: lnlusical- Settings of
slanboTist Poems, in The symboTist Iulovement in the Literature of
European Languages, ed. Balakian,A. (Budapest, Akadémie, L982) ' 483-91.

50 Syt.ri. Sowa-I¡linter (op. cit. ) discusses the whol-e Tmpressionist/Art
Nouveau debate pp 7-9, and Debussy in particular, pp 29-31. Vlolfgang
Dömling gives a cautj-ous approval of the term in respect of some

si-milarities in outlook between Debussy and some painters of the
period, but not as a general descriptj-on of Debussy: Debussy und der
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5l-
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
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Impressionjsmus. Zu einem Abgestandenen, Neue Zeitschrift für Musik
CXXXII/6 (June !971), 290-92. See al-so Borris,S.: CJ-aude Debussy,
Musik Unterrj-ch:- BlLfv/72 (L968l , 430-33.
ibid, 107.
LockspeiserrE.: op. cit., 51, 61-62.
rbid, 75.
Palmer, C. : op. ciL. , 13 .

ibid, 15-l-6.
Loc. cit.
rbid, 16,22,23,28, 30, 35,'71.
E.g. Robert Browning's Prospice.
Palmer, C. : op. cit. , 20 .

Schmitz,E.R.: op. cit.. 54.
Some of the confusion surrounding the subject has been discussed by
lVo1fgang Andreas Schul-z in his study of free form in Expressionist and
Impresslonist music - Schulz,W.A.¿ Die freien formen in der Musik des
Expressio¡ismus und Impressionismus, Diss. Hamburg Universitàt 1,97 4.

lrlenk,A. : op. cit. , 111-11-4 .

New Grove 5, 302.
Pa1mer,C.: op. ci-t., L6; Lockspeiser,E.: Music and Painting, 15-16, 38.
Gerlach.R.: op. ciL., 729-1-38
Bowers,F.: op. cit., 180; Brown,M.: op. cit., 48-51; Eber.l-ein,D.: op.
cj-t., 86-87.

LockspeiserrE.: op. cj-t., 75.
Howat,R.: op. cit., passim.
Orledge, Satie the Composer, 144-84.
It must be remembered, however, that Impressionist painters avoided
narrative, so that it is more proper to tal-k of a narrative that uses
impressionistic technique.
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category in the history of music - with a negatíve pTea;
von Fischer. Kurt: Debussy and the cLimate of Art lVouveau - some remarks

on Debussy's aesthetics;
Hirsbrunner. Theo: Debussy, Nlaeterl-inck, Chausson: fiteratyt musicaL and

musica-L connections;
!{enk, Arthurz Cl-aude Debussy and the .Art lVouveau image of Woman;

Iongyear, Ray: Towards the Ein de SiècLe:styListic change and STanbolist
connotations in Erench music 1875-7905;

Austin, Wil-lj-am f'f .: The rhythms of Satie and oriental timefe.ssnessi
Beltrando-Pater, Marie-Cl-aire: The ínheritance from GabríeL Eauré in the

formation of the contemporary vocal style;
Kirk, Elj-se Kuhl-: Art Nouveau and the meLodic style of Charl-es Koechl-in;
Kropfinger, Kfaus:. The shape of l-ine;
Finscher, Ludwig:, Richard,gtrauss and JugendstiL:

the Munich years;
Vifeber, Horstz Eigur und Grund - secessionistic instrumentation of

Al-exander Zemlinsky;
Roman, Zo.l-tan: Erom congruence to antithesis.' poetic and musicaf

,Jugendstil- ín Vlebern's songs;
Vüickes, T,ewis. \fugendstil- consideration of the opening and cfosing

sections of the Vorspiel to Eranz Schreker's opera "Die Gezeichneten"¡

fu *rr^u des Art Nouveau. Y
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BOB BIBLIOGRAPHY
McCredi-erÄndrew D.: Some aspects of ,fugendstiT Tyric and dramatic texts

and their mùsicaL settinqs.
Platt,P.: Pierrot J-unaite - Mannerist or Batoque?



THE ESSENTIAL PLES

OF ART NOIIVIiA--.U

Original-ity & Universality

Sensua-Iity mesmeric pulse
panpipe motifs
winding motifs
chromaticism

Mystery ch-româtic progressions
horn-motl fs
soft & distance effects
multi-textures

Àmbiguity of tonai- centre
of tonal-ity
accompt v mefodic roles
opposltion of hands

Extrern-ity as)¡¡nmetry of proportion
discordance
repetition
affective device

StyJ-ization motíf -) figuration
flourish -) pattern
these replace development

Emphasis on
detatl

accompaniment
f.Iourish & texture

focus on microstructure

Repetition ostinato & patterning
räther than progression

Interweavlng of strands in contrapuntal
and arabesqued textures

Àbsence of
depth pedaÌpoints

Timelessness parallel and non-
functional progressions
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